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Page 19. Line 22 

Page 28. Lines 38 & 39 

Page 52. Line 41 

Page 73. Lin~ 39 

P~e 73. Line 43 

Pag,74. Line 21 

Page 75. Line 15 

Page 87. Line 35 

;Page 102' .. Line 19 

Page -138. Line 66 

Page 139. Line 37 

Page 139. Line 50 

Page 158. Line 36 

Page 159. Line 64 

page 161~ Line 54 

Page 180. Li~e 12 

Page 203. Lille 63 

Page 206. Line 62 

Page 225. Linll 62 

Page 233. Line 6 

Page 252. Line 32 

Page 256. Line 13 

Page 260. Line 15 

Page 261. Line 9 

Page 261. Line 22 

Page 267. Line 45 

Page 279. Line 29 

Page 284. Line 1 

Page 290. Line 13 

Page 292. Line 38 

Page 292. Line 44 

Page 294. Line 33 

Page 306. Line 63 

CORRIGENDA. 

(VOLUME I). 

Put closing inverted commas after" revolution ". 

Delete the bracltets beginning with "and that" 
and ending with .. the former ". 

Change comma into full stop after i, William 
Paul ". 

Put comma after" Nasim ". 

Put comma after " N asim ". 

Read "M,uzaffar" for" Muzacar ". 

Read " was " for " 'Wash ". 

Read ... had " for "he ". 

Read" following" for" follownig ". 

Read " you " for " wo:u "~ 

Read " given " for " giving ". 

Read " revival " for " rivival ". 

Read " friend " for " riend ". 

Put Ii full stop after "paper". 

Read " had ". for " has ". 

Add" from" after" release ft. 

Read" envelope" for" envelop ". 

Read " J oglekar " for " J olekar ". 

Change comma into full stop after" Imperialism ". 

Read " party " for " paty ". 

Read" join" for" joint"". 

Read" P. 955 " for" P. 955 (1) ft. 

Put closing inverted commas after " front" an(l 
delete .those before " He ". 

Read " a " for " of ". 

·Put the marginal heading" Application of Instruc
tIons ", against line 24 instead of line 22. 

Put closing inverted commas after " India ". 

Put" O. P. 705 " against line 40 instead of line 29. 

Read .. to " for " ot ". 

Start a new paragraph with" I alluded a little way 
back ......... ". 

Put" O. P. 741 " agaimt line 35 instead of line 38. 

Read " arrangement" for" arrangements ". 

Put" O. P. 747 " against line 40 instead of line 33. 

:Read" P. 1207 (1) " fOl' " P. 2071 ". 



(1) Philip Spratt. 
(2) Benjamin Francis Bradley. 
(3) Ajodhya Prasad. 
(4) Shaukat Usmani. 
(5) Puran Chandra Joshi. 
(6) Gauri Shankar. 

- (7) l.iakshman Rao Kadam (alias Lakshmi Naraill Kadam). 
(S) Vishwa ·Nath Mukharji. 
(9) Dharani Kanta Goswami.· 

(10) Shib Nnth Banerji. 
(11) Muzaffar Ahmad. 
(12) Gopal Chandra Basak. 
(13) Shamanl Huda. 
(14) Kishori Lal Ghosh. 
(15) Gopendra Chakrav8lrty. 
(16) Radha Raman Mittra. 
(17) Sripad Amrit Dange. 
(IS) Sachhidanand Vishnu Ghate. 
(19) Shiavaksh Hormasji Jhabwala. 
(20) Dhondi Rad 'fhengdi. 
(21) Keshav Nilkanth Joglekar. 
(22) Shanta Ram Suvlaram Mirajkar. 
(23) Raghunath Shivaram Nimbkar. 
(24) Gangadhar Adhikari. 
(25) Motiram Gajanan Desai. 
(26) Arjun Atmaram Alve. 
(27) Gobind Ramchandra Kasle. 
(2S) Sohan Singh Josh .. 
(29) Mir Abdul Majid. 
(30) Kedar Nath Sehgal and 
(31) Hugh Lester HutChinson. 

0. P. J. have been committed for trial by Mr. R. Milner-White, I.C.S., Additional Dis
trict Magistrate, on a charge under Section 121-A I. P. C., namely, that they, in 
I.Hld between the years 1925 and 1929 withiu and without British India, agreed 

10 

20 

26 

and conspired together with one another, and Amir HaidarKhan, absconding 3lS 
accused, and the persons and bodies mentioned in the list attached (Appendix) 
and other persons known or unknown and not before the Court, to deprive the 
King l~mperorof the Sovereignty of British India. The appeu9.ix attached to 
the charge contains the following names of organisations and persons :......., 

1. 'Fhe Third International or Comintern and affiliated bodies. 40 
2. The Krestintern. 
3. T.he Red International of Labour Unions. 
4. The U. S. S. R. Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries. 
5. The Communist Party of Great Britain. 
6. '.rhe National Minority Movement. 45 
7. The Workers' Welfare League of India. 

L.IJMOO 



o. P. s. 

o.P.'-

8. '!'he Labour Research Department. 
9. The Young Communist League of Great Britain. 

10. 'l'he India Seamen's Union. 
11. The Pan-Pacific Trade> Un;.on' Secr~t~riat. 
12. 'rhe League Against Imperialism. 
13. Oeorge AlliJon (alias Donald Campbell). 
14. R. P. Arnot. 
l.5. T. Bell. 
16. Hhaduri. 
17. R. Bishop. 
18. L. C. Bradley. 
19. E. H. Brown. 
20. H. R. Brown. 
21. V. Chattopadhyaya. 
22. Dombal. 
23. C. P. Dutt. 
24. R. P. Dutt. 
25. A. GIyn Evans. 
26. Fazl Elahi. 
27. Arthur Field. 
28. Percy GIading. 
29. J. S. Garden. 
30. :m .• T. Horsman. 
31. Harry Howell. 
32. A. Inkpin. 
33. I. Jusefowitsch. 
34:. J. W. Johnstone. 
35. C. L. Leese. 
36. Karl Lesse. 
37. Bob Lovell. 
3&. A. Lozovsky. 
~9. J.luhani. 
40. L. C. Mellonie. 
41. Willi Munzenoerg. 
42. A. C. N. Nambiar. 
43. Orloff. 
44. W. Paul. 
45. Graham Pollard. 
46. H. Pollitt. 
47. J. Potter Wilson. 
48. H. P.Rathbone. 
49. R. W. Robson. 
50. M. N. Roy. 
51. William Rust. 
52. J. Ryan. 
53. S. Saklatvala. 
54. Khushi Muhammad alias Muhflmmad Ali alia8 Sepassi. 
55. R. C. L. Sharma. 
~6. Agnes Smedley. 

57. S. V. Sovalli. 
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58 •. S .. N. Tagore. 
59. Julius Trosin. 
60. N. J. Upadhyaya. 
61. V oronoff. 
'62. A. Vozneciensky. 
63. Max Ziesse. 

3 

The above charge was framed as the result of the inquiry into a complaint, 
(P 2485), filed on March 15. 1929, in the Court of the District Magistrate of 
Meerut by Mr. R. A. Horton, Officer 011 Special Duty, under the Director, Intelli
gence Bureau, Home Department, Government of India. It will be convenient, 
I think, to reproduce the complaint or rather the narrative part 'of the complaint 
in full. It runs as follows :- . 

1. That there exists in Russia an organisation called the Communi.t In
ternationaL The aim of this organisation is, by the creation of armed revolu
tion, to overthrow all the existing forms of Government throughout the world 
and to replace them by Soviet Republics subordinate tIl, and controlled by the 
Central Soviet administration in Moscow. 

IS 

10 

. 2. That the said Communist International carries on its work and pro
paganda through various committees, branches and organisations, controlled by 
and ~ubject to itself, e.g., the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter- 20 
national (E. C. C.I.), and various sub-committees of the same, including a sub
committee concerned with Eastern and Colonial affairs (Colonial Bureau), the 
Communist Party of Great Britain (C. P. G. B.) which is a section of the Com
mUllist International; the Red InternatioUOlI of Labour Unions (R. I. L. U.), the 
Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat, the League Against Imperialism, the 2~ 
Young Communist League (Y. C. L.) and various other bodies. 

O. P. 6. 3. That the nltimate objective of the said Communist International is the 
complete paralysis and' overthrow of existing Governments in every . country 
(including India), by means of a general strike and armed uprising. It has 
'outlined a programme or plan of campaign which should be followed for the 30 
achievement of this ulti~ate objective. Among the methods so ordained are:-

a) The indtement of antagonisJD. between Capital and ·Labour. 
'b) The creation of Workers' and Peasants' Parties, Youth Leagues, 

Unions, etc., ostensibly for the benefit of the members thereof, but in 
'fact for the purpose of propaganda: the domination of such parties M 
by Communists pledged to support the aims of the Communist In
ternational, and the unification of such bodies under one co~t!'ol 
subservient to the Communist International. 

'c) The introduction of fractions or nuclei of such communists with illegal 
object.s as aforesaid into existing Trade Unions, Nationalist bodies 40 
and political and other organisations, with the object of capturing 
the ",rune or obtaining their support in the interest of the Communist 
International. 

'd) The encouragement of strikes, hartals, and agitations; 
e) Propaganda by speeches, literature, newspapers, the celebration of 45 

. ann.iversaries connected with the Russian revolution. etq.. etc. 
I) The utilisation and encouragement of any movements hostile to the 

Government. 
4. ~L'hat in tho year 1921 the said Communist International determined to 

establish a branch organisation in British India, and the accused Sripad Amrit 50 
Dange, Shaukat Usmani and Muzaffar Ahmad entered into a conspiracy with 
certain other persons to establish such branch or~anisations with a view to 
deprive the King-Emperor of his sovereignty of British India. 

o. P. 6. 5. That thereafter various persons, including the accused Philip Spratt and 
Benjamin }<'r:mcis Bradley were sent to India by the Communist Internatil)nal 55 
through the medium of one of its branches or organisations, and with the object 
of furthering Hie aims of the Communist International. '. 

6. That the accused named in this complaint reside at different centres 
throughout British India. They have conspired with each other and with otJwr 
persons known or unknown within or without British India, to deprive the King 60 
Emperor of the sovereignty of British India, and for such' pilr.pose to use the 



O.P.'; 

O.P.9. 

methpds and carry out t~e progr~e and plan of caIlIpaign-outlined and 
ord8:med by the Commumst InternatIonal, and in fact they.used.such'methods and 
carned out such plan of campaign With the assistance of and financial support 
from the Communist International. " " 

7. ~'hat the accused have met and conspired together as aforesaid ,at ,variolls 5 
places within and without British India, and amongst others at'Meerut; and in 
pursuance of ~mc1 conspiracy as aforesaid, the accused fo:r:me& a Workers' and 
Peasants' llarty !it Meerut and there held a conference thereof. 

8~:1'hat the above-named accused . have committed· an offence under' sec ... 
tion121-A .onhe Indiall Penal Code and within the jurisdiction of this Court: - 10 

Tlhis complaint was filed by Mr. Horton under an order of sanction unden 
Section 196 C. P. C. given by the Governor-General: in Council and.datedH:th[ 
Marc~ 1929 over the signature of the Secretary to the Government of India in the 
Ilome Department (P.2485 (1». The complaint against Hutchinson accused 
and Amir Haidar Khan, the absconding accused, is P.2486. This complaint,. 16 
which was filed by Mr. Horton on June 11, 1929, is not in detail, but refers to the' 
first complaint which, it is asked, should be read as an annexure to the second: 
complaint. It was authorised }:ly the orders of ' sanction, (P 2486 (1) & (2», 
which' are signed by Mr. Woodhead, who was Secretary to the Government of 
India'in another (:/epartment; I mention' this fact because Hutchinson acCUEled ,20 
bh'Sed au objection to the legality of the sanction on that fact. As has, however,' 
Heeft pointed out, it'iS' sufficient under' the law that such a sanctioning ordersho111d 
be signed by any Secretary to Government. When all is said and done, the signa.; 
ture of r any Secretary on the order represents the signature of the Governor .. 
<reneral itr Oouncil, and it is not possible to go bcl1ind that signature. III this con: 26 
nection Imay refer to the Government of lndia Act, 1915, 9 &,10 George Y, 
Chapter 101, Section 40: As to the proprftltyof the form of complaint, it appears 
ta me tlrattlrecomplaint,.filed:as it was'With the~a.nilexure attached, was entirely 
unbbjectionable, .and lin any case the ~point is no longercof lmpottanee, as the-ease 
is not noW' J.lrocec.A(}ingon, thecolllplaint but on: the order of the Magistrat~~ 30 
mitting: the accused for trial to tms Colirtl Hutchinson accuseu had some further 
grounds of objection, nalIlely, first; in regard to his arrest: which is obviously, no 
longer of any importance, and secondly in regard to the fact that his ease was con
solidated with that of the other accused after the opening st!ltement of the Prose
cution case had 'begonin the Lower Court. It, appears, 110wev,er from his own 36 
statement (page 1330), that Hutchinson accused was present in the dock before 
the hearing of (widence. in the Lower Court began .. ID. these circumstances it is 
evi<ient that there was no defect in the proceedings against him in the, Lower 
Court. " . '. ' ' 

l'he' aecused have from time to time raised numerous objections to the 40 
alleged vague nature of the complaint.· It will perhaps be sufficient to say that 
a most cursory study of the complaint by persons as well read and well informed 
on Communist theory and practice as the bulk of the accused in this case admit
tedly are, could not have left them in any doubt· as to the nature and meaning of 
the charge brought against them. As learned ,Crown Counsel pointed out in his 45 
summing up, there' are numerous remarks· contained in the statements of the 
accused made to this Court under Section 342 C.P.C. which show that they were 
not really ip: any doubt as to the 'meaning and scope of th,e Pro~ecutioncase. 

If they were in any such doubt, the High Court, in dealing with one of the many 
applications made to it from time to time gave them some help in the matter. 5p 
The Hon'ble Chief Justice in the order dated 24th July 1929 drafted a num-
ber of questions with the immediate object of testing whether the allegations made 
by a counsel before llim as to the scope, which the enquiry in this case would cover, 
were' well founded. The questions which were framed by the learned Chief 
Justice on that occasion Were as follows :-: . ' "56 

(1) Was 'there at all times materIal to this prosecution an organisation in 
Russia known as ·the Communist International , 

(2) 1£ yes,' are the objects of the organisation set out and described in its 
official publications and other .relevant admissible documents' 

(3) Did that organisation, at all times material to ihis prosecution, have as 60 
one of its objects the overthrow of the Governinent of His Majestv the King-
Emperor in India by armed revolution " .,,' . 



5 

.. (4) Are th? 8~ccessive steps by which the armed revolution was to be 
b.rought about, mdicated, pres~ri.bed and advocated in the said official publica
tlOn~ . and other relevant admisslble documents , 

I omit questions 5 to 9 at this stage and go on to question 10. 

(10) Alternatively to questions5~ to 9, did all. or any and which of the 5 
accused, whether members of the Communist International or not; conspire with 
each other at Meerut and elsewhere to. carry out all or some of the successive 
steps aforesaid or steps similar thereto with the ultimate object of bringing 
about an armed revolution to destroy the sovereignty of His Majesty the King 
Emperor in India' 10 

R.e\'erting to the omitted questions, question No.5, relating to membership 
of the Communist International, is not really.part of the Prosecution case against 
any of the ac('used ; the other questions were as folloWEl :...,.... 

• 
(6) Wete the accused, or any and which of them, members of the Workers' 

and Peasants' Party'· .. .. . 15 

This would perhaps be better framed, as the case now appears, in the form : 
Were.the accused or any or which ()f them members of the Oommunist Party of 
India or of any of the Workers' and Peasants' Parties' 

(7) Was that association affiliated to or working in collaboration with . the 
. Communist International or any and which of its subsidiary organisations. T • 20 

Here again, as the case is now seen, for the words" was that association" 
the words" were the C. P. I. and the Workers' and Peasants' Parties ". should 
be read. ... 

(8) Did the said Workers' and Peasants' Party (this would now be read 
O.P.IO. better as" the said C. P.I. and Workers' and Peai;!ants' Parties") or all or any 25-

and which of the accused receive instructions, advice and money from the Oom
munist Internatiomilor from any of its subsidiary organisations for the support 
of its members or the accused and for the furtherance of the successive steps 
leading up to armed revolution T 

(9) Did the said Workers' and Peasants' Party (" c.P. I. and W. & P. 30 
Parties ") or all or any and which of the accused agree t6 carry out the succes-
sive steps indicated by the Communist International with the ultimate object of 
bringing about an armed revolution to destroy the sovereignty of ills Majesty 
the King li:mperor in India , . 

In tneremaining questions the learned Chief Justice distinguished between 35 
the evidence against individuals of entering into and participating in the 
conspiracy and the evidence against .individuals admissible under Section 10 of 
the Evidence Act against co-~ccused. 

(11) What is as regards each accused the evidence of his having entered 
into the alleged conspiracy ,. . . 40 

(12) What are, as reg~rds e!1ch accused, th~ acts, .speeches, writ~~s 3;nd 
other 'conduct which as agamst hIm prove a pnma fame case of participatlOn 
in the said alleged conspiracy' (The mention of a pr~»!.a facie case is of course 
due to the fact that these were questions for the enquIrmg Court.) 

(13) ,\Yhat are the acts, speeches, writings and other conduct of the indivi- 45 
dual accused which are receiva.ble in evidence as against him and all the other 
accused in proof of the said alleged conspiracy '1 

I d.o 110t think that in ~he light of the above questions, of the wording of the 
complamt and of the opemng speeches of the learned Counsel for the Crown in 
both eourts-, the accused could ever have been in any doubt as to the nature of 50 
the Prosecution case against them. The accused and their counsel in the course 

). P.ll. of their summing up of the Defence case put forward in a vague kind of way 
. an argument to the effect that if there were any mistakes or any inaccuracy in 
the complaint the accused must be considered to have been misled and ought to 
be acquitted. It is' possible that there may be inaccuracies in the complaint 55 
but, as Crown Counsel pointed out, the question whether accused will be con
'victed does not depend on the complaint, which is, at any rate, a substantially 
correct statement 'of the case which the Crown has sought to establish, but on 
the evidence. . . . 

LaIJMQC 



O.P.12. 

O.P.13. 

., 

.' Before going any further it will be convenient to dispose of one or two 
pOlllt~ of law which have been raised for the defenCe. The first of these 'is the 
questIOn whether this Court has jurisdiction to ' try the case. The objection 
here is that the Court has no local jurisdiction in the sense that even if there is 
evidence o~ acts committed at Meerut it does not justify the holding oithe trial 5 
there. ThIfI has been put in two ways. First, on the lines that the Government 
by instituting the complaint at Meerut has done something unfair in as much as 
the bulk ?f the evidence certainly relates to acts done, speeches made and so 
!ol'th at cIt~er Calcutta or Bombay. Now there can be no question that there 
IS ample eVId~nce on the record of acts done, speeches made etc. at Calcutta 10 
or places outsIde Calcutta but near it, and at . Bombay, Lahore, Amritsar, 
Lyallpur as well as at Meerut. It is also no doubt a fact that had the Govern
nttent chosen to institute the complaint in a Court at either Bombay or Calcutta 
that would have sui~ed the convenience of some of the accused, if at Bombay 
t.he Bombay group, If at Calcutta the Calcutta group, better than a trial at 15 
,Meerut. It is also, .1' suppose, a fact that had the trial taken place at Bombay 
or at Calcut.ta the trIal would have been by Jury. But I cannot see what ground 
of complaint the accused have on, that score. If, as the evidence shows, they 
chose to extend their operations to places where, if the Govern'ment chose tQ 
take action (and the Bombay-accused at any rate from the very first were aware 20 
of, that risk), trial,might not be by jury but by a judge with the aid of the 
assessors, that isa matter which they should have foreseen before they took 
those steps, and it is no use to complain about it now. If the accused themselves 
put the Government ina position to prosecute ~hem at Meerut they cannot 
Cbmplain because the Government did not' select a crowded presidential' town 25 
with its innumerable possibilities of public exCitement and influence OIi" th'e 
jurors as the venue for the trial of a case like the present one. " . 

rrhe second aspect of this point 'is the legal aspect. It was at first sought 
to argue that no acts had been committed at Meerut which would give juris~ 

'diction. That has not, I think, been pressed recently and to my mind at any 30 
rate it has no force whatsoever. It has, however, been sought to argue that 
even if acts have been committed at Meerut in furtherance of the conspiracy 
still there is a technical defect in respect of jurisdiction. ,This was merely 
based on tbesupposition that whatever· did take place at Meerutdid not result 
in the formation of a Workers' and Peasants' Party of the U. P. As Crown 35 
Counselliowever has pointed out in the course of his argument. ,it does not in 
the least matter whether the formation of such a party did or· did not actually 
result from what was done. There is conclusive evidence that efforts were made 
bya number of.the conspirators at Meerut in furtherance of the conspiracy and 
that is sufficient for the purpose of settling the question of jurisdiction. There 40 
are a number of letters, telegrams, resolutions etc. etc. : but even a single letter 
from Meerut (and there are several from Gauri Shanker accused and' one at 
least from Joshi accused), or a letter written hy a conspirator outside to a 
conspirator at Meerut in furtherance of the conspiracy wOilld be sufficient to 
confer jurisdiction. ". 45 

In this i~onnection Crown Counsel relied' on the rulingK. VS. Brissac, re
ported in 4: East, page 164, vide 102 English Reports, page 793 and the passage 
at page 795. It will be useful to quote this and the other rulings mentioned in 
this connection as they are also valuable in connection with the legal question of 
" conspiracy". "Conspiracy", says Mr. Justice Grose, " is a matter of in~ 50 
ference. deduce-d from certain criminal acts of the parties accused done in pur~ 
suanccl of an apparent criminal purpose in common between them, arid which 
hardly ever are confined to one place; and that from analogy. there seems no 
reason why the ,crime of conspiracy, amounting only to a misdemeanor, may 
not be tried wherever one distinct overt act of conspiracy is in fact committed, 55 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. In the case of K. vs. Bowes and others the tri,al proceeded 
upon this principle ; where no proof of actual conspiracy embracing all the 
several conspirators was attempted to be given at Middlesex; where the trial 
took place, allo where the individual acting'S of some of the conspirators were 
wholly con:fill(~d to other counties than Middlesex : but still the conspiracy as 60 
against all having been proved from the community of criminal purpose, and by 
their joint eo-operation in forwarding the objects of it, in different places and 
counties, the locality required for the purpose of trial was holden to be satisfied 
by overt acts done by some of them in prosecution of the conspiracy in the county 
where the trial was had." . 65 



O.P.14. 

O.P.15. 

., 
. Crown COlllsel.also referred to t~e ruling reported in.9 Bengal Law Reports, 
page 36, Q. tJs. Amlr Khan. He .relied on two·passag<esin the head note which 
run as follows :- ,. 

;" Where the prisoner was charged .with having, at Calcutta, abetted the 
~agmg of war against the Queen, and was tried at the Sessions Court of Patna, 
It was held thai. the Court of Sessions at Patna had jurisdiction to try him, 
because he was a member of a conspiracy, other members of which had done acts 
within the district of Patna in pursuance of the original concerted plan, a~d with 
reference to the co~on object:" '.' . . .. . 

" The Court of Patna had jurisdiction also, because the prisoner had sent 
money from Calcutta to Patna by hundis,. and, until that money reached its 
destination, the sending continued on the part of the prisoner." 

He further relied on two passages in the judgment which appear at pages 62 
and 63 and nre as follows :- . 

5 

10 
• L 

" Now, the rule of law is that, where several persons are proved to have 15 
combined together for the same illegal purpose, any act done by one of the parties 
in pursuance of the original concerted plan, and with reference to the common 
object, is, in the contemplation of law, the act of the who~e. Each party 'is an 
agent of the others in carrying out the 'objects of the ()Onspiracy and doing any
thing in furtherance of the common design. .1;his .was determined in Englalld 20 
in the case of Rex vs. Bowes. cited by Grose, J. in the K. vs. Brissac; and cited 
to us by the learned Advocate General, and the law has. from the period· when 
that case was decided, been the settled law in England. It rests upon R. principle 
which is equally applicable in this country. 'J'here is not any peculiarity of 
English law in this matter, but it rests upon the general law which has ·been 25 
stated that, where parties concert together, and have a common object, the act 
of one of the parties done in furtherance of the common object in pursuance of 
the concerted plan, is the act of the whole ·of them. " 

" Now the money was received at Patna, and sent by Amir Khan there· 
through hundis, as proved by the evidence ; and until that Illoney reached its 30 
destination, the sending, in point of law,continned .on the part .of Amir Khan ; 
the money was in the process of being sent to the persons by whom it' was intend-
ed to be recciyed until' they received it at Patna, and there was, in. that view of 
the case, a sending of the money by Amir Khan within the district of Patila, 
where he has heen tried and convicted. It is on this principle thafit has been 35 
held, and it is considered settled law, that an indictment for sending a threaten-
ing letter may be tried either in the country in which the offender sent the letter, 
or in the country in which the proseclltor received the. letter." 

Crown Counsel also relied on the caseQ. vs. Rogers, reported in 3 Q. B. D. 
28, page 34, which also it may perhaps as well-to quote in full. The passage 40 
runs as follows :-' . 

" There is a strong authority to be found, as to the effect to be given to the 
sending of the letter to Middlesex. In the case of Evans vs. Nicholson, the 
Court regarded a letter as speaking continuously from the moment of its b~ing 
posted until its receipt by the addressee .for the purpose of giving jurisdiction, 45 
and the reasoning is in this way: A letter is intended to act on the mind of the 
recipi~llt; its action upon his mind takes place when it is received. It is like 
the case of the firing of a shot, or the throwing of a spear. ·If a shot is fired, or 
a spear thrown, from a place outside the boundary of a county into another 
county with intent to injure.a person in that country, the offence is committed in 50 
the country within which the blow is given. So with a letter." 

9. P. 16. I now tome to consider the Ilection under which the accused are charged, and 
in consequence a number of points which have been raised in connection with 
the interpretation of the section. One of the many difficulties in writing a 
judgment iu this case is to decide what is the most appropriate place for discus- 55 
sion of the Ilumerous points good and bad, mostly I regret to say the latter, which 
have been raised. in this connection: Logically in the case of some of them it 
would seem best to deal with them in discussing the general.defence at the appro
priate point for that purpose. On the other hand if, as Crown Counsel sug-

. gested, all these poiI}.ts are more or less " red herrings " sought to be dragged 60 
across the trail, it would be better to do as Crown Counsel did in his argument 
and dispose of them before going on to set out the facts of the case in detail. I 
shall at any rate dispose or a number of these points at this stage, leaving for a 
later stage only those for which the present stage does not seem to be suitable. 
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The Tclcvant portion (I,r Section 121-A under which. the aMused are charged 
reads as follows :-" Whoever within or withOut British India conspires to 
deprive the King Emperor of the sovereignty of British India shall be 'punished 
. . . . . . JtJxplanation ~To constitute a conspiracy, under this ,sec-
tion it is 1\ot necessary that any act or illegal omission shall take place in pur- 5 
suance thereof. H A whole series of attempts has been made to show either that 
the fncts proved do not bring the accused within the scope of this section or that 
the section should not be applied eyen if prima facie the facts do bring them. 
within its scope. B€'fore dealing with these it ie necessary to consider what the, 
plain meaning of the law is. Cons'piracyis not defined in this section and so far 10 
as, I can see there is no definition in the Code which is properly applicable. 
It was8uggested. that the definition contained in Section 120-A, I. P. C. applies 
to:.., this Section 121-A, ~)llt that I thipk is clearly a wrong suggestion. Section 
121-A became the law In 1870; Section 120-A was enacted some 40 years later, 
and they do not form part of the same chapter of the Code~ It cannot therefore 15 
be said that Section 120-A. govern~ Section, 121-A .. 

We may however apply an analogy from the definition contained' iIi Section 
120~A, and the result, about which there is really no dispute, is that the essential 
ingnidient ill conspiracy, whether' it is conspiracy under Chapter V A or cons
piracy hnder Se(:tion 121-A; is agreement. An agreement the object of which is 20 
illegal or if l'l()t illegal i~ to be attained by illegal means is punishable under 
Section 120-B. But where the agreement hasihe specific object. of depriving 
the King Emperor of his sovereignty of British India it is punishable under 
Section 121-A. The whole 'burden of the Prosecutionc,ase is devoted to p'roving 

,that ihere was such an agreement between the accused, and between the accused 25 
and their (!o"llonspiratol's in and outside India: 

Taking the meaJJing" of the words" whoever conspires" to' be now clear 
we may go on to consider the meaning of the phrase "to deprive the King 
Emperor of his sovereignty of British India". In this_ ~o.nnect~on a suggestion 
was made thai the King's sovereignty does not really exist. I do not quite 
know why the accused wasted their time in putting forward an argument of this 
kind. For the purpose of th(1 Indian Penal Code the King Emperor's sovereignty 
might be presumed to exist but the law makes the matter clear. Section 1 of the 
Code prescribes that it (t.he Code) shall take effect throughout the whole of the 
territories which are or may become, vested in His Majesty by the Statutes 21 and 
22 Victoria Chapter lOG. Further by Section 15 the words " British India" 
denote the territories which arE' oJ' may hecome vested in His Majesty by the 
said Statute 21 and 22 Victoria, Chapter 106. Lastly under the provisions of 
Section 1 of Chapter 61 of the Government of India Act, 1915, 5 & 6 George V, 
" The territories for the time being vestf'd in His Majesty in India are governed 
by and in the name of His Majesty the King Emperor of India". , -

J)epriv\l1ion of the King of his sovereignty of British India then plainly 
means the bringing ahout by methods other than constitutional of the cessation 
of the (~xisting form of Government of British India. It makes no difference 
to the case to call that form of government the government of British Capitalism 
or Britii"h Imperialism. In fact a study of the statements of the accused and of 
numerous Communist writings will show that the two things, that is the Imperial 
Government (Ir the Kblg'S sovereignty and British Imperialism are from the 
Communist point of view practically the same thing. 

In this connection Crown CoUnsel drew attention tQ another of the many: 
subterfuges in the way of defence arguments put forward by or on behalf .of 
the accused. This was a suggestion that the .a~cused by: ,,:,hatev~r they d~d, 
although t.hey certainly desired to ?verthro~ BntIsh ImperIalism, dI~ not de~Ire 
to deprive the King, Emperor of hIS sovereIgnty. Fr0Il?- the legal pomt of VIew 
that is obviom1y absurd, as I have shown already, but m fact the ar~um~nt has 
al!'lo been ('ontradictetl bv statements of the accused themselves which It may 
h~ as well to quote. For 'example in P. 904 (The Bengal Workers' and Peasants' 
Party's Ic'tatement on the Nehru Report), a considered statement, we find a 
remark" The presence of the King . . . . cannot but be repulsiv.e to every 
Indian". A 8imilar remark is found in a document P. 545 (3) of WhICh Spratt 
accused is the author. Further Sohan Singh Josh accused at page 352 of the 
statements of the accuseil makes the point clear that there is no room whatever 
for a king, in India or anywhere else, in his view of what he wants to bring 
about. The point ·is clinched by a reference made by Crown Counsel to a 
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lca~erette ill ~. 534, n copy of a Communist newspaper the ". Workers' Life i, 
. whICh makes It clear that the monarchy isa serious ·obstacle in the way of the 
. wor~ers, beca"';lse.i~ hides the r~ality of class relation and class exploitation under 
a mist of seml-dIvme and seIDl-personal sentiment and has therefore obviously 
got to be abolished. ' 

As pointed out em'lier one of the suggestionS made is that even if the 
sectioll is applicable it ought not be applied. This was put forward by 
Hutchinson accused, in this way: He said .that this section was 60 years 
old and was obsolete and ought .not to be applied in the changed conditions of 
modern society. The same argument might be put forwar<l about any laws 
notl'ecently promulgated and seems to me t.o have no inherent value. It was 
put forward by leamp-d counsel for some of the Communist group of accused 
(By the" Communist group ,., I mean the 20 accused who cfaim to be Communists 
by conviction) in a different form. By him it was argued that Section 121-A was 
based on an English Act of 1848 and it was said that in spite of the existence of 
the English Act the Communist Party of Great Britain; whose aims and objects, 
methods etc. were and are exactlv on the same lines as those of the Communist 
accused. exists legally ill England 'at the present time, and therefore this Section 
121-A should not be used against the accused. That is an extraordinary argument . 
. That the Communist Party of Groat Britain exists adrr,rits o~ no doubt. Whether 
it exists legally or not has never been decided so far as I am aware. Unless 
it could be r,aid that thp. Act of 1848 had been interpreted in a particular way 
in England fLnd therefore this Comt should interpret Section 121-Ain the sam~ 
way, there could be no force in any argument based on an analogy between the 
English Act and Section 121-A; . 

Another point raised by Ol1e accused was· that there could not have been 
any conspiracy because, at any rate so far.as relates to the public acts of the 
accused, there was no question of secrecy or concealment. He suggested that 
conspiracy involves in it elements of secrecy. That is of course often the case 
bu.t it is not an essential ingredient. But his point, which he descriQed as the 
layman's PQint of view, was that there were not in this case meetings in dark 
corners or lmderground dens, making of bombs or procuring of firearms. Pos~ 
sibly the accused wa.s somewhat misledJn this connection by my.accepting at 
an early stage of the trial the cvid~nce· .of invisible writings, cryptic corres .. 
poudence, secret methods of communication and the like as evidence satisfying 
me of the existence of a conspiracy. But the fact is that these things are ~ 
themselves evidence of agreement an<l the· question then was not of· the· inter
l)1'etation 9f .Section 121-A but of theappIicability of Section 10 .of the Indian 
Evidence Act. I need not however: waste time over this layman's point of view 
as accused caI1s it, as it is not. that which· the Court has to consider but only 
What ~B the true interpretation of the law. 

Another pointw·hicll should perhaps be mentioned b~forejgo on to deal 
with the evidellcewasa suggestion not-infrequently made that the Prosecution 
had changed their ground somewhat as. ·t11e case went on. Tp.j.s was based 
OIr a supposed discrepancy betwecn a remark made in the Open~ng Address to 
the effect that during the period ·1927-29 the most important activities of the 
accused and those which were taking most of their time and a~tention and 
probably attracted most public notice were the strikes which ragedin. Calcutta 
and Bombay, aDd a statement marle at a later stage that in the case of.a number 
of accused, those most active in strike work; all the evidence of their strike 
activities was- almost iIi significant. ~his suggestion was nowever I think, like 
many others put forward by the accused, only made ·for propaganda purposes, 
for the great£'st stress was laid in the same Opening Address (as Joglekar. 
accused llumitted in his arguments) on the cla~ that mere agreement to put 
illto effect the programme of the Communist"International was sufficient for the 
Prosecution and they could tre~t act~al activities as of minor importance. On 
the other hand it suited the Mcused to lay the greatest stress on the public 
activities and the least possible on the other evidences .of· agreement, both from 
the point of view ofpropagnIiuaalld from the point of view of their defence to. 
the charge: . . 

I may IlOW leave these preliminary· considerations and go on to the main 
facts of the case. In summing up his case Crown Counsel stated that he hoped 
to show·. that the following_ points had been definitely prDved: (1) That a. 
(J.onspiracy exist~d at all material times to bring about a violent mass revolution 
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in\British India with the object of ove'rthrowing th~ Government by law estab
lished; (2) that the main-spring or driving force of this conspiracy was an 
organisation known as the Communist International which describes itself in 
one place as ' the concentrated will ' and in another as ' the leader and organiser 
of the world revolutionary proletariat' ; (3) that in pursuance of this conspiracy I 
the Communist International had contrived first of all through its subordinate 
orgimisations as for example the C. P. G. B. (Communist Party of Great Britain), 
through its individual agents as for example M. N. Roy, and also through 
other subsidiary organisations working in sympathy with it and either controlled 
by it and or under its direct influence as for example the R. I. h U. (Red Inter- l~ 
national of Labour Unions), L. A. 1. (League Against Imperialism) and so on, 
to propagate its doctrines in India and engage in India with parties and 

\individuals to make preparations for the desired revolution. Lastly he said he 
would go into the cases of individual accused to see how far they were concerned. 
It will be noted how closely the above summary of what Crown Counsel said he H 
would contend was proved by the evidence tallies with the allegations in the 
complaint and the items which the learned Chief Justice set out as required to be 
proved in the questions which I have already quoted. 

Before I begin the examination of the Prosecution case as based on the docu
ments and evidence on record in this case some remarks are necessary on a few 2~ 
points in l'egard to this evidence. 

First of all in regard to the relevance of the evidence led by the Prosecution ; 
speaking generally all questions of the relevance of evidence, both oral and 
documentary, have been dealt with in separate orders passed from time to time 
in the course of trial after hearing the arguments of both sides. These orders, 2$. 
which have been printed and by themselves make up a small volume, will be 
found in the body of the judicial record. During the final arguments in the case 
only in a very few cases has any objection been raised to the relevancy of any 
piece of evidence. 

The second point requiring notice is in regard to the proof of the docu- 3) 
mentary evidence on record. That evidence consists in the main, of books, 
letters, eRsays, newspaper cuttings and so on and so forth, recovered in the course 
of searches ; in the case of the conspirators in India the searches conducted on 
March 20, 1929, and in the case of the Communist Party of Great Britain the 
searches of the Party premises at 16 King Street, Covent Garden, and at some ~5 
other places in London, on OctOber 14, 1925. Secondly it consists of letters, 
pamphlets and the like, .intercepted in the course of post and either withheld or 
reposted after photographing or copying. There is a mass of evidence on . the 
record proving the searches and, save only in a very few cases, the evidence in 
regard to the recovery of documents etc. in these searches has scarcely been 40 
questioned in the final stages of the case. An enormous amount of time was 
however wRsted during the hearing by lengthy cross-examination of the police 
officers who conducted these searches or of the search witnesses, but practically 
no reference has been made to all this cross-examination in the course of the 
arguments. Moreover, the accused themselves frequently destroyed the effect ~5 
of a long cross-examination of a police officer by asking him to prove for their 
own benefit that certain other documents had been recovered in these searches 
in addition to those tendered by the Prosecution. A salient feature, moreover, 
of all this cross-examination was that the defence never once put their finger 
Oll a particular document or other article, and suggested that this document had $0, 
not been honestly recovered in the place searched,but had been planted there. 
As regards the letters intercepted and withheld or photographed, there is in 
most cases evidence on the record in regard to the handwriting or facts proved 
which amount to circumstantial proof of the authenticity of those documents. 
In any case, where a document, on which I shall rely in the course of this judg- ~5 
ment, has been questioned, I shall deal with the evidence in regard to it. Iri 
regard to the letters intercepted and copied this question is, of course, more 
difficult, as there can be no proof of handwriting. The Intercepting Officer did 
not, in any case that I can remember, claim to know the handwriting of the writer 
of the letter, nor was any such officer ever asked to give evidence of that kind. 60. 
At tho time of his summing up, therefore, Crown Counsel was asked in every 
case to show by what circumstantial evidence (e.g. a reference to the letter under 
discussion in another letter the handwliting of which is proved) each such letter 
was nrgued to be proved, and I shall endeavour hi the course of this judgment 
to show the nature of the proof in each such case. In nearly ~very case the proof Go 
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has been most convincing since in all cases in which no convincing proof was 
forthcoming, Crown Counsel did not attempt to rely on the document. 

In regard to the documentary evidence of the defence, a very large number 
of documents were tendered through the searching officers, and the only evidence 
on record in regard to most of them is the fact that they were recovered in Ii 
searches. . Their relevance was not seriously considered at the time when they 
were tendered and a good many of them would obviously have required further 
proof for the obvious reason that the possession of documents by a person may 
and often does amount to an admission on his part, but there is a vast difference 
between admissions damaging to a person;s interest and admissions in his own 10 
favour. It was also anticipated at that date, and the anticipation was in due 
course realised, that the bulk of this material would not, when the time came, 
be used by the accused. As a matter of fact a few of the accused have proved 
through defence witnesses a small number of the documents which were 
tendered. The Communist group of accused have not sought to give any further 15 
proof of the documents tendered by them and at that time marked for purposes 
of identification, nor have they sought in the course of. arguments to rely on 
more than a vcry few of those documents. I may mention here that the accused, 
mainly the Communist accused, asked the Court to have a very large number of 
passages in Prosecution documents, for example, the" Kranti ", the Marathi 20 
organ of. the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombar, translated, with the 
implied iutention of using these passages in their defence. Here again I am 
unable to say with what object they really asked the Court to have these 
translated, as the number of such translations, 'of which use has been made 
subsequently by the defence, is only a minute fraction of those which were got - 25 
translated. It was, however, impossible for the Court to avoid this waste of time 
and money, because these documents were in Marathi, with which I am not 
acquainted, and it would have taken an enormous amount of time to have them 
orally translated in order to test the genuineness of the necessity urged by the 
accused.- 30 
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PART II. 

In ~he light of the statement already given of the points which had to be 
proved ill ~his case I think it will be cIear that the first point on which the Crown 
has to sabsfy the Court is, put simply, what are the aims and what are the 
methods of, the Communist International Y If, having satisfied the court as 
to what those aims are and what those methods are, the Prosecution can also 
satisfy the Court that the accused had the same aims and applied the same 
methods, they will have gone a long way towards proving the case against the 
accused. In order to ascertain what these aims 'and what these methods are, 
it is necessary to consider as shortly as possible the history of the Communist 
International and of the doctrines and aims for whichit stands. 

As the Prosecution have pointed out, these doctrines and aims date back 
many years prior to the foundation of. the International. The farthest we 
need go back is the year 1847, when Marx, who may be described as the father 
of modern Communism (and to a certain extent of modern Socialism), wrote a 
book called" The Poverty of Philosophy" in which according to Professor 
Harold J. Laski (P. 2515, Karl Marx, an Essay, by H. J. Laski) the revolution
ary element was for the first tillie·introduced, the main theme of the book being, 
according to Professor Laski, that social evolution involves economic revolu-
tion. In 1848 Marx and Engels produced the Communist Manifesto (P. 21), a 
short statement of Communist principles which is regarded by all Communists 
with the greatest possible reverence. P. 2515 already mentioned and P. 1776, 
" The Essentials of Marx" by Algernon Lee (recovered in the search of 
Nimbkar. accused's room no. 19, Contractor Building no. 2, item no. 124 of 
search list P. 1739), explain the circumstances in which the Communist Mani
festo was produced. An organisation of German working men called the 
" League of the Just ", which had been in existence for some 10 or 11 year.s and 
originally had its he/l-dquarters abroad, but subsequently in 1840 moved them 
to London, and there gathered into its ranks a number of English working men 
and political refugees, thereby acquiring' something of an International charac
ter, held its :First Congress in IJondon in the summer of 1847. Shortly before 
this date it had changed its name and begun to call itself the· Communist 
League. At this First Congress Engels ,vas present, and at the Second 
Congress in December 1847 Marx appeared, and he and Engels were eommis~ 
sioned to draw up a programme. For this they were already prepared, and the 

. Communist Manifesto appeared shortly afterwards in 1848. 

There are a number of "reasons why' it is necessary to go into the Com
munist Manifesto in some detail. One is that it is the first clear statement of 
Communist aims and methods and of their attitude to certain aspects of social 
life, which affect the aims and more particularly the methods. It is, therefore, 
desirable to go into it first, instead of going direct to the modern expressions 
of policy contained in the theses etc. of the Communist International 
Secondly it is a fact that any Marxist, who seeks to temper down the- revolu
tionary element planted by Marx and Engels, is denounced by the true-blue 
Communists as reactionary, and this we shall in due course find to be the 
attitude of the aecused in this case. 

The Communist Manifesto sets out both the final or ultimate aim and the 
immediate aim. The ultimate aim is the establishment of the true Communist 
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O.P.J7. society, sometimes described as the highest phase of Communism. With that 
aiin I need not concern myself for the very good reason that it ·is more than 
doubtful whether it will ever arise, as has been admitted by Lenin himself at 50 
page 99 of " The State and Revolution ", (P. 900), where he says that it has 
never entered the head of any Socialist " to promise" that the highest phase 
of Communism will actually arise. On page 100 he . goes on as follows ;-

" In reality when the learned professor etc ........... talk of the impos-
sibility of " bringing in " Socialism, it is the highest stage of Communism 56 

. which they have in mind and which no one has not only not promised but never 
even thc1Ught of trying " to bring in ", because, in any case, it is altogether 
impossible" to bring it in "." In this highest phase of Communism mankind 
has to realise in life the formula" From each according to his ability j to each 
according to his need," but he goes on on page 102; "By what stages, by 60 
means of what practical methods humanity will proceed to this higher aim-this 
we do not and cannot know." 
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If the greatest exponent of· Communism is unable to elucidate the question 
of the progress to the highest phase of Communism and has concentrated on 
the immediate aim, that is the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, we may well 
Q.o likewise. Realisation of the highest phase of Communism is apparently 
reached by the famous process of ,~ withering away" about which there has 5 
been in the past a conside,rable amount of dispute into which it is not n~cessary. 
to go in this' case. 

Before I go back to the Communist Manifesto (P. 21), I should perhapa 
remark that in' summing up the prosecution case Crown CouJ,lsel relied on a 
very large number of quotatIons from the original documents and writings of 10 
Maq, Le11in, Stalin, etc. There has not been any attempt worth the name tf) 
argue that anything to be found in these original documents does not any 
longer hold good. The only attempt, and a feeble one at that, to detract from 
the effect of this method of argument, (though it must be admitted that the 
accused were in this respect perhaps in some difficulty through having to put 15 
their case first) was to suggest that the passages quoted, for example, by 
Crown Counsel in the Opening Addresses in both courts were passages torn 
from their contexts. In the course of this judgment I shall inevitably make 
use of the same quotations which the prosecution has put before. me, but I 
should point out, before I do so, that it would be possible to support these 20 
quotations with almost any number of parallel extracts leading to the same 
conclusions. There would, however, be no point in attempting to 'paint the 
lily', and I shall for the most part content myself with referring to the ~ame 
lias sages and to the obvious inferences to be drawn from those passages. It 
is important to bear in mind that the points sought to be established are 25 
comparatively simple and that the passages on which reliance is placed, are not 
such as lead to any difficulty in the way of interpretation. 
'.' " 

I may now turn back to P. 21, which is the Indian Edition of the Manifesto 
of the Communist Party by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, commonly milled 
the" Communist Manifesto". In this edition we find a preface written by 30 
Frederick Engels, dated the 30th of January, 1888, five 'years after the death 
of Karl Marx. Onpl;tge 5 of this he points out that though the Manifesto 
was a joint production of his and Marx's, " the fundamental proposition which 
forms its nucleus, belongs to Marx." That fundamental proposition was the 
materialist conception of history, or, in the words of Engels, " That proposi- 35 
tion is : that in every historical epoch, the prevailing mode of economic pro
duction and exchange and the social organisation necessarily following from it, . 
form the basis upon which is built up, and from which alone can be explained, 
the political and intellectual history of that epoch ; that consequently the whole 
history of mankind (since the dissolution of primitive tribal society, holding 40 
land in common ownership) has been a history of class struggles contests 
between exploiting. and exploited, ruling and oppressed classes;' that the 
history of these class struggles forms a ser~es of evolution in which, now-a-days, 
a stag-~ has been reached where the explOIted and' oppressed class-the pro
letariat-cannot attain its emanicipation from the sway of the exploiting and 45 
hling class-the bourgeoisie-without, at the same time, and once and for all 
emancipating society at large from all exploitation, oppression, class distinc
tions and class struggles." 

Coming to the Manifesto itself '\Ve find on page 10 a definition of the 
pourgeoisie as " th;e class of modern capitalists, owners of the means of social .50. 
production and employers of wage-labourers who, having no means of production 
of their own, are reduced to selling their labOlu-power in order to live. " 

On page 13 we find : " The hourgeoic;ie has at last, since the establishment 
of Modern Industry and of the world market, conquered for itself, in the modern 
representative State, exclusive political sway. The executive of the modern 55 
State is but a committee for managing the common affairs of the whole 
bourgeoisie fl. 

Again on page 16 the authors say about tbe bourgeoisie: " It has centralised 
means of production and bas concentrated property in a few hands." . 

On page 18 we come to the weapons which the bourgeoisie has forged against 60 
itself, and the class which ha.s towield them. The passage runs as follows :-
" The weapons with whiC\bl the bourgeoisie felled f~udalism to the ground are now 
turned! against the bourgeoisie itself. 
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• . Bu~ not only has t~e bou~geoisie forged the weapons that bring death to 
Itself ; It has also called mto eX1stence the men who are to wield those weapons~ 
the modern working-class-the proletarians. " 

'. Dealing with the changed conditions .of life arising from the development of 
In:d~s.try and the ~o~~ of the proleta'fiat ~he. ,!riters say on page 21 : " The 5 
collisIOns between mdiVldual workmen and mdiVldual bourgeois take more and 
more the character of collisions between two classes. Thereupon the workers 
begin to form combina.tions (Trade Unions) against the bourgeois." Here then 
we have the class struggle growing sharper. At page 23 they remark: " Of all 
the classes thM stand face to face with the b01lrgeoisie today the proletariat 10 
alone is a really a revolutionary class. " • 

. On page 24 they go on: "In the conditions of the proletariat, those of old 
SocIety at large are already virtnally swamped. The proletarian is without pro
perty ; his relation to his wife and children has no longer anything in common 
with the bourgeois family-relations; modern industrial labour, modern subjection 15 
to capital, the same in England as in France, in America as in Germany, has 
stripped him of eveI'Y trace of nationall'hal'actel'. Law, morality, religion, are 
to him so many bourgeois prejudices; behind which -lurk, in ambush just as many 
bourgeois interests " ...... " The mission of the proletariat is to destroy all 
previ()U'S securities for, and insurance of individual property. " .20 

" All previous historical movements were movements of minorities, or in 
the interest of minorities. The proletarian movement is the self-conscious, inde
pelldent movement of the immense majority, in the interest of the immc$e 
majority. The proletariat, the lowest stratum of our present society, cannot 
stir,cannot raise itself up, without the whole superincumbent strata of official 25 
society being sprung into the air. " . 

Just after this we find a passage indicating t,he i:Ilevitable results of the 
springIng into the air, namely violent revolution. In this passage the writers 
say : " In depicting the most general phases of the development of the prole
tariat, we traced the more or less veilen civil war, raging within the existing 30 
society, up to the point where that war breaks out into open revolution, and 
where the violent overthrow of the bourgeoisie lays the foundation for the sway 
of the proletariat. " . 

In the next chapter Ute writers go OD to ~al with relations between the 
proletariat and the Communists and .state that t.he Communists have no interests 35 
separate and apart from those of the proletariat as a whole . 

. On page 27 they point out : " The dist.inguishing feature of Communism 
is not the abolition of property generally, b11t the abolition of bourgeois pro
perty. But mod~rn bourgeois private property is the final and most complete 
expression of the system of producing and appropriating products, that is base~ 40 
on class antagonisms, on the exploitation of the: many by the few. 

In-this sense, the theory of the Communists may be summed up in the single 
sentence : Abolition of private property. " 

Again on page 30 they point out : " The middle-class owner of property 
must indeed be swept out of the way and made impossible. " 45 

After this on pages 32 to 36 the writers make some attempt to meet the 
charges made by critics of Communism that it destroys th~ family relations, 
marriage, nationality. They say on page 34: "The charges against Com
munism made from a religious, a philosophical, and, generally, from an ideolo-
gical stand'poiDJt, are not deserving of serious examination. " 50 

Again at page 35 they refer to the allegation that Communism abolishes 
eternal truths, it abolishes all religion, and all morality, instead of constituting 
them on a new basis ; it therefore acts in contradiction to all past historical 

. experience. 

Their reply to this is on pages 35 and 36 : 

" The history of all past society has consisted in the development of class anta
gonisms, antagonisms that assumed different forms at different epochs. 

But whatever form they may have taken, one fact is common to all past 
ages, viz., the exploitation of one part of society by the other. No wonder, then, 
that the social consciousness of past ages, despite all the multiplicity and variety 60 
it displays, moves within certain common forms ·01' general ideas, which cannot 
completely vanish except with the total disappearance of class antagonisms. 
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The Communist revolution is the most radical rnpture with tra:ditional pro
perty-relations ; no wonder that its development involves the most radical 
rupture with traditional ideas." . . .. . 

They tJlCn .dismiss the bourgeois objections to Commu:ri.ismas unworthy of 
further discussIOn and go on to say that the first step in the revolution by the 
working class is to raise the proletariat to the position of ruling class. About 
this they say : ~'The proletariat wil~ use its pol~tical supremacy to wrest, by 
degrees, all capItal from the bourgeOIS, to centralise all instruments of produc
tion in the hands of the State, i.e., of the proletariat organised as the ruling 
class." . . 

from tbis they go on to measures which in the' most advaneedcountrieeJ 
will 't>e pretty generally applicable. 

Finally on page 37 we reach the conclusion of the whole matter in the 
following words :-- . 

" When, in the course of development, class distinctions have disappeared, 
and all production has been concentrated in the hands of a vast association of 
the whole nation, the public power will lose its political character. Political 
power, properly so-called, is merely the organised power of one class for oppres
sing another. If the proletariat during its contest with the bourgeoisie is com
pelled, by the force of circumstances. to organise itself as a class, if, by means 
of a revolution, it makes itself the ruling class, and, as such, sweeps away by 
force the old conditions of prodnction, then it will, along with these conditions, 
have swept away the conditions for the existence of class antagonisms, and of 
classes generally, and will thereby have abolished its own supremacy as a class. 

In place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and class antagonisms, 
we shall have an association, in which the free development of each is the condi
tion for the free devel()pment of all." 

Omitting Chapter TIl with which we are not concerned, and coming to the 
last chapter we find at the conclusion some important passages. 

On page 51 the writers say: "The Communists fight for the attainment of 
the immediate aims, for the enforcement of the momentary interests of the 
working class; but in the movement of the present, they also represent and take 
care of the future of that movement.'" And again on page 52 with reference to 
the movement in Germany (but the passage is of ge:neral application), they say: 
" But they (the Communists) never cease, for a single instant, to instil into the 
working class the clearest possible recognition of the hostile antagonism between 
bourgeoisie alld proletariat." 

Finally 011 the same page we find the following :--

" In short, the Communists everywhere support every revolutionary move-
ment against the existing social· and political order of things ................. . 
. . . . . . . . The Communists disdain to conceal their views and aims. They openly 
declare that their aims can only be attained by the forcible overthrow of existing 
social couditions. Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communistic revolution. " 

These passages leave little room for doubt that the seizure of power by the 
proletariat, contemplated by Marx and Engels, in.volves violent, not to say 
armed revolution. In this connection it may be convenient to refer to a remark 
by accused Adhikari in his statement at page 1295, where he says: "I am here 
merely concerned with the conclusion that the acceptance of the philosophical, 
economic :mcl political principles of Marx necessarily includes the acceptance 
of a violent revolution and of the establishment of the Dictatorship of the toiling 
masses as a lever for future social progress. " 

Referring to the passages in regard to religionl and morality in the Com
munist ManifeRtQ, Crown Counsel traced the further development of Communist 
ideas in regard to these two matters and quoted some passages showing how 
exactly the aClcused have adopted the ideas of the Manifesto on these subjects, 
and pointed out one or two important inferences to be drawn from that fact. 
First, in regard to religion; P.1220 is a file recovered from the office of the 
" Kranti " which contained typed copies of a number of ar:ticles, etc.," relating 
to Russia. No.8 of these is an article by Lenin on the relation of the Workers' 
Party to religion. This same article was republished in the" Labour Monthly" 
for De~ember 1926 (P. 976). The fundamental principle preached in this 
article is that" Religion is the opium for the people, Marxism, therefore, 
regards all present day religion and churches,., .. , .... as instruments of 
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bourgeoi'~ reaction which serve as. a shield for the exploitation and deception of 
the working elass." . . 

, The. ~ght . against religioIll is necessary and Marxism says: II. We must 
fight religIon ........ The :fight must be brought into close connection with the 
concrete tasks and activity of the class struggle which' is . directed to .. the 5 
elimination of the social roots of. religioIj;'" , . . 

.Again .~e writer (Lenin) says: "The Marxists must take up the fight 
agamst relIgIon co~rectly on the basIs of class struggle ", that is on practical 
lines. The subject is. dealt with in " The A. B. C. of Oommunism", (P.-755), 
at pages 256 onwards. At the beginning of Section 89 the writers say: "It is 10 
the task of. the Communist Party to make this truth (the truth of Karl Marx's 
saying , Religion is the opium of the people ") comprehensible to the widest 
possible circles of the labouring masses. It is the task of the party to impress 
firmly upon the mind of the workers, even upon the most backward, that religion 
has. been in the past and' still is today one of the most powerful means at the 15 
disposal of the oppressors for the .maintenance of inequality, exploitation, and 
slavish obedience on the part .of the toilers." 

A little further on they say : " Religion and Communism are incompatible, 
both theoretically and 'practically. ,; 

And again on page 257 stress is laid on the irreconcilable conflict between 20 
the principles of Comniunist tactics and the commandments' of religion. We 
find a remark: " On the other hand, one who, while calling himself a communi.st, 
continues to cling to his religious faith~ one who in the name of religious com
mandments infringes the prescriptions of the party, . ceases thereby to be a 
communist. " .. 25 

Rene .Fulop-Miller in his book" Lenin and Gandhi" (D. -302), which was 
put in I1S a Defence Exhibit by Counsel for Mukherji accused and has been taken 
on the record as a book of reference, though the writer is not suggested to be 
a cOmmunist, saysat page 21 of his book, 'Again and again in his writing and 
in his speeches Lenin poiJnted out tlIat the Communist proletariat and its leaders 30 
must work with might and main to overthrow God, " the arch-enemy of the Com
munist social order.,j.' 

. And with this point of view on the subject of religion those accused, who 
are.responsible for the joint statement, aJ:,e in entire agreement. (It may be as 
well to indicate here that by the joint statement is meant the statement made 35 
by R. S. Nimbkar accused under Section 342 C. P. C., at one stage of which he 
'mentioned that this statement expressed the views of 18 Communist accused, 
and these same 18 subsequ~ntly made an application to the Courtto that effect.) 

At page 2943 of the statements of the accused we find Nimbkar accused 
saying: " I need not point out that religion is objectively a reactionary force; 40 
it obscures class differences, it enjoins obedience and submission to the oppressor 

o. P. 37. in this world as the price for emancipation in. the next. It is the opium of the 
people .. " 

At the bottom of the same page he concludes by saying " we do not dis
gUise our opposition to all religions and' we cannot allow religious propaganda 45 
or the open obse.rvance of religious practices by any communist ". 

The Party theoretician Adhikari accused at page 1288 of the statements 
states that the Party point of view in the matter of religion is as follows :
"As Marxists and materialists we are positively anti-religion and anti-God, 
but we know full well that religion cannot be abolished by merely carrying on 50 
an abstract and purely theoretical propaganda against it. Lenin emphasises 
that the fight against religion has to be carried out concretely on the basis of 
class struggle ........ our attitude towards anti-religious propaganda 'is clearly 
defined in the decisions of the 5th Congress of the Communist International in 
the following words :-" Among the tasks of combatting bourgeois prejudices 55 
and superstitions the first place is taken by the fight against religion, a fight 
which must be carried on with all requisite tact and all caution especially among 
those sections of workers in whese! daily life religion has hitherto been deeply 
rooted ".. (P. 2398). 

Turning now to morality we may note the further development'of the view 60 
expressed in the " Communist Manifesto." At the foot of page 41, in .D. 302 
"Lenin and Gandhi" referred to above we find extracts from a spee(Jh by 
Lenin himself tQ young people. In this he says : " We repUdiate all· morality 
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which proceede from supernatural ideas or .ideas. which are outside class con
ceptions. In our opinion, morality is entirely subordinate tp .the interests of 
the class war; eyerything i~ ~oral which is neceissary for the annihilation- of 
the old exploiting social order and for the uniting of the proletariat .. ~ ...... . 
Communist morality is' . identical' with the fight for the :Strengthening of the 5 
dictatorship of the proletariat. H On the folloW;i.ng page there is reproduced !1 

O.P.3S. summary of Lenin's concept of morality" derivedfroin one of his' pupils. In 
this. it is stated "that the concept of morality, when "translated from the 
misty language of morals .into that of o~dinary life ", means what is advan
tageous, useful, . and expedient for a definite group of people; everything on 10 
the other hand, is immoral which seems injurious and inexpedient to this gr~up. 
There has never been a system of ethics whose claims were not based on the 
neeij.s of definite social classes. What is necessary for a given society, class, 
or group is always regarded by it as moral, everything harmful to it as immoral." 
The writer of D. 302 remarks that the logical consequence of this was that no 15 
means, neither crime, lies, nor deceit, 'could in itself be reprehensible, if it was 
used for a useful purpose. Lenin's pupil went on to point out that. " in the 
struggle of an exploited class against their enemies, lying and deceit are often 
very important weapons." The deductions (rom the principles laid down might 
be extended very much further. 20 

The same principle is clearly' expressed in the "A. B. C. of Conu:nunism ", 
P. 755, at pages 82-83, where t'riticism of this kind of moral judgment is met 
with the answ~r that it is justified by the fact that "the proletariat and the 
bourgeoisie are not on equal terms. . . . .. . . The proletariat is fighting for the 
liberation of all mankind ; but the bourgeoisie is fighting for the .maintenance of 25 
oppression, wars, exploitation. The proletariat is fighting for communism, 
the bourgeoisie for the preservation of capitalism. ....... The proletariat is 
fighting solely on behalf of the new social order. Whatever helps in the struggle 
is good ; whatever hinders, is bad." That is to say that in the class struggle 
any means however immoral according to bourgeois ideas is right and proper ,30 
from the point of view of a communist. This view is specifically accepted in: 
the joint statement at page 2946 where however there is an attempt to justify 

O.P.39. it on the principle of the " war to end war". One clossal immoral act is to 
produce a state of affairs in which there will be no m~re need for any immoral 
acts, or in which as everybQdy will be on equal terms immoral acts will no longer 35 
be justifiable.' . 

One very obvious inference from the above statement of Communist views 
on morality is that one will not be 'justified, in the absence of independent proof, 
in believing in the truth of anything which is said by a Communist if there can 
possibly be any motive :for him to abstain from stating the truth. 40 

. Reverting now to the historical development of Marxism so far as it relates 
only to the two points of particular importance in this case, Crown 'Counsel 
referred to Marx's" 18th Brumaire," P. 1193, German Edition, D. 408 English 
Edition, the former of which was found with Adhikari accused. He also re
ferred to Marx's book "The Civil War in France" (P. 1179. German Edition, 45 
D.409 English Edition). The main theme here is the glorification of violent 
revolution and praise of the Paris working men who formed the famous Com-

. mune. It was during the time of the Commune that Marx wrote the well-known 
letter ·to Kugelmann in which he .indicated that the Oommunards were attempt-
ing what he had declared in his book the" 18th Brumaire" to be the next 50 
attempt, namely, not merely to hand over, from one set of hands to another, 
th~bureaucratic and military machine-as has occurred hitherto-but to shat~er 
it. Subsequently ill a preface to a new German Edition of the Commurust 
Manifesto dated 24th June 1872 the authors wrote that the programme of the 
Communist Manifesto was now in places out of date. "Especially," they 55 
stated, " did the Commune demonstrate, that the working class cannot simply 
seize the available ready machinery of the State and set it going for its own 
ends." (See page 37 of P. 900). 

The next book relied upon by the CroWn in reference to the aims and 
methods of .Communism is Lenin's" State and Revolution ", P. 900, from 60 

O. P. 40. which a number of passages have been quoted. &1 was said at one stage of the 
mise, if .Marx's writings are .the Old Testament of Communism, no one doubts 
that those of Lenin constitute the New Testament, and the Crown has therefore 
in the main relied on that New Testament, thus going to the very fountain head. 
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Thi~ book ~~gs us to ~e doctrine of- the Dictator~hip.Qf the Pl'oletadat .. Jul 
~n puts It the ~octnne of-the dass war as applied by Marx to the question 
o.f the State-and Somal revolutiottleads inevitably ta the recognition of the polf. 
tI~1 supremacy of the ~rolet~dat, if its dictatorship i.e. of all authority shared 
Wlthrt·hnolle elfse hand relymg directly ,upon. the armed force of the masses. The . 5 
.ove r~w?.t e capitalist class. is feasible only by the transformation of the 
proletanat mto the ruling class, able to crush th.e inevitable and 'desperate'resist::-
ance of the bourgeoisie and to organise; for the new settleDlent of economic 
order, all the toiling and exploited masses" .. (P, 900 at pag~ 28.) Again on 
page 31 Lenin says n In the Communist Manifesto are set out the general lessons 10 
of history, which force us to see in the State the organ of class doinination, and 
bring us to the necessary conclusion that the ptoletariat Mnnot overthrow the 
capitalist class· without, as a preliminary step, winning political power~ without 
obtaining political supremacy, without transforming the State into the " prole
tariat organised a.s the ruling class" ; and that this proletarian state inust begin 15 
to wither away immediately after its victory, because in a OOmniunity without 
class antagonisms, the State is unnecessary and impossible". This 'passage 
shows clearly that the theory of withering away relates only 'to the proletarian 
state, and not to the capitalist state which (''an only be brought to an end by 
vi~lent revolution, a point which is stressed 'Very frequently in this book, see for 20 
instance the reference on page 24 to " the Connnunist Manifesto with its proud 
and open declaration of the inevitability of a violent revolution and thl! remark 
at the foot of the same page " that the substitUtion of a proletarian for th~ 
capitalist State iSi impossible without a violen:t revolution". On page 20 Lenin 
writes" The Capitalist State does not wither away but is destroyed by the pro- 25 
letariat 1n the course of the revolution". On page 21 again he says" only ~ 
revolution can destroy the capitalist State". ~<\nd again on page 10 " If the 
State is the product of the irreconcilable character of class antagonisms, if it is 
a force standing above society ... , ...• then it is clear that the liberation or the 
oppressed class is inIpossible without a violent revolution and without the 30 
destruction of the machinery of State power ............ ';. Again on' page 34 
he refers to a course of events" which compels the revolution to concentrate all 
the forces of destruction against the State, and to regard the problem as one 
not of perfecting .the machinery of the' State, but of breaking up and annihilat~ 
ing it": On page 58 he speaks of the Commune as " the form' discovered at 35 ,. 
last 'by the proletarian revolution, under which the econoinic liberation of Labour 
can proceed. The Commune was the first attempt of a proletarian revolution 
to break up the bourgeois State, and .constitutes the politicaJ form, , discovered 
allast ',which can and, must take the place of the brobn machine". Then on 
page 64 Lenin quotes, from· an article by Engels bnt published only in 1913r Ii 40 
descdption of the nature pf revolution. wbjch is most. illuminating. It runs as 
fonows: ", Revolution is undoubtedly the most authoritative thing possible: 
Revolution is an act in which part of the population forces its will on the other 
parts by means of rifles, bayonets, cannon i.e. by most authoritative maans. 
And the conquering party is inevitably forced to maintain its supremacy ~y 45 
means of that fe~r which its arms inspire in the reactionaries. .Had the Pans 
Commune not relied on the authority of the armed people against the bourgeoisie, 
would it have lasted longer than a single day Y" The last passage referred 
to in this connection is one at page 122 where Lenin writes: "But we shall. 
go forward to a break with these traitors to Socialism. We are working fora 50 
complete destruction of the old machinery of government, in such a way that the 
armed workers themselves shall be- the Government·' '; . 

In connection with this question of the nature of revolution Crown Counsel 
also referred to another book by Lenin P. 865 (recovered ,in the search of the 
accused Thengdi's honse) "Will the Bolsheviks maintain Power T" At 55 
page 81 of this book Lenin writes :.-;--" Revolution is the sharpest, most furious, 
desperate class. war and civil war. Not a single great reyolution in history has 
escaped civil war ". . . 

In this connection I may also quote from D. 302 (page 43) :Lenin's views of 
the practical necessities of the revolution which· was then preparing in Russia 60 
just after the collapse' of the dsing in 1905. Disagreeing with Plekhanov he 
wrote: "At last, we must openly proclaim that political strike~ are not suffi
ciently effective ; iUs necessary to agitate among the masses for an armed rising 
and make nn conceaIment of the faet that the next revolution will resemble a 
dellperate, bloody, p.nd destructive war." Lastly in October 1917 in P. 919, " On 65 
the Road to Insurrection ", (reco'Vered in the search of the Kranti Office in 
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J3ombay) at page 111.h~ preached armed insurrection in the greatest -detail 
and' remarked ; " To· renounce armed insurrection now woulq. mean giving up ,the 
chief watchword' of Bolshevism (" All Power to, the ,Soviets "), and also. all rEi:
volutionary working-class internationalism." " . 

The next original document on which the Prosecution has based its case in 5 
regard to the aims and methods of Communism. and the Communist Interna
tional is P. 755, " The ABC of Communism ", described on the title page as '" A 
popular explanation of the programme of the Communist Party of Russia by 
Bukharin and Preobrazhensky, first published in 1919, much about the time of the 
foundation of the Third or Communist International. The Communist Party of 10 
RUf:lsia of course ,represents the same people who from 1903 onwardsl (after the 
famouR split over the question of the personnel of the editorial board of the 
U Iskra ") took the name of Bolsheviks in contrast to the other section or Men':' 
sheviks; This famous split related to the, ideas and programme of the two sec
tions and need not be discussed at any'length. The Prosecution referred in this 15 
connection to an article on Russia by Page Arnot ill P. 48, " The Indian Labour 
Handbook ", 1921 edition, and also to the" Masses of India" for August 1926, 
part. of P. 2581, and the" Masses of India" for March 1926, partofD. 379 at 
page 7. It may perhaps be sufficient, to say, in the terms used in the 
u'Masses "; that the Bolsheviks, stood for revolution and the Mensheviks for re- 20 
fonn. Page Arnot puts the· matter somewhat differently by saying that "the 
Mensheviks considered that a coalition with t.he bourgeois Iliberal Party against 
the Czal'dom was a neceSisary stage in the liberation of Russia, while the Bolshe-
viks took their stand upon the strict interpretation of the class struggle and re~ 
fused to have any truck with the bourgeoisie." , . 25 

In" The A. B. C. of Communism 0' the passages of interest from the point 
of view of this case are those in which the authors discusSi the Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat, Imperialism, the Imperialist war, the setting in of the period of 
capitalist decay, civil war and world revolution:. In regard to the Dictatorship 
of the Proletariat at page 80 they write : " 1!'or the realisation of the Communist 30 
system the proletariat must have all authority and all power in its hands ..... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manifestly the bourgeoisie will not abandon its position 
without a fig'ht .................... Consequently the Communist revolution of 
the p:r.:oletariat, the Communist transformation of society, is fiercely resisted by 
the exploiters. It follows that the principal task of the workers' government 35 
i'8 to crul'lh this opposition ruthlessly. Precis~ly because the opposition will in
evitably be so embittered, it is necessary that the :workers' authority, the pro
letarian rule, shall take the form of a dictatorship. Now" dictatorship" signi-
fies very strict methods of Govemment and a resolute crushing of enemies. It 
is' obvious that in such a state of affairs there can be no talk of "freedom" for 40 
everyone. The Dictatorship of the Proletariat is incompatible with freedom for 
the bourgeoisie ". 

In fact they go on to say : " This is the very reason why the Dictatorship 
of the Proletariat is needed : ........ to bind the bourgeoisie hand and foot : to 
make it impossible for it to carry' on a struggle against the revolutionary pro- 45 
letariat ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . .. In extreme cases the Government must not hesitate 
to usp. the method of the terror;" ' 

In the succeeding pages they go on to explain the necessity for this dictator-
ship, as an instrument for the crushing of enemies and a lever for effecting the 
economic transformation from private ownership of the means of production to 50 
social ownershlp. 

On page 171 we find another definition of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, 
which is. inttlnded to give some idea of its form. The writers say: " The Soviet 
Power is the realisation of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, organised in its 
Soviets as the ruling class and, with the aid of the peasants, crushing the resist- 55 
ance of the bourgeoisie and the landlords." That is to say, the Dictatorship of 
the Proletariat is the realisation of the revolutionary slogan of November, 1917, 
" All power to the Soviets~" . 

O. P. 45. On pages 100 onwards there is a discussion of Imperialism, and -in regard to 
this it will be sufficient to quote a very few passages which the authors have 60 
themselves marked as especially important. On pages 100 to 101 they define 
" fillancial capital" as " banking capital, which has been grafted on industrial 
capital. " Further on they say that " whereas' financial capital' puts an end 



~o C?Il}.p~tit~on wi~intheindividual,couritries; in due course, andwhenth~time 
lsrlp.C, It ,glvesrlse toa fierce and embittered competition ,between the varioutt 
States~'t-

:: .A.tpage 109 they speak of a strugglef~i- n'ew sources of raw, material and 
summarise their conclusions in that connection in the following words :- Ij 

": CI Incvitllbly,therefore,concurreritly with the growth of financial capital, 
there must occur a great intensification of the struggle for markets and raw 
matci'ials, and this cannot fail to lead to violent collisions." }j'inally on page 111 
they say : " The policy of conquest which financial capital pursues in the struggle 
for markets, for the sources of raw material, and for places in which capital can 10 
be invested, is known as Imperialism." . 

This is sometimes put in another form, namely that Imperialism is Capital~ 
ism in its operations abroad. The authors go on to the proposition that Im
perialism naturally led to the Imperialist war of 1914, and that that war has led 
to the more rapid collapse of Capitalism. 11 . 

The result of that collapse is discu!:!sed on pages 127 and 128 and the con
clusion stated on page 128 in the following words :-:-

" Such a condition of affairs, in which the old order has been destroyed ,and 
the new order has ,not yet been created, can be ended in no other way th,an by the 

• complete victory of the proletariat in the civil war." The authors go on to say 20 
o. P. 46. in thC' next paragraph: " Civil war is an extremely intensified class war, and it 

occurs when the class war has led to revolution." 
On the next page the inevitability ofa revolution being attended' by a civil 

war is stated in the following term,s :- . 
" To tlIinkthat the revolutioncail take place without civil war is equivalent 21S 

to thinking that there can be a ' peaceful' revolution. Anyone who believes this 
(as the Mensheviks who utter laments concernin.g the hurtfulness of ciVil war 
believe it) is turning away from Marx tQthose antediluvian socialists who 
imagine that the factory owners can be talked over. We might just as well hope 
by ,petting a tiger' to persuade the animal to live upon grass and ~o leave cattle 30 
,alone I" Further down the same page (130) the writers refer to a passage~ 
Which I have quoted earlier, in which Engels defined the term' revolution' as 
an act. in :which one part. of the population imposes its will upon the other 'part 
by means of -rifies, bayonets, and artillery. 

'On page J 32 the writers laugh to scorn. those who think that revolution can 31S 
be effected without a ferocious civil war, in the following terms :-'- . 

" :Many persons have supposed that the forocious char!lcter of .OU! civil ,!alr 
is due to the backwardness of our country, or to, some peculIar" ASIatIc" traItS. 
The 0ppollents of revolution in western Europe are in the habit of saying that 
" Asiatic socialism" flourishes in Russia, and that in" civilised '.' lands a revolu- 40 
tionary chaJJge will be e:ff~ted without atrocities. Obviously this is all non
!;:ense." 

On'the contrary they go on to give reasons why in such countries (that:is 
", civilised" countries) the civil War will inevitably assume a more s~age 'foini 
than in Russia. 45 

These passages do not leave very much room for doubt as to what is eOIl" 

templated by persons who work for revolution on Communist lines. 

o. P. 4,7. . Lastly in the next chapter we come to the explanation of the efforts made 
by the CouununiRt International to bring about a Communist revolution through-
out the world. It is stated in a single sentence'" The COiIlmunist revolution can W 
De victorious only as a world revolution." 

:SomEi of the same points are again emphasised in Stalin's "Leninism''', 
P. 'S, that illt(>r~sting book which formed the subject of study of Hutchinson 
accused's StutlyCircle, the Circle of Progressive Youth '(the evidence shows that 
thu students hegan by reading and considering the chapter entitled " The Intei'- 55 
national Situation " which begins at page 354 and went on to study the cha-pter 
entitled" Foundations of Leninism" which begins at page 77). Defining 
Leninism as the Marxism of the epoch of Imperialism and prQletarian revolu-
tion Stalin s::tys " To be more .precise Leninism is the theory and tactic of the 
proletarian revolution in general and the theory and the tactic of the Dictatol'- 60 
ship of the Pl~oIetariat in particular." He goes on to lay stress on the import
ance-of theory a~d says on page,94, " Bllt theory become!'! the greatest force ill' 
'Lal'JMCC ' 



the' \"\\:(lrking' dass' mo.vement wh"en it, is inseparably )ihked'",ith r~vollltioitary 
practIce ... ' ....•. ' ... ;. ::.. Again'and again, Lenin said : " Witho.ut a revo.lu
tio.nary theo]'y, there canno.t be 1t reo.lutio.nary mo.vement." It wo.uld -no.t' b~ 
unfair to. the nccused, I think, in view . o.f the bulk o.f· the co.ntents o.f the 3 000 
o.dd pages of their. statements to this Co.urt to. say that' they have takentbis I; 
precept to. l',e:irt WIth the greatest enthusiasm. In this bo.ok also. as in the, last 
J;D.Plitio.ned we get a' discussio.n o.f Imperialism, see pages 81 and 82 where ,Stalin 
writes: " Leni~ spo.ke o.f ~mperialism.as ': capitali~m o.n ~ts <;leath-bed ". • Why T 
~e~ause ImperIah~m carrIes the Co.nflicts Inherent In capItalIsm to. thej,r farthest 
lmnts, beyond, which the. revo.lqtio.n ,begins." He then go.eS,o.n to describe the 10 
co.ntradictions o.f the capitalist system which acco.rding to. the Marxist-Leninist 
theo.ry lead to. its destructio.n namely, (1) the co.nflict between labo.ur and capital, 
(2)\the co.nflict between the vario.us financial gro.ups and the different imperialist 
powers in their competitio.n fo.r contro.l' o.f sources o.f raw material, fo.r fo.reign 
territo.ry, (3) the co.nflict between the small group o.f do.minant " civilised" 15 

o. P.~. nations, <m the one hand, and the hundreds o.f millions o.f persons who. make up 
the colo.nial and dependent peoples, o.f the wo.rld, o.n the o.ther. The wo.rk 0.1' 

po.licy of the Imperialists in explo.iting the co.lo.nies leads inevitably in his view 
to. the formatio.n o.f a prDletariat, to. the appearance Df a class Df native intel": 
lectuals, to. the awakening o.f natiDnal conscio.usness, to. the strpngthening o.f the 20 
movement .fo.r natio.nal independence. It is useful to compare this with the pas- . 

, sages o.n the Bame subject iri. " The ABC o.f Co.mmunism II. published 7 years 
~arlier. . 

In: the chapter" Pro.blems o.f Leninism" at page 20 there is a discussion 
of the nature o.f the pro.letarian revolution and we get again the stress laid on 26 
the necessity of destro.ying the o.ld State machine and replacing it' bya new 
o.ne, the pro.letarian' revDlutio.n being 'co.ntrastedwith the hourgeDis revo.lutiDn 
which " being no mDre than the replacement o.f o.ne grDup of explo.iters by 
another in t.he seat o.f power has no need to. destro.y the o.ld State machine." 
Here again we find stress o.nce more laid o.n the necessity of the wDrld revo.lutio.n 30 
and a remark o.f Lenin is quo.ted : " The seco.nd crucial problem is that of the 
wDrld I·evolutio.n ...... here is the greatest difficulty Df the Russian revDlution, 
its supreme histDrical pro.blem-the need to. so.lve the internatiDnal prDblems, 
the need to. promDte the world revolutio.n." In the 4, Fo.undations o.f Leninism" 
at page 100, the subject is further discussed and Stalin, after pDinting out that 35 
in fDrmer days peo.ple used to. think Df theprDletarian revo.lutio.n in' a particular 
cDuntry and the capitalist fDrces Df the same. cDuntry as two. independent 
magnitudes facing one anDther upDn an independent natio.nal frDnt, go.es o.n to. 
say: U No.wadays we have to. think in terms o.f the wDrldwide prDletarian revDlu-
tiDn, fDr the variDus natio.nal capitalistfrDnts, iso.lated o.f YDre, have cDalesced 40 
into. a unified who.le, the wDrldwide imperialist frDnt, against which must be 

o. P. '9. arrayed the unified frDnt o.f the revo.lutiDnary mDvement in all lands." He 
cDncludes the chapter by saying o.n page 109 that fDr the final victory of SDcialism 
" the '\ict.ory' o.f the revo.lutiDn, if nDt everywhere, at least in several cDuntries, 
will. be requisite. That is why the fDstering o.f revo.lutiDn, the suppo.rt Df revDlu- 45 
tiDn, in o.ther co.untries, is incumbent upDn'the cDuntry where the revDlutio.n has 
triumphed. " He gDes Dn to. qUDte Lenin's ipsissima verba: " In any cDuntry 
thevictDriDus reYo.lutiDn must do. its utmDst to. develo.p, support, and awaken the 
revDlutio.n in all Dther cDuntries." It is scarcely necessary to. draw the o.bviDUS 
mDral in regard to. t~e fDstering Df revDlutiDn in British India. 50 

Stalin also. deals at SDme length with the dictatorship Df the prDletariat and 
begins by qUDting at page 15'frDm his Dwn bo.Dklet, " FDundations o.f Leninism ", 
the pro.no.uncement that " the essential foundatiDn o.f Leninism, 'its starting 
po.int, is the questiDn o.f the dictatDrship o.f the prDletariat, the questio.n hDW that 
dictatDrship is to. be established and strengthened." He go.es on to. say that 55 
this contentio.n of his' was so.und : " FDr, if Leninism is the theDry and tactic o.f 
thepro.letarian revolutio.n, and if the dictato.rship Df the proletariat is the 
essence o.f the pro.letarian revo.lutiDn, it o.bviDusly fo.llows that the dictato.rship 
Df the pro.letariat-the wo.rking o.ut Df this prDblem, the rendering Df it co.ncrete
must fo.rm the very, core Df Leninism". In the next chapter he deals with the 00 
~pecial features distinguishing the pro.letarian revDlutio.n fro.m the bo.urgeo.is 
revDlutiDn and on page 24 refutes the peo.ple who. cDnfused the dictatDrship of 
the prDletariat with a " pDpular "authDrity, " elected by universal suffrage ", 
and" standing abDve class ", by quo.ting the wo.rds o.f Lenin: ' " , ~ , 

, "The class which has seized pDlitical pDwer has dDne so. kno.wing that it has 65 
seized pDwer fDr itself alo.ne.This is implicit in the idea Df the dictatDrship of 
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the proletariat. "When we speak of the :u,dictatorship ":of a.class, we do not 
;mean anything at all unless'we mea.Ji that this' class consciously takes all political 
powe:r i;nto its, own' hands,and. does not fool either itself or others by-any 
verbiage. about ,~".a national authority, elected by: universal suffrage; and 
consecrated by the will of.the whole people ".", He goes on to quote Lenin again I) 
on. page26:~s to the nature of dVltatorship and its aim, the crushing of the • 
~xploiters :. " Scientifically defined, a dictatorship is an al1thority based directly 
on force,an 'uuthotity which is absolutely unrestricted by any laws or re~la;-
tions ... >.. ,The dictatorship means [let the cadets (i.e., the constitutional 
democrats) grasp the fact once forall!].power, unlimited power, based on fo:rce 10 
and 110t on law. When civil war is raging, the. authority of the victors cannot 
be anything but a dictatorship". Thereis. more about the dictatorship'of the 
proletariat in the '.' Foundations 6t'Leninism".on pages 110 and following. On 
page 110 Sta]~ll say~ that" the proletarianrevolu!ion, with itsmo,:ement,i~s 
Impetus, and Its achievements, only becomes' a reality through the dictatorshIp 15. 
of. the proletariat. This dictatorship' is the chief fulcrum of the. proletarian 

'revolution, its main instrument". In regard to its nature he says at the bottom 
'of page 113 : " Enough has been said to. show that the dictatorship of thepro~ 
letariat does 110t .mean a mere change of the personnel ,of the government, a 
change of cabinet as it were, while the old ecqnomic and political orde'!'. persists '20 
unaltered". And agaiJl. at the foot of page 114: " The dictatorship of the pro
letariat is not established upon the, foundation of the bourgeois system of things'; 
it is established in the course of the destruction of that system. . . . ... The 
dictatorship of the proletariat is a revolutionary authority forcibly imposed upon 
fuboo~~~ . ~ 

The State is an instrument in the hands of the dominant class, used to break 
the resistance of the adversaries of that elass-. . In this respect, the dictatorship 
of the proletariat· does not differ fundamentally from the dictatorship of any 
other cla&l'I, seeing that the proletarian State is an instrument used to break the 
resistance of the bourgeoisie ". Hence he draws the inference tha t the dictator- aO 
ship of the proletariat cannot be" complete- democracy" and proceeds to attack 
Kautsky and Co. as Lenin had done in " The Proletarian Revolution" (P.898), 
He goes on to make another point of importance by saying on page 116 :" The 
dictatorship of the proletariat cannot arise as the. outcome of the peaceful 
development of bourgeois society and bourgeois democracy. It can onlJ' arise 35 
as the outcome of the destruction of the bourgeois State machine,' the bourgeois 
army, the bourgeois bureaucracy, and the bourgeois police force ", and' :in this 
connection he refers to the two. pronouncements of Marx in the letterte 
Kugelmann and" The Civil War in Jfrance" tQ which-Ihavereferred already_ 
On the next page he emphasises the point which we find :invariably emphasised, 40 
namely, that the revolution will be a forcible one. and says : " In other words, 
as far as the imperialist countries are concerned, we must regard it as a universal-
ly applicable law of the revolutionary' movement that the proletarian revolu-
tion will be effected by force, that the bourgeois State machine will have to be' 
,smashed, as an indispensable preliminary to the revolution." And;he goes on, 45 
after referring to the doubtful and distant- possibility of a peaceful transition 
in the far. distant future if the capitalist encirclement of the present socialist 
cou~tri.es sllaH ~avegiven place to a socialist encirclement of the remaining 
c~pIta-list co~mtrIes; to quote (on page 115) and agree whole-heartedly with the 
vIew of Lerun that H the proletarian revolution cannot take place without the 50 
forcible d~st~ction of the bourgeois State machine and its replacement by a 
ll~W machme . Further on when dealing at pages 151 and 152 with strategy 
and tactics Stalin quotes with approval the same letter in Lenin's book" On the 
Roaq to Insurrection ", .to which I have referre-d already, and lays the greatest 
pOSSIble stress on choosmg the exactly right moment when the time is ripe for 55 
revolutiQn. ' . 
. In the ~anlC book Stalin deals to some extent with the peasant problem. In 
the same quotation at page 15 to which I have referred above he remarks that 
" the peasant problem, the question how the workers in their struggle for power 
are to secure the support of the peasants, is a subsidiary one. " In the " ]j'oun- 60 
dations of Leninism ",' Chapter V, he discusses the peasant problem at som.e 
length and r'~peats this statement of his views, at the same time emphasising that 
even though it is subsidiary; the peasant problem is of vital iplportanoe to the 
proletarian revolution .. In view, of the fact that the accused in this case, even 
those who are the keenest Communists, scarcely succeeded in doing more than 65 
touch the barest frhlge of the peasant problem, it does not seem worth while to 
go at all deeply into the matter. . 
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.... ).,.. more interesting question is the nationalist_ question.' :1n thIs ,connection 
jatpage 259 Stalin say:;; that U Leninnever had "constitutional." 'illusi~:)l1s • ,- . 
·he did not f1eek a solution of the nationalist question along a constitutional 'road 
ibut along a revolutionary one." The subject is dealt with more fully cin 'the 
" Foundations of IJeninism ", Chapter VI, which opens with the statement that 3 
.the " national quostion " must be considerecl under two main departments :- a. 
·general statement of the question; b. the movement of the oppressed peoples to 
seoure liberation, Hnd the relationship of that movement to the proletarian revo
lution. " ,A t lJage 137 he goes on to say that " the national question -is· part of 
.the general question of the proletarian revolution, part of the question of the 10 
.,dictatorship of the proletariat." 

" The problem must be stated thus: Are the revolutionary possibilities of 
;th~ revolutionary movement for the liberation of oppressed countries already 
,eXhausted TIf they are not eXhausted, is there any chance of turning these 
possibilities to account on behalf of t~e proletarian revolution, is there any chance HS 
of transforming the (,olonial and dependent lands from reserves of force for the· 
;bourgeoisie into reserves of force for the proletariat ; can the colonial and de-_ 
-pendent nationalitie-s become the allies of the revolutionary proletariat' 

The Leninist answer to these questions is that the nationalist movements for 
the freeing of oppressed. countries from the imperialist yoke certainly contain 20 
unexhausted revolutionary possibilities; that these possibilities can be utilised 
for the ovedhrow of our common: enemy, for the destruction of _ imperialism." 
This is a mostllluminating prono:uncement. . On the following page he proceeds 
to point otit that tbis does not mean that-the proletariat should support anY'and 
every nationalist movement, but that it should support those nationalist move- 2t5 
tnents which tend to weaken and subvert imperialism, not those which -tend to 
strengthen and maintain it. The problem of the nationalist movement is in fact 
to be considered £'xactlyfrom the same point of view as that in regard to morality, 
namely, does it (;1' does it not help the proletarian revolution; Great' emphasis 
is laid on this consideration, as for instance in a quotation from Lenin on the 30 
-.same page which h~as follows: "The various demands of democracy, and 
. among others the right of self-determination, have no absolute value, but are parts 
·of the worldwide democratic (nowadays, socialist) movement In concrete 
:instances, the interests of the part may conflict with the interests of the whole . 
.If that is 1;0, we mnst repudiate the part." Stalin himself says at the bottom of 35 
the page: "Contemplated, not from the outlook of formal, abstract right, bllt 
-realistically;" (tlmt is I suppose judging it by Co:rmriunist moral standards) "and 
.with an eye to the in:terests of the revolutionary _ movement as a whole, a 
nationalist movement may be roOactionary." On the other hand he says on the 
next page: "Under the imperialist yoke, a nationalist movement may have a 40 
revolutionary trend even though it does not embody any proletarian elements, 
even though its programme is neither revolutionary nor republican, and even 
though the movement lacks a democratic foundation ", and he goes on to quote 
.the case of Afghanistan. A little further on his remarks become more definitely 
apposite to the present ease where he says: "I lleed merely allude in passing 45 
to the nationalist movement in much larger colonial and dependent countries, 
such as IIindostan find China, whose every step towards national liberation is 
revoluti9nary, even if it infringes the canons of formal democracy-for. every 
such step on the part of one of these countries inflicts a smashing blow on imperia-
lism." . - 50 

B<.'fore I leave this subject, it is of importance to note that this a,bsenceof 
ahsolute value in nationalist movements is clearly recognised in other Communi"!t 
pronouncements, for example, in the Report of the Enlarged Executive Com
mittee of the Communist International held from March 21st to April 14th, 1925, 
P.-2582, entitled" Bolshevising the Communist International ", an official pub- M 
lieation of the Communist International published for it by the Communist Party 
of Great Britain, we find atpage 31 in the speech of Comrade Gallacher the fol
lowing statement: "Then we must recognise the important part played by the 
Eastern peoples. 'l~he more we get them into the movement, the more we get them 
to make far-reaching demands, the more we break down c.apitalism. We are for 60 
concentrating on the Colonial probleIirs, 41" not because we believe sentimentally 
in the fre{'dom of peoples," put because we know that this is the keystone of 
capitalist (:conomy. Without the cooperation of t~e Eastern peoples the victory 
of the revolutioilary proletariat in Europe is impossible." . This is very plain, 
if cynical, sp(~akjng and it is curious to note that in the issue of the Inprecorr. 65 
J'.-2491-A., No. 31 dllted 10th· April 1925 at . page 411, where _this speerh is 
reproduced, the clause" not because we believe sentimentally inthe freedom of 



peoples" does not appear. I have little doubt that it was purposely omitted ill 
. view of the fact that every effort is made to circulate Inprecorr in the Eas.tem 
countries, and it might well be supposed that this cynical remark might not create 
a good impression. 

So much for the general 'he~yof the aims and methods of Communism, so i 
far they are important in this case, as they are set out in Stalin's" Leninism ". 
There is one other section of this book which has a more direct and practical hear-
ing on the case. This is a speech addressed by Lenin to the students of the Com
munist University of the Peoples of the East on May 18th, 1925, reproduced under 
the heading" Political Tasks of the University of the Peoples of the East"; a 10 
typed copy of this'same speech was found in the" Kranti " Office and is P. 1.203. 
It was also reproduced in the" Masses of India." At page 267 Stalin divides the 
students into two groups, the second of which is composed of." those who have 
come to us from colonial and vassal lands, from lands where capitalism is king, 
where the yoke of imperialism is as strong as ever it was, where the peoples have 15 
still to win thei:r independence and clear out the imperialists." ,At page .276 Oll

wards he discusses the tasks of the University in the matter of colonies and de
pelldencies in the East, that is the tasks of the second group. On the following 
page he lays it down that" the liberation of colonial and vassal lands from the 
yoke of imperialism if! not possible save by victorious revolution." Going on he 20 
divides the colonial and vassal lands into three categories and places India in the 
third category, consisting of those countries which " are fairly well developed 
from tIle (·apitalist point of view and possess a proletariat which has attained 
noteworthy proportions ", and he points out that each of the different categorie-s 
of countries will neerl separate treatment. He deals with India in detail at the -2li 

O. P. 56. foot of page 278 and his prelinlinary statement of the situation is 'as follows .: 
" Here wennd, not only that .the native bourgeoisie is severed into a revolu
tionary -y:-action and a compromising or reformist fraction, but, in addition, that 
on all important issues the reformist fraction has already rallied to the side of 
imperialism." On the following page Stalin insists on the necessity of breaking 3C 
up this a.lljance and therefore upon the necessity of attacking the reformist Rec-

o tion of the native bourgeoisie, exposing its treachery, withdrawing the toiling 
masses from its influence and so systematically preparing the way for the leader-
ship of the proletariat. "In other words ", he says" the proletariat must be 
trained to become the leader in the movement for national emancipation, whilst 35 
the bourgeoisie and its spokesmen must gradually be dislodged from the leader
ship. The aim, ther.efore, must be to create a revolutionary, anti-imperialist 
coalition nnd to ~nsure that, within this coalition, the role. of leader shall be 
played by thej)roletaiiat". Finally at the foot of the page 279 he sums up as 
follows: "'1'0 sum up. The immediate tasks confronting the reyolutionary 4() 
movement in colonial and vassal lands where capitalism is well developed are 
are as follows: . 

(1) To win over the best elements among the workers to the cause of com ... 
munism and to form independent communist parties. 

(2) To set up a nationalist and revolutionary coalition of workers, peasants, 4~ 
and revolutionary intellectuals, as a cO'lIDterpoise to the coalition of the great 
bourgeoisie with the imperialists. 

(3) To guarantee that the leadershjp of the revolutionary coalition shall be 
in the hands of the proletariat. 

(4) To free the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie from the influence of the 5( 
reformist native bourgeoisie. 

(5) "fo Iolecure the linking up of the. national liberationist movement with 
the proletarian movement of advanced countries. " 

O.P:57. The speech closes With some words of warning to the students about possible 
deviations which are accompanied by grave dangers to the movement. 51 

Before going on. to the next section of this case Crown Counsel sUmmarised 
shortly the position in regard to ihe theory (so far as it is necessary) , the aims 
and methods of Communism, and I think that in crder to make it easier to under
stand the case it will be useful for me t,p do something of the same kind at this 
stage of tJ:1e judgment. Not quite everything, which will be included in this 6( 
sUl;nmary, IS to. be found in theprcceding·pages; but to a very large extent the 
pomt~ summarIsed here have already been indicated though n"Ot perhaps clearly 
combmed together. . 

The ~arxist-Leninist theory is that the history of mankind has always 
been the history of :class. struggle, the stru<>"glebetween the exploiters an,lo the 6 
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exploited. The position in the !llodeni state is that there stand now face. to 
face two classes (1) the bourgeols who are owners of the means .ofproductlOn 
and (2) the proletariat who are wage-laboU1;el'S. with nothing but their labour 
to sell. Owing to the conditions of modern industry, it is suggested, exclusive 
p0litical power has come into the hands of ~hc • bourgeois.. Political power 5 
or, as it is commonly calleq in Communist writings the ,state, is regarded not as 
'something impartial, capable of reconciling the antagonisms between the two 
.classes mentioned above, but as an organ of repression, an instrument in the 
hands of the ruling class, whi(Jh is in the present epoch' the bourgeoIsie, for 
crushing and keeping under its control the exploited! class, which is in the present 10 
epoch the proletariat. In the words of the Communist Manifesto" the bour
ge\>isie lIas at last conquered for itself, in the modern representative state, exclu-
sive political sway. The' executive of the modern State is bu~ a committee for 
managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie".' . ~he Communists 

O.p.5S.nre a small resolute section of the proletariat whose interests entirely coincide • 15 
with those of the proletariat and whose first aim .is always .to indulcate class
consciousness, that is to instil in the prolE'tnriat at every opportunity the clearest 
,possible recognition of the class ant.agol1ism~.. Their .second aim is to. overthrow 
the 'bourgeoisie and to acquire for thfl proletariat the exclusive political power 
of which. bourgeoisie are' now in possession. According : to . the. Qommunist 20 
'theory, in the earlier. days collisions resulting from the antagonisms of the 
~lasses took the. form Of. individual collisions between indi-r:idual employer!,! and 
individual workers, but during the present epoch combinations have grown up on 
each side. The workers havfl combined, to form Trade Unions and.the ;bour
geoisie to form capita:iist combines. The Trade Unions and other organisations, 25 
such as parliamentary parties, of the proletariat are no' longer .able to contend 
'cffectively with the capitalist combines. According to the Communist view it 
is of no use for ,the proletariat t6 acquire political power by constitutionaLmeans, 
even if that could be supposed possible. A change by constitutional means was 
possible in the case of the former great political changes, because those were 30-
cases merely of changing the head of.the Executive Government. But the epoch 
of the bourgeois system of society is now past, and wlIat bas to be seoo'red .is the 
abolition of classes, whicb can only be brought about by the majority class taking 
all political power and either getting rid of or bringing into their own ranks tbe 
members of all other. classes. In order to do this the present State apparatus, 35 
police, judiciary etc. must be shattered to ,pieces. Obviously that end cannot be 
secured peaceably, because naturally the bourgeoisie ;wilI not give up what they 
have got without a st;rnggle~ Hence it can only. be done by revolution,. that is 

O.P.5B. to say, by means of a desperate bloody civil war. The instniment for carrying 
out this revolution, they say, will be the -dictaoorsbip of ihe .proletariat"which, 40 
as we have seen, is a." particular power of suppression ", not limited by law but 
based purely on force, on the armed masses organised in Soviets .as the ruling 
class. . .. 
, Other points of the'ory vcry material tl) {he present case relate to the way 
in which capitalism bas developed or deteriorated. into Imperialism on account 45 
of its inherent contradictions or 'sources Of self-destruction. Of these the most 
important for thlis case is the national liberation. movement, which isa move· 
ment for the liberation of subjE'ct uationalities, who have been and are now being 
oppreSBl'.d in the course of Imperialist~xpruision, the struggle for markets and 
raw materials etc. This movement is regarded as a lever for the undermining 50 
and weakening of Imperialism. Al10ther . important point to which I have 
already drawn attention is that the victory of the proletarian revolution in one 
country (and th~only country which has heenvictorious so far is R'lfssia) can 
only be made safe by othJer countries following the same course. Hence it is 
tbat the organising and fostering of revolution in other countries is described 55 
by Stalin in " Leninism" as the supreme problem of the Russian revolution. 
Hence, say IJCllill, Stalin & Co., we have now got a world struggle with the circle 
of Imperialist countries on tbe one hand facing on the world front the victorious 
proletarian revolution in Rus~ia, allied with the proletarian revolutionary 
forces in other countries, that is to say, according to their theory· and hope, allied 60 
with the national liberation movement in the colonial countries, i.e. in the 
subject and oppressed countries. IAastIy the Communists theorise thad'. the 
:Imperialist circle or chain will certainlv bTE'ak somewhere and that will be at 

o. P. 60. its weakest link, and they are inclined to think that, as in 1917 .the weakestlink 
in the chain was Russia, so now the wClakcst link: may perhaps be .in British India, 65 
where there is n young and combative revolutionary proletariat, allied to the 
champions ot the movement forilatiollalliberatioll. . (" LenInism" pages 101 & 
102). . 
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;PART III. 

In this chapter I shall hl:we 'to go into the history and development of the 
Communist International and its, relations with its subordinate or connected 
organisations such as the CDmmunist Party of Great Britain (henceforth 
called the C. P. G. B.), the- Red International of Labour Unions (R. I. L. U.), 
the National Minority Movement (N. M. l\L), the Workers' Welfare League' of 
India (W. W. L. I.), the League Against Imp'erialism and others.: 

5 

History of, the Only Ii very short account of the history of the Internationals is, I think, 
communist Inter-required. I have been referred in this connection to P. 755 " The A.B O.of 
national. COIIlIIl,unism ", P. 2395 " Theses and Statutes" adopted by the CommunIst 

International at its second Congress in July 1920, P; 2366 "Communist Pa.rty 
Training ", P. 719 " Communism "~ a booklet byR.,Palme Dutt, and P. 314 
" T'he Two Internationals" by the same author. 

O.P.64 
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The first Intern:;ttional, which, according to Dutt,was not a Marxian body, 
was founded in 1864 as the International Workingmen's Association. "Marx 
however ", says Dutt "plared it leading part in it and drafted its principal 15 
declarations including its programme." Its first proclamation is said in 
CI Communist Party Training" (:E>. 2366) to have been "based on the ,Com
munist Manifesto interspersed with petty' bourgeois phrases inserted by the 
representatives of the French workers." A short statement of the workers' 
" gospel" was printed on the back of every membership card and appears at 20 
page 67 of the ,same book. This International was behind_ the famous Paris 
Commune, there being 17 members of. the International forming a minority 
group among jts mempers. There is a short reference to this International to 
be found in D. 409 at page 47. After the defeat of the Commue the Inte17-
national gradually languished, and according to Dutt it deceased in 187,3. Other 25 
authorities 'give the Philadelphia Conference of 1876 as the last expiring 
-activity of this Internationa~. 

The Second In. The Second International was founded in 1889. " .. This International ", 
ternatlonal. says Dutt in P. 314, " up to the war nnited in one, organisation all the main 

Sociali~t and political Labour bodies in every country. from tne Fabians t~ the 30 
Bolsheviks .......... ;. Differences between reformists ahd revolutionaries 
might run high, but they were still differences of theory'. In practice a common 
opposition to the existing capitalist' governments ,held .loosely together the 
most diverse cre~~s ....... :...... Differences were again and again bridged 
over by long and ambiguous resolutions c.ouchl'Jd in a traditiona.lrevolutionary 35 
phraseology". Of this International Lenin was of course a member. 
Some attempt- was made on, behalf of the Defence' to make' use of_ 
that fact but bearing in mind the composition of the International itha.s really 
no importance whatsoever; Communist writers have no hesitation in criticising 
the Second International as a body in which opportunism was, though veiled, in 40 
actual fact dominant. Stalin observes at page 87 of "Leninism": "The 
leaders (of the Second International) had ceased to think seriously about 
revolution, abolft the Dictatorship of. the Proletariat, about the revolutionary 

:. education of the mass'es ............ To outward seeming the leaders (in 
Continental countries) conformed to -Marxist doctrine, but they deprived 45 
:Marxism of its revolutionary core". "Communist Par_ty Training" puts it 
thus : " The Second Inte1'llational remained to the end in 1919 only.a loose 
federation of national' socialist political parties.' '. The outbreak of war in 
1914 resulted in a split in the Intei·national. In the words of ". The ABC of 

O.P.62. Communism" (P. 755) at page 143 : "The Socialist and Social Democratic 50 
parties of the various belligerent lands" (with some' exceptions) "instead 
of declaring war upon the war and instead of inciting the. workers to revolt, 
rallied to the side of their respective governments". In consequence, the 
writer says, " The Second International died an ignominious death". Quite 
what happened to the Second International in the course of the war is not very 55 
clear. Something at any rate of a very similar kind revived at the end of t.he 
war in the Labour and Socialist Internatio.nal with its headquarters, at 
Amsterdam. According to " The Socialist Annual 1925 " (D. 5 (a» at pages 
179 and 180, after a setiesof conferences in which representatives of the old 
S~cond In~ernational, the Third International' and an organisation called the 60 
VIenna Umon took part, the Second International and the Vienna Union dis
solved in 1923 and their place was taken by the. Labour and Socialist Inter
national. A'ccording'to" Communist Party';LTain,ing"-, which :represents ihe 
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views of the Communist Internation~l, th~ iJabour and Socialist International 
still carries on the traditions of the Second Inte&'llational with a policy more 
openly treacherous than its predecessor, with the adherents from the 21 Inter
national providing the revolutionary phraseology. The attitude of the T'hird 
International to the Second International is even more clearly expressed in 
" The ABC of Communism "~t page ~53 where the writer says, "the 
remnants of the. Second InternatIonal, whIch the members of these parties 
have endeavoured to revive, form merely a branch office of the League of 
Nations: . T~e .Second I~ternational is l!0w one of t~e weapons used by the 
b.oU!geoisie In Its fight With the proleta!Iat," and agam on page 155 there is a 
s~Ilar" remark: " the attempts to reVIve the Second .Inte.rnational took place 
unaer the benevolent patronage of the robber League of Nations. For in 
fact, the jingo socialists are faithful supporters of the decayinO' capitalist order 
and are. its very last props. " The ~~thors repeatedl~ lay str~ss on the alleged 
con~ectIon b~tween the Leagu~ of NatIons and the reVIved Second International. 
InClden~ally It may be convement to note· here that the Labour and Socialist 
International is frequently referred to in Communist writinO's as the Yellow 
'International in contrast to the Red International. I:> 

I(} 

15-

The main theoretical diffe.rences between the creeds of the Second and 
Third Internationals are indicated in P. 898 "The Proletarian Revolution" 20-
whose complete title is " the Proletarian R.evolution and Kautskythe renegade" 
in which a pamphlet" Dictatorship of the Proletariat" by Kautsky, formerly 
a Bolshevik but now one of the leading theoreticians of the Second Inter
national, is criticised by Lenin with ,great severity. At the top of page 8 
Lenin Quotes a former statement of his own about Kautskianism whicb. is in .2f). 
the following terms : " By means of obvious sophisms the living revolutionary 
soul is ripped out of Marxism, in which everything is accepted except the 
revolutionary methods of struggle, their propaganda and preparation, and the 
education of the masses for that purpose," about which his view was expressed 
thus: " But the w01:,king class cannot attain its world-revolutionary object 3(} 
without waging a ruthless war against such subserviency to opportunism and 
snch unparall~lled theoretical vulgarisation of Marxism.". And again on page 
22 he says: " By Kautsky's interpretation of the idea of the revolutionary 
dictatorship of the proletariat, calculated to banish all revolutionary violence 
on the part of the oppressed class against the 'oppressors, the world record 'in 35-
the !Jiberal distortion of Marx has been beaten". In fact we may say that 
the fundamental theoretical difference between the creed of- the Second Inter
national (or the Labour and Socialist International), (and that of the 3rd 
International, is that the former) with some reservations which will be found 
stated in the evidence of Mr. H. N. Brailsford, rejects the idea of violent 4(}' 
revolution. . 

I Third Inter- The Third International has developed out of the minority groups in the 
~al. Second International which drew together in· opposition to the war. Thes~ 
o. P. M. groups held· several conferences, namely at Zimmerwald ,in 1,!)15, at Kienthal 

in 1916 and at Stockholm in 1917, and thus the ground was prepared for the 45-
foundation of the Third International: So far as relates to Russia itself we 
must go back to the revolutionary outbreak of 1905, which result~d in th.e sub
sequent establishment of the Duma. . Its impbrtance- from the pomt of VIew of 
this case is that it was during this period that the Soviets or Councils' of dele
gates of workers and soldiers came into existence. There w.as no further out- 50' 
break until, during the years of the Great War, the experIence o~ 1905 was 
repeated and the inefficiency of the Government led to general distres!, al!d 

'food shortaO'e. The result of this was the February (or March) RevolutIon m 
1917 when the Czar was forced to abdicate and the Provisional, Government 
was set up under Kerensk}r. That Government achieved no ;very . great 55 
success and its career was brought to an end by the October (or, accordmg to 
the new calendar, November) Revolution in which the Provisional Government 
was overthrown and the Bolsheviks seized 'Power. In the words of the" Pro
gramme of the Communist International, " ]928, (P. 2339) : " The imperialist 
front was broken at its weakest link, TsaristRussia. The February revolution 6(}' 
of 19] 7 overthrew the domination of the autocracy of the· big land-owning 
class. The October revolution overthrew the rule of the bourgeoisie. This 
victorious prol(;ltarian revolution expropriated the expropriators, took the 
means of production from the landlords and the capitalists, and for the first 



time .in ~uman history set, up and consolidated' the dictatorship of the pro
letanat m ~ enormous co1!itry, broug~t into. being aile,,:", .Soviet type of 
State and laId the foundatlons for the mternabonal proletanan revolution." 

0;1'.85.. By far the most important figure in the Russian revolution was Vladimir 
~yitch ~nin l!lianoff, b!ltter known as. L~nin. I need not go into his life 
hIstory m detall, but one Important event m It was the foundation of the news
paper Iskra, " The Spark". 'Some account of this will be found in P. 506, 
" Lenin," by Yarcu, recovered at the search of the office of the Workers' and 
Peasants' Party of Bengal at 211 Eu:ropean Asylum Lane, Calcutta, a.nd bearing 
Spratt accused's signature on the first page inside the cover. A short account 
of the events in connection with the foundation of the Iskra and the quarrel over 
the Iskra will be found' in Marcu's book at pages 86 to 90, 97 to 101 and 112 to 
117, where the history of Lenin's connection closes with the Iskra becomillO' 
Menshevist. Marcu's life of Lenin may not be the work of a Oommunist write;' 
but no particular doubt has been cast on the facts related in the passages quoted, 
and they make it clear that the foundation of the Iskra-was the work of Lenin and 
one of his 'mostimportant achievements. (To say the Iskra is famous as the 
newspaper which Lenin 'attacked; as was done at one stage in the course of 
arguments, is an absurd distortion.) There is no doubt that Lenin 
took a most important part in bringing about the October revolution, 
and from that time on he became the central. figure in Russia. Incidentally 
the eady history of IJenin brings out the fact that IJenin himself was 
an expert in the use of secret codes, invisible ink and the like (See " The 
Communist Review" for January 1927, part of P.-1157, pages 418, 420 
and 421 and also D. 302 "Lenin and Gandhi ", at page 51). Under Lenin's 
guidanoo in July 1918 the Russian Socialist Federal Soviet Republic was 
set up. In 1922 this developed into the U. S. S. R. or Union of Socialist 

First Con-Soviet Republics. On January 24, 1919, a wireless appeal was sent out from 
18. Moscow to the revolutionary groups of other lands. It was issued in the name 
0.P.66. of the Russian Communist Party, which, as Dutt says in P. 314, was the name 

adopted by the Russian Bolsheviks or Majority Social Democrats . after the 
revolution of 1917, supported by the Communist Parties of Poland, Hungary 
and certain other countries, and its object was to summon all the revolutionary 
Labour and Socialist organisations in sympa.thy with the aims of Communism 
to meet in conference and form a Communist International. This appeal, which 
is reproduced on pages 63 following of P.-314,recommendsthe acceptance of a 
platform drawn up in agreement with the programme of the Spartacist Union 
in Germany and the Comm-liD-ist Party (Bolshevik) in Russia, which is included 
in the appeal. Among the most important of the propositions stated in this 
platform are the following :- . . 

II. " The present task of the working class is the immediate seizure of 
State power. This seizure of power consists in the suppression of the bourgeois 
Governmental machine and the organisation of a proletarian Governmental 
machine. 

VII. The principal method of the struggle consists in the action of the pro
letarian masses, even to open armed conflict with the power of the capitalist 
State." 

This appeal was signed by representatives of the various Communist 
parties in whose name it was issued, and the signatories on behalf of the Central 
Committee of the Russian Coinmunist Party were Lenin and Trotsky. The 
conference, which was thus called, issued on March 10, 1919, a manifesto, which 
appears on pages 68 to 83 of P. 314. It begins with a reference to the Com
munist ManIfesto of 1848 and 'contains a number of passages which give a 
foretaste of the policy of the International in regard to revolution in other 
countries. . For example at the foot of page 68, the writers speaking for the Inter
national say: " It is our task now to sum up the practical revolutionary ex
perience of the working class, to cleanse the movement of its admixtures of 

0.P.67. opportunism and social patriotism, and to u.nite the forces of all the true revo
lutionary proletarian parties in order to further and hasten the complete victory 

,., of the Communi!!t revolution." . 
Again a page 73 we find the following :- . 
" Colonial slaves of Mrica and Asia! The hour of Proletarian Dictator

ship will also be the hour of your liberation ! ,t 
And again at page 75 : " The outcry of the bourgeois world against civil 

war is the most colossal hypocrisy ............ Civil war is "forced upon" 
LsLT.MCC 
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the labouring classes by their arch-enemies. c .1he. w()rking: clas& .. must ai:tBw~ 
blow for blow, ifitwiU'notrenounce its own.. obj~c-'and itl:! O.wn future which is 
at the same time the f~ture.ofhuinanity." .. :', ., .. ,..... ..... . . ~ ". . .. 

Again at page 77 : -" The Third InternatibIial is the Inlernationai of open 
mass action, of the' revolutionary' realisation, the International of Deeds." 5 

Again at page 78 in the pa.ragra ph . headed, '" The -Conquest of Political 
~owel' ", there is a detailed account of what is meant by the seizure of poli, 
tIcal power by the proletariat. I need only' quote a few sentences from thi~ 
paragraph : " Conquest of political power means not merely a change in thE 
pe~sonnelof ministries' but annihilation of the enemy's machinery of Govern, 10 
ment. . .. .. . . .... The victory of the proletariat consists in shattering thE 
enemy's organisation and organising the proletarian power; in the .destructiOI 
of the bourgeois and upbuilding of the proletarian' State machin~." t 

Lastly on page 82 we come to " The way of victory", about which the Mani 
festo says :-" The Hevolutionary era compels the p~oletariat to make use oj 15 
the means of battle which will concentrate its entire energies, namely, Ipasl 
action, with its logical resultant, direct conflict with the governmentalmachinel1 
in open combat. All other methods, such as revolutionary use of bourgeoil 
parliamentarism, will be of only secondary significance." And the Manifestc 
ends with the slogans : " Down with the Imperialistic conspiracy of capital ! "7 2C 
" Long live the International Republic of the workers' soviets 1 " 

The Second Con- So much for the First Congress of the Communist International. 'The 
Irenoe. Second Congress was held from July 17 to August 7, 1920, and the" Theses 

and Statutes" then adopted are on record as P. 2395, published by the Publish-
ing Office of the Communist International, Moscow, 1920, and recovered in the 2f 
search of the office of the Communist PartY,of Great Britain at 16, King Street, 
Covent Garden, in October 1925.. The first chapter of this publication contains 
the Statutes of the COIilmunist International, preceded by some historical 
account of its origin and some matter by way of preface. In this portion there 
is an account of statement of aims and views ; for example we find the follow- 3( 
ing:-

" The Communist International ~akes it its aim to put up an aAned 
struggle for the overthrow of the International bourgeoisie and the ~reation 
of an International Soviet Republic as a transition stage to the complete aboli
tion of State. The .C. I. considers the dictatorship of the proletariat as the 
only means for the liberation of humanity from the horrors of capitalism. DThe 
C. I. considers the Soviet form of government as the historically evolved form 
of this dictatorship of the proletariat. ......... The Imperialist war emphasises 
once more what is pointed out in the statute of the 1st International : that the 
emancipation of labour is neither a local, nor a national task, but one of a social 
and international character .......... The C. I; makes it its task to emancwate 
the workers of the entire world .......... The C. I. fully and unreserlMly 
upholds the gains of the great proletarian revolution in Rus,sin .......... and 
calls upon all workers to follow the'same road .. , ; ....... 'The organised appa-
ratus of the C. I. is to secure to the toilers of every country the possibility at 
any given moment to obtain the maximum of aid from the organised workers 
of .the other, countries. ' I. ", , ". .' • . ,0 t 

O. P •. 69. In order to follow out the aims and methods of the Communist Internationalj 

4: 

ConstitutIOn of and also the working of that organisation through its own institutions and. sub-I 
the International. d' t b.J· t h' h f t f '11 h t b d f m'n':'-'j '" or ma C ouICS,' 0 W Ie requ('n re erellccs WI ave 0 e ma e . r~v"l t.I 

011, it is ll('cessary to have an idea of the constitution of the C. I. ThIS IS ito be, 
found in tlle17th Statutes which follow, but. as these relate to 19?0 and lb.av61 
been modified from time to time it is preferable to turn to those whIch are mOl'l!l : 
11p to date and therefore applicable to the period covered by this case. The' 
autlJOritntive docnment on this subject is P. 2339, U The Programme of the Oom
munist International together with the Statutes of the Communist InternMion-
al ", r1!ltcd London, February 1929. In ,this book the first six chapters are 
devoted to the Programme and the last chapter contains the Constitution and' 
Rules of thp- Communj~t International. A typewritt~n (,lOpy of, this last chapter 
was found in the II Kranti ," Office and is P. 1208 (3). The first par~~raph in the 



-Constitutiolhis ·9f c9n~idefablq. importance nIld. deserv:es.toJ>e~!,!et out in full.; -
itrwlS as.foUQw.s : . _.... _ ... -. 

. " (1) Tha:. Communist ·,fufe~atio~the I~te~atioIUll Workers' Associa" 
tion-is a union of ConununistPart.ie~ in various countries ; it is a World Com.,
munist . Party. As the leader and organiser of. the world revolutionAry move- 5 
ment of the proletariat and the upholder of the principles and aims of Com
munism, the C. I. strives to win over the majority of the working Class and the 
broad strata of the propertyless peasantry, fights for the establishment of the 
world dictatorship of the proletariat, for the establishment of a World .Union 
of Socialist Sovil:·t Republics, for the comple.te abolition of classes, and for the 10 
.achievement of Socialism the firf~t stage of COJ;nmunis~ society. 

(2) The various parties affiliatE-d to the Communist International are calle.d 
the Communist Party of" the country concerned " (Section of the Communist 
Intel'llational). ". 

It may be noted here that the Communist Party of India probably never 15 
got further fhan the intention of affiliating itself to the Communist Interna: 
tional. 

Then in para. 8 we come to the internal organisation of the C. I. and 
0 .. P. 70. it is laid down that the supreme body of the C. I. is the World Congress of 

representatives of all Parties (Sections) and organisations affiliated to the C. I. 20 
'I'his World Congress is to be convened once every two years. (P. 2395 shows 

O. P. fl. 

that the original idea was to convene it once every six months. That however 
turned out to he too high an ideal.) The Congresses were actually held in 1919, 
1920~ ] 921, 1922, 1924 and 1~28. 

It will be obvious that so large an organisation meeting only once in two 25 
year,:;, required some subordillate institutions of varying powers to transact 
business between its meetings. Hence we find in para. ro that " the World 
Congress elects the Executive Committee -of the Communist International 
(E. C. C. I.) and the International Control Commission (I. C. C.)". Their func
tions are set out in later paragraphs. And we find in para. 12, "in the 30 
period between Congresses the leading body of the C. I. is the E. C. C. I .. which 
givcs instr:nctioDs- to all the Sections of the C. I. and controls their activity ". 
lt also publishes a cent.ral organ of the C. I. in not less than four languages. 
'rhis, we shall fina, is called" The Communist International ". The E. C. C. I.'s 
decisions are ohligatpl'Y for all sections of the C. I. though there is a right of 35 

.. appeal to the World Congress, pf'nding which however the decisions must be 
carried out. TheE. C. C. I. itself again, it appears, is too large a body to 
transact ordinary business and in consequence under para. 18, "the 
E. C. C. I. elects a Presidium responsible to the E. C. C. I. which acts as tho 
permanent body carrying out all the business of the E. C. C. I. ii:J. the interval 40 
between the mcetings of the hItler". The E. C. C. I. is 'to meet not less than 
once every six months, but the Presidium meets not less than. once a fortnight 
(see para. 24), and it elects under para. 25 "the Political Secretariat, 
which is empowered to take decisions and which also prepares questions for the 
meetings of the. E. fl. ·C. I. and of its Presidium, and acts ·as their Executant 45 
body". 

An account of the working of the whole organisation will be found in the 
" Masses of India" for August 1926 (P. 2581) at page 10 of which there is a 
reference to the" Enlarged" Executive or E. C. C. I., a body which is not men
tioned in the 1920 01' 1928 Statutes. It is however mentioned .in the Statutes 5()' 
adopted by the Fifth Congress in 1924 which are printed at pages 52-58 of the 
" Communist Intern?.tional ", described on the cover as Monthly Organ of the 
Executive Committee of the Communif't International, New. Series No.7 for 
December ] 924-J auuary 1925, part of P. 1155, recovered in the search of the 
premises o(!cupied by .Toglekar accused. Para. 26 of these Statutes provides 1S5 
for the cOllvening by the E. C. C. I. not less than twice a year of meetings of the 
Enlarged Executive of the Comintern, in order to decide important questions, 
tIle decision of which admits of no delay. 

As regards the authority of this publication, the "Communist Interna
tional ", it may be cOll"V"em.ent to note here that it is mentioned in the section 60 
headed " Billliography " in P. 2366 Communist Party Training at the top of 
page 128, where it appears under the heading of the" E. C. C. I." (see page 
127) along with the "Labour Monthly", the" Communist Review" and 
" Inprecorr". On page 16 of the same bOOK the Communist Party of Great 
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Britain recommends the use by training group leaders of the" Co:pununist Inter
national" in the same breath with the" Workers'· Life'~ and' the "Com
munist". And again at page 19 it includes the'same three papers in what it 
calls the" IJiterature for the Course". It is also mentioned in Lenin's boo~ 
"IJeftWmg Communism" (P; 975) at page 37, where there is a reference in 5 
the footnote by IJf.'nm himself to one 'of his own articles in the'" Communist 
In:ternational". It also appears at the end of Chapter V of " The ABC of 
Communism" where on page 159 the File of the " Communist International" 
appears in the literature, which the reader may consult in connection with that· 
chRpter. 10 

\1 may now turn back to the' statements of policy or aim and method con
tain~d in the theses which follow after the Sta~utes in P. 2395~ It is important 
to note that in the theses on the Communist Party and Parliamentarism at pages 
42 following, stress is again laid, as in the Manifesto of 1919, on the necessity 
of destroying the bourgeois State apparatus; see for example the passage at 15 
page 43 : " Therefore it is the immediate historical task of the working class 
to tear this appal'atus out of the hands of the ruling classes, to break and 
destroy it, and to create in its place a new proletarian apparatus." 

Again on page 45 the same thing is again emphasised :-" The task of the 
proletariat consists in blowing up the whole machine of the bourgeoisie, in 20 
destroying- it,anu all the parliamentary institutions with it, whether they be 
republican or constitutional-monarchical." 

And this destruction can only be achieved by a violent revolution, see 
page 11:- . . 

" To admit the idea of a voluntary submission of the capitalists to the will 25 
of t.he majority of the exploited-of a peaceful, reformist passage to Socialism-
is .............. R concealment of the truth.......... Only a violent defeat 
of the bourgeoisie, the confiscation of its property .......... only such measures 
will be able to guarantee the complete submission of the whole class of 
exploiters. " 30 

And again at page 12 :-" Only the Communist Party, if, etc.-only such 
a party is c.apable of leading the proletariat in the most pitiless decisive last 
struggle against all the forces of capitalism." 

And finally on pages 35 and 36 :-" The working class cannot achieve the· 
victory over the bourgeoisie by means of the general strike alone and by the 35 
policy of folded arms. The proletariat must resort to an armed uprising. Hav-
ing understood this, one realises that an organised political party is absolutely 
essential, and that shapeless labour organisatioris will not suffice." This last 
pas!:'lage Eleems to make the matter entirely clear. 

. At the end of this chapter the C: I. emphasises a number of points of which . 40 
the most important are the first four :-

1. " The C. I. is the chief and essential instrument for the liberation of the 
working class. In each country there must now be not only Communist groups, 
or tendencies, but- a Communist Party. 

2. In every country there must be only one Communist Party. 45 

·3. The Communist Party must be founded on the principle of the strictest 
centralisation, and during the period of civil war it must introduce military 
discipline in its ranks. 

4. In every place where there are a dozen proletarians, the Communist 
Party must have an orgamsed nucleus. . 50 

Discussing the nature of the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat 
on page 45 in para. 9, we find it stated: " The elementary means of the struggle 
of the proletariat against the rule of the bourgeoisie is first of all, the method 
of mass demonstrations. Such mass demonstrations are prepared and carried 
out by the organised masses of the proletariat under the direction of a united, 55. 
disciplinod centralised Communist Party. Civil war is war. (Note that in the 
original this is italicised.) In this war the proletariat must have its effici~nt 
political officers, its good political general staff, to conduct operations durmg 
all the stages of that fight.." 



.. Paragraph: to e%plains the e~pe~ted~de!~~opment o~the.·,struggl~e.tt 
follows :-,- '. 'J 

;. : f' The mass struggle meanS a whole system of developing demonstrations 
growing ever more acute in form and'logically leading to an uprising against 

o.P·74• the capitalist order of government. In this warfare of the maSses developing I) 
into a civil war, the guiding party of the proletariat must, as a general rule, 
secnreevery. and all lawful positions making them its auxiliaries in the'revolu
tionary work, and subordinating such positions to the plans of the general 
campaign, that of, the mass struggle.'" .' . , 

P .. 23.95 also contains . sllgge~ti<)ns as to ihe methods, some of which are al- 10 
'ready suggested in the pa:ssa~s quoted above. In regard to the Trade -Unions 
there is .a passage on page 54; "Bearing in mind the rush of the enormous 
working masses into the trade unions, and also the objective revolutionary 
character of the economic struggle which those masses are carrying on in spite 
of the trade union bureaucracy, the' Communists must join such unions in all 15 
couutries,in order to make of them efficient organs of the struggle for the sup
pression of capitalism and for CoIDlmunism. They must initiate the forming 
of trade unions where these do not exjst." 

As regards mass demonstrations there is a passage on page 18 : " In parti
'cular it 1s necessary for the'Colnmunist Party in the whole advanced proletariat 20 
to give the most absolute and self-denying BUpport to all the masses for a larger 
general strike' movement, which is alone able under the yoke of capitalism to 
awakeri properly, arouse;enlighteri and 'organise the masses and develop in them 
a full confidence in the leading role Of the revolutionary proletariat.'" 

On the same page there is a passage on the subject of lawful and illegal 25 
work; oforgariisation: "For all c()untries, even for most free and legal and 
peaceful ones in the sense of a lesser acuteness in the class struggle, the period 
has arrived, when tt'has become. absolutely necessary for every Communist 
Party to join systematically all lawful and illegal work, lawful and illegal-
organisation." - 30 

o. P. 75. Then on the subject of the importance of Communists a.i.ways being in, the 
forefront, para~ 6 at page 50 expresses this very clearly;" In the event of 
labour demonStrations in the streets or other revolutionary movements, the 
Communist members must occupy the most conspicuous place--at the head of 
the, proletarian. masses. " 35 

As might be expected, we find emphasis laid on the ·fight against the 
Amsterdam International and the "yellow" Trade Unions, see para. 10 on 
page 28 which runs asfollows:-

" Any party, belonging to the Communist International' is 'bound to carry 
on a stubborn struggle against the Amsterdam" International" of the yellow 40 
Labour Unions. It should propagate insistently amongst the organised workers 
the necessity of a rupture with the yellow Amsterdam International. It should 
support b,· all mellnsin its power the International Unification of Red Labour 
Unions. adhering to the Communist International, which is. now beginning." 

o. P. 76. . The same idea of fighting the Amsterdam International also appears at the 45 
foot of page 40 in the passage" The Communist International ·invites to its 
Congress alJ labour unions, which recognise the principles of .the Third Inter
national, and are ready to break with the yellow International.''' Then at th., 
foot of page 26, we have an allusion to the necessity of "denouncing refor
mists ", on page 20 to tht> fact that a Communist press is an absolute essentinl 50 
far" the preparation for the dictatorship of the proletariat ", and on page 29 
{in para. 14). to the duty of making war against the Soviet Republics impOssible 
by inducing the ,workers to refuse to transport military equipment intended for 
that purpose. On page 68 we find a mention of the necessity for carrying on a 
stI1lggle against religion and its reactionary'median"'al influences. 55 

On pages 64 to 73 we come to the " theses on the national and colonial 
qUElstions " which, as stated in the first paragraph of the i, Revolutionary Move
ment in the Colonies" (P.90) (which is the thesis on the revolutionary move
ment in the colonie~ and Remi-colonies adopted by the Sixth World Congress of 
~he Communist International 1928), were drawn up by Lenin himself. In the 60 
supplementary thesis at page 70 we find it stated that one of the most important 
questions before this Second' Congress '~f the International is'" to detel'mine 
m.ore especially the relation of. the C. I. to the revolutionary movements in the 
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34 
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countrIes dominated bycapitaIistic imperialism, for instance China andlndia'.'.· 
and the. object of 'Working at th~colonial :problem:!s st~te.d in paragraph 4 o~ 
page 71 !ts follows: ";rhe breakmg ~p of the. colomal empIre, together with the 
proletaruurrevolutlOn m the home. country; WIll overthrow the capitalist system 
in ~urop~ .. 90nsequently, t~e C?mrri.unist.Inte~ational mus~ Widen' the sphere 5 
oilts achvlh~s .. It must establish rel~hons. "':lth ~hose . revolutionary forces 
that are workmg for the oVElrthrow of lID.penalism: m the countries subjected 
politically and economically. These two forces must be cO-ordinated if the final 
success of the world revolution is to be guaranteed." On the followiIlg page 
(72) in para. 7, the thesis mention~ the existence of two· distinct movements in 10 
the dependent countries and observes that,',' forAhe overthrow of foreign 
capitAlism which is the first st<>p towards revolution in the colonies, the eo
operation of the ,bourgeois nationalist revolutionary elements is useful. But 
the foremost and. the necessary task is. the formation of Communist Parties 
which will organise the peasants and workers and lead them to the revolution 15 
and. to the estabHshment. of Soviet Republics." As has been pointed . out by the 
accused themselves in the joint statement, at page 2745, this thesis foreshadows 
the organisation of the League Against Imperialism, an idea which was, how-
ever, not realised until 1926 or 1927. ... . 

A reference to this famolis thesis of Lenin will be 'found in the" Masses of 20 
India" for Febnlary'1926, part of D 379, ~t page 1; where . the writer says: 
"Lenin is gone; but to 'liberate the' subject nationalities remains one of the 
fundamental principles of the Communist International." It is indeed .re
garded as the fundamental point of distinction between the Third and the Second 
International. Much stress on this is to be found· in P. 1294, an article headed 25 
" Communist International and the Subject Peoples ", found with Ghate, where 
tne same point to which I have drawn attention is brought out, namely that" the 
struggle of the subject peoples for national freedom is an attack upon capitalism 
as a world force. National revolution in spite of. its· bourgeois democratic 
character is a part of the proletarian world revolution." 30 

(~OTE :·-This statement seems to have be~n rather .lost sight o~ in some of the defence 
statements and ·argum.ents.) "No International can deserve the llame if it leaves out of its 
scope the major porti~n of the world (as, according to the Communist view, the Labour and 
Socialist International does). 

o. P. 78. .. The next Congress of the Communist International was the Third Congress, 35 
The Third Con-held at Moscow in July 1921; ·Its decisions are recorded in P2396, a printed 

ress. report, recovered int the search of the office of the Communist Party of Great 
Britain in 1925. The prosecution has relied only on a few extracts from this 
report. On page.12 in the chapter relating to Part Struggles and Part Demands, 
there is a passage in regard to the strategy and.tacticsof Trade Union activities: 40 
"The entire propaganda and agitation, as well as the other .work of the Com
munist parties, must be based on the conception. that no lasting betterment of 

O.P.79. 

the position of the proletJl.riat is possible under capitalism." .. That is to say, 
that even if agitation is successful and results.in getting the demands, no lasting 
betterment is possible. On page 14 it is stated that: "It is the task of the 45 
Communist parties to widen; to deepen and to co-ordinate these struggles which 
have been brought into being by the formulatio~ of concrete demands .. " 

The next chapter relates to propaganda and agitation,and in paragraph 
23, we find the following :- . 

" Communist agitation a~ong the proletarian masses must be conducted 50 
in such a way that our. Communist orgariisation be recognised by the struggling 
proletarians as the courageous, intelligent, energetic and ever' faithful leader of 
their own labour movement. .. 

In order to achieve this, the Communists must take part in all the el~mentary 
struggles and movements of the workers, and must defend the workers' cause 55 
iIi all confljcts between them and the capitalists over hours and conditions Qf 
labour, wages, etc. The Communists must also pay great attention' to the con
crete questions of. working-class life. They must help the workers to come to 
a right understanding of these questions. They' must, draw their attention to 
the most flagrant abuses:amd must help them to formulate their demands in a 60 
practical and concise. form. In this way they will awaken in· the workers the 
spirit of Rolidarity, the consciousness of community of interests ~ong all the 
workers of the country as a. united working class, which, in its turn, is a section 
of the world army of proletariaJIls. . 



O.P.80. 

lnprecorr. 

O.P.Sl. 

'35 

' ... ' 'It rsonl~Jhr~~gh .:a~~veiYday perfoqn~~e of such elementary dutieS:,. and 
through pa~hClpatl(;)ll In all the struggles of the proletariat that the ComIqupj.st 
Party can uevelop Into a real communist party." 

.Parail'apb .24.is almost equally important· and ruris ~sfonows':...,....;. 
"'Conllnunism must be'mobilised in f~ll fO,rce, especially in, times of strikes, 5 

lock-outgand other mass dismissals of the workers, iIi order "to take part in. tbe 
workers' mo~ement. .' '. . 
.. It ~ould be it great mistake for Commu.nists to treat with contempt the 
p!~sent struggles o~ th~ workers .for sli~ht improvements of their working ·con
ditIons, even to mamtaIn a paSSlve attItude to them, on the plea of the Com- 10 
munist programme and the need of armed revolutionary· struggle for final aims. 
NQ matter how small and modest the demands of the workers'may be for which 
they are r:eady and willing to fight today with the capitalist. the Communists 
must never make the· smallness of the demands an excuse for non-participation 
in the struggle. At the same time our .agitational activity should not lay itself 15 
bare to the acclisation of stirring up and inciting the workers to rionsensical 
strikes and other i'nConsiderate actions. The Communists must try to acquire 
the reputation among the struggling masses of being courageous and effective 
participators iIi their 'struggles~'" '. " . 

It wiil be rl;lm~mbered that the F~urth Congress of the Communist lnter.- 20 
nation,al was, held ~n 1922 and the Fifth Congress in J..924. The authoritative 
document.s for the 1922 Congress and the periO,d between it and the 1924 Cong-
ress are P. 2397, " Resolutions and Theses or the Fourth COligress of the Com~ 
mnnist International", (hel4 in Moscow, November 7 to December 3,1922), 
recovered in the search of the LOndon headquarters' of the C. P. G. B. in 1925, 25 
a~d the· newspaper or periodical called" International Press Correspondence ", 
better known, as Inprecorr,' as it is commonly called in other Communist litera-
ture. Before I go roto the theses of the Fourth Congress and the infornlation 
to be found inlnprecorr relating to this period between the Fourth and Fifth 
Oongresse~, it will ~e as well to dispose of the question of the authority of 30 
Inprecorr. ' '. . ', 

I will take first the oral evidence; P" VI. 3" Detective SergeantScutchey, 
has deposed thathe knows the newspaper Inprecorr, of which a copy was showp. 
to. him, and that it is a part of. his busine,ssto study this paper from time to 
time. He says that iJnformation is given through it by officials of the Communist 35 
Iilternational and most of the articles ,are on', Communist matters. P. W. 4 
Detective Sergeant Renshawmerelys~ys that some 9,000 copies of Inprecorr 
were found at.the search of the C. P. G. B. office at 16 King .Street, and so ·far 
as he knows, that is the only place in ,London where it. can ,be bought. This 
statement of his is corroborated by P. W.5, Detective Inspector Foster. The 40 
statement' of this' witness iIi the Lower Court was also brought' oili' record and 
in that stn.tem~nt he says about Inprecorr that he believes it is . printed iil 
Germany or abroad-not in' England. It is circulated:in England. About 9,000 
copiel:! were . found at 16 King Street. In; cross-examination he said :' "-lcan-
not say the exact meaning of the printer's endorsement 'on the last page of 45 
Inprecorr. I know it definitely as a Communist J oumal. I know it is pl'Q,IDoted 
and circulated by the Communist International. I cannot say by looking at :it 
that it is described as the organ of any particular body." It is of cou~se a fact 
t:ttat Inprecorr does not contain any statement that it is the.organ. of any parti
cular b()dy. P. W. 6, Detective Inspector. Norwood, was .also asked about 50 
Inprecorr and Rtated that he knew the newspaper called Inprecorr. which he had 
to -read from t~e. to time, that he regarded it as purely C.ominunist literatur.e 
and, had never found any advertisements hi it; 

. In addition to'these statements there is the evidence of Mr. H. N.Braiisford, 
who was called as a Court witness at the instance of Desai and Ghosh,aoouseQ. 55 
At page 10 or his evidence he says : "I think Inprecorr, which is. also publisheq 
in .f<!ur languag~s, was sent to, me gratis by the· people 'Yho publish~d th~ .Com
mumst InternatIonal ", (and we know that.the ' Commurust InternatIonal 1,S the 
official.organ of the E. C. C. I.). Then as I have stated before in anothel' con
nection, there is' a mention of the files of Inprecorr in connection with the 60· 
E. C. C. I., at page 128 of P. 2366, Communist Party Training. Then there is 
another book published, by the Communist Party of Great Britain entitled" The 
Communist Internatio.nal between the Fifth and the Sixth World Congre!lses 
1924-8 ". P. 2365. This is a report on the activity. of the Qommunist Interna-' 
tionalduring the period which elapsed between the 5th and the 6th International 65 



o. P. 82. 

o. P. 83. 

CQJlgr~$s;cov~ring the perjoq UP to :the lflt of MaYi 1928. DJ,'this th.teare a 
ntu:nber of melltions of Inprecorr j for e~ample at page 37 there is', a paragraph 
which runs as follows :- . :; ", . 
. " Ali. to . 4tternatio:q.al ~dance and supp~~ of the fll:rty· press, it baa con

sisted malllly m suppl~ng the press of, the mdiVldual sections with information ; 
propel intenlational guidance of this work is still conspicuous by its 'absence. 
It should bto', however, pointed out that the ,4 Inprecorr ", as the leading blter
national press organ, is publishing valuable material on all internationa~ ques
t~ons,and is supporting the press of the small Sectjons in its capacity of an 
officials'orgaIJ! it is developing intQ a, platform for the practical exchange of 
ex~eriencefi m the flphere 9f agita,tioll and propaganda work.'? 

Next a~ page 40 there are two mentions, first: "For May Day (1921) 
material of anhistQrical character was' issued for utilisation in the press ; it 
was co-ordinated in a special number of the Inprecorr." Second: "In this 
campaign (that is the campaign for celebrating the Tenth Anniversary of the 
October Revolution) material was to be forwarded in two ways: through the 
" Inprecorr " and directly to the press.n . . .. , .' 

Ne+t at page '2 we find thefollowi.Jlg :....,.." .. 
" The supply·of the Party press with useful material, which was done first 

and foremost through the" Inpreaorr " proved to be the best way of influencing 
it.' Althoug;tt, the" Inp!ecorr " is not a very'adequate substitute for a press 
correspondence; it does serve, as an information, organ for the editorial boards 
of the provincial press and for the press of the smaller Parties, ~nd faoilitates 
their work," ' . , . '. 

Arid again on page 44 there is the following :,......, , 
.,' The agitation sub-depa,rlment has endeavoured to influence this work 

(n~wspaper work in factories), not so IP.uch by circulars and letters as by 
crit.icism in the press, anq particularly in the" Inprecorr ", as w~ll as by direct 
contact with their . plaCes of' origin." 

All these references come from the chapter dealing with the agitation and 
propaganda (Agit-Prop) Department of the E. C. C. I. I may refe~ next to 
P. ~367, " The Tasks of the International Trade Union Movement ", bei~ the 
resolution& and decisions of the Third World COJ}gress of the Red International 
{)f Labonr Unions, Moscow, July, 1924, published by the National Minorit.y 
Movement, which, will be dealt with la,ter, but may be described shortly, as the 
Communist clement in the British Trade Union Movement. At page 73 of this 
report there is a paragraph in the chapter, " The Tasks of the Jnternational 
Revolutionary Labour Press ", sub-section 1, " Central fress of the R. J. L. U .. ", 
which is most iIlstI'1lctive, It :runs as follows :-
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" (d) It is necessary completely to reorganise the union section of the 40 
Inprecorr. Inasmuch as the Tnprecorr feeds the entire Communist Press of the 
;world, it is~ecessary for it to have a real union section, reflecting exactly the poli
ticallirie of the Comintern and of the R. I. L: U; and quickly responding to all 
the big events in the international Labour movement. For this purpose a chain 
:of reaponsible correspondents should be set up by way of obligation, and a 45 
special responsible person s~ould b~appointe,d to the Inprecorr to engage exolu-
~ively in the work of the union sechon.'" . 

, More light is: thrown on the natU\'e of Inprecorr by the remark of Mr. J. R. 
Campbel1, 8, well-known Communist, at page- ·viii of the foreword to P. 90, " The 
Revolutionary Movement in the Co!omeli ", which is the thesis on the revolu- 50 
tionary movement in the colonies' and semi-colonies, adopted by the 6th World 
'Congress of the Communist lnternational, 1928, where he says : "In addition 
to this theRis the discussions contained in Nosl. 72,,74, 76, 78 and 81 of the" In
ternational Pr.ess Oorrespondence " should be read. This thesis and the dis
cussionl!! whi~ took place at the International Congress con&bitute an education 55'" 
. bj. revolutiQnary tactice which no active worker can afford to neglect." 

If any room for doubt could possibly remain, I may refer to Inprecorr itself, 
:,. Vol. 5, No. 43, dated 14th May 1925, part of P. 2491, at page 564, where there is 

an article headed" Concerning ourselves ", the opening sentences of which are 
o. P. 84. interesting:" For weeks past there has been carried on a furious campaign 60 

againlSt the Soviet Government. This has been mainly instigated from England. 
Quite recently we ourselv:.es have been included in' these attacks: This is peJ;'-
fectly understandable. " 



. What .i~ the "International Press Correspondence"T A press service 
whJch furl'!l~hes news from all .cou;ntrie.s, an~ before ~ll briI~gs authentic reports 
on .t~e polItIcs and the e~onomIc SItuatIOn of the Sonet Umon as well as on the 

,actiVIty of the Co~umst Intern~tional. Our regular and authentic reports 
render ~x:tr~mely difficult the han~work of those people who fabricate the so
called Zmovlev letters or spread lymg reports regarding the Soviet Union ". 

The,!~st quotation. on~his poin! to' whi~h I need refer is again from" In
precorr Itself, an artIcle Illcluded III the hst of contents under the heading 
" Con~rning Ourselves" and entitled" Five Years of the Inprecorr". It ap
pears III Inwecorr Volume ~I No .. 63dat.ed 23rd September 1926, part Of 
P. 2491 (a) at page 1077 : this contaIlls an Important quotation from the first 
number of the paper which is as follows : " The ' International PressCories-
pondence ' .......... will publish the communications of the Executive Com-
~ttee of the Communist Int~rnati?nal which are intended for the public." I 
Will not quote further from this artIcle but there is plenty of material in it lead
,ing to the conclusion that whatever appea:r.s in Inprecorr appears there with a 
.purpose and is written from the Communist point of view. 

O.P.8Ii. • The prO'secution has not quoted any passages from P. 2397, " The Resolu-
tions and Theses of the Fourth Congress of the Communist International ", and 

, From tb~ FOU:~b I need only remark that it would be possible to parallel from it many of the quota:r.esa 
0 e tions which, have been given earlier~ Crown Counsel went on to lay before the 

-Court a number of references. from Inprecorr to the preparations for this 
Congress and the period between this Fourth Congress and the Fifth Congress. 
As he POirltS out the agenda of the 4th Congress are given in Inprecorr, Vol. 2, 
No. 82, part of P. 2491 (a), where we find item No.7, " Eastern and Colonial 
questions, sectioI\s to be formed ", and this is followed by a mention of speakers 
Katayama (Japan) and Roy (IIl:dia). 

He ne;x:t points out that in Inprecorr, Vol: 2, No. 97, dated 10-11-22, 
'part of P. 2491, at page 751, in the article "Opening of the Enlarged 
Executive Session ", there is a mention of the arrival of a delegate from India. 
Again in Inprecorr, Vol. 2, No. 99, dated 16th November 1922, part of P. 2491, 
at page- 792, in his article or report headed" The ,Central Committee to the 
International Communist Party on the Fourth World Congress "Zipoviev 
writes : " With the- co-operation of the E. C. organised political parties and 
'groups have been formed within the last 15 months in such countries as 
...................... India. These parties are still weak in muhbers but the 
kernel iR at least formed'''. There is.R further reference to India in: InprecorT 
of th~ 2nd December 1922, Volume 2, No. 106, part of P. 2491 (a). At page 860 
of this we find Comrade Zinoviev in the Report of the E. C. C. I. to the IV. 
World Congress saying: "We have had valuable reSIUlts in India. I can 
communieate to the Congress that the work of our comrades during the past few 
months has been crowned with success~ Comrade Roy, with a group of ftiends, 
is issuing a periodical, whose task it is to smoothen our way in India. Olir 

O"P. 8t1.comrades have been able to' gather together the Communist elements in India. 
They have found entrance into the newspapers ; they have entered the trade 
unions. " Again on page 861 he says: "The great movements which we have 
been watching in India and in the colonial and senli-colonial countries are by no 
means communistic; but dispassionately considered, they rate as an im~ortant 
factor in the fight against capitalism. " , . , 

In the issue of 30th December 1922, Vol. 2, No. 118, part of P. 2491 (a) the 
prosecution has referred to a number of references. The first is in a section 
headed " The International Political Situation" and is as follows: "The 
experience-s 'of the movements for national liberation in India, Egypt, Ireland, 
arid Turkey~ show 'that the colonial and semi-colonialcountries are hotb~ds of a 
growing revolutionary. movement against the imperialistic powers, and t~t 
ineXhaustible reservoirs of revolutionary strength may there be found WhIch, 
'under the present circumstances, may be objectively directed against the entire 
bourgeois system of the world. " At page 1003 there is a passage which also 
appears in'P~ 2397 in the shape of a reference to the" stormy growth of a 
nationalist-revolutionary movement in India~ ';Mesopotamia, ,Egypt, Morocco, 
China and Korea" and to the "awakening of the labour movement in all 
countries of the E~st and the formation of Communist Parties. almost in aU 
parts of the East~'. Next at page .1~09 in the" Resolution on the Russian R~
volution" there 191 a passage reIDllllscent of some former pronouncements III 
the Comm~nist literature which we have looked at a1ready : " The IV. World 
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Is 
~(mgress reminds .the proletarians of all countries that the proletaria.n revolu
tIOn ca~ never .be co:o;pletely.victorious within one single country, but that it 
ml!st WIn the y~ctorr mternahonally as the world revolution". At the foot of 
this p.ag~ there ~s a ~!st,of names of persons proposed for election to the E. C. C. I; 
In thIS list we find . England : 1 delegate ; Mac:Manus . 1 substItute Newbold'" 
" The Orient: 2 delegates: Katayama, Safarov ; 1 sub~titute, Roy.'~ , 

'1'he Inprecorr Vol. 3, No. ~5, Special Number, dated 22nd June 1923,. part o! P. 2~91 (a),. at page 438, contams the report of the first session of the Enlarged 
Ex~cutIve whlCh shows that among those elected to the Presidium was Roy, 
I~~I~. ]n the same r~port on pag~ 4~9 we find Comrade Zinoviev criticising the 
Bl'lhsh Party and saYIng that" stIll It does not understand the great significance 
of 'pational emancipation. On this question it is radical in words but cannot 
make up its mind to some bold action either in the case of Ireland or the Colonies." 

In the next Special number (No. 46), dated 28th June 1923 we find a futther 
teport of the Session of the Enlarged Executive and in this 0'; page 451 there i6 
a spee~~l of Roy {In~ia). In thi~ spee~h we get the first suggestion ?f the theol'y' 
of the DecololllsatIon" of India whlCh caused a great deal of excItement laier 
on. Hoy here speaks of a change of policy of British Imperialism in the colonial 
and semi-eoionial countries, an agreement on its part with the bourgeoisies of 
these co:mtries, and the commenoement of a tremendous import of British capital 
ihto India. Then he says, " The plan of British Imperialism is to encourage 
the Indian bourgeoisie and to terrify them with the cry of Bolshevik propa
ganda". He goes on " We must build big mass movements of workers and 
peasants against imperialism, and thus prove to the colonial bourgeoisie that 
they need not come to terms with imperialism and play the part of a secondary 
partner, but that with the help of the mass movement they ca.n make a bid for 
power. " Mter this s-peech we find the British delegates more or less excusing 
the failure of the British Party. Jackson (Great Britain) on page 452 said that 
" although recognising its obligations, the British Party was very small, and 
faced with an old, experienced and cunning bourgeoisie. A beginning had been 
made. 1'he Oriental Seamen's Union had been formed to link together the 
sailors and port-workers of all the Oriental Colonies. Contact had been made 
:with the Indian students in England." Roth he and Newbold (Great Britain) 
statcd that they looked for advice from the Congress. 

In the following year Lenin died. In this year the first issue of Inprecorr 
quoted in this connection is that of the 10th of April, Vol. 4, No. 24, part of 
'P.2491. Oil the first page of this issue, actually page 217, appears the Agenda 
of the Vth World Congress of the Oommuuist International. Under item 6 
" The National Problems" we find" (b) The revolutionary movement in the 
East and in the Colonies, (India and other countries). Reporters: Katayama, 
Royaruiothers." I note also in this number an article by M. N. Roy, " The 
Labout. Government in Action", which is an article about the Cawnpol'e 
Conspiracy Case of 1924. ' 
. III the next number referred to, Vol. 4, No. 34, dated 18th June 1924, part Qf 
P. 2491, in the report of the Session of the Enlarged Executive .of the Communist 
Iniernational we find Roy's, name as a speaker on H the baSIS an.d .the propa
gandf.\, of Leni~s~ " and again proposed as a member o~ t~e PresidlUm· of !he 
Political CommIsSIOn, and also of the Programme ,COmmlSSIOn and the RUSSIan 
Commission. 

'We come next to the issue of the 29th August 1924, a special number, Vol. 4, 
No 62 part of P.2491, containing the Theses and Resolutions adopted by the 
Vtl~ "Torld Congress. The Programme drafted by this Co;,-gress is. to be found 
in P.23Z18 and has, been mentioned already. At page 6;)3. of thIS number. a 
'chapter headed " The Concrete ~asks of the I:o;portant Sect~o~s o~ t~e COffiln
tern" begins. The portion relatmg to the s~ctlOn, Great Bntam, '~s ~mportan~. 
Stress is laid on the training of the Commumst Party of Great Bl'ltam to :ful~.1 
its duties, as being one of the most important tasks of the C. I., and the The~Is 
lays down that in the immediate future the C. P. G. B. must. concentra~e Its 
strength on the following tasks ............ " ( e) To lay s1?eClalempha.sIson 
'the 'rclations with the colonies. on the support of the natIonal~revolutIonftry 
movement of the colonial countrles .. , ....... ". In the :' Propaganda .T~eses ': 
'on page 661 we find great emphasis laid o~ tht' nec.rsslty of bo~s~evI~mg the 
'Commnnist Party by " more ~eeply h~mmenng MarxIsm and Lem~Ism mto th~ 
,consciousness of the Commumst Parhes and the P~rty. me;nbers.. J.JastlYI.,at 
pnO'e 667 we come in the chapter entitled" Our r.Iachcs m the Tr~de U~IOn 
M;vcment" (The~es by A. Lozovsky), to a section headed" Our Immediate 
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TaBk~. ~' In this Section para.· Ii runs as follows: : " The Cominunist Parties of 
cOUJltne~ whose ~ourgeoisie exploits colonial and semi-colonial peoples, mUbt 
pay speCIal attentIon to the growing trade union movement in the colonies first 
.of all, fo~ the. pu.rpose of eman<:ipating these yotmg trade union organis~tions 
·from lla!lOn~list Ideolo~, a~d,.secon~ly, for the purpose of freeing them from 
the uonunatlOn of the Imperialist polIcy of the trade union bureaucracy of the 
fatherland." It is further pointed out in the concluding remarks that" captur

. ing of trade unions is tantamount to capturing the masses." No wonder that 
eontact with the trade union movement was felt to be the first duty of the new 
born WOlkE:rs aud Peasants Party of Bombay in 1927, as we shall find later. 
. I may noW' turn to P 2398, " Programme of the Communist International ", 
described as " Draft adopted at the }j'ifth Congress of the Communist Inter
national " and intended, as the foreword shows, for consideration and discussion 
between the Fifth and the Sixth Congresses. 'fhis booklet also was recovered 
at the search of the office of the C. P. G. B. in October 1925. The prosecution 
have referred to a few passages in this programme which are on the same lines 
as passages quoted from the earlier statutes and theses. On page 6 in the in
troduction we find the following passage :-

" 'fhe C. r., uniting all the Communist Parties and constituting in itself the 
militant world party of the proletariat, aims at;. the emancipation of labour from 
the yoke of capital; it openly advocates the violent overthrow of the bourgeois 
order by means of the Communist revolution, and thus continues the revolution
ary tradition of the Communist Association, and the First International, founded 
by Marx." 

On page 22 we come to a section heauC!d " The Dictatorship of the Prole
tariat as the Unavoidable Pre-requisite of the Struggle for Communism." It 
begins U!:'I follows :~ 

"(A) Necessity of the Proletarian Dictatorship. 
An unavoidable premise for the transition from capitalism to communism .......... 

the starting point without which the further evolution of mankind is entirely 
impossible, is thus the revolutionary overthrow of thehourgeois State, and the 
seizure uf power by the working class, which has to set itself the first and most 
important task of suppressing' the· enemy and firmly establishing the new 
. regime. The dictatorship of the proletariat-that is the most elementary pre
requisite for social evolution. 

(B) Destruction of the Bourgeois State by the Organ.c;; of Proletarian Class 
War. 

The seizure of power by the proletariat is nothing else than the destruc-
tion of the bourgeois State apparatus by the fighting organs of the proletarian 
class Eltruggle, and the organisation of a new proletarian class power by those 
organs." 

At lJage 24 in paras. (E & F) we get furthE:'r enlightenment as to the natur¢ 
of the !:'Ieizure of power. The passage runs as follows :-

" (J~J) Destruction of the Bourgeois Monopoly of Arms and the Concentra-
tion of these in the Hands of the Proletariat. . . 

An essential part of the seizure of power by the working class is the des
truction of the bourgeois. monopoly of arms, and the concentration of arms"i~ 
the hands of the proletariat. During the course of the struggle the main objec.t 
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in view must be the disarmament of the bourgeoisie and the ~rming of the prole.-
tanat. 50 

(F~ Organisation of Armed Forces. 

The furtherorganisatlon of aI'med forces. based oil. strictly revolutionary 
aiscipJine, must be carried· out on precisely the same fundamental class prin
ciple ; it must correspond with the structure of the proletarian dictatorship, and 
the principles assuring leadership to the proletariat." 

There is another passage at the foot of page 26, which makes it. quite clear 
that open civil war is contemplated : "At the close of the open civlI war, that 
is, I1fter the installation of the political nile of the .working- class, the interests 
and necessities of the rational economic policy will be detel'IDined, and the 
'methods of war Communism are pushed aside and finally absolutely discon~ 
tiuued." . . 
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., At page 31 we get again ,a reference to religi9n in the following paragrapb,>: 
" (D) The ]j'ight against Religion" State and Church, Ch1:!.rch and School _ 

. Amongst the tasks of combating bourgeois prejudices and s~perstitionsJ ' 
the first place is taken by the fight against religion, a fight which must be carded 

o. P. 92.QU with all requisite tact and all caution, especially among those sections of IS 
workers in whose daily life religion has hitherto been deeply rooted." 

011 the following page we come to the problem of the colonies and semi
colonies. After stating that the colonial and national questions play an exceed
ingly important role, the programme goes on to make certain demands of which 
one is No.2; " The liberation of the colonies and th(> support of all colonial 10' 
tmovements against Imperialil'im ' '.In' the -following chapter, on " The' Road 
~to the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, " we get at page 35 a reference to the 
need for utilising any war crisis and for " discrediting, exposing and destroy-
ing the political influence of the sO,cial-democracy and of the yellow Trade 
Union bureaucrats.". 15 

o. P. 93. We come now to the period from, 1924 to 1928, and it is the prosecution case 
from 'he Fifth that during this period there was a marked effort on the part of the Communist 

Congress Onward. Party of Great Britain (to which I have so far made little allusion) to carry out 
the policy of th(l Communist International in India, prescribed for it as mentioned 
earlier.· 20 

The first document on which the Prosecution has 'based its case here is 
P. 2582, " Bolshevising the Communist International ", which purports to be the 
report of the Enlarged Executive of the Communist International, March 21st 
.to April 14th, 1925. This book was tendered by the Prosecution at the end of 
the evidence as a book of reference. One of the accused objected that it should 25 
have been tendered before .and that there was a copy in one of the searches, and 
further search shows that this book was found in the search of one Begarhotta, 
formerly a member and Joint Secretary of the Communist Party of India and 
appears as item 141 in the relevant search-list, P. 779. It was not however 
noticed at the time when evidence was being given as to that search, or indeed' 30 
until much later. It appears to be a book properly admissible as a book of 
}'eference ill connection with the history of the Communist International (ct. 
Section 57, Indian Evidence Act). Secondly it appears to me that the presump
tion which arises under Section 87 of the Evidence Act may also reasonably be 
drawn. The book purports to be published for the Communist International by 35 
the Communist Party of Great Britain, 16, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C. 2 
and the contents are such as we would expect such a report to contain. I pro
pose therefore to accept it as a true account of the proceedings of this Conference. 
(It will be remembered that I have already referred to it in connectiori with 
. Comrade Gallacher's remarks about not having any sentimental belief in the 40 
freedom of peoples). The following items of interest, which appear from this 
report, have been referred to by the Prosecution :--,-First, on page 5, there is 

O. P. H. a list of members elected to the Presidium; one of these is Roy for" The 
Orient". .A.gain on page 15, we find a list of the members elected to the Colonial 
Commission and under the head of India the name of Roy. Roy is also noted 45 
as the Secretary of this Commission. . On page 125 at the end of the' report of the 
Evening Session on April 4th, we find a short speech by Comrade Roy (India) 
reported. I do not think it is worth quoting at length and it will be sufficient 
to note that he expresses a confident hope that I' the revolutionary forces of the 
colonial and semi-colonial countries will be brought within the active ranks of 50 
revolutionary forces being organised under the banner of the Communist Inter
national". At page 136 we find that the Colonial Commission submitted four 
resolutions which were unanimously adopted and one of which related to India. 
At the top of the same page is set out the policy proposed by tlie Colonial Com
mission for India. It is as follows :--,-" The Commission is of the opinion that 55 
it.is now necessary for the Communists to continue work in the National Congress 
and in the I.jeft. wing of the Swaraj Party. All nationalist organisations should 
be formed into a mass revolutionary Party, an all-Indian anti-imperialist . bloc. 
The slogan of the People's Party, having for the main points in its programme: 
separation from the Empire, a democratic republic, universal suffrage and the 60 
abolition of feudalism-slogans put forward and popularised by the Indian 
Communists-is correct." This is an important statement which should be 
borne ill mind in considering the development of Communist policy in India 
during the period from 1925-1929 as it appears from the correspondence which 
passed between Europe and India. The resolution itself (the Report' states) 65 
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contains imltructions from. the Colonial' Commission to the Indian Communists 
,ito direot their efforts towards securing leadership ov.er the JIlRsses' of the 
peasantry, and to facilitate and encourage the organisation and amalgamation of 
trade unions, and take over the leadership of all thejr struggles' '. . . 

'The next'historical event is the lecture given by Stalin (Lenin was now dead) 6 
to the students of the University of the Peoples oHhe East on'18th May 1925 and 
referred to earlier. It is a part of " Leninism" by Stalin (P. 8) and a typed 
copy was found in the" Kranti" Office, P.1203.· , 

In the same month we get the Political Report ··of the Central Committee of 
the Fourteenth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet· Union, which 10 
appears in " Leninism" at pages 351--457. The first chapter pages 351--381 
is beaded" International Situation" and was the portion of the book which was 
studied first by Hutchinson's Circle of Progressive Youth. The prosecution has 
referred to this document in connection with the question of individual terrorism 
about which there is a very firm declaration on page 378 where Stalin says: 16 
U Let me explain that communists never have had and never will have anything 
to do 'wi.th the theory and the practice of individual outrages ; that communists 
never have' and never will have anything to do with the theory and the practice 
of conspiracies against individual persons. The theory and the practice of 'the 
Comintern is based upon the idea of organising a revolutionary mass movement 2.0 
against c.apitalism. That is the true , task of the communists. Only ignoramuses 
and idiots can confound conspiracies and individual acts of terrorisation' with 
the policy of the Comintern, which is based upon the promotion of a mass move
ment." In tbis connection there is a remark by Lenin himself in P. 975, " Left 
Wing Communism, An Infantile Disorder" (recovered from the possession of 26 
Dange accused) which casts some light on the proper interpretation of this 
declaration of Stalin. At page 19 he says.: " Secondly, in its individual 
terrorism and attempts at assassination, this party (the Socialist Revolution
ilries) saw its peculiar claim to " revolutionism "and "leftness "-a thing 
which we Marxians rejected. It is, of course, self-evident that we rejected 30 
iridividual terror only from considerations of expediency ; 'for those who would 
" on principle " condemn terror 'generally on the part of a victorious revolu
tionary party, beseiged by the bourgeoisie of the whole world, had been scorned 
and ridiculed byPlekhanov in 1900-1903, when he was a Marxist and revolu
tionary;" This suggests, what one might be inclined in any case to suspect, that 36 
the rejection of individual terrorism is purely' on the ground of expediency 
because individual terrorism is as often as not useless, and that view is fully 
supported l)y Trotsky in P.1236, " The Defence of Terrorism" (Terrorism and 
Communism) published in 1921 and recov~red from the possession of Mirajkar 
accused. At page 55 of this book Trotsky says : l' But the revolution does 40 
require of the revolutionary class that it should attain its end by all methods 
at its disposal-if necessary, by an armed rising: if required by terrorism~ ..... 
The question of the form of repression, or of its degree, of course, is not one 
of " principle". It is a question of expediency .... ,... Terror can be very 
efficient against a reactionary class ,which does not want to leave the scene of 40 
operations........ A victorious war; generally speaking, destroys only an 
insignificant palt of the conquered army, intimidating the remainder and break-
ing their will. The revolution works in the same way: it kills individuals, and 
intimidates thousands." All this arises from the fact that,as stated on page 51, 
" the problem of revolution, as of war, consists in breaking the will of the foe, 50 
forcing him. to capitulate and to accept the con,ditions of the conqueror "~ 

It is interesting to observe that these views are fully accepted by the accused 
in this case. For example, Hutchinl;lon aceused~objectsto violence 'merely on 
the ground that the lives of the workers are very precious. At the same time 
he feels that the terrorist movement is as Lenin puts it " An Infantile Disorder " 55 
and an fmpediment to the growth and development of the Communist Movement 
in India. Individual terrorism.in fact retards a masS movement which, when 
the time comes, will use terrorism just in so far as it'is felt to be 'neCessary. We 
shall frnd the same idea put forward in one of the speeches of Dange and a number 
of the statements made by other accused to this Court. . 60 

The next landmark to which we come is the" Resolution on the Situation in 
Great Britain ", with a sub-heading" The Achievements of the Communist 
Party and their Lessons for the Sections of the Co:inmunist International " re
ported in " Inprecorr ", Special Number, Volume VI, No. 40; dated 13th May 
192_6, part of P. 2491; at' page 643. In this there appears at page 644 a section 65 
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headed'·"'The -:: Tasks of the Communist Party" and sUb-section 4 of this is 
important. ltruns:" The British ~arty must ~~ke up ac~i~ely t:t. .struggle 
of the oppressed peoples of, the colomes and mobllise the Bntlsh working-clas~ 
in support of every re~olt which d.evelops against ~ritish~perialism."That 
is to say, the Commun,lst InternatlOllal calls upon Its SectIOn, the C.' P. G. B., 
directly to show activity ~ regard to the moveme,ntin',the colonies. 
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Before I go on to the next docum~nt in hl:stofical sequence, namely P. 2365; 
" The Communist International' I, which is a report of the' position in all sections 
of the World Oommunist, Party between the Fifth and Sixth World Congresses, 
that. is between 1924. and 1928, it is necessary to give some account of the 
orgrtnisations to which we shall have frequent references in this period, namely 
the Hed International of Labour Unions, its British section the National Minority 
Movement, and the Communist Party of Great Britain. The members of the 
N. 1\1. 1\1. are a11 naturally members of the C. P. G. B. so that this may appear' 
:father like taking the part before the whole, but there is some convenience in 
dealing with them in ,this order, because the R. I. L. U. and Nr M. M.can be 

O.P.98. more or less eompletely disposed of whereas the subject of the C. P. G. B. leads 
straight 011 to the general history of the conspiracy and the evidence in regard 
to it. 

The Red Inter. ,P. 511 (recovered in the search of the office of the Bengal Workers' and 20 
natlonalofLabourpeasants' Party at 2/1 European Asylum Lane, Calcutta), is a small book issued 
Unions. by the Labour Research Department in 1920 entitled" Trade Unions in Soviet 

Russia ", and contains a report of the Third General Congress of Russian Trade 
Unions, held in :March 1920. Just preceding that report, in the thesis on Trade 
Unions in Soviet Russia by Lozovsky, which takes up the first 47 pages of the 
book, we find a chapter on International policy and on page 44 a section headed 
" Unity with the Third International". In this there is a passage which shows 
the position of the Russian Trade Unions relative to the Communist Inter-

25 
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national. It is as follows :- • 

" The Third International is a fighting revolutionary class centre, which is 30 
accessible to all proletarian, political, trade union and co-operative organisations, 
which, not in words, but in deeds, fight for socialism. It would be a great crime 
on our part if we attempted to create a special trade union international. ...... . 
~L\.n the l'evolutionary class trade unions must enter the Third International in 
which they must organise trade union sections or secretariats. For that reason 35 
the Third Congress decided to join the Third International and to call upon the 
revolutionary class unions of all other countries to follow its example." Very 
much about the same date in the Theses and Statutes adopted by the Second 
Congress of the Communist International and reproduced in P. 2395 we find on 
page 41 a passage : " The Communist International intends to organise an inter, 40 
national section composed of the red labour unions, which recognise the principles 
of Communism. n So here we seethe approaching birth of the Red International 
of Labour Unions from two sides. This is in 1920, and in a pamphlet, P. 1230, 
" Lenin and the Trade U l;lion Movement ", f written by Lozovsky after Lenin's 
death (recovered from the search of the room of S. S. Mirajkar accused on 20th 45 
March 1929), the writer mentions that it fell to him with certain .others to begin 
laying the foundation of the R. I. L. U. in Moscow in 1920. In the same year-
P. 1135, an I. L. P. pamphlet entitled" The Communist International" (recover. 
ed f:rom the possession of Joglekar accused) was published. It contains two 
things, one, the conditions prescribed by the Second Congress of the Communist 50 
International for the admissioJl of parties to it and, two, the text of the constitu-
tion of a" Red H Trade Union International by the Communists. Under the 
firS,t head in para. 10 on page 6 we find the following :-

( ( 
" It is the duty of every party belonging to the COImnllniSt Inte-rnational 

to fight vigOl"ously and stubbornly the yellow Trade Union International founded 
at Amsterdam. It should, on the other hand, contribute to its utmost ability to 
the international union of the Red Trade Unions adhering to the Communist 
International. " Under the second head on page 9 there appears a circular 
issued to Trade Unions by Zinoviev, President of the E. C. C. I., with a view to 
the fOl'ma.t~onof the Red Trade Union International. In the course of this we 
find wllat the Communist International's ideas are as to the duties of this Red 
Traqe Un~on Mqvement stated.in the following terms :~ 

55'- .' 

, "It must l'enounce aU survivals of corporate narrowness. It must place 
on the order of the day-in agreement with the Communist Party;-the. immediate 
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sirnggle for the' dictatOrship of thi proletariat andJol' :Sov:iet ;rule ... It. ;mu6~ 
refuse·to pjt~h up the old garments of capitalism in the reformist fashion. The 
new trade m;non movement must place the genera:1strike in the foreground ana 
prepare 11 combination of general strike and' armed ·insu.rractioll/' . . ~ 

Going on t() the foot of page l3we find the following6:. . 
. "~e Communist Interriatio~al considers ti;lI~,t. tlie liour lvts come when th~ 
trade UnIons, freed from bourgeois and social-chauyini~t .'influence, should, with~ 
o~t delay,fortl). their internati&nal. organisat~on by industries aDd on a World-
WIde scale. : 

We must set Up in opposition to the Yellow Trade Union Tnternationa4 
which the ngents of the bourgeoisie are endeavouring to re-establish at Amster
~am. Waspington, and Paris, the Red, really proletarian,Trade Union Interna. 
tlOnal, whICh wHl work in agreement with the Third Communist International." 

Then on page 15 there is another passage:·H The· E; C. C. L considers that 
not only the political Communist parties should take part in the Oongresses. Qf 
the C. I., but also those trade unions which adopt the revolutionary platform. 
The Red Trade UJ;lions should unite internationally and become an integral part 
(section) of the Communist International. ., .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. Long live the Red 
Trade Union International I" 

These extracts make it quite clear what the intentions in regard to the Red 
Trade Unions were, namely that their aim like that of the Communist Interna. 
tional should be armed insurrection. 

P. 48, " l'he Labour International Handbook" for 1921, edited by R. Pahne 
Dutt, of whom more anon, gives some account on page 201 of the formation of 
this International, which shows. that it was established under the name of the 
International ()ouncil of Trade and Industrial Unions on July 15, 1920, to aet 
as " a militant international committee for the re-organisation of the trade union 
movement " working in conjunction with the E. C. of the Third International. 
In the Provisional Rules on the same page we find section II' Aims and Objects " 
andllos. 1 and 2 among these are as follows :-

(1) " To carry on an insistent and continuous propaganda for the ideas of 
the revolutionary class struggle, social revolution, dictatorship of the proletariat 
and mass revolutionary action with the object of destroying the capitalists 
system and the bourge?is State." 

(2) "To fight against the disease of class co-operation which is weakening 
the labour movement, and against the hope that a peaceful transition from 
capitalism is possible." . 
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Section III deals with the composition of the organisation and mentions that 
the International Council'also includes a representative of the E. C. C. I. Final-
ly the book states : "The Inaugural Congress of the new organisation Was 40 
summoned :I'or ~T uly 1st, 1921." 

In the Third Congress of the' Co:rnmunist International, held at Moscow in 
July 1921, we find that the Trade Union question was exhaustively surveyed, the 
relations of the R. I. L. U. and I. F. T. U. (the Yellow Trade U,l.uon International) 
and a progI'aD)me of action on the basis of factory committees agreed upon. 45 
(See P. 2366," Communist Party T'raining ", at page 76, and also P. 2396, " The 
Report of the Decisions of the Thlrd Congress of the Communist International ", 
mentioned already. at pages 69 following, the section headed " The Programme 
of Action "). . 

P. 1136, " The 'Reds' in Congress ", recovered from the possession of 
J oglekar accused, is a report of the First International Congress of the Red 
Trade Un,ion International byJ. T. Murphy, a well-knowilBritishCommunist. 
At page 16 of this we find certain speakers explaining that the .intention 
was to establish 'a real working practical arrangement between the tw& 'organisa
tions, that is the Oommunist International and the new, Trade Union Interna
tional, and it appears that the resolution in favollr of a harmonioul;! working 
arrangement between the two Internationals being est!lblished was carried by an 
QV<;l;rwhelmillg majority. Mter this we find that the Syndicalists, who had voted 
against co-operation of the two Internationals, issued a statement to the effect 
that neverthelt}ss they would remain in the Red Trade Union Internationl).l. 
One of the ~ibl'Jlatories to this was a British representative, Tom Mann. A.t 
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page 28 we come to the election of an Executive Bureau in which the representa:
tive for J.Jngland is Tom Mann, and immediately afterwards there is a mention 
of the election of the Executive Council. . The writer mentions that· Comrades 
Tom Mann and N. Watkins were elected to represent the revolutionary indus-
trialists of Britain on,. this Council, and it appears that the Executive Bureau . '~. 'L.i 
was elected from the members of the Executive Council. The close connection 
between the R I. -L. U. or R. T. U. I., as it was called at this date, and the C. I. 
is shown by the fact that it was agreed that the Executive of the R. T. U. I. 
should have its representatives on the E. C. C:I. and that the latter should be 
represented 011 the E. C. of the R. T. U. I., that joint sessions of the Executives 10 
should he held at intervals, and that joint preparations and pronouncements 
shvuld take place as the. occasion demanded. All this leaves no room for doubt 
that whatever emanates from the R. I. L. U., may be taken as emanating equally 

• from the Communist International. 

The next docuinent in connection with the R. I. L. U., to which I must refer, 
is P. 2367, " The Tasks of the International Trade Union Movement", being the 
resolutions and decisions of the Third World Congress of the Red International 
of Labour Unions, Moscow, July, 1924, published by the National Minority 
Movement, 38 Great Ormond Street, London, W. C. I. This Congress is re
ferred to in "The Workers' Weekly", the official organ of the Communist 
Party of Great Britain for August 1, 1924, part of P. 1134, (recovered from the 
possession of Joglekar accused). In this paper in the right-hand column on 
page 3 there is a report of the Third Congress of the R. I. L. U. opeiling at 
Moscow OIl Jnly 8. In this report it is stated that in opening the Congress 
Comrade Lozovsky, the General Secretary of the R. I. L. U., quoted with great 
effect the letter written by Lenin to the First Congress of the R. I. L. U. in 1921. 
That is the letter referred to at page 28 of " The' Reds' in Congress ", P. 1136. 
What is perhaps more important in this report is the quotation from Lozovsky's 
own speech in which he said that the strength of the revolutionary trade union 
movement .lay in its close alliance with the Communist International, in the fact 
that its policy, programme and methods were those of Communism. It would 
be possible to quote and go on quoting from the official report, P. 2367, at some 
length, but I will only draw attention to a few points. For example we may 
note the great stress laid on the need for attention to the methods of the strike 
-struggle (page 13) ; the importance of the revolutionary unions of the Metro
polis giving the greatest support to the unions organising in the colonial and 
semi-colonial countries, and conducting the work among the colonial workers 
'Under the slogan of the independence of the colonies (page 19) ; on the C. I. and 
the R. I. L. U. continuing increasingly to co-operate (page 20); on the trade union 
movement in the colonies and the need that the adherents of the R. I. L. U. in 
the Metropolis should assist it with literature, organisers and agitators, and as 
a special means of assistance should form Labour Unions of colonial workers in 
the Metropolis, e.g. sailors' unions. Again on page 52 we find emphasis on the 
importance of obtaining the control of the spontaneous action of the working 
masses and assuming the leadership of these actions, of strengthening the form
ing of nuclei in all the establishments and labour organisations unaffiliated to the 
R. I. L. U. The work of these nuclei is to be co-ordinated with the respective 
revolutionary unions which should keep in close contact with the local Com-

. munist organisations. 
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O. P. 104. On page 53 we find a reference to the necessity for organising the workers 50 
into militant industrial unions, nationally and internationally. 

On page 54 we find another reference to the revolutionary unions and Com
munist parties working together, in the following passage :-

" In order that our struggle may be successful, we must closely and openly 
link up the Communist Party, the vanguard of the Revolution. The revolu
tionary.miiolls should carryon their activities together with the Communist 
Party." "'. . . .' t 

Lastly on page 56 we find it stated ~hat " It is time for the working masses 
to arm thcmselyes and check. the offenSIve of the brazen executioners of the 
working class. 

:.. ..... f·····f 

The Third Oongress of the R. I. L. U. calls upon all iIie-'v;iorkers ~d.all the 
. revolutionary unions to be ready to win, with arms in _their hands, the fight 'for 
a better future." '. 

55 

60 



r' ,- Before I leave the R. I. L. D., I should perhaps refer, on the question of the 
relationship between the R. 1. L. U. and the C. 1., to the statement of Bradley 
accused at page 615, where hemakeJ'l the following unequivocal admission :_ 

"The prosecution has taken much delight in proving that the R. I. L. U. was 
formed .at the initiativ~ of the Co~ter:r;t, has. es~entiall~ t~esame principles 
and pohey and works ill close co-ordinatIOn WIth It. This IS admitted. I see 
nothing objeutionablein it. It is in accordance with the practice of the Interna
tional Labour Movement since its foundation. That movement has never recog
nised any fundamental distinction between the Trade Union and Socialist Wing." 

c In the foreword to this report, P. 2367, we find the following :_ 
o.P.I05. II The great driving force in the world's 'l'rade Union movement to-day is 

the Red International of Labour Unions aud its adherents and supporters and 
auxiliary otganisations,like the Minority Movement in Great Britain and tl.le 
Trade Union Educational League in America, which it hus initiated and 
inspired. " 

The National' I This is the first reference so far to the Minority Movement. There is another 
Minority .ove- reference which is to be found in P.~5!:l2; "Boishevising the Communist Inter-
ment. national ", already referred to, at pages 55, 56 and 57. 

On page 56 it is stated that -,,' the opposi.tionin the Amsterdam Inter
national consists of two groups; a cryst~llisedone and an amorpho\ls ·(loosely 
knit) one. The former has been orgarused by the Communist Parties on the 
pll!-tform of the R. I. L. U., and bears the name : Minority Movement ,etc." 
" On page .57 it is laid down that in England the struggle for unity must be 

conducted on the following lines :-" (a) further consolidation of the Minority 
Movement ..•...... " 

, It is the prosecution case that the·N ational Minority Movement is the British 
section of ihe R. I. L. U. as is ,indeed suggested by the foreword to P. 2367, which 
I' have' Quoted above, but there is plenty . of other evidence. Taking the oral 
evidence iirst, Detective Inspector I!'oster, P. W.5, in his statement in the Lower 

.! , Court, w.hich was brought Q.n the record of this Court as P.2499, deposed as 
follows :-;-

:" .TheNational Minority Movemcllt -is the Communist section of the Trade 
Union Movement .. It is affiliated to the 0. P. G. B. and the Communist .Inter
national. I have heard of the .n.. I. L. U. .The -N ational Minority Movement is 

, :: aff!liated to the R. I.L. U. " 

O.P.I06. 
•• .111 

.-.. ~ 

P. W. 6, Detective Inspector Norwood has . deposed: "The National 
Minority. Movement is the Blitish section 'of the Red International of Labour 
Unions." . 

; 'l'heaims. of the National Minority Movement are to be found on the last 
page of P.1795, the offici~tl report of the l!'ourth Annual Conference, held on 
August 27 & 28, 1927, under the heading : ""Vhat we stand for ", and I may 
quote paragrapbB 5 & 6 :-
--:-u '·(5) To buildup Minority Movement groups in every industrial country 

in-order that, as a result of organised activities, the policy, direction and ideals 
of· the :Minority Movement shall be made the policy of the movement (that is the 
r,rrade Union Movement) as a whole. 
: '(6) The Minority Movement itself is not a trade union; it consists ofmili
tant members of existing trade Unions who aim at making the trade unions real, 
militant organs in the class struggle. ". . 

For furtherinform.ation about the ~nnorityMovement we may refer to the 
speech of Comrade Gallacher reporte'din P. 2582 at pages 60 & 61, where he 
talks at some length about the Minority Movement, and we ol)serve a distinction 
drawn between the left Trade Union leaders and Minority Movement, suggesting 
quite obviously that the Minority Movement is Communist and therefore to be 
'distinguished from the Left Trade Union Movement. The same thing isindi
eatad ,by the speech of Comrade l!'erguson at the Session·-of -thle· Enlarged 
E. C. C. l., reported in Inp:r:ecorr, Vol. 6, No. 20, dated 17th March 1929, part of 
P.,2491 '(a), at page 328, where he suys -: "I think it will be agreed that the 
.biggest _thing we have achieved is the creation of the Minority Movement. Wsa 
have by this movement been a.blo. to move the workers ...................... :~. 
As. regards the Minority Movement, I ,thillk the Communists are resp~msl~le 
more than. anyone else for its organisation. At the same time the Mmonty 
'Movement 'is making an appeal to ever wider masses of non-party Tra~e 
Unionists in Great Britain." I note that Comrade Ferguson concluded his 
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speech in the following terms : " Although we have much to look back upon with 
p:ide we h8;ve .still g;eatcr tasks .for the f~ture. We have got to go forward 

o. P. 107. ~thout hes~ta~lOn, Wl~hout ces~at.lO~ or splits, a~d we s~all .be able to build up. 
ill Great Bntam a solid, well dIsClplmed Bolshevik orgamsatIon, which shall not 
only be able to main~ain contact with th~ working masses, but to get them into IS 
action fo~ t~e establishment of Commumsm and the oycrthrow of capitalism in, 
Great Bntam.·" .,# 

In connection with the Minority Movement we. may also refer to that very 
valuable book, P 2365, which I have alr.eady referred to. This, it must be re
membered, is a report on the position in all sections of the World Communist 
Party between the Fifth and Sixth World Congrel'ses, and in it at pages 110 and 
111 f.o 132 we find the report of the British section. In this report the-Minority 
Movement is discussed on pages 120-122 and there are some other references. 
The important point is to note that whether or not all the members of it are Com: 
mnnists, and I think it is clear from the quotations given already that they are 
not, still its leadership and control rest with the Communists. It is stated that 
this movement came into existence in 1924 and since then has made considerable 
pr?gress and i~ now recognised as the organised opposition to the existing trade 
umon leadership. On page 121 we find the follOWIng :- .. 

"The Minority Movement, guided by the Communist Party, played an 
extremely important part in the preparations. for and the conduct of the General 
Strike .............. It is no exaggeration to say that the fighting spirit of the 
masses of the workers in the localities during the general strike was due to the 
efforts of the Minority Movement under the political leadership of the Communist 
Party. .. , . 

On page 123 we find the Communist Party regretting that it has not yet suc
cee\d~d in becoming a mass party from the point of view of numbers but congra

O. P.IOS. tulating itself on the fact that through its leadership of the minority movement 
and tLeft wing movement it exercises direc.t influence upon masses of militant 
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workers far exceeding its ·own numerical strength. 30 
P 2369, the official report of the Fourth Congress of the R. I. L.. U., published 

in Eng'land for the R. I. ·L. U., by the National Minority Movement, 38, Great 
Ormond Street, London, in July 1928, contains a whole chapter, pages 99 to 103,. 
on " The Tasks of the British Minority Movement. " 

At page 48 of this book there is a repetition almost in the same terms of the 35 
passage already quoted above in an earlier report (P. 2367) in regard to assisting 
the Trade Union Movement in the colonies with literature, agitating and organis-
ing forces. The difference between the reference in P. 2367 and the reference 
in P.2369 is that in the former the reference is only to the adherents of the 
R. I. L. U. in the Metropolis, whereas here the reference is to the R. I. L. U. 40· 
adherents in the Imperialist country-to begin with, the National Minority 
Movement of Great Britain. .-

o. P. 100. On page 100 the objects of the N. M. M. are stated as .follows ~ " The· British 
.Minority Movement exists to direct and participate in the ruthless struggle 
8gainstcapitalism, .to awaken the entire trade union movement to the revolu- 45 
tionary political character of the struggle ahead, to expose the treacher.ous role 
of the reformists in the trade unions by persistent and merciless criticism, and 
to prevent the success of the attempts now being made to turn the trade unions 
into instruments of capitalist production. " . . 

On page 102 we find that the first item in the " Programme of Action" is 50 
" . to struggle against Industrial Peace, wb,ich is an attempt to tr~form the 
existing unions into mere instruments of capitalist rationalisation. " Under 
the heading" International ", the first item in the Programme is " popularisa-
tion of Programme of _ tactics of R. I. 1 ... U., and exposure of the treacherous 
policy of the Amsterdam International ", and a little further on we find it laid 55 
down that ,the Minority Movement shall give " gI-eat attention to the task of 
maintnilling'eontact with the Trade Unions of China, India and Egypt." Inci
dentally stress in laid on " attendance at conferences through the R. I. L. U., as 
an affiliated section" ; which shows clearly, if there could have been any doubt, 
that the N. M. M., is an atliliatedeectiol;l of .the R •. 1. L. U. . 60 

On pages 119-122 there is a chapter" On the Trade Union .Movement in 
India ", in which that movement is discussed at some length, and we :tind 11 
statement of c?ncrete tasks, ,a sugge~ted programme of immediate demands for 
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the general body of workers, and so on. In paragraph 10 on page 122 it is 
stated that the Left Wing in the Indian Trade Union Movement must" seek to 
bring that movement into close contact with the Left WinO' of· the trade union 
movement in England organjsed in the l\Iinority Movement. " 

This Fourth Congress of the R. I. h U. appears to have been held early in 
]928, as the foreword by Lozovsky to P. 2369 is dah'dMay 11, 1928. In August 
1928 we get the FifthA"D.nual Conference of the N. M. M .. held in London and the 
report is on the record as P. ·2368. In this r&port at page 7 we find two para~ 
graphs under the heading" The N. M. M. and! the R. I. L. U. ", in the second of 
which there is the f.olloVl--ing statement : " This can only be possible with a.n 
international organisation, therefore we are part of the Red International of 
I,ahour Unions. The headqllarters of the R.. I. L. U. are in :Moscow. We are 
part of the great world-wide international with trade unionists in forty countries, 
totalling thirteen millions of organised workers, all aiming at the overthrow ott 
capitalism and the establishing of a \Yol'k~l's' State." Then on page 24 we find 
"Resolution on the ColO'Ilial Question" which is supported by .delegate N. 
Upadhyaya (Indian Seamen's Union). In this there is ·a passage as follow~ : 
" The N. M. M. in particular pledges itselfnctivelyto support such bodies. as t:b.e 
Pan-Pacific Secretariat,. the Indian Workers' Welfare League, the 'League 
against Imperialism, etc. " These institutions ,,{ll be dealt .with at a later stage 
but it is useful to bring out the connection between therii. and the N. l\L 1\1. at 
once. Finally on page 47 there is a reference to' the need for betterorganisa
tion " in order to carry out the tasks' laid down '. by the FOlll'ih World Congress 
of the R. I.L. U. ".. . . . . 
. So much for the National Minority Movement. Before I go onto 'deal with 
the history and working of the Communist PaIty of Great Britain, it will be as 
well to deal shortly with P. 2365, the report publisl}cd by the C.P. G. B. which 
deals with the period b~tween the Fifth and the Sixth World Congress of the 
C. I. In the beginning of this book we nnd statistics with regard: to the activi
ties of the different organs of theE. C. C. I. in this period. We then come to 
the Report of the Organisation Department and there is an interes.ting passage 
at page 11 : " The same early Congr<!Ss of the Comintem, which took place 
under the direct leadership of Oomrade Lenin, pointed ont in their principal 
resolutions that the victory of tne proletariat in the capitalist countries is im
possible unless the Communist Parties ga.in decisive influence in the trade unions, 
and that the conquest of the trad9 llnions in its t'lrn is impossible unless there 
are strong Commurnist fractions organised within them working under the 
systematic and skilful leadership of the respective Party committees. " That is 
to say the trade unions are really the key to thf' whole matter. 

Turning next to the report of the Agitation and Propaganda (Agitprop) 
Department of the E. C. C. I. we find on page 37 the following : " Two measures 
were taken to improve the connections : first, the introduction of comrades en
gaged in agitprop work from the different countries to work for a time in the 
department, arid secondly, the sending out of. instructors." We shall see in 
stances of both these measures as we go on. . 

Next on pag'{l 40 we find a li~t of campaigns said to have been carried out 
since 1927 with the support of the Agitation sub-Department anO! this is followed 
by a mention of campaign against Imperialist War and Intervention in China, 
against White terror and the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti. A number of 
these will be mentioned again when we' come to the evidence of events in India 
during this period. 

Co:miD.g to the Propaganda sUlb-Department at page 44 we fuld stress .laid on 
the propaO'anda of Leninism. Next on page 50 we come to the Information De
partment ~bout which th~ report ~tates that the main activities of. the. department 
had been the sending of mformatIon letters, r!'lPorts and communICatIOns and the 
f>tatement at the end: of the chapter shows that Inuia received 8· reports and 32 
communications. 

At page 75 we .come to the report of the working of theInternati~nal 
Control Commission which I mentioned earlier in connection with the Constitu
tion. Its tasks are stated on page 75.· In this chapter there is a reference 
to the Maslow case in the course of the report of which on pages 84-85 we get 
a·statement of wh~t is becoming and what is·unbecorillng conduct for a·Oom
munistundergoing trial in a bourgeois class court. . Crown Counsel referred to 
this ruling of the I. O. C. in connection with the ~ine of defence and a.rgum~nts 
.taken npby the·accusedin the present case and pomted out how the ruling mIght 
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have affected the conduct of .their . case, while suggesting that ·the a~cused had 
not allowed themselves to be entirely guided by it. For instance on page 85 
we find No.8: ., It is unbecoming for a Communist to play in a bourgeois court, 
even if not seriously, with such phrases as : ' In this case the C. P. G. (Germany) 
must be also made illegal.' The outlawing of a Party is too serious a matter 
for anyone to take the liberty of using such expressions ", and yet Defence 
Counsel put forward the argument that if the accused in this case were to be 
convicted and the C. P. I. thereby rleclared illegal, the Communist Party of Great 
Britain must also be mado illegal. Another ruling contained in the same: ..... . 
Maslow Case (see page 84) is No.3: " It is unbecoming for a Communist to 
state, in order to obtain acquittal on the charge of high treason, that in 1923 
he ~d not believe that an immediate insurrection was possible and that in his 
opinion the matter had to bf' protracted" and yet the Communist accused in 
this case have made considerable play with the question of the immediate and 
the ultimate aim of the conspiracy. On the other hand some of the rules have 
been followed so carefully that one cannot feel any doubt that the accused were 
aware of them. For example see No. 5 :~' It is unbecoming for a Communist 
to admit facts before a bourgeois court ", and again No. (2) : " It is unbecom-
ing for a Communist to refer in a hourgp.ois class court to dissensions in the 
Party". The later rule partieularly has been observed with great scrupulous
ness in the refusal to say anything about the. Bengal· split and other cases of 
friction .withinthe Party of which there is evidence on the record. 

On page 86 of this chapter we get a reference to India where it is stated 
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that factional strugg]e3 assumed particUlarly sharp.forms among the Hungarian, 
Spanish anu Indian comrades.' It is not possible to be certain whether the 25 
reference is to any of the matters covered by the evidence in this case. 

1 have already mentioned the chapter which deals with the C. P. G. R 
which will be dealt with more conveniently when I come to tha C. P. G. R 
itself. 

On page 127 there i~ a reference to, " Comrade Saklatvala, who has voiced 3(). 
the workerl'!' protest against the acts of oppression of the British Government, 
both at home and· abroad, but .not always in complete .line with Communist 
policy." This is of interest in connection with other facts and evidence in this 
case, and so also is another passage on the same page where it is stated that 
the Party has" kept contact with the Communist Parties in these countries 35 
(that is the colonies) and has on various occasions sent its representatives to 
Ireland, China, India, Egypt and Palestine to obtain first-hand information and 
to render assistance". 'We shall come to the evidence on this point in due 
course. . 

The Communist Coming now 10 the C. P. G. B. in " Communist Party Training If, P. 2366, 4() 
Party of Great (another copy found with Adhikari accused is P. 1167), we find an account of 
Srltaln. its development in the chapter on the history of the Socialist Movement. In 

this chapter under sec60n 5 " The Socialist Movement in Britain" we come 
O. P. 114. OIl page 62 to " the Communist Party" which is stated to have held its First 

Unity Congress in August 192() when a programme was agreed upon which 45 
included" dictatorship of the proletariat", "soviet as against bourgeois 
democracy" and" affiliation to the Third International ". 

The official documents relating to the C. P. G. Rare P. 2365 already referred 
to, P. 2399 " Statutes and Rules 1922 ", and the official Reports of the Seventh 
Congress 1925 and the Ninth Congress 1927 (P. 2400 and P. 2364) .. So far as 5() 
the first of these documents is concerned I will only refer to Rule I which states 
that" the Communist Partv of Great Britain is a section of the Communist 
International and is bound "by its decisions". It follows of course that the 
C. P. G. Rand iti'! members are bound by anything which appears in the Statutes 
and Theses to which T have referred earlier in dealing with the history of the 55 
Comruuilist International, the R. I. L. U., etc . 

. As to the Constitution of the C. P. G. R, for practical purposes, as appears 
from" Communist Party Training" (P. 2366) page 103, its organisation is the 
same as that of 1.he Communist International. 

. I come Hext to the qllestion of the C" P. G. R's relations to the CommuniRt 6() 
International, which is .one of the most important matters for consideration in 
tl1(~ present. (~ase. . As T have. alrpady pointed out in referring to P. 2399, the 
C. P. G. R is bound by the decisions of the C. I. The Cposition of the C .. I. ih 
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·relatloll to. its sec~tions is however stated more fully and clearly in " COIPDl~nis.t 
Pnrty Traming " (P •. 2366) at page 104 in the section headed" International ~' 
which runs as follows: " The. Communist International (called' sometimes the 
" Comintern " for .short) is really /to world-wide Communist Party. It functi~ns 
under a centralised direction and has sections in !most countries throughout the 5 
world. The Comilltern is the supreme authority over allnational sections. The 

. O. P. 115. Executive Committee of the Comintern is elected at the World Congress which 
takes place Ol'lce every two years and which consists of representatives from each 
of the national sections. All decisions of. the Comintern are binding upon all 
national sections. It is this centralised direction that distinguishes the Com- 10 
munist International from the Socialist International (Second International) 
which is a loose organisation of federated national units. This makes the Comin-
tern an International of action a:nd not merely of words." 

There is a good deal of evidence on the record showing the manner in which 
the Communist InteJ'national has exercised {ts control and power of direction over 15 
the C. P. G. B. Before I go on to dE'al with that. evidence I should perhaps 
explain its source. There arc two main sources, one is the books and letters 
recovered at the search of the head-quarters o~ the C. p, G. B. at16 Killg Street, 
Covent Garden, LOlldon, on the 14th of October 1925, and the other is the inter
ception of correspondence between the C. P. G. B. and comrades abroad in· the 20' 
post. So far as the English end of this case is concerned the witnesses iJ;l regard 
to the interception of .letters are P. W. 1 Mr. Booth and P. W. 8 Mr. Burgess, 
the officer who photographed letters sent to him by Mr. Booth for that purpose. 
In some cases of courFe the fact of recovery is sufficient. for the purposes of this 
case, in others where more is required evidence has been led by the prosecution 25 
in reg'cird to handwriting and this will be referred to in due course'as the docu
ments come up for consideration. '.rhe cause and the result of the search of the 
C.P. G. B. Office are only distantly relevant in this case. It will be sufficient to 
say that this search wa!!l followed by the prosecution of 12 members of the Com
munist Party.of Great Britain for a conspiracy to utter seditious libels, among 30 
these 12 being the following persons whose names will appear more or less fre-

O. P. 116. quently in this judgment namely H. Pollitt, A. Inkpin, A. MacManus and R. Page 
Arnot. There arc articles on or references to this trial in a number of documents 
on record, for example in the~' LabOlir Monthly" for January 1926 at page 1 
(P. 1156), ill the" Labour 'fontbly " for May 1926 at page 284 (P. 976) and 35 
in the" Labour Monthly" for October: 1926 at page 605 (P. 1269) and also in 
P. 2365 at page 114. 

The .tirst or the documents recovered from the C. P. G. B. Office to which 
the prosecution has referred in tlrls connection is P. 2381 (F. 0". 12), a circular 
addressed to British and Colonial workers by the C. P. G. B. It is really how- 40 
ever addressed in the main to British workers with the idea of exciting an 
int<>rest on their part in a revolution in India and suggesting that British labour 
must give its full support to Indian labour and that revolutionary methods even 
if, as Socialists often suggest, not justified in an enfranchised country like 
Britain are justified and n('cessary in countries like India. This document is of 45 
course comparatively unimportant compared with others to which I shall now 
draw attention. 

The next letter, of interest .in this connection is P .. 2386 (F. C. 2), a letter 
from R. Page Arnot to A.· Inkpin who is shown by other evidence to have been 
the General Secretary of th.e C. P. G, B. As Page Arnot !lsks for a credential 50 
and talks of looking into H L'Hnmanite ", and the Party in Paris, it is obvious 
that he is going to Paris to get in touch with the· Communist Party of France. 
As to the genuineness of this letter, in view of the fact that there is a number of 
letters from Pago Arnot on the record on which reliance has been .placed, it 
will be as well to dispose of the question of the proof of Page Arnot's signature 55 
at once. The standards for the signature of Page Arnot are those which appear 
on the Passport applications, etc., P. 2462 (1) to (6). As the regulations require 

o. P.l17. that tllesignat'O.re Oll an application for a Passport should be made by the 
applicant himself 'we are entitled to presume that these signatures are Page 
Arnot's own (see the evidence of P. W. 7 Mr. O. J. Hubbart, Senior Examiner 60 
of the London Passport Office). Another standard is P. 2361, a receipt given 
by Page Arnot for personal property taken from him on the occasion of the 
search on .October 14, 1925. This receipt, like the others taken from other 
persons in the same circumstances,. is said by P. W.6 Detective Inspector 
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H. Norwood to have been signed by the person concerned in the witness's presence. 
Apart ·from the appearance of the ,signature. on P. 2386, and the other exhibits 
purporting to be written by Page Arnot (namely,P. 1951, P. 1952, P. 2431 and 
P. 2382 P. (1» all of which were examined by both. the Court and the Assessors, 
there is also the evidence of P. W. 277 Mr. R. Stott, Government Examiner of 
Questioned Documents, who has deposed on page 6 of his evidence that in his 
opinion the person who signed the signature R. Page Arnot on P. 2361, P. 2426 
(I), (3), (4), (5) and (6) and wrote the blue-enclosed part of P. 2462 (2) also 
wrote the sig'Ilat.ures on P. 2386, P. 1951, P. 1952, P. 2431 (1) and the original of 
the signature on P. 2382 P. (1). In my opinion there is no room for doubt 
that the signature on P.2386 is actually the signature of R. Page Arnot. P. 2386 
purports to have been written on the 20th of March 1924. 

\ ' 

In P. 2332 (F. C. 94) dated 10th October 1924, a document recovered in the 
search of the rooms of one Wintringllam (one of the 12 accused in the'trial which 
followed the search of the C. P. G: B. headquarters) at No.1 Dr. Johnson's 
buildil1g~ (cf. the statement of P. W. 5 Detective Inspector Foster)we find the 
E. C. C. I. addressing the Central Committee of the C. P. G. B. on the subject of 
the General Election of 1924 and also of converting their weekly paper into a 
daily newspaper. The letter purports to be signed by Kuusinen for the Secre
tariat of the E. C. C. I. 'rhe letter itself implies that these instructions (1'. 2332 
(1» had ~i1ready been sent to the C. P. G. B. by cable. These instructions are 
accompanied hy copies of speeches made by Zinoviev, Bukharin and MacManus, 
narpes wit.h which weare already familiar. In view of the place where they 
were found, that is iIi the possession 'of a leading member of the C. P. G. B., 
1 think we are entitled to infer their genuineness and indeed that has not been 
questioned at any stage in the case. The occasion of this letter and instructions 
has been indicated above and there is more information available in the speeches 
attached, particularly that of MacManus, which is dated October 10, 1924, and 
explains why the instructions were sent by cable, namely that the Election was 
fixed for October 29, and therefore time was short: Apart from the general 
importance of this letter in regard to the relations hetween the C. I. and the 
C. P. G. B. th~re are points of special interest in relation to this case in the 
instructions. For example the E. C. C. I. says that a bitter fight should be 
carried on against MacDonald's policy in China, India and Egypt. Then among 
t~e slogans for the Election campaign we find" For the Anglo-Russian Treaty", 
H Soldiers should. not shoot upon workers' on strike." And in the instructions 
for conducting the campaign we find: " Roy should be put ,forward as candi
date if possible. He should be brought into the Election campaign. Send him 
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a telegram.:' In this connection I may note that P. 2400, the " Report of the 
Seventh Congress of the C. P. G. B." Appendix B, Organising Report of the 
C. E. C. at pag·) 157 shows that" a proposal to put forward Comrade M. N. Roy 
for Halifax, was only defeated at a special meeting of the local Trades and 
Labour Council by one vote." It is interesting to find that in P. 2385 (F. C. 88), 
a letter from M. N. Roy, dated September 25, with no year given but apparently 
written in 1924, as he speaks of the coming General Election, recovered at the 45 
16 King Street search (see the evidence of P. W. 4 Detective Sergeant Renshaw) 
the writer says: " In the resolution of the Indian Commission my parli,amEmtary 
candidature was suggested." , . 

The next point o~ interest in this document (P. 2332 (1» is point (6) in 
tho speech of Zinoviev (F. C. 101) where he says that the main slogans of the 
campaign and the election manifesto should 'be (a) for Soviet Russia and (b) 
I~ong live a· real workers government. A further point of importance in a 
different connection is his point No. 10 : " It is perhaps necessary for MacManus 
to go horne" (that is back to England from Moscow where he was at the 
time), and ·in this connection we may note the P. S. to the letter P. 2332 itself 
which says: "Comrade MacManus leaves here for London in a few days." 
In the same connection we may refer again to P. 2400 the same report of the 
C; E. C. at page 142 where, speaking of delegates abroad, it .is stated that 
,. Comrade, Stewart remained in Moscow iIi this capacity (Party 'representative 
at the Comintern) until the Fifth World Congress in August when Comrade 
MacManus l'emained over as a member of the C. E. C. of the Comintern. 
Comrade MacManus returned to this country at the time of the General Election 
and subsequently Comrade E. H. Brown was appointed to proceed ,to Moscow 
where he has since remained." 
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O.P.122. 

P. 2345 isariother document recovered at the search of the C. P. G. B. 's head:" 
quarters in London on October 14,1925, vide the evidence of P. W. 3, Detective 
Sergeant Scutchey, who deposes that he was engaged with other officers iii. examiil
ing the documents recovered from those premises, that he recognises this docu
ment which he first saw at New Scotland Yard I:l,nd,that it is one of the papers 
brought from the search of those premises. Tbis letter is addressed to theC~ .E. 
C. of the C. P. G. B., Agit-Prop Department, London, by. the Chief. of the Agit
Prop Department of the E. C. C. I. on 24th February 1925 and is a general report 
of the result of the examination, by the Agit-Prop Department of the E.C. C. I~, 
of the C. P. G. B.'s theoretical monthly organ, the" Communist Review". It 
however also contains references to the C. P. G. B.'s.other orga:p.s, "~he Labour 
Monthly", " The Workers' Weekly" and the organ of the Minority Movement, 
" The Worker". The fact that the E. C. C. I. ,should crjti~se the C.P. 0-. B. 's 
organs in the manner in which it does in this letter, is a cleat in<Jication of tp.'~ 
nature of the control exercised by the C. I. over the C~ P. G. B. and the letter is 
. interesting from that point of view. It also serves to introduce us to the different 
organs of the C. P. G. B. One of these is mentioneq in.~.2366, "Communist 
Party Training ", published by theC. P. G. ;B. at page,63, where we ,find that .in 
1923 "The Communist" wasfransformed into "~he Workers' Weekly". 
P. 2365 shows that this paper hadio go into 1Jankiuptcy in 1~27 as a ,result Of,!'J,D 
unfavourable verdict in a libel 'actio:p., and was replaced by'" The Workj'}r,'s 
Life". Mention is found in the letter-head c:m the Party's note-paper [see, fO.r 
example, P. 2333 ,(1)] of two official organs" ~, Th~ W o:rkers' Weekly" and tAe 
" Communist Review", the very.:paper ,which js being, reviewed jn .P.: ~345:' 

In this letter then we have no less than four organs of the Party.mentioned. 
I will take first" The Worker ", as there is little to be said about it except.that 
one copy was found with P. C.,Joshi accused, P. 298, and 11 cOpies were found 
with Joglekar accused, but have not been put in evidence separately (see· his 
search-Hst P. 1104, item 74). It, will be sl.lfficient to note that ~t is the organ .of 
the Minority Movement, and at page 17 we find the E. C. C. I. mentioning as cnic 
of the good points ofthe" Communist Review" that it {the Communist Review) 
was cspecially successful in representing the following: 'f ,(d) Tlhe role of the 
Minority Movement as the lever for revolutiOlllsingthe Tradj'} Upions." . 

Turning now to " The Labour Monthly.", which is not again mentioned ·m 
the letter, the celitor of "The Labour Monthly'" wasR. Palme Dutt, as would 
appear from many copi.es of that Journal recovered in different searches and also 
from the letter P. 2319,written by.R. P. Dutthims~lf to the editor of the" Gan~
vani " (Muzaffar Ahmad) on October 14, 1927, asking for financial assistance 
in order to meet the bare costs of production, all the services. on the paper from 
the editor down to the last distributor-be~ng completely unpaid,and.done fvom 
a desire to help in a common work..-This, letter, must have 'crossed the letttir 
written by ·Muzaffar Ahmad to the National Minority Movement asking for finan
cial help. for the "Ganavani ",which is, mentioned in P; ,~140" a letter. from 
Nat Watkins, National Organising Secretary of the National Miner!;l,'M~rr(;)lit.y 
Movement, 38, Great Ormond Street,London. The letter-head' of the paper 
on which this letted!'! written is.that of the organisation named and mentiop.srNat 
Watkins as the Organising Secretary and" The W.orker " as .the official organ . 
. There is 110t, so far as I have been able to trace, any'P1;rect..evidenceas,to ·the 
genuineness of the signature of the writer~but, I do not- ,t~i:ilk ·it woU!!1'.be 
unreasonable to accept the document as genuine in view of· the .nature of the, not~
paper on which it is written and the enclosures which accompany it, namely, (1) 
the Cifficial report of the Fourth Annual Conference of the 'N:ationaIMinority 
Movement, held on August 27-28, 1927, (2) .theNational,.Minority :Movement 
, Constitution and Structure " (3) a membership card of the .National.Mmority 
Movement, Mine Workers' section. ,. The reason for suggesting that this letter 
was written by Nat Watkins in response to a,letter addressed to,the National 
Minority Movement itself, is that he states that he is giving the requisite.a,ttenti,on 
to Muzaffar Ahmad's letter because Comrade Pollitt is not in the country at the 
moment. On this point we have ,confirmation in the ,evidence of P. ·W.~,7, 
Mi'. Hubbart, who produced a surrendered passport of If. Pollitt, P. 2452, which 
show~, on page. 8, a Russian Visa given at Berlin on November 11, 1927, an<}.a 
RUSSIan Frontier stamp, dated 12th November 1927. .T·he same passport con
tains on page 12 a Russian Exit Visa, dated Moscow 6th December 1927. It is 
thus clear that Harry Pollitt was, as stated by Nat Watkins, out of Englandon 
th~ 10th November 1927 and this is a small corroboratiol!- of this letter~. .: 
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O.P.I24. 

... 

O.P.125. 
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J.t WIll oe convenient to say a little more about H. Pollitt here. P. 2400 to 
wl).ich I have referred frequently, shows that he was the Chaiman of the Seventh 
National Congress of the n P. G. B. ,The organising report of the C. E. C. 
(Appendix B.) further shows that he was a member of the C. E.C. of the Party, 
and on page 142 we find it stated that at this Congress '(the Fifth World Congress 
of the Comintern) Comrades McManus and Pollitt were elected members of the 
E. C. C. I. with Comrades Gallacher and Stewart as substitutes. The above fact 
no doubt explains the fact, proved by the entries in his passport, P. 2452, of his 
frequent visits to Russia in 1927 and 1928. ' 

We get further references to the Labour Monthly in the Bibliography in 
n Communist Party Training H, P. 2366, under the heading E. C. C. I. at page 128, 
a~d also ill the evidence of Mr. H. N. Brailsford, Court witness No.1, whose 
statement about it is as'follows :" I know the Labour Monthly ........ Before the 
-matter came up for decision the Labour Monthly a recognised Comznunist paper 
commented on it ... _ .. The cotnments at pages 203 to 207 (of the Labour 'Monthly 
for April 1926) represent a cotrect official statement of the views of the C. P. G. B. 
at that time on the question of united front between the two Internationals" 
(page 7 of his evidence). Again at page 10 of his evidence h~ says: "The 
Labour Monthly conveys the opinions of a hot communist paper". I may note 
that the Labour Monthly is prohibited from entering India, 'a fact which we get 
(there may be and 1 think is other evidence) ftom the issue of April 1928 at 
page 215, pltrt of P. 2115, where there is a complaint that the Labour Monthly 
which has long been banned in India is now: banned in Australia too. Nonetheless 
quite a number of copies of the Labour Monthly were recovered in the searches 
which took place on the 20th March 1929. 

, The next of these newspapers is the cc Workers Weekly ", mentioned in 
" Cotnmunist Party Training" and elsewhere. The editor of this, according 
to the Repol't of the C. E. C. at page 1410f P. 2400, fot the greater part of the 
period under report was J. R. Campbell, but during some part of the time R. P. 
Dutt was acting iI!. his place as appears from P. 113-l at page 2 of the issue 
of July 25, 1924, at the top of the lefthand column, where we find th~ heading 
U The Workers Weekly- ;', Editotiai and Publishing Office 16 King Stteet, 
W. C.-2, Editor R. P. Dutt, Business Manager A. H. Rawkins. 

Turning hack to P. 2345 we find on page 19 (F. C. 19) mention of the fact thllt 
a Sunday paper is going to be started. This is no doubt a reference to the Sunday 
Worker. About this paper the oral evidence is somewhat contradictory. Mr. 
H. N. Brailsford ro:ays a good deal about this ~llper and r will quote the whole of 
his statements. They ate M folloW's: U In th~ eourse of my duti~s (as a 
Socialist alld journolist) I frequently tec~ived and read and even subscribed to 
papers such as the CoIr.ununist International, Labour :Monthly and the Sunday 
Worker." (Page 2). "The Sunday Worker was edited by Williain Paul, Pet
sonally he was 8. Cotnmunist. It was not the official organ of the Communist 
Part.y. Its editorial line was always that of a paper taking an independent lefl
wing vi~w. I did llot intend in my answer to Mr. Sinha (that is the statement on 
'~age 2 quoted above) to classify it as a communist paper." On the other han.d 
P. W .. 3 Detective Inspector Scutchey says ': Ie I know this newspaper, the Sun
da~ Worker. It is also an organ of the C. P. G. B." Detective Inspector Foster 
P. W . ..:5 says: "I know William Paul. lie was then Editor of the Sunday 
Worker. P. 2342 is a copy of that paper. which is" a Communist organ." In his 
!ltatement to the Lower Court (P. '2499) this witne'Ss stated" the Sunday Worker 
'ia a Cominunist jonrnal;" that is on page 42 of the printed ~ecord of his evidence. 
At page 50 he said: "The Sunday Worker is a Communist journal and is subsi
dised by the E. C .. C. I. which dictates its policy. I have not seen any denial of 
this in the 'paper." 

Turning to the documentary evidence, in P. 2582 the report of the sessions 
of the Enlarged Executive of the C. I. t at the morning session on Aprillst, at a 
time when the Sunday Worker had only recently been started, we find Comrade 
Gallacher in aspeecb to which I have referred already speaking of the establisb
ttlent of the Sunday Worker as U one of the most i:rnpottant reclmt happenings" 
by whiah of conrse he means most important fro:rn the point of view of a Com
mu:nist. Again in P. '2400 the lWport of the Seventh Congress of the' C. p, G. B. 
held very soon after this ll1nlarged E. C. C. I., we ftnd in 'the speech of a delegate 
F. Douglas the following reference : . " Recently in connection :wit'h the fascist 
raid on the office of the Sunday Worket, the 'Comtn1'lrust 'Party. and National 
Minority Movc:rnent and. Unemployed 'M:o'VElruent-all these bodies tllaimed. 'tlle 
office. 'When the, raid .took plaee-it w~ssuggestea •.. , .- .•.•• "., This statem,ent 
reqUIres no explanatIon. ' ' ... ' .. 
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, At· page 121 of the same report. we find an opportunity given to' Comrade 
A. H. Hawkins to make a statement to the Congress on. the Sunday Worker. 
In the course of this statement, which may be taken to be an official statement 

. from the point of view of the Communist Party (since it is made by A. H. 
Hawkins whQ is shown on page 141 of the same report to have been acting as !l ~ 
member of the C. E. C. and to have been in charge of the Department of Publi
cation (technically) and Distribution) A. H. Hawkins says: "Whilst the 
Sunday Worker is not a Party organ, it has for the Party a very considerable 
significance ........ " He proceeds to explain the great difficulties there have 
been in the way of the distribution of the paper owing to the hostility of 10 
capitalist newspapers and pressure put by them Oll the newsagents, and goes 

. on to talk of the role of the paper and about its peculiar position as a non
party organ, but all he says goes really to show that its ,role is to preach Com
munism under the guise of not being a Communist paper and thereby to convert 
the left wing labour elements to Communism. This is a clear inference from 1~ 
his remark that" we are endeavouring to provide the left wing with a·theore-
tical and Organisational basis." Following a few remarks by M. Ferguson, no 
doubt the' same' gentleman whose speech was quoted hi. Inprecorr earlier on, 
we find J. D. McDougal saying that "the Sunday Worker represents the 
~reatest achievement of Communism in Great Britain up to this present day." 20 

O.P.126. There is a reference to the Sunday Worker also in the report of the Agitprop 
Conference of the Enlarged E. C. C. 1. reported in Inprecorr Vol. 5 No. 58, 
dated 23rd'July 1925, part of P. 2491 (a), at page 800 where Comrade Bell 
(England) says, talking about" our press" (see the last para~aph on page 
799) : " Then we have in the Minority Movement on which the Party exercises 2~ 
influence, not only the central organ called " The Worker " but a number of 
other subsidiary papers which are controlled by the propaganda and agitation 
carried on through the " Workers Weekly" (described on page 799 as the 
central Party organ)'. Then recently the' "Sunday Worker" appeared and 
this Sunday paper is verY successful and of much service to our Party. Since 30 
its institution the'last edition reaches a total number 0(250,000, and this paper 
is distributed through the ordinary newspaper agencies. . 

This is going to be a very important· contribution to the building of a mass 
Party in. Great. Britain and is. certainly going on the lines of preparing a mass 
press which.it is absolutely necessary that every country should have'if there 3~ 
is going' to be a mass Party." There is a most illuminating attempt to water 
down thisstatement to be found at the end of Inprecorr Vol. 5 No. 64, part of 
P. 2491 (a), dated,13th A.ugust 1925, at page 926, where we find it stat.ed: 
" Comrade Bell writes us that this (the statement about the total number. of 
2f>O.OO~) is incorrect. What he said was " th~re had been a print of the first 40 
edition of ]00.00(\ copies. but that from orderfl that were coming iIi it would 
appear that. there would be a print of. 250,000 copies next edition. " The 
correction continues as .follows : " The Sunday Worker" is, of course, not an 
organ of the Communist Partv but represents a flection of the Left Wing in the 
English Labour movement. The writer of .course omits to remark that it re- ·45 
presents the Communist section. 

a.p.127. .The next reference of importance to the Sunday Worker is in. P. 2377, a 
docmnu:t recovered at the search of the C. P. G. B. headquarters (cl. statement 
Qf r. W. 4 Detective Sergeant Renflhaw) which is a letter from the C. P. G. B. 
addressed to it.s own Colonial Dpnartmentasking for a rpnort on several matt.ers 50 
inc1uiJing activities abroad. With this was found P. 2377 (1) (F. C. 79) which 
appears to be a report' submitted in answer to this letter. At page 85 in this 
]'eport we find the following remark: U The Colonial Denartment now has a 
definite arranlrement with the Workers Weekly, Sunday Worker, Labour 
Monthly and Communist. Review by means of which we are accorded a certain 5lJ 
amount of space in each issue for outstanding colonial matters." • . 

P. 2347 (2) (F. C" 92). is another letter recovered in the . search of the 
C; P. G. B. headquarters and in this letter we find Ralph Fox writing from the 
Comintern, Moscow, to some members of the. Party and sayin~ " Do you cir-

. cularise the Egyptian correspondents in London when anything on Egypt 60 
appear in our own press (W. W. or Sunday Worker) , " 

" The last document in regard to the Sunday Worker is P. 2370 (1) which is 
8 transcript of some undated shorthand notes, being the draft or office copy of 
a letter, found at 16 King Street in the same search in October 1925 (vide the 
statemenfof P. W. 4: Detective Sergeant Renshaw). From the contents of til} 
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this letter it appears that it was written abG~t the end of SeptelIlber 1925. 
The writer addressing Comrade Bennett, who I think is obviously a, member 
of the Party deputed at that time to Moscow, says that the Party decided to. 
allot three thousand pounds, out, of the fifteen thousand 'granted as Party 
allocation, to the Sunday Worker leaving twelve thousand pounqs for Party, I ' 
purposes. He goes on to speak of a further one thousand pounds allocated ta 
the Party which it was agreed on Bennett's recommendation should also go. to. 

O.P.12B. the- Sunday Worker. The writer then complains that when the money .. came. 
through less-:.:than the proper instalment was received,and that on the matter 
being taken up with the Secretariat (obviously the Secretariat of the E. C. C. 1. 16-
at Moscow) the explanation forthcoming was that a certain amount had been 
deb\ted to Behnett under expenses that the Secretariat might be put to during 
the year in connection with the British Party. There is more in this letter but 
I think this is enough to make it clear that the Communist Party of Great 
Britain was expecting to receive that year sixteen thousand pounds from the 16 
Secretariat of the C. l., of which four thousand pounds were allotted to the 
Sunday Worker, that is the SundaY,Worker was actually being subsidised to' 
the extent of four thousand pounds by the Communist International itself. 

If there could have been any doubt about the meaning of the term " the 
Secretariat" in P. 2370 (1), it would be disposed of by the letter P. 2394 P. (1), 20 
(F. C. 22), which is one of the series P. 2394 P. (1) to (4), a series of letters 
between R. P. Dutt, H. P. Rathbone and Albert Inkpin, General Secretaty of 
the C. P. G. B. T'hese documents are photostat copies of letters recovered in 
the. search of the C. P. G. B. office on October 14, 1925, vide the statement of 
P. W. 4, Detective Sergeant Renshaw. Bearing in mind the place where these 25 
originallette.rs were found, it is not necessary to go into the question or authen
tioity. But apart from the mere fact that the reference to the Secretariat 
means a reference to the Secretariat of the E. C. C. I. at Moscow, they are als0 
evidence in regard to the control by the C. I. over the C. P. G. B. and to the 
way 3n wlrich members of the Bections were called to Moscow from time to time 30 
to work there in the E. C. C. I., as suggested in P. 2365, see page 47 supra. 
There is,however, something more than this in them. These letters bring out 
important facts in regard to the position of Page Arnot and H. P. Rathbone, 

O.P.129. two 'persons whom we shall :find at a later date sending money to some of .the 
accused in India. In the first of these letters, P. 2394 P. (I), we :find that the 35 
Secretariat at Moscow wanted Page Arnot to be sent there for six months tQ, 
work in the Information Department of the E. C. C. I. and suggested that, 
failing Arnot, Ratb,bone should be approached. The 1;>olitical Bureau of the 

O.P.130. 

C. P. G. B., however, felt it impossi~le to release Arnot in view of the import-
ance of the position occupied by him at the L. R. D. (Labour Research Depart- 40 
ment). They accordingly decided to approach Rathbone in the matter and 
wrote to R. P. Dutt on 22nd February 1925, asking him to do so. On the 16th 
of March Dutt replies in P. (2) saying that the Party's letter to him on the 
subject had been delayed, but that he ha,d given the message to Rathbone. 
He had also received a letter from Comrade Pepper, apparently an American 45 
Comrade at Moscow, on the same subject. In P. (3), dated 19-3-25 
Rathbone writes to Inkpin saying that he has received P. (1) through R. P. 
Dutt and giving reasons why he cannot do anything in the matte,r at present. 
Finally in P. (4) Inkpin (whose letters are not signed presumably because 
P. (1) and P. (4) are office copies) acknowledges Dutt's letter P:(2), and ex-. 50 
plains the delay. His explanation Contains a point of interest in his statement 
that: " The nature of the letter (P. (1» was one which it was undesirable~ 
should ba sent through the ordinary channel. So there was a further delay 
be£ore 'I could arrange for it to be sent through you." So it is clear that thE)' 
C. P. G. B. does not like seRding through the post letters in regard to arrange- 55 
ments for sending members of the Party to Moscow . • 

Before I go further there are some points .. bout Rathbone to be deait with. 
First, we may note that in P. (3) Rathbone says: "When coming here (I'note 
that there is no address on the letter) I gave my group leader my address 'and 
also the L. R. D.'s where of course I had been working until I came away." The' 
second point i,s as to the authenticity of Rathbone's letter and some faots which 
appear from the proof in that connection. In the case of Rathbone again the 
standard signatures are his signatures on a passport application, P. 2438, and 
on the passport'photograph, P. 2450. These are to be compared with the signa-, 
tura on the telegraphic Money-order P; 1505, and the photograph of the S1iguature 
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on this ~etter, P. '2394 P. (3). The comparison leaves'no room for doubt that 
all th(' Ingnatures ure hy the same person" and that is the opinion alsoexpre~sed 
by M~. Stott, f· W.277. Rathbone's passport, P. 2450, does not give us any 
exact mformahon as to ~lJerehe ,,:"as in March 1925. It sh,ows that in Se~teni-. 
ber, 1924, he landed at Dleppe and ~n October, 1924, and September, 1925, vlsit~d IS 
a pla.ce cal~p.d Gettesburg. Then m 1927 the' passport shows that he visited 
RussIa.as,hls pas~port was renewed there on 1-6-27. His passport further bear(\ 
a Russ~an EXIt VISa, dat~d Moscow 29-9-27 and a Frontier stamp dated3-W-2,7'~ 
He agam re-entered RUSSIa on 22-10-27 and left it 011 2l-12-27. ' , 

Another letter in which the Comintern issues directions to the C. P. G. B. 10 
is P. 2372 (1), (F. C. 25), dated 25-4-25 recovered in the sElarch 'of 'the 
O. P. G. B. office (ct. the statement of P. W. 4, Detective Sergeant RenShaw), 
fromE. H. Brown (to whose deputation to Moscow I have alr~ady rE1ferred u\ 
dealing with P. 2~OO) to Comrade :M:urp~y, w40se name has also appeared pefor~ 
and appears agalll m P. 2364, the offiCIal report of the Ninth Congress of the,. lIS 
C. P. G. B.held in October 1927 at page 65, where as a Party's delegate to the 

B.P.III; E. C. C. I. he makes a report to the Party on the deliberations of that bodv. In 
thilil letter Brown writing for the Editorial Board of the Co;uununist Interna~ 
tional asks the C. P. G. B. to arrange for the preparation of articles, on .certain 
subjects, I;l.,ndsuggests that they may be prepared by Murphy himself, Dutf; 20 
Bennett or others; He goes on : "In the ca,se of the Minority Movement pEn'haps 
Comrade Pollitt co~ld do the trick." Then later on he, says : "In addition a 
special article on the Minority Movement is required. "Brown goes on toStly : 

o. P, 132. 

" It is essential that these articles should be prepared and despatched at the 
earliest moment ", and in it. P. S, he adds: ., I am writing this letter to tht\ 25 
dictation of an important memher of the 'Editorial Board." It may perhaplil 
be noted that one of the subjects on which an article was required was " The 
Colonial developments and their relations to the Empire ; the forces operating 
:\n. tlie colo:qies ". 

There is another letter from Brown to Murphy, [Po 2732 (2)], (F. Co' 44) 30 
dated June 12. The only point to which I need draw attentiQn is the mention <Qf 
proposals by one Kripps, an officer on the C. I., for the circulation of the Com.:. 

, munist International (from England) in India, and the printing and. publicatio~ 
of a Lenin lil1rary in England, for the whole of the }]nglish-fiipeaki.ng CQllIltries 
and the East. 35 

With the next letter, P. 2380 (1), (F. O. 6l)~ we begin to come clo~er to the 
activities of the C. I. in India. This is a letter dated 3rd July, (other evidence 
shows' the year to be 1925) from M. N. RQY to ' My Dear Cpm : " recovered iIi 
the search of the C. P. G. B. helldquarters in London, (ct. again the Btatement 
9fP. W. 4, Detective Sergeant Renshaw). The main object of this letter is to 
.rrange a meeting at ADlSterdam with 3 Comrades G., C., and Dutt (in this 
~ase C. P. Dutt). The prosecution suggests that G. means GIading. The 
reasons for Roy wishing to meet them are ,given in the last paragraph in which 
.Roy says: "I have nO desire to see or ,de~l with any particJllar member of 
the Party., It has been decided in ¥oscow to employ Dutt ip. a certain work. 
(I maY'note here that this work waR ~ visit to India, vid,e P. 2375 at 'F. q. 69 
andP. 2387 (3)' at F. C. 62). It is, therefore, natural that I shoul~ explam tQ 
him the work he will have to do. I will, of course, acquaint you of. the plan 
when we meet. About G. and C. the Eastern Department of the C. I. charged 
me to see them in order to talk to them in detail about. their trip. I do not 
think it will in any way violate the, aut~n?my of the ~ritish Party. With C. 
I want particularly to speak, because he VISIted some cO!Drades of 0:urs who have 
sent some messages for me. These messages have never been delivered to me; 
Far all these reasons, it isnecessarythllt all the three comrades m~t me at 
Amsterdam ... If you prefer we can' arrange their visit after we have talked. 
I expect to see some of you Monday or Tuesday. (Note: that wOllld be the 6th 
or 7th JulYaB this'lettElr was written on Friday the 3:rd.) I can be reached 
through the partY-,,:better through SlleevJiet, 101, N assankade. " 

I think there can be little doubt that G. represents GIading, since in P. 2375, 
(F. C. 62), the report of the Conference he.l~ in due. course at Amste!dam on' 
the 11th and 12th of July, one of the partICIpators. IS 9?mrade ~ladmg, who 
finds himself called upon to give, a full report of his VISIt to India. Another 
participatoiis O. p. Putt, hut there is no one whose name begins with the letter C. 
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. Before Igo on to deal. wit~ the visit of GIading to India and witli this' 
Ams1erdam Conference, I WIll dlsposeof one or two other points of interest iIi 
th.is letter: (Incidentally I may note that the sub~ect of M. N. Roy will be dealt 
Wlth speClfical1y at a somewhat later stage.) l!'lrst of all in paragraph 1 of 
this letter Roy mentions that soon after hi::; arrival in Europe he informed the 
~ddressee of this letter of bis intention of meeting him and mentioned the place 
and he says: "I sent the same message in three ways expecting that it will 
reach you surely. I hope you llave got it." Ao here we O'et a piece of evidence 
as to one of the methods adopted for securing that correspondence went through 
to its proper destination. Secondly in paragraph 3 we get a mention of a pro
p'osed visit to Moscow by Chaman Lal and (N. M.) Joshi which Roy wishes to 
discuss with his friend before it takes place. This desire of Chaman Lal to 
visit the U. S. S. R. is also mentioned in P. 2374 (at F. C. 58), and DeW-an 
Chaman J.Jal himself as a witness (D. W. 33) stated in eyidence referring to his 
visit to Europe in 1925 that they had hoped that they would go to Moscow. This 
letter, of course, contains a clear indication that in writing this and in whatever 
he proposed to do at Amsterdam Roy was representing the C. I. His remark 
about not violating the autonomy of the British Party, of course, refers to the 
dee!Rion already mentioned that the. C. P. of the Imperialist country concerned 
would be responsible for the work in that country's colonies. . 

We come next to P. 2375, (F. C. 62), a report of the Colonial Conference 
held at Amsterdam, July 11 and 12, 1925, hearing the signature of R. W. Robson 
and recovered at the search of thi~C. P. O. B. officw in 1925 (cf. the statement 
of P. W. 4, Detective Sergeant Renshaw). In this report Robson mentions 
how he went over to Amsterdam, and on the morning of Saturday, July 11, tried 
to meet GIading and others at the Railway Station, but finally found them at the· 
U contact" address. He then goes on to give a report of 2 meetings, the fir.st 
held at Amsterdam on the afternoon Df Saturday, July 11, aud the other on 
Sunday afternoon at BnsRum, a place a few miles ont of Amsterdam.. At the~e 
meetings it appears that Comrade Sneevliet. mentioned in P. 2~80 (1), presided 
and there were also present, besidesSneevliet and Robson. Gertrude Hessler, 
Khan, (Ashcroft of the Indian-Bureau in Ii!Ondon), Roy, GIading,C. P. Dutt, 
and Upadhyaya. The report begins with the remark: "It was agreed that 
we should first- hear GIading's report." 

I think it will be necessary to make a digression at this point and set out 
what we know from the evidence on the record about GIading and the visit to 
India of which he was asked to give a report at this Conference. So far as oral 
evidE'nce is concerned P. W. 4 Det.ective Sergeant Renshaw bas deposed that. he 
knows a man called Percy GIading by sight. and has seen him attending Com
munist meetings. This witness identified GIading as the man depicted in the 
" Sunday Worker ", P. 2342, and in the Passport P. 2384. His passport appli-' 
cation is proved through a photograph P. 2454 by P. W. 7 Mr. Hubbart; P. W: 
280 Inspector Bird of the Bombay City Police deposed that in 1925 he was 
attached to the Foreign Branch C. I. D. and in the course of his duties he used 
to go on board mail steamers on arrival to examine passports. He was shown 
the passenger list P. 1496 (C), which contains the name of No. 275 Mr. P. E~ 
GIading wHh a tick mark against it, which the witness said showed that the 
passenger had arrived and his passport had been examined. This list alSIO bore 
a stamp which the witness said was put on to it bv the examining officers after 
the examination was finished. This passenger list P. 1496 (C) was the passenger 
list of S. S. Kaisar-i-Hind which arrived at Bombay on January 30, 1925. 

,On the 31st January Hl25 P. W. 248 Inspector Karnik' intercepted in 
Bombay a letter purporting to be from one R. Cochrane, Bombay, to M. Hasfield~ 
Libl'airie de Travail, -96 Quai de Jemappes. Paris, 10, France, datell 31st January 
1925. Ire got this letter and its envelope photographed and reposted the ori" 
ginals. The photograph is P; 1871 (F. C. 348) and the letter runs as fonow~ : 

" Dear Richard, 
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After a terrible sea journey I have arrived. Bombay is stricken at present 
with small-pox, therefore I have been advised to get myself vaccinated 'as a pre: 
cautionary measure. Apart from this I have experienced no trouble, and 60 
sincerely hope that my troubles.will be no greater. . -

With best wishes 
I am 

It: COCHRANlj). n 



O.P.136. 

O.P.137. 

O.P.l38. 

This letter 'is ~videhiIr a letter written by some One 'who had arr,ived in 'Bombay 
by sea very recently mdee~.The ph.o~ographwas,compared In Court by th'e 
Court and theAss~ss?rs wIth the w,ntmg', proved to be that of P. GIading in 
P., 245.4 and ~here IS little room for doubt, ~lthough of ~ourse the amount .of 
matenal av~u.lable for use a~ a standard is not very gre~t, that the letter is in 
the ha~d\v~tIng of P. GIadIng. The'most remarkable coincidence is between 
~he R m~RIChard and in the signature: inP. 1871P and the .R in the word Road 
1n P~ 24D~ •. The q1?-estion' which, remains is for whom was. this letter intended, 
and In .thIS connection there are a numper of points to note. First of ~n the 
envelope has the same name and address as, that of the Manager of the " Masses 
of Indla ", .as ~ay be seen from D. 379., The" Masse~ of India "was however 
not started untIl 1925, but that does not actually affect the issue because before 
that M;, N. Roy, w.ho was th~editor of the " M~sses ", was running the " Van
guard·. from Zunch and usmg the same address in Paris. For this latter fact 
we have P.1868 (F. C. 7), a letter fronLRoy to the Editor of the" Socialist" 
da.ted 6th November 1924 w~ich was intercepted and withheld. At the end of 
thIS le~ter Roy writing to the Editor of the " Socialist ", Bombay and sending 
an artIcle for that pape! asks for it copy of the paper to be sent regularly in 
exchange for the. " Vanguard " and concludes : . " ~n. case you can spare more 
tha~ one copy please send the second one to Llbralne de Travail 96 Quai de 
Jemappes, Paris, X." ,A copy of .the enclosure~o P; 1868 Was se:dt to Beger
hotta, a gentleman whose name wIl~ appear not mfrequently later on and was 
f<?und il1 the possession of J oglekar aecusedand isP. 1138.· In this same 
gentleman (Begerhotta) 's house, when searched on the 20th March 1!)29, there 
was found a letter :p 374 bearing two signatUI:es of the, same M. N. Roy. That 
letter is dated 22nd October 1924. Possibly that is the letter'referred to, by Roy 
in. P. 1138, dated~ <?vember 6, when he says " Possibly. you :qave already re
ceIved my letter wntten last week". Itdoes'not much matter whether it is 
or ~ot. What is impo,rtant at the moment is th!'l, ~oUowing sentence :" N.R~ 
It IS not necessary to address my letters to Moscow, they can be addressed to 
the Zurich office of the Vanguard or to the Librairie de Travail, 96 Quai de 
Jemappes, Paris, 10, . France". Strange to relate this is a letter which was 
putin'from t.he search 'of Begerhotta's house hy the defence. So the address 
towllich this letter was. written from Bombay by GIading on his arrival is ail 
address which is proved to have been used by M. N. Roy. There remains the 
question, why, if it wa~ meant for Roy, waS it addressed to " Dear Richard" ? 
I do nofhowever think that the fact that the letter is addressed to Richard gives ' 
rise to any difficulty, for there is evidence which leads to the conclusion that Roy 
is in the habit sometimes of singing himself Richard. For example there is a 

. .1etief.P.2380 (3) (F. C. 73), dated 21st July 1925. The writer here is writing 
• to the C. P.G. R Colonial Commission aIid says: "The information about the 

trip of Chaman Lal, etc., to' Moscow have so far failed to reach me. Comrade 
Robson promised to send it on immediately on his return. I have been 
anxiously waiting for the news, since my inovements will have to be determined 

, according to the particulars of their movement ........ Letters e:an alw.ays reach 
me through the address where' Comrade Robson met me. An ImmediatQ reply 
to this letter, whether or not you have definite llilWS, is urgently 'requested." 
I have already referred on page 133'aboveto a mentio~ of this visit of Chaman 
La! and Joshi to Moscow in P. 2380(1) (F, C~ 61) wntten on the 3rd of July 
just.before the Amsterdam Conference dealt with in Robson's report (P. 2375) 
(F. C. 62). P. 2375 itself (at the top of F, C. 69) shows that Roy was takip.g 
an interest in this visit of ChamaJ1. Lal and .others to Moscow and we find hlIll 
saying ," there was no objection to them g~ing to Moscow but he woul4 expect 
to be informed when they set .off ", and agam a,~ F. C,. 71 we find Roy once more 
saying that he wished the O. P. G. ~. to wrIte .h~m reo the movemel).ts of 
Chaman Lal, etc., under cover" Sneevhet " so that It IS clear that Roy was very 
anxious tC) know about Chaman ,Lal & Co. 's movements, and further as the 
last few lines of P. 2375 show" was going to stay at Amsterdam for some little 
time. " By the 21st he would have been waiting for more than a week ~d 
would have been getting' impatie.nt. In t~ese circ~mstanc~s I do ~ot thl~ 
there is much reason to doubt that the wnter who SIgned, hImself RIchard III 

P. 2380(3) was M. N. Roy, and that this letter written by GIading immediately 
on his arrival in India was meant for Roy also. 
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P. 2383P is a photograph of some notes found in the search of the C. P. G. B. 
office in October 1925, and bearing in mind the proof of dates of the arrival at 65 
and departure from Bombay of GIading and the nature of their contents I do not 
think there can' be the least doubt that they are notes of the contents of letters 
Lslmcc 



"58 

received by the C. P. G. B. from Glllding and the letters.written: by, them to, him. 
Crown Counsel·wentthrough these notes at some length ;but'on the whole I do 
not think I need spend much time over them. There is a reference to Chaman 
Lat's coming to London and the suggestion that he is not to be depended upon. 
There is also a reference to a letter from Delhi on, the 25th of February in which 5 
GIading says" he thinks he should return at the .. end of April and go out again/' 
and to another letter which speaks of GIading's waiting to see C. I. representative 
before making fresh arrangements. In 2. letters GIading refers to Indian 
organisations by numbers. Then in another letter (undated) there is apparently 
another reference probably to Chaman Lal, telling the C. P. G. B. to be very . 10 
cautious with him, " nothing outside East-West Conference." In the same 
letter there' is a suggestion of a ··new scheme--students to come to England and 
return after 3 months and work as "·live wires." Glading thinks this can be 
accomplished in 12 months. They should have special facilities to study the 
C. P. G. B. programme and methods and that will create a very different atmos- 15 
phare from what prevails today. Then there is a reference to a letter dated 
11th March in which apparently it was suggested that a ne~ party should be 
organised' " a very influential person has agreed to be ChaIrman." Before I 
leave this point I should note a remark in P. 908 " Future of Indian Politics" 
by M N. Roy at page 105 where he' says that" the project of forming an Indian 20 

O. P. 139. Labo~r Party was again revived at the beginning of 1925." . ' 

I sllould perhaps 8.1s0 refer, in 'connection with another note in this exhibit 
which rnns as follows: "Letter from Polljtt reo Comm. Sent a full report on 
sitn. to L. M.", to an article by C. P. Dutt which appeared in the Labour 
Monthly for July 1925, analysing the situation in India at the time. 25 

, The only direct evidence as to what GIading didirt India,' apart from these 
notes and what appears from P. 2375 and the. report of the Colonial Bureau 
[Po 2377 (1)] (F. C; 79) to which I shall refer later, is D 623 the group photo
graph taken at the All India Trade Union Congress of 1925, which took place, 
as is shown by D. 190 (99), on the 14th of February 1925, and at which it is 30 
also admitted by Mr. N. M. Joshi, D. W. 29, that Glading was present. Mr. 
Joshi was however unable to identify GIading in the group photograph. But a 
comparison of the photograph P. 2384 with the group photograph D. 623 is most 
convincing. There can be no possible doubt that the person depicted in P. 2384 
is the same person who appears as no. 3 from the left in the line of persons sitting 35 
on the chairs in the group photograph D. 623. 

Turning back to P. 2383 the last entries in these notes run as follows: "At 
Col. Com. M. (Colonial Committee Meeting) 6-4-25 extracts letter read by Pollitt. 
On ~-4-25 Mrs. G. arrived & .stated. she had a wire that .G. was sailing on 10th 
Aprll. Cabled 8th' ImperatIve you ........ 10th G. replied by wire that it was 
too late to cancel. G. arrd.' Friday Apr. 24, 25J First saw him 27th at 7 
p.m. " It is obvious that extracts from a letter of GIading were read at the 
Colonial Committee Meeting on the 6th April and on the same date Mrs.GIading 
arrived and said that she had a wire that her husband was sailing for home on 
the 10th. The Party accordingly cabled to GIading that it was imperative for 

-0. P. 140. Mm to stay in India longer or something of the kind. But on the 10th GIading 
wired that it was too late for him to cancel his passage, so he returned home 
arriving on the 10t~ of April and accordingly the file was closed with the 
remark that the writer first saw him on the 27th evening. There are facts 
proved which,taken along with what appears' in these notes, may be said to 
establish finally the fact that these notes relate to GIading's visit to India. 
P. W. 246 Mr. W. A. Duarte proved the passenger list p. 1496 of the S. S. 
Razmak which sailed from Bombay on the 10th April 1925, and the name of 
Mr. P. Glading appears in that list. P. W. 267 Mr. J. M. Pereira produced the 
berthing plan P. 1496A from which the list P. 1496 was made. This berthing 
plan shows that Mr. P. GIading occupied berth no. 217, second saloon. It appears 
that the entry of his name was made once and was cancelled and was finally 
'Written ngain. This 'witness also produced the Ticket Book' and proved 
P. 1496(B), which is the counterfoil no. 14821, dated 28-3-25 showing that a 
passage was booked for Mr. GIading on that date by Thos. Cook & Sons. The 
witness pointed out that the red line down the page in this exhibit showed 
that Mr. GIading's name was entered in the final passage list of the Razmak 
for ltCcount purposes. He also stated that the blue tick mark in the berth plan 
showed that the passenger named in fact travelled. Thus we have it that, as 
suggested in the notes, P. GIading did in fact leave India on the ~Oth April 
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:1925 8J;td'lf.he di~so;hew,?uld'have~r~ached En:glan~ :about the24th~or-i25th . 
. There ':\.S • some eVIdellce, whICh may perhapabe mentlQI;led )before. I go back: to 
·the 'report. oithe Amsterdam Conferen~, in regard, to the subsequent.:histoIj-' 
of.·P: GIa~mg. ~t se~ms that he was a COJ,nmunist member· oithe Amalg~~ 
E.ngmeenng Hruon and that:he.was employed.i,nWoohvieh Arsenal.;He,Was 
,dIscharged from there, and there was some ex~itemellt over his di.scb,ar.ge ,whi~h 
'was not taken up properly by the Tntde U!p0Il Council. In. this conne~ipn 
:I may refer to P. 1857 I>. (F. C .. 629),& letter· from BradlE,lY:~8 brother. Lento 
Bradley accused where he s!iys: "There has been some excitement over P~G. 
getting discharged from his job ", and. also a. ·number of articles in' Commu:ni,s.t 
journals which are in evidence, forexample-(l) r .. 2342, The Sunday Worker, 
dated 31st October 1928, the item headed" Reds beyond the Pale ,j'; ,(2)P. 246, 
The Communist'Review for January ~929 at page 4 ;.(3) The SU1.lday Worke~, 
dated 4th December 1928, pint. of P. 1267, the. leaderette on page.4 entitled 
" How to help Glading "; (4) The Sunday Worker, dated ,2nd. December 1928 
.(P. 535) at page 4. ". . . ' . 

. .' Having examined the career of Glading so far as it'-ls obbiina,ble from the 
eVIdence outside of the report ·P. 2375 and the other report to which I have 
refer:ed, P. 2377(1), ,!e may turn back to these tW(j very valuable dOCUments. 
GI!ldmg's I'eport m thIS Amsterdam Conference was not very satisfactory; He 
SaId that he had not expected to be called upon to give a full report of his visit 
to India and then: gave the names ·of places which heha~ visited and people 
whom he had met. He had not met any COIIlIllunists, and had' finally .decided 
that t~ose with whom he ha~ come in contact w~re ~sele~s. " so far as our party 
work IS concerned". He saId that Calcutta whICh he VISIted last was the best 
place. In answer to a question from Roy, GIading stated . th~t he hadnQt 
'ascertained ·whatopinion the Calcutta trade unionists and nationalists had' of 
the big leaders. In answer to a question from Sneevliet he stated that he was 
not aware of any relations existing between the Indian leaders and Amsterdam. 
Robson reports that very little discussion took place. Further on in the report 
we find that GIading was asked by Sneevliet why he made his investigations iD. 
Calcutta on a Communist basis and replied that" he did not do so. Robson goes 
OIl to mention an explanation given by himself that the attitude of the C. P. G. B. 
waG that iii the light of Glading'sreport, which stated that no Iridian Communist 
groups existed at alI j it .was necessary to revise the suggested prograirime (that 
is the International progra~e for work in India),·whereupon Roy stated that 
he had documentary ev.idence that'Indian groups existed· but 'that these had 
been UIiabJe to make up their mind to see GIading before he left India for 
England. Later on in the sanie report we find Roy saying that he thought too 
much importance was attached to the report of Glading whose visit had been 
in opposition to Hoy's opinion and much too hasty. Roy then went on to 
suggest a different policy. The general impression we get of Glading's visit 
from the report of the Conference is that it was a failure, but this was not the 
attitude of the Colonial Department of the C. P. G. B., as it appears from P. 
2377(1), (F. C. 79). In this report, at page 71, there is a long paragraph 
dealing with GIading's visit to India, ihough GIading is not named in it. They 
say here that " For four months oui' re:pr~entative dev<?ted his attention ~o 
moving about frol!1 pl8;ce to placeascert~l!lln~ facts regar~ll!-~ ~he movemen~ in 
India and its pOSSIbIlitIes, and also enqumng mto the pOSSIbIlItIes ~f promotmg 
contacts. ,This visit was extremely useful indeed. Our representatIve was ~ble 
to- attend the All India TradeUnio~ Oon~ess and held many <?onversatIons 
. with representatives th~re. These con,:ersa~lOns and the Congres.s Itse~f enab!ed 
him to secure.a good pIcture of the situatIon~ ....... : ... By disCUSSIOns. WIth 
some of the leaders on the resolutions he was a~le t~ give them a clear .plcture 
of the growth and dev~lopment of the movement I~ ih:~s country and partIcularly 
of the Political Left Wmg Movement and of the Mmonty Movement ...... : .... . 
The existence and character of our Party was made known ,for. the fir~t tIme to 
many quite sympathetic individuals, and these are now kept . supplIed by us 
with our literature and also informed generally what is t.aking place. 1!n
fortunately for us the visit of our. representative had to termmate much ea~li~r 
than we desired, so that while much may ~ave been. d.one as a rE,lsult of the VISIt, 

{.. yet our work is only in its infancy." It will be notl(:ed how clos~ly the remarks 
. about 'the movements of the C. P. G. B,representatIve tally With the known 
facts about GIOOing's visit. . The mention of the supply of .literature to persons 
in India is interesting and explains the large amount of liter~ture found, for 
instance, in the possession of Thengdi ac.cused. . 
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.• :!:>.So,m'nch for GIading,!." rhe :.Arilsterdam';Conference; .. however,';:dealt :With 
more· tha~ merely. Ulading's .. report, being, in the main, a: ~nference· directed 
genera11y to the consideration· of work in- India.:; 'The next subject dealt- with 
was·the I~an"Bureau in LOndonj>;uid .'abbutthis Khan complaineq:that the 
Party; that is' the C. P. G. B.,! :b.ad not done what was' exp~tedof them; and 5 
;he; proceeded to m~ke a number of 's;pec~c points.. It is not explained anywhere, 
'50 far,' as J.kriow, what.~xactly the Indian Bureau' was.,I~ appears to have' 
:been.composed, 'atany'ratepartly; of Indjans, some of whom were 'Co:rnni1inists 
bi;l~' not alI: )~~oy ~se~ i~ theeou~se o~ discussion. stated t~athesupported 
neltbe:tparty ill the .discusslOn(that IS neIther the' representatIve of the 'Bureau 10 
who was Complaining of the trel',Ltment they had received. nQt those who put the 
blame on the Indian Bureau), and that" our party' in Britain. must understand 
,th'at the Indian Bureau memberswete not Communists and that we could not 
'have very official dealip.gs "jth people who were by no' means Communists." 
Roy then went on to put his' poinLof view which was that the' control of the 15 
Colonial Committee over colonial work smacked of Imperialism. The same 
point was put later on by Eyelyn Roy who stated that-the colonial peoples felt 

o. P. 1«. "that the Coinmllnist parties act ~inan imperialist spirit. "Our (the C. P. 
·G. B.'s} request regarding control of work withi~ the British Empire was a 
'speci!')S of Imperialism." '.; .:, : 'L: "'"1 't,. _ • 20 

: There were in 'point of fact really two difficulties in existence one -was -the 
"relationship of members of the Indian Bureau to the' C.P. G. B: and the other 
'the question oftha responsibility for work in the cQioniaf;coU1itri~s, ABr.egar~s 
the first, there were a numb_ar of members :of,the Ib.dHm Bureau wh.o .were 
Communists but not members of the C. P. G, ROn the other hand, there were 25 
two m.embers who were also m.embers of the. O. P; G. B:; " The _position of all 
these Communists was regularised ... finally . by the Communist Xnternation~l 

,through the ~etters, P. 2379 .a.nd P. 2379-(1), (F. C. 86--0-87). The former of these 
·isa letter from Roy to C. P. Dutt enclosing what Roy calls the answer to the 
communication, dated. July 6, (1925). IIi the enclosure M. N. Roy writing as 30 
representative of the Communist International says. that the C. I. is delighted 
to welcome C. P. Dutt and the other 8 comrades as m'embers of " Qur party". 
He further says: " According to the Statutes of the Communist International, 
all the Indian Communists resident in Britain should have their Party member
ship transferred to theC. P. G. B., during their sojourn in'-Britain. This.rule 35 
applies to all the Communists living outside their native country. . 

The Indian Communist Group in Britain will, therefore, carryon the pro
. gramme outlined in' your communication in conjunction with the Colonial pom
mission of the C. P. G. B. It win be politically guided by the European Bureau 
of the C. P. of India as well as the Colonial Commission of the C. P. G. B." 40 
Thus the Indian Communist Group in London was left subject to a. dual control 
by the C. P. G. B. on the one hand and the European Bureau of the C.P. I. 
which means really Roy himselff on the other.- . 

o. P. I~. Turning now to the second difficulty about work in the colonial C9untries 
Roy's idea evidently was that the British Party were not right in " desiring it 45 
to be stated (see the top of page 66) that they should have the right to coD.trol 
the work conducted in the British colonies." Roy in fact said: "If we meant 
, to control the movement in the colonies', "this must be decided by the 
E. C. C. I.", and. he went Dn on the same page. to say that" the C. P. G .. B. 
should not look upon him as an individual. In Europe a Bureau of IndIan 50 
communists had been entrusted" (obviously he means by theC. I.) "with 
supervision Qf the Communist activity in India. Close co-operation between t~e 
British Party and this Bureau was essential. " Ultimately the Commumst 
International deeided against Roy's view. 

In regard to these complaints of the Indian Bureau in London (a !luite 55 
different thing, of course, from the European Bureau of Indian Commums~s), 
one of the complaints was that it had been proposed to form a Seamen's Umon 
among Indian Seaman, but that eo far nothing whatever had been done. At a 
. recent meeting in Poplar Town Hall, arranged for this purpose, party speak~rs 
had only dealt with China. This is probably a reference to th~ same llleetmg 00 
mentioned in P. 2374. dated 26th June 1925: "A brief survey of the progress 
recently made in connection with the Colonial work," recovered from the office 
of the C. P. G. B. in the search in October 1925., The paragraph' run~:-
" A very successful " Hand~ Off China" demonstration was held on Fnday 
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last at Poplar 'Town Hall which was remarkable because.of .the huge number 
of Oriental and In~an seamen present." 
... T~s appears to have been the second meeting of the kind, as P. 2583 C., 
an arbcle sent out to the Bombay Chronicle by Desai accused and admitted by 
Desai, speaks of a mass meeting of Indian Seamen in London held in Poplar 
Town HaUlast Friday (that is 27th February 1925) for the purpose of forming 
!1n Indian .Seamen's ·Union. In reply to the complaint that nothing had been 
done about this Indian Seamen's Union Robson himself PQinted out that" the 
work had only bElen going on a few months and that Upadhyaya was in charge 
of the activity under the auspices of the Minority Movement and that therefore 
he could deal ~ith this complaint betterf but that the Party was by no means 
responsible for any neglect if such neglect had .occurred." The result of this 
statement was that Upadhyaya .in due course pu.t ,.forward his view of the 
facts. . 

5 

10 

Jpadbyaya. Perhaps before I go further v..;ththis matter, it will be' as 'well to set oui 15 
~'h~t we ,1mow about this man 1Jpadhyaya. N .. J. Upadhyaya is an Indian 
resIdent In London about whom P .. 'V; 4 Detective Sei:geant Renshaw says: 
" I know a man called Upadhay. I ha:ve had lJersonal deallnO's with him and once 
searched ~im in the street .. 1 know ~im well: He organised the Indiimseamen. 
He does It through the NatIOnal Minority Movement. He has orgaillsed the 20 
seamen in a Union. I met him in. London onMav Dav 1925. I have read 
t~e passage in P. 2393 relating to participation of seiunen in the proces-
SIOn that day. I saw them myself. Ehat, Vermani,Nandi and Upadhay 
were present at the meeting held on 20th September 1925 to organise 25 
the seamen ........... ~ . I say I saw Indian seamen in that procession be-
cause I could identify the type as I had attended many meetings of 
seamen before. The meeting of 20th September ] 925 was held at the Poplar 
Town Hall,· London." There is a photographed letter of Upadhyaya on the 
record P. 2392 P. The standard signatures proving the authenticity of this 
letter are the signatures made by Upadhyaya on the Indian Seamen's Union 30 
membership card P. 376 and on the forwarding letter P. 378 (given by him 
to M.· A. Hakim P; W. 28 at the time when he was entrusting P. 377 and 

O.P.14.7. P. 377 (1) to him to be taken out to India). In this letter P. 2392 P. Upadhyaya 
on the 1st September 1925 writes to MacManus of the C. P. G. B. mentioning 
four meetings of Indian seamen. He also says: "In the Minority Move- 35 
ment's Conference we have sent five delee:ates to attend the Conference." In 
the same letter he mentions a comrade on the S; S. Nibasa (N evasa) and· the 
publication of a monthly paper for seamen in Bengali and Hindustani to be 
called the "Khalasi-seamen". The paper on which P 378. is written has a 
heading "President: S. Saklatvala, M.P., Secretary-Organiser: N. J. 40 
Upadhyaya" and the membership card given to Abdul Hakim ~so bore these 
names. Upadhyaya is also mentioned by P. W. 63,Abid Ali another Indian 
seaman fr~m whom, when his baggage was searched by Deputy Inspector A. K. 
Chaudhri P. W. 262 on 2nd February 1928, there was recovered a letter P. 1686 
which was contained inside an envelope addressed' Jack " covered by another -45 
envelope addressed' for Ghate " which was inside an outside cover addressed 
R. K. Karanth, " Gladhurst ", Santa Cruz; Bombay. Tn this man's p£>ssession 
there was also foung a visiting card bearing on it the name N. J. Upadhyaya 
Secretary Indian Seamen's Union, 88 East .India Dock Road, E.14. The wit-
ness Abid Ali also deposed that Upadhyaya approached him and enrolled him 50 
as a member of the Union. This was of course at a considerably later date. 
But it is entirely in keeping with the fact that, as P. 2375 shows, lJpadhyaya as 
early as 1925 was the man who was incharge of the activity in connection with 
the Indian Seamen's Union. N <> doubt it was also he (although no names are 
mentiop.ed) whose work is described in P.2377 (1) at F. C. 81-82, w~ere it. is 55 
reported that" arrangements were made for the more 01' less regular CIrculatIon 
of literature among the Indian students and also among the Indian seamen .... 
....... . Contact with the seamen was established and,maintpined by a wocess 

).P.us. of regular weekly meetings at the London Dock Gates where an average of 50 
to 60 Indians regularly turn out .......... This latter (formulation of demands, 60 
apparently) enabled us to socure good contacts with whole groups of seame.n.on 
many ships and it has developed into prominence the' questio,nof orgams~ng 
.Indian seamen into a Trade Union affiliated to the All India Trade Umon 
Congress. W~ are now pursuing a campaign for this latter." This report is 
undated but it is found with a letter dated 11th September 1925. Upadhyaya's 65 
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name also appears ~n the list of co~rade~ to who~ ~h~ .contents ~f P.2379 (1) 
~ere to be commum~a~ed, altho~gh In thIS case hIS ImtIals are gIven as N. G. 
Instead of N . .J. and hIS name IS spelt Upadhaya. There is another niference 
clearly to Upadhyay.a in Sp~att's draft letter ~. 1099 (F. C 300) of 4th Septem
~er 1927, wher~ he IS descnbed as Nuddx, whICh IS obviously the name Paddy 
In the code which we shall at a later stage find to have been in common use 
A~ain the~e is another reference to him by the name of ' Patrick' in P.674 
(F. C. 425.), a letter dated June 6, 1928, which, as we shall find later on, is one 
addressed to Bradley by C. P. Dutt, where, speakina' in crvptic fashion of the 
search of Abid Ali to which I have just referred. Dntt says· that he has not yet 
seen Patrick but he fears that as a result of this search the address Karanth 
(~ven in figure cipher) is no longer good. 

There is thus in the other facts proved about Upadhyaya a good 'deal of 
information available to support P. 2375. The subsequent history shows that 
the efforts which were being made in 1925 to form an Indian Seamen's Union 
however apparently ineffectual at the time, did finally result in the establish~ 
ment of such a Union. So far as Amsterdam Conference goes. Upadhyaya 
countered the complaint of the members of the Indian Bureau bv saying that 
in his work among Indian seamen he received no support from th~ members of. 
the Indian Bureau but mainly from the members of the C. P .. G. B. He was 
supported by Dutt who stated that" everything possible had been done to get the 
Seamen's Union going." . 

The other subject dealt with in Robson's Report (P.2375) is the Oriental 
Conference of the East and West Circle. In connection with this we have two 
documents P. 1843 (C.) (F. C. 59), a copy of a letter intercepted in the post and 
then sent on for delivery,and P.2374 (F. C. 55). The former of these is a 
letter purporting to be written by Arthur Field, Honorary Secretary East-West 
Circle, 18 Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn W. C. I., on 29th June 1925 to 
K.·N. Joglekar, The Labour Press, 434 Thalo;J.rdwar, Bombay. This-letter invites 
J oglekar accused to ,attend the Conference to be h~ld from 1st to 9th September 
of rcpresentstives of the East and West races. The Conference is " to discuss 
immediately the possibilities of the complete acquisition of freedom to the con
quered or :mbjudgated races." The invitation is accompanied by a certificate 
from Messrs. N. M. Joshi, Chaman Lal and Goswami to the effect that they 
" consider that the above Conference will lead to a useful discussion on problems 
affecting both East and West." I have already referred to P. 2374, a document 
recovered in tile C. P. G. B. office search and dated 26th June 1925. This begins 
witlt a mention of what is called the Oriental Convention, and after mentioning 
in it the presence of Chaman Lal, Goswami and Joshi the writer goes on to say 
that there have been several conferences between those gentlemen and members 
of the Colonial Department of the C. P. G. B. and he goes on : " a. Oriental 
Congress :-We have got them all to agree to attend this Congress of the East 
and West Circle, in September .......... c. Today these three, together 'with 
Horniman, Saklatvala and myself. are drawing up the letter of invitation to be 
sent to those various Indians." This reference is evidently to letters similar 
to tile orig-inal of P. 1843 C. Diwan Chaman Lal D. W. 33 said he did not 
remember sib"Iling this letter P. 1843 C. but that he, Joshi and Goswami had been 
approached in the matter and asked to support it. It will of course be remem
bered that this East and West Circle Conference was referred to in the notes 
of correspondence with GIading to which I have referred above. There is 
another reference to the same Conference in P. 2377 (1) at F. C. 84 from which 
it appears that it was found impossible to hold the conference in 1925 but that 
efforts would be made to secure such a conference next year. "Meantime" the 
report says, Ie the East-West circle continues to carry on the propaganda for 
the unity ill the Nationalist and Labour movement of the East and West." In 
connectio1l with this Conference Roy is shown by the Robson Report at F. C. 
page 67 to have as~e~ fo: information about the arrangeJ?-en!s to which Robso~l 
replied that some l1lV1tatlOl1~ had been despatched to IndIa SIgned by Goswaml. 
Chaman Lal Deep Singh and Joshi as well as Horniman. This is clearly a 
reference to 'Po 1843 C. again. Thereupon Roy complained that the Party had 
no influence over them and said that" the International does not consider it 
necessary to !ret into touch with these people but with the real revolutionaries." 
Later on he made some objection to the Conference and said that" the people 
we would reach through Chaman Lal and the rest of them would be of no use." 
Roy obviously thought the Oriental Conference useless but professed to ~e ready 
to assist if . the British Party considered it to be of any value. There IS .also a 
tnention here of Chaman Lal and Joshi etc. going to Russia and for this also 
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there is confirmation in the statement of Diwan Chaman Lal that he, Goswami 
and Joshi wanted to visit Russia in 1925 and" it is possible we may have spoken' 
to Saklatvala about it." He hadalreadv srud that he' knew Saklatvala very 

O.P.I5I. well. This subject of Chaman I~al -etc. 's "going to Russia has been dealt with to 
!'lome utent earlier in this judgment on pages 133 and 137.' There was an 5 
interesting explanation forthcoming from Dutt about the invitations to this 
Orien!al Conference, as on page 68 we find him stating tpat these invitations 
were mtepded to be a. screen" to cover our ?wn invitations to people whom we 
were desIrous of havmg present." There IS another curious confirmation of 
this report P. 2375 in the evidence of Diwan Chaman LaI. On the second day 10 
of the Amstel'dam Conference Evelyn Roy was also present as wel~ as Roy. 
At page 69 the report says that" Evelyn Roy stated that she had met Joshi in 
Paris and informed him she would. like to meet Chaman Lal but that Joshi had 
said that Chaman Lalldid not wish to meet her as he was a friend of Saklatvala's 
and that Saklatvala ·and Lall were. -opposed to her or having anything to do with 15 
her. She thoug'ht that this should lle gone into fully." Diwan Chaman Lal's 
evidence was tiS follows : " I do not know anything about Evelyn Roy except that 
in Paris in 1925 on my way back ftom Geneva 1 'Was told by someone that a lady 
called Evelyn Roy was waiting dO'wnstairs and would 1 like to meet her. 1 .said 
I had no intention of meeting her or Mr. M. N. Roy." Another confirmation of 20 
this report is to be found iIi the letters Of M. N. Roy to which I have referred 
earlier at pa~e137 in. which Roy had shown a keen interest in this visit of 
Chaman Laland .toshi to M:os~O'\vahd ill fact waited at Amsterdam for a fort· 
night after the Conference for newS about their movements. . 

Another subject mentioned in P. 2375 is one to which I have referred at page 25 
132 above. namely the decision of ·Moscow to employ to C. P. Dutt ina certain 

-work, see P. 2380 (1) at F. C. 61 and P. 2387 P. (3) at F. C. 62. The explanation of 
this is to be found in Robson's report at F. C. 69 where Robson says with reference 
to " C. P. Uuit and work in India" : H I stated that we only had £100 in hand 

O. P, 152. for tlie purpose of sending Dutt to India for the work there and that this would 30 
merely suffice to cover his passage out and back and that the Party could not 
accept financial responsibility if Dutt was sent to India. "Roy replied ", the 
report continues, "that this would cause no expense to be incurred by the British 
Party (Dutt intervened to say.that this was the first he had heard of the matter 
with the exception that Roy had made a suggestion to him some time ago whic.h 35-
he did not take as official). Roy said that he had been instructed to go ahead 
with the question of Dutt being sent to India in the absence of any objection 
from the British Party and Dutt himself." It is quite clear therefore that the 
expenses of Dutt's going to India were to be met by the C. I. Roy went ou. as 
the report shows, to clearnp his own position by saying that " this was not a 4(} 
full colonial Conference and that he was coming on behalf of the Eastern Depart-
ment of which he had been asked to take charge. He had not yet agreed but 
that he would like a, general report of 'our work from myself." This statement 
by Roy led to a discussion of the question of control of colonial work, followed 
by a more general disucssion of how work should be conducted, for instance by 45-
sending literature, by workinga:rn'Ong the Indian students at Oxford and eLse
where, and so on. Another point of interest in the report is the following short 
statement" Dutt reported upon work in the Welfare League ", a plain indica-
tion of the communist leanings of the Workers' Welfare League of India. 

Apart from what I have already quoted there isnotvery much:in P. 2377 (1) 5(} 
(F. C. 79) to which I need draw attention. There is however one interesting 
passage showing a different point of view in regard to the In4ian B~reau from 
what has appeared in P. 2375. The passage runs as follows : " IndIan Group. 

O.P.I53. To facilitate the development of our work in India the Colonial Department 
Ol'ganised a flpecial Indian Group composed of Indian~ resident in this country. 55-
The purpose of the group was to concentrate on IndIan matters and by theIr 
existence as a group to be able to conduct specialised propaganda amongst the 
Indians. " The exact date of the report is not known but it is obviously later 
than the 11th September as that is the date of the letter in which the report was 
called for. I note that the date of M. N. Roy's letter in regard to the future 60 
pOf:;itioll' of the Indian communists in Britain (p: 2379 (I)) .is September 15~h 
and it may weU be that the report was actually wntten some hme later than this. 
This passage is followed by the passage to which I have alrea~y referred about 
the circulation of literature among Indian students and IndIan seamen. The 
only other paragraph of interest occtmraf the end of the r~port at page 86 w~ere 65-
it is stated that" arrangements ate in hand for the sending of representatives 
to work in India, and Egypt ............•. ". 



With this Amsterdam Oonference and the ·report of the Colonial Committee 
we may say that.the first attempt to get things inoving again in India after the 
Cawnpore ConspIracy Case o~ 1924 come~ to an end. The resulting position was 
that the C. IJ. G. B. had acqUIred a certam amount of information about wOl,"k in 
India and v.:-e leave t~em prepa~ing to make fresh arrangements to send another 
representatIve to IndIa. In theIr ranks they have a group of Indian communists 
so~e ~f ~vhom are. working an:lO~g Indian seamen, one very good reason fo; 
WhICh IS the necessIty of establishing a method of communication with India not 
subject to postalcenso~ship. On t~e Contimint we have Roy plainly in the con
~dence of .the C0I?-mulllst InternatIonal and in fact in a responsible position in 

O.P.154. 
~t and ha~l1lg receIved an ?~er of the charge of the Eastern Department. There 
IS a certum amount of fnctIOll between Roy and the C. P; G .. B. because Rov 
thihls he knows much more about India and Communist prospects there than the 
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C. P. G. B. can possibly learn through the various people. with whom we have 
found the~ trying to get into contact. Finally we get the decision of the C. I. 
conveyedm P. 2379 (1) (F. C. 87) which is in agreement with the decisioll we 
have found earlier in the Statutes of the International, namely. that work in the 
Colonial countries is to be carried· on through the· Communist Parties of the 
imperialist countries concerned. . .. . '. . .. 

The next documents illustrating the effoxts being made in Engiand for 
pushing on with Communist plans ilL regard to India are P. 2388 (1), (2) and 
(3) (Ji'. (t 14) also recovered in the October 1925 . search of the C. P~ G. B. head
quarters (P. W. 4). They are three slips of paper, apparently connected, of 
which the :!irst is signed by the well-known Communist Saklatvala. The first 
of these is a letter beginning. "Dear lIawkiJi~ ",'giving him a list of Indian 
addresses alld a draft of a letter to Indian friends which may very likely be the 
h>tter which appears as No. (3). The addressee Hawkins is no doubt, in view 
of the place where the letter was found, the same comrade A. H. Hawkins to 
whom 1 have referred earlier at page 125 of this judgm:ent. In both Nos. (1) 
and (3) there is a reference to Dutt who maybe either R.P. Dutt or C. P: Dutt 
both of whom have been mentioned already. C. P. Dutt will be dealt with in 
greater detail at a later stage. Nos. (1) and (3) refer to an attempt to push the 
sale of the" "Workers' Weekly", apparently I judge among Indians in England 
and in India. No. (2) appears to be a letter to two persons one of whom is the 
Secretary of the Indian Y. M. C. A. Hostel, 113, Gower Street, and the other a 
gentleman l~aHed S. K. R. Cama, who appear to be the organisers of a large 
Indian Dinner in London. These gentlemen are asked to let their guests buy 
the " V\T orkerR' Weekly " arid also fill up application forms, and a copy of the 
circular h~tter No. (3) is evidently to be enclosed in order to persuade them to 
purchase.. No. (3) also shows that copies of the" .Workers' Weekly" are to be 
sent to certain Indian organisations in the hope· of persuading them to buy it. 
It would appear that the date of this is somewhat after the middle of March 
1925 as the issues to be sent are those of the 7th and 15th March. 

']'he last e~ibit relating to work by the C. P. G. B. among Indians in 
England is the series of letters :p. 2391 P. (1-6) (F. C. 31-44). These letters 
relate mainly to work done among Indian students at Oxford by comrade P. R. 
Stephenson, . a member of the E. C. of the Communist Party of Queensland 
(Australia) and comrade Ieuan Thomas. The first of these letters is P. (2), 
a memo. from P. R. Stephenson on Indian students at Oxford, dated June 1st, 
1925. He begins by describing the MajIis, a society. composed of 66 Indians 
stud)ing at Oxford and holding weekly meetings of which Stephenson says he 
has attended six.' As a result of attending these meetings he says he has formed 
certain cOll('lusions namely that " practically every Indian student at Oxford is 
a nationalist sympathiser, i.e., one who resents the British domination of India." 
However this does not mean that the C. P.can look for rapid recruitment. On 
thH eontrary " the problem of extending Communist influence is one of consider
able difficlllty." He goes on to explain what the difficulties are, the main point 
being that the Indian students do not represent the proletariat, but belong to 
the class of native bourgeoisie, and hope to secure appointments in the Civil 
SC'rvice or ]~ducational Department, or something of the kind on their return to 
India. rj'hE'Y are not therefore particularly amenable to Communist influenee. 
Stephenson goes on to put forward suggestions for future work. He and Thomas 
will go on nttending the Majlis meetings and do what they can there.. As re
gards tIJ(> E'ale of Communist literature, at the MajIis meetings it is not possible, 
but they tould arrange for their judicious distribution, about which he remarks : 
" This "eems to me to be a most important method of· getting, at the Indians 
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here." .lIe. t~nks the 'time remaining in the summer term too short to allow 
for the formatIon of a secret rev?lutionl'!-ry cluJ> or a study circle, but everything 
should be made ready to start this at the beginning of the next term. He names 
G. and S. {probably Gopala~,!"ami and Sirear) as Communists by conviction and 
men who are prepared to JOIn the Party. Of these S. is going back to India 5 
shortly and an attempt should be made to get hold of him before he sails and 
perhB;ps Comrade Saklatvala or. some other Indian Communist in London ~ould 
find hme to have ~ tal~ with him. In .c?llaboration with G. and S. he proposes to 
make a thorough mqUIry as to the. posItIon and antecedents of all Indian students 
at Oxford with a vie:w to selecting the most promising for " our Party" pur- 10 
poses, and for work In the next year, and will present a report to the Colonial 
Depar.tment probably at !he e~d of. the te:m. He goes on t? emphasise the need 
for eorrespondence reaching hIm Without mterference and gIves a cover address. 
He fur~her 8uggests that communica~ions mu~t be established in spme other way 
than dIrect through the post. He himself Will arrange for " personal delivery 15 
at King Street of any communication from myself on this matter." 

On the' following day the 2nd June 1925 we find Comrade Thomas writing 
to some one in the C. P. G. B. (presumably to H. Graham Pollard as there is. an 
endorsement by him at the end of the letter) on the same subject. Comrade 
Thomas mentions that there are only three Indians ready to join the gI:oup of 
the Communist Party, one of whom was in the Indian Communist Movement in 
its earlier days. He goes on to explain the reasons for the difficulty in making 
headway. In this letter Thomas mentions Gopalaswami by name. Thomas 
goes on to emphasise the need of up-to-date information of recent developments 
in Asiatj~ politics and remarks : " Can Centre (i.e. the Comintern, as is clear 
from P. (3) at F. C. page 38) supply us regularly with up-to-date information of 
this sort T. . . . . . . . . • • . . . Inprecorr keeps me in touch with events; but 
Centre ('ould help very much more if we were supplied with statistics and other 
data on the internal position of the British colonies and the political and economic 
relations of colonies and metropolis. 

. I have just received a booklet of M. N. Roy's from Comrade Pollard ....... . 
is it now possible to receive the Vanguard publications regularly? .......... . 
If I had a guarantee of the probability of the order coming through, I would be 
able. to collect orders for Roy's periodical and other publications." Thomas 
goes to lay great stress on the need for secrecy because " the work of Indian 
revolutionaries when they get back to India-if they are allowed to go-will be 
seriously impeded if they are known to have been connected with the C. P. in 
Englmid. ", and he proposes a number of measures for securing Elecrecy. }t'or 
example Indian members must not be entered on the Party books in their own 
names but under English names, alid they must not be connected with the work 
of the local branch of the C. P. Reports . etc. relating to work amongst Indians 
at Oxford.will be sent to a non-Party personal friend of Thomas in London and 
delivered by .him at King Street, while instructions etc.. from King Street are 
to be sent to a cover address. P. (3) is a letter from Graham Pollard to some 
other comrade in the C. P. G. B. reporting that as requested by Page Arnot he 
had visited Oxford during Whitsun Week and got into touch with Stephenson 
and Thomas. He obtained written reports on their work among the Indians 
from bot.h comrades which he encloses (these are obviously P. (1) and 
P. (2». He mentions, as both of them had done already, the necessity 
of the work being secret and kept separate from other Party acti
vities. He then goes on to put . to the Party a number of questions 
which require consideration. Th,e first of these is interesting "i. Are the 
Indians who are ready to join the English Party (he has mentioned 3 earlier) 
to be allowed to do so Y Or are they to be kept 'an entirely secret group con
nected only with the Centre?" Then he speaks of the formation of fln abso
lutely secret studv circle and suggests that" some book of Roy's'might form 
the st.aple of discussion, and also current Indian political ~ews". ~hen he 
wants the Colonial Department to supply the Party members With more mforma
tion than is obtainable from Inprecorr al'!d the Workers' Weekly and ~ays t~at 
" undoubtedly the constant supply of Roy's pap~r (The Masses of Indi~: whIch 
was started in 1925) would be a great help." Fmally ~e remar~s. that M .. N. 
Roy has a great reputation among the IndIans ", who nught be .,,?lhng to publIsh 
articles by him in " the Bharat, t.he termly paper of the MaJbs." In P. (6), 
dated the 9th .June 1925 the Colonial Department thank Graham Pollard for thIS 
report of the 3rd J1!lle and remark that they" are gettin~ into touch with those 
concerned with a View to follOWing out the proposals which you and they have 
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jointly outlined to' us. " Incidentally before I leave this letter I should remark 
that Graham Pollard is a gentleman whom we shall come across again, as it was 
he who had a great deal to do with the sending of Spratt accused to India, as 
is shown by the fact that he signed Spratt's passport application and his agree-
ment to Rell or purchase books in India. 5 

O.P.139. Turning back to P. (4) dated 4th ,June, in this the Colonial Department 
writes to Saklatvala asking him to arrange an interview with the three Indian 
students leaving for India at the end of the present term. Lastly in P. (5) 
dated 8th June 1925 Messrs. Stephenson and Thomas are thanked by the Colo
nial Department for the reports P. (1) and P. (2). With this letter the Depart- 10 
ment sends a supply of suitable literature for distribution among the Indian 
stu.dcnts with whom Stephenson and Thomas are in contact. They also mention 
that Comrade Saklatvala is agreeable to meet those mentioned as being likely to 
leave for India at the end of this term with Communist sympathies, and agree 
generally to the proposals made by Thomas for work among Indians during the 15 
remainder of the term. 

In the same connection as the above letters is P. 2373 (F.C. 4:7) also recover-
ed in the C. P. G. B. office search (P. W. 4), a letter addressed by the Colonial 
Department of the C. P. G. B. to Comrade S. Saklatvala and dated 23rd June 
1925. 'In this they enclose a memo. (P. 2373 (I) (F. C. 48» and ask him to 20 
arrange a meeting with a number of these Indians as requested on page 2 of the 
memo. ~'his memo. P.2373 (1) is evidently the report foreshadowed by 
Stephelll'lOn und Thomas in their earlier letters in which they promised by the 
end of the term a report giving the result of their inquiries about individual 
Indians in Oxford. The originals both of P.2373 and P.2373 (1) (which were 25 
of course drafts or office copies) were found in the search of Wintringham's 
rooms at No.1 Dr. Johnson's Buildings by Detective Inspector Foster (P.W.-5). 
It will be noticed that the Party letter was signed by Thomas Bell for the Colo
nial Department. This memo. or report gives a long description of the com
position of the Indian Majlis and finally a list of seven who are leaving for India 30 
shortly. It remarks that "it is important that Comrade Saklatvala should 

O. P. 160; interview these men before they depart." Dates are given when the Indians 
concerned will be in London and Stephenson proposes to meet Saklatvala- at 
King Street on June 23rd in order to get details from him or find out whether 
he can arrange interviews. The report ends with personal notes on each of the 35 
men with whom it is suggested that Saklatvala should have an interview. 

M. K. Roy. We come next to a series of letters addressed by M. N. Roy to Communists 
ill India and before I deal with these it is necessary to go at some length into the 
history of M. N. Roy and set out the facts proved in regard to him. It will of 
course be remembered that a good many facts in regard to a certain person 40 
called Roy have already been mentioned. There can be little doubt in view of 
the many coincidences with which we shall meet that all the references to Roy 
in this case refer to the same person, and indeed the evidence in -regard to the 
handwriting in signatures and the'. typing of many of the letters attributable to 
Roy, makes it clear that these have all emanated from the same person. The 45 
first mention of M. N. Roy in the evidence in this' case is in P.2518, "Peshawar . 
to Moscow", a book written by Shaukat Usmani accused. In this book Usmani 
mentions meeting M. N. Roy at Tashkent and says that he was the leader of a 
party in which were included two men Avani Mukherjee and Mohamed Ali. At 
page 103 he gives an appreciation of M., N. Roy as sincere, frank and full of 50 
learning but unpractical. There is another mention of Roy, as having been in 
Mexico, in the Gurmukhi Kirti for April 1928, P. 746 (vide the Gurmukhi Transla
tions). Then there are the references which I have already quoted in Inprecorr 
of 1922, 1923 and 1924 and the fact, to which I have also referred, that he appears 
on the Presidium in " Bolshevising the Communist International ", P.2582 at 55 

O.P.161. page 5. This was in 1925. Mr. H. N. Brailsford, C. W. No. I, also knows M. N. 
Roy and has deposed about him as follows :-" I have met M. N. Roy once in 
HI20 or 1927 in Moscow. He was for a short time a leading spirit in the Com
munist International, dealing particularly with eastern questions. I recognise 
him as the standing figure in the top photograph at page 286 of Exh. : P. 863." 60 
This reference is to a photograph of a group reproduced in the Marathi periodical 
" Chit.ramaya J agat " and shows Roy lecturing to some agriculturists. Two 
copies of it have been found, one, P. 863, in the possession of Thengdi accused, 
and the other, P.492, at the headquarters of the Bengal W. and P. P. at 211 
,:muropean Asylum Lane, Calcutta. Thus we have. so far a perso~ M. N. Roy, 65 
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who i~ at Moscow, ~n important person in connection with eastern questions 
there In 1925. That IS exact~y the time at which we get the M. N. Roy with whom' 
we are concerned as a wn~er of letters to persons in this country, making' 
~rrangemel1ts for the Colomal Conference at Amsterdam and taking part in
It, and so on. ~lthough the Roy, who is mentioned in Inprecorr and other 
documents to which I have referred before, is never named with initials there is' 
llOwhere any suggestion that there were two Roys. The important c~nsidera
tion fr~m the point o~ vie~ of this ca~e is the identification of the M. N. Roy 
who wrIte.s to ~ersons In thIS country :mth the M. N. Roy who at Amsterdam was 
representmg hunself as a person entitled to speak for the Communist, Interna" 
tiona!. }1'rom another angle we may arrive at the same conclusion of' the 
id.entity of these two pers?ns, since We find that people in Ip.dia corresponding 
WIth 1\1. N. Roy address hllll Clo the E. C. C. I. and that IS how we' find his 
address given in P.410, a list of addresses recovered in the search of 211 
European Asylum Lane, and on P.2011, an issue of the" Gana'Vani" (the 
official organ of the Bengal W. and P. P.) which P.W. 79, Sub-Inspector P. C. 
MandaI, saw being posted at Howrah Mail office on 23rd August 1928 by One 
Abdul Halim,a member of the Bengal W. and P. P. It may further be noted 
that there is a tacit admission of the identity of this M. N. Roy with the M. N. 
Roy who was an accused in the Cawnpore Conspiracy case of 1924 and who has 
in this (:orrespondence frequently dealt with issuE'S arising out of that trial, in 
the fact that M. N. Roy was named as a defence witness in the joint list of 
witnesses tendered by a large number of accused in the Lower Court. When, 
however, M. N. Roy was arrested in this country in 1931 and was undergoing 
his trial in that same case in Cawnpore, the Communist group of accused when 
tendering a revised list of witnesses, withdrew his name from their list. In 
addition, as Crown Counsel has pointed out, Muzaffar Ahmad accused at page 
481 of the statements of accused has referred to ' our ex-comrade M. N. Roy;' 
This is a reference to differences between Roy and the Comintern, and there is n 
reference to the same differences in the statement of Dange accused at page 2595 
of the statements of the accused. 

Now, as I have pointed out, there can be little doubt of the identification of 
the M. N. Roy we get at Amsterdam in 1925 with the Roy whose name appears 
in Inprecorr, etc., in the preceding years. As to the identification of the Roy 
of the Amsterdam Conference with the writer of the letters tendered in evidence 
we have a good' deal of evidence in regard to the handwriting and type
writing. All the documents which have been referred to in the deposi
tion and opinions given by Mr. Stott, P. W. 277, have been examined 
by the Court and by the assessors, and I do not think it 'necessary 
to do more than say that I can see no reason for differing from the opinion 
expressed by Mr. Stott that the signaturef') , M. N. Roy' on P. 2380 (1), P. 2379, 
P. 2379' (1), P.2385, P. 1138, P. 1256, P. 1512, the original of P. 1868P, P. 1888 
in tWI) places, P.2092, P.2253, P.2254, P.l994, P.2344, D.374 two signatures, 
and the signature on the original of P. 1897P were all written by the same per
son; nnd that the same person who wrote P.2380 (1) also wrote the original of 
the manuscript writing enclosed with a blue line in P.2320P. As regards the 
typlnVl'itillg, as no serious arguments have been addressed to me, I see no point 
in going into the matter at any length at this stage. It will be sufficient to say 
that I agree with the opinion given by tlr. Stott on page 14 of his evidence that 
P.1512, P.1888, P.2092, P.2253, P.2254, (the above, it will be noted, are all 
documents bearing Roy's signature) P.377 (1), P.1256, P.1676,P. 1898 (1), 
P. 1899, P. 12fl5 the original of P. 1897 (P) (1), P. 1825, P. 1034 and P. 2322 (2) 
were all typed on the same typewriter. It will be found that the numbers in
cluded in these two series cover practically the whole of Roy's letters. In the 
case of such other articles. etc., as are attributed to Roy, the evidence on which 
they rest is circumstantial. 
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I may now come back to the letters. ,The first ,letter of Roy in this case 
is D. 374, a letter written by Roy on October 22, 1924, to J. P. Begerhotta which 
bears M. N. Roy's signature. It was put in hy Nimbkar accused from the letters 
recovered in the search of Begerhotta's house at Rewari on March 20, 1929. 60' 
'l'his letter, as I have mentioned already in another connection, is closely con
nected with P. 1138 and its enclosure and, P.1868 also addressed to Begerhotta 
arid P. 1868 (1) its enclosure, which is the same as that of P. 1138, addressed to 
the €:'ditor of the" Socialist" Bombay. It appears that Begerhotta had written 
an open letter dated, 8th September 1924 to the " Socialist" of which he had 66 
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sent a copy to Roy. In that letter Begerhotta llad criticised a suggestion appa
rently by Roy to the effect that Communism should be propagated in India by 
means of an illegal secret society. In D.371: on the 22nd October Roy sent a 
reply to the open letter direct to Begerhotta himself. A fortnight later in 
P. 1138 Roy,having received a copy of the" Socialist" containing Begerhotta's 
open letter, sent to Begerhotta a copy of the reply to the open letter which he 
was asking the editor of the H Socialist ", (Joglekar ac.cused) to publish in 
that p~pe~ .. P. 1868 i~ a l~tter written by Roy on the same day to the editor of 
the " SocIalIst " sendmg hIm another copy of the same reply and asking him to 
publish it. Incidentally it may be noted that P. 1868 with its enclosure was 
intercepted and withheld (P. W.248, Inspector Karnik). The letter to tlie 
" Socialist ", however, reached J oglekar accused, because Begerhotta sent on 
his\lopy of the letter and its enclosure to Joglekar, from whose possession it was 
recovered On March 20, 1929 (P. W.207, Inspector R. S. N. P. Wagle). Thus 
D. 374 and P. 1138 (or P. 1868 (1» are both replies to Begerhotta's letter to the 
H Socialist". Writing in D. 374 to Begerhotta Roy says he found the open 
letter very interesting and proposes to take the liberty of publishing it in " our 
paper "., the" Vanguard of Indian Independence ", which Roy was then pub
lisliin~ at Zurich. This is the letter to w?ich I have referred earlier as giving 
a Pans address for letters to Roy. In thIS letter Roy says that he agrees with 
B. that secret societies are a mistake and that it is not proposed to organise the 
Party as secret societies, but the trouble is that " although we consider our 
activities fully legitimate and democratic the powers that be do not have the 
same view." It is necessary, therefore, to legalise " our propaganda" and he 
goes on to suggest that the Cawnpol'e Communist trial might have been made 
into a historic test case, and the issue fought out on broad political and constitu
tional lines. "We must ", he says, H take up the challenge and propagate 
110t Rimply Communism, but our right to be Iree, and organise a mass revolution-
ary party on those foundations." He im:ists on the necessity of Communism 
heing preached in India by Indians and not by any outsidp. agency. At the same 
time he makes the following important remark about the immediate task :-

" I venture to suggest that propagation of Communism is not the immediate 
hccessiiy. What is to be done is to give the demoralised and dismembered 
Nationa1ist Movement a revolutionary leadership which can be given alone by 
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the Communists." A little furth~r on he f;UYfI : H The forces that will free the 35 
Indian people from these economic and social impediments, therefore, must begin 
by attacking the foreign domination." 

Again we get the same point I mentioned just now in the following pas
Rage :-

" rrhe immediate task of the Commllnists in India is not to preach Com- 40 
tnunism but to organise the national revolution. The role of the Communist 
Party of India is to be the heart and soul of the revolutionary Nationalist Party. 
The third point of your suggestion corresponds with this general view of oUIS. 
,U A strong party to be formed in the Congress and all nerves to be exerted to cap-
ture the organisation." Yes, this is precisely the task before us." The work, 45 
he goes on, must naturally be started with the publication of the progra~e 
with which the new party will be organised. Later on he goes On to speak about 
UH! organisation of propaganda centres and the development of the Vernacular 
pre~s for the support of which WEl are even prepared to find some financial aid 
when necessary.' Then again a little further on he says: " The group (that 50 
is our group) can immediately after the Congress call a Conference of all the 
elements holding the same view and prepared to subscribe to our programme, 
which will not be a Communist, but a revolutionary Nationalist Democratic 
programme. This Conference will declare the inauguration of the Party, which 
can be called the People's Party or the Republican Party. There is absolutely 55 
n()con~piracy in this plan. We are out for a comprehensive political fight. 
There is no room for futile secret societies." He points out later that once 
arrangements are made for printing Communist literature inside India the Party 
will be saved the inconvenience of bringing it in from outside, but meanwhile 
the present practice has to continue and therefore he asks Begerhotta to spnd 60 
from ti.me to time some addl'esscEl, hy which, of course, he means cover addresses. 
It is interesting to refer again to the pa~sllge I have already quoted above at 
pnge 94 of this judgment, in P. 2582" Bolshcvising the Communist International. ',I 
at page 136, where the same proposal is made and we find the words" the slogan 
of the People's Party is correct ", and this was only R. few months later, in 65 
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April ~925. ·The actual.articlewhich Roy wrote to the." .Socialist.",;which.is . 
the enc~osure of P. 1138, IS less valuable from the point of view of this Case than 
D. 374 lS! an~ as the prosecution have scarcely referred to it, I do not propose to 
worry wIth It .. In " The Labour Monthly" of April 1925, part of P. 532 arid 
also of P. 1156, at page 205 we learn that oIl: the 30th January 1925, M~ N. Roy 5 
was expelled from ~rance. The same fact IS mentioned in P. 2583, .the artielct 
sent by M. G. pesal. accused to the, ;S0mbay Chronicle: dated March 3 (pre,. 
sumably 1925) In whlCh he says that soon after M. N. Roy's deportationnew8 
has come that an order has been issued by the French Government for the expul-
sion of Mr. Lohani, the brilliant Paris correspondent of " Forward" Calcutta" 10 
i'his brings us up to the time of the Amsterdam Conference. ' . 

Before I leave P. 2375 and the 'documents to which I have referred in deal~ 
ing with Roy, it will perhaps be as well to dispose of the rather difficult question 
of the I!'oreign Bureau and other bodies with similar names. As Crown Oounsel 
pointed out in his arguments, there were a number of bodies interested in Com
munist work in India. These bodies w('re the C. I., the C. P. G. B. the Indian 
Communists in England and the Indian Communists on the Contine~t. Follow
ing the principle that Communist work in the colonies should be conducted through 
the party of the Imperialist country concerned, the proper authority for conduct
ing operations in India was the Communist Party of Great Britain, which, so far 
as colonies were concerned, worked through its own Colonial Department. But 
the C. P. G. B.. and the Colonial Department suffered from the great defect of 
knowing practically nothing about India. In consequence we find in England 
the group described as the Indian Burpall in England. Quite how this Bureau 
grew up, it is impossible to know. As I have suggested above, the account given 
by the Oolonial Department in its report to the C. P. G. B., P. 2377 (1), does not 
Heem to tally with the apparent inferences to be drawn from the complaints made 
at the Amsterdam Conference which definitely suggest that the Indian Bureau 
was not really a Communist body .. Then, as we know, the Communist Inter
national was also itself directly interested in work in the Colonial countries and 
had organised its' own Colonial Bureau (vide P. 2385, dated 25th September 
1924, F. C. 88). Something of the same sort was implied by Roy in speaking at 
Amsterdam of the Eastern Department, apparently of the Colonial Bureau, of 
which he had been asked to take charge. Lastly there was what Roy in P. 2375 
described as a Bureau of Indian Communists, which he said had been entrusted 
with the supervision of the Communist activity in India. About this Bureau he 
also flaid : " With reference to our Indian contacts in universities these would 
eventually come back to India and it was desirable that they should be put in 
contact with the European Indian Bureau. " Later on he emphasised this point 
by 8aying : " The British Party should carry on propaganda and organise as 
much as possible so as to supply tM Indian Bureau with a number of trained 
workers. The direction or leadership of the British Party should go no further. " 
The next remark he' made was less intelligible. In this he stated that agitation 
among the Indians wa,s important and should be developed. "When it has been 
devdoped and groups of sympathisers are established the Indian Bureau will 
have reason to exist and should consist of these Indian party sympathisers." 
Besides this, there is also another body, which, however, so far as it.s membershiI! 
is conceIned, is probably only another aspect of this European Indian Bureau ~o 
whom Roy has said that super~ision of the Communist activity had been en
trnsted; This consisted of Indian Communists abroad, that is Indian Com
munists who (like Roy himself), having made India too hot for thexn, had gone 
to live in Europe. These people ultimately came to represent the Communist 
Party of India in Europe and to be called in the constitution of that Communist 
Party the Foreign Bureau. The functions of the Bureau were stated by Roy 
bimself in P. 2169 P. (1), dated March 20, 1926, and the passage in that letter in 
which he defined its position was taken over almost word for word into the con
stitution of the Communist Party of India which forms part of P. 1207 (1), ~he 
Annual Report of the E.xecutive Committee of the C. P. I. for the year endlllg 
31.5.27. In point of fact this group or Foreign Bureau of th~ C: P. I: 
only contained a very few membcrs, snch as Rov himself, Mohamed Ali Slpassl 
to whom we shall come shortly and C. P. Dutt (see P. 377 (1». The fact th~t 
it had two aspects or functions was explained by Roy himself at a later dat~ III 
the Assembly letter, P. 377 (1), (F. C. 351 at 363) where he says that the ForeIgn 
Bureau unites in itself the representation of the C. P. and the agency of th.e C. r. 
As we have noted above, Roy definitely wanted to keep the ~on~rol or guI.d!l-l!(}C 
of C0mmunist activities in India in his own hands and was lllchned to CrItIClse 
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the efforts of the C. P. G. B. as based on insufficient understanding of the problems. 
This view seems to have been partially accepted by the Communist International 
anti hence the decision in P. 2379 (1), (F. C. 87) is that the Indian Communist 
group in Britain would be politically guided by the European Bureau of the 
C. P. of India as well as the Colonial Commission of the C. P. G. B. It will be 5 
obvious that owing to Roy's desire to keep some personal control over Com
munist activities in India the work of the various bodies in those activities was 
never properly co-ordinated. -
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PART IV. 

So much for the development of the Communist International and the 
organisations in Europe directly connected with it and their activities or 
org~nisati?n for c!lrr~ing on act~vities to further the revolutionary movement in 
India on CommunIst lines. It WIll be noted that I have not so far dealt with the 
Workers' w:elfate Lea~u~ of In~ia, the Labour Re~earch .Department and the 3 
League Agamst ImperIalism, whICh have been mentIoned ill passing "on one or 
two occasions. The reason why I have not done so is that it seems to me more 
convenient to deal with them when I come to the stage at which their activities 
are of importance in this case. The main organisations and groups working 
"from the Europea;n e~d have. now been explained and thejr position is, I think, 10 
fairly clear. TheIr alms, obJects and methods have also been explained. We 
now come to a period in which the European organisations are actively working 
in India either by sending out instructions, literature or money to the Indian 
Commuuists 01' by despatching re'presentatives to work personally in India. 

Before I proceed to take up one by one the letters written to India before UI 
and after the sending of representatives, it is necessary to make clear the posi-
tion of several persons whose names will recur not infrequently throughout this 
chapter. The very first letter P. 2320P, (~.,. C. 111), dated 23rd January 1926, 
introduces us to two persons whose position it is necessary to clear up before 
going any further. This is the first of, a series of letters sent to one Iyengar 20 
whose full name is C. Krishnaswamy Iyengar by way of the following address 
which will be shown to be a cover address :-

" Mr. N. Swamy, 19, Nilivirasami Chetty St., Triplicane, Madras, India." 
This is a letter from Roy as is shown by the handwriting of the first P. S. which 
runs as follows :~ 2ll 

" It is a copy of the letter addressed to our Patna friend ", by which Roy 
means that tho same letter has been sent direct to the Patna friend in case that 
letter should not reach its destination. The letter in itself therefore indicates 
two points of interest: (1) the use of a cover address and" (2) the method of 
sending more than one copy of a letter, two methods both of which I have shown 30 
to be in ('ommon use in connection with other Communist correspondence earlier 
on in this judgment. This letter has a second P. S. in "another hand" Please 
send it to him in.. case he does not receive the original." There is evidence, (to 
which I shall allude in due course) to show that this is in the handwriting of one 
Sipassi. The lotterto the Patna friend, I may also remark, ends with the 36 

o. P. 171. following indication of the intention to send a copy to Iyengar. The words are 
as follows :-

" A copy of this is also sent to the Madrasi friend for iniormation." This 
letto1' bears a Paris postmark, in itself a point of some ~portance, because in 
the famous Assembly Letter Roy refers to " the comrade in Paris. " 40 

The case for the prosecution is that the correspondence between Indian Com
munists abroad and the Indian Communists in India frequently passed" through 
what might be described as the Madras-Pondicherry Post Office. Pondicherry is 
in French India and conspirators outside India probably imagined that "letters 
addressed to Ptmdicherry would not be censored. In Pondicherry there was one 45 
R. C. L. Sharma, an absconder. in the Cawnpore Conspiracy case of 1924, "and 
Pondicherry being close to Madras the idea no doubt was that letters could easily 
pass from Sharma to Iyengar and thence to the real addressee in India. Now 
we have proof of connection" between Iyengar and Sharma in the evidence" of 
P. W. 259, Seth Ali Mohammad who deposes that he knows a man caUed 50 
Krishnaswamy Iyengar who used to come to Sharma's house at Rangapillai St. 
in Pondicherry in 1923 and 1924. This "witness, I may "add, also knew Sipassi 
and identified the photograph (P. 2305) of.Mirza Mohammad Ali Sipassi whom 
he also saw staying with Sharma for some seven weeks beginning in January 
1924. He also identified Sipassi's handwriting. This witness also speaks to a 6/5 
visit of Ajudhya Prasad accused to Sharma but that really concerns ,Ajudhya 
Prasad's indiyidual case. P. W. 258, Inspector H. S. Abdul Sattar, gave 
evidence about Sharma and also deposed that he" knew one O. Krishnaswamy 
Iyengar liying at No. 18 Venkatachala-Chetty St.; Triplicane, Madras. I shall 
mention this witness again later. There is a very valuable support for the prose- 60 

O. P •. 172. eution case that the Iyengar for whom N. Swamyis" a cover address; actually 
a pseudonym, in P. 797, an address 'book, " Where is it " Y recovered from the 



search of Thcngdi accused. At page 91 of tlIis book there appears the name of 
Krishnaswamy with two addrcsses in Triplicane : (1) at 18 Venkatachala Chetty 
St. and (2), noted as " private ", at 19 Niliviraswami Chetty St. That gives 
one connection' also with an accused in this case and there is another which is 
proved bya reference to the search list, P. 392, compiled at the search at 211 lS 
European Asylum Lanc, Calcutta. Item 166 of that search list is one of '8, 

numbero~ postal receipts and shows that on 2nd Octobcr 1928 a postal package 
was sent' from the Bengal W .. and P. P. office to Krishnaswamy Iyengar; 
Triplicane. The witness P. W. 258, to whom I have just referred, served a 
notice on this Krishnaswamy Iyengar calling on him to produce the originals o,f 10 
certain letters and obtained his signature on the duplicate notice which is 
P. 2,524.. i'o that notice a reply was received by the Court which has been put 
on record as P. '2552 which bears the signature and quite a considerable amount 
of writing pnrporting to be written by Krishnaswamy Iyengar. Apart from the 
inference which I draw from the inspection which I made myself along with the 16 
asse8sors, Mr. Stott, P. W. 277, expresses the opinion that the man who wrote 
the sig-natureon P. 2524 also wrote the letter P. 2552, and there is further a legal 
presumption which arises that if a letter is written to a certain person and a reply 
is received from that person the reply is to be taken to be written by the 
man in whose handwriting it purports to be. For this presumption reliance was 20 
placed on the ruling in the case of Carey vs. Pitt reported in 170 English Reports 
at page 219. In addition to the oral evidence already mentioned there is the, 
statement also of P. W. 255, Khan Bahadur S. ,Abdul Karim of the Madras' 

6.P.173: C. I.,D. who intercepted a number of letters addressed to N. Swamy and a similar 
number addressed to Kannan and two letters addressed to Chakravarty, in view' 25 
of information received by him that these were all cover addresses for Iyengar: 
1 shall deal ,,-ith these'in'due course. Now apart from the fact that letters were 
addressed to Iyengar under cover addresses and to Sharma, as is shown by the 
fact that Sharma forwards these letters to India, Roy himself in P.2322 (2)' 
(F. ,C. 133) writes as follows :-:- 30 

" i'he circulation of the Massesjs essential for the development of the C. P. 
Please get in touch with Corom. in Madras and Pondicherry on this matter. " 

, 'Later he says referring to sending a new batch of stUdents to Moscow: 
" Please eonsult with the comrade at Pondiche~ry about the particulars of the 
mattcr." , This is in a letter,'proved to have been typed on Roy's typewriter, of 35 
which one copy was sent to Begerhotta and another to Muzaffar Ahmad by 
R. C~ L. Sharma who signs the letter" for his elder". Iyengar again appears 
in P. 1287 (ll), a report of the proceedings of the First Indian Communist Con
ference heM in Cawnpore on 28th December 1925 recovered in the search of the 
premiscs of Appoji Rao, a . cover address used by Ghate accused (P. W. 212, 40 
Inspector L. de Souza). This document shows that Krishnaswamy Iyengar of 
Madras was elected to the Executive and also as Secretarv for the Madras 
circle. He nppears again in P. 782, a slip of paper recovered in the search of 
the house of J. P. Begerhotta at Rewari on 20th March, 1929, (P. W. 146, Khan 
Bahadur Ikl'amulhaq). This is a note of a meeting of the members of the C. P. I. 45 
held at Bombay on 16th January, 1927. According to the slip itself the date is 
16th J auuary, 1926, but it contains a reference to the coming Communist Con~ 
ference to be held at LahOre which we know was being considered in 1927 at the 
time of the arrival in India from England of Mr. Saklatwala. This document 

O.P.174. mentions in the list of those per-sons the name of K. Swamy. As regards the 50 
date it.may be also noted that from the same search of Begerhotta the defence 
tendered a file of correspondence D. 375 relating to the Communist Party of 
India in which we find on pages 19 and 21 the full proceedings of this samem~et-
ing of the Wor~ng Committee of the C. P. I. held at Bombay on 16th January 
1927 •. Then agam in the report of the Annual Session of the C. P. I. held at 55 
Bombay on Tucsday, May 31, 1927, P. 1207 (1), recovered in the search of the 
Kranti office on 20th March 1929 (P. W. 218, Sub-Inspector Tawade) we fin~ 
K. S. Iyengar elected as a member of the Presidium for the coming year, his 
address'lleing given as Labour Kisan office,22 South Beach, Madras, which 
incidentally is also the address of M. Singaravelu who was elected a member. of 60 
the Executive : Possibly it was this same Krishnaswamy Iyengar who sent a 
telegram OIl the 20th December 1928, P. 1796 (d), to the All-India Workers' and 
Peasants' Party Conference at Calcutta regretting his inability to be present; 
and it.is by no means impossible that ins hewho is referred to inP. 1295 (some 
notes lJl the haud of Ghate accused of a C. P. I. meeting at Calcutta in DeCember 63 
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1928) under the name of Swamy as having been expelled from the Party because 
. it was reported he had sold the press. In this connection I may refer t~ a men
tion by Roy or a Press of which the Party had the use in Madras in P. 2322 (2). 

It is the prosecution case that 12 letters in all were addressed by the 
conspirators to this. man Iyengar. These are as follows: (1) P. 2320P. (F. C. is 
111), P. 2321P. (li'. C. 115), P. 2313P. (F. C. 131), P. 2315P. (F. C. 142) and 
P. 23231'. (Ii'. C. 145) all addressed to N.· Swamy, 19 Nilivirasamichetty St. 
Triplicane, Madras; (2) P. 2324P. (F. C. 163), P. 2325P. (F. C. 181), P. 2326P. 
(F. C. 187), P. 2312P. (F. C. 194), P. 2327P. (F.C. 212), P. 2328P. (F. C. 216) 
and P. 2329P. (F. C. 235) to Mr. Kan~a~, Commission Agent, No.9, Raja 10 
HanuruantaLala Lane, Cottage III, Tnphcane, Madras, and (3) P. 2328P. and 

o. P.175. P .. 2329P. to Chakravarty, Esqr., 28, Sunkuvar stJ;eet, Triplicane, Madras. The 
evidence in regard to the interception of all these letters consisted of the state
ment of P. W. 255 K. B. S. Abdul Karim of the·C. I. D. Madras. In the case 
of the first group of letters addressed to N. Swamy, each of these letters had an 15 
inner envelope addressed Iyengar. In the case of the second group P. 2324P. 
and P. 2325P .. each had an inner envelope marked Iyengar; P. 2326P. had no 
inner envelope. It is in the handwriting of Ghate accused and the contents make 
it quite clear that this also was intended for Iyengar.P. 2312P. was addressed 
in Tamil to Kannan and had insi9-e it an inner cover. for C. K·. Swamy. There 20 
seems no reason to doubt that this also was intended for Iyengar. P. 2327P. was 
addressed from Paris to Kannan and contained no inner envelope and contains 
handwriting of Sipassi (vide the opinion of P. W. 277.Mr. Stott at page 12 of 
his evidence which was confirmed by the inspection of the relevant documents 
mentioned in that opinion by the Oourt and .the assessors). The coincidence of 25 
cover address and the nature of the contents makes it clear that this also was 
meant for Iyengar. Coming to the third group P. 2328P. (1) is a letter from 
Ghate accused evidently intended for Iyengar, as the contents would indicate, 
enclosing a letter P." 2328P. (2), dated June 14, 1927, from Spratt accused to 
Dear J)ouglas (Douglas as will appear later means C. P. Dutt). Lastly P. 2329P., 30 
which is also addressed·to Chakravarty, contained .an inner envelope PE (2) 
addressed" for Swamy". This was another letter from Gh~te accused enclos-
ing another letter from Spratt accused to C. P. Dutt who is addressed as Dear 
Brother. Both P. 2328P. (2) and P. 2329P. (1) are signed Des and it is fully 
proved that they emanate from Spratt accused.' 35 

o. p; 176. . Now there is the strongest possible evidence of the identification of Iyengar 
with the person concealed by the cover address Kannan. P. 2315P. is a letter from 
Sipassi dat(~d 29th .september 1926 containing an enclosure P. 2315P. (1) which 
is an Urdu letter from Sipassi to Nasim Majid, etc. This was intercepted on its 
way to N. Swamy with an inner envelope addressed Iyengar, by P. W. 255 on 40 
17th Octoher 1926. It was then photographed and the originals reposted. The 
Urdu letter which was signed Muhammad Ali was forwarded by Iyengar to 
Muzaffar Ahmad presumably for delivery to N asim Majid and Co. under tlie 
covering letter P. 2121P. on 20th October 1926 in a registered cover addressed to 
Abdul Rahim 16, Nilniadhav Sen 3rd Lane, Calcutta. On the outside of the 45 
envelope he wrote the name Kannan as the sender. This registered cover was 
not delivered and was sent back from Calcutta and redelivered to Kannan, w:fiere
upon Iyengar opened it and reposted it in another envelope addressed to N. C. 
Dey, CIO Nand Lal Adhikari and Co. On this occasion the letter was intercepted 
by P. W. 66, Sub-Inspector A. K. Sen who got it photographed under the orders 50 
of the. Assistant Commissioner and reposted it. As to the contents of the 
envelope it is not very easy to follow the witness's evidence because each of the 
photograplls to which he refers includes photographs 'of more than one envelope. 
The outside cover contained two items,' an ordinary envelope addressed· to 
Muzaffar Ahmad and a registered cover addressed to Abdul Rahim. Inside the 55 
registered cover was the second envelope addressed M. A. containing two letters, 
one English and one Urdu. P.2121P. (1) is an English letter dated Madras 20th 
October 1926 which was inside the envelope withM. A. written on it. P.2121P. 
(2) is an lDnglish letter dated 2nd November 1926 which 'was inside the envelope 
addressed Muzaffar Ahmad in full. It is clear by inspection and comparison 60 

. ·O.P.177. and from the evidence of Mr. Stott that P. 2121P. (1) and P .. (2) are in the hand
writing of the same Iyengar who signed the receipt for the notice P. 2554 and 
wrote his letter to the Court P. 2552 in answer to. that notice.. Thelrst of these 
letters was written by Iyengar when forwarding. Muhammad Ii's letters 
originally addressed to Abdul Rahim and the second as he himself explains in 65 
LsIJMCC 
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. forwarding again the redirected registered letter. This entirely clears up the 
identification of the Iyengar who received a notice from this Court with the man 
who received letters from Europe addressed N. Swamy and Kannan. . . . 

About Chakravarty I do not think it necessary to say any more than I havp. 
. said already ; bearing in mind the contents and the fact that the inner envelope 5 
in one case was addressed for Swamy, I do not think there is any room for doubt 
that these also' were intended for C. Krishna Swamy Iyengar. . 

. It appears that not all letters addressed from Europe to Iyengar were inter-
cepted, as we find a letter P. 2322 (1) (l!\ C. 132) addressed by him to Be~rhotta 
at RQom No.9 Maharaja Hotel Delhi, written and posted from Madras on 31st 10 
May 1926, was intercepted through the Dead Letter Office (vide P. 2322 (A) and 
(B»~ It is quite clear from comparison (perhaps I might remark here that all 

. the documents which have been the subject of comparison in respect of their 
handwriting were compared by both th~ Court. and the assessors) and from the 
evidence of Mr. Stott P. W. 277 at pages 13 and 20 of his evidence that the letter 15 
P. 2322. (1) is in the handwriting of C. Krishna Swamy Iyengar. The enclosure 
to tIns is the letter P. 2322 (2) dated March 20, 1926, from Roy to Begerhotta 
to which 1 have already referred as being signed by R. C. L. Sharma for his 
" elder". '.rhis same letter was forwarded by Iyengar as P. 2169P. (1) along 
'with the covering letter P. 2169, on the same day, that is 31st May 1926, to 20 

O.P.178. Muzacar Ahmad under registered cover and was intercepted en route and photo
-graphed (P. 'V. 53, Inspector S. C. Ghosh). This letter was then reposted and 
presumably reached Muzaffar Ahmad. P. 2322 (1) and (2) of course did not 
reach Begerhotta but the file D. 375, to which I have referred already, contains 
an incomplete copy of the same letter at pages 51-53. Presumably therefore 25 
Muzaffar Ahmad forwarded a copy to him. This may explain the remark found 
in P. 2315P. (It\ C. 142), dated 29th September 1926, to which I have already 
referred, in which Sipassi writes: " My letter which J. P. (Begerhotta) reports 
not to have received was sent to Sh. may be he did not forward it." But the 
fact really appears to be that Sharma, as the signatures on P. 2169P. and P. 30 
2169P. (1) and P. 2322 (1) and (2) show, did forward it to Iyengar but it missed 
Begerhotta at Delhi and came into the hands of the C. I. D. through the Dead 
Letter Office. 

So much for Iyengar and the proof of the letters referred to, so far as it 
relates to his connection with them and to the forwarding letters with which he 35 

.sent them on to other conspirators, as perhaps I may call them. 

'Ve come l1ext to Sipassi, 'or, as P. W. 259 Seth Ali Mohammad calls him, 
Mirza Mohanunad Ali Sipassi. It is possible that he is the same person referred 
to as Mohammad Ali in Usmani's book" Peshawar to Moscow" (P. 2518), at 
Tashkent. I have already mentioned the evidence of this witness P. W. 259 40 
that he saw Sipassi at Sharma's house in January 1924 and was given the photo
graph P. 2305 by him 3 or 4 days before he left Pondicherry. This witness also 
identified the llandwriting of Sipassi, both English andU rdu, in a postcard 
P. 2314 wllich he himself received by post from Sipassi and the handwriting in 
P. 2315P., P .. (1), PE (1) and PE (2) and in P. 2316, E (1) and E (2). P. W; 255 45 
K.,B. S. Abdul Karim also deposed to having seen Muhammad Ali Sipassi, whose 

o. P. 179.· photograph P. 2305 he identified,.. in Pondicherry. Another witness on this 
,point is P. W. 256, Mr. S. G. Mani Pillai, late Assistant Commissioner of Police, 
'Pondicherry, who deposes to having seen this same man Sipassi, to whom he gives 
the name of :Mirza Abdul Mohammad Shah Sipassi and whom he recognises from 50 
the photograph P. 2305, at Pondicherry in January 1924. This witness saw 
Sipassi meetjng Sharma in Pondicherry.and explains that Sipassi left Pondi
cherry somewhere about the 25th February under a Government order of expul-
sion. The witness proved the signature of Sipassi (P. 2306S) in a register of 
declarations of. residence of strangers (P. 2306), and also identified the hand- 55 
writing of Slpassi in the document P. 2307, part of which P. 2307 (A) was written 
in witness's own presence by Sipassi and signed by Sharma. The remainder of 
his evidence l'elates in the main to Sharma. P. 'V. 257 P. C. Pellerin Arogyla. 
Swami also deposed to knowing the man depicted in the photograph P. 2305 as 
one Sipassi, whom he saw at Sharma's house in Po.ndicherry. This witness took . 60 
a note from the Assistant Commissioner {Po W. 256) to Sharma's house and 
received a ,reply, P .. 2308, from Sipassi as Sharma was not there. This note is 
also referred to in the evidence of P. W. 256. The portion of this document 
written by Sipassi, along with the handwriting of SipassionP. 2305, P~ 2307 (A), 
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"P. 2314 and P. 2316 (El) are the standard writings for the hand~riting of 
Sipassi. A comparison of these coupled with the opinion of Mr. Stott P. W. 277 

. at, page 121eaves no room for-doubt that the same writer also wrote P. 183 and 
the originals of P. 2315P, of the. red enclosed portion of P. ,2320P (that is the 

, P. S.), of P. 2321P, of P. 2314P,.of P. 2324P, of P. 2315P and of P. 2327P. Inci- 5 
, dentally it may be noted that the envelopes ofP. 2315P,P. 2324P, P. 2325P and 
P. 2327P show quite clearly the Pari~ postmark, thereby furnishing some support 
for the theory that Muhammad AliSipassi is the person described elsewhere as 

O. P.180. the comrade in Paris. Before I leave Sipassi I might further remark that in th!! 
Urdu leiter proved to be Sipassi's P. 2121P dated 29th September 1926 we find 10 
Sipassi saying" You ridiculed.my retreat from Pondicherry ", a clear corrobora-
tion of the pl'osecution evidence. as to his residence there. 

!Before going into the contents ()f the-letters it is necessary to set out also the 
t. C. L. Sharma. evidence in regard to R. C. L. Sharma .. Bearing in mind the facts that R. C. L. 

Sharma wash the,~jgn&tory of P.,2169 P.(I) and P. 2322 (2) and lives in Pondi- 15 
cherry, not a great deal of evidence is required to satisfy one that he is the person 
indicated as the J!omrade in Pondicherry. R. C. L. Sharma is mentioned in the 
portioll of P. 1574 which has been ,printed -and is no. 3 in the list of accused in 
the Bolshevik Conspiracy Case Cawnpore 1924 and is me:r:ttioned as having 
absconded to Frfmch Territory. A number of witnesses give evidence in regard 20 
to Sharma. P. W.255 K. B. S. Abdul Karim identified Ajudhia Prasad accused 
in the Court and deposed to having,seen him at Ponc1icherry in the company of 
R. C. L. Sharma, the man depicted in P. 2310, in 1924 or 1926. P. W. 256 Mr. 
S. G. Mani Pillai obviouslvknew Sharma well. In connection with P.-2308 which 
I have mentioned already, -a peti.tion from Sharma to the Pondicherry Govern- 25 
ment, this witness was .dissatisfied with the signatures 6fSharma and got ,him 
to sign P. 2309 ,hi the pl'esence of his chief and himself. His evidence shows that 
Sharma was watched at Pondicherry and was interned at Villianur, a place a few 
miles away, for several years. P.C. Pellerin P. W. 257 also knew Sharma hoth 
inPondicherry and Villianur. P. W; 258 Inspector Abdul Sattar used to visit 30 
Pondicherry on duty and knew Sharma, and used to see correspon,dence addressed 
to him, which not infrequently reached him through a cover address. This wit-

O.P.181. ness w~s aHe-to .identify Sharma's Hin:di writing in P. 2312P as he spent some 
time learning Hindi . from Sharma. He also identified the handwriting in 
P. 2313P as that of HIl1 accused Ajudhia Prasad whom he had seen in June 1924 35 
and up to about December 1924, living ",1th Sharma first at Pondicherry and after
wards at Villianur. Other witnesses also speak of'the association of Ajudhia 
Prasad with Sharma and it may be noted that Ajudhia Prasad at page 541 of the 
statemPllts of the accused stated that after undergoing 10 years transportation 
under section ]!l4A, I., P. C. Sharma was driven out Of India to Pondicherry 40 

. only a fewmoI\ths after his release. The accused says he learned from Sharma 
in May 1924 thathe was dangerously ill and went toPondicherryand stayed with 
llim and eameback to Jhansi in the winter of 1924 after Sharma had recovered. 
Apart from the fact that he was the other member Of the Madras and Pondidherry 
postbox and his association with AjudhiaPrasad,there is not much of interest 45 
in regard to Sharma in this case. It seems that he issued a manifesto, a copy of 
which is to be found in the file D; 374 put in by the defence from Begerhotta's 
s('areh and which is criticised sarcastically in P. 2321P, and he also wrote the 
postscript 10 P. 2169 (1) of the 20th March 1926 in which the formation ofa 
People's- Party was recommended in which he says" the idea of forming a 50 
People's Party was criticised by me in my previous letters to some of my friends. 
Now I am asking my words back." He also wrote the letter p, 2312 "dated 23rd 
March 1927 (intercepted byP. W. 255 on 24th March 1927) forwarding to 
Iyengar the fig'ure cipher Jetter for Fazl Elahi (the forwarding letter explains 
this in very guarded language by describing the letter :::~ " for 'our newly returned 55 
comrade' who has preferred my post box. M:. A. must be knowing him and 
you can use his- address, with asmaUnote~" 

O.P;182. We may now turn back to P.2320P dated June 23, 1926, the letter from Roy 
to our Patna, friend. ,As to who the<Patrra'friend is there is a certain amount of 
-evidence. He'is a person who: had been' to Eu)'"ope not1ong before and who had 60 

• made a "peech at the Postal Employees'Conference not very long before the date 
I of this letter. 'He is evidently· a 'friend of 'Roy bl1t it does not really matter for 

, . the. purpose of· this 'case who he actually is,' as a copy Of the letter was sent to 
,Iyengar and it was evidentlv meartHodhe persons who-had the same ideas as Roy 
i.,or'.whom. ,he<,thought" had dhe"same :id{,l\s,: in' In'dia. "Before -going into ('ther 65 
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matters I will dispose first of all of a reference in the letter at F. n 112 to " the 
so-raIled C. P. of Cawll.pore". This is a reference to a Conference held in Cawll
pore on 29th December 1925. It was called by one Satya Bhakta who issued two 
manifestoes, P. 1796 (b) dated 18-6-25 entitled " The future programme or 
the CommUllist Party" and P. 1796 (a) dated 12-10-25 entitled "'l'he 5 
first Indian Communist Conference". Both these manifestoes were recovered 
from Nimbkar accused's rooms on 20th March 1929 (P. W. 271 Sub-Inspector 
Ketkar). Some reliance was placed on them by the defence but I do not think 
we need worry with them as none of the accused had much to do with this con- ' 
ference. In any caS>9 before it was actually held Satya Bhakta's utteranceRwere 10 
severely eri6dsed hy Communists, for example by M. N. Roy in the" :Masses ,. 
for ,Tanuary 1926, part of P. 2581, at pages 9-14. There he attacks with particu-
lar sevhity Sutya Bhakta's idea that when the 90 per cent. of the people bee-orne 
organised the remaining 10 per cent. w;i.ll find no alternative except to surrender 
to the majority, hence it will be possible to effect the transition from capitalism to 15 
Communism without any.injustice or violence, an idea which to Roy is obviously 
ridiculous. 'Roy apparently received some sort of report' about the Conference 
from Iyengar in a letter dated 12-1":26 which is acknowledged' by Sipus'si 
in P. 2321P of 17-2-26 (F. C. 115). Iyengar it seems had written 
" Satyabhukta'spartydoes not seem to be a real one". On receipt of this report 20 
Roy again dealt with the matter in the " Masses" for March 1926, part of 
D. 379, at pages 4-8, where he dealt severely with the suggestion made in the mani-

. festoes and also by Singaravelu in his speeehes that" the C. P. of India must take 
an independent line and not affiliate to the C. I." This gentleman Singaravelu 
had been an aecm;edin the Cawnpore Conspiracy Case but the case against him 25 
was withdrawn and this fact had cast greatsu8picion on his reliability. As in 
this letter and in the" Masses" of January 1926 Roy had rejected Singaravelu, 
so how in the" Masses " for March he points out the absurdity of Singaravelu's 
idea, ob,,;erving that" every Communist is a member of the World Communist 
Party-the Communist International which was created by the Bolshevik leader 30 
Lenin." Roy in fact found much that waS' preached in the manifestoes and at the 
Conference to be utterly unorthodox and hence his remark in this letter" we are 
somewhat bewildered by it " (the so-called C. P. of Cawnpore). There is not 
much more to note about this gentleman Satya Bhakta. He was referred to in a 
letter P. 2313P and P. (1) (F. C. 131 and Hindi Translations Part 2 page 65), 35 
and English letter and a Hindi letter both dated 31-5-26 about which there 
is evidence that they were written by Ajudhia Prasad accused; and addressed to 
N. Swamy at the address which I have mentioned earlier. In the English letter 
the writer l'cfers to fL pamphlet of Mr. Satya Bhakta and says: " in reply to that 
pamphlet I had sent a contradiction to H Pratap " and they had publishNl it. 40 
I am sending the cutting herewith of the 'above contradiction. Unfortunately it 
was not pu'blil:lhed full. Tbey have cut off a most important paragraph in whicb 
I tried to prove that he is propaganding to receive money from Masco." This 
cutting was not photographed but there is on the record a copy of the" Pratap ~, 
dated 30-5-26, P. 2318, containing an article signed by Ajudhia Prasad 45 
Srivastav and 11eaded ":Mr. Satyabhakta and' Communism". In this article 
Ajudhia Prasad asks what Satya Bhakta who hasl'esigned from the Communist 
Party of India is trying to do. He ends by suggesting that Sat:m Bhakta does 
not know what the difference is between Communism and Nationalism. Inci
dentally the writer criticises the association of Satya Bhakta with Abani Mukel'ji, 50 
probably the same man referred to as a friend of Roy in U smani 's book P. 2518, 
and alleges tllat this man Abani Mukerji came to India shortly before the Cawn-
pore Conspiracy Case of 1924 was tried and'it was through his". extreme kind-
ness " that the Qawupore accused were arrested. This man Abani :Mukerji bRd 
been a friend of Roy as late as 1922 in which year they produced in collaboration 55 
a book" India in Transition". Roy continued the attack on Satya Bhakta in 
,tb~ " Masses" for September'1926, part ofP. 2581, in a special supplement" 
entitled "National Communism-Beware of' false' friends" which was also 
printed in two parts in the" Masses" for September and October 1926 with the 
signature M. :N. Roy at the foot of the second part. Tbis special number is l'efe:r- 60 
red ttl as a leaflet in the letter P. 783 from " Indian Communists abroad" to 
Begerhotta dated 2-9-26 and recovered in Begerhotta's search at 
Rcwari. In tbis letter Indian Communists abroad (whom we shall find represent 
the European Bureau of the C. P. I. during the period of Roy's absence in China)' 
rE'mark: "The Indian communists abroad are fully in accord with you to combat 65 
the miFlchie\'ol1s Jlropaganda carried by Satyabhakta & Co. of Cawnpore". which 
had evidently been mfmtioned to them in Begerhotta's insured letter :.of 14-8-26 
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. .':which was acknow.ledged in this letter. In the special supplement 
there are on1~ t",o P~l!ltS of real interest; one is a reference to Acharya, the 
person. mentIoned In~. 2518 as an opponent of Roy's group; the 
other 1S a passage which runs as follows: "In the Cawnpore Lol
shevik Oonsplracy Uase the GoverIlplent declared that Communist activities for 
o;rganising t1~e wor~ers and peasants in a party to overthrow the British domina
hon over India v~as Illegal.and should be treated as a criminal conspiracy." Any
Qne to whose notice those Issues of the" Masses" came would at once realise the 

. possibl~ d~ger of indulging in similar activities il.l the future. As appears from 
the artIcle In the " Pratap " Satya Bhakta resIgned his membership of the 
C. P. I. 'I'hat fact is also alluded to in the first paragraph of P. 1287 (10f, a letter 
from Begerhotta to Ghate accused, dated 7 -2-26 received in t.he 
search of Appoji Rao. It is also alluded to in another letter. from Begerhotta 
which is at page 5;; in the file D. 375 to which I have alluded already. 

We may now turn back to P. 2320 P. There is what is possibly a reference 
to GIading at the l)eginning of this letter whe~c: Roy says: "Your suggestions 
have reached me through the comrade who vlsIted you lately." He goes on to 

. criticise the proposal of forming a Social Democratic Party on the ground that 
the Govel'ument will not judge the Party by its name, but byits programme. "If 
the Party adopts a Communist programme, a different' name would not save it." 
He goes on himsel~ to suggest the proper form for the new party organisation, 
which the friend to whom the letter is addressed thinks will readily attract mcm
:bers .. He himself proposes a dual organisation, a legal nationalist party with 
a radical l"('publican programme (People's Party) and an illegal COIIlIIiunhit 
Party inside it. He explains how the Communist Party should be first {ormed in 
a conference of" our own comrades ," .. Central Cominittee, etc. will remain. t~ec-
ret. After the organi.sation of the C. P. " the next step will be to call a confer·· 
ence of the radical elements inside and outside the existing nationalist parties to 
discuss the plan and programme of the People's Party. The Communists will 
take the initiative in calling this conference not as Communists, but as 
nationalists. The programme we published for the Gaya Congress will be pre
sented to the ccmference as the basis of discussion and the People'sParty should 
be formed on the vital points of that programme. " This programme is that 

:which is 'Suggeshld at page 49 of P. 908 " The Future of Indian Politics" by 
M. N. Roy, recovered from the search of Sohan Singh Josh accused's house at 
Mohalla Islamahad, .A.mritsar (P; W. 150, S. I. Rahmatullah); The principal 
points in that programme are points which we have found repeated frequently 
aild it may be useful to quote them. Theyare:' 

1. Oomplete National Independ~nce; Separation from the British 
Empire. 

2. Establishment of a Democratic Republic based upon Universal Suffrage. 
3. Abolition of Landlordism. 
4. Reduction of land rent and indirect taxation ; higher incidence of 

graduated Income Tax. . 

10 

16 

20 

30 

35 

5. Modernisation of agriculture with State aid. 45 
6; Nationalisation of Public Utilities. 
7. Industrialisation of the country with State aid. 
S. Eight-hour day and minimum wage. 

Roy goes on to say that the C. P. m~st b~ prope!ly organised, 'a Centra;l Co~
mittee elected, etc. and every CommuUlst 'wIll be given the charge of defimte 8gI
'tation propaganda and organisation work either in the People's Party or Trade 
Union' or the 'Peasant movement, as may be suitable for him. That is to say, the 
regUlar principlet; of fraction work will be applied. Then he says that. the Peopl; 's 
Party must have a leg:tl or~an. ~e ~hen .turns ~o the current of politeal affaIrs 
so far as it affects CommunIst aspIratIons ill India and refers to the newly formed 
Labour Swaraj Pudy ~n Bengal with :whom he says rel~tions must be esta:blished. 
'N ext he turns to consider Trade UnIon work, that bemg, as we ;Imow from the 
many documents which we have seen already~ the most imrcortant s~hereof wo~·k 
for a Communist movement In regard to thIS he says: The U:p.lOn. formed 111 

Bombay nnder tIle leadership of Atmaram (!hat is .to say the Girni Kamg~r 
Mahamandal under the presidentship of ArJun Atmaram ~lwe accu~ed) wIll 
serve as the basis of our Trade Union work in Bom~ay. ~[hd Thengdl make n 
show in the 'J'rade Union Congress at :Madras y. A LeftWmg should be formed 

LsIJMOO 

50 

tits 

60 
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'inside the Trade Union Congress with him at the hefl.d. It should be demandoo 
why he was })UI'Ihed out 'Of the Presidency of the T. U. C. Executive. It was ob
viously because lIe spoke from the working class point of view. This action of 
the T. U . .c.liosses fhol1ld be exposed before the workers. It will strengthen the 
position of the Ltd't Wing demanding a change in the programme and constitu
tion of the '1'. U. C." He goes on to suggest the sending of one or two comrades 
. from India to Europe " to discuss the political and organisational progra!l1Dle 
and to make sutisfactory arrangement about material questions." . Lastly he asks 
his friend to send him all pUblications regarding labour activities. The two main 

· themes then nre the kind of party which it is advisable to establish, and work 
in the 1]'. U. C. As l·t'gards the first the ideas of the Communists in Europe varied 
from'~ime to time during the period which we have to consider. This idea of a 

· People's Party with an illegal Communist Party concealed inside. it is one of the 
proposals. Another idea is that the Communist Party should be an open legal 
organisation. Then we have the variation which resulted in the formation of the 
Workers' and Pea!;ants' Parties, which the Foreign Bureau in the absence of 
Roy in China suggosted would be a veiled Communist Party, a view which Roy 
himself did not accept for reasons which become obvious in the course of this 
cuse, the whole idea. subsequently being to make a show that the Workers' ;tnd 
Peasants' Padies were something quite independent ~nd therefore not liable to 

· the condemnation of being Communist organil'1ations with Communist aims, ob
jects and methods. The present scheme of a People's Party in which the Com
munists are to take the initiative not as Communists but as nationalists is in keep-
ing with ",Imt had been suggested in October 1924 in D. 374, where he had said 
Ulat the immediate task of the Communists in India was not to preach Communism 
but tool~gaDise the national revolution and that the role of the C; P. I. was to be 
the heart and soul of the revolutionary nationalist party. 

Then as l'egal'ds the Trade Union movement it is interesting to find this early 
l'eference to Thengdi but perhaps not. too much should be inferred from it. No 
doubt Roy had read rrhengdi's speech as President of the Trade Union Congress 
and had heard som~thing about him from GIading. who judging by the notes of 
bis letter to which I 118ve referred earlier must.certainly have got into touch with 
'n~ngdi. .. 

The second of these letters is P. 2321 P. (~'. C.115), dated 17~2-26 
from Sipassi to Iycngar. I have already referred to the matter of the Caw.n;, 
pore Conununist Conference which is lnentioned in the first paragraph. In the 
second he refers to a letter from our" Big Friend" which he says was a .type-
written copy of a ICltter from the same friend to" our PatnaFriend," an obvious 
reference to the lettcr just dealt with. He goes on to refer to one Fh. who re
ceives papers, which we shall find later to be a rE'ference to Ghate accused. There 
is 110 other cryptic reference in this letter and I shall defer the consideration L,f 
tIlC cryptic code to a later stage. For the present I propose to accept as estab
,lished what it :will be necessary to go into in greater detail whfln I consider the 
interpretation of (~l'yptic documents generally. In the third paragraph Sipa::lsi 
goes on to refer to communications. He wants N.-G.iri. Col., that is to say, a cover 
address i:n Colombo, to be replaced by another friend. 'otherwise all the organisa
tions on this end will be ruined and the work will suffer. As he goes on to say: 
" To form a new party and conduct the movement on right lines it is necessary to 
read and llave the literature ", therefore one must have addresses to which 
literature can he ~ent. Then he goes on to discuss financial help and wants to 
.know the minimum llccessary. On page 116 he comes directly to the question of 
the shape of tIle new organisation. He is writing, it must be remembered, to 
Iyengar who was connected with what the writer calls" the defunct Labour and 
Kisan l'arty ", n fact also shown by the address of Iyengar which I mentioned 
earlier. Then about this new organisation he says :" A definite programme 
and definite pra(ltical tasks should be formulated, the resolution about organising 
'the workers and peasants has also been adopted several times by the National 
Oongress, but IJothing was done in the practical field. The new organisation, 
which is essentially an organisation of workers and peasants, should lay down 
definite steps in the way of organising the masses ; such an organisation should 
have no place £(\1' na.tionalist Jingoism, it must have relations with the outside 
world," that is to Flay international relations. Particular efforts are to be made 
in thid connection in March. 
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In connection ·with this new organisation, which Roy 'had suggested in the 
last letter, should he a People's Party, Crown Counsel bas· referred to P. 908, 65 
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U·TheFut.ure of Indian Politics" by M. N. Roy and P 290, " Modern India '? 
by Palme Dutt~ '1'he preface to Roy's book opens with the following senhmce :,..;-. 

" In this book the historic necessity for a People's Party in India is dealt 
with." Crown Counsel spoke of the publication of both these books as taking 
place in }4'ebruary 1926, which would be very much about the same time as the 
arrival of the letter P 2321 P. Th~preface to the English edition of "},[odel'll 
.India" states tLat "it was originally written for an Indian publisher, and publish
ed in India ill the Rpi'ing of 1926." The date of publication of P 90S does not ap
pear in the book. T11cl'e is a footnote on page S1 showing that a certain passage was 
written in It'ebruary 1.926, but it would appear that the book was not published 
Until ]927, because th(' writer at the foot of page SO refers to an article in " ']'he 
Near East and India ,~ dated 26-11-26. There are two more footnotes on page 46 
which . imply . that the book,was not published until later on either at the 
end of 1926 or in 1927. What is, however, clear is that the bulk of the book was 
being written Just about the time when Roy was writing P 23~0 P .and Sipas!'li 
P. 2321 P. These two books are important apart from the date of their publi
cation and writing, because it is the prosecution case that they formed the basis 
for the future organisation and conduct of the new party, which, it was proposed, 
sLould be formed in India. And in this connection it is to be noted that hoth 
books were revieweu and recommended by Spratt accused and that" Modern 
India" was l'eferred' to in P. 1209, where in the thesis no. 5 "On our attitude to
warus the Congress and Present Labour Leadership" presented to the First 
Annual Conference of the W. and P. P., Bombay on the ;LSth March, 1928, we find 
the follo,ving remark :-

" An almost correct intprpreta.tion of the Party's views on the (' these) 
matters is Jud.dly put forth by' Comrade Palme .Dutt in his " Modern India" 
published. in Bombay". CrQwn(Jounsel quoted a number of passages from 
Roy's book. f}'he first sentence of the preface I have already quoted. Further 
on ill the. preface Roy says tha1':" The object of this book is to show a way 
to the revolutionary forces". At page 9. the book opens with the remark: 
II Bourgeois Na,t~onalism in India has ,ended in a complete .compromise with 
Imperialism, as was predicted years ago by those who judged the situat~on with 
Marxian realism." On page 19 he comes to "The new economic policy of 
Imperialism" and on page 36 he says': " The climax of the policy, which has 
transformHd the economic relation. between the Indian bourgeoisie and British 
Imperialism from antagonism to co-operation, was abolition of the 31. per cent. 
Excise Duty. This changed or new economic situation, he says on page 45, 
will determine the future of Indian politics. Then he goes on to the breakdown 
of the Swaraj M.ovement under Gandhi and the late C. R. Das. I have already 
mentioned the passage on page 49 where he gives the Communist programme 
which was put befort' ~he Gaya Congress in 1922. On pag-e 5] he comes to' the 
conclusion that the Swaraj Party in 1923 became the Party of the bourgeoisie, 
8S was made clear in its programme and election manifesto, and particularly by 
the fact that a point in. its programme was" to protect private and individual 
property anu to foster the growth of individual wealth". He quotes the Swaraj 
Party against itself by alluding to a passage in the election manifesto in which 
the Party claimed that it stood for justice to the tenant, but claimed that any 
jllstice for the tenant which involved injustice to the landlord, would be justice 
of a very poor quality. Again on pages 60 and 61 he goes on to quote the claim 
of C. R. Das to have been a friend to constitutional progress and an enemy of the 
growing- tendcmcy of anarchy. Finally on page 62 he savs : " As against this 
revolutionary danger (that is the danger. from revolutionary nationalism or 
anarchism) he (Das) st!ggested a united front of British Imperialism and the 
Indian b011l"geoi~ie. " Ag-ain he points on page 64 to Das' agreement with tIle 
view of the Secretary of State that freedom could not be rear-hed by violence, 
and on page 69 he says that" C. R. Das categorically ruled out" armed revo
lution '., and called upon the conference to do the same." Roy interprets Das' 
ruli.ng as meaning that" The Nationalist movement should shun the path of 
"iolent revolution, becam'le that section of the people having' something to lose 
would be against it." Therefore, he says, "Since the methods, without which 
complete independence eannot be won, are oTlPosed by those having' something
. to risk, tIle lJation must be content with a fake substitute for independence." 
At page 70 he remarb that :" Those who have nothing to lose (that is according 
to his account 98 per cent. of the Indian' population) are not afraid of revolution. 
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'On the contrary, revolution is their creation." He continues to indicate his view 
that nothing cun be obtained without viole:nt revolution and states the point 
in the clearest term in the footnote on page 81 where he says: .,' Civil disobe
~ence was the cUlminating point in the programme of the Gandhist non-co
,operation. It signified mass refusal to obey the laws-suspension of the pay
ment of rents and taxes. Naturally, this measure cannot be dissociated from 
revolutionary uprising. It can be put into effect only as the prelude to armed 
insurrection ............ ; . . . . . .. Since, by its very nature, civil disobedience 
cannot be dissociated from eventual violent conflict with the forces of counter
:revolution, the stipulation of Gandhi meant abandoning the programme for 
ever. ", Roy thinks, as he says at page 85, that: " The Swaraj Party as a staunch 
defender of ' landlordism will never seriously consider the project of Civil Dis-' 
;obedience which cannot be put into effect without the revolutionary action of the 
worker and peasant masses." He does not, however, think. that this breakdown 
of bourgeois Ilationalism indicates the end of the anti-Imperialist struggle. 
l'It only means that the social basis of nationalism will be shifted from the 
bourgeoisie 'to the masses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. So, the future of Indian politics will 
be the organisation of all classes of the native society except the landlords, 
,the big bourgeoisie and their middle class satellites, in the struggle for national 
freedom ~', and so we shall get a real national movement, which he proceeds to 
.sketch on page 90 OJ)wards. About this he says: " The future of Indian politjcs 
will be determined by the social forces which still remain and will always remain 
antagonistic to Imperialism even in the new era dominated by the' higher ideals 
of Swaraj within the Empire'. These social forces are composed of the workers, 
peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie." We have already had many references 
to this coalition and we shall meet with a great many more in future. As to the 
organisation of thiR, coalition he says on page 98 that: " The proletariat will have 
the hegemony in the Indian struggle for national freedom in the coming phase. " 
He goes on : " The next question is, how will the movement be organised? ..... . 
To play creditably its political role the proletariat will of course have its own 
Party-:the Communist Party-but in that there will be no room for its demo
cratic allies." That is to say this is the Communist Party as distinguished from 
the People"s Party, but some provision must be made for these allies, and, as he 
himself ,says, " Hence arises the necessity of a party in which the proletariat 
stand8ide by side (as a vanguard) with the revolutionary nationalist element 
fighting for the democratic freedom." And on the following page he says: 
" The first event in the future of Indian politics will.be the crystallisation of 
such sparty." In the following chapter he goes on to the idea of a Labour 
Party and discusses the recent history of that idea, quoting on page 105 the 
remark of Lala Lajpat Rai that" loose talk about Communism and Inte~a
tionalism should he discouraged" and on page 106 another remark of Major 
Graham Pole that " Labour in India should be careful not to ally itself with 
Communism". "So", says Roy, " it is clear under what auspices a Labour 
Party will be horn in India, if indeed, it ever sees the light." That is to say the 
prospects of an Indian Labour Party are hopeless. Again on page 108 he 
niakes the point that conditions in India are totally different from those under 
which the British Labour Party grew up and are such as to make' objectively 
for Chartism, that is for a rev:olutionary political struggle for power. In point 
of fact that is the gist of the whole argument. On page 111 he makes the same 
point as he had made in P. 2320, that " Jt is a waste of time to try to conceal 
your real object under the cloak of a Labour Party. If, he says, it is intended 
to deceive the Puhlic Prosecutor, the trick will not work. As soon as it will 
act as the party of the proletariat should act .... the name will not saye the party, 
unless it can defend itself by more powerful means." "The task of the Indian 
proletariat ~', he says later on, " is to rally under the banner of national libera
tion all the oppressed classes of contemporary Indian society." In the last 
chapter he f:Hlms up under the heading: " People's Party and the proletariat." 
Here he says: " The people's fight for freedom must be led by the party of the 
people-a party organisation will be broad. enough for ,all the forces of 
national revolution" (Page 114). 4-gain he .comes, back on page 117 to the 
~oalition iu .the following passage :~ . , . 

II 1,:'he proletariat' will contribute the revolutionary driving, forces; the 
peasantry will lend their maSsive weight ; and the petty bourgeois intellectuals 
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will bring in knowledge a'na:-education."~_Finally he concludes the book in the' 
following terms': "The future of Indian politics will be an intensified fight for 66 • 
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national.1iberatlon with J'Elvolutiooal'Y dem.ocr~tic ideals under t~e standard Qf Jl. 
People's Party. The proletariat led by its own Party-the Oommunist Pa,rty-"
will exercise hegemony in this revolutionary sh:uggle for democratic national 
freedom.?' . .' e •• 

: 'Betore i leave this book there is a passage on; page 104 which supports the 
view that Pi 2385, to. which J referred earlier, was written in September 1924, a 
oollclusionwhich I have already accepted. In that letter :Roy wrote that" The 
Indian T. U. C. has ceased to exist for practical purposes since the disa.strous 
session i:Q. Calcutta last year, when Mr. C. R. Das aided by Ohaman Lal wrecked 
the Congress, because it would not become an adjunct to the Swaraj Party.'" 
I need not quote the passage which merely goes to show that the Third Trade 

·Union Oongress. which met in 1923, was presided over by O. R. Das and that 
Ohall1an Lal was its Secretary. r,r'he passage about it ends with the remark 
that: "·The Nationalist politicians who dominated the Congress vetoed the pro-
ject of a J..Iabour Party." . 

The conclusions at which Dutt arrives in P. 290, "Modern India ", are 
almost e~actly' the same .anl;l the ,argument-follows the same line. The final 
sugg('stion .again is a ,coalition ,of workers, peasants an<i petty bourgeai\lie, or 
as Dutt describes them the, . lower middle. class. ,the intelligentsia and. :e,ven a 
liection of the baurgeoisie. In.Ohapter VIII o,f this book putt comes.to '~.What 
IIlUst be d01).e , H, and deals with ~rganisation and the programme on which 
9rganisation must be based. This programnie is set out on pages 130, l~l, 141 
anet H2. Op. page Hfi he COmestQ questions of organisation and in this section 
we get some interesting passagElS~ for. example~ on page 145 : " r,l'he organisation 
must he an ol'ganisationstrongly rooted in the peasants, in the working class 
and also in. the,ranks of the students, professional and small trading class .... , ... 
Thus a nluopal organisation may actually be built up· most effectively on a 
basis of. peasants' assoCiations and unions, of workers' unions, of young nation
ali~t gr.oups .. (including. st'lldents and young workers) and so forth. These, 
linl{ed together in some type of· federal democratic association with a strong 
c~lltralleacUng.body, could constitute the framework of a People's Party for the 
prQsecution ofa national st:rugg~e." Again on page 149 :" The line of organisa
tjon must reach out to ,the masses, ,This necessitates both widespread and. 
continuQlls agitation, propaganda, demopstratiQns and campaignsjand at th-e 
same t4J:te detailed work j.n tl1e vj.llages and industrial centres allover the country, 
forming groups and building up peasants' and workers' organisations." 011 
page.15~he comes to the e!lsentialpoint, sayin,g that" the working class will be. 
the lc~der of the struggle for liberation in .. lndia because the working class alone 
wil.l,ca~y ,that struggle through to the ultimate ,conclusion of social liberation 
. ,,' ....... , . ,. Why has t~e working class this task in history! . (The task of 
freeing humanity from class divisions and exploitation and inaugurating the new 
social orderba::;ed on.co~opera.tjon). Because the working class constitutes the 
most £-lxploited class, which alone has no interest in the present order based on 
pr~pertyand is therefore .the revolutionary force of the future." . On page 15.4 
he points out,. that " the question of. what class should lead the revolution has 
{leen, fought put and decided 3Q years ago in Russia "~ where, he says, " the 
course of bistory established the correctness of the view of the Marxists led by 
Plekhanov, and Lenin, and from the ,small workers' groups, then initiated, 
have. developed the powerful governi;ng and leading force, which has been able 
tQestablish and maintain the free Workers' and. Peasants' Republic of to-day", 
and he adds ; " Thestgnals in India are a hundred times clearer than they were 
iu BUSflia, 30 years ago. " . 

·In subsequent pages he goes on to deal with the necessity that the workers 
should win political power. So, ,he says, " the Trade Unions 'are not enough. 
What is needed' iR a revolutionary' ,,'orkers' party to be based upon the pro
gramme and policy of- the class struggle." (Page 162). There are further 
references to Russia and to the movement for independence in more or less 
s~hjeet· countries like Turkey, China, Morocco and Syria. ' 

It i.s of flome importance to note; bElfore we leave these two books, the, terins 
in. which in P, 1984, a document in his own handwriting found in Spratt accused's 
possession,. when his roams in Watson's Hotel were searched, on' the 15th 
September 1927 (]? W. 215 Inspector Desai),. Spratt reviewed these tWQ books. 
.A copy Qf this. flame review, was also recovered in 'the search of the office of the 
Bel).gal W. & P. p, at 211 EJlrOpea:~vAsylUDl Lan.E'tana is P. 415 (10). I think 
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it-will be ,.sufficient to quote the 'last, paragraph. of . this :r~ieW'.t. It,; is> as. 
follows':- ' ,,,,.' - .~L·1:." ;". ' 

").t is essential in our ~opinion for any' serious' Ixuliari'pbliti6iltll; to:~~a.d 
these two books, and it is a pity that they az:e issued only in Englis~. ~ Nothing' 
like either has been· produced in recent years. Mr. Dutt by the breadth and 
sweep or his argument, Mr. Roy 'by the accuracy of his diagnosis of persons and 
policies, compel our attention and admiration. But beyond aU questions :of 
style or manner there is to he horne in mind the fact ,that both books 'in their' 
different ways giv~ a flmdamcntaUy correct analysis of modern Indian condi-· 
tions and a fundamentally sound guide for the future. The Nationalistmove~ 
ment must follow this direction or fail." .-

_ THis very review was translated into Marathi and published in two' parts 'in 
the Kranti, (P.1375), the organ of the Workers' and Peasants' Patty' of Bombay, 
in the issue3 of the 2nif. and 9th July 1927, that is several months before t,ha 
search in which P. 1~84 was recovered., 

The next of Hlese Ip,tters from Roy for the guidance of the Commuriist ~move- -
ment i:p. India is ·P. 2322 (2) (F. C. 133), which is identical with the original 
of P. 2169P (1). I have already said something about the history of this lettet;'. 
P. '2322 (2) is a copy of it which was forwarded by Iyengar to Begerhotta 
addressed to the Maharaja Hotel Delhi, but reached there after he had left and 
came into the possession of the Dead Letter Office; by which it was handed on to 
the Madras C. I. D. (vide P~ 2322 (a) & (b). On the very same day (31st May 
1926) Iyengar forwarded a copy, the original of P. 2169P (1) to Muzaffar 
Ahmad~ asis shown by the photograph of the envelope, and this was intercepted 
a,nn photographed in the post (see the evidence ofP, W. 53, Inspector'S. C. 
Ghosh). ~"'he handwriting on both the forwarding letters, that is P. 2322 (1) and 
P. 2169P,is proved tobe that of Iyengar. The letter to Muzaffar Ahmad con
tains a reference to A. P. whom there is good reason for thinking to he Ajudhya 
Pi'aaad accused., Both the letters contain a reference to the shifting of the office 
of the Commnnist Party to Delhi about which we shall find con'oboration in 
P. 1207 (1), thE' report' of the C. P. I. for the year ending 31-5-27. In this 
letter Hoy begins by acknowledging a letter from Begerhotta of January the 3rd, 
which had only reached him a .week earlier. He speaks of a provisional reply, 
which is very likelyP. 2321P with which I have just dealt, and which: he describ~s 
as ht~ing the reply given by Comrade Mohamed Ali, ,which is exactly the con
clusion at which we have already arrived. He goes on to say that in the 
near future f:ome financhtl aid for carrying on the work will reach Begerhotta 
and that the literature will also he sent as soon as B. will indicate some address. 
He goes on to say that the circulation of " The Masses" is· essential for the 
development of the C. P., and tells Begerhotta to get into touch with the 
comrades in Madras a.nd Pondicherry on this matter. Wi~h this I have already 
dealt in another connection. Then he says: "I have a small book 'about 
hundred pages ' df~aling with the actual political problems of India. It is exactly 
the kind of literature you need at this moment. If it is published abroad its 
circl.l1ation will be necessarily limited in India. Therefore I would request you to 
arrange for its publication in India. The manu~cript will be sent by the next 
mail." From the facts already mentioned in connection with'" The Future 
of Indian Politics ". there can be little doubt that the reference is to that book. 
He goes on to mention that any information sent for publication to certain 
Communist and Labour newspapers and periodicals in England will obligatorily 
be published by them, aild he mentions" The Workers' Weekly"," The Sunday 
Worker ", " The Daily Herald ", " The Labour Monthly'" and "The Com
munist Review". Next he comments on the mistaken views expressed by 
Satya Bhakta etc .. which made a very bad impression" here ", ,that is in 
Moscow obviously. This is no doubt the same matter to which I have aJluded 
already. He asks that at the next meeting of the Central Coinmittee, a resolu
tion should be passed repudiating those statements, 'and also a resolution in 
favour of affiliating the C. P. I. to the C. I. He again makes 'the suggestion that 
a comrade should "come out" with full reports. The next paragraph is 
important. He agrees with Begerhotta that" our task" is "to organise. Com~ 
JntmiRt factions inside the A. I. C" C~ and the T. U. C." But he says, "The 
Communists cannot possibly be a majority in the Congress .Committee, for the 
Nationalist movement is composed of classes which will never be represented by 
tIle Communists ", aR he has shown quite clearly in P. 908. ~'Our relations with 
tho~e claRRes (engaged in struggle against the foreign rule) will be that of united 
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[ront'ui .mmQli ;fight~",_ .The s1¥table way. to penetrate.~to,t~e Congress.~i~l 
be the organisation,of_a Republican Wing of ,the Nationalistm..ovement,whuili, 
IlS G~own Oounselpo~t'ld 'o";1t, exactly, tallieli!'wit~' the poli!oica1,resolution of·th~ 
Enlarged E. C. C. I. m .,A.pJjl,1925, quoteq. above at the nuddle of page .94: ' In 
P .. 1207 (1) we find these recommendations' <larned out iii det8.iI~n:4 :e~podiell Ii 
nrules 18 &. 20 of the Constitution ,and, in. resolution no .. ~ . .wherein the QOIq
munist Party calls upon all its memb~rs to enrol themselves as,membfilrs, of. the 
[ndian :National Congress and ~()rm a strong Left Wing in all it's organs for .the 
purpose of wresting them from the present alien control. The 'l."~_sol~tion further 
includes a detailed minimum programme which will be fOUnd, to tally alm9st 10 
~vol'dfor worc,l with the programme laid down on page 49 of P . .908 and,repro,~ 
duced at page 186 above. Roy himself onpage 138 (of the' F. C.) reconimend,s 
a.minimum prograIIlrite which contairis the bulk of these items besides a,certain 
number of others which are mentioned either:in his or Dutt's book. He care-
~ully advises that adoption of the maximum p:rogramme of the Communist Party 15 
should be postponed for the' time being, obviously because, that progra.nune is 
not meat for babes. Now this programme also corresponds very closely with. 
what the Colonial Commission had advocated as the correct policy for India in 
P. 2582, the report of the Enlarged E. C. C. I. at .the evening session on ,April 6, 
1925. In the same passage to which I have alluded at page 94 the speaker said : 20 
" The slogan of the People's Party, having for the main points in its programme·: 
Separation from the Empire, a: Democratic Republic, Universal Suffrage and. the 
Aholition of Feudalisni.-slogans put forward and' popularised by the bdian 
Communists-is correct." ,AR regards the passage in this letter which I have 
already quoted about the organisation of a Republican Wing of the Nationalist, 25 
movement as being the most suitable way to penetrate into the Congress, we find 
it also adopted almost word for word in the programme, which forins part of 
resolution no. 6 passed by the C. P. I. at their meeting on 31-5-27 (P. 1207 (1»). 
This item (b) runs. as follows :- . 
" , l', Por the promotion of the above prqgramme, that is the programme already 30 
quoted, the Comiuunist members of the Qongressshall contemplate to form a 
Republican Wing in the All-India Congress Committee with the co-operation of 
the I.Jeft Wing of the Congress." But this is not au that has beep. taken bodily 
by the O. P. T. from Roy's letter. After dealing with the programme on page 138 
(F. C.) Roy goes on to deal with the constitution of the C. P., and at the top of 35 
page 139 he comes to what he calls the Foreign Bureau, about which he says: 
" The Party will maintain the Foreign Bureau 'as the ideological centre c01;nposed 
of the, comrades- who are not in a position to work inside the countrY~ . The 
Foreign Bureau wi1l be representative of the Centraf Committee and will act as 
the organ through which the international relations of the Party will be main~ 40 
tained. '. 'l'he O. P. of India will be a Sec.tioIi of the Communist International." 
This last item is omitted in the constitution, but the bulk of Rule 14 relating 
to the Foreign Bureau is taken word for word from this letter and runs as 
follows r- . ., 

" The PresidiUm with the sanction of the Central Executive will niaintain 45 
a Foreign Bureau as an ideological centre composed of comrades who ,are not 
in a position to work inside the country. The Foreign Burealiwill be the' re
presentive of the C. E. and will act as the organ through which the international 
relations of the Party will be maintained. But it will not in any ,way work in.~ 
consistent with the Party's programme and' resolutions. The Foreign Bureau 50 
;will have a regular office at a plac~ of their convenience and will keep a constant 
touch with all the C. P. 's and the Comintern and will give publicity to Indian 
affairs. " , . 

. Then he goes -on to the question of ,legal and illegal organisation and 
suggests the building up of an illegal o.rganisation side bv side with the legal 55 
apparatus in order that an attack on its legality may not be able to destroy the 
Pa~. He suggests methods for carrying this out by having a parallel organi~ 
sahon, the names of the leaders in the .legal organisation being publicly. 
known and those in the parallel organisation kept' secret and confidential. 
Then h~ men~ions the press at Madras to which r hav~ referred already:i:ri 60 
connection WIth Iyengar,and finally comes to the neceSSIty for sending out "a 
new batcp. of s!udents who can be turned into 'good 'Communists: and sent beck 
to work In India. . . ' - ' 

, " 

. The next letter m this interesting, series is P. 783, (F. C.142), dated the 
2nd September 1926. It was recovered in the seal'Ch of BeQ'crhottll. '1'1. 1'nnm:·~... Rli: 
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-~ewari on the 20th March 1929 and·is IJ,- lett~r addressedjo,himJ.-" Indian 
'CDmmunists Abroad ", but cOJIlparison; which is' sQ.pperted by the evidence of 
Mr. Stott" P. W." 277 (at page 12 of his eridence); leads to the 'ConClusion that 
it was .actual1y written by Sipassi. " This is t.he letteF to which T have alread¥ 
referred, 'in which he speaks of the leaflet called" National Communism ",in '5 
which the propaganda of Satya Bhakta & Co., is attacked. Tne -writer then 
'gives a list of papers which the C. P. G. n. are being asked to send to, the 
Indian Party. These ate !' The Labour Monthly H, " The Workers' Weekly", .. 
"The Sunday Worker ", H The Communist Review", H The Daily Herald", ,J 

" Inprecorr ". and" The Masses". At the end of the letter there are 10 
messages to 'Comrade' Gohar Rahman, N asim, Majid and Shafiq, all of whom 
will b~ found mentioned in the list of comrades who, have been convicted front 
time tb time which forms part of Usmani accused's article, P. 1574. Thuswe 
find the.name of Shafiq'in what he calls the " Moscow Conspiracy Case no. 2 " 
at Peshawar, 1924. Gohar Rahman, Nasim and Majid all appear in the '15 
',f Moscow Conspiracy Oase no. 1''' -at Peshawar in 1923. , 

The next letter after this is p.2315 P. '(F. O. 142), dated 29, 9. 26, f~6m 
M. A., that is Sipassi, to 'Dear Friends' 'addresse4 to N .. Swamy and' e,il-
closing an Urdu letter, P. 2315P (1) of the same date, but Incorrectly dated 
29th DeceIllber in Urdu, signed Mohamed Ali to N asim, Majid and others. A 
translation of this letter will be found at F. C. 171 under the heading P. 2121P. 
I 'have already explained the· history of these letters which were inter-
oepted first on the 'way to Iyengar and afterwards on the second ,occasion ,?f 
their beiIlgsent by Iyengar,to Mllzaffar Abwaq at Calcutta. ,Some items In 
t4ese two letterli b.avebeen dealt with already"but there are others. of imp?r
tance. Sipassibegins in the English letter, r. 2315P, by acknowledgIng receIpt 
of letters and ·says he is, writing thii note fpr " your " (presmnably Muzaffar 
Ahmad's) and R's perusal. He complains that the Indian comrades have not 
sent adequate addresses which would enable communications, papers and money 
to be sent. He asks for further addresses. , He also says that one instalment 
'of money was' sent toJ. P. Begerhotta's 'address which he gave some time ago. 
He hopes it has been received: In the para. numbered 3 he says:- 'I I hope 
you have received a word from Sh. (presumably Sharma). In addition'to that 
if a herald comes from us, please receive him. Take care that.it is' used by 
'the right person because if this letter does not reach you safely, then it may be 
abused." The word 'herald' obviously suggests an agent and the prosecu
tion suggests that the reference is to the coming of Spratt accused. In para. 
4 Sipas2i says : ~'Afriend Campbell would address your coming conference. 
Please give him all facilities to address the roeeting and disappear safely." 
In the Urdu letter he sa.ys about this on _page l72 : '4 Cables will be got sent 
on the occasion of your Conference. One, Campbell of the British Communist 
Party is present there " (i.e., in India). ~'He is being' instructed to deliver 
at the Conference a speech about the Party. He should not only be given a 
chance to do so but care should also be taken that he does not fall into the 
ha.nds of the C. I. D. He should be cleverly made ,to disappear after his 
speeclt. It The reference to a conference is explained by P. 1207 (1) where in 
the E. C. report to the C. P. I. conference we find (on page 62 of that. volume) 
that after the starting of the office at Delhi by, Begerhotta and Ghate it was 
decided to hold a propaganda conference at Delhi in November last (1926). ,This 
Came to nothing owing to the unexpected raid on the office of Comrade H. A. 
N asim, the General Secretary of the Reception Committee. That is the. very 
person to whom, as Sipassi says in para. 5 of the English letter, the Ur~u 
letter is to be sent. Para. 9 is rather illuminating in regard to the Madras
Pondicherry Post Office. In this Sipassi writes: " It is advisable and good 
for the cause, if Sh. and you discontinue recriminating campaign against each 
other and work together like comrades." In para. 10 we find the reference to 
P. 2322 having gone astray.T·his I have mentioned already. From these 
letters it is quite clear that Comrade Campbell had been sent out by this time 
to India on business by' the C. P; G. B. in much the same way as GIading was 
sent a year earlier. No doubt the reason why he was not to be allowed to fall 
into the hands of the C. I. D. is that he was a'person who was travelling under 
a false name as we shall find later. I have already ref.erred to' some of' the 
points in the Urdu letter intended for Nasim, which, however, is to some ex-
tent an open letter for N asim and the persons through whom it was' to reach 
Nasi,m. This is the letter in which he speaks about' my :r:etreat from. }>ondi
c1;J.erry S, to which I have referred already. In the la.tter pl;lrt which relates to 
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details Qi&- work he mentions sending money to .Begerhotta .and says: "More 
moneywill be- sent to you if you will soon start a newspaper o~ the'-Party." 
In this connection it is interesting to note in P. 1207 (1) a report under the 
head I Lahore ' that " efforts were repeatedly made by Comrades Darves~i 
(Gohar Rahman), Majid, Ram Chand~r and Hassan to start a_ regular orgaruc 
sation of the work on educative Imes............. . Recently the weekly 
" Mehnatkash #', an Urdu weekly,' has' been started. by. ther!t ~hic~,is doing 
splendid work in educating the masses of the Urdu !m0wmg dIstrIcts. ~t the 
end of the report there is a list of organs (~on-offiClal). and one of these IS thi:l 
" Mehnatkash OJ, Mochi Gate, Lahore. This paper IS also referred to by 
Spratt accused in P. 1968 (F. C. 225) dated 21. 7. 27 where he. says that 
" Ramchander, Majid and Darweshi own a paper, the weekly ~ehnatkash, 
which I hope vou (the letter is addressed to Page Arnot) , are gettmg. They 
are very keen -but suffer from lack of funds and education." 

Sipassi goes on to repeat his request for addresses and adds : " Please 
write in details about these things and have such friends in Bombay -as might 
have connections with sailors. We shall send newspapers and literature 
through sailors," a very clear' reference to a system of which there is evidence 
on the record, in' the searches of Abid Ali, Ali Mardan and Mohamed Abdul 
Hakim. and the evidence in regard to the movements of Ajudhya Prasad 
accused. Next we come to a mention of the Kirti, which is described as a 
Gurmukhi newspaper (month)y) issued from Amritsar, which the comrades in 
Europe are unfortunately unable to read, be(',ause it is ,Written in Gurmukhi. 
He asks N asim. to find ont what sort of newspaper it is. These references 
make it clear that at this stage the Kirti had no connect.ion. with Europe. I 
ha,"e dealt wiih the covering letters, P. 2121P. (1) & P. (2) already in another 
connection. The first contains a 'remark which' seems to suggest that the raid 
on the Reception Committee's office in Delhi had already taken place. Iyengar 
says : " While in Bombay I 'saw your letter to Ghate. All of us are in the 
same unsettled state of mind as regards the Conference.......... -It would 
be indeed better if we could 1101d the Conference in Bombay itself." Then 
there follow some remarks about correspondence between N asim, whom 
Iyengar does not know personally, and Sipassi. In P. (2) which is dated the 
2nd November Iyengar writes: " In the light of this manifesto (a manifesto 
received from abroad by last mail) I think it essential that we should hold the 
Conference ..... : . . . . .. But before' the Conference itself I think that we 
should meet af a preliminary meeting to discuss everything about this Con
ference. I have accordingly written t.o, Gh~l.te all about this and asked his 
opinion. Since J. B. too iF! coming to Bombay at Ghate's call, I too shall have 
to go once more to Bombay so tnat all of us could assemble and discuss." It 
will ~e remembered that Iyengar did actually go 'to Bombay and attend a 
meetIng of the C. P. I. there on the 16th of Januarv 1927. The evidence in that 
Connection 'has been already quoted. . . 

The next letter in evidence is P. 2323 P, (F. C. 145) dated Berlin, October 
13. (The interception evidence shows that this is October 13, 1926, as the 
letter was intercepted at-Madras by P. W. 255; K. B. S. Abdul Karim on 
31.10.26). This is a letter addressed by the Foreign Bureau to the-Central 
Committee of the C.P. I. There is no evidence as to the handwriting of this 
letter, but on the 2nd November 1926 Iyengar to whom it was addressed under 
the cover address N. Swamy with an inner envelope addressed Iyengar, wrote 
to Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 2121 P (2) " By last'mail I got a letter With a mani
festo from abroad and after perusal passed it on to J. R since it is an'import
ant one. I believe you too would have got a similar copy, else please: ask J.: B. 
to send you." The authenticity of this letter was, therefore accepted by 
Iyengar. T'he fact that this letter is signed Foreign Bureau ~alls for some 
~xplanation. T~e explanation is that Roy had gone to China, a fact menti()ned 
III the figure cIpher letter, P. 2312 (1), enclosed with Sharma's letter to 
Iyengar, P. 2312P, dated March 23, 1927. It also appears from another letter 
P. 1512. (F. C. 754) written by Roy himself· (m 14.1.29' to 'Chakravarty 
Jhatt!lrJee & Co. publishers, w:hom he' was asking to publish it book on Cliina 
for hIm. In that. letter he saId: "In case' you' wish' to enquire about my 
co~petenc.e to wrIte. such a b~ok, it may be pointed .out that I was present in 
Chma takin~ a leading part m the movement durmg the fateful period of 
~926:27." So this letter ,appe~rs to be one issued by the Foreign Bureau, which 
Judgmg by P. 377 (1) would, m these circumstances, mean only C. P. Dutt and 
Sipassi, in Roy's absence .. Coming to the terIilSof the letter it opens with a 
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reference to the Party conference which is to meet in the middle of November? 
the conference which, as we know, failed to come off. The Bu!eau expresses 
the opinion that the Party should issue a manifesto on the occaSIOn of th~ c_on
ference and the letter says : " Herewith enclosed is a draft of the mamfesto 
that we propose should he published. We believe it will reach you in time to 5 
be printed and circulated before .the Party conference." The enclosure to 

O.P.209. this letter P. 2323 P (1) does not, however, appear to be the manifesto. A 
possible explanation is that the actual manifesto was sent in a duplicate copy 
of the letter as we know that in nearly every case more than one copy of 
letters from 'Europe was sent. What was enclosed in this letter was an article 10 
entitled " How to organise a working class party", .which is also to be found, 
word for word the same, in " The Masses" of India for November 1926, part 
of 1\ 2581, at page 6. ' 

The writers go on to say that the term Communist Party has been pur
posely kept out .of the manifesto, because in the Bureau's opinion (supported 15 
by leading International comrades) "it would be wiser not to call our party 
a Communist Party. This is for political as well as tactical reasons." But 
the most important reason is that the Communists must have a broad basis, 
" a mass party, which can operate legally, a small conspirative group will be of 
no use." The organisation of this party is discussed. The Bureau says that 20 
the name of'the party should be changed, but not mechanically. "It must be 
through an organisational process. Groups and individuals that may enter 
a revolutionary working class party (Communists except in name) must be 
approached ; preliminary conversations· should be carried on as regards pro~ 
gramme and organisation ; then a conference should be called jointly to launch - 25 
a broad working class party, say the Workers' and Peasants' Party ......... . 
One thing however should be made clear. This proposition is not the same as 
that for the formation of a People's Party. They are two entirely different 
things. "One" (that is the W. & P. P.) " is a veild Communist Party, while 
the other" (that is the People's Party) "is a revolutionary Nationalist 30 

O. P. 210. Party." Then at the end of the letter, as we :find so often, the subject of money 
and communications comes up and the Bureau writes: " we hope that £50 sent 
a month ago to Comrade B's private address have been received. We are 
awaiting the acknowledgement to remit further iristalments. But it will be· 
very necessary that you indicate some proper methods of transmitting money." 35 

O.P.lUl. 

Here for the first time we get the proposition of a broad Working-class Party 
or Workers' and Peasants' Partv. The article enclosed with this letter has 
considerable points of interest. For instance, there is a passage on page 150 
which is interesting from the point of view of the defence attitude in this 
case. It runs as . follows :- 4~ 

" Further, if freedom for the exploited class and oppressed peoples is to 
be secured by " all legal means ", it will never be secured. The object of the 
law is to maintain a given system of social relationship and political institu
tions under which it· is promUlgated. Any attempt to change the given sys
tem, therefore, is a challenge to the law, is illegal from the point of view of 
the dominating class or power. Freedom for the exploited class cannot be 
s~ured without destroying the system based upon the right of exploitation; 
nor can a subject people be free without breaking the power of the foreign 
conquerer. . . . . . . . . . . . The principles and programme of the political party 
of the Indian working class must inevitably entail the commission of two sets 
of illegal acts-violation of Imperialist laws, for the Party must stand on 
national independence, and violation of capitalist law for a working class must 
stand on the ground of relentless class struggle until class-ridden society is 
replaced by socialist commonwealth." On page 152 we come to the minimum 
and maximum programme for the working-class party in India. The minimum 
programme includes all those . items likEi Democratic Republic, universal 
.suffrage, etc., which have been mentioned earlier, and the maximum programme 
is " the programme of victorious class st1'llggle, of social revolution, of social-
ism. " T'he minimum programme ...... is but means to the end." . Further on 
the writer says : " The British domination cannot be overthrown without a 
revolutionary. fight. This depends upon the mobilisation of the mass energy. P 
Then he points the usual moral that the bourgeoisie are afraid of revolution 
and have therefore compromised with Imperialism and the task of carrving 
through the revolution therefore devolves on the worl~ing class. Then ·we" get 
the usual pronouncements which we expect in articles of this kind. emanating 
from Communist Sources. For instance, " it is clear that economic freedom 
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for th~ working ciass cannot be s~cured except 0 ~hrough the capture of political 
power ", and on the subject of method, " agItatIona!ld.propaganda among.the 
proletarian masses are vitally necessary for the bUIlding up of the workmg
class party. The programme of the Party must be popularised, the class-
consciousness of the masses must be awakened.· This will be done through the 5 
Party press, public meetings, workmen's club, proclamations, leaflets, etc." 
The vanguard, that is the C. P., must be in the very thick of the fight and must 
avoid . the danger of becoming isolated from the working class. Trade 
Unions and similar organisations are to be the field of operation of the working-
class party. Its activities must reach the working class in the factories, etc. 10 
The Party must organise the large unorganised portio?- ?f the proleta!iat into 
Trade Unions. Party members must penetrate the exIstmg Trade Umons and 
business organisations and so on. Lastly the "press is an essential instru-
1;Ilent to build up the Party ...... 0 0 • • There cannot be any Party without a 
Party press." HS 

The next letter to which I come is oa letter put in by the defence as D. 371 and 
proved to have been recovered in the search of Begerhotta's house at Rewari. 
It is unsigned and undated but it is to be remembered that it is a letter found 
in the possession of a man who was Joint Secretary of the Communist Party of 
India at that very time, the end of 1.926, which the cOli tents show to be 'the appro
ximate date of this letter. A study of the contents and comparison of them with P. 
2323 P. makes it clear that this also is a letter from the Foreign Bureau intended 
for the Party in India. The writ~r begins by asking the addressee to excuse too 
delay in answering his letter of October 16th. It may therefore obviously be 
taken that this letter was written tOWIUI1f1 the end of November 1926. This letter 
refers back quite plainly to some of the contents of P. 2323 P. and as the prosecu
tion :has remarked is worded in an authl)ritative manner. The writer savs " I am 
taking this opportunity of not only replying to the ql1es.tion raised in your letter 
but also to discuss some of the most important qu('stions that face our Partv as .a 
whole. Consequently 'YOUl will consider this letter as" addressed to the leading 
comrades and make them acquainted with its contents." The writer then goe~ 
011 to revert to a point discussed in P. 2323 P. Hc says" when we suggest that the 
name of the Party should be changed we do not mean that the Party m",!st be liqui, 
dated." In P. 2323 P. near the bottom of page 145 (F. C.) the ForeIgn Bureau 
he said, " But the name of the Party should. be changed, provided you agree to 
it. " T·ben he goes on to ijemolish an' argument which evidently formed part of 
the letter from India of the 16th of October that" once the Communist Party 
has been allowed to exist we should not change its name. " But the writer points 
(lut that this allowance of existence was only temporary, and he says" the raid 
on the Central Committee at Delhi has practically driven the Party under 
ground." Tn all probability the office of the Reception Committee was in the 
Party I)ffice established by Begerhotta and Gha.te at Delhi. He goes on to explain 
why the Communist Party was allowed to exist legally from December 1924 to 
the ena of 1925 and how it was allowed to contiime for another vear after it had 
been captured by the real Communists. Then he proceeds to' explain that an 
open legal party can not draw under its control the large revolutionary element, 
lIocause that element is not ideologically prepared and courageo'll'S enough to 
join openly a Communist Party ; " under the present conditions a Communist 
Party in India is bound to be a small sect without any political influence unles/l 
it cun find a broatler organised apparatus through which it can function." He 
next explains that" the proposition to change the name of thie Communist Party 
should not be confounded with the proposition that Communists should take an 
active and leading part in the organisation of the People's Party. !, Hence 
two parties are, required, one a party of the working class which will be essen
tiallya Communist Party, though it will not bear that name owing to the diffi
culties of the situation, the other It revolutionary Nationalist Party in which will 
enter the working class organised in its own party. which this letter proposed 
to call the Workers' and Peasants' Party instead of the Communist Party. The 
implication of this is that t1le W. & P. P. is a par.ty which would enter the revolu
tionary Nationalist Party or the People's Party. The Communists are to 
organise themselves inside this legal W. & P. p .. as an illegal fraction and he 
says" our object will be gradually to develop the W. & P. P. into a real Com
munist Party by means of ideologicaledUication and political training qonnected 
with action. " Next he. proceeds to detailed suggestions of how to bring abou.t 
this Workers' and Peasants Party in India, and proposes .that the nucleus which 
already exists in.Bengal in the W. & P. P. sloould be broadened into a nationalist 
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organisation. "The W" & P. P. of Bengal should call a conference to organise 
the )V. & P. P. of India. To this conference will be invited aU organisations 
which now belong to the C. P. as well as other revolutionary working· class or 
socialistic organisations that sympathise with ns. As all matters· stand this 
conference will be entirely controlled by us and the W. & P. P. of India will re
main under our leadership. ~rhe Central Committee will easily be composed of 
oonscious Communists. " Then, aft.er making t.ome suggestions as to the organi
sations which the W. & P. P. of India should seek to d'I'aw into its ranks, he says 
" The platform of the' W. & P. P. will be a political party of the working class 
with the object of fighting for national independence as the first step· towards 
higher forms of freedom......... While gtanding on the platform of class 
interest and the class struggle the party will fight for a united national front 
aglfinst Imperialism and therefore will enter the national revolutionary People's 
Party." Next he goes on to the familiar fmbject of party organs and after som~ 
complimentary remarks about the " Ganav,ani " which he imagin:es that his 
addressee (who may therefore obviously be Begerhotta or Iyengar, neither of 
whom would probably understand Bengali) is probabl)T unable to read, he says: 
" An English paper on the same lines shodd be published as the central organ 
of t.he W. & P. P. of India. Besidos this central organ a nnmber of provincial 
'papers should be p:ublished in the respective vernaculars. But what is very 
important is the coordination of the policies of these papers. They should all 
.be controlled and guided by the C. C. of the Party according to the general lines 
sketched above." Then as to finance he says" Here I do not want to enter 
into th:e discussion of material assistance for the Party press. You will be 
approached on this question by others who will be able to discuAs the question 

O.P.2!/). more concretely." I should be inclined to suppose that he means that the agents 
who are being sent to India will be discussing this matter directly with the com
rades in India. He points out later tbat Delhi is not the proper place for the 
Central Committee of the Party w,hich should he wherever the working class 
is strongest. Again on the same old subject of literature, he says the" first and 
most important of them (tactical questions) is the creation of an apparatus for 
importing literature from abroad and the production of literature as far as 
possible inside the country." LaFltly 116 says" I hope you are already informed 
about. Campbell. You must get closer to him and help him understand the situation, 
only in this case will he be of any l'oal nse to us. His main task is to help the 
development of the Left Wing inside the T. U. C. He has been advised to keep 
·out of party politics except in an advisory capacity when necessary. Some 
other comrade, especially charged with this task will meet you soon if he has 
not done so already." Doubtless this is a reference to Spratt's arrival in India 
and may possibly mean that the lotter is to be dated a fortnight or so later than 
I had suggested. That is also to be inferred from the remarks about Campbell 
which imply that the writer has heard from Campbell and understands that he 
has not been able to get in as close touch with the Indian Communists a's is 
necessary. 

The last of this series of letters is P. 2324 P. dated 1-12-26 from Sipassi to 
Iyengar through the cover address Kannan. He begins with a reference to the 
money sent to Begerhotta to the Rewari address, aml says" It is a 'pity that 
money fell into the hands of Dugs ", that is the Police. He adds" you will re
ceive more soon.· A permanent aTrltugement iA going to be made soon." There 
is more about money in this letter as for instance he says !' some 
money has been sent dr('ct to "Ganavani." Please let us know 

O. P. 216. if M. A.has received it. I believe he 18 the editor of the paper." Then there 
is a P. S. in which, among other things, he says" £ 50 were sent to the Editor 
" Ganavani "." There is in this lotter a very cryptic paragraph in the follow
ing terms : " You know the words .. It is all right. Some one will meet you. 
He needs a person to help him in the work. Please don't refuse his offer. " 
This may have some reference to Spratt's arrival in India but it is difficult to 
be ce.1'tain. It is worth noting that in his next let.ter P. 2325 (F. C. 181) of the 
loth of Febru1ary 1927 he says " it seems there is some confusion about the 
" man with the word" (whom we hav€' found elsewhere called the herald). It is 
not one, it is 1wo, as I wrote to you in a way." At the end he sends greeting'S 
to Beg, Gh1ate and other comrades .. 'rhis letter has a long P. S., the first part of 
which cancels two addresses in Paris and gives a fresh one and promises to send 
some more.. Then we get another mention of Colombo as follows: "The 
Colombo work has to be stopped for some time as the man Rousset is not 
ttustworthy. The Dogs know everything about it. " 
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On the same date on which this letter was written there was published the 
document P. H5, a manifesto to the All-India National Congress by the Communist 
Party of India, printed at the Dorrit Pres~, Ltd., London, who ~re. the p~nters 
in a large number of cases for the CommunIst Party of Great Bntam. It IS not 
disputed that the C. P. I. got this document printed, though we may well doubt 
the truth of the explanation given by Muzaffar Ahmad accused at page 500 o~ 
the statements of the accused, where he said that " the Party got the GauhatI 
Manifesto printed in London through our comrades residing there because of 
the trouble we had in the manifesto of, May 1926 on the Hindu-Muslim problem, " 
a fact which could easily have been proved by the evidence of P. W. 104 S. C. 
Mazumdar, a witness of whom the leaElt that I can say is that I formed the im
pression that he was ready and anxious to say everything he possibly could to 
help the ac!cused. In this manifesto we find, as in other pUblications of this date, 
a long account of how the nationalist parties have failed, and it is implied that the 
only means whereby the National Congress can regain its authority is by 
mobilising the rank and file on a platform of revolutionary nationalism. Further 
on the writers say the National Congress must repudiate" the programme and 
policy that seek to make it an instrument of parties betraying n_ational intea:ests 
for the sake of a small minority" and follow this up by adopting" a programme 
of democratic national freedom. Pseudo-parliamentarism should be replaced 
by militant mass action." Later they say, " India can not become free from 
foreign domination except through the revolutionary action of the entire people. " 
On page 106 of the printed exhibit (P. 85) we come to a series of propositions 
Wlhichare emphasised in italics. I quote a few items here and there: " The 
people must have freedom, complete and unconditional. There must be a 
People's Party to demand and fight for this freedom." "The concrete form 
of national freedom will be the establishment of a Republican State based on 
advanced democratic principles. " "A National Assembly elected by universal 
adult suffrage will be the supreme organ of the people." "The National Gov
ernlllent will guarantee the industrial workers an eight-hour day and minimum 
living wage. There will be legislation as regards decent working conditions 
and housing. Unemployed workers will be taken care of by the State." 
" Public utilities such as railways, etc., will be the property of the nation. They 
will be operated not for private profit, but for the use of the public." 
" Workers (also peasants) will have full freedom to combine, and the rig1ht to 
strike to defend their interests." "There will. be complete freedom of reli
gion and worship, " and so on. But it will be noted that those who drafted this 
document must have done so with a sharper eye even than usual on the question 
of expediency. _ _ ,_ 
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PART V.' 

o. P. 218. These letters and manifesto bring us to the end of the year 1926 and with 
that vear we come to the close of a period in which the activities in connection 
with "tlie cOIl~piracy are mainly visible from what I might call the external as
pect, that is external to India. From the beginning of 1927 the history of ~he 
conspiracy consists of the history of activities in India linked closely wIth I) 
correspondence with Europe. But from now on the bulk of the correspondence 
is from India to England and Europe, and not as it has been so far from Europe 
to India. The material ineyitably becomes even' more di:fficult to handle and 
keep in an intelligible'shape than it has been so far. , 

It will be remembered that in the letters with which I have been dealing in 10 
the last chapter we had a mention of the W. & P., P. of Bengal and of a gentleman 
called Campbell. We have also had indications of the approaching arrival of 
Spmtt accused. 

Bengal Workers' For the history of the W. & P. P. of Bengal it is necessary to go back on our 
and Peasancs'tracks a little. One of the most useful pieces of evidence for the early history of 15 
PartJ· this Party is a pamphlet published by the Party in April 1928, "A Call to 

Action OJ, copies of which were found !n the possession of most of the accused. 
It therefore bears a great many exhibit numbers. It is printed in the exhibits 
as P. 523, that being the number given to the copies recovered at the search of 
the office of the W. & P. P. of Bengal at 211 European Asylum Lane, Calcutta. 20 
This pamphlet contains the resolutions, t)leses and report presented to the Thiird 
Annual Conference of the W. & P. P. of Bengal held at Bhatpara at the end of 
March 1928. As there are numerous copies of the pamphlet on the record I 
shall refer to the page numbers of the pamphlet itself. At page 45 is th:e report 
of the Executive Committee for the year ]927-28 (also on the record as P. 52, a 25 

0!t.219. separate copy of this report recovered in the search of the property of K. L. 
Ghosh) which begins with a history of the Party. This shows that the earliest 
form of the Party was the Labour Swaraj Party of the India'll National Congress 
which came into existence on 1st November 1925. We have the constitution of ' 
that Party on the record, as P. 549 (13). In this constitution the object of t~ 30 
Party is stated to be ",the attainment of Swaraj in the sense of complete indfe
pendence of India: based on economic and social emancipation and political free-
dom of men and women" and the means for the attainment of the above object 
is stated to be " non-violent mass action." The paragraph in regard to 
membership is illuminating and may be read in conjunction with the policy and 35 
programme. It runs as follo,ws : " Any member of the Indian N aHonal Congress 
who subscribes to the object, constitution and programme of the Party shall be 
eligible to be a member of the Party subject to the confirmation by the Central 
Executive. The membership of this Party does not preclude anybody from 
being a member of the Swarajya Party so long as protection and promotion 4:0', 
of the interest of labour and peasantry r~main a part of their programme. " 
In the statement of policy and programme, after a series of 8 pa.ragraphs each , 
beginning with the word" Whereas OJ, the Party goes on to declare that the only 
means yet left for enforcing the demands of the people of India lies through the 
organisation of labour and peasantry. Then follows a statement first of metholds 45 
and then of ultimate demands, whioh under the head of labour relate mostly to 
nationalisation of industriel:! and public utilities and under the head of peasants 
to the vesting of the ownership of the land in village communities. Among the 
leading demands we find many familiar proposals such as minimum wage, 8 hour 
day, legislation for housing and so on. This whole document is over the signa- 50 
ture of one Qazi N azrul Islam, but although his narn:e recurs in the subsequent 

o. P. 220. development of this Party, and he if! not an aecused we are not particularly.inter
ested in him. On the other hand we are interested in Muzaffar Ahmad accused 
and we find a clear indication of his connection with this Party in a letter P. 1140 
(I. C. 1) dated 191111926 fro..!l1 him to Joglekar accused, recovered in, the search 55 
of Joglekar's room on 20th March ]929 (P. W. 207 Inspector R. S. N. P. Wagle). 
In this letter Muzaffar Ahmad says that he is sending to Joglekar a few copies 
of the manifesto of the Labour Swaraj Partv (provisional) and adds, " this 
party will be rendering every sort of help to the Communist Party of India. The 
" Langal " is a Bengali Weeklv Organ of this part.y. I am now contributing 60 
articles to " Langal ". " • 

The next stage in the history of t.his Party was reached on 6th February 1926 
when at the All-Bengal Tenants Conference at Krishnagar it was decided! to 
form the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Beng-al in which. the Labour Swarai 
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Party was merged. l'he report states that a constitution was approved and 
IJublished embodying the main ppints of policy of the Labour Swaraj Party. 
'We find this constitutio~ recovered at 211 European Asylum Lane and p1lIt in 
evidence as P. 549 (8) ; the object here it,; unchanged, as also the means: .the 
first part of the membership clause is altered and we now find! that" every per~ {) 
son above the age of 18 years who will subscribe to the .object,constitution and 
programme of Party may be taken in as a member of the Party subject to the 
npproval of the E. C." Membership is in fact no 10l1ger limited to. the members 
of the Indian National Congress. 'fhe second half of the. membership clause 
remains as before. The persons found in the list of the ·office-bearers who are 10 
of importance in this case are SOlIDlYendranath Tagore, Asstt. Secretary of 
the 'Workers' Sub-Committee, and No. 14 of the members of the E. C., Muzaffar 
Ahtp.ad accused. In. this search of. the VV. & P. P. office, to 'whichI shall have to 

O.P.221. refer very frequently in future, there were recovered a series of letters P. 447 
(5), (6), (7), (8). (9), (10), (11) and (12) which it is not worth while to quote in 15 
detail, but which are letters from the' Krestintern or. Farmers' International 
Moscow, which corresponds to the Profintcl'll or R. I. L; U., bearing dates 'in 
March, April, May and June 1926 and showing an attempt by the Krestintern' 
to get into touch with this new Party. It is important to note that two of these 
letters, addressed by the Party to the Krcstintern, P. 447 (7) & (9), are signed 20 
by Muzaffar Ahmad· accused as well as Shamsuddin Husain who signs himself 
as General Secretary of the Bengal P. & W. P., although in the constitu-
tion he is shown as Assistant Secretary, Peasants' Sub-Committee. Another 
of these letters, P. 447 (8), apparently written about the end of Mayor the 
beginning of June, mentions the deceaSE! of the Party or~an " Langal " and the 25 
intention to restart it shortly under a new name" Ganavani." The above will 
be sufficient for the·history of the Bengal VIf. & P. P. (or P. & VV. P.) up to the 
end of 1926. 

Donald campbell. . Before going on to 1927 it is necessary to gO into the facts in reO'ard to 
the visit of George Allison alias Donald Campbell to India in 1926. P~ 671 is 30 
~r(lved. by the 'ev~dence of P. W. 182, Ins~e~to~ Derojinsky, to be a passenger 
hst w]11('h he obtamed from the P. and O. ShJppmg Company's office in Bombay. 
It is. a list of the passengers who arrived at Bombay on 30th April 1926 by 
the P. & O. S.S. Razmak. In this list we' find the name of Mr. D. Campbell. 
This wiiness deposed that he knew this'Mr. D. Campbell, becallse he was prose- 35 
cuteu ill Bombay for disembarking there on a forged passport. P. W. 247, 
Sergeant Littlewood, deposed that in the course of his duties on the 30th April 
1926 he examined the passports of passengers who an-ived in Bombav on board 
the S.S. Razmak including that of one Mr. D. Campbell, about whom "he says he 
was the same man who was tried in the High Court's criminal sessions for 40 
forging a passport. The witnesR was scarcely ~ross-examined on this evidencb 
and all he said in cross-examination was" I gave evidence in Mr. D. Campbell's 

O.P.222, case. l'hat was all that I had to do with the trial." Inspector Derojinky says 
that D. Campbell's real name was George Allison. A man of that name is men
tioned in P. 2400, the report of the Seventh Congress of the C. P. G. B. 1925, 45 
at page 142, where he is mentioned with Comrade Brown as a member of the 
deleg-ution to the Enlarged E. C. r. I. who was already in Moscow. It is also 
practicaHy admitted that George Allison. and Donald Campbell are one and the 
same perSfJIl. (See for example P. 1470 (1. C. 68) from Ghateaccused to th<
Superint.endent of the Yeravada .Jail). But it does not matter very much 50 
from thp. point of view of this case, particularly bearing in mind iqe nature of 
the refarences to Campbell which I have quoted already, and which show that 
he ('&.lIle out to this country so to speak on duty as a member of the C. P. G. B. 
On the other hand these letters also suggest that there was nothing in his public 
capacity to suggest his connection' with the Communist Party. P. W. 224, 55 
F. X. P£,reira, produced the register of the Hotel Majestic at Bombay. P. 1495, 
which contains an entry of the name of D. Campbell on the 3rd May 1926, and 
the witness says that" the practice is that the visitor signs the book on arrival." 
It might almost therefore havp. been presumed that this was a genuine signa-
ture of Campbell. But there is further evidence on this point. Apart from the 60 
results of the comparison made in the Court, Major Doyle, P. W. 242, who was 
the E!uperintendent .of the Yeravada Jail, Poona, during t.he period 23rd Y·arch 
1927 to 20th May 1928 dllring whieh George Allison alias Donald Campbell was 
a prisoner in that jail, identified Campbell's handwriting in P. 1469, a letter 
prod11ced from his office file and purporting to be written by Campbell to 65 
Mr. Uinwal1a Bombay on the 18th May 1928, a few days before Campbell was 
(>:s:pec.t(~d to.be released. Thi!'\ witness was acquainted with Donald Campbell's 
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handwriting because as he said" he saw every letter which Donald Campbell 
wrote from jail". He· identified the handwriting of Donald Campbell in 
P. 50, P. 1469 to which I have just referred, P. 1144 (only partial) P. 1948 (1) 
to (4) and P. 1949. This witness's evidence was supported by the evidence of 
Mr. Stott who at page 6 of his evidence gave it as his opinion that the person 
who wrote and signed P.1469 also wrote and signed P. 77, the name or signature 
in P. 14f15 encircled in red, and the pencil writing on P. 1949, front side. This 
witness had found nO signs of forgery. 

I do not think there is any evidence about what Donald Campbell was doing 
from May to October, and presumably he was occupied in T. U. C. work as that 
was the pose he had adopted. We first come across him on the 26th November 
1926 in the letter P. 1144 (I. C. 7), recovered from the possession of Joglekar 
accused. This is a letter addressed Dear J. which in the circumstances must 
naturaHy be supposed to mean Dear Joglekar. This letter ends with the 
relIUlrk " I am sending a copy of this letter and the resolutions to Mirichkar 
(Mirajkar)." Now on the 29th November 1926, there was intercepted at 
Bombay by P. W. 250, Inspector Dost Mohammad, a letter bearing a Calcutta 
postmark and dated 26-11-26 addressed to V. S. Pawar, Shilotri Bank, 
Girgaum Branch, Bombay. It was interceptedbec.ause the police had in
formation that that was a cover address used by Ghate accused; the content!!.. 0.£ 
this letter were (1) a note beginning Dear M, on the back of which there was 
written in pencil the words" To M. Please forward ", '(2) a letter dated 
26-11-26. from D to. J. which was a copy of P. 1144 and (3) a typed copy 
of the draft resolutions found attached to P. 1144. Typed copies were made 
of all three but subsequently the letter from D to J was photographed. In view 
of the remark at the end of P. 1144 there is no reason to doubt that P. 1835 wall 
intelldp.d for Mirajkar accused. Incidentally the D used by Donald Campbell 
ill siglung these letters is a peculiar form of D which, according to Major 
Doyle, Donald Campbell was in the habit of using. This same D. is also to be 
found in the four slips P. 1948 (1) to (4) purporting to be signatures of Donald 
CampbelJ recovered from Spratt accused's possession in the 1927 search. It 
will be ilOted that this letter was written from Calcutta and in this connection 
there is on tIle record a statement of P. W. 77, Mr. S. D. Robertson, proving the 
register of the Continental Hotel. P. 2118. in which the name of Mr. Donald 
Camphell appears on the 22nd November 1926. As the witness says that it is 
the practice for visitors to sign the register it is to be presumed that this signa
ture'is Campbell's own, so that we have it shown that at the time letters whi~h 
are alleged to be Campbell's were posted in Calcutta, Campbell was himself 
uctually there. In these letters Donald Campbell sent to Jog-lekar and Mirajkar 
fcmr dr&ft resolutions which were to be moved at the A. I. T. U. C. at Delhi a 
few months later, and three for presentation to the A. I. C. C. and the National 
Congress to be held at Gauhati in December 1926. It will be convenient to leave 
the T. U. C. resolutions to a later date when I shall be dealing with the Delhi 
CCJngress of the A. I. T. U. C. 

Dealing with the draft resolutions for the National Congress, Campbell notes 
that the first resolution (on the political tasks of the Congress) is very mild" as 
we have to be carefullest we drive away what little support there is for us." He 
goes on to enlarge on the possible line of argument. The conclusion is that the 
speaker will have to show the Congress that the present position is that "Con
~Tess is faced with the alternative of being swamped by falling into the rut of 
co··operation or strengthening itself by assuming a mass character and fighting 
for the iT!unediate and ultimate demands of the lower strata (namely the wor,k
ers and peasants)." The second resolution about organisation is. he says 
simply a reflex of the first and the idea is to prove to the mover's supporters that 
what is aimed at is actual work and not mere pious resolutions. This resolution 
Donald 0ampbell says is " similar to one we already drafted for the B. P. C. C. 
gronp ", which would appear obviously to mean the group in the B. P. C. C. 
(Bombay Provincial Congress Committee) which was responsible for organising 
the Congress Labour Party in Bombay to which we come shortly. There are 
other mentions of the group i:{l this letter and at the end he says that he hopes 
Joglekal" will be able to call an early meeting of the group and get all these 
matters discllflsed and let him know how things are proceeding within the B. P. 
C. C. and on the T. U. C. spheres. The third ;resolution contains the programme 
of the immediate demands, a. difficult subject as Campbell remarked in his letter. 
In the letter to Mirajkar we get another reference to the B. P. C" C. group 
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w~er~ he regrets that he had not so far had time to draw UP. the suggested C()ll:
stltubon for the Bombay Labour League. He promises it in the course of the 
hext few days and I think we need feel no doubt that P. 1354 (4) recovered from 
the sear('h of the office of th~ W. & P. P. !If ~omba~ on 20th March 1929 (P. W. 211, 
~nspec:tor S. J. Achre~ar) IS the conshtuholl whIch was ultimately drafted. It 5 
IS called Draft ConstItution of the Ilahonr Party, and the object of the Party 
which is to be called the Congress Lfibour Pady is stated to be (a) to capture 
th~ Congress machinery, (b) to establish Federated Republic of India based on 
uDlversal adult suffrage. 1.'he Party apparently did not get as far as forming 
a poliey or progra~e that being part of the business to be transacted at the 10 
annual general meeting, at which also one member was to be elected as a leader 
to repre~ent the Labour group in the Congress. It is not necessary to waste 
m'pch

T 
time in considering' this Party as very early in 1927 it was superseded by 

the" . & P. P. of Bombay. 

It will be convenient here to deal with the remainder of the evidence on f\!e 
record iL regard to Donald Campbell. On the 22nd January 1927 the rooms of. 
D.W. 16, Kalidas Bhattacharya in Calcutta were searched and in the course 
of that st'arch the passport of Donald Campbell was recovered (P. W. 45 Sub
Inspector S. G. Dutt). On the following da.y Donald Campbell was arrest~d 
,(Po W. 50 Mr. E. A.Hartley). The evidence of P. W. 50, along with the search 
list P. ] 737 shows that he had in his possession a copy of " Modern India ", the 
" Manifpsto of the Communist Party", 2 books on Lenin, a copy of the maga-
zine " (1ummunist International ", 2 copies of the" Sunday Worker ", and a 
good deal of other literature. Subsequently h!3 was sent to Bombay for trial and 
was there tried for an offence under the Passports Act, as, his real name being 
George Allison, he had come to India with a passport in the name of Donald 
Campbell. He was convicted and sentenced to 1! years' rigorous imprisonment. 
This conviction is referred to in P. 2364, the report of the C. P. G. B. Congress 
of 1927 at page 57 where there occurs the following passage: " We regret to have 
to report that comrade Allison, who for some time past had been actively help
ing in the Indian trade union movement, being actually elected chairman of the 
Reception Committee of the All-India T. D. C., on the eve of his arrest, was sen
tenced last March to eighteen months'" rigorous imprisonment "." In the course 
of his period in jail attempts were made by some of the accused in this easE' to 
interview him. Ultimately on the expiry of his term he was brought to Bombay 
and deported. We find one or two further mentions of him in the exhibit..q. F('r 
instance in P. 1260 (F. C. 473). a report of the First Conference of the Briti",h 
Section of the IJeague Ag'ainst Imperialism held in London on July 7th, 1928, we 
find at Jlage 481, that" George Allison who had recently spent eighteen months 
in an Ind.ian prison then spoke of his experiences in that country." 

There is another reference to Allison In P. 2215 (1), an appeal from the 
R.I. L. D., sent to a number of persons at the A. LT. U. C. at Jharia at the end of 
1928. in which Allison and Spratt are described as representatives of the real 
class-conl:lCious workers of England. 

The last evidence in regard to Allison to which I need refer at this stage is 
the correspondence in regard to his kit amI the bill for his legal expenses. It 
(·onsists of three letters. The first P. 526 (16) (1. C. 190) is a letter dated 1st 
July J928, from Spratt accused to Mr. Ginwulla asking him for his assistanee in 
reO'ard to sending to Mr. Allison. whom Spratt says he sees from the Press was 
deporttld after his release, four packages deposited at Thos. Cook's in Hornby 
Road Bombav. In this letter Spratt suggests that the baggage be addressed to 
Allis~n either clo The Labour Research Department, 162, Buckingham Palace 
Road, London S. W.1 or clo H. Pollitt, SS, Great Ormond Street, London W. C. 1. 

., Next in P. 2003 P. (F. C. 336) G. A. that is George Allison himself send~ to 
Spratt a copy of a letter received from Mr. Ginwalla abo~t his legal expense~. 
This copy is P. 2003 P. (1) (F. C. 572). In this letter Mr. Gmwalla wrote to AllI
son'that all the documents in regard to his trial, etc., would be sent to him 
in due course and that Spratt was arranging to forward his kit. Then in regar{I 
to the account he says: " As regards your suggestion for sending the account, 
I have to inform you that my out-pocket expenses have been covered, but so fal' 
my professional charges have not been paid. I shall therefore thank you to let 
me know what you propose to do in the matter. On hearing from you I shall send 
my bill of costs." With reference to this G. A. says in his letter P. 2003 P. : " It 
was decided here that you should see him with regard to the last item-his bill. 
First of all ascertain if all the documents mentioned in the first par. have been 
sent on .. Then suggest to him that it is unlikely that I will be able to meet his 
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bill for a long time-if ev:er. Remind him that there was a tacit understa:Q.diu~ 
that he would do the job for out-of-pocket expenses, and try and get him to agree 
to that now." The interesting point in this letter is of course the remark" it 

0.P.227,.. was decided here ", obviously meaning that there had been a decision by so~~ 
authority in England to which both Spratt and Allison were subordinate. It 
is 110t a very difficult inference to draw that this could only be the Communibt 
Pa:rf;y of Great Britain. 

SPRAtT aced. ar- The next event of importance in the history of the case is the arrival in 
rlnslD IndiL Bombay on 30th December 1926 of Philip Spratt accused. The documents in 

o. P. 228. connection with Spratt accused's coming to this country, apart from those to 
which allusion has already been made, are the recommendation which accom
panied his passport application, P. 2443, (F. O. 144), the passport application 
itself, P. 2442, a so-called agreement P. 1950 (F. C. 164), some letters of intro
duction P. 1951 (F. C. 167) and P. 1952 (F .. 0.168), Spratt's diaries P. 1006 & P. 
1947 and two letters P. 1859 and P. 1953 fE'. O. 185). 

P. 2443 dated 29-9-26 is a letter from Birrell and Garnett, English 
and Forflign Bookseller:s, signed by one of the members of the firm, 
Graham Pollard, addressed to the passport authorities recommending that a 
passport be issued to Spratt accused, in the fQUowing terms :~ 

" It is necessary for Mr. Philip Spratt, who has been employed as a buyer 
by our firm for some time, to have a passport for Europe, America and the British 
Empire, to enable him to attend to foreign sales to which we are giving increas
ing attention." The paSsiport application, P. 2442, states the purpose of ,the 
journey to be " holiday and business (purchase of books)". Then the agree
ment P. 1950 is a document dated 7th December 1926 signed by Graham Pollard 
for Birrell Imd Garnett, and is in the following terms :-

" As Mr. Philip Spratt is proceeding to India, we agree to engage him as 
our agent, and to pay him a commission of 5 per cent. on the gross value of all 
second-hand books, English or foreign, sold through his agency. Furthermore 
we agT«;!e to pay him a certain proportion on new Eng'lishbooks sold through him, 
subject to the conditions of the Net Rook Agreement." P. 1953, to which I have 
referred, is another document written on Birrell and Garnett's business letter 

0.P.229. paper and is a letter dated 16th l!'ebruary 1927 also from Graham Pollard to 
Spratt (recovered from Spratt in the 1927 seareh). What the precise meaning 
of this letter is, it is impossible to say. It runs as follows :-" Dear Philip-
Thanks for your activities on my behalf, but I am afraid they have not yielded 
very much so far. I have sent back that book on Indian Art as it seems to me 
too expensjve and also somewhat difficult to sell from its subject. Du Perl books 
all seem quoted to us over a pound, so I am afraid that Mr. Whatsl-his-name may 
not be enthusiastio. I hope that your other order will materialise ; can't you 
try elsewhere than in that town which gives you such a mysterious itching on 
your leg 7 But still, I live in hopes of yonr building up a terrific export business 
for me." 

N ow it will be noticed from these documents that Spratt accused did not 
come out to India as the agent of Birrell and Garnett but only undertook to dQ 
some work for them while he was in India. Secondly it is an odd coinciden~ 
that the gentleman who helps to make the arrangements should be Graham 
Pollard, one of those who were interested in work among Indians in the univer
sities, as we have seen earlier. Ouriously. enough he is also, as is shown by 
P. 1315, a Director of Martin Lawrence, Limited, publishers, a firm with 7 direo
tors no less than four of whom are definitely Oommunists, and a fifth W. It 
Hutchinson is Ohairman of the I..I. R. D. It may not, of course, be so, but in the 
circumstances as we know 'them, I am inclined to think that the terrific export 
business of which Graham Pollard is thinking has nothing to dQ with the books 
of the firm of Birrell and Garnett, whatever connection it may have with the 
export of Commlinist literature to India. Spratt accused, at any rate, does not 
claim to have done any work at books elling, so we must assume that what he 
came out for was a holiday and some other business. The' question is, what was 
that business T . 

0; P, 230. Turning to the letters of recommendation P. 1951 and P. 1952, both are on 
Labour Research Department paper and signed ,by R. Page Arnot another 
gentleman whose name is familiar in connection with the interest sho~ by the 
O. P. G. B. in Indian s,tudents at Oxford, and also a man whose work and positioD 
in the I..I. R. D. was regarded as highly important to them by the C. P. G. B, 
These two letters of introduction are addressed to Dewan Chaman Lal and 
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Mr. Goswami, and it appears from the evidence of Mr. N.M. Joshi, D. W. 29, 
on page 6 of his statement that Spratt came to him first with an introduction 
froIl!- the L. R. D. That is to say Spratt accused caine out to India with intro
ductIons to the same three persons whose names: have come into prominence in 
oonnection with the East and West Conference in 1925. In both these letters 5 
we find Page Arnot saying that Spratt has promised to do what work he can for 
the L. R. D. while he is in India on business (this business which iSi so carefully 
kept concealed under a cloud). In both letters it is also mentioned that in the 
last few years Spratt has done a great deal of voluntary work for the L. R. D. 

On his way out, as his diary P. 1006 shows, Spratt had an interview in Paris 10 
with Clemens'. As Clemens is the Christian name of C. P. Dutt and as we :find 
a ~bnsiderable amount of correspondence between Spratt and C. P. Dutt in the 
next couple of years, there seems no reason to doubt that this means that he had 
an interview with Dutt prior to his departure from Europe. It may, of course, 
be only a coincidence again that in" TheT.Jabour Monthly" for July 1925, part of 15 
P. 1269, C. P. Dutt had recommended a 'Workers' & Peasants' Party, a mass 
nationalist party, and that soon afte,r the arrival in India of Spratt, fresh from 
an interview with C. P. Dutt, the party which was at that time not yet fully 
organised as the Congress Labour-Party, changed its name and came into active 
existence as the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay. It is certainly 20 

O. P. 231, curious that whereas the papers which we have so far looked at do not imply 
anything very important in the business on which Spratt was' coming out to 
India, he should speak in his diary (P. 1006) of relying on the pressure of 
" more important affai~Sl " to wash away the p1emory or effect of some disap
pointment he had had not long before. Spratt accused actually landed in Bombay 25 
on the 31st December 1926 and in the course of the nexLfew weeks he inter
viewed a number of people, as the entries ~n his diaries show. On 8-1-27 .we :find 
a note of letters written to Joshi, Douglas etc., and in this connection it is worth 
noting that there are entries in his diary just prior to this showing that he had 
not been in very good health, having apparently suffered from .stomach trouble 30 
,such as often follows a chill. The only point in mentioning this fact is that there 
are references to it in P.1859 (F. C; 179) dated January 25,1927 and intercepted 
and withheld (vide the evidence of P. W. 253, Sub-Inspector Kothare and P. W. 
251, Inspector Desai) in which Douglas, whom we shall :find proved to be identical 
with C. P. Dutt, replied to this Jetter in a letter which contains writing in invisible 35 
ink. This letter, though I do not propose to deal with it here, would be a remark-
able letter for a genuine bookReller to have received, and it can scarcely be sup
posed that such a letter would be written to someone' who had come out to India 
genuinely to sell books and not for the purposes which this letter and the evidence 
as a whole suggest. In P. 1947 on January 14 again we find Spratt writing to 40 
Graham (obviously Pollard), Robin (obviously Page Arnot) and others. Then 
on the 22nd January, the day on which a Lenin Day meeting was held, we find a 
note' Sandhurst Road Hall. 6.30.', and there is evidence that the place, which 
~ould ordinarily be so called, would be the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall at which this . 
Lenin Day meeting was held. In connection with this meeting there are some 45 
interesting factsl. The witness to this meeting was P. W. 215, Inspector Desai, 

O~P.232. who says merely that he attended it and submitted to the Deputy Commissioner 
the report P. 1942. He saw the accused Gbate, Joglekar and Jhabwala at the 
meeting. Jhabwala who presided made a speech from the chair and J oglekar 
also spoke. The evidence as to the search of the Bombay W. & P. P. office shows 50 
that in that search a letter P. 1354 (1) was recovered which is dated 22-1-1927 
and addresf:ied to the conveners of the ~enin Anniversary meeting, on the enve-
lope of which there are two draft resolutions relating to Uenin's services to 
the oppressed and to prayers for the peace of his soul. There is also a men-
tion of this meeting in the Secretary's report of the Bombay W. & P. P. for the 55 
years 192Z -28 which would itself go to show that despite the date this wag, really 
a Workers' and Peasants' Party effort. But the evidence goes further as the 
account book of the Party, P. 1365, shows an entry on the debit side dated 
25-'6-27 of Rs. 12 paid for the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall: " charges re : Lenin ". 
The facts which I have summed up here in regard to this Lenin Day meeting 60 
are for all practical purposes admitted in l\firajkar accusro's statement at pages 
'1424 & 1425 of the statements of the accused. . .. ' . 
" .A little later on, on the 8th of Febmary, just about the time when the 
Workers' & Peasants' Party of Bombay was being organised we find in Spratt's 
!iiary appointments with Jhabwala and Miraj (obviouslv Mirajkar), which, at 65 
any rate, show that he was meeting and talking with persons who took a leading 
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part in starting that Party at the very time of its inauguration. There are also 
entries in the diary against the 16th and 17th of February which show that 
Spratt attended a general meeting of the G. P. I. Railway Union. at Matunga 
on the 17th and indicate that he was losing no time in gettmg into contact with 
Trade Unions in India. 5 

I think it will be ~ost convenient, as I have suggested a connection .between 
Spratt accused and the re-organisation of the Congress Labour Party as the 
Workers' and PeasantSl' Party of Bombay, to take up the evidence in regard to 
that re~organi~ationnow. The very first document to which I shall refer in 
connection with the organisation of the W. & P. P. supports the view that Spratt 
accused took a very active. interest in the organisation of this Party. P .. 1355 
(7) D. is a sheet of notes (recovered from the office of the W. & P. P. of Bombay) 
in Spratt accused's handwriting headed" Tasks in preparation for the meeting 
of January 26, and for the meeting itself ". The following items in these ~otes 
are of particular interest:~ 

U· (1) Decide who are to present the programme etc., (preferably the future 
committee members). 

(2) Get the programme accepted by as large a majority as possible. 

(3) Perhaps get an addendUm proposed of an international nature. 

(7) Immediate allocation to gr~ups. 
. (9) If possible, immediate election of group secretaries, so that the full com-

mittee may meet at once. . 

(12) Get an announcement of the formation Ilf the party in the " ~erald ". 

10 

15 

20 

(13) Formulation of principal tasks (1-} obtaining representation in the 
National CongresS! Committees (2) getting programme accepted andourdele~ 25 
gates elected by the T. U. C. (3) support for the textile paper (4) increase the 
membership (5) " Hands off China Campaign ", 

Peasant question must be tackled a~ far as possible, but the first ta~k is with 
the working class. " 

- Then he gives some slogans and remarks : "For immediate purposes the 30 
most important is : "Hands off China." " Then the last two- lines are a8 
follows ;~ -

o. P. 234. " The united front committee of the National Congress Committee, Sw. 
(Swaraj) Party, T. U.s, W. P. P. should be formed for Bombay as soon as pos-
sible." 35 

The next document in this connection is P. 1355 (7) C, from the same source, 
consisting of two sheets of paper on· which ther~ are the following notes :-. . 
. "Workers"& P. I>arty,Bombay. 

Executive. :-Chairman .Tltengdi, Vice Ch. Jhabwala, Sec. Mirajkar, E. C. 
Mem. Ghate & Nimbkar. 40 

Group Secys. :-T.U. Pendse (Mayekar scratched out), Congo Joglekar, 
(Pendse scratched out), Educ. Dr. Chitnis T ? Peasant. Thengdi. 

Provisional: Spratt, Shah, Mirajkar, Ghate, Joglekar, Pendse~ Nimbkar." 

, The next document'appears to be P. 1355 (7) F which apparently contains 
another series of suggestions for .the body of· office-bearers. This document runs 45 
as follows :~ . 

, , Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay· Presidency. " 
(1) Resolution to be introduced by Mr. Lalji Pendse. (2) Resolution on 

Organisation to be moved by Mr. Nimbkar. (3) Resolution re : Demands to be 
moved by Mr. Mirajkar." (Note: the name of Mr. Ghate is cancelled.) Then: 50 
" President: Mr. D. R. Thengdi, Vice-President : Mr. S. H. Jhabwala (but this 
entry is scratched out.) .Secretary: S. R. Mirajkar, Treasurer (no name entered) 
E. C. Member: Jhabwala, Ghate, T. U~ Mr. Joglekar (PendSie scratched out), 
Congress: Pendse (' .Joglekar Congress 'scratchedout),Education : Dr. Chitnis, 
Peasant : Nimbkar.·' 55 

The .pr().secution theory which, I think, these documents definitely 'support is 
that these notes are explained by item I of Spratt accused's notes, namely the 
business of deciding who are to present the programme, etc . 
. LsiJMCC . 
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O. P~ 235" We come nex.t to a letter •. P. 855, dated. 26th January 1921 from -s. 8. 
Mirajkar, PJ,'ovisional Secretary, Congress lJ.abour Party to D. R. Thengdi Esq., 
Poona, recovered in the search of Thengdi's house on 20th March 1929 (P. W. 
~94, Inspector Condon). In the known circumstances .one would naturally 

O.P.236. 

O. P. 237, 

suspect that this letter was written immediately· after .the meeting of the 5 
26th January. In this: letter Mirajkar accused says: n We intend to begin in 
right earnest the labour~organisational work on behalf of the newly started 
U Congress ,Labour Party" : we want your advice and assistance in .that con~ 
n~c.tion. I pr.oPose to convene the 1!-'irst General Meeting of the Party very 
shortly in order to elect .office-bearers f.or the year 1927 and to. consider 'the 10 
drafted programme and work." He goes .on t.o impress .on Thengdi accus'Cd the 
urgent necessity .of his c.oming to B.ombay f.or the purpose of this meeting at 
the\ earliest P.ossible date. On this letter there is a note in Thengdiaooused 's 
handwriting: " Replied 29-1-27. Earliest date .of starting will be Monday the 
7th Feb." . . 15 

Accordingly on the 5th February 1927 we find a'letter P. 1355 (7) E fro~ 
the Provisional Secretary .of the C.ongress Labour Party to (a space is then Jeft 
blank fQr filling in the name of the addressee) in which Mirajkar accused inf.orms 
the addressl3e that " A general meeting of the C.ongress: Lab.our Party will be 
held on Tuesday the 8th instant at 3.40 P.M. at the premises of the Students' 20 
Br.otherh.o.od, Mantri BuIlding .oPP.osite the R.oyal Opera House. Mr. D. R. 
Thengdi has c.onsented to preside. The, l;msiness t.o be discussed is as\ f.ollows :-
(1) Chairman's address. (2) Change .of name. (3) Organisati.on. (4) ,Pr.o-

. gramme. (5) Electi.on of .officer,S. . (6) Letter from the League against Oppres-
si.on in the C.olonies. (7) Other business by permission .of the Chairman. 25 

N.B.-The business is important and it is h.oped that y.oU will do YOUl' best 
t.o be.'present." 

We may certainly agree with Mirajkat accused with.out any hesitatiQn that 
the business certainly was imp.ortant. As regards the item, , Chang~ .of name' 
it is w.orth n.oting that this was f.oreshad.oweO. in the last tW.o lines .of Spratt 
aqcused's note written prior to the meeting .of January the 26th as well as in the 
two n.otes, P. 1355 (7) ~ & F the latter of which is proved to be in the hand
writing .of Mirajkar accllsed. The reference in item 6 .of P. 1355 (7) E tQ a 
letter fr.om the Leagu~ against Oppression in theC.olonies is to a letter P. 1355 
(1), (F. C. 178), dated Berlin 12th January 1927 and evidently emanating from 
Gibarti, which was addressed by S. H. JItabwala accused as General Secretary, 
,B.ombay, to the Secretary, C.ongress: Lab.our Party, B.ombay. In: this letter the 
. C. L. P. is inf.ormed that a Congress of the League is to be .held at Brussels .on 

30 

35 

Febr"J.ary the 10th, and it is suggested that if, as obviously must be the case, the 
C. L. P. is unable t.o send a delegate, it may, aianyrate, send a telegraphic 40 
message. In the same collection .of papers. we find there was recovered P. 1355 
(2). an .office C.oPy .of a telegram fr.om Mirajkar Secretary t.o Gibarti at the ad-
dress given in the League's letter in the f.ollowing terms :- . 

" Peasants W.orkers Party ·India Convey Fraternal greetings d.own rotten 
Imperialism ", frQm which it is clear that the meeting .of the 8th February autho
rised' Mirajkar to reply t.o the LeagUe's letter by sending a telegram. There is 
no c.onclusive pr.oQf. that there was a meeting on. the 8th February, th.ough .one 
might well infer it from the papers t.o which I have referred. The Secretary's 
rep.ort, P. 826, submitted at the end of the year's w.orking gives the date .of the 
formati.on .of the Party as 13th February 1927, but an.other paper in this collec:
tion 8ug'g"ests that it had been decided to change the name bef.ore that date. This 
is P. 1355 (7) A, a notice issued by S. S. Mirajkar Secretary, W. P. Party and 
headed " The Workers 'and Peasants' Party". It states that: " the Execu-
tive Committee .of the above Party will meet on M.onday the 13th F'ebruary 1927 
at 9 P.M. at Congress House, to cQnsider the Preliminary w.orking of the Party.',' 

45 

50 

55 

60 

This document bears the signatures of Nimbkar, J .oglekar, Thengdi and 
Ghate aecused. Actually the 13th was a Sunday, a slip which may 
SUPP.ort the c.onclusion, which follows also fr.om the wording of the d.ocu
ment, that it was a ~l.Otice issned some days in advance. P. 1355 (7) B, another 
d.ocument fr.om -the same c.ollecti.on in Mirajkar accused's handwriting, appears 
. to be an agenda f.or this meeting of. the 13th February. The business f.or this 
~eeting was (1) to c.onSlider a draft constitution, (2) t.o:fix. up office, (3)t.o open 
classes with a view to carry on Pr..opaganda, (4) to start a fund. Below these 
entries we find 4 names .of members .of the Draft C.ommittee': J. B. Patel,- K. B. 
Sanzgiri, J.oglekar,Mirajkar (Secretary) and below that again a note of, 65 

• 
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subscriptions' from Thengdi, Pendse and Mirajkar. It would seem that after 
,this meeting Thengdi accused returned to 1?oona leaving instruct:i0nBi to Miraj
kar aQCused to take the advice of Mr. J. B. Patel as, to the l~gality of the PI;o
gramme and not to publish it until he (Thengdi) should agree. Rence we get 
on the 15th February aletterP. 854 (I. 0.22) from Mirajkar to Thengdi reco
v:ered in Thengdi's search. :This runs as follows :~ 

" As decided yesterday I met Mr. Patel to take, his advice in the matter of 
the p'UblicaUon of the programme. His words I give you as he spoke: 'It- is 
both legal and illegal! The interpretation would depend upon thew-him of the 
Govt. ' We met this night, and all of, us have agreed in pUblishing the whol~ -of 
the programme. Mr. Sanzgiri has withdraWn his name from the Executive, but 
he will continue to be an ordinary member. ,Please wire consent for pUblication. 
I think there need be no hesitation now that the matter is clear. ~' ,In a- P. S. 
Mirajkar asks Thengdi to Wire the reply to Mirajkar, French Bank, 'Bombay. 
~This letter purports to be issued and signed by Mirajkar, but the evidence of 
,Col. Rahman as well as comparison in Court lea:ves no room for doubt ·that it 
was actually written and signed by Ghateaccused., Incidentally it may be noted 
Utat the fact of Thengdi 'sdepartuie from,Bombay to Poona at this.timeis proved 
by an entry in his note-book, D.665, showingtha~ he left Bombay to go, to Poona 
bn the morning of the l;;th February. To. this letter Thengdi aCcus~ replied 
from N agpnr in P.. 853 (an office copy recovered ill the search of his house) dated 
17-2-27 in which he says to Mirajkar: "I congratulate you all on inau~rat,.. 
ing the P. & W. Party after taking all the precautions and giving fullconsidera
tion~ to the matter. I have now no objection in publishing the programine." 
He goes on to aooept t;4e chtl.irmanship ,and to- hint, that, the leaders of the Party 
will be wise, not to hope that they will rule the party and ,. force' ' their views 
upon others; though of course they have every right to, push their 'point of' vieW-. 
There mnst have been some, delay about the receipt of this letter in Bombay :as 
on the 19th Mirajkar accused wired to Thengdi for permission to publish the 
programme inP. 852 recove~ed from Then~di accused's possession. ,On the back 
of this there is a draft reply in the followmg terms :-;-

," Consented publication aJready Dadar Engineer Thengdi ".On· the 23rd 
,February Mirajkitr accused sent tQ Thengdi accused a notice of a meeting td be 
held 'on Friday the 25th, which ,is ~. ~50. The business was to discuss and draft 
a constitution of the Party ,and come to a:,'d~cision of the immediate work to be 
done by different Group Leaders. ,On the back of this there is a draft reply .in 
which Thengdi accused' acknowledges the notice and points oilt that in !!ony, case 
it was received too late for him to be present. He says : " I hope you have had a 
good meeting; and have been able to draft a good constitution fOl"our Party. 
I am sure you will send me a copy of the same, before it is published. So far as 
I have, been able to think out, the only work we can well do is' to lectur~ to 
all people to bring them to opr way of thinking, so that our first workis to per,. 
meate all parties and put, our own point of view on' things l;lIlder discussiou.:r , 

ThiR is a fairly suggestive remark. He continues with a reference to "oui' 
good friend' Mr. Donald Campbell " saying that he has not been able to find oui 
'what hus been done to him and 'asking forinformatio~ The letter ends' with 
the remark: "Hoping you and all our friends are fattening for the Butcher;," 
which would seem to suggest that Thengdi accused had'little doubt that the UJ];. 

, 'derte,king on which,the Party was embarking was bound to lead them into colli:' 
sion with the authorities. F'mally we come to P. 851, a cutting from the Bombay 
Chronide, also recovered from the possession of Thengdi accused .announcing 
the recent formation of the Workers' and Peasants' party in place of the 
Congress Labour Party. There is a note iri Thengdi accused's writing on this 
cutting giving the date 25th February, but that appears to be the date on which 
he got the newspaper, aa the cutting has 'on it only the day ';r'hursday whicli 
'would have been the 24th. The cutting goes on to set out the resolutions and 
gemands which I shall deal with in' due Course. 

Ceming. to the d!afting and settling first of the programme of the Party and 
secondly of Its constItution. Crown Counsel showed in detail by a comparison of 
P. 720, the resolution on the need for a Workers' and Peasants' Party, the 
appendix to " A Call to Action" and P. 1414 B, as also P. 2510. P. 856. P. 807, 
P. 1747 and P. -1017, how the programme of the Party was developed from its 
,original form in P. 720 ~o its final form in P. 1373 (20) and P. 1017. A copy of 
·P. 720 was- alf1O" found m the file recovered from Begerhotta (D~ 375). P. 856 
·andP. 807 (which consist of six copies) were recovered from the possession of 
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~Thengdi accused and P. 1747 from that of Niinbkar accused. Ido not think it 
-is necessary to follow out these changes in detail. One point of interest is,: how.:. 
ever, to be found in P. 807, namely that the top copy of this series contains amend
ments in Thengdi accused's handwriting and in this copy a clause in regard to 
"limitation of' interests on private ,loans was scratched out and this amendment 
was accepted in the final programme. Another point of interest in the final pro
gramme is the extent to, which the demands tally with those given in Donald 
Campbell's letter, P. 1144, demands, which, I may note, were based in the main 
'on Dutt's book" Modern India" to which I have referred already, so that in 
the long run the great majodty of the demands contained in the programme 
finally adopted come odginaUy from that book. ' , 

" \ Coming now to the constitution, this developed out of P. 1354 (4) into 
P. 1355 (8), a copy of the same draft with some amendments by Spratt accused. 
In this cQPY we may note sub-clause (4) o{ Para; E. wherein it is stated that one 
of the objects of the Party is to work for the establishment of the All-India Party
with similar objects, which clearly proves that early in 1927 the question of an 
All-India Party was under consideration, as had indeed been suggested by the 
Foreign Bureau in D. 371 only a month or two earlier. Another draft is 
P. 1355 (6), a document which has on it the names of Mirajkar, Joglekar, Ghate 
and Nimbkar accused and notes against the various clauses, such as ' passed 
unanimously' and the like, showing that the clauses in the constitu.tion were 
o.i"cussed at a meeting of some kind. The constitution which emerged from these 
discussions was P. 847 recovered from the possession of Thengdi accused. In 
this constitution we find for the first time ,the Party breaking away from the 
National Congress to some small extent, and it is curious that a slight contradic
tion was allowed to remain between the resolution P. 1017 and the final form of 
the constitution P. 847, since the resolution as finally settled decides that a 
political party of workers and peasants be, established to voice the demands of 
these clauses within the Indian National Congress, whereas the clause in regard 
to membership in the constitution as finally settled allows any person accepting 
the object of the Party to become a member of the Party subject to certain 
clauses. the second of which is that membership of the Indian National Congress 
is- consitlerc:d ' highly recommendatory'. This final draft of the constitution is 
based partly on tlie typed portion of P. 1355, (6), partly on pencil. notes in Ghate's 
handwriting on the same document, and partly on P. 1747 and P. 1373 (20). In 
the light of Thengdi's insistence on legal advice before the publication of the 
programme of the Party in February it is interesting to find that on' the back 
of P.1847 he made a note as follows :-

, " No publicity. Manifesto to be drawn by Nimbkar assisted 'by Spratt and 
Shah by 15th April." , There is nothing known about this manifesto though it 
is possible that P. 1013, an article" What the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
stands for ", recovered from the search of Spratt~s belongings in 1927, may -be 
it. I feel some doubt whether this manifesto" What the W. & P. P. stands 
'for" can really be dated as late' as the final draft of the constitution of the 
Party. It is one of a number of documents in a file P. 1013 which, as I have 
mentioned, was found in Spratt's possession in September 1927. One part of 
the file is a compl'ete set of notes including typed copies of the evidence in the 
case against Fazl Elahi at Peshawar, allusions to which we shall come across 
later. The first document in· the file' is a suggested syllabus on the subject of 
politics leading up to the parties in Indian politics divided into the non-Congress 
Parties, the National Congress ,Parties and the Workers' and Peasants' Parties 
and ending with some remarks on the State as a class weapon. Then there is 
another 8uggested syllabus beginning in a somewhat similar way with politics 
but leading on through economics, Imperialism, the War of 1914, working class 
history, national history in Russia, China and India, to the Party and its role, 
the revolutionary crisis, generalstrike, armed uprising, etc. Then under No~ 8 
we find a paragraph dealing with the proper attitude on various miscellaneous 
questions and in this we find Spratt accused writing: "The approach to each 
question is how will it help us to make the revolution, and seize power' 
Religion, "sex-equality, education, social reform, youth movements; petty 
bourgeoisie generally. art, etc. ", that is to say. the Communist is to approach 
the question of each of these from the entirely utilitarian standpoint of what 
will be most useful to the revolution. That is the attitude which we of course 
,should expect. Then he goes on to "general bibliography II and writes: ... 
" Every member of the, class must have read, and if possible should read again 
during the course: Marx & Engels: " Communist Manifesto ", Lenin: " State 
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and R.evolution ", "Left Wing Cominunism", The Proletarian Revolution'~ 
and" ImperinliSIIi ", Stalin: "Leninism", R. Palme Dutt :. " Commlmism,t 
and "Modern India". Lastly. he writes: " M. N. Roy's books, especially 
or India ill Transition ", should' be read if possible, and. any 3rd. International 
Thesis, resolutions and discussioDs which are available." There is after this: G 
a note on " Agitational Journalism " giving an idea of the main points to stress 
in. So Commuuist newspaper. After that we come to this manifesto and in th~ 
very first paragraph we fin.d a mention of the intention to establish an All-India 
W. & P. P. at the earliest possible opportunity. He then goes on to explain the-
need for a new Party pointing out the failure of the old Party. "The new~ 10 
Party ". he flays, U proposes to supply the needs which. have been lacking "in 
the past, a programme and an organisation which shall rally the support of the
masses .. and a leadership also springing from the masses." It also seeks to. 

. introduce the international idea into the movement. The attaiIirr!.ent of Swaraj 
is only part of the way to complete ·social. liberation. "The immediate fight"~ 15 
he goes on " is for national independence.". From this he comes to 'pro
gramme ' and under this head we find maily of the demands with which we are 
ab eady familiar.. In the chapter on policy we find the passage about the Cong-
ress which gives rise to doubt about the date of this document. In this passage. 
he writes :'" We believe' in using to the utmost the machinery of the Congress,. 20 
which has stood for 50 years for the national cause. All our members are. 
, obliged' to join the Congress and work actively for it, at the same time seeking 

o. P. 2«. to amend its programme and organisation in the direction of making it more
representative of the masses fot whom it has to stand." :Jrrom this he goes ODJ, 

to deal with the Trade Unions, peasants a.nd youths, under . the latter'. head 25 
referring to" the Y<Jung Comrades' Leagne, suggested by Mr; Saklatvala during. 
his recent visit. " Lastly he deals with the international aspect of' the stm~gle* 
with the Legislative Assembly and Councils, and with religion and communalism.. 

Saklatvala. The remark which 1 have just· quoted about Mr. Saklatvala rather suggests", 
that P. 1013 was written about the end of March 1927 when that visit was coming- 30" 
to an end. 'fhis will perhaps be a convenient place. to go back a ·few months 
and deal with that visi1.Wehave ~lready come across Shapurji Saklatvala. 
several times. In addition to the occasions already mentioned we .find a· letter' 
from him, r. 2371 (F.O.93),r~covered at the search of the O. P. G. B. head..; 
quarters in October 1925 (P. W. 4. Detective Sergeant Renshaw). The standard' 36.~.
handwritings for Saklatvala are P. 2334, P. 2335, P. 2455, P. 2371, P. 2388 (1)~' 
P. 1235, P. 1287 (6), 'P; 1961, P. 1960 and P. 2336. about all of v,-hieh P. W. 5; 
Detective Inspector Foster'. has .·deposed that he recognised Saklatvala's hand-
Wl"iting ill them. It may also be noted that P. 2336 is an application for pass.:.~ 
port which is required by' the regulations to be in the handwriting 'of the appfi...~ 40 
aant himself. After compiuison of. the' various "documents in which it is' allegedi 
that ~he lJandwriting is that of Saklatvala,' I have no hesitation in accepting the-: 
opinion of Mr. Stott (P. W.271) that the signatures Shapurji Sliklatvlila on 
P .. 1961, P. 2335, P. 2336, P. 2455, ·P . .1235, P. 1287 (6), P. 1960, P. 2324, P~ 2371: 
and P. 2388 (1.) are writtenl;>y the same person and that the body writing. on; 45 
P. 1961, P.2455, P.2334,P. 1960, P. 1287 (6), P~ 1235, P. 2388 (1), (2) & (3)( 
and. the writing encircled in blue on P. 2336 were aU written by the sa~e person;" 
This docnment P. 2371 was a letter urging- upon the Political Bureau of the:. 
C. P. G. B. the necessity Of fighting the British Labour Party With the greatest; 

o. P. 245. vigour, and in it he suggests appealing to .the Communist" International for·leav&, 50 
to work temporarily' along the lines suggested by himself. In fact he mentionS' 
t)1e ne~<;sity of. obta~in~the .Corrim~nist. Internati~nal's permission to.follow 
a partlcular polIcy tWlce. In thIS letter .. Saklatvala IS also referred to Ul ·the, 
Ninth Annual Report of the Workers' Welfare League of India (P. 711 (2) and 
P.1359) (F. C. 243) in which he is ~entioned more than once. This report was 55 
presented to the Annual Meeting held in London on January 15, 1927 and speaklf 
of the present visit to India of Mr: Saklatvala, OUr Indian Secretary, " which 
should prove a very helpful stimulus to the work of the League and very 
materially a.sRist in cementing the relations between British. and Indian labour." 

The fir~t mention of this Visit to India in letters between accused persons 60 
in this country. is in P. 18440. (I. C .. 17) a copy of .a letter written by Muzaffar '1, 

Ahmad accused from Lahore to J oglekar accused at Bombay, (lensored at 
130mbay on 3rd January 1927 .. At the end of this letter Muzaffar Ahrnad giveEf 
his address as clo the Reception COmmittee of the CommUnist Conference at 
L~ore or. c/o M. ~l;>dulMajid, Eilq. Dhal Mob,alla, Mochi Gat~, Lahore. In 65 
this. letter he mentIons the proposal to hold . the: _ Communist· Conferene~ ~1at 
Lahore, its importance and the fact thai comrade Saklatvala'had been 'asked:t~ 
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preside over it, but his consent had not been obtained as yet. He -goes on to 
say: " He will, however, be reaching Bombay by the 24th instant (this was 
probably a slip of the pen for the correct date, 14th) and I think it propel' to 
give mm a reception there OIl! behalf of the Communist Party of· India." 
Muzaffar .Ahmad continues "If you think it necessary I may come there 
(Bombay) also though lam ailing and my circumstances are very much 
Iiltrained." I have already referred to a document P. 782 which shows that 
Muzaffar attended a meeting of the C. P. I. at Bombay on the 16th· January 
1927 and in further confirmation of the authenticity of this letter I may also 

.. refer to P. 1~07 (1) at page 62 in which occurs the following passage: " By 
this time the Lahore group decided to hold the General Conference in February 
last (Note: this report is dated May 1927) and a reception committee was 
fobned. The R. C. invited Comrade Saklatvala to preside over the conference 
and Comrade "Muzaffar who had gone to Lahore ran doWn to Bombay to meet 
Saklatvala on his arrival." This visit of Muzaffar Ahmad to Bombay is also 
mentioned in P. 1129. (F. C. 20) dated 1st February 1927 from Muzaffar Ahmad 
accused to ,Joglekar accused in which in the very first sentence Muzaffar Ahmad 
Iilays that he has not heard from Joglekar since he left Bombay. Now the pas .. 
sage follo~igthat which I have just quoted in P. 1207 (1) shows that there 
was some dIsagreement between Saklatvala and the members of the. C. P. I. 
during the early part of Saklatvala's visit P. 1287 (14) is the office copy 
recovered at the search of AppojiRao, referred to already, of a: letter dated 
1st January 1927 from S. V. Ghate ,Joint Secretary Communist PartY·of India 
to Shapurji Saklatvala Esquire M.P. In this letter Ghate extends a welcome 
to Saklat.vala on behalf of the C. P. I. Then after some remarks about the 
suitability of the time of his arrival he goes on to make Ii few remarks about 
the C: P. I. which he says came into existence a year ago under the most adverse 
conditions and has not been able to make headway with its programme. "How
ever ", he continues, " we have great hopes that with your suggestions and lead 
we shall be able to do some substantial progress 'Yith our work. Comrade 
Begerhotta (Joint Secretary C. P. I.) is making arrangements with the local 
group at Lahore for holding our next session shortly." To this letter 
Saklatvala replied in somewhat rum-committal fashion in P. 1287 (6) recovered 
in the same search and dated from the S.S. Razmak on the 10th January 1927. 
The prosecution also referred in this connection to the file D. 375 put in by the 
defence from Begerhotta's search. In that file there isa copy of .this same 
letter P.1287 (14) and also a copy of a further letter from the two Joint Sec
retaries Begerhotta and Ghate to Saklatvala. written on the day of his arrival. 
The use of this letter was objected to on the ground that it was not proved. But 
bearing in mind that Begerhotta was the Joint Secretary of the C. P. I. at this 
time, it appears to me that an office copy of a letter issued by him at this date is 
just as good a piece of evidence as P. 1287 (14) itself and requires no more proof 
than the fact that it appears to be an office copy of a letter issued by a responsi
ble officer of the Party from whose possession it is recovered. Now this letter 
complains of Saklatvala's attitude .at. the time when he was met by Ghate and 
Begerhotta on the Razmak that day~ On pages 19 and 25 following we find the 
resolutions passed at the meeting of the Working Council of the C. P. I. on 16th 
January 1.927 at Bombay. In resolution No.7. t.he Committee protested against 
SBklatvala's action illl sending to the· press a copy of his letter to the Secretary 
of the Reception Committee of the proposed Lahore Congress of the C .. P. I. 

'ThiB Congress, it appears from resolution No. 1, was to be held between the 17th 
and 20th of March. Again on pages 27 to 29 there is a copy of a length¥ lett~r 
dated 18th January from Saklatvala to Ghate and Begerhotta. Bea'l'lllg .. 111 
mind the nature of this document, that is to say that it is a copy found in the 
possession of Begerhotta and addressed to Begerhotta and Ghate, two persons, 
both of whom were by this time familiar with Saklatvala's handwriting, I see 
no reason to doubt that this· is a copy of a genuine letter from Saklatv/itla to 
them. In this letter he reproves the members of the C. P. I. for their hot
temp~red letter to him but adds that he· is perfectly willing to do whatever is 
in his power to make such a conference (as t.hey proposed to.hold) a success, so 
that out of their efforts a regular and properly authorised Communist Party 
of India may take birth. The rest of the letter is mainly occupied. with a dis
cussion of possible dates for a- meeting. This occurrence is. dealt. ,,:itb: i!l 
P. 1207 (1) in the following passage :" Comrade Saklatvala refused thIS InVl
tation " (the invitation, I take it, was to preside over the Lahore Confer.ence) " on 
the grounds that we were not ,a regular communist party affiliated ~o the 3rd 
International and that he had his own responsibilities to th~ organisation which 
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he represented. The copy of the" letter which he published in the press had 
created an unsympathetic atmosphere towards the party. The conference, 
therefore, had to be given up as it was thought desirable to avoid controversy 
at this stage of the party's development." 

" Subseqnently, we were all called to Delhi by Comrade Saklatvala, who 5 
had considerably changed his attitude by that time. At Delhi, the whole matter 
was discussed with Saklatvala, who agreed with us on the necessity of having 
a Communist Party in India." We shall come in due course to this Delhi 
meeting. 

There is one more incident in connection with this visit of Saklatvala to 10 
Bombay with which I must deal. P. W. 215 Inspector Desai has deposed to 
having attended a lecture given by Mr. Saldatvala at the Congress House in 
January 1927. That meeting was under the auspices of the B. P. C. C. He 
went on to state : "I also attended a meeting under the auspices of the Marwari 
Yuwa Sangh at Hira Bagh at which Saklatvala spoke and was presented with 15 
a purse. SakJatvala was given a purse of about Rs. 150, which he said he would 
give to the 'Vorkers' and' Peasants' Party ". This was in reply to questions 
by Nimbkar accused. There is nothing in the witness's eviden:ce as to the date 
of this meeting but it would seem to be with reference to this that a letter 
P. 1355 (4) was written on 8th April 1927 by Thengdi accused to Mirajkar 20 

6. P. U9. accused in which there occurs the following passage : " I must congratulate you 
and your Workers' and Peasants' Party for being supplied with the sinews of 
war by the rich Marwaris of Bombay. Now we shan't be long in getting the 
Dictatorship of the Proletariat, when the capitalist class comes forward to help 
the workers' party." The defence cast ridicule on the idea of attaching any 25 
importance to this letter on the ground that it was written in a jocular fashion. 
No doubt it is written ina joking way but it certainly would have seemed a very 
good joke from the point of view of a Communist that money given by the 
Marwaris to Saklatvala for quite other reasons should have been used as a con
tribution by him to a Party whose ideals were entirely opposed to those of the 30 
Marwaris. With such other of the movements and activities of Saklatvala 
during his visit to India in 1927 as are of importance to this case I shall deal 
in other connections. 

At page 221 above I brought the history of the Bengal Peasants' and 
Workers' Party up to the end of 1926. P. 523, " A Call to Action ", at page 35 
46, shows that " the Second Conference of the Party was held in Calcutta on 
19th and 20th February 1927 under the presidency of Comrade Athl Chandra. 
Gupta, M.A., B.L., when an address of welcome was given to Comrade 
Saklatvala, :M.P. About 40 members were present, and about 300 .visitors. A 
new programme of demands and organisation was adopted." ,Lower down we 40 
find under the head' Organisation and Work' .the following: " In 1927 condi-
tions generally improved. New life began to appear, if slowly, in tlie Labour 
and political movements, and the Party was able to effect a certain amount of 
substantial work." At page 56 we :find an appendix containing the demands 
formulated in the Second Conferell-ce of the Peasants' and Workers' Party of 45 
Bengal held on the 27th (a mistake for 20th) February 1927. This list of 

O.P. too. demands tallies with the demands con.tained in P. 7~0 almost exactly, the only 
. differences being that in " A Ca11to Action " a 51 days' week is ,demanded 

whereas in P. 720 a 6 days' week is proposed, and in " A Call to Action .. " it is 
proposed to fix the 'scale of income-tax on a progressive scale of incomes of 50 
Rs. 200 or over per month and in P. 720 the proposal is .to introduce a. steeply 
graded income-tax on all incomes exceeding Rs. 400 per month. The importance 
attached to the changed spirit implied in the formulation of these, demands is 
shown by the fact that Muzaffar Ahmad writing in the "Ganavani " of 14th 
April 1927 (part of P. 576), in an article entitled' The New Party', after dis- 55 
cussing the failure of the Indian National Congress and of the All-India Trade 
Union C8ngrefls to meet the requirements of the political situation goes on to 
say: " For these reasons, it has become very necessary to form a new patty. 
This party is the party of the masses. We have called it the Peasants""and 
Workers' Party. It would include not merely the proletariat .......... but also 60 
peasants and the lower middle class .......... This new party of ours is com-
posed of peasants, workers and the lower middle class. The proletariat workers 
will take the lead in the national struggle of India and the peasants with their 
immense power will join them. "To say the least of it these are familiar 
phrases. 65 
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PART VI. 

Before I continue the narrative of the activities of the a~~sed in this case 
and their co-conspirators, it is desirable to make clear the pos1~IOn of a number 
of organisations to which reference will have to be made not mfrequently, and 
I shall have also to go into the questions of m?ne~s sent froJ? Europe to Spratt 
accused and of cryptic corresp?ndence and Its l,nterpretati?n a~d the use of 
invisible ink and of a transpositIOn and a figure clpher code In thIS correspond-
ence. 

'l'he first organisation which ?as taken a prom~nent !hough possibly ra~her 
an ineffective part in the operatIOns of !he conspIracy IS the League AgaIn~t 
Imperialism. Now I referred !it an earher stage, at page 7!, to a passage In 
P 2395 at page 72 which I sald foreshadowed the foundatIOn of the League 
Against Imperialism. The prosecution have also suggested that the Conference 
of the East-West Circle, in connection with which I referred ea~lier to P 1843C, 
dated 29th June 1925 from the Honorary Secretary East-West Cncle to Joglekar 
accused was perhaps an earlier move "with the same object of founding " an 
organis~tion for the liquidation of the Imperialist system wherein western 
nations claimed domination over the people of the East for commercial or other· 
ends. " That indeed is implied in P 1260, the report of the l!'irst Conference of 
the British Section of the L. A. I. held in London on the 7th July 1928 when (on 
page 53 of the printed exhibit) we find Saklatvala making the following remark: 
" With regard to the complaint that Labour :Members had attempted to sabotage 
and have failed to support the League Against Imperialism, preparations were 
made for the formation of this League in 1926. Its formation waS discnssed as 
early as ] 924 when it was suggested that the Countess of Warwick might lend 
Eastern IJodge as a place where visitors from the colonies might meet to discuss 
the ioundation of the League." This is exactly what we find in P 1843 C at 
F. C. 59, where the writer, Arthur Field, says": " The Countess of Warwick has 
kindly consented to act as hostess (that is for the Conference of representatives 
of the races of the East and West, see para. 1) and has placed at the disposal of 
the East-West Circle Eastern I.Jodge, som()tim~s known as the Labour " Che~ 
quers "." Saklatvala went on to imply that Labour Membei's certainly failed 
to give anything' in the nature of a helping hand to the League. The foundation 
of the League Against Imperialism is' also foreshadowed in the speech of 
Zinoviev at the session of the Enlarged E. C. G. I. on the 8th March 1926, report~ 
ed in In}Jl'ecorr, Vol. 6, No. 26, dated 8th April 1926, part of P 2491, at page 402. 
This is in connection with what are described as methods of organisationally 
embracing the wide masses. In this speech he says that " during the last few 
years wehuve also been able to rely on a number of non-Party organisatioos 
.............. But now there is a possibility of forming yet further organisations 
of this kind. 'fhe resolution proposed to you enumerates the following new 
possible types of non-Party organisations." Then !.lfter giving the resolution 
he .goes on : "Societies to fight against war, organisations ag'amst colonial 

. atrocities and oppression of Eastern peoples are a new type of sympathising 
mass organisations which in the immediate future come to our notice in many 
countries." Then again in Inprecorr, Vol. 6 No. 40 dated 13th May 1926 we 
find the theses and resolutions adopted at the sixth Session of the Enlarged 
E. C.C. I. in the course of which the speech to which I have just referred was 
made. One of these resolutions is that on the developm:ent of methods and 
forms of the organisation of the masses under the influence of the Communist 
Parties. In this resolution we may note the following passages : " The time 
has now come to turn our special attention to the task of the organisational 
ntili::mtion and extension of this influence (of the Communist Parties)." This is 
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on page 649. On page 650 we find the following : ".A very important form of 
organisation of Communist mass influence are the sympathising mass organisa-" 
tions for definite special purposes.......... Peace societies against war, 55 
organisations against colonial atrocities and oppression of Eastern peoples are 
new types of sympathising mass organisations which will come to. consideration 
in many countries in the immediate future." The implication appears to me to 
be perfectly clear, namely, that the Communist International is itself taking an 
active personal interest in the foundation of such societies and warning the dele
gates of the necessity of lending a helping hand. . The next piece of evidence in 
regard to the formation of this League is the letter to which I drew attention 
above at page 236, namely, P 1355 (1) (F.C.l'i9). This letter gives notice of the 
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holding at Brussels, beginning from 10th February, of the International Congress 
against Colonial Oppression and Imperialism and the writer states that 
Mr. Jawahar Lal Nehru has been officially appointed as a delegate to 'thilll 
Congress by the Indian National Congress. The letter also mentions that" an 
International Exhibition will be held at the same time showing the condition of 
peoples under Imperialist exploitation as well as the brutalities, etc." and 
asking for" pictures (of famines, massacres, personal maltreatment, etc.), statis
tical material; historical documents etc. relating to capitalist imperialist tvranny 
and Ilxploitation." There is a report of this Brussels Congress 'in the 
" Masses" for March 1927, part of P 1788 (recovered from the possession of 
Nimbkar accused), at pages 10-12. At page 11 we find that the Congresi! 
passed resolutions emphasising the right to freedom of all subject races, formu
la,ting proposals for the coordination of the struggle of all the oppressed people 
including the proletariat of the West, and laying the basis for the organisation 
of " a peJmanent League against Imperialism and for national independence." 
The Labour Monthly for March 1927, part of P 1784, at page 179 gives the text 
of this last resolution for the organisation of the League against Imperialism. 
In this resolution the main item of interest is the clause in regard to the League's 
Bureau and Secretaries which rlms as follows : " The F.Jxecutive Committee will 
elect a -Bureau consisting of 7 members of whom 3 will act as Secretaries." Now 
it must be remembered that according to the Defence the League Against Im
perialism is an entirely independent body which is not a Communist body 
although no doubt many of its members are Communists. On the other hand 
I think it is necessary to remember that there is a great deal of evidence in this 
case suggesting that the Communist International makes rather a point of sup
porting parties and organs which are described as not being , official.' These 
are org:inisations and organs _ which are really Communist from top to bottom 
but endeavour to avoid such odium as may attach to the title of Communist. 
This is well illustrated in connection with the League Against Imperialism. For 
instance in P 2365, " The Communist International between the Fifth and Sixth 
CongresRes " at page 123 in the section' Great Britain' we find some references 
to the death of Comrade MacManus. The report after dealing with the active 
anilleading part taken by MacManus in the revolutionary labour movement and 
ment.ioning how from 1916 to 1925 he was in the forefront of Party activities 
goes on to state that" almost his last activity was to participate' on behalf of 
the Party' in the foundation of the -League Against Imperialism at the Brussels 
Conference in February." So we may take it that the C. P. G. B. took a part 
in the foundation of this League, and if the C. P. G. B. then unquestionably the 
Communist International also. as indeed we should infer from the references 
which I have :iust quoted from Inprecorr. We have a reference to the part 
taken by the C. P. G. B. in the foundation of the L. A. I. also in P 2364, the official 
report of the Ninth Congress of the C. P. G. B., at page 58, which shows that 
the C. P. G. B. delegation" took an active part in the Conference held in Febru
ary 1927 at Brussels to set up a League Against Imperialism and Colonial 
Oppression. The delegation further on its return to England took the initiative 
in pressing for the formation of a British section of the League at the earliest 
possible moment." The report goes on to m!'lntion the difficulties and disappoint-
ments they had. Ultimately it seems that a Provisional Committee was 
appointed but even then " difficulties were encountered in inducing the Com
mittee 1.0 proceed any further with building up the League in Britain." The 
report continues: " No doubt an important part in this has been played by the 
allegations spread broadcast by the Second International (although several 
times refuted). and circulated privately by the Labour Party Executive to the 
effect that the League is a 'Moscow manreuvre '." Before I go on to this 
allegalion spread by the Second International, I may. quote another passage in 
this report (P 2364) at page 92 where, in the resolution on Imperialism, we 
find the following: "In 'Particular, the Party must give active support and 
assistau<!e to the League Against Imperialism, as the world organisation of all 
the peoples oppressed under British and other imperialist systems." This 
action on the part of the Second International is referred to again in P 1348 (45) 
(See also P 1794. P 1634. and item 101 of P 1104). a report of a Conference of 
the League Against Imperialism held at Brussels on the 9th to 11th December 
1927. In the second resolution passed on this occasion the League says: " With 
reference to the document of October 7th, 1927, published by the L. S. I. (Second 
International) purporting to be a 'History of the League Against Imperial
ism' and . alleging that the League was nothing but a Communist manreuvrc, 
the General Council of the League Against Imperialism protests emphatically 
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against the publication of this misleading, unjustified and untrue do~ume~t, 
which tWs General Council regards as a direct attack on the numerous natIOnalIst 
organisations of the oppressed peoples, affiliated to the League, and on all revolu
tionary workers taking part in the work of the League." The reference to the 
document of October 7th 1927 is explained in P 2523, a circular or ' press ser- 8 
vice' issued by the Secr~tariat of the Labour and Socialist International. ~his 
issue is dated 20th July 1929 and contains an article headed ' League Agamst 
Imperiali~m and the Labour Socialist International'. In this article we find 
a reference to the fact that" on the occasion of the publication of the report of 

o the First Congress of the League, the' International Information' issued by 10 
the L. & S. I., published on the 7th October 1927 a detailed account of the history 
and policy of the League." Mr. H. N. Brailsford, C. W. No. I, was shown 
P 2523 and his evidence in regard to this occurrence is as follows: " I knowef 
the existence of the League Against Imperialism but have had no personal tOUCD 
with it. The Labour and Socialist International considered the question of their 15 
relations with the League Against Imperialism and decided to have nothing to do 
with it. The Labour and Socialist International was very annoyed at 
Mr. Maxton having anything to do with it. I know they issued a press com-

. munication in regard to it. I remember receiving the circular of the Labour 
and Socialist International shown to me, Ex. P 2523, on the subject." The 20 
, International Information " P 2523, contains the resolution which was it seenis 
published in the International Information on 7th October 1927, in which the 
Executive of the L. & S. I. had resolved : " But what the International views as 
its chief task is to rally the working-class elements of thes'e nations under the 

o. P. 257. banner of International socialism, and not to create a new international organisa- 25 
tion baving for its aim the blending of these elements into a pan-national move
ment, nor to subordinate their intere~ts and those of the whole nationalist move
ment to the political interest of any power. Therefore the Executive holds that 
it cannot be any part of the task of the L. & S. I. or of the parties affiliated 
thereto, to join the so-called' League against the Colonial Oppression ' .. " This 30 
same document issued by the L. & S. I. was also referred to in P 1126, an open 
letter to Indian Trade unionists by S. Saklatvala who says in it that " the 
traitors to the Labour Movement have through their notorious organisation, the 
so-caned Labour and Socialist International, issued a false and mendacious 
manifesto calling for the boycott of the League against Imperialism." This 35 
open letter of Saklatvala appears to have accompanied P.1127, a letter dated 
,June 14th .. 1928, and signed by.Saklatvalaas Indian Secretary of the Workers' 
Welfare League of India. Both of them are found in the possession of J oglekar 
accused. Besides this resolution on the attitude of the Second International, 
the General Council of the L. A. I. at this Conference in December 1927 passed 40 
other resolutions including one on the Chinese question in which I may refer to 
a passage at page 60 which is described as a declaration. It runs as follows :-

" In spite of Imperialist and militarist terror the Chinese working class 
stands firmly and loyally on the road to revolution." 

Then on pages 61 following of the printed resolution we find the 'political 45 
resolution ' of the General Oouncil. In this we shall find a number of passages 
expressing precisely the same attitude as we have found eXpressed by the Com-

o. P. 258. munist International. For example : U In this situation the task of the League 
is to intensify its activities with the object of mobilising in a world-wide resistance 
to the Imperialist offensive all the revolutionary forcesfigliting for freedom 50 
and democracy in the oppressed Colonial countries." Again:" In these con
ditions the interests of the proletariat in the Imperialist countries demand ail 
end of colonial exploitation. . . . . . . . . . . . Colonial exploitation cannot cease to 
have an adverse effect upon the economic conditions of the home proletariat 
unless the ?ppress~d p~ople becom~. completely. free. The League, therefore, 55 
mnst explam the SItuatIOn to thetOlhng masses m order to mobilise them in 11 

real stru~gle, ~g~st .Imperialis.m in conjunction with.the oppressed peoples." 
And agam : Smce Its formatIOn the League has done considerable work of 
agi~ation and propaganda.............. The League must penetrate prole
tarIan mass organisations in the Imperialist countries.· In.the colonial countries 60 
it must base itself upon all the social classes that are prepared to carry on a 
real struggle against Imperialism for national freedom." This same para
graph, ~f~er the usual demonstration that the land-oWning classes and the 
bourgeoIsIe are compromising with the British Imperialists ends with the follow-
ing concl:us~on :-': ~ile supporting and organising eve;y form of resistance 68 
to Impenahst dommatlOn the League must base. itself primarily on those classes 
that must conduct a revolutionary struggle for complete national freedom, 
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namely the workers, peasants and the democratic petty bourgeois masses, ", 
'\\'hich, a:'l it will be remembered, is exactly the view of the Communist Interna
tional. After this we get a resolution on Organisation, the terms of which are 
llighly reminiscent of the passage quoted above in Zinoviev's speech. Included 
in this resolution as one of the steps to be taken is the publication of a news 5 
bul1etin and a monthly organ, the former .of which proposals was certainly car-
ried out. After that follows' a resolution on the War danger, and, as usual in 
the case of all organisations, having any connection whatever with the Com
munist lnternational, that war danger is regarded mainly as one which threatens. 
the U. S. S. R. There was also a resolution on India, which is not printed ill 10 
P 1348 (45), but will be found at the end of P 1794. It is concerned mainly with 
the Simon Commission and it concludes in the following terms :-" At the same 
time the League urges all genuine enemies of Imperialist oppression in India 
to concentrate on rallying the masses round the positive slogan of complete 
iridependence of India-the sole threat to the power of British Imperialism- 15 
and on the election of a Constituent Assembly to consider the entire question of 
the political future of India, which should be prepared by the creation of local 
conditions, mass demonstrations and the widest possible participation of the 
masses of the people generally." It can hardly be mere coincidence that hi the 
manifesto prepared for the Madras Session of the Indian National Congress, 20 
Decemher 1927, this slogan of a Constituent Asseml)ly finds a prominent place. 

r do not think that the above documents leave room for very much doubt as 
to the associations and real nature of the L. A. I., but Roy's Assembly Letter, 
P 377 (1), dated the 30th December 1927 is even more convincing. In this letter 
at ]'.C. page 360 there is a paragraph on ' international affiliation' in which 25 
Roy says : " On this question there has been confusion and uncertainty. Let us 
make it clear once and for all. So far as the W. P. P. is concerned the question 
is answered. It should affiliate itself with the ,League against Imperialism. 
That will serve our purpose. Through that you will have the relations and aid 
you need, but you will not be condemned of havill-g connections with M. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

O. P. 260. The League must have relations with the revolutionary organisations ......... . 
The W. P. P. can eventually become the recognised organ of the League in 
India." Bearing in mind Roy's position and the unquestionably Communist 
origin of the W. P. p's. is it possible to doubt that the L. A. 1. is an agent and 
representative of the Communist International' 35 

Bnt we shall come -across further eVIdence of the closeness of the relations 
between the L. A. I. and C. I. P 1680 (F. C. 398) is a lett~r from V. Chatto
padhyaya, Joint Secretary of the League against Imperialism, to .J awahar Lal 
Nehru, which was intercepted and withheld on 18-5-28. (P.W.-262, Deputy 
Inspector Chaudhri, on page 11 of his evidence.) It is dated April 2nd, hut 40 
from the envelope which hears a Berlin postal seal of 2-5-28 that appears to 
have been only a mistake. In this letter there is a good deal of information about 
the I·e suIts of the work of the Executive Committee of the League which had 
just met in Brllssels on the '28th April. This letter is to be read with P .1360, a 
Press Service of the League against~mperialism, International Secretariat, 45 
recovered iIi the search of the office of, the Workers' and 'Peasants' Party of 
Bombay, which gives an account of the same meeting. In this letter Chatto
padhyaya writes (and the same appears from the Press Service) that " The 
Leagne depends' for its chief factors on the Communist movement, the Social 
Democratic workers and the revolutionary movement in the colonies, and it was 50 
thought advisable to have' a Secretariat of three persons to represent each of 
these movements." Later on he says : " As Maxton explained, the office-bearers 
now represent the Social Democratic workers (Maxton), the Trade Union move-
ment (F'i:mmen), the Communist movement (Munzenberg) and the national re-

o. P. 261. volutionary movement of the colonies (Chatto). The E. C. decided it would be 55 
best to let the work of the League be done for the time being from the Berlin 
office and that Munzenberg· and Chattopadhyaya (Virendra Nath C~attopadh
yaya) be entrusted with the conduct of the work as Secretary unbl the next 
meeting of the Executive., A third Secretary preferably an Englishman should 
be found by the time of the next meeting of the Executive and this man was to 60 
represent the Social Democratic Party. It may be noted that in defending the 
L. A. I. against the charge of being a Communist organisation R. R, Mittra 
accused relied on the fact that one Schmidt of Holland " one of the most active 
and energetic of the younger LeftWing Socialists tendered excellent service to 
the anti-Imperialist movement by building up the Dutch Section of the League 65 
on a. broader basis with. the cooperation of Socialists,bourgeois radicals arid 
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national revolutionary Indonesians. Most of the . sections here· enumerated 
would be repudiated by Communists in relation to their policy in the Imperialist 
country, for there almost all including the Left Social·Democrats are not revolu
tionary." Unfortunately for this defence we find a different view of Schmidt's 
position in P 1680 in which Chattosays that Schmidt was prop9sed as a member IS 
of the Secretariat to represent the Social Democratic workers, but" only a few 
days before the meeting the action of the Dutch Social Democratic Party com·· 
pelled onr friend Schmidt very much against his will to retire from the League 
in order to remain in his party." It is therefore clear first that Schmidt's 
organisational work was not successful and secondly that the Dutch Social Demo- IQ 
cratic Party definitely refused to allow him to remain in the League, if he 
wanted also to remain a member of his own Party. This of course supports the 
inference already to be derived from P 2523 and the other documents referred 
to in that connection, that there is no connection between the L. & S. I. and the 

o.p.a8!. L. A. I.o and that the latter really depends not on three factors but on two only, 15 
namely the Communist Movement and the national revolutionary movement of 
the colonies, two movements which w~ have already seen to be closely linked 
together and which the Communist International is always seeking to link to
gether even more closely. Now the nature of the relations between the Com
munist International and the L. A. I. IQay also be inferred from the report of the 20 
6th World Congress of the Communist International contained in Inprecorr 

o. P. 263. 

o. P. 2M. 

~ol. 8 No. 48 dated 11th August 1928, part of P 259 recovered from the posses~ 
SlOn of Basak accused on the 20th March 1929(P. W. 40 Inspector: S. K. ;Brahma
chari). In thiFi report on page 857 in a speech by Comrade Katayama (Japan) 
we fino the" following :- 25 

" Finally I want to say a fewwordR abont the IJeague against Imperialism. 
As Comrade Bllkharin bas emphasised.in his report, it is an urgent necessity 
to strengthen this organisation ............. 1~he L. A. t. has infinite possibili-
ties before it, if proper attention is paid to every section of the Comintern ....... : 
Experience has. shown that the League Against Imperialism is able to mobilise 30 
masses for the anti-war movement. 

". The All-India Co~gress has officially ~liated to the League ............. .. 
So) support Bukharm's proposal to strengthen the L. A. I." Then follows a 
pa.ssage ahout the gentlemnn Schmidt jlistreferred to: "One of the Dutch 
delegates objpcted to the strengthening of any auxiliary organisation, a!'l if had 
had a bad experience with the branch of the League in Holland. But this 
generalisation is utterly unjust and· unfair, because the Dutch Party left the 
control of the League branch to an utterly unreliable Social Democrat Schmidt" 
which he implies they certainly ought "not to have done. Then he goes o~ : 
" There is talk of liquidating the League altogether, but it is wrong to come to 
such a hasty conclusion before everything has been tried to improve the leader
ship of the League. "The colonial and semi-colonial peoples are looking towards 
the L. A. I. to assist them in their struggle, and the Sixth' Congress should 
instruct all the sections to take up the anti-Imperialist work in this League and 
mobilise the broad masses against Imperialism and Imperialist war, and for the 
def~nce of the Soviet 'Union." It appears to me to be quite evident from this 
passage that the .L. A. I., even if there is no so-called " organic' connection, if; 
an auxiliary organisation of the C. I. over which the C. I. has complete "control: 
There is a reply to this speech of Katayama by Comrade De Vries (Holland) in 
Inprecorl'Vol. 8 No. '76~ dated 30-10~28, part of P. 259 at page424, but I do "not 
think there is anything in it which can be considered to be inconsistent"with this 
conclusion. So far as P. 1680 and P. 1360 are concerned, I do not think any 
furthel' remark is called for except to draw attention to the address of the League 
which is : 24 Friedrich Strasse Berlin, S. W. 48. . 

" Before I go on to deal' with other documents of the L. A. I., I may note the 
evidence of Mr. Stott, P. W. 277, in regard to the documents signed by Chatto
padhyaya and Willi Munzenberg. As regards the former he says: "In my 
opinion the following signatures V. Chattopadhyaya and Chatto were all written 
by one person, namely those on the originals of P. 1645P, P 1647P, P 1649P, on 
P 2344, onP 1348 (23), on P 1348 (27), on P 1348 (29), on the original of P 1603P 
and 1610P, on P 1633, on P 1644, on P'1646, on the original of P 1655P, on P 1680, 
on P 1805, on the originals of P 1866P, P 1998P, P (1), P (2) & P (3), on P 2014, 
on P 2030 and on P 2211. This writer wrote,· so far as I can see the original 
signature used for producing the rubber stamp with which the signatures were 
made on P 1804 and on P 1652 B." IIi the case of Willi Munzenberg he said: 
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"In my opinion the signatures of a German name on P 1651 (in two places) 
P .1~52, P 1652(a~, P 1652(b), P 1666; P 1804, P 2014, and P 2014(1) and on th; 
orlgmals of P 164/P, P 1852P, P 1998P, P (1), P (2) and P (3) were, so far as I can 
see, all made by the ~ame rubber stamp or by stamps prepared from the same sig
nature.~' ~hc oI).ly direct evidence in regard to the handwriting ,of Chatto
padhyaya IS the statement of P. W.261, S. Nurullah, who identified the hand
writing of the great majority of the signatures in respect of which Mr. Stott 
gave evidence. In~ross-examination. this witness stated that his knowledge of 
Chattopadhyaya's SIgnature was derIved partly from the one' chit' which 
Chatto wrote to him and partly from the letters which a friend of his Quddus 1 
showed to him and which he had mentioned in cross-examination-in!chief. It 
is possible, therefore, that not too great weight should be attached to his evi
\.dence although I can see no ,good ground for rejecting it entirely. On the other 
band, when we couple together P '1680 with the Press report, P 1360, it appears 
to me that it is perfectly reasonable to treat Jhe signature in P 1680 as a genuine 1 
signature of Chattopadhyaya and use it as a standard. 

Going on from April 1928 we' come in July 1928 to P 1260 to which I have 
already referred, and I do not thirik it necessary to do more than 'mention that 
Saklatwala, Harry Pollitt and Tom Mann took part in this meeting of the British 
Section. Next on the 18th July 1928 in Inprecorr Vol. 8 No. 41 dated the 30th 2' 
July 1928, part of P 259, 'we come to Bukharin's ' report on the international 
situation and the tasks of the Comintern ' presented to the 6th World Congress 
of the C. I., the comments on which of Comrade Katayama I have mentioned 
already. .At page 737 Bukharin says: "I think we are not giving enough 
support to ih~ anti-Imperialist. Le~,g~e. Some comrades think. that, in general, 2 
thl!'! IJeaglle IS not worth mamtammg ................ Expenence has shown 
that this organisation has great potential powers and chances of development, 
and that we are doing very little to help to release these potential forces ....... . 
. . . . . . .. :Why we should hold a liquidatory viewpoint on this question I cannot 
understand. " In Inprecorr Vol. 8 No. 49 dated 13th August 1928, part of P 31 
259, we find Comrade Bukharin on the 30th July replyirig to the debate. IDs 
remarks about the League Against Imperialism are on page 870. In this 
speech he includes the anti-Imperialist League among amorphous non-Communist 
organisations which some Communists fear will displace the Communist.Parties. 
Bukharin comments on this idea with some vigour saying: (' Of course to assign 3, 
to these organisations a role by which they would displace the Communist 
Parties would be a betrayal of Communism. But who assigns to them such a 
role' We do not regard these organisations as substitutes for the Communist 
party but aR a means for spreading our influence among the broad masses ..... . 
. .... .... I mention the shortcomings of the League not because I propose to 41 
deprive it of our support, but because I want it to be supported ...... , " ...... .. 
We gave very little assistance to the League, we did not supply the League with 
adequate forces. Our Parties did not sufficiently cooperate with it." In fact, 
not only are the leading members of this League Communists but the Communist 
International supports it as ono of its auxiliary organisations. P 1603P (F. C. 4 
561) is a photograph of a letter dated 5-9-28 from Chattopadhyaya sen~ing Press 
Service 110. 7 dated 5-9-28 to Ghate accused. As there was nomentlOn of the 
Press Service in the letter it was withheld, the letter itself being photographed 
and reposted (P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhry). The original letter 
which had been photographed was found at the search of the Workers' and 5' 
Peasants' Party office in Bombay and is on the record as P 1348 (29) (F. C. 561). 
The Press Service which is P 1604, contains a resolution on India, another on 
China and a third on the attitude of the Congresses of the Second and Third 
Interitationals tow,ards the colonial problem and the League against lniperialism. 
This last resolution contains a reference to present and past attacks on the 5, 
League by members of the Second ~nternational. It. declares on~e 
more that "the L. A. I. is not a sectIOn of the Commtern, nor IS 
ita section of the Communist Party, but it!s a non-pa~y organisation w~i~h all 
mell and women-regardless of their political and SOCIal outlook-can Jom on 
the condition that they acknowledge the principles of the League." That is, 61 
however, only one sid~ of the picture. Later on, towards the end of the resolu
tion we find the followmg :-

" WIthou~ taking up any attitude towards the different theses and decisions 
of the Third International on the colonial question the Executiv:e Committee 
declares t.hat the decisions and resolutions on the colonial question at the Congress 6: 
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of the Third International (that is the 6th Congress) correspond entirely to the 
aims and principles of the League against Imperialism and are calculated to give 
effective support in the struggle for freedom' of all oppressed peoples ~nd 
na tions." . . ', . 

. "The E. C. of the League also"takes note of the discussion at the Congress 5 
of the Third International on the subJect of tha L. A. I. The Congress of the 
Third International is right in stating that the League is not one of its sections, 
neither is it a Communist organisation. If in spite of this the C. I. has charged 

o. P. 267. all its sections to support the L. A. Lthe E. C. of the League which is sitting 
today recognises in this action the earnest desire of the C. I. to support the 10 
revolutionury struggle of the oppressed peoples. The~. C. of the Le~gue places 
before the broad masses of the workers of all countries and e!lpeClally in the 
colonial and semi-colonial countries the attitude of the Third International hi 
contrast with the attitude of the Congress of the Second International. " All 
of which scarcely calls for comment. 15 

The Statutes of the L. A. I., that is to say, its constitution, are to be found 
in P 1647P (l!'. C. 724) enclosed with a letter (part of the same exhibit) dated 
the 19th December 1928 from Munzenberg and Chattopadhyaya addressed to 
Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru but inter~pted and photographed en route, As Iegard~ 
the authenticity of the signature of Munzenberg, it wilLbe sufficient to say th.at 20 
we have on this letter with Munzenberg's stamped signature an original signa-
ture of Chattopadhyaya. This enables Munzenberg's stamped signature on 
this letter to be used as a standard for other letters. These, Statutes are really 
draft Statutes, and Mr.' J. L .. Nehru is asked to cOlIllIIlunicate any suggc:lstion 
or alteration he may wish to propose. The draft constitution contains a state- 25· 
ment of aims and objects, and we find that the aim of the League is " to support 
the national revolutionary and social revolutionary struggles of the oppressed 
peoples with all economic and political means at its disposal." Then as regards 
membership the statement in Inprecorr of the 3rd May 1926, that " side by side 
with individual membership the method of collective membership should be 30 
used ", is put into practice. After this we get the o:tnci~l organs, whiclt are 
the International Congress, the General Council; the Executive Committee and 
the International Secretariat, which last is to carry out the decisions of .the 

o. P. 268. E. C., to prepare the meetings of. the General Council and the International' 
Congress, to deal with the current business of· the League, to issue. a periodical 35 
and a Press Service in several languages etc. Lastly we get a control commis
sion, obviously corresponding to the International Control Commission of the 
UL ~ 

The next letterfrom the League is P 1852P,(F. C. 740), dated, apparently 
incorrectly, 23rd January, 1928, but intercepted on the 8th February, 1929, 40 
signed MUDzenberg;to Mr. J. L. Nehru acknowledging a telegram about 
Johnstone, enclosing five copies of the Statutes of the League as accepted by 
the E. C., and stating that a detailed letter on the meeting would reach hhn by 
the next mail. This is contained in P .1650, a Press Service of the League; 
intercepted by Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, P.W. 262 on the 15th February 45 
1929. This Press Service (at page 18 of the printed exhibit) shows that the 
Executive Session of the League met at Cologne. 

The Communist accused have dealt with this organisatjon at page~2745 
to 2748 of the statements of the accused and attempted to refute the view of the 
pros~cution which .they qu.ote 8;s being "that the Lea~e is a body which is 50 
definitely Commumst and IS domg the work 'of the Third International under 
the camouflage of being a wider body." The accused assert as indeed the 
League itself asserts, that the League is not a, Communist body but a wider 
body}tc., thou~h of cours~!l revol!lti<?nary body. .And they ~iv~ly ,remark 
that Commum~ts do not Jo~n. o.r . assist III the formabon of orgamsatIons which 55 
have no revolubonary pOSSibilitIes. " They say further on: "The League 
~gainst Imper~alism stands definitely for complete independence in the colonies, 
~.e. for revolutIon." They go on to repeat some of· the points sought to be made 
by Mittra accused in his statement. But I am unable to see that the assertions 

o. P. 269. of the accused are of the smallest value as proof of their contention that the 60 
League is not a Communist organisation. The evidence· which I have quoted 
above, appears to me to show quite conclusively that it is. an organisation for 
the starting of which the Communist International was responsible for the 
support of which it claims to be responsible and the power to liquidate which 
it clahns to possess. 65 



But perhaps it may be said that one of the Secretaries, Chattopadhyaya, is 
not a rlOmmunist. and how can a Communist organisation be run with a non
Communist Secretary 7 The only possible means of verifying whether Chatto
padhyaya is really a Communist or not, is to refer to the letters written by him. 
In this cornlection the prosecution have referred to a number of letters. For 5 
example, in P ~649P, (F. C.613), dated the 24th October 1928 we find Chatto 
saying :' " What I think is that all elements that stand for absolute independence 
and some amoun,t of " democracy" should be drawn into the League,' but the 
C. C. should, in my opinion, consist only of those who are theoretically so sound 
that they cannot become traitors in practical life ................... 'But this 10 
proves the necessity of establishing without delay, firstly a school for training 
in social revolutionary principles and tactics, and secondly, an organ that deals 
with. current IIidian problems from the revolutionary standpoint." About the 
Qrgahhe says: "My own view is that there should be no sentimental tolera-
tion for all kinds of vieW's, but a strict adherence to a definite policy and l\ 15 
definite programme." , 

Again in P 1644, (F. 0.620), dated the 31st Octoher, 1928, to Mr .• T. L. 
Nehru, Chatto mentions the fact that " ~rhe All-Russian Federation of Trade 
Unions (an organisation whose controlling body consists entirely of Communists 

o. P. 270. cf." Left Wing Communism," P 975, at page 3'3) has decided to affiliate to the 20 
League." In a later paragraph he writes: "The' Modern Review 'seems to 
have made the same mischief as the B. Chr. with regard to your speech at the 
Bengal Students' Conference by quoting you as having said that' you do not 
believe ill Communism as an ideal of society.' I have seen your contradiction 
of this in the daily press. But you should compel the " Modern Review' \ 25 
which has become the organ of the Bengali Fascists to publish a correction;" 
If, Chatto and the League do not believe in Communism, why this interest in 
the contradiction of the statement that Mr. Nehru does not believe in Com
munism' 

Again in P 1645P (F.C. (56), dated the 14th November 1928, as in oth('r 30 
letters, there are comments on speeches of Mr. Nehru, which were not quite in , 
the right Communist vein. There is, however, something more important in 
the suggestion that Mr. Nehru should (1) rally all the anti-Imperialist elements 
to his Leagu:e (the League for National Independence), (2) come to a clear 
understanding with the Worker~' and Peasants' Party for the purpose of 35 
establishing a common programme and a united.mass party. Later on he talks 
about 1he probability of the revolutionary ferment coming to a head just after 
the Simon Commission has reported to Parliament, and he goes on as follows :.--' 
" If you are organisationally prepared by'that time, you will be able to strike 
a blow just as Gandhi was able to do in 1921. But I hope that this time there 40 
""ill be no sentimental nonsense about the shedding of a few litres of blood, and 
that the revolutionary movement will be led on purely materialistic lines by 
trained Marxian revolutionaries." A reference to the joint statement of the 

o. P. 271i Comniunist accused at page 2935 of the statements of the accused shows that 
they entirely agree with this non-Communist body, that a few litres of blood 45 
will have to be shed. In regard to his remark about an understanding with 
the W. P. P. there is a further remark on the same point in P 1646 (F. C. 714), 
dated t.he 12th December 1928, where Chatto says: "The progress that your 
League has been making is very satisfactory, judging from newspaper accounts. 
Your Conference in Calcutta ought to lay the foundations of a mass organisa- 50 
tion, and I hope that it will be possible to cooperate very intimately with the 
All India Workers' and PeasanJs' Party, if it is not possible to carry out at 
present my suggestion of a fusion. " There is one other document of the L. A. I., 
which is of some interest, a pamphlet, 24 copies of which w~re sent to Jhabwala 
accused in P 2212 and 22 more copies a week later in P 2214. That these also 55 
were sent by Chatto can scarcely be doubted in view of his remark in P 2211. 
which like P 2214 bears a Berlin postal seal of the 7th November 1928, that. 
., we are having some material posted to you today to Jharia where you will 
probably remain till the 6th inst." This pamphlet is a criticism of the Colonial 
policy of the L. & S. I. by Clemens Dutt reprinted from the L. A. I. 's periodical, 60 
the" Anti-Imperialist Review", for July 1928. Referring to the resolution of 
the L. S. I. on Colonial policy Dutt remarks: .. With this resolution, the L. S. I. 
like the British Labour Party stamps itself as an adjunct of capitalist Imperialism 
and of the agent of the latter, the so-called League of NatIons." Later he says: 
" Consequently, the mission of the L. S. I. in establishing relations with the 65 
peoples of the colonies can only be that of thwarting their revolutionary en
deavours and of directing their efforts in a reformist. ' directiol)." And he 
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conclu'des':. "in -cOD?-plete contrast to the Iinperialist policy involved in the 
draft colomal resolutIon of the L. S. L, the L. A. I. sets itself the task ofmobi-
~sing, in a world wi~e resistance to the offensive of Imperialism, all the revoly. ... 
honar~ forcesfightmg for freedom and democracy in the oppressed colonial 
countrIes ", a policy which is entirely consistent with the policy of the Com
munist International. 5 

. This is the ol'gan~sa!ion then, which we shall find sending its representa. 
bve Johnstone to India m December 1928, vide P 1998P, P (1), P (2) and P 
(3) (F. c. 706), and with his visit successfully achieving the affiliation of the 
'1'. U. C. which it had been seeking in P 1633, (F. C. 421). P 1610,- (F. C.573), 10L 

P. 1644, (E'. C. 620), P 2211, (F. C. 638) & P 1646, (F. O. 714), and which will 
also be found working for the affiliation of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
of Bombay in P 1348 (23) (F. C, 419), P 1348 (37) (F. C. 465) and P 1348 (29)-
(F. C. 561), and for that of the A. I. W. P. P. in P 1762 (F. Co 732). 

The second organisation whose position it is necessary to consider is the 15 
Workers' Welfare League of India. The number of documents in this con~, 
nection is not so large as in the case of the League Against Imperialism. Taking 
them in chronolog~cal order the first is P 1709(2) (F. C.- 243) recovered in the 
search of Majid accused., This document, a copy of which was also recovered in 
the sear.ch of t~e office of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay and is !20 
P 1359, ~s th~ Nmth Annual Report of the Workers' Welfare League of India for 
the year endmg December 31st, 1926, as presented to the Annual Meeting held in 
London on the 15th January 1927. In this document we find the address of the 
League given as 18, Featherstone Buildings, High Holborn, and the office
bearers are, President! Dr. K. S. Bhat; Treasurer: Mr. K. Sheldrake; Secre- 25 
tary: Mr. J. E. Potter-Wilson, and: Indian Secretary ":Mr. Sh: Saklatvala, M.P: 
This report was enclosed by the'Secretary with P 1709(1) dated 24th August 
1927, addressed to the editor of the ~"Mehnat-kash " clo Mr. Ramchandra, R.A., 
Mochi Gate, Lahore. The letterpaper sets forth the object of the Leagllp. as 
follows: " Independently of all political movements and aiJIls to advocate the 30 
institution in India of provision for the welfare of the working population 
equivalent if not identical with that granted to the working people of England." 
I have already referred to the mention in this- docum:entof Mr. Saklatvala's 
visit to Indiain 1927. After this mention we find the following passage: " It is 
with great regret that we have to draw attention to certain attempts to pre~ 35 
judice the work ,of the League both ~ere and in India through a statement of some 
men prominent in the Labour circles. The allegation made that the League is 
a Communistic organisation is entirely without foundation. The LeagUe is a 
non-political body including among its'members representatives of all working 
class organisations. It is not concerned, as to whether its members are Com~ 40 
munistsor non-Communists but only as to whether they are interested in helping 
to improve the conditions of Indian Labour." These remarks were particularly 
necessary in view, of the faCt that one of the additional affiliations secured-during 
the past year was that of the East London BranCh of the Young Communist
League, a branch of the Young Communist League of· Great Britain which i& 45 
itself a flection of the Young Communist International, which again is a section 
of the Communist International and guided by theE. C. C. I. (vide P 2366" 
" CoinIp.uni'st Party Tra:ining" at page 88). I have already drawn attention 
to the reference to this League in P 2375, :the ' Report of the Amsterdam Con
ference in July 1925 in which at F. C. 71 we find C. P: Dutt reporting upon work 50 
in the Welfare League, also to the Colonial" Department's Report, P 2377(1), 
dated September 1925 in which at F. C. 84 there is a whole paragraph devoted 
to the Indian Workers' Welfare League. The significant passages in this para ... 
graph are as follows: " This organisation has a contact in Brit~in of the A. I~ 
T. U. C. ; the Colonial Department considered it was of BpeciallIDportan~ and 55 
it was decided to strengthen and develop its influence. It .............. IS ex~ 
tremely valuable indeed..... . . .... The department directly influences the 
Welfare League." D 711 is a printed copy of the Tenth Annual Report of the 
Workers' Welfare League of India for the yea! ended _31st Decemb~r 1927. In 
this we find the name of :Mr. C. P. Dutt as ASSIstant Secretary, and m: the bodY6<J:" 
of the report there are references to. Mr. Saklatvala.'s-vis~t to India from January' 
to :March 1927, in the course of WhICh at the DelhI SeSSIOn of the A. I. T. p. C. 
a resolution was passed reaffirming the position of the W. W. L. as the appomted 
agents of -the A._ I. T. U. C. in Great Britain. Thi.S report was presented to thai 
AimualMeeting held in London on the 18th February 1928. The next reference' 65 
we come to is to be foun~ in P 2369,' the official report of the Fourth" Congress of-

T_lnK"'" 
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the R. I. L. U. published in July 1928, the Congress havinoo been held some 
months earlier. In this report, in the thesis on the T. U. Mo~ement in India at 
pa~e 1.22, we find the followm~: "'1'he India"!1 Lef~ 'Wing" (that is the Left 
Wmg III the T. U. Movement t.e. the Commumst Wmg) " must insist that the 
Workers' Welfare League of India in London (which is the official representa- 5 
tive in G.reat Britain of the All-.India Trad~s Union Congress) should widen the 
scope of Its work and seek to bnng the IndIan Trade Union Movement into close 
co~tac.t with the Left Win~ of t~e T. U. Movement in England organised in the 
MmorIty Movement." It IS ObVIOUS that unless the W. W. L. I. was under the 
influence of the Left Wing in the Indian T.U. Movement this could not be done. 1() 

0. P. 275. Not long. after the publication of the Ten~h Annual.Report of the W. W. L. I., 
the meetmg of the A. I. T. U. C. ExecutIve CommIttee at Delhi removed the 
'V. W. L. I. from being the agents of the A. I. T. U. C. in Britain. Information 
of this seems to have been sent to the W. W. L. I. by Dange accused, since on the 
6th April 1928 a letter (P 1607C, F. C. 381) from C. P. Dutt, W~ W. L. I. 18 15 
Featherstone Buildings, High Rolborn; tos. A. Dange, National Research ~nd 
Publicity Institute, Girgaum, ~ombay 4, thanking Dange for a letter on the sub-
ject was intercepted by P. W. 262, 'Deputy Inspector Chaudhri. There is no 
direct evidenee, so far as I can recall, as to the authenticity of this letter. But 
another letter, P 1606 (F. C. 380) from C. P. Dutt from another address to 2() 
Dange accused was intercepted at Bombay by the same officer on the 23rd 
March 1928 and withheld, a fact showing that Dutt was in touch with Dange at 
this time sothat there is no reason to doubt that the original of P 1607C, purport-
ing to have been written by C. P. Dutt was actually written by him. This 
earlier Jetter also contained a reference to the W. 'V. L. I. In this letter P 1607C 25' 
Dutt writes: "Many thanks for your letter of February 29 regarding the E. C. 
meeting. T have arranged for a copy to be sent to the R. I. L. U. Congress as 
I think it is very important that they should know what took place," a remark 
which very clearly indicates the close connection between the W. W. L. I. and 
the R. I. L. TI. He goes on : " The whole business, both as regards affiliation to 3() 
Amsterdam and the cutting off the W. W. L., savours very unpleasantly of intri-
gue, since they are both subjects which should only properly be decided on by the 
full Congress, and they were not raised in November at Cawnpore which was 
the proper opportunity to do so. You will have received copies of a letter from 
Comrade Saklatvala on this subject." This would appear to be a reference to a 35 

O.P.276. letter already written by Saklatvala which is not on the record. But as I men
tioned above in dealing with Saklatvala there is on the record a letter, P 1127 
(F. C. 447) dated 14th June 1928 from Saklatvala,Indian Secretary of the 
W. W. L. 1., recovered in J oglekar accused's search, forwarding an open letter 
on the subject, P 1126 (F. C. 449). There is not very much of interest in these 4(} 
two letters, but in P 1348(34) dated 28th June 1928, intercepted and copied as 
P 1601C by Deputy Inspector Chaudhri on the 14th July 1928 and recovered in 
original in tho office of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay, we find 
C. P. Dutt, who in this letter calls himself London Secretary, writing to Ghate 
accused in terms which betray that the W. W. L. I. is by no means the colourless 45 
non-politieal organisation which it professes to be. 'This letter which was dis
cussed in the meeting of the Executive of the W. P. P. of Bombay begins w~th 

-the remark that" it is difficult for us to make out what is the declared policy 
of t.he W. P. P. in the matter of the Bardoli Movement........... The position, 
as I see it, is this. The Bardoli agitation is' not a typical peasants' movement 5() 
in the sense of being directed against landlord. exploitation, nevertheless it is an 
anti-imperialist movement. ....... , ....... 1 would incline to believe therefore 
that it (the Bardoli agitation) is a movement which should have our active 
support and that the silence of the W. P. P. about the movement does no good 
to the latter." This does not appear to be very consistent with the object of the 55 
League" independently of all political movements and aims etc." However the 
W. W. I.J. I. may have begun, it is impossible to doubt that at this date it was 
working for political aims. -

The l1ext 'document in this connection is P 1208(1), a letter dated 31st 
October ]928 from the R. I. L. U. to Dear Comrades, recovered in the search of 60 

O. P. 277. the office of the" Kranti ", the official o,rgan of the W. P. P. of Bombay, for
warding a copy of the resolution proposed by the Indian delegation to the Con
gress of the C. I. and adopted by the Secretariat of the R. I. L. U. This letter 
deals with the resolution on the Indian T. U. movement adopted by the Fourth 
Congress of the R. I. L. U. At F. C'. 626 we find an important passage: "With 65-
regard to the International relations the Left Wing (of the Indian T. U. Move
ment) must maintain ,conta,ct with the R. I.,~. U. direct and also ~hro:ugh the 
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m.edium of the W. yvL L. of India and the P. P. T. U. Secretariat. ............ . 
Fmally, the Left Wmg must raise the question of the W. W. L. I. at the Congress 
condemning the Executive for exceeding its authority in taking away the righ~ 
of ~h~ League to represent the A. 1. T •. U. C. ~n England as g-ranted to it by 
declsIOns of several congresses of the Indian Umons. Every effort must be made 5 
to :reinstate the W~ W; L. I. as the official representative of the A. I. '1.'. U. C. in 
England." That is tosay R. I. L. U. considers it urgently necessary to be able 
to maintain contact with the Indian Trflde Union Movement through the W. W: 
L. I. and knowing as we do what the ideas of the R. I. L. U. were we can have 
very little doubt as to the real position of the W. W. L. I. 10 

In another letter, P. 1658 P, dated November 29, 1928, C. P. Dutt"writing 
again to Ghate accused frqm the W. W. L. I., writes as follows: "Can you 
please see that more than a single copy of the Kranti is sent to us as it is im
portant for study and information on the movement as well as for propaganda 
among Indians here Y" Writing from the office of. the Labour Monthly as 
Acting Editor on the same date to P. C. Joshi accused in P.345 (F. O. 683) 
Dutt says very much the samething: "Please send a copy, two or three copies 
if possible, Qf your Hindi weekly to our office in exchang'e for the Labour 
Monthly. It will be very valuable also if you wiJl send a couple of copies to 
the W. W. L. I. which has an office at the above address. Such papers ari:) of 
importance to us. for information and study of the situation in .India and for 
propaganda among Indian friends here," clearly implying that the aims and 
objects of the W. W. L. I. and the ' Labour Monthly', a Communist organ are 
one and the same. That also we should have no difficulty in inferring from the 
letters, P. 1665· and P.2160, from C. P. Dutt to Dange and ~:1uzaffar Ahmad 
accused: dated February 14, 1929 (F. C. 807) in which C. P. Dutt writes that 
"next March will be the tenth anniversary of the foundation of the Inter
national, and 'an exhibition is being prepared' on this occasion of which details 
are given in the enclosed letter which I have received and of which 1 am send
ing you a copy. Will you please make a special effort to assist in this by your· 
self and friends sending material. It could be sent to the W. W. L., marked. 
specimen or something like that." So that the W. W. L. is prepared to' 
act as an . agent of the Communist International for ,the collection of material 
for an exhibition which, as the enclosed letter shows, is to illustrate 
the revolutionary and emarucipatory movements of the last ten years in 
all countries. The last document in this connection is a cyclostyled copy 
of the Eleventh Annual Report . of the W. W. L. I. for the year ending the 
31st December 1928, tendered by the defence as D •. , 712. There! is nothing of 
very great interest in this report. It shows that money was collected and sent 
out to India for the Bombay Textile Strike, South Indian Railway Strike and 
the Bauria JnteWorkers' Strike. It mentions the matter of the A. I. T. U. C. 
cutting itself off from the League. It shows that the League sent fratel'I).al 
messages to the A. I. T. U. C., to the First All-India Workers' and Peasants' 
Party Conference and to the National Congress, and their delegate attended 
the London Conference of the British 'section of the League Against Imperialism. 
It also reproduces a resolution passed by the W. W. L. I. protesting against 
the attempt on the part of the Government of India to throttle the T. U.Move
ment of India by means of their Trades Dispute Bill and Public Safety Bill, 
and calling upon all workers' organisations in Britain and India to act in every 
way possible for them against these Bills. 

It is in the light of the above~ evidence that we shall have to consider the' 
fact that money was' sent to Bradley accused through this League. 
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R~::Ao:C~ The next organisation to which we come is the Labour Research Depart
DEPARTMENT. ment. For the early history of this organisation we may.refer to P.48, the 

Labour International Handbook byR. Palme Dutt, Secretary ,of the Inter- 55. 
national Section, and D. 705, History of the Labour ;Research Department by 
R. Page Arnot. In the former of these we find at page 176 a short note on the 
L. R. D. in which it is stated that "it· was established in 1912 as a Fabian 
Research Department to co-operate with the labour, socialist and co-operative 
movements." In this book the address of the L. R. D. is given as Eccleston 60 
Square, and the office-bearers mentioned are Secretary : R. Page Arnot, and 
Secretary, International Esection : R. Palme Dutt. This is for'1929, In D. 705 
my attention has been drawn to a passage at page 16 which runs as follows : 
" All this compilation (that is of labour information, statistics etc.) demand-
ed an extensive employment of voluntary workers on avery wide scale." As fS5-
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Spratt accused says at pagei 381 of the statements 'of the accused ': "From tha.t t 
time (1923) until I left England (end of 1926) I used·togo~to the,office·of the •. 
L. R. ~. very often and do work for ~~. T~ere is a regnlarsystem there where l 
work IS done by voluntary workers. Thls passage has some. importance in . 
connection with the case of Desai accused. . 

Dealing with the: history of the Department, R. Page 'Atnotat 'page 19 says' 
th:;tt" by the end of 1918, the Department had finallyslo'ughed off its Fabian 
SUlt and emerged as the L. R. D. " In the following year 1919 he says that· 
" an International Section was established with R. Palme butt ~s secretary.'" 

5 

10 The prosecution has' next refer-red to two passages ~in Inpr~corr. The 
first of these, which is ~ Inprecorr VoL 5 No; 41 dated 6th'May 1925, part :>f 
P. ,491 (a) at page 538, IS the report of a conference of the Information Depart-' 
ment held at Moscow on the 6th April 1925. In the debate on the Report on 
the activity of the Information Department of the E. C. C. I. we find Comrade. 
Bell' (Great Britain) saying: "I absolutely agree' with the proposal of' 15 
Comrade Pepper (in regard to the work of the Information Department). In· 
Great Britain we already have a kind of Information Department, the L. R. D., 
which collects statistics, conducts investigations into wage's movements etc. i 

This Department is not a Party concern, but is under the control of the Party." 
Than which nothing could be clearer. In point of fact it was much too clear. 20 
In a subsequent issue of Inprecorr Vol. 5 No. 45 dated 28th May 1925 at page' 
596 we find a correction which is as follows: "We have received a (',ommuni
cation from Comrade Bell regarding our report in no. 41·of the Inprecorr of· 
his speech at the Information Conference oItha Enlarged Executive meeting' 
in March. Comrade Bell says that the statement that the' Labour' Research, 25 
Department is under. Party control is inaccurate and misleading. No such; 
statement was made. We gladly accept the correction of a mistake which was 
inadvertently due to summarise his remarks." Bearing in mind that Comrade 
Bell's speech was not a long one and that the statement was in the clearest 
possible terms one' is led to suspect that the correction was asked for not be-. 30 
cause of the inaccuracy of the statement but because of, its.inconvenience..' 
But this is not the only evidence which leads to the conclusion' that 'it is a fact: 
that the L. R. D. is controlled by thee. P: G. Ror at any rate. was socontrolled\ 
in 1925. In the search of the C. P. G. R office in October 1925 there was re-:. 
covered a letter dated 24th June 1925, addressed by R. Page Arnot to the Orga-J 
nising Bureau, of which P. 2382P (1)' is a photograph. Before going into its 
details I may perhaps first dispose of the evidence. in regard to its authenticity, 
although for the purposa for which I am now using it that is not very important 
in view of the pJace where it was found. The standard handwritings in the 
case of Page Arnot are P. 2361, a receipt given: by him to P. W.6, Detective 
Inspector Norwood and signed by him in the witness's presence, and P. 2462 (1) 
to (6), passport documents produced by P.W. 7 Mr. Hobbart. These were 
examined both by the Court and the Assessors and also by P. W. 277 Mr.r 
Stott who gave it as his opinion that the person who signed the signatures 
R. Page Arnot on P. 2361, onP. 2462 (1),(2),(3), '(4), (5~, (6), and who wrote 
the blue enclosed portion of P. 24-62 (2) also wrote the SIgnatures on P. 2386,1 
P. 1951, P. 2431 (1), P. 1952 and the original of the ,signature on P. 2382 P. (1)'.: 
This last should of course be ' the signature on,the original of P. 2382 P (1) , a. 
slip of my own in typing the evidence.) I entirely'agree with that opinion. 

In P. 2382 P. (1) Page Arnot 'asks the Organising Bureau to release him 
from his present work for a limited period. He says: "I need .not go into all 
the details of the jobs for which I am responsible at present such as.L. R. Do> 
administration an4 research (both heavily understa.ffed), Trade Union Unity 
(which is not so much the magazine as other work connected therewith),· etc. 
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55 : etc. These together with direct Pa.rty work, I can just balance at a'normal time, 
with periodical adjustmelD.t." Towards the end of the letteI"he says .: "I 
therefore want to ask that the Organising .Bureau should give me' a.n exemption.; 
from Party activities, (other than the Bureau' itself) for a period of twelve, 
weeks work," which is a clear indication that, Page Arnot, whom we" .:find .des- l 

cribed elsewhere as Director of Research, regarded ~'his work'in L: ,R. D. ad-! 60 
ministration and research as a Party activity. 

P. 2382 P (2), dated 20th July 1925 is the office cop.y, ree-overedat the' 
same. search, of a letter from the General Secretary to T. Bell, Colonial Depart-·, 
ment, informing him that " the Organising Bureau in view ',of 'certain work: 
which Comrade Page Arnpt has 'to undertake,. (this was. the history'of the 65 
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Miners' Federation mentioned in P 2382 P (2) decided to release him. tempo
rarily from all party work apart from that associated with his membershipo~ 
the Central Committee! and the Organising Bureau." 

I have already mentioned the fact that in writing to Mr. Ginwalla Spratt 
accused gave the L. R. D. as a suitable address to which George Allison's kit 5 
might be sent and in the course of his statement as an accused Spratt said in 
explanation that he gave this address because he thought there were people i.e., 
at the L. R. D. who would know Allison, which was certainly the fact. We shall 
also come across a case in which Spratt accused, in answering a telegram from 
John (C. P. Dutt) which was an enquiry in regard to whether the Indian com· 10 
rades placed confidence in certain persons who had come to Moscow, addressed 
his reply to the Labour Research Department. (cf. P. 2189, F. C. 514 and 
P. 2190, F. C. 517). Then again in the defence in this case Spratt accused him-
self has supplied a most valuable piece of evidence in regard to the associations 
of the L. R. D. in 1921-22. This was the annual report for that year. This 15 
report contains 2 Cash Accounts, No. '1 and No.2. In No. 1 we find the 
income for the year is about £3300 of which £892 is from fees for work 
done; The largest fee is £425 from the All-Russian Cooperative Society, 
better known as Arcos. In Cash Account No. 2 we find receipts from 
Arcos of £3308 which is all expended in salaries, rents and rates, office 20 
furniture, stationery, typewriting, publications, binding, stamps, tele
grams, etc., special fee; to L. R. D. etc. The item under salaries is £1750 
whereas the item under salaries in the General Cash Account No. 1 is only 
-£1145. These figures suggest that for the bulk of its work in 1921-22 the De
partment was a kind of agency for Arcos. The only explanation in this report 25 
is at page 8, where the report which is signed by the Executive Committee and 
by the Se'cretary, R~ Page Arnot, contains the following passage: "A further 
heavv piece of work has been the preparation of the bnlletin of statistical and 
other information for the All-Russian Cooperative Society. The arrangement 
made (which was approved at the last Annual General Meeting) has entailed a 30 
good deal of extra research, but the effect of this action on our activities has 
been stimulating, and we hav'e good reason to be satisfied with this particular 
piece of work. We are glad to be able to flay that the information 'and statis-
tics thus compiled are all available for the Labour Movement and will be pub
lished from time to time in one form or another, but chiefly in the studies of 35 
capital and labour which we deal with hereafter." 

The prosecution has drawn attention to the fact that in the course of the 
evidence in this case we come across the following Communists connected with 
the L. R. D. : R. Page Arnot, Secretary and Director, Emile Burns, Secretary 
A. L. Bacharach, Treasurer, R. P. Dutt, Secretary International Section, a. P. 40 
Dutt, Glyn Evans, D. J. Parsons, H. P. Rathbone and Spratt accused himself 
and .a reference to Appendix IV in D 705. adds the names in 1924~26 of Harry. 
~ollitt and Tom Ma?ID' Now the prosecutIOn theory, as was pointed.. out at the 
bme of ar~ents, IS n~t t~at the ~. R. D: ~s a Communist orgaIdsation in the 
sense of .bemg an organIsation enbrely origmated by, composed of and rwi by 45 
CommunIsts. I~ t~e wor~s. of Cro'\\o'D.. CO'!lnsel their case is t.hat " this ostensibly 
respectable stabstIc-compilmg orgamsatIon was used bv the live wires on its 
Executive and among its office-bearers and others to further their aims and the 
aims of the C. P. G; B. and the Communist International." I have already 
shown that there is considerable ground for concluding that this theory is cor- 50 
rect, and .this cl?se relation with Arcos is !mother point in favour of the theory, 
and a pomt WhICh should not be underesbmated in the light of the correspond-
ence between C. P. Dutt and A. Inkpin, Gene'ral Secretary of the C. P. G. B., 
rewvered at the search of the C. P. G. B. office in October 1925. This corres
pondence consists of two letters, P. 2387P.(3) (P. W. 4, Detective Sergeant 55 
Renshaw) dated 10th July 1925 and P. 2346 (P. W. 3, Detective Sergeant 
Scutchey) dated July 15, 1925. In the former of these letters the General 
Secretary, of the Org. Bureau objects to a certain arrangement about work 
made between C. P. Dutt and R. Page Arnot. In the latter C. P. Dutt expresses 
~,nnoyance at ~he charge and says, " I was not aware that any arrangement in 60 

a lo?sc and I~egular fashion " was " made with me by Comrade Arnot," as 
I receIved my Instructions to make the temporary change, of occupation from 
the proper authorities of bOth Arcos and the Delegation," (by which I assume, 
he means the Soviet Delegation) so t,hat we have in, this letter Arcos and the 
Soviet ;Delegation closely associated together with the C. P. G. B. 65 
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, T)1e defence case is that the L. R. D. was not a Communist organisation 
and iIi this connection reliance was placed on the statement of Mr. H. N. Brails
ford C. W. No. 10n page 4 of his -evidence where he says, " when I was a 
subscriber (to the L. R. D.) I did not find it a Communist organisation." But 
the value to be attached to that statement is to be estimated in the light of his 
further statement in cross-examination, " I know nothing of the inside working 
of the Department, but only that it did tlseful research work." That was as 
far as I was concerned with it. So we are left with the facts to which I have 
drawn attention above, and with the lengthy defence of the L. R. D. which was 
given by Spratt accused in his statement nnder Section 342 C. P. C. at pages 
373-382 of the statements of the accused. In this statement much stress is laid 
on ,the fact that there were other people on the Executive besides the Com
munists. But at the same time there are some other statements which are of 
co~iderable interest. After _ ,asserting that the L. R. D., which in the year 
1921-22 was a body of such status that even the prosecution will not dare to 
attack it, was 'in the year 1927-28 still essentially the sam,e sort of body, Spratt 
accused said, " I will add a further point to this. It should not, be deduced 
from what I have said that the L. R. D. is a mere recorder of facts without a 
political attitude or what is called bias. It is not th~ purpose of the L. R. D. 
to express political views and it does not do so. But in its selection and pre
sentation of facts an attitudel is revealed and outlined at any rate. And I do 
not deny that the attitude taken up by the L. R. D. is not such as His Majesty's 
Labour Ministers are likely to agree with." I suppose he means that it is ill 
fact not a social democratic attitude but a Communistic attitude. After speak
ing of the L. R. D.'s attitude towards strikes, he says, " Similarly in regard to 
colonial affairs the L. R. D. is hostile to Imperialist control of the colonies 
and puHishes material which helps the working class to realise more 
clearly and concretely that its interests are opposed to Imperialist policy." 
Further on again he says, "That is why the Communists are able to co-
operate without difficulty or friction in the work of the L. R. D." And 
again : " the situation is then that the L. R. D. supports the workers in the class 
struggle, supports the colonial peoples in the anti-Imperialist revolutionary 
movements and supports the efforts of socialist construction in the U. S.S. R . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . the prosecution may object to it,' but it can not call this evidence 
that the L. R. D. is a Communist body." But it does without the smallest 
doubt entirely support the contention ,of the prosecution as stated in the sum
ming up and quoted by me a little way back, and this is no doubt why the Secre
tary of the Reception Committee of the All-India Workers' and Peasants' Party -
Conference held in December 1928 sent an invitation to the L. R. D. In this 
connection I may refer to P 467 (7) (F. C. 632) dclted 1st November 1928, an 
office copy of a circular letter of invitation addressed by the Secretary of the 
Reception Committee of the First All-India W. P. P. Conference to a number 
of organisations, at the foot of which we find a list of the organisations to which 
the letter is sent. In this list there are six names, namely, the E. C. C. I. 
Moscow, the C. P. G. B., the N. 'M. M., the Indian Seamen's Union (Upadhayaya's 
organisation in London) and the' L.R. D., to which list should be added the 
P. P. T. U. S. Shanghai, China, M shown by P 2012P. and PE at F. C. 640. 

Before I leave the L. R. D. it may be convenient to deal with the remittances 
sent from England to Spratt accused. About this Spratt accused said on page 
375 of the statements of the accused: "Now the evidence of the prosecution 
is to the' effect that three people sent me money" namely, Arnot, Rathbone and 
Mrs. Parsons. 'The fact that one of these happened also to be a Secretary or 
Director of the L. R. D. does not mean that that organisation paid me. If I 
sent requisitions for money and acknowledgments of receipts of money to the 
Secretary of the L. R. D. that was only because it was a convenient address. 
The L. R. D. did not pay me anything. It could not afford to do so." Of 
course it is not -really the prosecution case that the L. R. D. did pay Spratt 
accused. Their theory is that money, that is his salary and money for the 
purposes of the conspiracy, reached Spratt through the L. R. D. and certain 
other persons, but that it came either from 'the C. P. G. B. or more probably 
from the Communist International through the C. P. G. B., and in this connec
tion I may draw attention again to P 23iO (1), the transcription of the office 
copy of a letter from the C. P. G. B. to Bennett at Moscow, evidently intended 
for the E. C. C. I. 

Remittances to Now before Igo into details I must point out that in Spratt accused's remarks 
Ipratt accused. about money there is nowhere any denial that he received the sums of money 
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which the prosecution alleges that he received. I have already quoted one pas:" 
sage at page 375. There is another reference on page 376 to a sum of £40 and 
further references on page 382, but in no case is there any attempt to deny the 
receipt of the sums of money, nor, on the other hand, is there any real attempt to 
explain them. At page 386 of the record I asked the accused whether he meant to 
give any explanation about the sums of money mentioned earlier, to which he 
replied that he had given in the preceding portion of his statement all the expla
nation that he wanted to give, and that in point of fact is nil. For instance, there 
is no real e:ll.-planationabout the sum of £40 on page 376, and on page 382 all he 
says is " The evidence is that I received 8 sums of money from England amount
ing in all to about Rs. 13,000. I was at liberty in India for about 26 months and 
that gives about Rs. 500 per' month. I travelled about a good deal, stayed in 
Hotels, bought books and so on, and it will be seen that if I had receiv,ed Rs. 500 
a month or even a good deal more I should have had very little left for other pur· 
poses ", and he goes on to say: " This money is alleged to haveheen sent by three 
people, Arnot, Uatltbone and Mrs. Parsons. Of these two, Arnot and Rathbone, 
are said to be members of the C. P. G. B., while Mrs. Parsons is the wife of an
other alleged member of the Co P. G: B. The prosecution assumes that the money 
comes from the C. P. O. B., but there is no evidence at all for that. On the other 
hand, there is evidence that Mrs. Parsons is, one can say, wealthy (I refer to 
P 2350). The same is the case with Rathbone, though there is no evidence for it 
so far a~ I 10l0W." T~at is all very nice in its way, but it does not include any 
explanation ItS to why eIther Arnot or Rathbone or Mrs. Parsons should have sent 
this money to Spratt accused. 

Now, coming to the actual remittances, I do not think it is really necessary 
to explain the teclmical procedure in regard to the sending of money by telegra
phic money-order from England to rndia. If an explanation is wanted, it can be 
found in the evirlence of prosecution witnesses nos. 1, 56 and 210, Mr. Booth, 
Mohini Mukerji and Vijai Raghavachariar. The following remittances are proved 
to have been sent from England to India to Spratt accused: ' 

(1) On the 14th December 1926 a sum of Rs. 2694-11-0 which would be equiva
lent to £200, through Samuel Montagu & Co., paid to Spratt accused on the 18th 
January 1927, vide P 1497 and P 1498 (F. C. 169 & 170). This was sent through 
a Letter of Credit addressed to the Imperial Bank. In this connection I may note 
that P 1497 shows that one of the partners in Samuel Montague & Co. is a Mr. 
E. L. }j'ranklin. 

(2) On 3rd March 1927 a sum of Rs. 5351-15-0, equivalent presumably to 
£400, was sent by means of a Letter of Credit to Spratt accused through the Im
perial Bank of India, Bombay, by the same firm Samuel Montagu & Co. by order 
of Mrs. Olive N. Parsons and was paid to Spratt accused on the 25th March 1927, 
vide P 1499 and'P 1500 at,F. C. i89 and 196. ' 

There is ('vidence on the record as to who this Mrs. Parsons is. P 2349 is a 
certified copy of the birth certificate of Miss Olive Netta Franklin on the 14th 
March 1892, WllO is the daughter of Mr. Ernest Louis I!'ranklin who is sho'wI! by 
P 2350, a copy of the supplement to the London Gazette dated 24-2-28 at page 400, 
to be the same E. L. Franklin whose name appears in P1497 quoted 
above as a member of the firm which sent this money. P 2348 is a certified copy 
of the marriage certificate of Miss Olive Netta Franklin to Mr: Douglas John 
Frederick Parsons on the 25th July 1925,and there is evidence about this Mr. 
Parsons which makes it quite clear that he is a Communist and also Connected 
with the Labou~ Research Department. In the first place he is described in the 
marriage certificate as clerk, Labour Research Department. P 2351 is Ii notice 
issued by the city of Westminster Union of the Election of Guardians in the year 
1928, and in the list of candidates we find the name of Douglas John Fr,ederick 
Parsons of 1 E, Carlisle Place, S.W.I. P.W. 3, Detective Sergeant Scutchey, who 
produced these documents, has deposed that Douglas Parsons stood. in the Com
munist interest. P 2352 is an issue of the' Workers"'tife', the official organ of 
the C. P. O. B. dated 30-3-28 and on page 5 of this there is an article 
h~ade~ " Wher~ you can work for Communists, Guardians". One of the places 
gIven IS Wesimmstflr and the name of the candidate who is. to be worked for is 
D. J. F. Parsons .. P 2353, a copy of the" Sunday Worker ", dated 20th Feb
ruary 1927, contamsan article headed" By D. J. F. Parsons (Labour Research 
Department "). In. another copy of the" Sunday Worker ", for the 30th June 
1929, p f354, there l~ an article written by D. J. F. Parsons, General-Manager 
S. W. (~.e." Sunday Worker"). Lastly P 2355 is another issue of the" Suuday 
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'Vor~er " for the 16th June 1929, on page 1 of which we :find printed the follow'-
~: ' , 

" We print below an appeal from the Editor and the General Manager of the 
Sunday 'Worker .............. ". So this is an appeal which professes to come 
from the Editor and the General Manager, and at the foot we find the names of 5 
t.he Editor, Ml'.llolmes and the General Manager D. J. F. Parsons. So there can 
be no doubt that D. J. F. Parsons is a Communist, is General Manager of the 
"Sunday Worker ", a Communist organ, and is a worker in the Labour Research 
Department. Incidentally it may be noted that in the search of Spratt accused's 
posse-ssions in September 1927 there was found an envelope, item No. 31 of the 10 
search-li!:!t, addressed to D. J. F.Parsons, I E, Carlisle Mansions, S.W.1. It was 
no doubt merely for convenience, and because of Mrs. Parsons' connection with 
th~ firm through her father, that these sums of money were sent to Sprattt accused 
thtough this particular firm, and we can feel no sort of doubt that this money i~ 
Communist mODey. It is not very difficult to infer from the work done by Spratt 15 
in India why this Communist money should have been sent to him. 

(3) On the 15th p~cember 1927 £50 were sent to Spratt accused by R. P. 
Arnot, 38 Mecklenbur.gh Sq., W.C. l' addressed to Mr. Philip Spratt clo Kishori 
Lal Ghosh Vakil, Kantapukur Lane, Calcutta, as is proved by P 2429 (1), (2) & 
(3) and P 2430 (1), (2) & (3). These amounts were paid in due course to Spratt 20 
accused as is shown by P 1516, P 1517, P 1518 and P 1519. 

O.P.291. (4) On the 23rd January 1928 another sum of £40 was sent to Spr{ttt accus~d, 
as is shown by the T. M. O. receipt, P 1491S, bearing Spratt accused's signature 
of the 28th .Ja1lUar~1. This was addressed to Spratt clo K. N. Joglekar, Bombay. 
-Doubtless this money was received in response to the cable mentioned by Spratt 
accused in his letter t.o Muzaffar Ahmad, P 2096 P of the 16th January 1928, in 
which he says that he i~ unable to come to Calcutta from Bombay, because, as he 
says, " I h~ve not enough money to come. I a~ waiting for some now and wiring, 
but they are hard up as we are." It is not difficult to infer who" they" must be. 

(5) On tl1e 8th February a sum of Rs. 1328-12-0 (presumably equivalent to 
£100) was despatched 1)y Samuel Montagu & Co, to the Imperial Bank of India, 
Bomhay, for payment to ~Ir. Philip Spratt by order of Mrs. Douglas Parsnn.~. 
This sum was paid tv Spratt accused on the 7th March, vide P 1502 and P 1503 
(F.C. 382 & 383), whirh are entries in the books of the Imperial Bank of India 
showing the amount credited in their accounts and paid to the accused. 

" (6) On the 31'd May 1928 a' sum of £200 was sent by Thomas Cook & Son by 
telegram for payment to Philip Spratt clo Kishori Lal Ghosh, 1 Kantapukur 
IJane, under the instruction of Hugo Rathbone, vide. P 2474, & P 2474 (1), (2), & 
(3) (F\ C. 411-413), from which we find that tlbis amount was actually paid to 
Spratt on the 11th May. Incidentally it may be noted that this money was badly 
needed, as is sIlOwn hy P 1322 (I. C. 165) dated the 12th May, in which Spratt 
accused thanks Ghate for Rs. 50 received on the 10th and says: "It was badly 
needed, but the following day I received some cash from home, so I am well set 
up for the moment. ,. ] t is interesting to note that very much about the same time, 

O.P.292. that is on the 30th April 1928, H. P. Rathbone sent £100 to Bradley accused ad
dressed to the ~t\.pollo Hotel, Bombay. This sum also was sent through Thomas 
Cook & Son, vide P 1505 (F. C. 410). 

(7) Ou the 12th June 1928 a sum of £40 was sent by Arnot, 162 Buckingham 
PalaClc Road, S. W. 1 to P. Spratt clo Kishori Lal Ghosh with a message whieh is 
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" For representative Manchester Conference Robin." The Exhibits are P 
2431 (1), (2) & (3) (F'. C. 432) and P 1530 and 1.531 (F. C. 434 & 435). This sum 
was sent off from Chancery Lane, London. It is a curious coincidence, if indeed 
it is a coincidence at all, that on the same day, from the 'Fleet St. Post Office, which 
is at no great disbulce from the Chancery Lane Post-Office, another sum of £40 5i 
was sent to Bradley accused at the Apollo Hotel, Bombay by his brother T.J. C. 
Bradley with a message" Towards sending delegate Len ", see P 2428 (1), (2), 
& (3) (F. C. 433) & P 1532, P 1533, & P 1534 (F. C. 434 and 436). 

There is )lot on the record any further exhibit showing the actual receipt 
of money, but there al'l:' references indicating that money was sent after this date. 60 
For example, on th<: ~)th October 1928 in P 2192 (F. C. 598) Spratt accused 'Wires 
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to the Secretary, .r~abour, Research Department, '162 Buckingham'Palace,noad~ 
London, as follows:-. ' ' 

" Please "ire money through Cooks, 211 European Asylum Lane, Spratt." 
Then in P 2419P dated the 23rd October 1928 Spratt writes a long letter to Page 
Arnot at 162 Buckingham Palace Road which he insures for Rs. 100. In this 
letter at F. O. 612 he says: " Can you manage that the 'cash shall come rather 
more regularly? I have been in a yery awkward position owing to lac~ of money'. 
I had to travel to ,lleerut with theIr money, and to borrow from variOUS people 
and so on." Again on the 15th November 1928 in P 2201 (I. C. 287) we find 
Spratt writing to' Dear Comrade' (this is an. inco~plete letter in Spratt's ~a~ld~ 
writing I'ecovered in the search of one Abdu! GhanI at J abalpu~), and apol~glsillg 
for failing to attend a conference, and pleading as an excuse: The fa~t IS. that 
I have not received my allowance from home for several months and am ill conse
quence in extremely low water financially." Tlhen again on the 23rd J auuary 
1929 in P 2191 (F. C. 796) we find Spratt accused again wiring to the Secretary, 
Labour l1esearch Department, for money, using exactly the same wording as be
fore. Something, hi fact, seems to have gone entirely wrong with the arrange
ments for sending money to Spratt in 1929, as the failure of his allowance to reach 
him is mentioned by Muzaffar Ahmad in no less than four letters on the 11th Feb
ruary, 16th February, 8th March and 17th March. These are P 1335, (I. C. 368), 
P 1336 (I. O. 376), P 1302 (I. C. 393) and P 1100 (I. C. 409). In :view of the fact 
that we have no evidence of any money received by Spratt accused after the 15th 
of June ]928 and of his difficulties in October and November 1928, it is interesting 
to :tind that a sum of Rs. 500 was sent by Spratt to Bradley in the middle of Decem
ber 1928, vide P 502 (I. C. 329), P 2114, (I. C. 330) and P 2115 (F. C. 720), the 
first two of which relate' to the despatch of the money by Spratt accused and the 
last to its receipt at Bombay by Bradley accused. 'l1hese then are the facts, and 
the only thing that can be said about them is that Spratt accused must be able 
to give an t·xplanation as to why these sums of money should have been sent to 
'him from England. He has refused to do so, and in the light of that refusal and 
the numerous facts on tlw record 1 do not see how it is possible to refuse to accept 
the conclusion which I suggested earlier . 

. Th(l last of the organisations which I have to deal with is the P. P. T. U. S. 
or the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat. It is possible and I think indeed 
prohable t.hat its foundation was forecasted in, P2367, " The Tasks of the Inter
national Trade Union Movement ", which is a report of the resolutions and deci
sions of the Third World Congress of theR. I. L. U. held in Moscow in July 1924. 
In the resolution on tht' Eastern Commission in this report we find under item 8 
on page 48 the following: ." Connections of the labour union movement of 
Eastern countries with the R. I. L. U. must be no less close. The Bureau formed 
in Canton must serve as an organisational link, uniting the various countries of 
the East among themselves on the one hand, and with the R. I. L. U. on the other. 
But the Bureau in Canton is not sufficient. The R. I. L. U. must form new sup
port bases ill the chief ports of the Near and Far East in the immediate future. 
All these bases must be furnished with the necessary literature in suitable lan
guages." The next piece of evidence on the P. P. T. U. S. is P 1572, a booklet 
issued by the Labour Research and Information Bureau, Sydney 1928, found in the 
possession of Usmani accused, and entitled "W'hat is the Pan Pacific Trade Union 
Secretariat '~1 The answer given on page 6 is that" the P. P. T. U. S. is an in
ternational trade lmion organisation, comprising the most advanced sections of 
the. trade union lDove~eri.t in the countries bordering on the Pacific (Austl'alia~ 
Umted States of Amel'lca, Japan, China, Indonesia, Philippines Korea Formosa 
and t~e U. S~ K N.)." The pamphlet goes on to explain why 'the P. P. T. U. S: 
was formed al1d proceeds to state as premises what it calls a few indisputable 
facts. One of !hese is " (!)T~e gr~atest revoluti?nary upheaval .of ourep~ch 
(after th? Russ]an RevolutIOn) IS taking place at thIS very moment ill the Pacific 
-:-the Chmese Rev(.lution "; and about this it is stated in large type that" Just 
as the workers of other countries cannot possiblv assume an attitude of indiffer~ 
enee or hostility towards, the First Workers' R~public of the U. S. S. R.

J 
so no 

,,:"orker can pretend to be indifferent about the second greatest upheaval of our 
tImes--the .ohi]!es~ Revolut~o~." Then under (i) we find the following ~'" AI
~hough IndIa WIth ItS 320 million people does not directly border the Pacific, yet 

. It wou!d he a mere technical (geographical) excuse for neglecting the arena where 
the tlll~d most important national and social upheaval is in the process of fer~ 
mentatIon. Even as these lines are being written the telegraph brings reports of 
hundreds of thousands of textile and railway 'workers in India out ori strike for 
human working cOllditions and against native exploitation and British Imperia-
LsIJMCC • 
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Jist rule." That il:ll to say, the P. P. T. U. ~.like tb~ C.l., the C, P .. G . .J3. ~nd othel'S 
think the time is ripe for Communisfactivity in India .. Going on thewl'itet 
stresses the i!npf)r1:Rl~Ce of the p~ass struggle ~:t;ld ref~rs to the dange:r; of Impe
rialist wl!r, coming' fiml.lly, as we always find .Communist organisations do, to 
the danger or 11 direct 'Y~r by the 1mpefiali~t Powe~s, against the ]'irst Workers' 
Republic.Chapt.er 2 IS devoted to the alms, 9bJects l'tnd programme of tho 
P. P. r:P. U. ~. which ~re set forth, in its statp.tes ,~nd Il~e f9ll9wed by som~com~ 
mentary, ln the Rtatutes we may note the compositi~n of the Secretariat which 
is to have one representative each from the Trllde UniQn Movement of U. S. A., 
England, Japan, ]j'rance, Korea and Java and tw(),representatives each'from the 
All-China Labor Pederation and All-Russian Trade Union Council. An offi
c~al bulletin is to be published entitled'" The Pan;-Pacific Worker". Chapter 3 
giv~s t~le hj~tory ~}f 1h(; organisation and mentions the convening of a confel:ence 
~t CJ~nt9n on thelst May 1927, which however was held at Hankow. There are 
s'ome allusio:r;ts to this Canton Conference in the evidence. In the last chapter 
we get a series of questions and answers, and in answering the question" 'What 
is th<> a~1.i~ude .,.al.ld policy of the P. J? T. U. S. on the 9u~stion of International 
~Prade lJluon 'Pmt.y ,It we find the writer on page 66 attl'tcking the Amsterdam In
tel'llatiC)llu) in vcryfalniliar terms as a " reformist organisation indissolubly 
bound tlltJ'te Iplp~~rialiSlt League of Nations and to the latter's adjunct, the" In
ternational Labour Office" (Geneva)." On the other hand on the following page 
t1~eR. 1. t. V. jR spoken or in quite different terms as, " a body whose policy is 
that of unambiguous and unobscured.elass struggle against capitalism and llJlpe; 
riaJism and against the Gep.ev~ Labour Office." The attitude of the P. P. T. U. S, 
to these two organisations is quite clear. The relations between this orgaIlisll~ 
tion a.l~d tbe R·, 1. 1J. U. are equally apparent from the remarks in P 2369, th~ 
official :Jlpport of tlIp Fourth Congress of theR. I. t. U. at page 2~ where it is 
st,ated that " the P, I'. rr. U. S.set up in the middle of 1927 which unites the work~ 
ers Qf the most importat;lt Pacific countries acquires particular importance 
. , ...... and is dCHcl"ying of all support, particularly ·from the ~orkers of th')SEi" 
countries, whose bourgeoisie have possessions in the Pacific and hold in slavery 
hundreds of millions of the toilers in those cQlolJ,jal and s.emi.-colonial countries." 
This link between the P. P. T. U. S. and the R. I. L. U. is further illustrated at 
~a.ge 38 \\·11 ere' one (If. the tasks confrPl!ting t~eT. U.:Move~ent in Indonesia is 
saId to be ,~ t.o bslabhsh closer connephons With the Pan-PaCific and world revo
lutionary trude lmiou movem~nt as represented by the Pan-Pacific Trade Union 
Secretariat and tlle R. I. L. U." Lastly at page 122 in the theses on the trade unioll 
lnovement of Jndia tIlC R. I. L. U. lays it ~own that" the P. P. T. U. S. provides 
a basis for the united front of the workers of the colonial and semi-colonial count
ries bot"dcring bn the Pacific, and is the channel along which the first attempts 
for extra-Indian uffiliation on the part of the Indian trade unions to establish 
org,.misational ties outside of London should be directed." 

'i'he Nationall\1inority Movement also approves of the P. P. T. U. S. al-l an 
important addition til the Communist trade union organisations. In P 2368, 
the report of the }i'ifth Annual Conference of the N. M. M., held in London in 
August 1928. we find the Chairman in his address saying: "A very serious draw
back to international action in the past, especially in the colonial and seml-colo
nial conntl"ies lIas been the absence of cohesion; this is remedied in a degree by 
tho formation of the Pan-Pacific Secretariat. By this agency, concerted action 
can he taken with the. workers of the countries on the Pacific, including India, 
China, J apau, Indo-Ohina, Java, the Philippines, and all connected with the Pau
Pacific Socr(~tELl·int." I have already referred to the passage in P 1208 (1) in 
'which the R. 1. h U. instructs the Left Wing of the Indian Trade Union ~iove
lJ!,ent to maintain contact with itself through the W.,W. I~. and the P. P. T. e. S. 
and shortly after that passage there is another in 'whiab. the R. I. L. U. says that 
the Left 'Wing " must make every endeavour to have a resolution for affiliation to 
the Pan-Pacific 'I'rade Union Secretariat placed on the agenda of the A .. I. T. U. C. 
and adopted." Lastly we have the position of the P. P. T. U: S. and its im
portance t..Q the Indiall r.!.'rade Union Movement stated from the very fountain head 
in the Sixth World Congress of the Communist International in the report of 
Comrade KUllsinen, reported in Inprecorr Vol. 8 No. 68 dated 4th October 1928, 
part of P 259 ut page 1232, Where Kuusinell says that" the Indian trade union 
~ovemcnt must be, co!-,nected with the inte~national Red trade union movement 
tm'ough the P. P. T ~l'. S.", a statement whICh could not be made unless the P. P. 
'1\ JJ~ S. was a Communist organisation working for world revolution in collnbo-
:ratio!l with the It I. L. U; and the C. 1. ' "" . '. 
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PART VII. 

o. P. 298. .. In the period which I shall come to in the ne,xt chapter, we ~d a nllIllber f!f 
CRYPTIC COR-letters passing, mostly between Spratt accused ang. ~. P. Dutt ill ~ngland, l-11 
RESPOKDElfCE. which there is used either invisible ink or a n1lIIlber cIpher or cryptIc language 

. assisted l1y what is apparently a trlUlspol3ition cQde, . There are really 12 letter.s 
of this kind. In the course' of these C. P. Dutt wnting to accused Spratt hal3 5 
used invisible ink twice, numher cipher once. and cryptic langu~ge ~s~ally in the 
form of the transposition code five times, whIle Spratt accl!sed III WTltmg to C. P. 
Dutt has used cryptic language four times and number cIpher once. T~er~ .are 
remarks in.Dutt's letters indicating quite clearly that Spratt also used illVISIble 

~ " 
c. P. DUTT. In view of the very prominent part taken hy C. P. Dutt in tbis corresp<?ndence

l and indee-d in correspondence throughout the whole period of the conspIracy, 
think it will be best, before going on to the cryptic corresp~mdence. ~t~., to set 
out here what evidence we have about C. P. Dutt and about hIS handWrItmg .. 

In point of date the first document on the record in regard to C. P. Dutt is 15 
P. 2387 P (1) (F. C. 1), a photograph of a lett~r fOlmd at the search of t~e 
C. P. G. B. office in 'October 1925 (P. W. 4, Detective Sergeant Renshaw). This 
is a letter from C. P. Dutt to the Political Bureau of the C. E. C. of the C. P. G. B., 
and in it on .Tanuary the 8th, 1924, C. P. Dutt writes: " As a hitherto fai~ly 
acth'e memher of the Party who has now, O\ying to work for one of the SOVIet 20 
institutions in England, ~een ordered to cease from all Party local activity, I wish 
to exercise my undoubted right of direc.t appeal to the C. E. C. to ask that the 
question of the position of such members as myself should be investigated." He 
goes on to suggest that the regulation was unnecessary. P 2387P (2) is a reply 

O.P.299. to this letter and probably did not give C. P. Dutt much satisfaction. There can 25 
be little doubt from Dutt's letter and the reply, whose terms it is hardly neces
sary to quote, that the regulation· was found necessary from the point of view of 
the C. P. G. B. in order to avoid suspicion that the C. P. G. B. was working with 
the Soviet. This letter P 2387 P (1) brings out the extent to which C. P. Dutt 
was interested in, and in fact actually working in Russian institutions. The same 30 
fact is brought out i,n the letter, P 2346, dated 15th July 1925, (F. C.72), written 
by C. P. Dutt, on his return from L\.mstcrdam, to Albert Inkpin, the General 
Secretary, C. P. G. B., in answer to P2387P (3) (F. C. 62), dated 10th July, to 
which I have referred already. In this letter we find Dutt stating that he made 
his temporary change of occupation under instructions from" the proper autho- 3~ 
rities of both Arcos and the Delegation." Then in P 2380 (1) (F. C. 61), dated 
3-7-25, to which I have referred earlier, we find M. N. Roy saying: "It has been 
decided in Moscow to employ Dutt in a certain work", and the fact that by Dutt 
C. P. Dutt was meant appears from P 2387P '(3), in which the General Secretary, 
Colonial Department, C. P. G. B. mentions toC. P. Dutt u the plan of special 40 
work for yourself in connection with that department, which, as you are aware, 
is under consideration." It is also shown by references in P 2375, where Dutt 
is described as C. P. Dutt at F. C. 63, and again at F .. C. 69 where there is a men
!ion of C. P. Dutt and work in India, and of the C. P. G. B. " only having £100 
ill hand for the purpose of sending Dutt to India ........ so that the party could 4l 
not accept financial responsibility if Dutt was sent to India ", that is by the Com
~unist Interna~ional. Incidentally Roy went on to say that he had been 
'I.llstructed .(ObYlOUsly by Moscow) to go ahead with the.question of Dutt being 

O.P.300. sen~ ~o In~Ia. Again in the same report we get another indication of C. P. Dutt's 
pc.sIb?n III the rema~k .of Robson at F .. C. 67 " I then explained that a sub- 5( 
comnut~ee of four conSI~tmg of Dutt, Bell, GIading and myself had been set up 
to conSIder the InternatIonal Programme in the light of, GIading's report." In 
the light of all these documents it is clear that C. P. Dutt whom we have aiso 
~ome across. B;s Assistant or London Secy. of the W. W. L. I.ocllupied an 
unp?rtantposlbon in the Communist Party of Oreat Britain so far as Indian 5~ 
affaIrS are concerned, and was also closely connected, With Russian affairs and 
employed in one of the Soviet institutions in EnO'land in 1924 and 1925. 

, t:> 

. Be~ore g?ing on to his handwriting, which must be dealt with in cQnneotioD 
WIth thIS IndIan Correspondence I may refer to an attack oil the genuineness of 
P 23~9 and P 2379 (1), to which I have referred at an earlier stage, on the ground 6~ 
t~at Hi P 2379 (1) Roy writes to C. P. Dutt :" The communication dated July 6 
SIgned by yourself together with 8 other comrades has received the due con
sideration of our party. We are delighted to welcome vou as members of our 
Party". , It'iscont;rided that as P 2387P (1) shows that Dutt was alrelHlv 1m 
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active member of the C. P. G. B. aniltherefore of the C. I., this letter is more or 
less absurd. The same would have applied also to Upadhyaya who is shown by 
P. 2375 the Amsterdam Conference report, to have been' an active member 
:already' a fact also supported by P 2377 (1). On the other hand, there is not the 
smallest ground for suspicion in regard to either of these letters P 2379 and 5 
2379 (1). Tltey were signed by M. N. Roy and with them was found an envelope 
addressed to Comrade C. P. Dutt C. P. of England, London. ' , 

Coming now to C. P. Dutt's letters generally there are about 20 letters alleged 
by the prosecution to be from C. P. Dutton the record. Some of these ~re in his 
handwriting, some are typed, and in one or two cases we have only copIes. The 
standard writings in the case of C. P. Dutt are P 2356, an application for pass
port,.and P 2446, P 2448, P 2447 and P 2449, of which the first is a passport, the 
second a letter dated 4th May 1928, returning this passport and asking for a new 
onc, the third an application dated 3rd May 1929 for a passport and the last a 
receipt dated May 21, 1929, acknowledging receipt of this passport. All these 
documents are proved by P. W. 7, Mr. Hubbart, Senior Examiner in the Passport 
Office in London; who deposes that the last of these documents, P 2449, was 
actually written by C. P. Dutt in his presence. The others are papers Which 
under the rules are required to be in the handwriting of the applicant for pass
port or the bearer of the passport himself. Now, as in all other cases, all these 
letters or other documents, said to be the work of C. P. Dutt, were examined and 
compared by the Court and the assessors at the time of arguments, and also by 
the Court and to some extent by the assessors at the time when the Handwriting 
Expert, Mr. R. Stott, P. W. 277 was giving his evidence. This evidence was very 
lengthy,and every statement made by Mr. Stott (both in connection with Dutt's 
documents and those of other persons) was supported by sound reasons and by 
juxtaposed photographs, that is photographs in which words and letters, from 
different documents were extracted and put together in a single large photo
graph, t.hereby greatly facilitating the work of comparison, which otherwise 
invoh-ed putting side by side numerous original documents. The inferences to 
be derived from these juxtaposed photographs were in the majority of cases also 
tested by putting original documents side by side, but the juxtaposed photographs 
were taken on the record as an aid to the forming of opinions by the Court and 
the assessors. All this applies 'both to written and typed documents. I do not 
think that it is necessary to go into the general reasons given by Mr. Stott for 
his conclusions in regard to typewritten documents. They are stated at length 
iIi his cyidence, and they were not the subject' of serious cross-examination, and 
:at the stage of arguments I do not think they were mentioned at all. Another 
,point, which I regard as of great importance in connection with the evidence of 
Mr. Stott and the value which the Court may reasonably attach to his opinions 
(quite apart from the results of its own tests), is the fact that after having cross
examined 1\11'. Stott, presumably with the object of showing thatihe Court should 
not' attach great value to his opinions, the defence proceeded to put to Mr. Stott 
a number of def(>nce documents and to ask him his opinion as to the handwriting 
of those documents in order to use that opinion in proof of the authenticity of 
defence documents. That is to say that not only the prosecution but also the 
defence lJave relied on Mr. Sto~t 's opinions in connection with documents in this 
case, and in those circumstances I think the Court is entitled to regard Mr. Stott's 
evidence in this case as standing in an unusually ,strong position. In point of 
fact, although I think I have checked at one time or another every single opinion 
which has been given by Mr. Stott, Ido not think there is more than one case, 
or possibly two, in which I am in some doubt as to the correctness of his opinion. 
Mr. Stott's eYidence in examination-in-chief took no less than six days to record 
and takes up 20 printed pages of foolscap to which must be added 5i· pages of 
detailed general reasons, which the witness had prepared beforehand and pre
sented in printed form for inclusion in the record. It was, of cour~e, read by 
him as part of his evidence, and will be foundin the record after page 14 of his 
evidence. His cross-examination occnpies 22 printed pages of foolscap and lasted 
for 7 whole days, and I may note incidentally thnt to facilitate this cross
examination Mr. Stott put in the hands of the defence counsel several books about 
.'vhichhewas asked at the beginning of his cross-examination. 
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. . With these preliminaries I may come to the opinions expressed in the 
evidence of Mr. Stott in connection with C. P; Dutt's handwriting and docu
ments described as being written on Dutt's typewriters no. 1 and no. 2. On 
J>age 7 of his evidence Mr. Stott stated as follows: " In my opinion the person 65 
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who -wrote tlle blue enClosed part of P 2447 and the part above the red line, the 
parts above 2 red lines on P 2356 and the signature O. P. D~tt on the photo~~ph 
attached thereto, the signature C. P. Dutt on P 2446, the sIgnature and wx;.hng 
below it on P; 2448 and the writing and signature on P 2449 also wrote the sIgna-
ture on P 345, the ink writing on P 1012, the signature on P 13~8 .(34), the w~ole 
of P 526 (42), the signature on P 526 (45), on P 1233, on the ongmal of P 16.)8P 
and the initials on the original of P 1659, the signature on P 2346, and the 
original of the manuscript letter P 2387P (1). I wish to add that ~ 206.3 is a 
photographic reproduction of P 5~6. (42)." Then on page 1~-~4 of hIS eVIdence 
:Mr. Stott stated : " I am of the opiIDon that the followmg exhIbIts were all typed 
on the same machine P 345, P 377, P 526 (43), P 674, PI007, P 1008,P1348 (34), 
P 1859 and P 2448." It will be noted that these documents P 345, P 1348 (34) 
and P 2448 all occur in the opinion ill regard to signatures and handwriting and 
P 2448 is one of the standards and bore on it both a signature and writing of 
C. P. Dutt. 

On page 14 Mr. Stott giving his opinion further stated : " I am of the opinion 
that the follov.ing exhibits were all typed on'the same machine: P 2160 (1), 

10 
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P 2160 (2)"P 2001 and P 526 (44) ; further P 1665 page 2 is the carbon cOpy 
'of P 2160 (1), and P 1665 page 3 is the original of which P 2160 (2) is the carbon 
copy. I have further noticed that P 2160 is the carbon copy of page 1 of P 1665, 20 
but these 2 (that is P 2160 and page 1 of P 1665) were not typed on either of 
the two machines just referred to!' The facts by which we are enabled to con
clude that these documents emanate from C.P. Dutt are the facts that P 526 (44) 
was found'in the search of the BengalW~ P~ P~ ·office at 211, European Asylum 
Lane and in the same search there was recovered a letter P 527 (1) which is a 25 
reply to P 526 (44) and is addressed by Spratt to Dear Dutt and contains refer
ences to Dutt's letter of the 11th January (P 526 (44) is dated January 11,1929) 
and contains unmistakable references to the' contents of that letter. Hence we 
'are entitled to treat the document P 526 (44) as a standard by which to test the 
other dvcnments contained in this opinion. So far as the typing is concerned 30 
it may be noted before I leave this opinion that the comparison of typewriting 
depends in the main on a coincidence of faults, and that in the case, of these 
documents the most marked common fault is that the small letter " n " in all 
these documentR has the right half serif at the foot of the right leg' of this letter 
damaged so that instead of the whole line being horizontal, the right half points 35 
downwards at a marked angle. 

, Turning now t9 the documents typed on typewriter no; 1 Mr. Stott gave a 
number of reasons for his opinion and both at that time and in the course of the 
arguments the correctness of his statements was verified. But there are other 
reasons apart from the typewriting for being satisfied that some of these letters 40 
emanated from C. P. Dutt. I think the easiest way to show this is to go through 
the whole series of letters between Spratt accused on the one hand and Douglas, 
J and the man who signs himself with what has been called a squiggle in P 1007 
and P 1008. N ow I have already mentioned the fact that Spratt accused met 
Clemens that is to say, C. P. Dutt, in Paris. It would appear that C. P. Dutt was 45 
the last person with whom he was in consultation before he left Europe. I have 
also shown from Spratt accused's diary tbat within a few days of his arrival 
in Bombay he wrote to Douglas and it is quite clear that that is the letter to' 
which Donglas replied on 25th January 1927 in P 1859, a letter addressed to Dear 
P.hilip by D?uglas, containing invisible ink writing; but intercepted and withheld, 50 
VIde the eVIdence of P. W. 253 Sub-Inspector Kothare. This letter has an 
envelope addressed to Spratt accused., 

Now I propose to show from the contents of these letters that there are au 
extraordinary number of coincidences in regard to the subjects' persons and 
organisations which are mentioned in them. ' 

In the letter P 1859 we get references to the Y. M. C. A. (which we shall find 
later meall~ the Communist Party), to Methodism (and we shall find later that 

55 

the MethodIsts are the members of the W. P. P.), to David, by whom it is evident 
that Donald Campbell is meant, to Baker, whom we shall find is the same as 
Sakl~tvala, to Ewan, about whom there can be no doubt that he is Iyengar, and 60 
to VICtor, whom there is excellent reason to suppose is Fazl Elahi. "There is 
further a reference to the Canton Conference of the P. P. T. U. S. about which! 
have spoken already and in connection with which the 'writer says that Thengdi 
should go. So much for this letter. ' " ~ 

LslJMCC " , 
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The next letter in the series is P 1829, a letter addressed to Mr. Harry 
O.P.306. Howell, Hampstead London and intercepted by P. W. 269, Deputy Inspector 

Chawan who has deposed to seeing Spratt posting it. In any case it is signed 
Des and the evidence that Des and Spratt are the same person is quite conclusive. 
There can also I think be little doubt that the envelope is in Spratt accused's S 
hal)dwriting. This letter is dated 5th March 1927 and is addressed to Dear 
Brother in God. This letter has an enclosure in number cipher which is in two 
codes, that is to say, it opens in a code derived from the poem" After Blenheim " 
and in that code gives the name of the poem by which the rest of the letter is 
coded, namely" 11 Penseroso". According to the code the enclosure is signed IG 
Victor. In this letter and in the enclosure we get the following references. 
First of all there is a reference to Teb, which is clearly a transposition for Vic, 
sh~rt for Victor, and that is a quite certain inference in view of the fact that 
Spratt accused writes, " I have seen Teb, who wishes me to send the enclosed." 
So if there is an enclosure signed Victor, Teb and Victor must be the sarnelS 
person. Spratt accused goes on to talk about a Methodist Church and about the 
old Y. M. obviously the Y. M; C. A. From then he goes on to talk about the Uni
versity Convocation, a phrase we shall :find repeated, and later on he makes some 
remarks about the departure of Father A,.mbrose for the North and the indisposi-
tion of David. This is doubtless a reference to the fact that by this time Donald 2G 
Campbell had neen convicted and was in the Yeravada Jail at Poona. 

We get another reference to -Campbell in the enclosure from Victor. This 
enclosure also contains a reference to Spratt accused and a complaint that pro
gramme is confused and the functions unclear to the people here, a reference 
clearly to the same subject as is mentioned in the second paragraph of Spratt 25 
accuseu's letter. 

o. P 307. , 'rhe next letter is P 2312P with an enclosure P 2312P (1) in number cipher. 

O. P. 308. 

P·2312P is a letter from R. C. L. Sharma to Iyengar at Madras in which he says 
that he is enclosing a letter which he thinks is ' for our newly returned comrade.' 
Bearing in mind the date 513127 of P 1829 and the fact that it was ·posted on mail 30 
day we know that that letter would have reached Europe on the 19th of March. 
This letter from Sharma is dated 23rd and therefore the enclosure cannot be a 
reply to the enclosure of Spratt accused's letter. But it is clearly a reply to 
other letters of Victor because it is in the same number cipher taken from the 
poem" After Blenheim". In this cip4er letter from Europe the writer ~ays, 35 
" Received all your letters. Do not, forget building port organisations. ~Ieet 
Spratt and comrades in Bombay and Madras. Roy gone to China. Send a 
comrade to meet him there ........ Send delegates to Pan Pacific Conference to 
be held in Canton in May." So in this letter again we have some of the same 
references. 4C 

The next of the series is P 1007 dated 9th June 1927 and found in Spratt 
accused's possession in September 1927. This is a letter.addressed !o Dear Appa 
and signed with a squiggle which may per~aps. be descnbed as a kind .of G .. In 
this letter we O'et a reference to the MethodIst hmes and to Fh. There IS nothmg 
much of use i:: this letter but there is some writing in invisible ink in it to which 4t 
I shall refer later. I need only say now that there is a mention of one Nelson 
baving failed to go. 

The next letter in the series is P 2328P (2) dated 14th June 1927, addressed 
by Des that is Spratt to Douglas and intercepte~ en route to Iyengar under the 
cover address of Chakravarty in :Madras. In thIS letter we get a large .number 5( 
of references which tally with the references in the former letter. For mstance 
he mentions Baker. the Y. M. and the Methodists, University affairs, Ambrose, 
Ewan and Shance (which seems clearly a reference to Thengdi). There a-;e also 
references to Zagar, Hig, Huz, Ler, Cunfa and Nell (who may pOSSIbly be 
Nelson). The covering letter from George to Dear Comrade which,is a letter 5l 
from Ghate accused to Iyengar contains references to J. P. and Sak whIch suggest 
that Baker and Sak are the same person. 

The next letter is P 1012 dated 25th July (1927) from J to Dear Desmond, 
found in Spratt accused '.s possession in the 1927 search. In this letter we finn 
references to the Y. M. C. A., to the Methodists, to Nelson, and to Musa, and a 6( 
remark that" the Methodists and'y. 1\1. C. A. are becoming too much two names 
for tho same thing." This would obviously seem to suggest that Jand Douglas 
are the same person. ' . . 
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The next letter is P 1008 dated 9th August 1927 from a person who signs 
himself with the same squiggle or G as we found inP 1007 to Dear Des acknow
ledging Des's letter dated 14th June that is to say P 2328P (2). That makes it 
quite clear that the writer who signs himself with squiggle is the same person 
as Douglas. But the point will become clearer still in due course. In this letter 
we find of course clear references to Spratt accused's remarks in P 2328:P (2). 
For example there are references to Baker, Rig, Ambrose, Methodists, the Y. M. 
G. A. and Don. (obviously Donald Campbell). At the end the writer says, 
H Doug. has to thank: you for sending several books on agriculture." It would 
obviously be a natural thing for a man who is using the two signatures, Douglas 
and a squiggle, when writing in the latter capacity to allude to himself in his 
former capacity in this way. This letter also contains a reference to Rumbu and 
Zhurocgn. . 

We come next to i>2329P (1), another letter from Des (S:pratt) to Dear 
Brother forwarded by George (Ghate) to Iyengar, under the 1lover address Chak
ra\'arty. In this Jetter we get references to Fhusa, Amb, Kujpus, Bhum, Lozzie, 
Lujec, the Methodists, Victor, Maslim, Baker, and Musa. This letter acknow
ledges a letter of the 25th May a,s just received which obviously.shows that the 

. letter must have been sent by hand as it had taken over 2! months to arrive. 
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Lastly we come to a very important letter P. 1009 dated 4th September 1927. 20 
This is a draft letter in Spratt accused's own handwriting, found in his posses-
sion in September 1927. The coincidence of references, even had there been 
no other reason for coming to that conclusion, would have been convincing proof 
that it was Spratt who had written the otheJ;' letters signed Des or Desmond. This 
letter contains an obvious reference to two letters from Europe and it begins 25 
with the words" I had a chat with Musa ", who is referred to in P 1012, which 
is signed J and also mentions the objection stated in that letter that the Y. M. 
and the Methodists are becoming too much the same thing, and goes on to a 
reference to " your suggestion in 918127 re Rumbu" which is an obvious refer-
ence to P 1008 dated 918127, which is signed with the squiggle signature. We 30 
have it therefore that P 1007 and P 1008 and P 1012 all come from the same 
perSOll. 'That is to say the signatory of the squiggle and J are the same person. 
I havo already shown that Douglas and J are the same person. It follows that 
J = Douglas = the signatory of the squiggle .. 

As to the identity of J with C. P. Dutt I may refer to P 377, a letter of the 35-
same kind, that is a letter clearly from a conspirator in England, sending out a 
letter P 377 (1) which we shall find to have emanated from 1L N. Roy and accom
panied by a covering letter, P 378, from N. J.Upadhyaya to Muzaffar Ahmad in 
which UpadJIyaya remarks, " Please find a·letter from C. P. Dutt." So that we 
know from this that C. P. Dutt is in the habit of signing himself J both in typed 40 
letters and, as we found in P 1012, when writing in longhand. That also sug
gests another piece of evidence as to the identity of J with C. P. Dutt namely the 
comparison of the handwriting in P 1012 with standard handwritings of C. P. 
Dutt from which it is a certain inference that that letter was written by C. P. 
Dutt. I might also before leaving this series point out that in addition to .the 45-
evidence to which l have already drawn attention showing that Spratt accused 
and Des are the same person, it may be noted that P 2328P (2) and P 2329P (1) 
are both shown to have been typed on Spratt accused's Juventa machine which 
was used for typing his search list (P 1005) and other documents, such as for 
example P 1954. . 

As to the signature of Upadhyaya on P 378 I may note before leaving this 
subject that it is corroborated by the evidence in regard to the signature on P 376 
and is the same which we find in P 2329P, the photograph of a letter recovered 
at the search of the C. P. G. B. headquarters in October 1925. 

Further as to the use of a typed capital J by C. P. Dutt there is another case 55 
O.P.3IJ. of this in P 2002 C, a letter addressed to Kishorilal Ghosh but beginning Deal' 

Philip and therefore plainly intended for Spratt accused. The envelope is shoWll 
by the evidence to be in the writing of one A. Glyn Evans. Without going into 
the evidence 011 the point at this moment, it will be sufficient to say here that this 
letter was the result of correspondence between Glyn Evans in London and Dlltt 60 
in Berlin, in the course· of which Glyn Evans addressed Dutt .as Dear J (vide 
P.2401P (F. ·C. 515) addressed on the outside envelope.to Badhuriat an address 
in Berlin and on the inner envelope "for Clemens "). Lastly on this point of 
the association of the ·signatlUe J with.C.P •. Dutt, I.may refe.rto P 674 (F. C. 
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425) which is generally called the Sandwell letter because of thecircumstancefl 
of its recovery. This letter asked for a reply by wire to certain inquiries about 
a yo·ung fellow Jhurdekuq, an obvious transposition for Khardekar. In conse
quence of the recovery of this letter inquiries· were made and it was ascertained 
that a reply was sent by telegram by Ghate accus·ed in P 2186, which reply was 5 
addressed to Dutt, 162, Buckingham Palace Road, London, which is the address 
of C. P. Dutt. It is quite clear from all these facts that C. P. Dutt is in the habit 
of signing himself and of being addressed as J. 

'rhen again we have two other names used by Dutt, John and Joe. The evi
dence as to this is as follows. P 2189 is a telegram dated 5th August 1928 address- 10 
ed to Spratt at Calcutta in which John asks for. information whether confidence is 
p~aced in Orm :Massel and two others in Manchester. . To this a reply was sent by 
Spratt on the 10th August, addressed to the Secretary Labour Research Depart
ment, 162 Buckingham Palace Road, London Telegram Unintelligible no Confi
dence Suggest Wire Bombay." This was referred to by GIyn Evans writing to .15 
C. P. Dutt clo Biidhuri on 21st August 1928 in the following terms: " Dear John, 
·Since I had your note I sent ·a wire awayio Des but had a reply saying that the 
thing was unintelligible and upon furiher adVice I sent it over to· Fr~d." This oc
currence was referred to by Spratt accused in P 2419P dated 23-10-28 in a letter 
addressed to Page Arro1;. as follows : U Joe, by t1:).e way, wired to me ~ome, time 20 
ago, asking so far as I could make out about some people he hadm:et;etc.". The 
defence suggestion is that Joe could not be. the same as John. But it is ol?vio~s 
that in circumstances like this where the person addressed is looking out for 
letters in which names of writers will be disguised, he would not find any difficulty 
in solving J, Joe and John. . . 25 

Then we get another poirit of coincidence between the letters in this series. 
P 526 (43) addressed to Dear Philip on the 14th June 1928 and signed with a 
hieroglyphic, which is not the same as those to which I have referred alread~r, 
coincides with P 674 from J to Dear Fred; the Sandwellletter which is dated 
6tb June 1928, in containing references to meeting, and having a long talk with 30 
Jack and 10 the meeting of " the young fellow:s in August ", for which it is quite 
essential that some one should come over from India. It is obvious therefore 
that P 526 (43) also emanates from J that is from C. P. Dutt. There is in fact 
a volume of evidence to be derived from outside facts in connection with these 
letters or from their internal contents to support the conclusions to be drawn from 35 
a comparison of the typewriting .. 

There remain only the letters in which there is either a signature or writing 
of C. P. Dutt. Iu regard to those with a full signature there is certainly not the 
slightest possibility of any doubt arising, as C. P. Dutt's handwriting and signa-
ture are botli very distinctive~The orily docmrients which require careful con
sideration are P 1012 and P 526 (42). The former is signed J and is written in 
rather a crajnped.'Style on a sheet torn from a pad. But a careful comparison of 
this with other documents shows that it contains features very familiar in Dutt's 
ordinary handwriting. P 526 (42) is signed with a C which is quite clearly the 
saIllecapital C which Dutt uses in his signature but rather more exaggerated 
than usual. The same kind of C is also to be found in P 1665 (It'. C. 807). IJastly 
it might be noted that the two letters which purport to be from C. P. Dutt namely 
P 526 (44) (F. C. 320) and P 1348 (34) (F. C. 46) were replied to by Spratt and 
Ghate accused redpectively in P 526 (29) (F. C. 380) and P 248P (F. C. 496) and 
in each case the replies were addressed to Dutt. In the case of the latter the 
envelope was uddressed to C. P. Dutt at 162, Buckingham Palace Road, London. 

So much for the evidence in regard to the authenticity of correspondence 
alleged to emanate from C. P. Dutt. We may now go on to examine the letters 
which contain invisible ink, cryptic language or cipher code writing. Speak
ing generally these letters. may be divided into three classes; those which 
contain number cipher, those which contain writing in invisible ink which has 
become visible, and those which are couched in ordinary language, but which 
contain names and places concealed by transposition of letters and have the 
subject under discussion disguised under religious or other similar terms. 

45 

50 

55 

Now we have seen already a great number of instances of advice and 60 
instructions given from outside India to the Communists in India, and I have 
not ye; discussed the attitude of the accused to those documents .. I·think their 
main contention is that ·these are not addressed to thein·ltnd that their .origin is· 
not properly proved. Something similar is their .. po~ti~n in regard to the 

-
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cryptic correspondence, and it maybe this which explains t1l:e, ver~ difficult 
'position in which the accused have foundthe;mselves in d~alingW1th these 
letters. Their general contention is that, they are not conspuat9rs,but what..: 
ever they have done has been done by theJIl not as conspirators but as persons 
who have reacted to the specific situations as they developed. They felt rio 5 
doubt that to admit that they received instructions from outside .was praoti
cally admitting the .whole prosecution case. They had therefore to say that 
they took no help from outside, and hence they could not reasonably offer an 
explanatipn ot cryptic correspondence and the like. They could only say, as 
some of them did" that they knew nothing about it, or offer an explanation 10 
which is no better, and, in fact, is obviously worse than that suggested by the 
prosecution. . In any case their explanation could only be a, theoretwal one 
and entitled to no greater consideration than that put forward by the prosecu
tion. 

There are in all 12 documents which have ,to be dealt with inthis connec- 15 
tion. These are :-

(l)'P 1859 dated 25th January 1927 (F. C. 179) from C. P. Dutt to Spratt 
accused containing cryptic language and writing in invisible' ink:' which also 
includes cryptic . language. . ' 

(2). P 1829 dated 5th March 1927 (F. C. 190) from 'Des' (Spratt) to 20 
Dear Brother in God, containing cryptic language and enclosing a letter from 
Victor in number cipher. '.' 

(3) P 2312 P (1) (F .. C. 195) a letter in number cipher enclosed in a 
letter, P2312 P dated 23rd March 1927 from Sharma to Iyengar. The cipher 
letter is intended for " our newly returned comrade." . 25 

. (4) P 1007 dated 9th June'1927 (F. C. 213) ,fro~ C. P. Dutt to Spratt 
containing some cryptic phrases and some writing in invisible i:rlk. 

, (5) P 2328 P (2) dated June 14 (1927) from Des (Spratt) to Douglas 
(C. P. Dutt), enclosed by George (Ghate) in a letter P 2328 P (1) dated 16th 
June 1927 and addressed to Iyengar under the cover address of Chakravarty. 30 
This contains cryptic language oilly. 

(6) P 1012 dated 25th July 1927. ~F. C. 227). f~omJ. ,(C. ;p. D~tt) to 
.Desmond (Spratt) in C. P. Dutt's wrItmg and found m Spratt accused s pos
session. It" contairiscryptic langUage only. 

(7) P1008 dated the 9th August 1927 (F. C. 232) from, C. (C. P. putt) 35 
to Des (Spratt) answering P2328 P (2) written on C. P. Dutt's typewriter 
and found in Spratt's' possession. It contains cryptic language only. 

(8) P·2329 P (1) dated 15th Aug~st 1927 (F. C. 235) from Des (Spratt) 
to Brother (C. f. Dutt) enclosed in a letter frOInGeorge' (Ghate) to Iyengar 
(under the cover address Chakravartywith inner envelope addressed' for 40 
Swamy') typed on Spratt's typewriter. This contains cryptic language only. 

(9) P 1009 dated the 4th 'September 1927 (F. C. 300). This is an un
signed draft in Spratt accused's handwriting and found in Spratt's possession 
beginnin~ " Dear Brother". It contains a great deal. of cryptic language and 
one small portion in number cipher giving the 'name and addre~s of one 45 
Mudkatte. . . 

(10) P 1671 P dated 29th September, 1927, (F. O. 302) from Leonard to 
Mac. T'he evidence shows this letter' to have emanated from Bradley. 'It is 
addressed to one Horseman. It.is partially in cryptic .language but also con-
tains a portion in number cipher giving, a cover address "Karanth ". '50 

(11) P 1686, written in January 1928 and recovered in the search of a 
lascar Abid Ali, P. W. 63, on the 2nd February 1928, (F.C. 348) from Besants 
to Dear Friend. It was given to the bearer by Upadhyaya and was addressed 
to R.·K. Karanth, "Gladhurst ", Santa Cruz, Bombay, with an inner envelope 
addressed' for . Ghate '. encloRing another envelope with the name Jack written '55' 
on it, possibly intended for Bradley accused. ' 

(12) P 674 dated the 6th June 1928 (F: C. 425), the • SandwellLetter ' 
fr~m J. (C. P. Dutt) to Dear Fred (Bradley) typed onC. P. Dutt's type
wrIter and recovered on the 24th April 1929 from an almirah whicli had been 
in the use, of Bradley accused. It contains cryptic language and the name of 60 
Karanth is given in number cipher towards the end. ' 
LsIJMCC' . 
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'"Apat:tfrom thes~ letters' 'there 'are two letters from Sipassi. to which. 1 
have referred earlier iIi which he ,uses thetermil 'herald' and " word '.. A13 

o. P. 317. regards"herald we find that word also appearing, in' invisible fuk writing in 
P 1859 (F. C. 179) where it evidently ,means 'a tnessenger. 'There are also two 
very small pieces of cryptic writing in the letter P 2002 C' from Jto Dear 5 
Philip (F. C. 513) and the telegram from John to Spratt P 2189 (F. C. 514-). 

Lastly there is a reference, in a letter dated 10-5-28 frOm M. A. (Muzafi# 
Ahmad) to J obviously intended for 'C. P. Dutt and through him. for Roy, 
P 2099 C (F. C. 417), to ' Ambrose' who, he says" "is here and ,working 
hard." The evidence about this letter is that of P. W. 85, Inspecto.r K. S. 10 
Mohammad Ismail, who says that" on that day (10-5-28) Muzaffar Ahmad 
accused accompanied by Abdul Halim came to Howrah Railway Mail' Service 
offl,ce and posted that letter. I intercepted that ietter, took a copy of it and r~
posted it." This witness ,was cross-examined ,about this interception but 
-nothing' was elicited which would throw doubt on the facts stated by. h;im. . , 15 

, Now I have already shown in dealing with C. P. Dutt that the :firstwneof 
these letters llre letters from Spratt accused to C. p~ Dutt and vice ve.rsa and 
I have therefore assumed that in dese.ribing the letters in the above list. '. We 
have now to consider their interpretation. I will take the question of the num-
ber cipher letters first. There are not a great number of cases and I think 20 
there is not the· smallest room for doubt as to the correctness' of the solution 
offered by the prosecution. In this connection I may note that there is no 
alternative solution suggested by way of argument by the defence and bearing 
in mind the nature of the documents the small number of mistakes,. most of 
which are in any case easily explicable, and the absence ,of any alternative I 25 
feel no doubt in my own mind on this point. Now the prosecution case is that 
the number cipher of which we:find examples in P 1829, P 2312 P (1), P 1009, 

o. P. 318. P 1671 P, and P 674 is based on a very simple system. Some poem which is 
to be found in that very common book "-Palgrave's Golden Treasury" is used 

O.P.319. 

as the basis and each letter is described by two. numbers, the number of the line 30' 
and the number of the letter. Usually the person employing the code puts the 
number of the line first arid the number of the letter second with a dash In 
between. In one case the reverse method IS employed, the number of the letter 
.is given first .and that of the line second. . , 

The first of these letters is P 1829 (1), a letter from Victor presumably 35 
for C. P. Dutt as it was enclosed by Spratt accused with a 'letter which was 
quite clearly meant for Dutt. 'raking the poem " Mter Blenheim" which is 
no. 216 in " Palgrave's Golden T,reasury ",' of which one copy was found with 
S'pratt accused and is on the record as P 2509, while. another was' recovered 
from Hutchinson accused and is P 1031 (there is of course no evidence that it 40 
was ever used by Hutchinson for the purpose of sending or decoding cipher 
messages), we find that the first 15 combinations of numbers when decoded on 
the system above mentioned, that is treating the first :figure of each combination 
as meaning the number of the line and the second the number of the letter, 
gives the Solution " Code II Penseroso", and Milton's poem of that name 45 
will be found iIl. the same book as no. 113. In the coding of these first 15 letters' 
there is a mislake in the very first letter of an as '30-22 gives the letter o' and 
30-20 gives the letter c which was the letter required. Going on to decode 
the rest .of the letters using the poem II Penseroso, this' when' decoded gives the 
following solution" Campbell was sent to Bombay but he "csuld " not execute 50 
the work 'Properly. "Pbogram" is confused. Org. functions unclear to the 
people here. B. W. P. ·Congres had to take place on nineteenth I ran away. 
No information as yet: leaving Spratt ,ill " seno " " letteos " " Sdamsuddin H 

" issepod " Qaum is to be " wytched " Victor." Now assuming that the word 
" issepod " really stands for escaped (we shall see how the mistakes resulting 55 
in this mutilation can arise) we find that the actual mistakes in this document 
are :-

(1) ,30-22 (equals 0) for 30-20 (equals c) in the very first letter. 
(2) 5-8 (equals s) for 5-9 (equals 0) in ihe word' (lould '.' 
(3) 2-4 (equals b) for 2-5 (equals r) in the word, 'programme '. 
(4) The second's' of Congress ~s omitted. 
(5) 8-10 (equals 0) for 8-11 (eq'llals t) in the word 'sent '. 
(6) 15~10 (equals 0) for 15-11 (equals x:) in the word ' letters '. 

60 



,', (7) 15-3 (equals d) fot: 14-3 ot po.ssibly 15-5. (equal* ,h) in the name 
• 8ha.msuddin '. ' 

(8) 3-5 (eqUals i) for 5-3 or perhaps 1-5' (equals e). 
(9) 7-2 (equals s) for 7-6 or 6-1 (equala c). 
(10) 5-3 (equais e)fot 6-5 (equals a). 5 
(11) 9-10 (equals 0) for 10-9 (equals e). 
(12) 8-8 (equals y) for 8-7 (equals a) in the word • watched t. 

The four mistakes no~. 8 to 11 all appear to have occurred in writing the 
word "escaped' which '~ppeared as 'issepod '. It is po.ss~bl~ that th~ inte,
pretation sugges~ed,here is not the correct one, but even If It.I~, and~hereare 
all these mistakes in one word, that would not be very surpnslng as It occu.rs 
very,nearly at the end of a do~um~nt con~aining no less'than 254 letters. Now 
nrst of all I take it to be qUite Impossible' that ,there should be any othe ... 
'document in eXistence by which applying this system we could get a. 'solution, 
which gives sense as this one' does. 'Secondly t~e factswhich!lp~ear in .the 
solution are to quite a considerable extent vennable. The, writer says that 
"Campbell was sent to Bom~ay, but he could riot exec~te the :work I>.r~erly·", 
which is no doubt a. reference to the fact that Campbell haVIng' been sent ,to' 

o. P;320. Bombay had been consigned to prison. Then he goes on that " programme is 
confused· and the Ofl~.' fun~tionsurich:iarto 'the 'people here," i.e. ' at Bombay, 
arid in effect that is what wennd Spratt'aooused sayirigin some ,of these letters. 
Then he says: " B. W. P. Congress had -to. take place on nineteenth I. loa.n 
away." Now it is a fact, as shqwn by the report at the end of " A Call to 
Action ", that t~ Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party held a conference on 
the 19th February 1927."and it is quite possible that Victor or Fazl Elahiwas 
at Calcutta at that time and fOTsome reason thought it- advisable to come away . 
. Then he writes" sent letters It, 'and we shall find the writer of the number 
cipher letter. P. 2312 P (1), who also uses the code' derived from the poem 
" Mter ;Blenheiin h mentioning that he has" received all your letters ". 

So much for P.1829,(lr. We find,the numb~t ciphE)J' n!'lxtoO<}utring in 
P. 2312-P. (1) (F. C. 195), a letter entirely written in cipher arid ~nclosed with 
P. 2312 P from Sharma td Iyengar .. T~s document co~tains no Jess thaI). 25~ 
letters in'number cipher and the letter J written twice in long harid. This is Ii 
'euriou8 fact, but is eiplain~d by the faet, that th~ letter ;J does Ii,ot occur any~ 
.where in the poem" After :Blenheim ", and had th«;lref'ore to be 'put in in long 
hand. This letter contains ten mista~es in cod~g altqgether'.· These, are as 
follows:-' : . , " .' . 

(1) 11-24 (n) 'for 11-23 (u) in the word' your '. 
(2) '20-1 (f) for 20-11 (a) in 'organisations '. 
(3) 20-1 (f)for :20-11 (a) in ' Madras '. 
(4:) 13-9 (r) for 13-6 (s) iIi the word' send '. 

: (5) Between ~i-23 (c) and l-10(m) in the word' .comrade 'the 'D.umbe ... ,s 
for the letter ' 0 ' are omitted. ' ' . ' 

(6) 5-21 (g) for 8-21 (!i) in, the word' and'. ' 
, (7) 2-1 (0) for .2-2 (1) ,in -the 'Word 'hims~lf I.' 

(8) 29-1 (f) for 20-11 (a) in the word' Pan-Paci.&e '., 
(9) 2-0 (nothi.D.g) for 2-1 (o)' iIi the wQTd cjQ 1.' . 

(10) 20-1 (f) for 20-11 ,(a) iJ;l. ,thew~d,ICant~~. 
O. P. 321. ~ do no~ think that the. most. sceptiea! :pet-soli ,co~Id. !-eel a,ny Aoubt that Ute 

solution whic~ emer15'es ~y applYing a code, whicb ,results in only ,ten mistakes, 
all due to obyl.Ous. slips, ill over 250 letters, must be the correct o~ especially 
as that soluh~n gives good sense ,and contains a message, wh,ich.nright w-ell ,be 
·sen~ by conspIrators ~t h?me to a,comrade new:ly. ret~rned iromEurope to 
India. The full soluhon IS as follows :--- ' 
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" Receive!l an your lett~rs .. :po' not forget building port 'organisations. 55' 
Meet Spratt and comrade~ In ,Bombay and Madras. Roy gone to Chin~ 
Bend a c,omrade to meet hIm there. The Comrade. should go ' to Japan and 
report himself to Jan~on of Soviet Embassy:. Send,d~egate!;l,to Pa.n-Pa.citie 
Conference to be held m ClR.ntnn in M av " . 
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·It . is scarcely necessary for me to refer to the emPhasis already laid on 
the necessity of getting cover ~dd~esses at Colombo and Bo~bay. We know as 
a fact that Roy did go to China m 1926-27, because Roy himself says so, and 
we know already that the comrades in Europe were. anxious that someone fr?m 
India (Thengdi had been suggested inP 1859). should go to the Pan-Pacmc 5 
Conference at Canton, to which I have referred earlier in dealing with the 
P. P. T. U. S. 

The next hitter in which we meet with this number cipher is P 1009, a 
draft letter which as I have· already pointed out is in Spratt accused's hand
writing and was f~und in his possession in 1927. T'his is. introduced in the 
middle of the letter very awkwardly without any explanati?n other t~an the 
following words : "Try not of course too often." The CIpher portion 1!.as 
b~eIi found to have been' put in code brt.he use of "Sally in our Alley", a 
poem by H. Carey, which appears in " The Golden Treasury" as no. 131, and 
it is possible that the rhythm of th,e words, "not of course too often ", was 
intended to suggest to the addressee, Dutt, that he should look for a poem, the 
title of which had that rhythm. There is no mistake in the coding of the 
message here which when decoded reads as follows:" N. S. Mudkatte, 
Wharf Superi~tendent's Office, Sewri, Bombay, Fifteen." This gentleman, Mr. 
N. S. Mudkatte, ·was called by the prosecution and gave evidence as P. W .. 264, 
and, when asked to give his address, gave the same address as appears in this 
message. The only attack made on him is in regard to his memory of the date 
when Ghate accused asked him (the wit.ness) to let him use his address for 
letters. 

The next letter in which number cipher-was used is P 1671P (F. C. 302), 
'a letter written in bloc capitals, of which there can be very little doubt that the 
:writer was· Bradley accused. This is the only case in which the code was used 
in the 'reverse manner, i.e. by writing the number of the letter first and the 
ilUmber of the line second. 'l'here are two small pieces of number cipher, and 
the first is introduced with a rather clumsy attempt at suggesting that it is 
part of a game being played between the writer and the addressee. The poem 
used in coding this .letter was "Gray's Elegy'~, a well-known poem, which 
appears in " The Golden Treasury" as no. 147. The first portion when 
decoded by the use of this poem reads as follows : " R. K. Karanth, Gladhurst, 
Santa Cruz, Bombay". Here againMr.R. K. Karanth, who gave his address 
exactly as above, was produced by the prosecution as P. W. 79, and deposed 
that at one time· Ghate accused asked him to receive letters for him and hand 
them over to him. There is no reason whatsoever for doubting this witness's 
statement, and in fact there is other evidence showing conclusively that his 
ad~~ess ~as ~sed as a cover address. The second small piece of number cipher 
wntmg m this letter when decoded reads : "Report follows ". 

In connection with Karanth I have already referred to the letter P 1686, 
(F. C. 348) which was recovered from the possession of Abid Ali, P. W. 63, by 
P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Chaudhri. That letter, as I pointed out then, was 
contained .in an envelope addressed to Karanth at the address just mentioned 
and contamed an inner envelope addressed "for Ghate", inside which was 
another envelope with the name Jack on it. 

The last letter containi]!g writing in number cipher is P 674, (F. C. 425) 
from .J. (C. P. Dutt) to Fred (Bradley), which I have mentioned already, and 
the Jast paragraph of this letter contains an obvious allusion to this very 
search of Abid Ali and the loss of the letter, P 1686. In this letter C. P. Dutt 
writps : " I have not seen Patrick (by which he obviously means Paddy alias 
Upadhyaya) !et~ but. I understand ther~ was an unfortunate contretemps over 
your v.:ay a li!tle whil~ agC?, when· creditors descended on a concert performer 
and slmm('rl him of things mtended for you. I am afraid that if means also 
that 8-13, 7-2, 7-8, 5-5, 5-1,2-1, 1-2 is no longer O'ood." Using the same poem 
',' Gray's Elegy ',' to decode these numbers, we I">find that the word Karanth 
emerges. The date of the search of Abid Ali is the 2nd of Februarv 1928 and 
P 674 in which C. P. Dutt is referring to it is dated the 6th June 1928.· , 

I baye noted already that ~he accused h~~e not suggested any alternative 
explanatIon for these number CIpher code wrltmgs. Spratt accused is obviously 
the. one on whom the burden lay most heavily in view of his letter, P 1009 (of 

whtch he. on page 387 of the statements of the accused denies authorship). All 
he ~ays IS to be found at pages 396 and 397· of the statements of the accused, 
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where he says"! 'I I 'will deal first: with the :so-called figure ~ipher: ~here is only 
one specimen- which . the 'prosecution' allege lam· .responsIble' for, t.e.,.oneeoIt
tained in P 1009. The meaning·they give to it is again highlymgemous,-and, 
of course, I cannot suggest any other.' I do not .feel called upon to do so, as 
I know nothing about it as I have said." 

We come next to ihe writing in inv:l.sibie ink. There are o~ly two .letter.s 
'containing such writing, namely P'1859, (F.C. 179), the letter from Douglas 
to Dear Philip, dated 25th January 1927, . and P 1007 (F. ·C. 213), the letter 
'from C. P. Dutt signed with a squiggle to. Dear Appa (Spratt accused), dated 
the 9th June 1927, the former intercepted In the post, and the latt~r ~e~ve~ed 
in Spratt accused's 1927 searc4. ,As re~ards the latter, the InYIs1ble mk 
writing is not very easy to decipher, but It was ph~tograph~d sometI!lle agQ at 
a time when the invisible ink writing between the lines. was -comparatIvely. easy 
to see, and the photograph, P 1007 P is on the record. P 1859 was: lnter
eeptedby Sub-Inspector Kothare, P. W. 253, on. the l1~h ,February 1927; . He 
says that on opening the letter he found somethIng WrItten ·between the· lines 
with some light yellow fluid. As he thought it ·to be an' important let.ter he 
immediately handed it over to Inspector Desai, P. W.215,who took It per
sonally to the Deputy Commissioner,of Police; Mr. Jacob. There are smudges 
or patches on the letter now, wh.ich,. the witness ~ays, we~e not there. ~hen he 
opened it. Such cross-examinatIon as' wasspeClficallydlre~ted to thIS. letter 
elicited- nothing of importance. P. W. 215, Inspector Desa~, deposes that he 
took this letter to Mr. Jacob with whom he found Mr. Stott, P. W. 277. Next 
day he was called in by Mr. Jacob, who was alone, and saw ¥r. Jacob apply 
some chemicals to the letter whereupon the yellowish writing. new visible came 
into .view. Witness did not know what the ,chemical was ,which was applied. 
'In cross-examination he stated that after the letter. was .fully deciphered it 
was given to him to send copies to the Director, IlltelJigerice Bureau, and 
'other places. He said he. had. spoken from memory in regard to the invisible 
writings being visible before the- application of .. the chemicals. Mr. Stott, 
P. W. 277, remembered having s.een P 185,9 ,s.ome. time in FebDIary 1927. He 
Was able at t.hat time. with t4e assistaI).ceQfgood lighti:p.g and a magnifying 
glass to read all the invisible writing and to give Mr. Jacob a transcription of 
the matter so written. Witness thought it was found afterwards that he had 
made one mistake. Mr. Jacob asked him for advice about chemicals. which 
might develop or make more visible any invisible writing and the Witness 
suggested certain chemicals to him. At the time when he saw P 1859 origi
nally, he did not think that the invisible writing would have come out in an 
prdinarily taken photograph. It probably would with special screening and 
special plates. Apart from the. appearance of stains the witness said that 
the more or less invisible writing had then (that is at the time of his evidence) 
become more visible and stood out browner: The inference from the above 
evidence is that Mr. Jacob, who was unfortunately not available as a 'witness 
only applied chemicals to those parts of P 1859 on which there are now what 
S. I. Kothare called smudges: The rest of the writing was 0 visible to .Mr. Stott 
an~ .has become more visible since that date. As to'P 1007, the invisible 
wrIting has apparently faded, but as it is perfectly legible in the photograph, 
P 1007P, that does not much matter. 

So much. for. the letters themselves: We may. now turn to their contents 
and to the hmts In regard to invisiblewrifingcontained 'in one or two other 
letters. .T·he messl!1ge contained in in'Visible writing between the lines in 
P. 1859 IS as ,follows :-. 
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• , Letter perfectly good. Afraid no herald for a couple of months. Carry 
011. Do~'t prevent y~. M. C. A." conference but secure the amalgamation. May 
Pan-Pacific lab. com. m Canton, good Ind. delegation essential, Thengdi should 55 
go. Tell Rhug to send few more copies pampnlet. Get in touch with Ewan as 
best you can-e.g. by advt. Do get me addresses for .bibles. We have heard 
notbiI~g of Victor. Look forletters at Cooks. I am putting mss on both forms 
you SIgned. . Only just heard about David. Doing what wec~n. Re: CantOll 
Conference David's job, but perhaps you can help. Passage of delegates both 60 
ways will be paid. Get T. U. C. sanction but organise thro' our friends." . 

Now the remark in invisible ink in a teply from 1)ouglas, to .whom Spratt 
accused had. written a letter in the first. week of January,. " letter perfectly 
good " seems to me a clear indication that Spratt's lette:r: had contained writing 

LsIJMCC 
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in'invisible ink which the z:ecipient had been, able to de~ipher.As regards the 
?ther messages I ~ave mentIOned some of them already. Y. M. C. A. Conference 
IS of course a reference to the Communist Party .C~)llference which it was' pro
posed to, hold at Lahore early in. 1927, but which failed to come off,' .Then the 
r:an-Pa~lfic Labour Conference IS mentioned twice with the suggestion that 
1:'hengdl should go, and we shall find later that Thengdi accused made plans 
to go and thqught he.was certain to ~e.able to go, but failed to get a passport. 
As r~gards. the mentIon of Rhug, VIctor and David, some of whom are also 
!llen~lOned m that part ?f the letter which is written in the ordinary ink, I think 
It wIll be more converuent to deal with them when dealing with the cryptic 
language. 

Coming to P. 1007, the message written in invisible ink in this letter was as 
fpllows:- ' 

5 

10 

" Why did you not meet Ismail on the Nevasa 7 Send information about 
Bombay Seamen's Union. How are Mss arrangements. Nelson failed to go. 15 
I am waiting for Hamid:" l'he interpretation of this also I will leave nntil I 
come to deal with the cryptic language. There are one or two further hints in 
regard to the use of invisible ink which must be mentioned. In P. 1012 (F. O. 
2!!7) we find the following remarks :..:..-

" I have sent . letters to the only address you gave. In last I mentioned 20 
that your last letter was illegible just where' most important. Can you try 
again 7" Knowing as we do that invisible ink was used in correspondence 
between Spratt and C. P. Dutt, and that the writer of P. 1012 is C. P. Dutt, I do 
not see how it jR possible to interpret these sentences as meaning anything else 
than that Spratt had used invisible ink writing in the letter to which C. P. Dntt 25 
is I'eferring, and that Dutt had been unable to read a part of that invisible 
writing; and there is more than this, for in P. 1009 (F. C. 300) which begins with 
a reference to P. 1012 in the words" I have had a chat with Musa" (P. 1012 
ended with the remark: "Have a talk with Musa "), Spratt accused wrote: 
" I am sorry I could make little out of the photograph you sent." These words 30 
were followed by some words which were written and scratched out, but it is 
possible to read the phrases" with tinct.", " was the usual tinct. ", and" I think 
the subs." 

Then he goes on : " I think the chemical must have become almost completely 
oxidised, (they took nearly two months to get here) and no jntensmcation I 35 

O.P.328. attempted was any use." Spratt accused suggested that this might be a refer-
ence to an ordinary photograph. But, in the circumstances as we know them; 
this is obviously al)surd, and there is another point to which I must draw atten-
tion. rrhese sentences, in regard, as I feel convinced, to invisible writing, appear 
inserted between the lines of the rest of the draft, and from their appearance. I 40 
think it is an irresistible inference that in the actual letter for which this was 
a draft, these sEmtences were to be inserted and were, in fact, actually inserted 
in invisible ink. It is perhaps worth noting that in Spratt's 1927 search, there 
were recovered from him two bottles containing Tincture of Iodine and Hydrogen 
Peroxide, wllich Mr. Stott, P. W. 277, deposes could be nsed for developing 45 
invit:ible ink writiug. I do not, however, attach very much importance to this, 
as thet'le arc medichles which many people keep in their possession. There is 
perhaps more importance in the fact that in the possession of accused Shank at 
Usmani there was found a slip of paper, P. 1563, with the following words 
written 011 it like a medical. prescription :- 50 

" Pot: Iodide (15 grs.) plus water (120 grs.) apply with Hydrogen 
Perchlitor." It seems not unlikely that as Hydrogen Perchlitor is not a known, 
chemical Perchlitol' is merely a mistake for Peroxide, and that this also i.~ a 
prescription either for writing or developing invisible writing. Usmani 
accused's explanation of this piece of paper was a mere denial that he had 55 
ever seen it before. -

I come now to the use of cryptic language and the transposition code. Now 
the general principle of this code undoubtedly is that in writing a name the 
writer substitutes for each consonant the consonant· which precedes. it in the 

O.P.329. alphabet and for each vowel the vowel which precedes it. It will be obvious 60 
that the application of such a code rigorously would frequently result in the 
production of names which were obviously senseless and which it would be p-asy 
with comparatively little study to decipher; and that would obviously not be 
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desirable., Whatis w~nted is .that the l'e~ipientof .the letter, knowing alrea'~h 
the persons and things which are being talked about,. should be able. to guess WI 
fair certamty what or who is meant by the name whICh he finds 'Yn~ten. There~ 
fore ill practice this code is not used rigorously and, i? fact It, IS a commofl 
practice to leave certain consonants unchanged. For mstance h .a~ we sha. 
find, is scarcely flver changed. Apart from t~e ~se of the transposltlon code ~t 
will be found that there are also certain substltutlons made, and w~ ~et ~ qU~Sl
religious terniinology a fact which in itself would give rise to SuspICIOn m View 
of what w~ know olSpratt accused's attit~de towards religion,. In so much 
criticism and answer as Spratt accused gave m respect of the cryptlc c~r~espond~ 
ence he did two things ; first of all in rather a general way he cast ndicule on 
the whole theory by suggesting that the prosecution should make more deduc
tions and infet'ences than they had made already, and secondly ,he put forward 
the argument that the whole case for the prosecution in this connection was ~~ed 
on P. 1009 in which document 'there appeared the word Lahore crossed out Wlth 
something' which has been reproduced in the printed exhibit. at F.' C. ~OO as 
Kalvan above it. In point of fact, as Crown Counsel has pomted out m the 
course of arguments the word written above Lahore is probably Kuhique which: 
would really have b:en a better foundation for the prosecution theory. Secondly 
in this letter there was the name Upadhyaya with a line through it and Nu~dx 
written above it. Thirdly there was the word Calcutta not scratched out but 
with 1I0ruething which is either ' bul ' or ' but' above it. 

The other important point which he criticises the prosecution for relying 
on in P. 1009 was the substitution of Y .. M, C, A. for C, P., a substitution which 
is obvious on an examination of the documents with the assistance of a magni
fying glass, and stares one in the face in the enlarged photograph of the passage 
which is on the record. Now even if this had really been the foundation for the 
prosecution theory I do not think it would have ,been Ii. bad' fo.undation. But 
the fact is that what we find in P. 1009 only corroborates a theory which can be 
deduccd from an examination of all the cryptic correspondence, letter by letter, 
along with the letters which were being· written by Spratt and other accused 
during the same period either to one another in India or to persons outside India. 
Crown Counsel in the course of his arguments demonstrated this point with the 
greatest clarity and I think it wilL be of value to reproduce here the process of 
reasoning which he laid before the Court, in as much as the results are in my 
opinion quite conclusive. I will therefore go through this correspondence follow
ing the same lines as were adopted by him in arguments. 

The first document is P. 1859 (F. O. 179). This is a letter from C. P. 
Dutt to Spratt accused written very shortly after Spratt accused's arrival in 
India. It is thel'efore curious in the light of the comments on religion in Spratt 
accused's diary (where he says that' religion is as much an absurdity as the 
monarchy and about as unimportant " a statement of his views which he would 
even now find no need to modify, seeing that at page 439 of the statements of the 
accused we'find him saying: " 1 do not deny that a good many members of the 
British- capitalist class have religious beliefs. They are in many ways rather 
backward inteJIectually ") to :find C. P. Dutt writing to.Spratt accused: " Reli
gion is a great standby, but keep away from dogmatism. There can be good 
even in Methodism. Unfortunately many are inclined to be uncharitable, and 
you should not necessarily accept the statements of others at face value." In 
additio~ he r~fers to D~vi~ not being in good health and says : " It is a very 
de'prC!:~mg ,tlung to ~e ill m a strange country. Perhaps Baker can do SOme
thmg for lum. 1 beheve Ewan is still in Dlindee." There is another reference 
to David in ~he invisible ink w~iting and also references to Victor, Ewan, Rhug 
and Thengdl of whom the last IS the only one of whom 'we know anything. H~ 
~urther speaks of the Y. M. C. A. Conference which hardly seems likely to have 
mterested Spratt, and then, speaks of· the Pan-Pacific Labour Conference of 
whi.~h,w~ have already heard. About David he says cere Canton Conference 
DD;vId S Job but perhaps you can help. Passage of delegates both ways will be 
paId.. Get T. U. C. sanction but organise through our friends." Now of cours~ 
at thIS stage we do not yet know much about this Conference but at a later staO'e 
we shall !ind that Spratt accused to whom' this' letter was se~t did do someth~~g 
about thIS Oonference and on instructions from some one else in India' whom 
we might there~or.e well suppose to be the person " whose job it was :'. The 
reference for thIS IS P. 38 (1. C. 29)· in which . Spratt accused wrote on the,1,6th 
March 1927 (only two months later) . to' Ghoshaccusedin'the:following terms: 
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Ie Dear Mr. Ghosh, I was asked to get in touch with you. by m",.- friend Mi. 
Campbell, who gave me a letter of introduction to you. Unfortunately I ga~e 
the letter by mistake to Mr. Bose whom I met here at the Congress.' I wish 
however to meet you when I come to Calcutta in a few weeks' time. Meanwhile 

o. P. 33i. CamlJbell wished me to approach you with a view to your going to Canton in 5 
May of this year to represent the A. I. T. U. C. at a Pan-Pacific T. U. Conference. 
If this can be done officially, I will put your name forward, with your consent; 
as a delegate. If it cannot be done officially by the T. U. C. i.e. if Joshi & Co~ 
refuse, we wish you to go unofficially. In either case your fares will be paid." 
Even Ly itself, bearing in mind the references'to the T. U. Conference, the 10 
payment of fares and the getting of T. U. sanction if possible, we might well 
suspect a connection between David and Donald Campbell. However that is 
Pfrhaps rather a jump to take all at once. , 

In the next letter P. 1829 (F. C. 190) dated 5th March 1927 we find Spratt 
accused \y'ho has so little inclination towards religion addressing his correspond- 10 
ent as " Dear Brother in God" and going on to talk about the Methodist Church 
and the ~"aithful and the Church in the villages, and also of disagreement with 
Teb on the Church doctrines, while at the end he asks his friend Dutt to send 
",a miscellaneous collection of the more recent works of piety and devotion." 
It is quite obvious that all this bears a quite different meaning to that which, 20 
it bears on the surface. Turning to a different subject Spratt accused writes: 
" The nniversities Convocation is to be held next week. J. worked a dirty trick 
on tIS by suddenly deciding this. Our preparations had been made to some 
extent, and we hope for the best." This letter with the cipher letter shows as 
I have already pointed out that Teb is the same person as Victor who signs 25 
that letter, and there is also in the cipher letter a reference to Campbell. , 

Coming to the 10th March 1927 we find Spratt accused writing in P. 1955 
to Page Arnot and sending him cuttings on the second Campbell case which lle 

O.P.333. discusses in both the first and the last paragraphs. In the middle paragraph he 
writes: " I write thiR in a great burry as I am dashing off to Delhi in about 30 
two hours from now for the 'frade Union Congress, which is being held, 'un
expectedly this week end." Now remembering that the leading figure in the 
T. U. Congress is N. M. Joshi who might well be represented by .I. and the 
fact that in the previous letter Spratt accused said that the" universities Con
vocation" was to be held next week and this was the result of a sudden decision 35 
by .J. a fi;light suspjcion ar.ises that ,the I universities convocation' and the 
T. U. Congress have some connection. There iF! perhaps no assistance to be 
derived from the next two letters P. 2312P (1) (F. C.195) and P. 18280 (F. O. 
197), ill the latter of which on the 26th March Spratt accused sends Page Arnot 
an account of the 'r. U. C., and the same may be said of P. 1956 (F. C. 204) and 40 
P. 1974 (F. C. 219). 

In P. 1007 (F. O. 213) C. P. Dutt refers to the Methodist 'fimeR and also to 
our old friend Fh. and thE'rE' are two references to mss. which does not in either 
case appear to hear its 'ordinary meaning of manuscript. The writing in. invisi-
ble ink also repeats this odd use of mss. but does not help in its interpretation. 45 

The letters in the P. 2328 series are slightly more suggestive. George in 
the covering letter to Iyengar writes that II M. A. (clearly Muzaffar ,Ahmad) is 
coming ov('r to Bombay, ina couple of days as I have to discuss with him on 
the :matter that J. P. was furiously angry about. I mean, the problem of pub-
licly exposing Sak and his relations with Jogl." Ghate does not explain who 50 
.I. P. is but later on he expands Jog!. into Joglekar so there can be no doubt on 
that point. As to .I. P. we know that the initials of Begerhotta, whose name we 
~have come across already on several occasions and with whom Ghate was closely 

O.P • .a4. ' associated in the C. P. I., are .I. P. 
~l'urning to P. 2328P (2) which is dated 14th June 1927 (Ghate's letter is 55 

dated 16th) we find a great deal that is cryptic and much that is suggestive. In 
the' firRt paragraph Spratt accused speaks of the breakdown of II communica
tions H which makes one think at once of the remark in the invisible mk writing 
in P. 1007 ; "Why did you not meet Ismail on the Nevasa'" In the next 
parl1,graph we llnd the following: II Baker has written criticising the Methodist 60 
policy as published, and saying that we should, not antagonise the old upper 
set'tions, but try to 'get both sides in. Suchan attempt seems to me to be obvious-
ly hopE'less, ,both in theory and in practice. Perhaps you will talk with him 
and let us' know your 'ri~ws." Baker is therefore clearly some one who is no 
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longer in India. though I think equally clearly P. 1859 suggests that Baker was 
in India at the end of January. Then he goes on to talk of the quarrel between 
Zagar and Baker. So that in both this letter and G-hate:sletter we have a 
mention of a quarrel, in one case between J. P. and Sak and m the other between 
Zagar and Baker. . 

Then we come to a mention of the Y. M. and Zagar's behaviour therein and 
Spratt accused continues as follow~ :." Will.you, ~y the way, make clear the 
real policy you want ns to pursue m conne.cil?n wIth the Y. M. I am doubtful 
noW'. All the objections to its retention remam,but Z. and others are .unalte1 .... 
ably opposed to its abolition." 

Next.he goes on to ~ Chur~h work' which was being done largely by Rig, 
saying " He is undoubtedly a scoundrel." and he goes?n t? speak of Rig's 
rascality. It seems an odd character to give to some who IS domg Church work. 
Then we have a reference to University affairs and we are told that " Hnz is 
improving. Organisation is going on better, and our contact is 'growing, mainly 
because of the good work of Ler. Shance is doing nothing, I amnfraid." T~en 
he goeR on to talk about MS about which Baker should' be asked, but whlCh 
should not be sent directly by him ',or Amb, and there is more about Ambrose 
" who has been very busy but not achieving very much" and has been detained 
by the Rig affair: "He would like to know when exactly he.is expected to 
finish, so that his plans may be laid -accordingly." After this he says that 
Cunfa has been· disappointing but it may be the fault of Rig who has been 
keeping him jealously guarded, and we have, alsoan.inquiry about Nell. 

Then in the last 'paragraph bui one he says: "I think I have explained 
what had happened in connection with the Welsh Church affair. Ewan was 
last put (in the job, but I am afraid his success will be no greater. You may 
remember 1 said I had not seen the Bible since I had been bere. I have now 
remedied that fault, of course,but the lack is still felt, and is in the last few 
w()eks worse than ever." But of course all this is quite absurd in view of 
Spratt accused's attitude towards religion. 

The next letter in this connection is P. 1959 (I. C. 52) dated 5th July 1921 
from Dang-eaccused to' Spratt accnsed recovered from $.pratt's possession in 
1927. 'This contains a reference to the fact that Spratt was staying at the time 
with Chaman Laland suggests that "our Bombay group" should join hands 
with Chaman T.Jalin opposing the expected attempt of Lajpat Rai to capture the 
T. U. Congress at the coming session of November 1921. 

In P. J961 (I. C. 54) Spratt accused replies to Dange that he thinks it would 
be a good thing for the Bombay and other " forward" groups to ally with 
Chaman LaI in the next T. U. C." He says that" there is no doubt that Lajpat 
Rai is trying to capture the T. U. C. "Further he mentions the trial of one 
Ramch~.ndra arr~sted for sedition and suggests that" it would be a pity if he 
were glven a serIOUS sentence." 

. ~ext on the 21st July 1921 in P; 1968 (F~ C. 224) we find Spratt accused 
wntmgto Page Arnot about the labour situation in the Punjab and in this 
connection he ~ga~n refers to 'Ramchandra and his prosecution and goes on to 
refer ·to the eJectIOn of Ramchandra, Majid and Darveshi from the Punjab 
Labour Board and to the fact that these three owned a paper the Weekly Mehllat
Kasb. Then he reverts to Lajpat Rai and his activities in connection with the 
T. U. C. and says, " I am told by Dange who has recently been to Cawnpore 
and by Chaman Lal, that he (LajpatRai) is making a serious effort to captur~ 
the T. U. C. It sounds very credible in view of the new activities of the I IJ P 

. etc., in connection with India..;-see the enclosed T. U. C. circular." N o'w th~ 
reference here appears to .be to a circular D 190 (95) issued by N. M. Joshi 
Secretary of the T. 'L". C. enclosing a letter from Mr. T. P. Sinha dated 19th 
M2Y. 1927 in w~ich w~find the following suggestion made, namely, that" the 
AdVIsory CommIttee of the 1. L.,P. (TndependentLabour Party) should approach 
the .T.· U. C. in England with a view to assisting in openmg Labour colleges in 
Indla .......... re8e~ved for Indians." The first part ,of the suggestion is tbat 
the A. I .. T. U. C. should choose 12 students, as far as possible.from the working 
~lass, who should go to England for training in Ruskin College for two years 
m T. U. Movem~nt aD;d labour problems, wi~h a view to their organising the 
T. U~ Movement In IndIa when they come out again. Spratt says that he pointed 
out to Chaman LaI the probable results of the scheme and "he agreed partly 
but seems undeCided." . 
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O. P. 337. Coming now to P 1012 (F. c. 227) we find Dutt writing to Desmond on the 
25th July 1927 " I hear of complaints that the Y. M. C. A. send no mss. to you. 
Thnt is in general correct and the general decision still stands but you must use 
your discretion." The last we heard about mss. related to the sending of ·mss. 
by Spratt and not to his receiving it. Further on Dutt writes" What about the 5 
all India Methodist organ in.~English '" He goes on, a paragraph later, to say 
that" the Bombay Methodist papE'r seems to be verygood from opinions re
ceived. I saw recently an article of yours in I. N. H. which struck me as very 
good." So I. N. H., which is obviously the Indian National Herald, is ;not a 
Methodist paper and the only other paper in which, so far his associations go, 10 
SpI'att migtht have been interested is the" Kranti ", which had been started 
only a couple of months earlier by the W. P. P. of Bombay. This comment 
r(lther looks as if it was in reference to something new. Then we come to a 
reference to Nelson and the university, in the following words : "It is very 
unfortunate that Nelson is in no condition to travel. On the other hand there 15 
is an engineer who will be going to Glassgow soon, who should help the university 
there as you will be glad to learn." Finally there is a reference to " the Metho
dists and the Y. M. C. A. becoming too much two names for the same thing. " 

On the 7th August 1927 we come to a letter from Spratt accused to Muzaffar 
.Ahmad aceused, written from Lahore, P 2134 P (I. C. 58) in which he says, "I 20 
was very sorry that you should be put out by my non-appearance. I admit that I 
have given you great provocation." He goes on to explain his long stay in 
Lahore. Later he says, "I went last week to Peshawar with Chaman Lal, 

.D. P. 338. who was defending one Fazal Elahi, a man who has just returned from Russia. 
He was charged under 121-A., convicted of being an" undesirable person ", and 25 
given five years. I had a short chat with him. He seems a nice chap, but I 
don't know how he will stand five years gaol; Chaman Lal is_appealing quite 
rightly." After that he refers to the Ramchandra's case which he says " is 
going forward slowly. It is expected that he will get a year or two. ,,' 

After this we come to P 1008 (F. C. 232), dated 9th August 1927, from C. P. 30 
Dutt to Spratt accused in which he refers again to Baker's criticism of Methodist 
policy as adopted by the Church session at Bombay. He refers also to the com
plaints which .spratt had sent about Hig. Then he refers to the necessity of 
enlarging the Methodist organisation and says, " We must get sufficient number 
of people, so that single individuals are not so important. . . . . . ... There are 35 
all sorts of little groups more or less with us who ought to be linked up through 
the Methodists, but as far as one· can judge no attempt is being made. Take, 
for instance, Rumbu : or Zhurocgu, they ought to be brought in. Have you any 
news about Don' Nobody here seems to have heard anything of him or how 
to get in touch wit.h him." In the next paragraph he says, " There might also 40 
be some suggestions abou\t 4mbrose. I am inclined to think that he will be 
asked to stay in his parish." 'Ihis 'of course is in reference to the remark in P. 
2328P (2) at F. C. 218 that Ambrose" would like to know when exactly he is 
expected to finish, so that his plans may be laid accordingly. " Next he says, 
" I have heard that there is a universitv fellow going out before long." Final- 45 
ly there are references to the Y. M. C: A. and the College bulletin. As to the 
Y. l\L C. A. he says, " the situation is as you say, but it is not possible to do 
anything about it at present ", which sounds a.s if it were in connection with the 
complaint that the Y. M. C. A. and the l\fethodists are too mUM two names for 
the same thing. 50 

o. P. 339. • The next letter in the series is P 2329 r (1) dated the 15th August 1927 from 
Spratt aceused to C. P. Dutt, containing a great deal of cryptic language. This 

. letter was forwarded to Iyengar, 110 doubt for transmission to England, by George 
, alias Ghate, and there is little doubt that it was brought from Lahore to Bombay 

by Majid accused, since in P 1010, (I. C. 60), datE'd the 21st August 1927, we find 55 
Mirajkar accused writing to Spratt (it is not difficult to infer this from the fact 
that the letter was found in Spratt's possession in September 1927) that" Com
rade. Majid brought us all news from your side." In P .1011 G:~ate accu~ed 
writmg. to Spratt on the 22nd says : " I have arranged Wlth MaJlq. regardIng 
futuTe remittances, etc. ", so that Majid accused had evidently been to Bombay 60 
to have a talk to the Bombay comrades. Early in this letter (P 2329P (1» 
Spratt says: " I .am asking Fhusa to tell you about his affairs, as I.have been 
out of louch with them for some time." It might be reasonable to suppose that 

. as Spratt was in Lahore, he would be out .of tou~h with Bombay affairs, and !hat 
as Ghate is the person who was forwardmg thIS letter, by Fhusa Spratt Inlght 65 
mean Ghate. He goes on : " I hope wou saw Amb's letter of a week 01' two 
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ago, but in case you did not, I had better tell y?U lS~mething ab?ut it. He ga;ve 
an account of a memo recently issued by the UmversIty Conv~nhon on the tram, 
ing of University men in England, indirectly under the auspIces of E. ~. N. ~t 
is obviously a move to promote the influence of Oxford among the IndIan UnI
versities, and is complementary to a serious attempt which is bei.ng made by 5 
Kujpus to establish himself as supreme iu the next Convocation. It 'was first 
brought forward by a curious society recently formed in London mainly 
of E. K. N. men. Bhum is inclined to be neutral about it. " 

Here again therefore is an allusion to a memorandum recently issued by the 
University Convention on the training of University men in England. Now 10 
assuming, as we found ground! for doing earlier, some connection between Univer
sitles and the Trade Union Congress, this would seem to be an allusion toa 
memorandum recently issued by the T. U. C. on the training of Trade Union 
men in England, and that is exactly what Spratt had referred to in P , 1968 on the 
21st July 1927, when writing to Page Arnot. That was referred to by him'as 15 
" new activities of the I. L. P. in connection with India, " so it would seem likely 
that the statement that this training is to be indirectly under the auspices of 
E. K. N. is really a reference to the I. L. P. Then again Spratt says that: 
" This move is complementary to a serious attempt which is being, made by 
Kujpus to establish himself as supreme in the next Convocation, " and it we have 20 
'been right in associating the University Convocation with the T. U. C., then it 
does not require a great deal of guess work to suppose that by , Kujpus ' Spratt 
accused must be meaning I,ajpat Rai of whose serious attempt to capture the 
T. U. C. he had spoken to Page Arnot in the, same letter, P 1968. Then again 
in this letter Spratt says: " Bhum is inclined to be neutral 'about it ", and in 25 
P 1968 he had said : " I pointed out to Chaman Lal the probable results of it, 
and he agreed partly, but seem& undecided." From this passage, therefore, 
read "with the connected letter, we have E. K. N. obviously representing the 
I. iL. P., Kujpus for Lajpat Rai and Bhum for Cham(an Lal), and in these re
ferences it is obvious that a system is beginning to emerge. The inferences are 30 
irresistible. 

Proceeding to apply the system which we would infer from these cases to the 
remainder of the letter, we find some very interesting results. For instance 
ISpratt goes on to say: " Lozzie, I fear, is angry with me as I have not been to 
see him yet. J> Now in P 2134 P ,only a week before this, we found Spratt apolo- 35 
gising somewhat humbly for failing to go to Calcutta and admitting that he had 
giving Muzaffar Ahmad great provocation, that is very good) reason to be angry 
with him for not having been to visit him yet; Applying the system which we 
are beginning to suspect Lozzie would be quite a natural substitution for Muz, 
that is to say, L for M, ,0 for u, while the next consonant is left unchanged. I 40 
feel no doubt about this substitution but the nE'xt one is even more convincing. 

In the next paragraph Spratt who is writing from Lahore says : " Lujec 
and Co. here are rather inexperienced, but sound." Now leaving the J un
changed but applying the m~thod we have found to the other letters Lujec would 
mean Majid, and the rest of the paragraph is quite in keeping with that theory, 45 
particularly in the last part of the paragraph we find Spratt saying : " The 

, contents of their organ (Majid & ,Co., as we know, were running the " Mehnat
kash ") i~ still too theological (not doubt a substitution for" theoretical ") ana 
not practIcal enough, but. they know their weakness and are improving it. The 
riviva~ of university (obvio.usly Trade Union) activity here is giving them 50 
materIal to use. " 

I:p. this same paragraph there is a reference to Methodist organisation. In'· 
th.e ne~t paragraph Spratt says : " ! ou saw.! suppose what was the result of 
VIctor s escapade. He wants to adVIse Mashm and the others not to follow his • _, 
example. He is right to an extent. They cannot hope to escape for more than 55 
a month or two, or to do anything valuable in that time, The longer the period 
of ~bsence t~e w?rs~ ~t is for them." If we take ~' period of absence" as indi-
catmg a penod III Jail, then the orily cases to which he hasreferreq are those 
of Ramchandr~ (to w1hom ~~ has already referred saying" unfortunately their 
best man has Just seen splrIteijl Rway, probably for a year or two) and ;Fazal 60 
Elahi, and ~~ is evident from P. 2134 that Spratt was particularly interested in 
Fazal ~lah~ s ca~e, as he had gone to Peshawar with Chaman Lal, who was 
defendmg him. Further it is a clear inference from P. 1011 that in his letter to 
Ghate, which must evidently have been brought with P. 2329P (1) to Bombay 
by Majid accused, he had mentioned Fazal Elahi, as Ghate replies in P. 1011 65 
" Re. F. E/s father, I am afraid, with matters quite unsettled just as they are . 
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at present,it will not 'be possible to render 'assistance at this stage." This is, 
of cou:r:,se, not. yet conclusiv~ but it is suggestive. ]Jxamining again the 'word 
Fhu8a m the light of 0:ur pr~sent knowledge of the system we find that allowing 
'h ' to stand but applymg the usual system to the other four letters, we get Ghate 
from Fhusa, and it will be'obvious that in cases where 'Fh.' is mentioned that 
is probably only an abbreviation. Simila1'ly 1..1. in the third paragraph of this 
'lett~r w?uld seem probably to refer to. !.Jujec and therefore to Majid. Further 
on In thIS letter we get a reference agam to L. and also to Jhum,who .according 
.tothe system ,would apparently be Khan, and here D.gain we get a useful piece of 
c,orroboration in Spratt's letter to Page Arnot, P. 1968,where he speaks of 
"M.A. Khan, who is an extremely able man,has a foot in both camps. He is 
.generally rather suspected, " while in the present letter he say that Jhum 
~, has a good knowledge of English but is a sCO'l1ndrel. " Then in the next short 
,paragraph we have a reference to Jerse, an independent sort, who though friend
ly." is suspicious. Perhaps L. has been tactless with him." According to this 
code J erse would appear to be Kirti, and' therefore this remark seems to be an 
allusion to Sohan -Singh Josh, and that is indeed qnite an understandable way 
for. Spratt to refer to ;bim a!'l we' have had no mention in any document so far 
.of Sohan Singh Josh, but we have come across enquiries about the Kirti, in 
P.2121 P. (F. O. 171), the Urd'illetter~ and it had also been me.ntioned by Spratt 
himself in the letter to Page Arnot, which I have just referred to. 

_ In the next paragraph we have a very interesting parallel to something 
whic-h appears in P. 1009. Spratt writes: "On the subject of books I have not 
heard from Fhus lately" (obviously Ghate again), "but unless there has l:>een 
an 'unexpected development things will bv now have almost reached a crisis. I 
gave him full particulars Q.f how to send' etc. ' If a message has not arrived it 
,should d? so via Baker, or of course if you prefer, I will send it as bef~re. I 
want to mcrease the space allowed from hereby say a third, as I am convinced 
ihat it is impossible to get in the, information required with the present word 
space. 

I have not yet heard .fr:om Musa. " 

It is with all this knowlep.ge and all these inferences that we come to P. 1009 
(F.e.'300) .the draft letter in Spratt accnsed's o'wn handwriting recovered from 
him in the 1927 search. -When I say it is in Spratt accused's own handwriting I 
'mean that it is 'only necessllrytij ,compare thi'S'document with the numerous 
documents on the record which are in Spratt accllsed's handwriting (and there 
are 'approximately 150 such documents) to be quite flutisfied that this document 
is in Spratt accused's handwriting but very roughly, hastily and untidily 
Jrafted. It is quite clear that the portion in number cipher was written on the 
sheet of paper before hand as it was necessary to stop the text of the explanation 
in regard to finance in the middle and go on with it again below the portion in 
figures. This letter opens with the remarks about invisible ink writing on which 
1 have commented already and which appear between the lines of the writer'S 
account of his conversation with Musa, whose chief point is the same which was 
referred to in Dutt's letter, P. 1012 at ]'. C. 227, about the Methodists and the 
Y. M. C. A. being too much the same thing. Now there has alreatly been some 
ground for suspecting that the Methodists must be the W. P. P. because we 
found earlier some reason to suspect that the Methodist paper might be the 
" Kranti". At the end of this letter, P. 1012, we find the words" 50 for Y. M. 
C. A. office is ample" with the capital letters Y. M. e. A. covering 2 capital 
letters C. P., from which we can safely infer that the Methodists and the 
Y. M. C. A. are theW. P. P.and the Communist Party of India. In regard to 
this fact that the letters Y. M. C. A. are written over the letters C. P., Spratt 
accused said in his statement that he had examined it and could find no sign of 
crossing out. He thought it seemed rather that the writer was going to put 
Y. ~. C. A. but at the first attempt left out the" M " and then put in the" M " 
over the" C " and so on. Unfortunately a careful examination shows a full stop 
after the letter" P " from which the writer went straight on without any penlift 
to the word office. Moreover this was a ,rery weak argument as it is only neces
sary to examine the writing with u magnifying glass to feel complete certainty 
that the theory that Y. M. C. A. has been written over C. P. is correct. Spratt 
accused then goes on to talk about the Bombay Methodists who, he says, " have 
now 20 members on paper but only the same few do anything whatever. ~The 
others do not even' pay subs. 'rhe idea of membership of a Church organisation 
is yet absolutely not understood. IJer & Co. (i.e. Mirajkar & Co.) agre~ co~ 
pletely with this, but have beep too occupied rec,ently to take any steps to improve 
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it. " . And before this he had said " foul' or five people run the whole show in 
any case ( in Bombay)." Now onexaminatioll of the appl~cation.s for member-
ship of the W. P. P. of Bombay, P. 1353, shows 16 applications m 1927. So 
Spratt had not been far wrong in saying 20. Apart from four or :fhre who run 
the show he says that the others do not even pay the subs. and that is suppor~e.d 
by the entries in P.1343, while as to the fact that Ler & Co. had been too occupIed 
recently, Mirajkar himself in P. IOU) on ~he 21st August 1927 writes to I?p.r~tt 
" the difficulty is of leisure" and comp]ams that the paper and T. U. activItIes 
alone keep ;him busy though. he recognises that Party consolidation is the great 
necessity of the day. 

5 

10 

. Next we come to the matter of Rumbu and Zhurocgu. According to the code 
these two names will represent Samba, an obvious abbreviation for Sambamurti, 
and Bharucha. Spratt accused in his statement argued that this suggestion was 
ridiculous because Sambamurti and Bharucha were f!taunch· Congresswallahs 
who could not possibly be roped in by a Party like the W. P. P. The weakness of· 15 
Spratt accused's defence is well illustrated by this contention on ibis part, for 
there are facts on the record about Sambamurti and Bharucha which show that 
the W. P. P. might quite reasonably hope to attract them into alliance with it. 
For example both of these men took part on the 24th May 1927 in the welcome to 
Dange accused on his releasf:'Jrom jail. (Vide the account in" Krantt " P. 1375 20 
headed" Unprecedented Welcome in Bombay: Dange's Release "). Further 
only a few months earlier on the 14th June 1927 -in P. 1605, a copy of a letter from 
Dange accused to Joglekar accused, intercepted by P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector 
Chaudhri, Dange accused says, " You will let me know if anything comes from 
Sambamurti. I mean to wire to him from N asikalso. If nothing is heard from 25 
him will you arrange for my :north trip T Y ~u. know going North is. very import-
ant. " There is another mention or Sambamul'ti in P. 1740, an article by Nimbkar 

O.P.346. accused on" The Role of Labour in China, "wherein: Nimbkar.accused speaks of 
Ii resolution of Sambamurti for the acceptan~e of complete independence as the 
Congress creed, which 'was defeated by Gandhi and all the Congress leaders at 30 
Gauhati,but which they were going to fight to a finish in December 1927. 

: Then about Mr. Bharncha. He was in the chair at the Students Brotherhood 
Hall on the 8th May 1927 when Spratt accused deHvered a lecture on " The Con
gress-what next T " and we also find him receiving ;£ 40 from Saklatvala for the 
South Indian Railway Strike Committee during the strike on that railway (vide 35 
the cable P. 2177, F. C. 514) and £10 from Potter Wilson and: Saklatvala, Secre
taries of the W~ W. L. I. for the Bombay '{'extile Committee (vide P. 1656, F. C. 
571-2). So that there wasevid~ntly quite sufficient reason for Spratt accused 
and Dutt to be hopeful that something could be done with Messrs. Sambamurli 
aud Rharucha. 40 

.' He then goes on to talk about finances and I should note here that P. lOO~ 
has been printed :very incompletely. Spratt accused writes: "About mss. 
Fhusa spoke to me on the subject. I think his will be a good scheme. But 
finances at the moment ............ " here thore follows in the original a long 
passage about taking money from Zagar, i.e., Begerhotta, which has been scratch- 45 
ed out by the writer and is omitted in the printed exhibit. Then he goes on 
" Generally ihey are bad. You spoke in a letter dated end of May that I should 
send about 200 words to Baker. I- haVE.' not done so yet. But in a month from 
now we tlhall be forced to or-if absolutely nee. I should by Musa." Now in 
P 1011 (I. C. 62) ~!lted 22nd August J927 and evidently sent to Spratt accused 50 
by. the hand of MaJId accused who had come down to Bombay, Gliate wrote, " I 
.have arranged with Majid regarding futUre remittances but I am doubting 

o. P. 3474 whether it. would be a safe method. . He will tell you himself what method it is." 
It is EI?ggeste,d by the prosecution and I think in the light of these two mentiQn~ 

• andof u n:urnber of other references to mss., space, books and the like that there j5 
is really no room for doubt that by mE'S; is meant money or funds and also that, 
as a further meanEl of disguising the meaning of these references, 'Spratt accus'ed 
has reversed the supposed direction of movement of whatever it is that is refer-
red to. It is obviously absurd for Spratt accused to be talking about sending 
mss., though there might have been a certain amount of sense in talking about 60 
receiving mSEl. But in this very letter the use ofthe metaphor has been extended 
to quite an absurd degree and it is impossible to suppose that the references are 
to the sending of real mss., or to the amount of space which these would require 
in a European paper or anything of that kind. On the other hand, if these re(er-

. encgs .are re-examined on the supposition that references to sending mss. really 65 
refer to the receipt of funds, the whole picture becomes clear and comprehensible . 

. / LalJll!OO' . 
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Now that is true not only of P 1009 but also of p. 23291> (1), Spratt's letter of 
·the 15th August, the last paragraph of which 1 ha-ve alreadY qllot~d at page 343. 
In that paragraph if for' books' we subRtitute nlOney, fot • tnessage ' reroittanC<!, 
for c, Elend t re('eive, for" the space allowed from here" the allowance from 
Europe and for" get in the information reqnired with the present word space 5 
maketbe required progress with the preMnt allowance ", the passage becomes 
intelligible. It is certainly not so at present as we have no evidence of the des
patch of manuscripts from India to Europe or their inclusion in a.ny periodicfll 
there. Similarly in this passage in P 1009 Spratt accused says that finances at 
the lllUmwt are bad. Then he jumps to a mention by Dutt in a letter at theenJ 10 
of May that he (Spratt) should send about 200 words to Baker. But what in 
the:worl<1 would be the use of 200 words Y No newspaper article worth the name 
could possibly be compressed into that space: If however we substitute in this 

\ passage" get about £200 from Baker (Saklatvala)," the thing becomes intelli
gible. Then again in P 2329P (1) Spratt says in this very connection that 15 
"~tnless there has been an unexpected development things will by now have 
almost readIed it crisis." that is to say the Party would be bankrupt and unable 
to carryon. So again here he says " But in a month from now we shall b@ 
forced to or-if absolutely nec. I should by Musa." But what was written 
originally is " send ~Y ~usa " and this has been altered by crossing out th{: 20 
'Word ' sHud ' and puttmg m " r should." 

Theu we get the passage about Lahore and he 'Writes, " The general arrang~ .. 
menta are llot satisfactory as yet. A.ctual sending is extremel", difficlllt, and 
each time someone has to· travel from Kuhique (Lahore crossed out). Bnt 
Calcutta is better." In this connection I have again to refer to Ghate ac<msed'8 25 
remark that he has arranged about future remittances with Majid, who as We 
know ill a resident of Lahore; and it is further interesting in the same coIlnecLicm 
·to find Majid writing from Lahore in P 526 (47) (I. C. 1(0) on the 10th Febrn-
al'Y 1928 and saying" I intend to leave for Peshawar on the 12th instant and 
shall be back in Lahore by the 18th. I hope that you will also arrive at Lahol'~ 30 
by this time." This is a: letter evidently addressed to Spratt accused as it refenr 
to Spratt's kit which Majid had been trying to recover from Chaman Lal. It 
mayor may not be a fact that Majid's 'Visit to Peshawar was in connection with 
this matter of remittances but in view of the wording of the passage in P 10W 
eme cannot help feeling some suspicion. 35 

He goes on to say: "dist, (distribution) is carried out according to the 
plans sent, but there are always miscellaneous additions for travelling ete." 
" Dist." appears to me to be quite inconsistent with the general idea of sendiIig' 
mss. tO~Jurope. It would not be distribution but collection of material which 
would be necessary and no doubt if it was necessary to collect the remittances 40 
from somebody in the north and bring them to Calcutta and Bombay, there would 
eertainly be miscellaneous additions fo:t travelling etc. In the next sentence 
,ye get the final clue to Victor. Spratt accused writes" Victor's case has take:a: 
a, good deal, though of course Bhum (Chaman Lal) was free. ,,. As a matter 01 
fapt we know that this is correct because Dewan Chaman Lal himself Was prd- 45 
dmced HR a defence witness and stated in regard t(} his apPearance as counsel In 
l1"azal Elahi's case :. "Yes. 1 appeared in t1u~t ~se. . r did not charge any fees 
b1Lt of course I was paid my expenses~H And of course by' the' C'Od~ W'hie1t w~ 
have found to be in use Victor abbreviated to Vic.. wonld becrome Teb. as ~e 
5aw it did in P 1829' (F. C.190). 50 

Next we come to. the AU-India English Journal and.spratt says tha.t H ~e 
have. had an infonn:al general conference, Lozzie Lujec & Co" at &mbay, and 
have agrecu to start one as soon as arrangements can be made, chiefly in charge 
of Confe & Uhug.. It will not. be official, they think.· In presentcircs it call . 
be done by reducing the Bombay organ to smaller size and devoting it mainly 55 
to stuff for univs. But that should be avoided if possible and if it is avoided 

. more material would be required." We know already who Lozzie Lujec & Co. 
are. As to Cunfeor Cuma or whatever it is that Spratt accused has writte~ 
llere (the writing is very illegible) it would not much matter whether the trans~ 
position code was used strictly according to rule or not. Anybody who know 60 
the people concerned and found a word of 5 letters with the letters c. n & f in it 
placed as they are would recognise that this was a reference to Dange accused,,: 
particularly when he found Dange's name coupled with Rhug which obviously 
stands for Shah. In this connection my attention has been drawn to P 1373 (2), 
notes of a meeting held (evidently at Madras) on the 28th December 1927 at .6~ 
which" it was decided that the formation of an A. I~ W. P. P. was desirable in the 
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heb fllturp.~" Alid further down therl! is a tctt1ark :. II Comrades O. G. Shah and. 
S. A. Dange 1i-ere commissiorled t(1pt~a:i'a d!af~s of (2) I" ,lih~.w.e find ~liil~ (2j 
wlu; " to fbrmulate Ii thesis un fha Mistil1g sItrta tiorl lfit.ernatlOiiaJ ahd. mtertt~}, 
E~btiofltic aud politiCaI'and helIM t(1 devisE! d cotdprehmisivePt?~l!1bi:tiedf ~o.r1t 
and it scale of future lilies of develdpttte:t1t. teltlti<tn tt; other pi1tti~satid ~d~i&l 5 
gt6ups ?JHd oiganisations ",and the pl1ssag~ -Whitl~ folldWEf ia Citdt~ i:hWlll~'i!1M 
in the li(!ht of the facts which We hl1v~ Iio'W gut. 
. W ~ llt:d b~~tt accms~d saying next that I I it wiil iiot be ofiiciai, they ~hiI1~.! ~ 
In thE! cil'dtliDstances it is a .curious coinClldence that the Spark when It· cainq 
~olrtethiitg CIvet Ii year iater was not officia1. -AS, to the ~est.sphl# naturally did 10 
not want to Rtatt the Enghsh J ol1tnal at the expense of the present BoIllbay organ, 
tbeKraJlU. and hende mor~ material ib thE! ghape m: fuIids woi'ild obViously be 
JleeesRaty. .. . 
.. '1'hen he goeR 011 U We hltVe the'tefot# <Jta:wn up a posslbiy tathetairiM~ious 
sche1ne for the whole cOtrntry :Which W<5u1d te~01Ve itself iilt.o a total, of neady' 15 
200 Ii nlOilth (befoie 200 there is"somethitig ~n th~ araft which: may be £ but i 
am tlOt quitt> certain of that) i.e. art inc. of 33! pEjt cent. fot tqeyear til.liore and 
Calcntfa alone (this is essential.) rtlie papers absorb au. tnat is at. in~esent_ai_l~~-
ed (300 pcI' month.' The i'~st is requifed fot fatei'i etc. Fbr an Erig11sn 
Jtrtlt:ttal week-If (from Bombay) 500 pel' 1l1.. For Bombay paper 300. AndA.~. 20 
ptoplrga11da (4 new and eX.Mlletit suggestiof!.). Th~ tel<>ased melt· es:p~e~a11y, 
shOttld ba enabled to. tout the cOimttyartd agitate. .Alid one maiishould do s~ 
to'1ltirmaIly .. We estimate 500 {Is !l~ple fot. th.is. With,?OO'misc. this comes. t~ 
Rs. ~400 per m. Wh,at do you think T I, InCIdentally m the passage of which 
Uie final form is " into a total of nearlY 200 It month If Sptatt accused ma:de It 25 
tlutnbct' of corrections, and after first writing the words "into in all " ,be 
setatche-d this out and wrote " a total space of about ,; and then scratched it 
outagain and wrote a total of nearly 200 It mo~th. That is to say he persisted hi. 
tlie attempt to" continue the use of tne ' space' metaphor but finally discarded i~. 
The remainder of the paragraph shows that the papers at Lahore and CaI<il'lit:f 30 
(p.resmnabIy th~ Mehnatkash and Ganavalli) wete already Costing 300 a montlt 
inn he wanted an increase of 331 petc~ht.~hddoubt a slip ot merely ilIegij)la 
eeribbliIig of 3311:J.-.;..brlngitig up the amount fot these two to 400' each. Tlien he 
wants 500 for the English weekly, to be issued from Boinpay ; 300 for the Bomb8:y 
p'aper. (Kranti) ; 500 fo~ thet<YUring propagan~a and 300 for miscellaneous, and 35 
It will be found that thIS totals up as Spratt hImself says to ~. 2 400 a montH~ 
wblch to be exact would be £180 a month, that is nearly £200 a month1 especially 
~fter the addition of Rs. 50 a month for the Y. M. C. A. office' whien we find. in 
.Ute last paragraph. Spratt argued from the figure 33l per Mnt. and from sQ.ni~ 
tits of rather poor English which oecur here and there in this letteI' that it eould 40 
not iJOssibly be his work. I need only say,· as I have already remarked; that there 
is no rooni for doubt about the handwriting and that in a hastily and somewhat 

. illegibly written draft like this with.a very large nnmberof corrections in it one 
}Vonld expect to find awkward bits of phrasing, . As for the 33i per cent. I ani 
ll,of quite certain that Spratt accus'ed did no~ really Iilean 10 write 33 113 pel' cent; 45 
I\iid that that too is not merely the.result of !lareless writing or possibly d lapse 
pt memory. In any case this: letter gives in detail the same jncrea~e of 113 which. 
was sllg'gested in P. 2329P. (1), and- there is proof of tb:is awkwardness m: 
phrasing 'Yhich res~lts from Jlumerous .co~re;cti.o.ns; in the ~I;lst para~aph where 
~pratt wntes, "Re. Colombo. At pre'Sent :it IS.11Ot pOS~llbie we think at p'r~~ 50 
8ent ", meaning· perhapg that cOIDllllDiicationS' ~i« Oo16m:b6 were' D'ot yet possible 
as 11.0 arrangements :had been worked out~ 

TIlen he goes on " Re. Nuddx .. W ~ shouid lik~ him to eOm~o:fcO'\H'se. But he 
IS bound to J1;O to gaol, at least that is' the view here, Probably :not' for more than 
3 montlls though. So againf wha~ do you think' 50 fol' Y. M.· C. A. office i~ 55 
ample." In this passage the word originally wTitten and BtlbstitutedbV' Nuddx' • 
was Upady, obviously a reference to lJpadhyaya. And the translation or ab1!r~~ 
"iation of Upadhyaya ~s name into Paddy is a very natural thing to' fi1'ld as Paddy' 
is exactly how a name like Upadhyaya mig'ht well be abbreviated in England; 
and w~ have. besides a proof that that is how Upadhyaya's name actually "Was 60 
abbreVIated; because in P. 674 (F. C. 426) the SandweU lette:l', we have found 
C. P. Dutt writing to Bradley about the seizure of P. 1686 (F.· O. 348) sayiiLg, 
" I have not seen Patrick yet etc." and we know from the evidence of the laskar 
Abid AJi, P. W. 63, that it was from N.J .. Upadhyaya alias Paddy alias Patrick 
that he received that letter for transmission to India. The word Nuddx theI'e- . 65 
fore provides a useful piece of corroboration for the theory in regard to this codE! 
"\fhich it ill nORRihlp. to inTp.l' fl'om Jill thp. nrecedin!!' documents. 
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Before leaving this letter 1 must remark that the ,use of the phrase" what 
dO you think'" at the end of the last paragraph but one, followed by " So ag~in 
what do you think' " in the last paragraph is very definitely characteristic 
9f Spratt:8 habit of writing. Another instance of it is to be found in P 1322 
(1. C. 166) dated 12th May1928, a letter also clearly in Spratt's handwriting, 5 
found in Ghate's search, in which h,e says in the last paragraph but one, ',I My 
proposed return to Bombay is off for the time, of course, but 1 have formed the 
project of goi.ng to Madras after leaving here (Calcutta). 1 think 1 mentiol!eu 
it in my previous letter. What do you think of it' ...... , ... 1 remember too, 
that 1 suggested in my last letter 1 should resign, in view of these things, from 10 
the JiJ. C. of the Bombay W. and P. Party. Again what do you think' " 

There is one other passage 1 must deal with before leaving this letter, 
namely, the passage to which I referred as having been scratched out at the 
beginning of SpraUaccused's references to mss. and finances. In this he wrote, 
" You have no doubt received complaints from Zagar (Zafar was originally 15 
written hut scratched out) about this. It is with the consent of others that t 
have refrained of taking. anything from him. It- is considered unsafe and in 
spite of his repeated efforts I have havE' always denied any responsibility in.the 
matter. " In place of this last phrase he had originally written that he had" no 
knowledge of the matter." It is obvious from what we already know that Zagar 20 
means Begerhotta, and tllis coupled with what we have I found already ill 
P 2328P ~ 1) and P 2328P (2) makes it quite clear that Baker must be Saklat
vala.rrhe.explanation of what appears in this passage which presumably Spratt 
accused did not ultimately include in his letter, is that by this time Begerhotta 
was under eonsiderable suspicion. And in this connection I. may refer to 25 
P1967 (1. C. 55) from Spratt to Dange and P 479 (I. C. 121) written in March 

.1928 where Spratt writing to Muzaffar Ahmad accused calls Begerhotta " that 
very undesirable person ". . 

Thtl next letter in this series is P 1671P (F. C. 302) a:ri.d the only cryptic 
refercncecovered by the code here is It reference to F. H.which is almost cer· 30 
tainly a reference to Fhusa, that is Ghate accnsed, as this letter contains in num-
ller cipher the address R. K. Karanth which we know Ghate accused to have used 
as a cover address. There are full stops between the F and the H but as the whole 
letter is written in block capitals I do not think that. that goes for' very much. 

The last letter but one of the. series is P 1686 (F. C. 348), a letter found in 35 
the possession of Abid Ali P. W. 63. In this letter no use is made of the trans
position code but the whole letter is in cryptic language. The letter was inter
cepted on the 2nd February ]928 and must therefore have been written some 
time in January 1928. It was addreRsed to Jack~'inside an envelope addresse" 
',I for Ghate ", under the cover address R. K. Karanth, and is signed Besants. It 40 
does riot appear to be of any particular value to the case and its solution is per
haps rather i~ the nature of an intellectual exercise like a cross-word puzzle than 
anything else. There is a reference to Arthur whose spirits prevent him enjoy- . 
ing himself and who is expected back soon" which is a pity as we thought there 
might be an opening .for him''', and this may well be an allusion to Donald 45 
Campbell that is Geqrge Allison. The writer hopes that he gave some attention 
.to the work of the Salvation Army and the Theosophical Society, which may be a 
reference to the Communist Party and the T. U. Congress. . 

I t4,ink: there is little doubt that these suggestions are correct. For the 
numerous cryptic references in the remainder of the letter 1 will merely state 50 
the suggestions which have been made, as I do not think it is really worth while 
discussing them. If, as one may suspect, the letter was written by some Com
munist friend ill Er,gland to Bradley, and if, as appears to be the case, it. docs 
not really cont.ain any instructions, it is not worth while spending much time in 
trying to find out what is the correct solution, if indeed that would be possible. 55 
T~e following are the other suggestions made : "George" probably moans 
Kmg George V, aud the" two frtends " are probably Purcell and. Hallsworth. 
Then tho Commission to examine Mr. Roberts is probably the Simon Commission 
sent out to examine the condition of India, and the gentleman " who gave you 
introduction " may perhaps be Saklatwala, though there is no evidence as to 60 
whether he gave Bradley accused any introduction. Then the meeting at Brus-
sels is no douht t.he meeting of the General Council of the League against Imperial-
ism, which in December 1927, as I have already stated, passed a resolution Oli 
India. A little furtlter on " your Chief" may possibly be Lenin, and Manchester 
leadership is perhaps a reference to the revolution in Russia under Bolshevik 65 
leadership. The" Brahmins" in the next sentence are probably the workers, 
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and by priests is meant their leaders. ",The opponents of Mrs. Besant"per
haps indicates ibe enemies of the Minority Movement. Mr.- B. in the next para
graph may possihly be a reference to Mr. Fenner Brockway, though that is I 
think distinctly doubtful. Then there is a reference to Nehru, in this case no 
doubt ,the late Pandit MotilalNehru. "Mr. Roberts; Temple" no doubt means 
the Indian ('onstitution, while" that of my publishers" would no doubt mean the 
constitution which the Oommunists would like to establish. By'" the Artists" 
the writer presumahly means the proletariat workers. Then the" European So
cieties " at the enol (·f this paragraph. no doubt means, as it apparently did in tlll:! 

tirst paragraph, tI19 League against Imperialism. I should suppose that the 
" Brahm.ins of Bombay" are probably the Workers' and Peasants' Party. Last
ly there is a refcmmee to religious bodies which the brethren here are interest
ed in, and these must evidently be the Y. M. C. A. and the Methodists, that is to 
say, the Oommunist Party of India and the ~orkers' and Peasants' Party. 

F'inally we come to 'no. 12 of the series, P 674, (F. C. 425), dated the 6th .Tune 
1928 from J. (0. P. putt) to Dear Fred, whois no doubt Bradley accused, as the 
letter was found in an almirah which had been in his use. The evidence on this 
point consists 01 th~ statements of P. W. 175,Mr~ L: H. B. Sandwell, P. W. 182, 
Inspector Derojinsky, P. W. 247, Sergeant Littlewood and P. W. 228, G. N. 
·De Souza. P. W. 175, Mr. Sandwell deposed that he had Bradley accused as his 
tenant for a room at 166 Hornby Road Bombay. Some time after Bradley's 
arrest, <.on the 24th April 1929, he instructed his servant Joseph D'Souza to re
move some furniture from the room which Bradley accused had been occupying. 
Subsequently D'Souza brought the witness a paper, P674,saying that ill DlOV
ing the cupboard a shelf fell out and so this paper was found. The witne8s had 
had inquiries made from bini about Bradley accused by Inspector Derojinsky, 
Sergeant Uttlewoo(! and another sergeant of police, and therefore he sent tllis 
piece of paper to Im;pector Derojinsky, because he thought it had some (lonnec
tion with Bradley. With the paper he sent a covering letter, P 673. BraClley 
accused had been the witness' tenant from January 1929 to some time in Feb,.. 
ruary or March. This witness was cross-examined at ~onsiderable length; but it 
did not appear to me that this cross-examination had any effect In weakening 
his evidence. 

'I'urning to P. W: 228, G. N; (or possibly J. N. as Mr. SandweiI called him 
Joseph) D'Souza, who actually found the letter, this witness sa~s that', he re
'ceived orders from Mr. Sandwell to clean the cupboard and took It outsIde the 
room to clean it. It was then he discovered the letter. He seems to think that 
he recovered it'some six days after "Bradley left, butas a 'matter of fact it PlUst 
have been considerably longer; but as the witness was giving evidence in the 
Sessions Court more than a year and a half later, it could hardly be ~xpectcd that 
he would be -very certain about the exact date. This witness also was cross~ 
examined at considerable length, but although his memory was not particularly 
wonderful, I found no reason to doubt the truth of his statement .. The explana-
tion of the reCOVC1'Y of the letter appears to have beenthat one of the shelves (it 
was a shelf cupl}oard) ~lad fallen down and so the letter came to be noticed. The 
next witness, Inspector Derojinsky, P. W. 182, produ,>ed Exh. P 673, the letter 
written by Mr. Snndwell, enclosing P 674. He said he had asked Mr. Saridwell 
to give him information about Bradley accused, but Mr. Sandwell had not given 
him informati~n about Bradley at regular intervals, or indeed at all, unless he 
was asked for it. This witness was cross-examined at prodigious length, appa
rently with the ohje(~t of showing that as he was a " White Russian " no evidence 

-l,riven by him in this case should be relied upon. But it will perhaps be sufficient 
to say that his evidence and demeanour impressed me very favourably, and I can-
not see the slightest rl.'ason for doubting his evidence in regard to this or any 
other matter. In any case the story of the recovery of this letter does not 'really 
rest on him. ,Lastly there is the evidence of P. W. 247, Sergeant Littlewood; who 
made no statement on this matter in examination-in-chief, butwas cross-examined 
a~out ¥-s relations with Mr: Sandwell. There is nothing in hisevidenc.e which 
gIves rIse to any doubt about the story of the recovery of this letter. 
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, Before I leave this witness, however, and go back to P 674, I should 1. think 60 
mention that this witness also deposes to having seen Spratt ~ccused at about 
midnight ou a night in April 1927 talking to a man whom the WItness took to be 
a .T ew on the pavement opposite Cowasjee J ehangir Hall. ~en they sepa;rated 
the witness followed the other man and finally approached him and questroned 
him and took him to the Police station, where ultimately the man admitted that 60 
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his ~am~ was Fazl Elahi. The ~tIless found on Fazl Elahi's persoll sotn~ Coh!." 
mUDlst hterature. He reported the matter to the Deputy Cottunissionef of Police 
who sent for Inspt!utor Desai and gave him some instructions.' This is nnt>thot 
s.mall fa~t t~stifying to Sprat~ 's interest in Fazl Elahi, ~hd its impbrtallC(l is the 
light which It throw~ .on ~he mnocent tone of detached lutetest in which Spratt. IS 
speaks of Fazl ElahllU hIS lettet, P 2134 P of the 7th August 1927 to Muzaffat 
Ahmad to which I have t.f'ferred earlier. No one reading that letter: except some-
one who knew ull nhout Fazl Elahi, would imagine that Spratt knewl!'azl maM 
already and was interested in him, a fact which is borne out by Ghate's l'e:mal'ks 
about Fazl Elahi's father in P 1011, which are obviously in reply to sOJIlethind- 10 
written to him by Spratt; ." 

, Coming back to P 674, this letter is of a very much later date, namely .J une 
19~8, and 1 will llt this stage only deal 'with the cryptic language in it. There is 
first of all a reference to a report on the cotton market of 12th May, wIDch i!'l clearly 
a t'eference to S0me report received from Bradley in regard to the Bombay Tex
lile strike. Then we get a mention of Jack which I have dealt "rith earlier in this 
judgment. Next Dutt says : n You will have received urgent messages 8.bout 
the New York meeting ", which is referred to again in the last paragrapb but 
two, where he says : I' By the way, whatever is possible for the N. Y. July meet
ing, there must be no i'8ilure to have someone fot the young fellows in August." 
Bearing in mind the writer and the recipient, there can be little doubt that this iH 
a reference to the Sessions of the Sixth Congress of the Comnninist International 
held in Moscow ill July and August 1928,especially when we remember that on 
the 12th June 1928 a sum of £40 was sent to Bradley. ,with a message" Towards 
sending delegate I.('n It, vide P. 2428 (1), (2) & (3) and P. 1532, P. 15:~3 and P. 
1534 (F. C. 433, 434 and 436) and a similar sum to Spratt with the message '~For 
teprcsentative Mau(~he'lter Conference Robin ", vide P.2431 (1), (2) & (3) (F. C. 
432). After stressing the importance of this matter Dutt. goes on to say: " If 
flo one else is available I will have to use this. young fellow Jhurdekuq, but in that 
case it will be (~ssential that the Social Service League give their consent. Pos
sibly I will 1111\-e wirerl' you on this before yott :receive this. If this letter is in 
tUne and you agree that. he can represent the League please wire at, once to me 
that' power granted.' Naturally it would be much preferable to have a real 
representative, especially as Jhu. does not really know anything about the League, 
has never been :l memher and is also not a worker. He is anxious to stay in New 
York, but the above disadvantages wi.U tell greatly against him, and I do not know 
what will be dedded. I am wondering whether there was any special reason why 
no efforts were made to get him to join the S. S. League in your region." Now 
the idea that anything would tell greatly against some tnutual acquaini.. 
tance in regard to staying in N ew York is obviously absurd, whereas it is very 
easy for there to be something which will tell greatly against a person staying iIi. 
Moscow. The person l'eferred to here; applying the code as usual, is obviously 
a young man of the name of Khardikar, who came to England with a letter of 
introduction from S}Jlatt accused, a fact mentioned by Spratt himself in P. 2419 
P. (F. C. 607), dated the 23rd October 1928 to Page Arnot, in which he says that 
Khardikar left India for England about March or April last and remarks about 
him: "He is of no ]1art-icular use, I think, but he wanted some contact with the 
labour movement, and J sent him to you. " 

Now if Khardikar was to be sent to Moscow as a delegate it 'is clear that be 
would have to have authority from the organisation which he was to represent, 
and that organisation could scarcely' be other than the Communist 
Party of India. So we cannot feel any great doubt that by 
the Social Service League the . Communist Party of India· is to b~ 
understood. Furtber, in consequence of the discovery of this letter in
quiries were instituted by the prosecution from tM Central Telegraph Office, Re
cord Office, Calcutta through the telegram P. 2186A, and as a result of seatcli 
conducted by P. W. 270 Inspector Murshedi it was discovered that a telegram P. 
2186, (F. C. 489) was despatched by Ghate accused on July 7,1928, to Dutt, 162 
Buckingham Pala~(> Road, Longon, in the following terms : " Inquiries show 
University GiYes No Powers." P. 2186 is the original telegram in Ghate's own 
handwriting, as appears from an examination of it as also from the evidence of. 
Colonel Rahman, P. W. 133, and Mr. Stott, P. W. 277. One might have been in
~lined to think that Social Service League meant T. U. C. in 'View of the use of 
the word University, but I do not think that that is possible in .the light of the 
last sentence quoted from Dutt's letter. A little turt'het on in the letter Dutt 
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flpeaks of " :'rrtangementli for the supply of carbons ", but adds: " But jUllt at 
the moment we are faced with difficulties reo despatch." It is difficult td 
BUppose that carbons can mean anything very different from mss, i.e. mouey, par
ticularly as Dutt adds :" it would be good to get some idea· how you liSe thenl 
also," It -very pateht tequest for accouhtS. There folloWB Ii. reference to Ali:ic and 
another to NelMn ahollt whom bOthihg is known. It would seem from this refet· 
ence that Nelson who bad been unable to come out to India a year or so before, 
had by this tiin~ bren able to ~oJ?e. • Du~~ goes o~.to expr,~ss sati~facHon over the 
hews of (wents " III your regIon", ~.e. ~,Bom~ay,by' whICh I ~hink we must un
detstand hUh to lJe tefcri"iilg to the Textile sti'lke or 1928, for he goes on to s~Y' 
" The great thing is til get some teii.lfank ahd IDe organisation out of it ", which 
of course is exactly what bile would imagine, fto~ aD the facts' in evi<J,ence; thai 
tM Communists lioped to get but of this st1:"lke. Then there is an anusion to ,i the 
Mtton shipments getting into the hands Of joss ", which we shall find at a latel" 
stage to be a,i·eference t? a largesu~ of,mon~¥ s~nt ~rom Russil1 and addressed 
to Jhlibwala, a~cu~ed, whICh partly t.hrough a lDlslake III the way It was addressed~ 
Was futally delIvered to N. M. Joshi, Secretag 91. the A. 1. 'r. U. C. and rE\gardeo. 
hs it i'eptasfmtative or the Ainsterdam or Yellow InternationaL 

tlnhy go on next ttl th~ refetenc~ to the li ybung fellows tIt A'rlgn~t" 'rhete 
is evidence rin Uit~ t'ecord, vide inptecotr of th@ 6th Se~~ember 19!;!S, part ot 
P. 2491 at IJa.ge 1054 Under tha heading t yoMh movefiient ,hi tegal'd to Hte opeil~ 
hig of the pth C()n~.ess of the Young Ooi:tl.iD:tinist 1nt~t'hational MbscUw 011 tM 

o. P. 1112. ~Wel1irtg or the 20th August 1928. It is Bciirooly possible·to doubt that this, is a 
ft!f\!ret1c~ to that hbilfcrence ail.d· the iiifei'cilce Is decidedly. strengthened uy a 
tefe1'ehce to P. 526 (43) (F. O. 445), lifiothet lettet fI'tltn C. P. Dutt to Spratt, 
dated ohlyh weeR: latH', 1Himely the 14th June 1928,m which Dutt Mys : " You 
will hh\"C heard hh:t~ady that the yoU:tl.g fellom ate going to meet in Manchester 
in August." It is 'Ilnfortuilli.te that in one letter he Sh0i11d speaR: of Ne"r "York 
liM in the bther of Mhtll:lhestet as the venue ror what is obviously the same meet
ing. At lirty i't\t.e, 1t nlkkes it tiuitE! cattain tMt Mll.n6hestet- atldNew Y Iwit are 
both being used to tlonceal the name of f:;olna third phlC~. In' both lettersDuU 
.emphasises the importance of the kind of delegah~ M be- sent Aecording to P. 674: 
he should he one" who has been on the job ", and according to P. 526 (43) he 
should he " a real factory rank and filer who knows w'hat's what. That is a 
job for you to bring to light such a one!" It was no doubt in connection with 
.thl~ very request that Spratt wrote in P. 546 (10) (F. C. 455) on the 2nd August 
1928 (cf.P 2102 C, F. C. 509) :" I was recently asked to get hold of one genuine 
worker to send to a youth conference in England, but I could not find one who 
would have been ()f the slightest use." 

Dutt goes on to say: "I am making arrangements for adequate supply of 
boost. By the by, it has been decided to discontinue the mail. That will have to 
be made up for by getting ahead with production inside and increased sending of 
raw materials from over here. 'fhis is another thing now in hand. " "Boost" 
may be either money or literature. Possibly it is the latter in view of the next 
sentence, which may perhaps mean that" The 1.fasses " of India was to be dis
continued, since no copies of a later date than April 1928 were recovered in the 
searches. The meaning of the rest of the paragraph is obvious. The last 'para-

O. P. 863. graph deals with the matter of Patrick, the' descent of creditors on a concert per
former and Karanth, and has been fully discussed earlier. 

There are two more cases of the use of the transposition cQde in P. 2189 
(F. C. 514) and P. 2202 C (F. C. 513). In the first of these' John' wired from 
London on t.he 5th Angust 1928 to Spratt in Calcutta in the following terms : 
" Send Urgently Preferably Wire Information Confidence Placed Orin Massel 
two others in Manchester." This telegram was actually sent on Dutt's behalf by 
Glyn Evans, and it appears from Dutt's passport, P. 2446 that at this date he \vas 
almost certainly in Moscow. Orm would probably under the code represent Usm, 
a very likely abhreviation for U smani, but this is of more importance in connection 
with Usmani's individual case than with the general case. Massel mayor may 
not represent Nassim. It would more naturallv have been coded Mussel and it 
apparently gave rise to doubt in Spratt's mind, as Spratt replied in P. 2190 to the 
Secretary Labour Research Department on the 10th August as follows :-" Tele
gram Unintelligible no Confidence Suggest Wire Bombay", which is exactly 
what Glyn Evans did do on the 21st August, as is shown by P. 2402 P (F. C. 526). 
Spratt also referred to this again in P. 2419 P (F. C. 611) on the 23rd October, 
where, however, he spoke of John as Joe, a matter I have already discussed in 
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deallngwith O. P. Dutt. It is very likeJy that Dutt's inquiry in P. 2202 C of 
the 2nd August 1928 in regard to " .a couple of fellows in Manchester Rhudcll and 
Uke-Rhug ", was in the same connection. The name Uke-Rhug would obviously 
be Ali Shah, and Rhuden may perhaps be Shafiq, although applying the code more 
correctly it should have been Rhudep. Nothing is known of Ali Shah, but Shafiq 6 
is melltioned, for example, in Usmani's list of victims of capitalist tribunals . . 

o. P. 364. I have dealt nlre::uly with some of Spratt accused's criticisms of the prosecu-
tion theory in regard to the transposition code, and their suggestions in regard to . 
what are obviously names arbitrarily selected for organisations and the like. l!'or 
the rest the bulk of his criticism consisted in an attempt to ridicule the theory by 10 
supposing that a number of names of persons which are plainly selected arbitrari-
~y and not the result 9f any attempt to· apply the code are examples requiring 
the use of a new set of ru]es forthe code. But all this criticism entirely misses the 
mark, because the solutions of this type of reference are derived from the accom
panying Cil'CllIllstances, or from crpss references. For instance in the case of 15 
David being ill in a strange country, the name David is clearly not an instance of 
the uSe of the transposition code, and we find out who David is by seeing what 
person fits in with the circumstances in which the unfortunate David is found 
situated, and also through the fact that Spratt takes on a job of David, in writing 
about which he mentions the name of Donald Campbell, who was as we know a 20 
person in an unfortunate position in a foreign country. Similarly the use of the 
name Baker is not, as Spratt accused suggested, a case of the application of 
the transposition code. It is another case of a name arbitrarily applied, and we 
are able to trace its meaning by the circumstances, in the same way as we may 
infer that Arthur in P. 1686 is another name for Donald Campbell. Then again 25 
there is the name Ambrose or Amb, about which it has been suggested that it was 
.used for Spratt accused himself, and I think that on a reasonable consideration of 
all the references to Ambrose in this correspondence it is by no means unlikely 
that tllat theory. is correct. But it is based on circumstantial evidence only and 
to suggest that it has anything to do with the use of the transposition code is 30 
merely ridiculouF. The same· is of course the .case with Musa, whom we shall 
come across and he able to identify at a later stage. 
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PART VIII. 

We can now return to the· narrative, that is to the history of event~ in ~92~. 
I think that in dealing with the cryptic correspondence I· ~ave' explamed mCl~ 
dentally nearlv all the references to events in the early part of the year. There 
are, however, one or. two points outstanding. For instance, in P. 1859, 
(F. C. 179) ?f the 21st January 1927 from Do~gla~ (Dutt) .to Spratt, a letter 5 
which was Wlthheld, we get some refer~nces, which 1t.1S to be supposed t~at he 
would have no difficulty in understanding as otherWIse what was the pomt of 
Dutt making them. For instance th.ere is a reference to Ewan, who must 
certainly be Ivengar and therefore m the same sentence Dundee must be 
substituted fo; Madr~s. No doubt Ewan is not an instance of the strict applica- 10 
tion of the transposition code as that would have given Exan. but that is not 
a reason for rejecting it. In fact quite the contrary ;, as long as there would be 
DO particular difficulty in interpreting the cryptic language, the nearer the 
resulting word to a name in common use the better.. As for " addr!"sses for 
bibles ", that is no doubt a euphemism for addresses for letters and literature. 15 

From this letter we come to P! 1954, a letter from Spratt to Robin, that is 
Page Arnot, dated the 18th February 1927. This is an office copy of a letter 
written on Spratt accused's typewriter, recovered from him in the search of his 
property on the 15th September 1927. ,(The exhibitf! recovered in this search 
are P. 1006 to P. 1013 and P. 1947 to P. 1985.) In this letter there is, of course, 20 
no cryptic language of any kind, and it is devoted almost entirely to the subject 
of Trade Union work or rather what Spratt himself calls work in the L. R. D. 
neld. He also discusses the prospect of setting up an office for what might be 
called the L. R. D. work. After this he goes on to speak of some meetings, in 
one of which the Press Workers' Union of Bombay was established; another 25 
was a Delegate Conference of the three Port Trust Unions, which set up a joint 
working· committee, and the third was an extraordinary general meeting of the 
G. I~ P. Ry. Workmen's Union, which decided to' support the B. N. R. strikers 
in every possible way. This last meeting was referred to in Spratt's diary, 
P. 1947, while the matter of the Port Trust Union was referred to in "The 30 
Labour Monthly" of October 1927, a copy of which is P. 2075, which was inter
cepted in the post, and another copy is also a part of P. 2580. 

From.this we come on to P. 2326 P (F. C. ]87), dated the 19th February 
1927, but mtercepted by P~ W. 255, K. B. S. Abdul Karim at Madras on the 
27th. a letter in the handwriting of Ghate accused. (P. W. 277. Mr. Stott and 35 
P. W. 133, Colonel Rahman), to Iyengar under the cover address of ' Kannan'. 
There are a number of interesting points in this letter. For instance, Ghate 
aood. speaks of sending a letter for ' Elder Brother' in a few days. Then he 
goes on: "We have started" the " Workers' and Peasants' Party, with 
D. R. Thengdi as President. The details will be in the papers by Monday." 40 
In the next .paragraph th~re are. references to C., that is Donald Campbell, 
whose trial comes off on the 26th inst. and to the other Comrade (obviously 
Spratt) who is here and is taking part in T; U. activities, a fact which we have 
just found mentioned by Spratt himself in. his letter to Page Arnot. Then we 
get a reference to the Lahore C. P. Conference which Ghate accused feels 45 
troubled about .. The next paragraph appears to me important as showing how 
systematically the Bombay Party were hoping to work. He says: "I think: 
,,!e ought to push on with the work of starting peasants' and workers' organisa
bons all over the country and with this view immediately call the existing 
organisations in a conference to be held at Bombay or Calcutta, with a view to 50 
forming a central organisation for the country. We can't hope for any assist-
ance from Sak who pins his faith in the old organisations." This last remark 
tallies exactly with the statements in other letters that Baker has written 
critiClising the Methodist policy, (Spratt in P. 2328P (2) and Dutt in P.1008), 
and this in itself would also be a corroboration for the theory that Baker, the 55 
person' spoken of as criticising the Methodist policy in those letters, is really 
Saklatwala. Then after this Ghate mentions a letter from J. B., presumably 
Begerhotta, and in the next paragraph refers to a person whom he calls ' the 
boy'. and whom we shall find very good reaSon for concluding to be Ajudhya 
Prasad accused. About him he says : " The boy is quite all right. , He may 60 
write to you separately. The arrangements are being completed on his behalf." 
. Th~next paragraph is interesting in the light of the nervousness of 
Thengdi accused at the time of the starting of the Party and of his remark later 
about "fattening for the, Butcher." He says; "The p_olice are very much 
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after us, and rumours are afloat that the-new W. and P. Party Executive is 
coming into trouble.'" Next he mentions the Canton Conference saying : " I 
do not know who can go to Cantoh Conference. The pecuniary circumstances 
are iu the way," and the letter concludes with a request for advice " restarting 
of an All-India W. & P. Party." It will be noted how closely the. subjects dealt 5 
with in this letter tally with those, which, as we have found good reason to con
clude, were being -dealt with in the cryptic correspondence. :En the next letter, 
Spratt's Jetter P. 1829 of the 5th March 1927, we get the discussions about the 

o. P. 368. plan of tl)(~ Methodist Church. In the second paragraph he indicates that 
Fazl Elahi, the writer of 'the letter in number cipher enclosed, had not agreed 10 
with the Bombay Party in. this matter. Spratt says: "He wanted a 
:Methodist Church similar in plan to that advocated by your brother to be set 
up at once, with the Faithful scattered abroad and unknown within it. We 
differed, and wanted the Church to hold its skirts rather higher, and to form 
itself on a narrower basis, in fact more or less to take the place of the old 15 
Y. M. In the end he agreed." -

Knowing as we now do that Y. M. C. A. is used for the Communist Party 
and that Methodist Church stands for a Workers' and Peasants' Party or 
People's Party~ it would seem that Fazl Elahi wanted a Workers' and Peasants' 
Party on a wide plan similar to that advocated either by R. P. Dutt or possibly 20 
by Roy (your brother might be used in either sense) with the Communists. 
scattered abroad and unknown within it, whereas the Bombay Comrades thought 
that the Workers' and Peasants' Party should be on a narrower basis with 
stricter qualification for membership, and in fact more or less take the place ot 
the old Communist Party. Then he goes on to the Universities Convocation or 25 
Trade Union Congress, which is to be held next week. In the last paragraph 
he says : "We have started training, but unfortunately shall have to stop for 
a few weeks owing to the departure of Father Ambrose for the North, and the 
indisposition of David." It is obvious that training, so far as Donald Campbell 
was concerned, was by now out of the questioI.1, as he was in Jail at PooIia ; and 30 
if. as I am inclined to think, Father Ambrose has been correctly supposed to 
stand for Spratt himself, his departure for the North to take part in the T. U. 
Congress was imminent, so that so far as comrades from England were concerned 

o. P. 369. training would have to stop for some time. This hurried departure for Delhi is 
!:nelltioned, in the next letter, P. 1955, to Page Arnot, dated the 10th of March, 35 
to which I have alluded before. It is possible that this letter was sent by the 
hand of Ajudhya Prasad accused, who sailed from India as a lascar under the 
name of Abdul Hamid on the 12th March, but there is no evidence on the point 
and the letter may have gone by ordinary mail. P. 1955 is, of course, Spratt's 
office copy. Spratt himself says that he forgot -to post the letter at Bombay 40 
and took it with him to Delhi and posted it there, but again there is no evidence 
to snpport that statement. 

I will take next the letters, P .. 2312 P of the 23rd :March 1927 (F. C. 194) 
from R. O. L. Sharma to Iyengar and its enclosure, P. 2312 P (1) in number 
cipher, although there are some events with which I shall have to deal which 45 
araactually prior in date. The cipher letter, Sharma says, is a letter which he 
·thinks is for " our newly returned comrade." I have already pointed out that 
It is in the same code based on the poem" After Blenheim ;', which was used 
by Fazl Elahi. but there is another reason for attributing it to Fazl Elahi in the 
fact that he is frequently described as having been sentenced because he had 50 
come from Russia, and therefore the description" newly returned" was plainly 
applicable to him. There is nothing else in Sharma's letter, but the cipher letter 
contains some facts and instructions of interest. It says :" Do not forget 
building port organisations ", which may be a reference either to arrangements 
for receiving letters at ports as suggested above on page 321 or to the work 55 
which I have just mentioned in connection with Spratt accused, that is the orga-

o. P. 370. nisation of the Port Trust Unions, which no doubt was intended to serve the 
same purpose ultimately as the organisation of the Ry: Workmen's Union. 
Then there is an instruction to Fazl Elahi to meet Spratt and comrades in 
Bombay and Madras, an instruction which, so far as Spratt was concerned, 60 
Fazl Elahi proceeded to carry out some time in April, vide the evidence of 
Sergeant Littlewqod, P. W. 247, to which I have referred already on page 35S. 
Then we get the mention of Roy having gone to China. Following that there is 
an instruction to send a comrade to Japan to meet Roy in China or perhaps in 
Japan. The whole message is clearly a useful piece of evidence in proof of the 65 
general theory of conspiracy on the part of Indian comrades . 

. ' 
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This brings me to the Trade Union Congress at Delhi in March 1927 'and 
the events in connection with Spratt accused's visit to Delhi. Spratt left 
B<imbay presumably on the 10th March and reached Delhi on the 12th, which 
is the date on which he went to stay at. the Royal Hotel at Delhi, vide the Hotel 
register, P. 1494 (P. W. 172, Lachman Dass.) Spratt was not the only one of 5 
the accused who was staying in this Hotel. As the register, P. 1494, sho~s, 
Ghate, Joglekar, Mirajkar, Nimbkar and Muzaffar Ahmad accused were staymg 
in room No. 33, Majid was in room No. 32 with Gohar Rahman Darveshi and 
S. D. Hasan, while in room No. 28 there were Thengdi and Jhabwala accused. 
I have, I ihink, already mentioned that Saklatvala had sent out a circular to the 10 
effect that he was willing to meet Communists, Socialists and others at an 
informal conference at Delhi on: the 14th March, which was regarded as a suit-
able day, being the anniversary of Man's death, vide P. 1143, P. 1846 and 
P,1232, (1. C. 29, 26 and 27). There is no evidence about this meeting on the 
14th, but another informal meeting was held on the 15th in room No. 33, for 15 
which a notice P. 781, recovered in the search of Begerhotta at Rewari (P. W. 
146, K. B. Ikramul Haq) was issued. The notice is headed "C. P. I. " and is 
as follows :-

" The members of the Communist Party of India are requested to attend 
an informal meeting of the members of the C. P. I. present at Delhi at 10 "-.M. 20 
in Room 33, Royal Hotel." This notice is dated Delhi, 15th March 1927, and 
was issued over the signatures of Ghate accused and Begerhotta, and there 
appear on it the signatures of Nimbkar, J oglekar and Majid accused and four 
others who Hvidently. signed ip. token of having seen the notice. 

This Conference at Delhi is also mentioned in P. 1207 (1), the report of the 25 
E. C. of the C. P~ I. presented to the Annual Meeting of the Party on the' 31st 
May 1927. The passage which has been quoted already in connection with 
Saklatvala is as follows : 

" Subsequently we were ~ll called to Delhi by Comrade Saklatvala who had 
considerably changed his attitude by that time.' At Delhi the whole matter was 30 
discussed with Saklatvala who agreed with us on the necessity of having a Com
munist Party in India. Immediately we met at Delhi, where it was decided to 
call the General Meeting on the 29th of May to adopt a constitution and to elect 
the Executive at Bombay." . 

Turning now to the meeting of the All India T. U. Congress there is a report 35 
of this written by Spratt accused, P. 1828 O. (F. C. 197) dated 26th March 1927, 
to the Secretary L. R. D. and beginning Dear Robin. -This'is of course a copy 
only but in view of the fact that it is mentioned in another letter from Spratt 
accused to Page Arnot, P.1956 (F. 0.204) dated 31st March 1927 it is impos-
sible to feel any doubt as to its authenticity. IncidentaIIy I may note that 40 
P. 1828 C. begins with a mention by Spratt that he had been in bed with a tem
perature of 102 since the previous week, a fact in support of which we have the 
statemenf of Majid accused at page 527 of the statements of the accused. In 
connection 'With the A. I. T. U; C: I think I must refer back a little to the reso
lutions which we found in Donald Campbell's letters to Jodekar and Mirajkar 45 
accused, P. 1144 and P. 1835 (I. O. 7 and 13). On the 16th February 1927 in 
P. 848 Mirajkar accused wrote to Thengdi accused asking him to send him a 
copy of the resolutions and the amendments in the constitution "which it is 
proposed to move in the next T. U. C." P. 848, also found with Thengdi accused, 
is an office copy of a reply in which Thengdi wrote, "Herewith please find a copy 50 
of some important resolutions to be moved in the forthcoming A. 1. T. U. C. 
Session at Delhi. I approve of them all and will move the first and third, if 
entrusted with them." A copy of four resolutions was enclosed and these reso
lutions are those which were drafted by Donald Campbell, as his letters show. 

With this letter P. 1828 O. Spratt accused sent a report {)f his own headed 55 
" A. I. T. U. C. Delhi Session 1927." In this report we find a mention of the 
persons present and of the resolutions moved,' including three moved by Thengdi 
accused. This report was reproduced almost bodily in the Masses· for May 
1927, P. 1788. In fact many of the phrases found in the report are found repro
duced word for word so that we can be ,quite certain that the Masses' report 60 
derives its origin from this report of Spratt. But there is one fact which is 
quite conclusive on the point. In thIS report at F. C. 202 we :find it stated that 
after the resolution laying down the principle of one union for each industry 
a resolution was moved as follows and accepted unanimously with{)ut amend
ment : " This Session of the A. I. T.U. C. deplores the fact that the industrial 65 
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wo'r~ing c!a.ss, des:pite. its immense import~nce, has !lot yet found ~xpression 
for Its politIcal aspIratIons through the medium of an mdependent working class 
political party .......... Congress therefore declares that the paramount need 
of the working classes, industrial and agricultural, is the 'establishment of a 
Workers' and Peasants' Party that shall fight insistently against the exploita- 5 
tion of those classes, strive to secure for them full rights of citizenship political 
social and educational, and achieve the complete liberation of India' from all 
alien domination. Finally this Session of the Congress pledges itself to work 
for the creation of such a Party on an All-India basis." But in the official 
report of this Session of the A. I. T. U. C. tendered by the defence as D.-391, 10 
this resolution finds no place. There is only one other mention that I am aware of 
of this resolution and that occurs in the draft of the proposed statement 

\" Labour and Swaraj " enclosed by Spratt accused in his circular letter, P. 78, 
'to the other members of the Sub-Committee appointed by the T. U. C. at Cawn-
pore in 1927 to draw up a Labour Constitution for the future government of 15 
India. Oddly enough I do not thin~ that :Mr. N. :M. Joshi was examined in 
regard to this Resolution when he appeared as a witness (D. W. 29). I do not 
think it is necessary for me to quote the numerous other points of coincidence 
which make it quite certain that Spratt accused's report is the basis of this 
article in tne :Masses. In' this Session of the -T. U. C. Thengdi accused was 20 
elected Administrative Secretary and Ghate accused one of the Assistant Sec
retaries, .J oglekar accused was elected a Member of the Negotiations Committee 

O.P.374. and ,Thabwala accused was appointed Provincial Organiser for Bombay. An
other person elected to this Negotiations Committee was the gentleman 
Bharucha. to whom I referred a little earlier. 25 

O.P.375. 

It was just after this Session of the A. LT. U. C. that Spratt accused wrote 
to Kishori Lal Ghosh accused the letter P 38 (1. C. 29) asking Ghosh if he would 
be willing to go to the Canton Conference. Further, just as we find Spratt 
carrying out the in&tructions in regard to doing something about what was 
really David's job by trying to .settle with Ghosh about the Canton Conference 30 
according to the instructions in P 1859 (although he never received that letter 
as it was intercepted and withheld), so we find various other people interesting 
themselves in this same Conference and an attempt being made to secure that, 
as suggested in the same letter P 1859, Thengdi should go to it. On the 4th of 
April 1927 we find :Muzaffar Ahmad accused writing to Ghate accused' in 35 
P 1847C (I. C. 33) (I omit the first part of the letter as it is not of importance) 
" Is any body from Bombay going to Canton to attend the Pacific Labour Con
ference. I understand that the T. U. Congress has received a wire from Canton 
to send delegates. I shall write to you when I. shall hear from you." Now 
there is no definite proof of the authenticity of this letter but it is difficult to 4:0 
suppose the existence of any other :Muzaffar Ahmad residing at 37 Harrison 
Road, Calcutta or any other S. V. Ghate, between whom such a letter as this 
passed. And there can of course be no possible suspicion of fabrication .. 

The next document in this connection is P 2517 (P. W. 196 P. B. Naidu), a 
drcular issued by the_General Secretary of the A. I. T. U. C. and recovered in the 4:5 
scarch of Thengdi accused '.s house. This is dated 5th April 1927 and is an 
urg.ent letter to the members of the E. C. of the A. I. T. U. C. It runs as fol-
lows : " It has been brought to my not.ice that a Pan-Pacific Conference i!3 
going to be held on the 1st of :May 1927 at Canton in China. :Mr. D. R. Th~ngdi, 
the Administrative Secretary of the A. I. T. U. C. and :Mr. S. V. Ghate, ASSIstant 50 
Secretary have expressed to me their willingness to attend the Conference at 
their own expense. 1 am therefore requesting the members of the E. C. to let 
me know if they approve of authorising them to attend the Conference as the 
delegates of the A. I. T. U. C. :Members of the E. C. are requested to send their 
replies as early as possible. These two gentlemen propose to leave by a steamer 55 
starting on the 11th April 1927 if they can secure passports." 

Another letter in this connection is P 1853C (I. C. 34), a copy of course, but 
the letter is one of whose contents J oglekar accused in effect admits the authenti
city. It is a letter from Thos. Cook & Sons, Ltd. in the following terms: 
" 'Vith reference to your recent call regarding three second class passages to 60 
Hongkong, we are glad to inform you that we have reserved second class ~hree
berth cahin No. 11\3 in the" Nyanza" leaving here on or about 12th mst." 
There are a number of other documents in the same connection. For example 
P 1791 (1. C. 34) recovered from Nimbkar accused's possession, is a letter from 
the Passport Officer informing Nimbkar with reference to his application dated '65 
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13th March 1927 that a passport cannot be granted him. P 809 (1. C. 36) re
covered in Thengdi accused's search is a letter from the same officer dated 9t~ 
April 1927 informing Ghate accused that his application (P 1290 dated 5th AprIl 
1927) is under the consideration of Government. P 1355 (4) (1. C. 36) recove~· 
ed in the search of the office of the W. P. P. Bombay, is a letter dated 8th April 
1927 from Thengdi accused to Mirajkar accused saying " 1 .have .applied for n, 
passport and was given to understand that 1 shall hear about It durmg the course 
of a fortnight. So that my going ~ now settled.". Thengdi. ~ccused's own, 
application is P 1510 of which P 811 IS a draft found m Thengdi s 0'Yll posses
sion. Another applicatio~ is on record from Joglekar, ~ ~509, as md~ed. we 
should have expected in View of P 185~C. On the 8th April In P 1511 Mua:.k.ar 
accused applied for the renewal of hIS passport and Begerhotta's search list 
P 779 item 196, would indicate that he also applied for a passport at the same 
time.' In this connection my attention has been drawn to the peculiar fact that· 
whereas on the 19th February Ghate accused writing in P 2326P (F. C. 187) said 
that he did not know " who could go to the Canton Conference because the 
pecuniary circumstances were in the way" and add,ed in the next paragraph 
" I am in hopeless straits financially", yet early in April he and Thengdi 
accused were offering to go to Canton at their own expense. The expense of the 
journey would have been by no means negligible as the return fares alone 
amounted to Rs. 560 each or if, as would appear from Thos. Cook's letter to 
Joglekar accused; three persons were going, to Rs. 1,680 in all (Vide D -247). 
It seems not unlikely therefore that the expense of this delegation to the Pan
Pacific Conference was to be met by Spratt accused from the sums of approxi
mately £200 and £400 which he received from Engla;nd through Samuel Montague 
& Co. on the 18th January and 25th March 1927, the money in the latter case 
having been sent by order of Mrs. Olive N. Parsons. At any rate Spratt ac~used 
has given no explanation of why this money should have been sent and as 1 have 
already pointed out there is very good reason for.supposing that it came to him 
from Communist sources. . 

.Another event in the month ,of April in connection Virith Spratt accused is 
one 'which I have already mentioned, namely his being seen in the company of 
Fazl Elahi in Bombay in the middle ·of the night. We come across further 
activity on the part of Spratt accused in April in the shape of a lecture which 
he gave to the Bombay Students Brotherhood on the 25th April 1927. This was 
preceded by some correspondence between Spratt accused and Mr. Y. J. Meher
ally, representing the Brotherhood, namely P 1962 (1), (2) & (3) (1. C. 37, 3.8 
and 41) dated the"13th, 16th and 31st of April. The first of these letters shows 
that it was Saklatvala who had introduced Spratt accused to Meherally. The 
subject finally selected was" Revolutions and India". P 1941 is a newspaper 
cutting ('ontaining an account of Spratt's speech and Inspector Desai, P. W. 215, 
testified to the correctness of this report of the speech, which he saw very soon 
after he had heard the speech. P 1979, recovered in Spratt accused's 1927 
search, is a collection of notes in Spratt accused's own handwriting, apparently 
made for the purpose of this lecture and I note that attached to these notes wa's 
a series of newspaper cuttings including P 1941,. all of which had some connec
tion witb the lecture. In the course of this speech he referred to Ireland China 
and Russia, but perhaps the most interesting passage in the notes is one ht which 
Spratt accused says, " But after all the subject is revolutions and India. What 
relations have revolutions to India? The point is that India is in a 
revolutionary condit.ion. Not in . the . very ordinary sense that important 
changes are occurrmg or are ImIDlnent. That debases -the conception 
of revolution. .~he meanin.g. of the word 1 have in mind is one of. violent up
heaval of a political and military character •........... revolution in the good 
old fashioned sense." 

. On .the 24th April 1927 we find Mirajkar accused as Secretary of the W. P. P. 
CIrculatIng, through th~ letter P 1940, copie.s of a programme as formulated by 
the W. P. P. to be placed before the meeting' of the A. I. C. C.- to be held at 
Bombay on the 5th May. Copies of this letter and of the programni.e were found 
in Spratt accuse~'s ~ossessio~ in September 1.927 and areP 1940 and P 1940 (1), 
th~ latter of WhICh IS not pnnted un~er thIS number as it had· already been 
prmted as P ~43 (the copy of the same document recovered.in Thengdi accused's 
search). ~hIS document has been dealt with at considerable length by accused 
Joglegkar In the course of his statement. No~ that that means very much, as 
J oglekar accused cannot help being long-winded on any and every subject. It 
was mentioned by Spratt in his speech P 1689 (P. W. 180, B. R. Mankar) of the 
8th May 1927 at the Students' Brotherhood Hall. There he spoke of it as a third 
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subject of considerable importance to be considered by the A. I. C. C. He said 
he had read it and it was based on the new lines which the Congress was asked to 
work and he proceeded to recommend it strongly to the Congress saying that 
" the Congress should formally accept the ideas which should make it work for 
the ma~ses of the people who were organised insufficiently. The present policy 5 
of the Congress was the old man's affairs," that is to say" it was working for 
the upper classes," and must change its policy . 

• 1 ust about this time· some articles by 'Spratt· accused were published in the 
Ganavani. One of these was the review of Rov's " Future of Indian Politics" 
and Dutt's " Modern India" to which I have ~eferred already. This was pub
lished in the Ganavani of the 21st April 1927 and also appeared later on in the 
Kranti on the 22nd July. The other was an article on May Day and appeared 
in \the Ganavani of the 28th April 1927 P 576, and the mss and a typed copy of 
thel article were also found with Spratt accused in September 1927 and are 
r 1985 (cf. also P 407). Both these articles are also referred to in a letter from 
Muzaffar Ahmad accused to Spratt accused P 1963 (1. C. 42) dated 24th April 
1927. It may be noted that in the manuscript copy of the May Day article, the 
article concludes with the words " success to the workers of China and may the 
workers of India equally follow their example." Another copy of this article 
was fOllnd with accused Thengdi and is P 842. In this article Spratt accused 
lays Rh'ess on the growth of a healthier labour movement after the war as a re
suIt of which May Day achieved all its old importance and more, and adds that 
"in the U.S. S .. R. May Day ranks with November the 7th, the anniversary or 
the seizure of power by the Petrograd Soviet, as the important festival of the 
year." Spratt's interest in May Day is also shown by the space he gives to it 
iII P 1974 (F., C. 209), a letter to Page Arnot dated 6th May 1927. Spratt 
accused in this letter says that " the demonstration this year was the first in 

. the history of Bombay and was quite successful in view of that circumstance," 
and he sends to Page Arnot some leaflets which he says were distributed on or 
befoltl May Day, a fact in regard to which there is also the evidence of P. W. 244, 
Inspector R. S. Patwardhan. An example of these leaflets is P 1575 (7), re
covered in the search of U smani accused and containing a note that it is publish-
ed by S. S. Mirajkar, Secretary W. P. P. This leaflet mentions that" a new 
weekly newspaper of the W. & P. P. will soon be started" which is exactly what 
we find iu the minutes of the E. C. meeting of the W. P. P. held on the 30th April 
1927, P 1344. P 1365, the account book of the W. P. P., contains an item of pay
ments made for these leaflets on the 30th April. 

Spratt accused's next activity was a speech made at Thana on the 7th May 
1927 und reported in P 1554, vide the evidence 'Of P. W. 232, Sub-Inspector 
Nikam. In this speech we find Spratt accused himself giving the number of 
members of the W: P. P. as about 20, exactly the figure which he had given for 
the Methodists in P 1009. The subject of the speech was " The Task of 
organisation before the Indian Youth". At the end after referring to the 
excellent organisation of Shivaji and Napoleon Spratt concluded: "Lenin 
organiseo and disciplined the Soviet Party of Russia ............ keep one (I 
think this must really have been " on ") Congress under its own name but 
chauge the constitution. Affiliate peasant unions to it. In Bombay at present 
a small beginning is made by Mr. Shantaram Sawlaram Mirajkar, who has 
started the Workers r and Peasants' Party ",-jth a beginning of about 20 memb~rs. 
A newspaper called Kranti (revolution) is started." The gent!eman presidmg 
at thia meeting was apparently a student MI'. S. B. Shringarpurl whom we s~all 
come HcrOSR again later. During this period we find Spratt accused haVIng 
meetings with .1habwala on 3 occasions in April, May and J·une and with Mirajkar 
on the 26th May, while on the 13th of June, he notes an engagement with the 
W. P. P. (P 1947). 

Ou the 18th May we find Spratt accused writing to Muzaffar Ahmad in 
P 2129P (I. C. (4) that he will not be able to reach Calcutta for another week 
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or two. He flpeaks of further tasks having crowded upon him which however 
he will positively finish in two more weeks. He rio doubt was unable to leave 
Bombav until after the meeting of the Communist Party of India which was ulti- 60 
mat ely • held on the 31st of May and to which Ghate accused refers in P 2128P 
(1. C. 45) dated 23rd May to Muzaffar Ahmad. 

The next event of importance in which Spratt aecused took part was the 
reception to Dange on his release from iail on the 24th .May to which I have re-
~~~~~ M 
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On the 31st May 1927 the Annual Session of the C. P. I. was held in Bombay. 
O.P.381. There is a full report of this Session in P 1207 (1), recovered in the search of 

the Kranti office and to which I have referred earlier. This exhibit begins with 
the Executive's Annual Report for 1927 which includes an account of the early 
history of the Party besides a description of the wor~ done during the year. In, 0 
the case of Bengal and Bombay we find references to· the work done in regard 
to the W. P..J> .. - In the case of Bengal the report says that" the members of the 
Party have helped in the formation and growth of the W. & P. Parties that were 
started in various provinces. Special mention can be made of the work done 
by our comrades in Bengal in rebuilding the existing Peasants' and Workers' 10 
Party in the province and making it a strong organisation." In the case of 
Bombay they say, " Here a strong Left Wing organisation was found necessary 
against the present leadership " (I suppose he must mean the Congress leader
ship) " and our comrades have been successful in having a W. & P. organisation 
which has already commenced work among the industrial worlters with their 15 
organ Kranti." The reference in the case of Bengal is of course to the adoption 
of. the new demands resulting practically in the formation of a new Party in 
February 1927. In the case of Lahore there is a' reference to the efforts made 
by Darveshi, Majid, Ramchandra and Hasan to start a regular organisation of 
the work on educative lines and the recent starting of the weekly Mehnat Kash 20 
which was no doubt the result of the receipt of the financial assistance promised 
bySilJassi in the Urdu letter to Majid, Nassim and others, P 2121P (F. C. 172). 
This paper, the Mehnat Kash, is in the list of the organs (non-official) at the end 
of the report as also are the Ganavani and Kranti. 

Another subject to which I think I should draw attent~on here is the Trade 25 
Union activities. It is stated under the head Lahore that the four comrades 

O. P. 382. named there "took a conspicuous part in the T. U. C. activities and have 
organised about half a dozen unions successfully." Again under the head of 
Bombay the report states that " a number of trade unions have been formed. 
They could command an influential position in the A. I. T. U. C. recently held at 30 
Delhi." 011 the other hand in Rajputana " T .. U. activities could not be started 
because Com. Begerhotta has to devote a greater part of his time and energies 
to the all India organisation of our Party. However recently a W. & P. (Party) 
has been started and efforts are being made to organise industrial labour." In 
Madras it appears that" Comrade Singaravelu has been devoting .greater por- 35 
tion of his time to trade union and strike activities." . 

The second part of the report is occupied by the constitution of the C. P. l. 
in which nnder the heading' mem~rship 'we find that only those subscribing to 
the programme laid down by the Communist I:p.ternational will be eligible for 
membership. . 40 

Fur.ther on we come to the paragraph about the Foreign Bureau which I 
have mentioned. already. 

As tothe general organisation of the Party it is to have a Central Executive 
and a Presidium with a General Secretary and Treasurer. Stress is laid on 
Party discipline, fraction work and so pn. 45 

After this we come to the report of the meeting itself which shows amonO' 
others Muzaffar Ahmad, K. S. Iyengar and Dange (if willing to sign the Party 
creed) elected to the Presidium. The General Secretary is to be S. V. Ghate 
accused, and on the Executive we find Nimbkar, Majid and Joglekar accused 

o. P. 31l3. besides some others. A number of resolutions are recorded as having been 50 
passed unanimously, no. 6 of which,' laying down a programme, has been men
tioned Rnd discussed 'at an earlier' stage. Of the rest the following are the most 
interesting :-

(1) The C .. P. I. looks np to the C. P..'s of the world as well as the Interna
tional for lead and guidance in the work undertaken by this Party in this country. 55 

(8) The C. P. I. approves of the programme laid down by the W. & P. P.!s" 
of Bengal, Bombay and Rajputana, and enjoins the members to work out this' 
programme. The members shall try to form similar organisations where such 
do not exist. . 

No doubt, there is no organisational connection between the C. P. I. and the . 60 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties, but that there is a connection, and a very close 
connection, is an irresistible inference from this resolution and the quotations 
from this exhibit, which I have given above. 
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\(14) 'rhe C. P. I. welcomes Comrade Dange back from jail, and hopes that 
:be will be able to resume his activities immediately he recovers his health. 

r mentioned earlier the organs (non-official) of the Party, a list of which 
appears at the end of this exhibit. In this connection it may be usefUl to draw 
attention now to what must clearly be a reference to them in Roy's letter of the 
30th December 1927, P 377 (1) (F. C. 364), the Assembly letter, at the end of 
which Roy says: " Now the financial matter :-,....During the .last months there 
was disturbance for reaSons known to you. Arrangements have been newlv 
made to continue the aid for the three papers and also for the monthly in the 
North,if necessary .. Besides, provision has also been made for other necessities 
as 8pecified in a report received two months ago." This last would seem to be 
Ii rcference to Spratt's letter, P 1009, dated the 4th September 1927, which woUld 
i\resllmably have reached Eu~ope some time in October. For the rest the three 
papers must apparently be the three named at the end of the C. P. I. 's report, 
and the Monthly in the North must presumably be the Kirti, which was published 
at AmritRar. 
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Some time after the middle of June Spratt must have received the letter, 
P 1007, (F. C. 213), of the 9th June, from Dutt. I have already dealt with tms 
letter, and there is not much more to say about it, except that I must draw atten-
tion to the rematk " I am waiting for Hamid," which was the last sentence in 20 
the mO'sflage written between the lines in invisible ink. The prosecution case is 
that the accused Ajudhya Prasad, serving as a lascar under the name of Abdul 
Hamid, started from Bombay on his second voyage on the" S. S. Elysia on the 
8th .Jun~,vide P 2233 (1). ' 

Another fact in connection with Spratt's activities in May and June 1927, '25 
'Which isshbWll by the evidence, is his lending sums of Rs. 100 on two occasions 
to !It. N. Parbati, apparently in both cases for Dange accused. These Spratt 
asked .Top:lekar accused and Parbati to repay to Mirajkar in November, at the 
time of his arrest in connection with " India and China," vide P 2067P and ib~ 
enclosures P(l), P (2), P(3), & P (4). 30 

We come next to the letter from Spratt acaused to C. P. Dutt, dated the 14th 
June, P 2328P (2) (F. C. 217), part of which I have already explained. In this 
we ha"e references to the breakdown of communications, to Saklatwala's 
criticism of the Methodist policy,and to the quarrel between him and Begerhotta. 
~'hE,'n. there are the references to the Church work and 'Rig . (Joglekar), which I 35 
~ake to be a reference to work in connection with the National Congress and the 
A. 1. C. C. After that he comes to University (Trade Union) affairs, which, he 
says, are better. and in this connection we find him saying that" Huz (Jhab
wala) is improving. Organisation is going on better, and our contact is growing, 
mainly because of the good work of Ler (Mirajkar). Shance (Thengdi) is doing 40 
llothing." With reference to this good work of Mirajkar accused I may perhaps 
refer to Mirajkar accused's.,QWll letter to Thengdi written in June 1927, P 839, 
ill which he says .: " Re : ·Party Work. It is proceeding slowly and steadily. 
We are now makmg our contact in the T. U. movement. We are attending all 
the meetings of the Unions in the city along with Mr. Jhabwala." Then after 45 
the J'eferencc to M S, which" should not be sent directly by me or Amb." (which 
1 take to mean " to ". me or Amb.) he comes to a paragraph about Ambrose. 
Now it might be suggested that the reference, which I have just quoted to " me 
or Amb " is a probf that Amb and Spratt are not the same person. On the 
other hand it might equally be intended to put anybody, into whose hands this 50 
letter might faU.off the track. Anyhow I do not think it is at all conclusive. 
There fol1ows a paragraph about Cunfa (Dange) who" has been disappointing." 
However, Spratt proceeds to say that this may have been due to Joglekar having 
jealously guarded him aU the time, and we know from the Kranti ·of the 28th April 
1927, P 1375, that J oglekar had met Dange on release from jail and taken him to 55 

.. his house. Then there is the reference to Nell, who may be Nelson, but about 
. '\\.·hom we have no evidence, and after that to the Welsh Church affair, that is the 

matter of.the Madras 'Workers' and Peasants' Party, about which he says that 
" Ewan (Iyengar) was last put on the job, but I am afraid his success will be 
no goreater." Judging by Ghate's remark to Iyengar in the forwarding letter, 60 
P 2328P (1). the person who had been on the job before must have been Singern-
'Velu, as Ghate says in it : " Write to me about Singeravelu's case. I think you 
ought Aeriously to work for a W. P. Party over there. It is essential at this 
stage." 
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I think it will be well to. disPQse Qf the questiQn of the identificatiQn of· 

George with Ghate at this stage. P 2328P (1) (F. C. 216) and P 2329P (F. C~ 
236) are two. letters, both of which forward letters of Spratt accused to. Iyengar,
undl:r the CQver address of Chakravarty, Esq., 28 Sunkuvar Street, Madras,and 
both of them are signed GeQrge. With the latter of these George forwarded 
P 2329P (1) in which Spratt writes to Dutt,~ " I am asking Fhusato tell you 
about his affairs," that is aff.airs in Bombay. Now ~his letter was evidently 
brought to. Bombay by Majid accused since in P 1010,' dated the 21st and 23rd 
August 1~)27, 11irajkar writes that: " Comrade Majid brought us all news fro.m 
your side. We were almost wondering why you were silent," while at the same 
date Ghate wrote to Spratt in P 1011 (a letter in Ghate accused's own hand
writing) in the following terms :-' ' . 

" The main points with regard to the information that you require are being 
dealt with by Mirajkar in his letter. I have, therefore, only to add that 1 ani 
sending your matter to the Party concerned,''- which shows that Ghate or Fhusa 
had received P 2329P (1) and was sending it on,Le., Ghate and George are. the 
same verson. As to the fact that it was Majid who had bronghtSpratt's letter 
to' Dutt and also a letter to Ghate accused, 1 may. refer again to the opening pas::' 
sage of Mirajkar's letter that" Comrade Majid brought us all news from YOTIt 
side" and also to a later passage where he says : ',' I think my letter covers nIl 
important points. The letter is to be handed over to. M. just now." 

, On lIle 18th June 1927 Spratt accused left Bombay for Ahmedabad, whenc~ 
on the 22n.d he went· on to. Lahore, where he stayed with Dewan Chaman Lal and 
had meetings with Majid accused on'the 26th and 29th of June, and with Khan, 
that is the M.. A. Khan mentioned in Spratt's letter to Page Arnot, P 1968', 
(F. C. 224), o.n the 26th and 27th, vide the entries in Spratt's diary P 1947 .• 
While he was staying at Lahore he co.rresponded with Dange, who. was then 
touring in the North. The first o.f . the letters . which passed between them is 
P. 1965, (I. C. 52), written by Dange from CawnPo.~e on the 5th Ju~y, mention
ing the anticipated attempt of Lajpat Rai to capture the Trade Union Congress 
and also asking for an address at which he could write to Saklatwala. The next 
letter is P 1966, (I. C. 54), written by Dange from Benares on the 12th July 1927 
mentioning the app'eal made by Muzaffar Ahmad and Ghate for help for Usmani 
o.n his release and also. talking abo.ut the Cawnpore Communist Co.ngress of 
December 1925. 

. To both these letters Spratt accused replied in P 1967 (I. C. 54) on the 14th 
July. I have already dealt to. some extent with the contents, of this letter in 
counection with the cryptic co.rrespondence. It is the one in which Spratt 
accused expresses his agreement with Dange accused's proposals in regard to 
linking llP with Chaman Lal against Lajpat Rai in the next T. U. Congress. The 
letter concludes with the remark : " You might give'Mirajkar & Co.. my IQve." 

The Jlext letter in chro.nological order is one which I have already mentioned, 
P 1012, (I!'. C. 227) from C. P; Dut! (signed J.) to Dear Desmond, found in 
Spratt'~ Po.ssession in September 1927. ';l'his is a letter written, pro.bably with 
a fo.Ullta;n. pen, ~m a page torn out o.f a note-boo.k. The prosecution theory 
is that it was handed by C. P. Dutt to Ajudhya Prasad accused alias Abdul 
Hamid lascar (fireman) at'Birkenhead, probably on' the date which it bears~ 

Now I shall come to the evidence identifying Ajudhya Prasad with Abdul 
Hamid Abdul Karim at a'later date. For the moment it is sufficient to. say that 
Abdul Hamid (who. is presumably the same as the Hamid-mentiQned in invisible 
writing in an earlier letter, where C. P. Dutt said;" I a;m waiting for Hamid ") 
reached Manchester o.n ~he Anchor. line S. S. Elysia on 22n~ July 1927. His 
name is to be found in the log book andthe Articles of the S. S. Elysia for this 
yo.yage, P 2233 (2) and P 2232 (2). On the 23rd July there was intercepted in 
London (P. W. 1, Captain Booth) a letter, of which P 2407P is a photograph, 
addressed to C. P. Dutt, 38 Mecklenburgh Square, London. W. C. I, which Wa!'l 
posted at Manchester on the 22nd July and has been prQved and appears to be 
in the handwriting of Ajudhya. Prasad accused. In that letter the writer makes 
an appointment to meet C. P. Dutt at Birkenhead either on Mo'nday the 25th 
JUly or o.n some other date between the 24th and 26th. This letter shows that 
this is not the first o.ccasion on which the writer has met C. P. Dutt in this man
ner, as he says that C. P. Dutt is to come near the gate of the docks" where from 
yo.U returned last time." The cQrrectness o.f the appointment is shown by the 
entries in the log book Qf the S. S. Elysia indicating that the ship left Manchester 
at 8-30 A.M. on· the 23rd. In this letter, P 1012, Dutt mentions that he has not 
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hau'any news of Desmond for more than a month. None the less in this letter 
O. P. 389. he does refer to one or two points mentioned by Spratt in his letter of the 14th 

June, P 2328P (2) (F. C. 217). For instance Spratt accused had said, " What 
has happened to Nell Y ", and we find C.P. Dutt saying in this letter: " It is 
very unfortunate that Nelson is iIi no condition to traveL" . On the other hand, 5 
in P lOPl:J, (F. C. 300), the draft letter to which I have referred at considerable 
length nlready,. we find Spratt accused replying to no less than three p·oints in 
this letter. P 1012. For instance, Dutt had said: " Have a talk with Musa ", 
and Spratt replies: " I have had a chat with Musa." Then immediately after 
this Spratt goes on : " His chief point which you also put in your letter was that 10 
the Methodists were becoming the two like the Y. M: and in fact were largely the 
same people," which is plainly a reply to Dutt's remark: " The Methodists 
and the Y. M. C. A. are becoming too much two names for the same things." 
'.Fhen again Dutt says; "What about the All~India Methodist Journal in. 
English. That should be one of the next thiil.gs," to which Spratt accused 15 
replies : " Re : A. I. English journal w~ have had an informal general confer-
ence. " N one of these three subjects was dealt with in Dutt's letter of 9.8.27 
with which Spratt accused also dealt in P 1009. There are other points of in
terest in this letter written by Dutt probably on the quay at Birkenhead. For 
example he speaks of the BQmbayMethodist paper,obviollsly referring to the 20 
Kranti, which came out for the first time on the 7th May. There is also a refer-
ence to invisible ink writing and finally he says ;-" On theotlier hand there is 
an engineer who will be going to Glasgow soon, who should help the university 
there, as Y0l:l will be glad. to learn." In the circumstances~ as. we know them. 

o. P.3.90. there can be little doubt that this is a reference to· the intended despatch of 25 
Bradley accused to India: V! e shall come across other references to the same 
thillg. 

.. 
O.P.3Dl. 

On the 9th August 1927,· C. P. Dutt followed up this letter with another 
letter, P. 1008, (F. C. 232), and perhaps it will be useful to quote the passage in \ 
this letter in connection with Bradley accused. What Dutt says: "I have 3J 
heard there is a· university fellow going out before long. I hope that M. M. 
will he able to get what we want. If you could use your influence in this it would 
be very good. He should try to follow the example of his; friend who preceded 
him. That is the latest advice we have for him and I hope that you will be 
able to convey it." Who M. M. is I do not know, but it seems fairly clear that 35 
by the riend who preceded Bradley .accused the writer must probably be indi
cating Donald Campbell and the example set by Donald Campbell was that of 
work in the Trade Unions. This, of course, is the other letter to which Spratt 
accused is replying in P. 1009. . 

About this time Spratt accused wrote from Lahore a letter, P. 1975, to one 
Burton, who is mentioned in P. 1974, Spratt accused's letter of the 6th May 
1527 written from Bombay to Page Arnot and in P. 1968, another letter to Page 
Arnot written from Lahore: on the 21st .July. This contains a few interesting 
comments on· men and affairs by Spratt. For instance he refers to the bad 
time which the labour movement is going through in England and also in China 
and also to the suppression of the booklet " India and China". He also tells 
Burton that he has asked. C. G. Shah of Bombay, a young and very learned 
Marnst, to write on Indian polities, apparently with " The Labour Monthly" 
in view. As, this Mr. Shah has appeared and will appear rather frequently in 
connection with the case, it is interesting to find that Spratt accusled does not 
really rate him very highly as he comments about him as follows ;-

" Although a Marxist and calling himself a Communist, he is an arm-chair 
sort of bird. I think real Communists would repudiate him as a ' Menshevik, ,
though he can be eloquent on the fallacies -of Menshevism." 

40 

45 

50 

On the 15th August 1927 we come to Spratt's letter to C. P. Dutt intercepted 55 
en route to Iyengar, P. 2329 P. (1), a letter with which I have 
alreadv dealt in some detail. Some of the references in this letter 
have already been explained. For instance when Spratt accused in this letter 
speaks of Amb's letter of a week or two ago giving an account of a 
Mem. recently issued by the University convention, it seems fairly clear that he 60 
is referring to his own letter to Page Arnot of the 21st July 1927, P. 1968 (F. C. 
224). Then we come to the discussion of affairs at Lahore, in which there occurs 
the sentence " There is no Methodist organisation here though a Young Chris-
tian Association with very similar ideals was established a year or so ago. " 
We now know that by Methodists Spratt accused means W. P. P. so we can feel GS 
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little doubt that by Young Christian Association he means the Naujawan Bharat 
Sabha of Lahore. 

During the same period with which, I have just been dealing, there are a 
number of letters written by Ghate, Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad. The last of 
these is perhaps the most interesting, namely P. 2134P, (I. C. 58) from Spratt 
at Lahore to Muzaffar ,Ahmad accused at 37 Harrison Road, Calcutta. This is 
the letter in which Spratt apologises to Muzaffar Ahmad for his non-appearance 
and agrees to some extent with his opinion of Dewan Chaman Bal. This is also 
the letter in which there occurs the passage in regard to Fazl Elahi, which I have 
quoted already. It also contains a reference to Mr. Shringarpuri, whom Spratt 
says he met in Bombay. He is, therefore, doubtless, the gentleman whose name 
was mentioned above in connection with Spratt's speech at Thana .. This gentle
man's name occurs again in connection with the Enlarged E. C. meeting of the 
Bombay W. P. P. in January 1928 and also in Muzaffar Ahmad accused's letter, 
P. 1970, (1. C. 60). 

Two letters of greater importance are the letters in which Mirajkar, under 
Ghate's instructions,' and Ghate himself replied to the letfer which' evidently 
accompanied Spratt's letter, P. 2329 P. (1), of the 15th August. These "ate 
P. 1010 which is dated the 21st August but was finished on the 23rd, and P.1011 
1Vhich is dated the 22nd August. ,The references to' Majid accused in these 
letters have already been dealt with. In Mirajkar accused's letter there are 
obvious indications of organisation, as he says: "On account of want of re
liable address we h8;d to keep quiet even about books to beeJent to YOllr centre. 
Calcutta got theirs in time." Then he goes on to the K ranti and says: "Paper 
is coming out regularlY'in spite of non-eo-operation from Joglekar's side. ' I 
have considerably improved in my wTiting and I feel confident of filling the whole 
thing myself, if need be. Mr. Dange is also assisting to some extent ; its sale is 
not very encouraging. T. U. circulation is increasing. Advertisement side 
is also hopeful ; since the recent tald on the office and house we as well as the 
paper is well advertised." The raid referred to took place on the 28th JUly and 
P. 1014 is a liRt of the papers seized. on that occasion, while P. 1830 is a list of 
books which were given back on the 3rd August. ·It includes" Modern India ~', 
" Soviet Russia ", " Lenin as Marxist ", and" Lenin as Cooperator". Miraj
kar aecused then goes on to Trade Union activities, which, he says, are slowly 
growing and developing. He himself is busy with the Bombay Port Trust Rail
waymen's Union and says, " There are signs of 'my taking over charge of the 
B. P. T. Employees Union also," but complains .of lack of time. Next he re
marks: "Clerks' union has not been organised because they are l1ather awfully 
, dirty , people to be orga:Q.ised." I suppose he means ' difficult,' but none the 
less he made efforts to organise them, vide the Kranti of 9th July 1927. After 
this he t11l'ns to the strike in the Apollo and Manchester mills, which is being 
conducted by Joglekar accused and Mayekar, and criticises their tactics and says 
that he> himself is not enthusiastically participating because" the tactics adopted 
by those t}Vo people are in our opinion wrong." At the end of this discussion 
he says: "Mr. J's attitude is just the same. I may say worse than before. 
He is praetically dropped." Now in spite of his failure to participate enthu
siastically, as he calls it, Mirajkar accused did take part in a procession of strikers 
in connection with this' very strike, vide the Kranti of the 20th August 1927, 
P. 1375. rrhe occasion of this procession seems to have been used in true Com
munist fashion for the training of orators. According to the view of " our 

. people" this was the proper time to have amalgamated the two unions, i.e. the 
G. K. M. M. or Girni Kamgar Mahamandal and the' B. T. L,. U. or Bombay 
Textile Labour Union. 

Furthe-r on in the letter he speaks about Party consolidation to which he has 
been unable to attend because he has been too busy. Next he comes to the 
English paper and saysl: "It has not been started yet, because I am afraid 
its running is not yet assured. I mean economic." This letter clearly indi
cates that the absence of funds was the only reason why the paper was not 
started. There :was no question of refusing to carry out the instructions sent 
out from Europe aSI Joglekar accused was inclined to suggest in his statement. 
The next paragraph of the letter is very interesting in connection with Ajudhya 
Prasad. In it he says: "Last mail I got some books from English friends and 
also two ,articles for the Kranti. The books are all important and will be of 
immense use. The article I am putting in the paper God's messenger has come 
from Brother and wants to meet you here. He will go first week of the month 
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(5-9-27). Please come and meet bim."Now itls tbe prosecution casetbat tbe 
person referred to here is Ajudbya Prasad alias Abdul Hamid,and tbat that 
person is also referred to as 'tbe boy', Musa and" God's messenger." C. P .. 
Dutt bad already written to Spratt accused tellirig him tobave a chat witb Musa, 
and now' God's meslsenger ' wants to meet Spratt no doubt with a view to tbis 5 
conveTsation, and in P. 2329P ·(1) oftbe15tb August we find Spratt saying ': 
ce'I bave not yet beard from Mu~a," obviously because Musa or ,- the boy' bad 
not yet returned. According to Ghate accused P. 1011, (F; C. 62) 'tbe boy" 
returned yesterday, that is the 21st A.ugust. So a fortnight later on tbe 4th 
September Sp'ratt could write" I bave bada talk witb Musa " and could suggest 10 
that money might be sent out from Erigla:qd by Musa, and it' was only tbe next 
day after P. 1009 was written tbat Ajudbya Prasad alias Abdul Hamid sailed 
onc~ more from Bombay for England in tbe· S.S.~lysia. ' .; 

o. P. 395. After this Mirajkar goes ,on to say: HI tbink my letter covers all.im. 
portant points ; tbe letter is to be handed over to M. just now;' ~, This is to be 15 
read in connection with the opening remarks of Gbate in his letter, P. 1011, (1. C. 
62) where he s~ys: "Themain points with iegatd to the Information that you 
require are being dealt with by Mirajkar in bis letter." Gbate continueS!: ." I 
have, therefore, only to add that I am sending your matter to the ·Party con~. 
cerned, with my remarks in the form of a ·report." 'Ghate goes on to speak of 20 
tbe question of affiliation of Tra.de Unions with'the 'Workers' and Peasants" 
Party, of which he is in fayour, a subject also mentioned by M'irajkar, wbo says 
about it: "The problem of getting the Trade Unions' affiliation to· the PartY 
is, in my opinion, of distant future," from which it woUld appear· tbat Ghate was 
infavollJ: of the Bengal sySitem of having unions affiliated to the W. P. P. in pre;. 25 
ference to the existing Bombay system of individual membership. Afterthis 
there follows a passage which I have already quoted about the arrangements with 
Majid regarding future. remittances. It will be enough bere to say that one 
Inight well wonder why such arrangements were to be made with Majid, a re
sident of Lahore, unless tbese remittances were expected to come from some- 3tJ 
where in tbe N ortb. In any case, of conrse, t.be accused have not suggested any 
explanation to take the place of that whicb has been suggested by tbe prosecu-
'non. .-

Ghate continues: "I am sending some copies of the" Masses" that were 
sent for TIS through the boy, who returned yesterday. I am sending a letter tbat 35 
he brought with him." Tbis letter must no doubt be P. 1012. Tben after a re
ference toF. E.'s (Fazl Elahi's) father be comes to the matter of tbe English 

o. P. 396. paper and says: "I think we would seriously concentrate on bringing out an 
English paper-I have begun to doubt <rnr wisdom in coming out witb the Verna
cular paper first. I am to blame in this respect as mucb as any body else." 40 
Ghate accused is in fact entirely au fait with all the plans for the furtherance of 
the conspiracy. Tbe letter concludes with references to Mirajkar's Communist 
baby, to the strike in the Apollo and Manchester mills and the part taken in it 
by J oglekar and to the fact that both he and Mirajkar either are leaving or have 
left their jobs as clerks, Mirajkar in the French Bank and Ghate in Acbarya and 45 
Co. 

'On the 24th August 1927 Spratt accused wrote a letter to Muzaffar Ahmad, 
P. 1971, (1. ·0. 63) which contains a couple of interesting points. The first is 
a reference to finances about which he sa.ys: II· I am now down to my last few 
rupees. But] hope to borrow money or receive some in some way or other 50 
soon." This remark about money is decidedly interesting since Spratt accused 
bad by this time been in India barely 8 months during whicb time be has been 
proved to have received Rs. 8,05611010, the first instalment on the 18tb January 
and the second on the 25th March. Bearing in mind tbat the only real defence 
on the subject of money put forward by Spratt is tbe suggestion tbat if the 55 
whole of the amounts received by him are added together and divided by the 
number of months he was at liberty in India, it will only give an income of 
about Rs. 500 a month, it is a little difficult to understand tbis admission by him 
of expenditure at the rate of more than Rs. 1,000 a montb during the first 
8 months of his stay. If, as the defence implies, Spratt was really living at 60 
the rate of Rs. 500 a month during the remainder of bis 'stay, he must have re~ 
ceived a number of remittances, which the prosecutionbave not 'succeeded in 
tracing, and indeed it is obviollS that something of the kind did occur. Tho 

o. P. 397. second it.em of interest in this letter is Spratt accnsed's remark: "We are 
also trying to set up a, Union at the New 'Egerton Woollen, Mills· at .,Dhariwal, 65 
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with ~bout 1.5~2,5~O employees." There is evidence of prosecution witness~ 
on this very pornt, ~de the statements of P.W. 165, ·P. C. Niranjan Das, P. W....\ 
170, P. C. Anwar ~ Shah and P. W; 171, Sub-Inspector Phoni Bhushan. P. W. ',' 
170 deposes to seerng Spratt and Majid accused with Miller of the N. W. R. 

. Union starting for J?hariwal by. lorry, haviIl:g arrived at the station just too lj 
late to c8.t~h the tram. Sub-Inspector Pholli Bhushan says that this was re
po~ed. to hun and that when t?e same three persons cam~ back by train, he had 
their tIckets checked by the hcket collector. Another pIece of evidence in the 
same conuection is P. 526 (47) (I. C. 100) dated 10-2-28, from Majid accused 
to Spratt accused in which he says: "The workers of the Dhariwal mills have 10 
gone .on strike and their success does not seem probable. Your presence on the 
occaSIOn may dO·.a great deal of good to the cause of these workers." I sup-
pose because the workers had met Spratt before and he had thereby acquired 

. some sort of influence with them. Spratt's letter to Muzaffar Ahmad closes 
with an enquiry as to whether Muzaffar is going to seeUsmani when he is re- 15 
leased, as 'Majid is apparently intending to do. . 

Very shortly after this Spratt accused came to Bombay where on the 4th 
September he wrote the letter of which P. 1009 is the draft. It may well be 
that the appearance of untidiness and haste which we find in it is due to the fact 
that it was written in a hurry, because Abdul Hamid alias Ajudhya PraSiad wa.s 20 
sailing in the S. S. Elysia on the following day. This letter has already been 
discussed at considerable length, and I do not think there is anything to add 

0. P. 3DS.tO that discussion at this stage. 
On the 6th September 1927 Spratt accused's room at the Y. M. C. A. was 

searched by P. W. 244, R. S. Patwardhan; a search list Exh : P. 1005 was, pre- 25 
pared and the documents which are Exhibits P.1006 to P. 1013 were seized. This 
witness was accompanied by P. W. 215, Inspector Desai who on the 15th Sep
tember arrested Spratt accused at the o.ffice of the W. P. P. Bombay and searched 
his person then and there, recovering the dial'Y P. 1947 to which I. have referred 
not infrequently already. Inspector Desai deposes that he then' went with 30 
Spratt accused to Watson's Hotel, where he found' in Spratt's' room a suitcase 
and another box, which were sealed up in Spratt accused's presence. From the 
Hotel these boxes were taken to the office of the C. I. D. whe:r~ they were ope~ed 
on the 11th. October in the presence of a clerk of Spratt's solicitor, Mr. Ginwalla. 
On this .occasion an inventory P. 2520 was prepared. Included in that inventory 35 
are six files which contained the papers which have been exhibited as. P. 1950 
to P. 1985. There were also found on this occasion in Spratt's suitcase a bottle 
containing Tincture of Iodine, another containing Hydrogen Peroxide and .a 
third containing Vegetable Oil. To the recovery of these articles I have re
ferred at an earlier stage. Among the documents recovered on the 6th Sep-, 40 
temberwere: ." India and China ", (D. 145 (35», some copies of the" Masses" 
of India and also of " The Labour Monthly", a note-book, P. 1006, from which 
I have quoted earlier, and the file P. 1013 which contains the syllabus and the 
article" What the W. P. P .. stands for ", while among the documents recovered 
on the 15th were Dutt's "Modern India" and "The Golden Treasury". " 

D.P. 199. Prior to hit'! arrest Spratt accused presided on the 14th September at a public 
meeting held at the Marwari Vidyalaya Hall under the auspices of the C. P. I. 
to welcome Shaukat Usmani accused on his release from jail. P. 1684 is a 
report of the proceedings of this meeting prepared by P. W. 262, Deputy 
Inspector Chaudhri. On this occasion speeches were made by Joglekar, Danga, 50 
Nimbkar, Mirajkar, .usmani a~d Spratt accused. There is nothing very much 
in Joglekar's speech. Dange is reported to have said that" he was questioned 
by people as to what was a Bolshevik or a Moscow trained Communist, and he 
would explain by referring to Shaukat Usmani. and Ferozuddin, who has gone 
to Russia to take training in spreading revolutionary propaganda in India. 55 
They had seen with their own eyes how Russian revolution was successfully 
carried out by the proletariat." He ended off by declaring .that the Com
munists would still go out and come back without passports, would study re
volutionary methods and would go on making propaganda in spite of Govern
ment's restrictions and suppressions. After Dange,. ~~mbkar and Mirajk!lr 60 
accused spoke exhorting the people to follow.the actIVltIes of the Co~umst 
Party of India and the Workers' and Peasants' Party and not to be fnghten-
ed by the misleading propaganda of the Government and the capitalist press 
against the Communist activities. They were followed by Usmani accused 
who asserted that he was still a Communist as he was before and w01;lld give 65 
his life for the cause of Communism. The last speaker was Spratt accused~ 
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"There ".is not much, of- itnportanctdn 'this speech except for the implied adIili~-
· !ion that Spratt accused is' himself a Communist of' which fact there is ample· 
'endence otherwise. After Spratt accused's arrest a defence committee was 
'formed Wllich issued an appeal of which a copy was found with Basak accused 
and is in-evidence as·P. 230. In the same connection C. P. Dutt wrote a letter, 
P. 1233, (F. C. 305), dated October 12, 1927, to the Secretary of this Defence 

I,Committee (recovered later in l\fimjkar accu~ed's search), mentioning that he 
;used"to know Spratt accused at the L. R. D. Another mention occurs in·P. 2137 
:r.(I. C'. 65) from Ghate to Muzaffar, dated the 24th September 1927. 
, .' On the 231'<1 September 1927 Bradley accused arrived at Bombay as a passen
ger on the 8. S. Ranpura. The passenger list in.which his name occurs is P. 672 
/Ji~d; ~e is described in his p~ssport P. ,651 as an engineer. His nominal activity 
,was l.hat of an agent for hi~ brother's firm The Crab Patent Underdrain Tile 
C9mpany .. Apart from his carrying round with him a number of visiting cards 
which described him as a colonial agent of this Tile Company, there is no 
.evidence to show that he did any business whatsoever in connection with these 
~tiles, nor in fact does he say that he ever showed any activity in 'connection with 
',this or nny other business unless trade union work is to be so regarded. On the 
'29th, Sep!ember Bradley accused wrote a letter P. 1673 P. to one Asaf of !!yder
:abad whIch he pos~ed m. a letter box n~ar the Apollo Hotel. P. W. 262 Deputy 
iI~spe('tor .Chaudhn was mformed of this fact by a watcher and went to the post 
bb~ and got the letter extracted and photographed. This was a lett€:t' beginning 
H Dear Asaf " and enclosing a snapshot of Bradley and two' other met! (P. 1673 

tPl (1». In t~s letter Bradley says, U· I have written a letter to Mac." . On the 
following day the same witness received information that Bradley had posted 

,-'a letter at the G. P. O. but that it could not be intercepted there. Witness accord
Ingly weIlt to the :Mole, Ballard Pier, where the letters are sorted and while 

lexamining the London bags picked up a letter addressed to E. J. Horsman, 10 
tRitchilJg's Avenue, Waltham stow, London. This letter was both written and 
laddressed in block capitals and the witness picked it up and examined it because 
!:the cover was of the same size and eolour as other letters which he had censored 
~iwritten by Bradley. This letter begins Dear :Mac and this was one of the reasons 
~ why the witness thought that it must be from the accused Bradley. It is the 
'I~tter P.1671 P .. (F. C. 302) containing two small pieces written in number cipher. 
I have explained earlier the solutions of the two portions in cipher which give the 

I ~ddress of Karanth, and the words " report follows". It may als'O be noticed 
that although the letter is written in block capitals there are some very close points 
'of resemblance J:>etween the capitals Rnd figures which appear in it and Bradley 
accused's habits in the writing of thp.s(' ('apital letters and figures . 

. ~ . Spratt accused was I understand committed for trial in connection with 
,1'·Indili and .. China· ".bnt\vas acquitted. At any rate the proc'eedings did not 
:prevent him from. attending the {1a"lIttJOre Session of the .A. I. T. U. C., the 
! official report of which has been filed by the defence as D. 393. In addition to 
, this official report there is on record R document P. 2097 C, a copy of a letter, of 
~ which onn copy P. 2097 C was intercepted by P. 'V. 85 Inspector K. S. :Mohammad 
Ismail on it~ way to Muzaffar Ahmad accused and the other P. 1878 C by P. W. 

',159 So I: Rashid Ahmad on its way to Abdul :Majid clo Mehnatkash i.e. Majid 
'accused. P. W. 159 was not able to read the name of the signatory but the copy 
;which was sent to :Muzaffar Ahmad was signed S. A. Dange. There is no pos
sible reason for doubting that a letter in these terms signed S. A. Dange was in-

I tercepted in the post -and the question is whether this document can be attribut-
· ed with reasonable -certainty to Dange accused in the absence of proof 'of the 
· handwriting: In this connection Crown Counsel referred to the ruling reported 
in I. II.,R. 37 Cal. at. page 467 wherein this question of proof of the authors~ip 
of a document: was discussed and on page 524 Camduff J. made the followmg 
'remarks : II I am unable to concede and I do not find any authority for the pro
position that a particular individual '8 Ruthorship of a document can not be estab
lished by the force of circumstantial evidence." The only alternatives available 
in the present case are that thi~ dOf!1lmeJlt was written by another real 8. A. 
·Dange or that someone forged the signatures S. A. Dange in this letter. So far 
~as the s~nd alternative is concerned there is of course no suggestion of fraud 
,.or forgery~ andif there were .the burden of proof woul~ ordinarily be on the 
iperson nllegin,g it.. ,As to tl).e other alternative there never has been at any stage 
,of this callO any suggestion made that there was nny other S. A. Dange, much less 
'any other S. A. Dange who could have been equipped with the knowledge which 
'would enablo him to write this leUer. In my opinion" in the ab~ence or any 
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evidenGe in support of ,either ot, these altel'natl yes or any' reason to regard thcin 
,as possibilities we are entitled to 8('cept these two identical letters as having 
emanated from S. A. Dange accused, particularly all he is exactly the man who 
might be eXpected, from all that ,ve (~ome to 'lroowabout him through the evidence, 
to write such a letter to these two particular <accllsed.' 'Of course these letters 
need not actually have been in Dange accused's handwriting. The point really 
at issue is,from whom,did they emanate 7 It is intetesting to note that in con
nection with this paper Dange accnsed who spoke of· it at page 2581 ·of the state-
ments of the a'ccused' did not attempt to deny it, while of the recipients Majid 
accused merely said thnt he did not remember if he had ever received it, alld 
Muzaffar Ahmad accused,' when this document was put to him, admitted having 
attended the Cawnpore sessions of the A. 1. T. U. C. but made no remark whatever 
about this 1etter. With these two letters Dange sent a report (P. 1878 (l)C) on 
the work of the T. U. C. Left in the Cawnpore Session; under a covering letter, 
which is a. part of P. 1878 C, to the members of the T. U. C. left .for information 
and signature. This report opens with the remark that" in this session it was 
found that the policy on which the Congress is at present run needed a change 
and higher outlook. A few perslOns were found to agree on a set of principles 
and tactics which later on found expression in resolutions and amendments to 
the officialpolicy of the T. U. C. An informal gathering of these' persons decided 
to layout a plan of a cohesive group and a plan for future work in order to foster 
real trade union activity amongst the workers." Incidentally it may be noted 
that Mirajkar accused in the course of his statement has supported the prosecu
tion's view that this report emanates from a member of the Party and gives simJ.
lar account of the work done by the Party at the CaW'npore Session by' saying on 
page 1449 of the statements of the accused: " In Caw:npore our Party biade an 
effort to consolidate the Left Wing of the T. U. C. and organise it 011 a proper 
basi~ to eoordinate the activities of the various groups in different provinces 
(P. 1878 (l)C)." And now for the contents of this document. In it Dange 
points out that " we had to move several amendments to the report of' the 
General Secretary" and he gives the reason, namely that " while mentionitig 
strikes only names of the Right Wingers were brought in With special' care. In 
opposition we enunciated the policy of omitting the names of the individuals as 
far as possible and giving credit of 8UCCe!lS to unions copcerned. In tlie 
paras. greeting the British delegates and conde11l1lil'lg'tMp:r'oslecirtion of labour 
organisers we moved the inclusion of the names of P. Spratt and Fazl nahl 
Husain, convicted in Peshawar to five years R. I. ;,' Then speaking of labour 
newspapers he say, " In the para. of recently started labour organs only the 
Indian Labour Review of Mr. Kirk was mentioned. W.e amended to include the 
Kl"anti (Bombay), Kirti, Mehnatkash (Punjab), and Ganavani (Bengal) ", from 
which it is clear that according to the ideaf;i of ,the previo:usly !lominant section of 
the A. I. T. U. C. the only recently started labour organ fit to be 'recogriisedwas 
the Indian Labour Review, whiC'h is c1m;cribed in the Masses of India for AprH 
1928,part of P. 1788 as a journa1 which" !lthlkfl of British Imperialism." . 
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Going on to the resolutions Dange deals at some length with the resolution '41> 
expressing sympathy with the aims and objects of the League Against Imperia-
lism and Colonial Oppression which was suggested but not allowed, that is to say 
it was suggested in the E. C. meeting but not aliowed to be put. on the agenda 
for the gen~ral meeting of ,the Congress. This. :r:esolutiQn he says was opposed 
by the offiCIal party supported by Purcell, a VISItor from the British T. U. C.,$(J 
who condemned the League as an offshoot of the Third International .. Pr.a
flumably by way of a counter attack "we' 'j says' Dange, "'exposed the somet.. 
saults of Purcell and the capitalist character of the Second International" and 
in order to show Purcell's somersaults" his attitude in: 1925 was brou'ght to 
lig~t from quotations from his articles in the Lab6ur Monthly on International 55 
Umty." One of these' articles is to be found iii the Lahour Monthly forSep
tember 192? (part of P 1796 at page 524) which was actually recovered from 
t~e posseSfllOn of Dange accused, a fact which is iIitlie circilmstancesa useful 
pIece of flUpport for the authenticity-of this docuiIient'P 1878 (l),C. The report 
then goes on to mention resolutions of the previous' year which were reaffirmea. 60 

o. P. 405. and then mentions a number of resolutions evidently 'emanatiilg from the Party 
of the writer, that is from the Communist Wing. These were a resolution 
(adopted unanimously) congratulating the U. S. S. R. on ,its 10th Anniversary, 
a resolution (adopted) condemning the refusal of passport to Saklatvala, a 
resolution (rejected by the President) condemning the'encirclement of the 6~ 
U. S. S. R.. by: the Imperialist States and provocation>towiir, and a resolutiol} 
(also rejected by the:President) expressing sympathy; fO'!' the'work of the 'Pahi. 
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,Pacific Oonference of Canton. This portion of the report ends with a note as to 
:offices which were got for the members of the T. U. C. ,Left, namely that of the 
Organising Secretary of the Council of Action for Jhabwala, ~d ,that of the 
Assistant Secretary of the A. I. T. U. C. for Dange, while, Spratt, Jhabwa4, 
Dange Mcused were elected members of the Council of Action and the Committe,e 5 
to draft a Constitution. In this connection the defence tendered two notices 
addrcssed to members of the Council of Action and the Committee to draft a 

,constitution, D 145 (29) and D 145 (24), both of these were sent to Spratt 
accused at Madras. D 145 (29) asks Spratt accused to accept office as a member 
,of the Council of Action and to help it in its work. The other notice tells him .10.", 
, that' he has been appointed convener of the Committee to draft a constitution 
and encloses copies, of two resolutions, of which one declares that Statutory 
Co~mission should be boycotted and the other declares that" meanwhile' a Sub

,Committee c,onsisting of nine members including P. Spratt, S. H. Jhabwala, 
Kishori Lal Ghosh, S. A. Dange and D. R. Thengdi shoulddraw up a labour 15 
constitution for the future government of India which will be presented to the 
Executive Council and to the working classes in the country and Mr. Spratt 
should be the convener of this committee." We shall come at a later stage to a 
letter and draft statement prepared by Spratt accused in this connection which 
are ,on the record as P 78 (the copy recovered in the search of K. L. Ghosh 20 

o. P. 408. accused). Other copies recovered in other searches are 'also in evidence. 

The report closes with an account of an informal meeting held at gow~ltoli. 
Cawnpore, on the 29th November which" decided to concentrate mainly on 
building up new and penetrating the cxisting unions" which is I think an 
exact description of the policy which is always laid down for Communist work 25 

,in the Trade Unions. The report continues, " The following attended the in-
formal gathering and discussion to evolve a plan of systematic trade union 
work. 

Bombay: Dange, Mirajkar, Ghate, & J oglekar ; 

Lahore : Ferozuddin, Majid Ali, Gohar-Rahman, Bhaj Singh & Sohan 
Singh; 

Bengal: Muzaffar Ahmad, Dharni Kant Goswami Bhoshak Kidarnath 
" Roy & Aftah Ali." ,"', 

It was suggested at one stage that Majid Ali was not the same as Abdul Majid 
,accused. It is obvious that th~re could be no force in that from the way P 18780 
begins, as it hears the name Abdul Majid on it 'as addressee'and yet opens with 
the words Dear Majid Ali. Furthermore in a number of letters which we have 
'come across already we have found the name of Majid linked with that of 
Gohar Rahman as it is here, and it is clear that they are close friends vide the 
mention of Gohar Rahman ilJ. P 526(24) from Majid to Muzaffar ~ad both 
dated 23rd July 1928. The name of Basak accused also is speIt curiously in this 
document, but, so far as I remember, it has never been suggested that the 
reference was not to Basak and when this exhibit was put to him he made no 
comment 011 it but admitted that he attended the Cawnpore Congress. 

3() 

35 

The next. public activity in which Spratt accused etc. took part was the " 
Session of the Indian National Congress held at Madras at Christmas 1927. 

o.P.~7. This was considered a suitable ()Ccasion to hold some sort of Communist Party 
meeting. P 2101C (I~ C. 75) is a copy of a typed letter from S. V. Ghate accused 
to Muzaffar Ahmad accused dated and posted in Bombay the 9th December 1927 
saying that he had received a telegram from Singaravelusuggesting the holding 5() 
of a Communist Conference at Madras during the Congress week. Other 
friends he said had suggested that an ordinary meeting of the Party be held in 
Madras and no conference, and accordingly he asked for Muzaffar Ahmad's 
,advice. The authenticity of this letter is easily to' be inferred from P 1287 (4) 
(r. C. 76) a letter from Majid accused to Ghate accused (recovered in the search 55-
of Appaji Baa) in which he acknowledges Ghate'scircularof the 10th December 
though he regrets that he and comrade Gohar Rahman will not attend the meeting 
because :Madras is so very far away. There is one remark in Ghate's letter to 
which I think I should draw special attention, namely the following: H Please 
consult Spratt also about this and let me know." 6& 

l''1n I'oute from Cawnpore to Madras Spratt accused visited Calcutta where 
he stayed at the Continental Hotel, vide P 2117 and the evidence of P. W. 77, 
Mr; S. D. Robertson. P 2117 is the Hotel Visitors' Book and shows the arrival 
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on 12112127 of P. Spratt trom Benares. There is one small point of interest in 
connectiun with this entry namely that Spratt's .introduction to U smani 's book 
" Peshawar to Moscow" is dated Benares, 10th December 1927. Spratt 
apparently spent about 10 days in Calcutta, vide the passage in P 526 (29) a 
draft letter in Spratt accused's handwriting (recovered in the search of the 
Bengal W. P. P. office in 1929) in which he gives a few criticisms of leading 
people in the trade union movement in Bengal including Kishori Lal Ghosh 
accused, KaHdas Bhattacharya and others. Just before going to Madras, on the 
18th December 1927 Spratt accused wrote the letter P 1863P (I. C. 78} to Dange 
accused at Bombay in which he forecasts the statement" Labour and Swaraj " 
which we find later on in P 78. In this letter he deprecates the drafting of a 
constitution at all as that" would possibly commit us to things which later we 
would want to repudiate." He goes on " for the moment I think what we want 
to aim at is a single Constituent Assembly. That is a good warcry and em
phasises the national as opposed to the provincial or communal or linguistic 
aspect of the thing. It is for the time nothing but a warcry and so needs little 
further definition." Now here again we get one of those coincidences which I 
think are certainly not coincidences at all in the sense of being the result of 
chance. In the. Masses of India for December 1927 part of P 1788 (recovered 
in Nimbkar accused's search) there is an article, a tYPi:ld or proof copy of which 
was also recovered in Ghate accused's search and is P 1325, headed "The 
National Congress " and suggesting putting forward in'the Madras Congress 
tne idea and fillogan of a' Constituent Assembly. How little of a coincidence it 
must be is also to be inferred from P 23, " A Manifesto of the W. P. P. to the. 
Indian National Congress Madras December 1927" pl:lblished by Muzaffar 
Ahmad at the office of. the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal at 211 
European Asylum Lane, Calcutta, and dated Calcutta the 22nd December 1927 
(recovered in the search of K. L. Ghosh accused). There seems to be nothing 
at all genuine in this proposal for a Constituent Assembly as we might deduce 
from Spratt accused's letter to Dange. The same also appears in Muzaffar 
Ahmad's statement as an accused and in the -joint statement. The idea was not 
a new one.. In earlier days it had been supported by Lenin himself, who how
ever, according to the account given by Kautsky, dropped it when he found that 
his own party had not got a majority in it. The official report of the Sessions 
of the Indian National Congress· of Madras is on the record as D 182 and s40ws 
thepart taken by the half dozen accused who were present. ,This is the Congress 
at which Jawaharlal Nehru's resolution declaring the goal of the Indian people. 
to be Complete Independence was adopted. Another resolution adopted was that 
the Workmg Committee should be authorised to confer with similar committees 
an~ other b?dies and draft a Swaraj Constitution and . declaration of rights; 
ThIS resolutIon res~lted in ~he participation of the Congress in the All Parties 
C0n!erenc~ and ult?llately m the drafting of thQ. Nehru Report. A speech 
agamst t~IS resol~tIon for drafting a constitution was made by Nimbkar accused. 
A resolutIon to raIse the delegates fee from Re.1 to lts. 5 which would obviously 
h~ve a tenden~y to exclude the large number of people who could not afford the 
hIgher delegatIon fee w~s opposed by Joglekar accused in a speech and was not" 
adoI!ted. Otp~r ~esolutIons adoJ!ted were one for association with the League 
Agamst ImperIalIsm, another on China and another on the war. danger; 

. More directly interesting from the point of view of this case is the evidence 
in regard to the meeting during this Congress of the Executive Committee of. the 
C. P. I. fvide P 1287 (2)]. The documents U;t this connection were found in a 
:file P 1287 headed, " The Communist Party's File" (Note: the heading appears 
to be in Ghat!;! aced.'s writing) recovered in the search of Appaji Rao to which 
I have referred already. In this search a number of papers relating to Ghate 
accused and to the Communist Party' of India (P 1284 to P 1290) were recovered. 
I think it will be convenient to make some mention of some of these. papers here. 
P 1285 is a letter dated Bombay the 18th December 1927 from S. A. Dange .to· 
S. V. Ohate Secretary, the C. P. I., accepting his appointment on the Presidium 
of the Party and stating that he is prepared to act up to the duties of th~ post. 
P 1286 is a circular die of the C. P. I. with a hammer and sickle in the mIddle;: 
along v.ith it were several sheets of note papel" with the seal of th!l n p. r.. 
embossed thereon ill red, and also several sheets of paper with t~e headmg'" The 
Communist Party of India, Central Office, Bombay.'? P 1~88 1S an incomplete 
typed copy of " A Call to Action. " P 1289 is a copy of artIcles by 9-hate dated 
1920 and 1921 with which I need not worry and P 1290 is a dcclB;ratIon fo~ for 
passport in·Ghate accused's own handwriting dated 5th AprIl 1927 WhICh I 
think· has been mentioned already. 
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_ ck to the contents of the file P 1287. P 1287 (1) is an applicati~n 
dated Bombay 29th December 1927 by l\firajkar accused to the Heneral Secre
tary, the C. P. I. Bombay, asking for his enrolment as a member of the C. P. I. 
There is a. note on this "recommennr.d by S. V. Ghate. To be considered in 
March" which is ~hown and appea!s to be in Ghate accused's own handwriting. 5 
I shall refer to thIS document agam shortly. P 1287 (2) is headed" Meetina' 
of the Executive Committee of the Communist Party of India Madras 291XIIj27. 
It appears to be partly in the handwriting of Ghate but mainly in that of Dange 
(Col. Rahman P. W. 133 says it is all in Dange's .handwriting but I think he is 
wrong in regard to the first few lines), and the signature on the second page 10 
S; A. D. is proved and appears to be the initial signature of Dange accused. 
There is a similar signature on the first page about which no evidence has been 
g\ven but which is equally clearly that of Dange accused. I will return to the 
dE!tails of this after mentioning the contents of. the other documents. It ends 
with the remark" adjourned till 30112." P 1287 (3) is a paper headed" The 15 
Communist Party of India adjourned meeting at 2 p.m. 30lXII " which merely 
mentions that the application of S. S. Mirajkar and M. Sircar are to be considered 

o. P. 4Il. at the next meeting of the E. C. of the C. P; r. at Calcutta in March, date to be 
fixed later on, and is signed S. A. Dange (President of the Meeting). This 
signature of Dange is identified by Colonel Rahman, P .. W. 133 and appears by 20 
examination which is also supported by the evidence of Mr. Stott, P. W. 271 
to be that of Dange accused. P 1287" (4) is the letter from Majid accused, to 
which I have referred a little earlieI:. P 1287 (5) is an application from Usmani 
for enrolment dated 29-12-27; . P 1287 (6) is Saklatvala's reply to Ghate's. 
letter of welcome [P i287 (14)] written from the S.S. Razmak on January 10, 25 
1927. P 1287 (8) & (15) are addresses. P~ 1287 (9) & (10) are letters from. 
BegerllOtta. to Ghate accused. The remaining documents are of less interest at 
this stage. . 

Turning back to P 1287 (2) an: attempt has been made by Dange accused 
to cast doubt on this document by reliance on the fact that P. W. 244, Inspector 30 
R. S. Patwardhan, who- says he attended the Madras Session of the Indian 
National Congress in 1927, did not mention that he had seen Dange accused 
there~ That in itself does not seem to< have any particular value as he was not 
examined by the prosecution in regard to the persons whom he saw in the 
Madr8.s CongresS';. and when in cross-examination he stated that he did go there 35 
and that he went" there to see what Bombay people were doi~g there, he was 
never' asked wh'om in the way, of Bombay people he had seen there. Further 
reliance was placed on p. 1287 (1); the implied suggestion being that because 
it was: found in this file it must have been put before this meeting of the C. P~ I. 
But as a matter of fact there is nothing whatever to show this and indeed we 40 
might perhaps reasonably infer from the fact that the notes on it are in Ghate 
a.ccused's handwriting, whereas the notes of what actually took place at this 
meeting are in Dange accusEd's handwriting, that it was not laid before the 

o. P. 412. meeting at all as evidently it could not have been if it is correctly dated Bombay 
.. 29th December 1927. Moreover if this formal application had been actually 45 

on the table at Madras before the Exec. Committee, there does not appear to be 
any reason why consideration of it shouldhave been put back to the next 
meeting of the E. C. in March. It would seem therefore that the reason why 
Mirajkar accused's application was put back to March was that this particular 
paper, that. is the formal application itself, was not before the Committee and 50 
they felt that they could not formally enrol him in its a.bsence. Dange accused 
denied his. presence at Madras, but there is really no evidence to support that 
denial~ and he has not ventured to deny the writing of his initial signature on 
P 1287 (2) or his signature on P 1287 (3) .. And moreover I do not think that 
anyone who makes a careful examination of documents in Dange accused's 55 
handwriting will feel any doubt that with the exception of the first few lines 
the whole of P 1287 (2) is in Dange accused's handwriting. 

As to the business transacted at this meeting· we find that the resignation 
of Janki Prasad (Begerhotta) was accepted. Another item. of some interest is· 

, the election of S. Usmani on the Presidium. The attitude of Communists to 60 
membership of" communal organisations was also considered and. the conclusion 
reached that a Commnnist must not accept any declared post on a communal 
paper or any post except that of propagandist and organiser in a communal 
organisation; the decisions are however worded in somewhat confusing fashion. 

With this document we come to the end of the year 1927. r think it may 65 
perhaps be convenient here to take a short survey ofwhat'wehave found going 
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O:P.,13. on during the year. Put very shortly it may be said that both in Bombay and 
Bengal we have got Workers' and Peasants' Parties established or reorganised 
in the form suggested in letters and books from Europe. We have found (I 
have not indicated by any means all the evidence on the point) the membeFB of 
these Parties making their contact with trade union organisations and applying /j 
therein the precepts contained in the authorities on Communism, and in the 
statutes and the precepts of the Communist International and its subordinate 
organisations. They have been taking part also in strikes, meetings and de
monstrations. The Communist Party of India has also not been forgotten, 
although its activities have consisted in the main only of party meetings. As 10 
we might have expected the real work of the Party is being carried out by its 
individual members working in and through other organisations. In these 
activities it will be remembered that the following accused have been taking 
an active part namely Spratt, Ghate, Majid, Muzaffar Ahmad, Mirajkar, 
Joglekar and to a lesser extent Ajudhia Prasad, Jhabwala, Thengdi, Nimbkal', 10 
Dange and Usmani. . 
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PART IX, 

Just about the end of 1927 or the beginning of 1928 Spratt accus~d iiiust 
have received the letter, P. 626 (45) ,(F. O. 320) from O. p, Dutt, Aeting Editor 
of U The Labour Monthly", asking hi.n1 for ail. article on political imprisOil1fiel1t 
and political repression generally in India, ot, if he did not likE! tha.~ ona on 
the National Oongress and its line of dev'elopttlent. In this letter lJutt also 
sent to Spratt congra,tulations on.his. triumph, presumably his acquittal in the 
., India and Ohina" case.- Spratt u~etised'9 replY' t()' this letter is on the 
tecord as P. 526 (29) (F. O. 380),to which I referred ~ connection with Spratt's 
stay in Calcutta befote he w@ttt to Madras fot th& India:tJ. National Oongress. 
This letter closes with a reference to the inill strike at Bombay about which he 
says : " The mill strike here is going on fairly, but I cannot at the in6II1ertt 
predict developments." This was the strike in con:tlection with the introduc
tion of the three looms-two sides systeII1, of which we heal' a great deal later 
on in the year. tIe criticises N. M. Joshi and goes on to say that: " The Gitni 
Kamgar Mahamandal is almost equally compromising; and is moreovet divided 
internally." On the one side stands" D. R. MaYt;kar, the Secretary, who shares 
Joshi's views almost and is supported by most of the Oommittee;" on the other 
hand " A. A. Alve, the President, is in favour of explaining to the men the actual 
state of affairs, but stops short of calling for a general strike. He will instantly 
plump for it if there is any further prov9cation, such as another mill attempting 
the new system." This letter is undated, but appears to have been written some 
time about February 1928. Somewhat before this on tbe 16tbJanuary Spratt 
accused replying in P. 2096P (I. O. 87) to Muzaffar Ahmad's letter of the 9th, 
P.526 (26) (I. C. 85), apologises at some length for his failure to return to Oal-
6I1tta. The reasons for this failure wete: (1) The continuance of. the Textile 
strike in Bombay which might extend to a general strike, (2) his failure to re
cover his typewriter, etc., from the Police, (3) his participation in the Oommittee 
arranging for the Municipal Workers' Hartal to take place on the date 9f the 
Simon Oommission's landing, and (4) his lack of funds, a point to which I have 
referred in connection with Spratt accused's remittances. In connectionwith 
the Simon Oommission Hartal he remarks: "This is a difficult work, which it is 
whispered, may land us' in prison," and oli this point there is a comment by 
Muzaffar Ahmad accused in a letter .:filed by the defence, D. 140 (1), where Muzaf
far Ahmad says: "Do not go to jail. You onlY' came out to study labour 
conditions " which is no doubt a very mild way of indicating the importance 
attached by Muzaffar Ahmad to the: organisational work which Spratt aooused 
was carrying onto This letter P. 2096P also eontains a reference to the sub
committee of the A. I. T. U. C. for the purpose' of formulating a Oonstitution 
fot India, of which he is a convener. Lastly there is a reference to the approach
ing visit of Ohaman Lal to Bombay in order to preside over a Bombay Pre
sidency Youth Oonference. D. 587 is a document, proved for the defence through 
P. W. 262, Deputy Inspector Ohaudhri, which contains the resolutions passed 
at this YouthOonference. From this it appearS that Spratt, Mirajkar and 
Dange accused took part in this Oonference and supported different resolutions. 
This exhibit is printed as P. 1053, the number given to it in the Lower Oourt. 
It was rejected by the prosecution, but put in by the defence no doubt with the 
idea of using it in the way in which it was nsed in argument, when it was sug
gested that there was nothing Oommunistie in: the whole affair including the 
manifesto, P~ 546 (11), which :was issued by the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
of Bombay to the Conference. In this arguemnt stress was laid on the follow
ing sentence ) 
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" The magnificent work achieved by organised youths in modern China, 
Turkey and Egypt as also in Soviet Russia, should inspire their Indian Oom
rades to unite themselves and participate in the struggle for freedom of the 
lii.dian nation against British Imperialism.~ .......... to lead victoriously the 55 
organised Indian people to Swaraj and build up the social econbmic and cultural 
life of the future Independent India:." The' point urged was that because the 
work of the youth in Turkey and in Egypty at any rate, was rathetr bourgeois 
than Communistic, therefore there was nothing Oommunistic in the manifesto. 
This argument, however, misses the point, becaq,se the real issue is whether a 60 
movement is objectively revolutionary. If its tendency is to undermine Im
perialism, then there can be: no doubt that from- a Oommunist point of view it 
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is al?- objectively revolutionary movement" and therefore one which the Com
mumsts may properly su.pport, and the defence argument does not improve the 
position. 

P. Ull,consists of four sheets of notes proved and appearing to De in 
Spratt accused's handwriting, evidently prepared with a view to this Confer
ence, since- they include a resolution calling :upon the students to answer the call 
of the Indian National Congress for mass demonstrations on the landing' of the 
Simon Commission. The first resolution in th~se notes declares the need for 
the nttnimnent of freedom from the exploitation of Imperialism and lays it down 
that " t~is can be achieved only by a mass moV'ement, of the p~ople." ." There
fore ", 1t goes on, " the highest duty of the YOllth of India is to assist by all 

\possible means the formation, oganisation and training of a mass movement of 
the exploited working class, peasantry and middle classes." Another resolution . 
in these notes is one demanding adult franchise.' An interesting comment on 
the idea underlying the participation of the members of the W.P. P. ,in this 
Conference is to be found in P. 826, the Secretary's report presented to the 
annual meeting of the W. P. P. -of Bombay in March 1928.' In this there is a 
paragraph headed" Youth Conferences" _ which TUns as follows :-" Two 
Youth Conferences, the Bombay' Presidency Youth Conference and the Maha
rashtra Youth Conference, were in 'some measure influenced by our Party mem
bers especially on resolu:tions regarding' the Constituent Assembly, Franchise 
. arid economic demands of the people. The Youth organisations are. not stable 
yet but ideology is being built up." No doubt it was for the purpose of this 
ideological building up that the three accllsed whom I have mentioned earlier 
participated in this Conference. 

The next event of importance in the history of the conspiracy is the Enlarged 
Executive meeting of the Workers' and Peasants' Party Of Bombay which took 
place on the 29th January 1928. It can ~carcely be doubted that the idea of an 
Enlarged E. C. meeting was derived from the same source as many ideas of the 
Party, namely the Communist International.' Before I deal with this meeting, 
I may draw attention to the entries in the minute book of the Executive Com,-

o. P. 418. mi,ttee of the Party, P. 1344, prior to that date. The minutes of meetings re
corded in 1927 are few and far between. The first relate toa meeting -on the 
30th April 1927 at which it was re'SOlved to start the" Kranti " (Revolution) and 
'an Editorial Board consisting of Messrs. Parwati, J oglekar, Mirajkar, Nimbkar 
and Ghate was appointed. The members present at the meeting were Thengdi, 
Jhabwala, Joglekar, Nimbkar, Mirajkar and Ghate accused and Lalji Pendse. 
At another meeting of the 4th May'these plans were varied somewhat, and it 
Was resolved that a weekly paper in Marathi be started under t4e Editorship 
of Joglekar and Mirajkar, and it be named Kranti, and that Mirajkar and 
J oglekar be authorised to make all the necessary arrangements regarding the 
publishng of the same from the 7th May 1927. By another resolution a F"man~ 
cial Committee consisting of Jog]ekar, l\[irajkar and Gbate accused was elected: 
An Editorial Board of no less than 8 members was appointed, but Mirajkar 
accused was to act as the offi~ial manager of the paper and the publisher of the 
same. P. 1373 (6) contains rough notes for the minuteR of this :rnee,ting. The 
~mly other E. C. meeting in 1927, of which th~ miputes were recorded in ~. 1344, 
was one held on the 17th November at which It was resolved that NlIDbkar 
accused should .act as Secretary in case Mrajkar was convicted. That is no 
doubt in connection with the publication of " India and China ". . 

Coming to 1928 the first minutes in P. 1344 are those of an adjourned meet
ing of the E. C. held on the 23rd January 1928, at which five members, namely 
Thengdi, Mirajkar, Joglekar, Nimbkar and Ghate accused were present and a 
resolution was adopted fixing the annual general meeting for the 18th February. 
It was further resolved that a meeting of the E. C. be held next Sunday, 29th 
January 1928, to consider resolutions put by the group leaders, where sympathi-
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o. P. 419. sers will be espe'cially invited to attend at 2 P.M. at the Congress House.. An
other resolution evidently the sequel to the manifesto to the Madras SesslOn of 
the I. N. C. wa~ to the effect that the time is now ripe for aU Party speakers 
to put for~ard in connection with the Simon Commission boycott campaign 
the slogan of a Constituent Assembly elected by universal adult suffrage as 
the only proper body to draw up the constitution of Inde~end~nt India. The 
next document in connection with this Enlarged E. C. meetmg IS P. 1348 (50), 
which like P. 1344 was recovered from the office of the Bombay W. P. P. ThIS 

60 

is a document containing two lists, the first of comrades to be invited to attend 65 
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the Enlarged E. C. meeting on SUIiday'tl1e 29th, aJid thesecolld ofgeritlemen 
who have been invited to attend the Sunday meeting to be held ,at the'Congress 
House at 12.30 P.M. These lists are almost but not quite identical. We are 
only really concerned , with the :first .. In this after 13 names of regular members 
of the Party we come to a number of persons,.some already: interested or likely 
to be so one 'way or another, arid .soine. belonging to thekiud of people whom; 
the Party'hoped to attract. For instance'no. ]5 Kl1atdikar is'the:gentleman t<!' 
w:qom I have already" referred, who 'in one letter, is called Jhurdekuq. After: 
him is Gajanan of the,Mnilic.ipal workers, a man who is' shown by the' Kranti 
of the 15th October 1927, a.passage translated at the request of the defence, to 
have been one of the representatives of the Union which wait.ed on the Muni
cipal Commissioner with a petition asking him. to acknowledge the Union. No. 
17 is D. B. Kulkarni of the G. LP. Ry. Union whose name will recur frequently . 
.After him isSandanand of the Bombay Port Trust Employees' Union, of whlch 
Mirajkar said he' was likely to take over charge. After him come Mr. Y. J. 
Meherally of the Youth Movement and Mr. Shringarpuri, both of whom we' have 
come across already. . RaII).Zan Ali of the Dockers' Union was doubtless .invited 
because this was one of the Union!! with:which the Party was seeking to get iri 
touch. Gopinath Singh of Lahore would appear to be tb,e.gentIeinan 'named in 
P. 1134, (I. C. 29), in connection with the meeting with Saklatwala at Delhi in 
March 1927. Then arterMuzaffar Ahm,ad we get Mrs. Dange, followed ,by an. 
actual woman worker of the Municipal workers and a peasant fr:'om Junna~ 
Talnk. Next is one P. J. Bhatt, a student of, the. R. L. Trust, and after him 
T. V. Parvati and V. ,H. Joshi, both connected with the Cawnpore Conspiracy 
case Defence Committee. The next is a Mr. Natesan"and,after, hini one ~hulmi 
Ram of the G. I. P. Staff Union, after whom comes the man who proposed the' 
boycott resolution which was supported by Dange accused at the Y Quth Con:
ference. This was Batliwala. The next . entry . is illuminating. It consists 
of two students from Wilson (i.e., Wilson College) " attending our class''', which, 
is no doubt a reference to the class ment.ioned by Spratt accnsed in P. 546 (10) 
(F. C. 455), where he says: "As to Bombay I do not know whathas happened, 
as 1 have not been there since March. . At that time a group of about 6 college 
students was meeting' regularly and discussing with W. and P. members OR 

theoretical subjects, and it was proposed to develop' this into a genuine youth 
organ." Lastly w~ come to Babu Alve, who iSM doubt the same as B., T. Alve; 
later on Treasurer of the Girni Kamgar Union. P.' 1348 (41) consists of two 
sheets of note paper containing manuscript notes headed" The W. P. P. Bom
bay, Enlarged E. C., 29th February 1928. The :word February is a slip of the 
pen as appears from, the heading of the .second .sheetwhich', describes this 
meeting as having been held on the 29th January" 1921". These notes are 
in the handwriting of Ghate accused, the first appears to be in the nature of an 
agenda, and the second has on it the signatu~esof theconirades and sympathisers 
who attended' the meeting. The comrades. concerned are : Nimbkar, Jhabwala, 
.Alve, Dange, Muzaffar Ahmad, Ghate; Mirajkar. Jog-Iekar and Spratt accused, 
and in addition there are signatures of Parw~ti, Gopinath Singh, Shah, A. B. 
Khardikar and a few others. Other documents in the same· connection are 
P.836 (I. O. 92) and P. 526 (27) (1. C. 93), notices issued by Mirajk~u' asSecre
tary of the Pa.rty to Thengdi and Spratt accusea on the 26th January 1928 and 
informing them that resolutions on. T. U. movement, organisation, general poli
tical situation, Youth movement" Simon Commission and peasant movement 
will be considered. ' These are the same resolutions which are mentioned iIi 
Ghate's notes, P. 1348 (41), with the names of some of the intended movers 
attached. The names given in this list tally with those which we find in Miraj
kar'a report to Thengdi 'accused, P. 835, (I. C. 94), written the same night 
after the meeting was over; with which he sent to Thengdi copies of all the, 
resolutions except that on Trade' Unions. About these r~solutionsMirajkar 
says: "These resolutions' are in the form of theses wherein our policy on 
various questions has been clearly laid down. These resolutions are open: for 
modifications at our n~xt annual meeting;" These resolutions are as follows :-

(1) Trade Union, moved by Jhabwala, P. 831. 

(2) Organisation, moved by: Mirajkar, P.'832 & P. 834. 

(3) Youth, moved by Ghate, P.' 8,33. 

'(4) Smori Commission, moved by"Joglekar, P. 833. 
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(5) Peasants, moved by Dange; P.S85. 
(6) General Politics.! Situation, m.oved by Shah, P. 886, which is to be 

found prInted as part'of " A Call. to Action". . .. .. ~ 

o. P •• 22. Subsequent to the meeting copies of· these resolutions. were 8~nt to Mu~~~~ 
Ahmad by post, hut were intercepted and withheld and are on the record as 6 
P. 2050 (1) to (-5). Their interception 'gave rise to a somewhat acrimonious 
correspondence on the part of Muzaffar Ahmad, who held the Bombay people 
responsible for the delay, vide P. 1848 C. (1. C. 113), and Ghate's attempts to 
give the soft answer which turneth away wrath in P. 2055 C. (I. C. 117), P. ~82, 
(I. C. 124) and P. 44~ (I. C. 142), the last of which only relates to an attempt 10 

\ to have the loss of the registered packet investigated. There is a slight diffeil'
ence between the resolutions intercepted en route to Muzaffar Ahmad and those 
actually po~ted, because the ones printed. are those which were passed by the 
annual meetmg, and, therefore, 'necessarlly have a few differences from the 
drafts approved at the Enlarged E. C. meeting 6 weeks earlier. 15 

. Taking these resolutions one by one, the nrst is that on the Trade Union 
Movement, for whic4 reference may be made to P. 831 (= 2050 (4» .. In this 
after commenting on the failure of present-day leaders to make the best use 
of the weapon they had helped to develop, the resolution comes to the task of 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party. About this it says: "The task of the . 20 
Party then is to transform existing organisations so that it will give expression. 
to real working class demands,. to make the leadership such that it will give a 
courageous, militant and corre'ct lead' to the workers. " After stating the prin-
ciple of one Trade Union for one industry, the resolution proceeds to state what 
must be the purpose of the Trade Union Congress in the following words:- 25 
" The T. U. C. must be made the' coordinating body linking up the activities 

o. P. ~3. and struggle of the workers throughout India, and in this sphere the members . 
of the Party. must play a big part. " Then it prescribes the duties of ~rades 
Councils and the need for 100 per cent. Trade Unionism, and in this connection 
it lays down that" The Councils set up bi the T. U. C. for this purpose must 3( 
get to work and members of the Party should use every effort to achieve this. 'f 
'Then ,we get stress on proper organisation of the Trade Unions and the 
necessity that " the officers should be actual workers and the' rank and DIe' 
should take a much greater part in running the· trade union~' f Then we come 
to Factory Committees and work among the Youth, and after that under the 3~ 
head of "Immediate Demands" it is stated that: '" Members of the Party 
should wherever practicable be members of Trade Unions actively participating 
in the work of the Union and "everyday struggle of the workers. It is necessary 
for our members to attend ~nsistently to their work in the T. U. Branch, B. C. 
and Management Committees. They should group around themselves the left 4(J 
wing and best elements in an organised fashion. To get th~ policy of the Party 
supported and prepare the future leadership of t.he T. U. Movement, a constant 
:fight is to be carried on against R,eformist Leadership, and to organise Circles 
and Classes on Trade Unionism.'· Then we get a programme of immediate 
demands and finally the resolution ends with the following paragraph :-" It is 45 
necessary for the Party to work out a programme of immediate demands for 
individual industries, such as one for riUners, one for Railwaymen, Tex,tile ete., 
with slogans that will rally the workers of those particular industries around 
the' Party in their struggle for better conditions." It will be noted that these 
are ideas with which we have become familiar in the documents of the Communist 50 

o. P. 424. International and its subordinate organisations which I have quoted already. 

The second of these resolutions is that on Organisation, P. 832, (P. 2050 
(1) ). In this we get again stress on the importance of participating in the 
everydav struggle in the following words :-" The Party must show the work~~s 
and peasnnts that it is acth'ely participating in their everyd!1y stnlg~le pohh- 55 
cally and indmltrially to rally them around the Party. ~Ithou! thiS f~nd~~ 
mental; all your energy w~ll be wasted and the Party .wll~ gaIn nothmg. 
Great emphasis is then laid on the need for the orga~sa.tlOn of the .Party. 
Under t.11is head we get as part of the plan of orgamsahon the setb~g up 
of groups ~n F'actories, Railways, Mines, etc., to 'York on the Factory Committees, 60 
and also the setting up of fractions or groups In ~. U. B~an.ches, Management 
Committees Executive Committees, etc. and. also In ProvInCIal Congress Com
mittees. This applies to the T. U. C. and A. I. C. CO" In addition Youth Org!lni
sations 8hould get to work in the existing Youth movements, Trade Umons 
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and Congress Committees etc., and a Women's Section should be set up. Under 
the heading." Operation of Organisation" we find it laid down that: " Study 
circles must be .started forthwith in orderthat.membel's· may understand aud 
correctly interpret Party Policy, and most important the application. " The 
.. ' of this l'esolution is de\'oted to details of organisation, such as the working of 

"iJranche~ aud groups, Branch Committees, Provincial Committees and the 
National Executive Committee. 

'l'he third resolution is that on Youth, P. 833,(P. 2050(2». At the time 
of' the l!:nlarged .E .. C. this resolution had attached to it al'esolution on the 
Simon Commission which naturally did not appear in the resolutions put befoi'e 
the annual meetillg as the occasion: had passed. The resolution on Youth is'a 
very ohort one,. and I need not quote much from it. The first paragraph states 
that: " The fundamental ta!lkofthe W. P. P. is to bring about an organised 
movemfmt oj' thl~workers, ppaRa:nt~ and the petty bourgeoisie for the attainme.."lt 
of freedom from Im.perialism, democracy and the emancipation of the toiling 
m3sses from poverly, ignorance and oppression." It proceeds to state that, 
" The working class is the only class which can undertake' the leadership of 
such.a movement. The W. P. P. must attract to its banner .the awakening forces 
of the Youth {'If India 'who must be organised in an independent organisation 
with certain functions.' " The reason for selecting the Youth for, this purpose is 
that it is the most vital section who are free from obsolete ideas and modes of 
thought, und have the idealism .and energy necessary to conduct a persisteut 
Campaihrtl of agitation, education and organisation among the working masses. 
The resolution on the Simon Commission which is linked with that on the Youth 
makes it quite clear that the W. P. P. are merely using the occasion of the Simon 
Commission, because it offers an opportunity to spread their docb:ines. They 
say: " It gives the Nationalist movement a chance to rally the Nation once 
more to the call of lrulependence and the solution of its problems of poverty and 
misery. This opportunity must be seized." Then again they say: "'We wel
come support from any quarter. But we desire to warn the Nation in general 
against ine dangers to be expected from the participation and the leadership I')f 
a certain Fection (If the bourgeoisie." And the resolution goes on to criticise 
bourgeois nationalism on the usual lines and to recommend carrying on the 
campaign for lJoycott and independence with the greatest possible energy. In 
this connection" the Hartal must be made complete and strikes of workers be 
held on as large a scale as possible. Demonstrations must be held demanding 
independence and the solution of our pressing economic and political problems." 
Then the l'esolution proceeds to put forward the slogan of the convening of a 
Natir)llalConstituent Assembly, elected by universal adult suffrage. The Party 
caUs on. the .. 1. I. '1'. U. C. to insist in the name of the orgamsed workers on a 
Constituent Assembly. and to present to the conference (at Delhi) the demand'!, 
political and ];conomic, which the workers will make upon any Swaraj Govern
mtlnt.· At the end of this resolution are two paragraphs in the handwriting of 
l\[ira.ikar accused which run as follows :- ' 

.. Pa1'ty members must take part in the organisation of Hartals ~nd strikes 
on February 3rd and must arrange a demonstration on' that day with the follow-
ing slogans :- . 

, Down with Imperialism and Simon Commission. Complete Independe.ace. 
National Constituent Assembly. Votes for all. A living wage. The Eight hour 
day. l,aud to the peasants '." . 

It may be noted that a typed copy of this Simon Commission resolution P. 
1348. (42), which was recovered in the search of the office of the W. P. P. Bombay 
has on.it a ])o~C in the handwriting of Nimbkar accused. "J oglekar accused 
moves It, unammously passed, to be sent to the press " which is exactly what 
appears from Mirajkar accused's letter, P. 835.' . 

. THe next resolution is that on the General Political Situation, which was 
mtercepted on the war to Muzaffar Ahmad is P. 2050 (5). It is not printed 
under that number, but will be found with some very slight modifications in 
"A Call to. Action:" Another copy of 'it was item no. 9 in P. 1209, a file 
headed 4' ·Worke.rs' and Peasants' Party" tecovered in' the search of the 
Karan1;i o~ce (Search list P. 1200, P. W. 218, Sub-Inspector Tawade). This 
resolubon IS a .ery lengthy affair covering over 18 printed pages of foolscap. 
-f\.fter an introduction it discusses the international position and under the head
mg " Prospect of War" lays stress, as do an such docUments emanating from 
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this particular 'source, on the danger of an attack on Russia, because the Soviet 
Republics constitute a menace to the stability of Imperialism and capitalist 
exploitation, and as in so many of their books we find the Party concluding that: 
" The political necessity of seeking support within the colonies combined with 
economic developments dictates the fundamental line of Imperialist political 5 

. policy within India-the extension of the alliance with the Indian Upper ClasseR 
(Feudal rulers, Landlords etc.) to the bourgeoisie as a whole." This is followed 
by an allalysis of the position of the British bourgeoisie in Iudia, and it is .stated 
under this head tbat " The Policy of Imperialism in India to retain its position of 
dominance is threefold. (1) It secures firm control of the chief industries, com- 10 
munications, administration, etc. and extends the area of its support among the' 
ruling, landowuing and bourgeois classes in India. (2) By encouraging internal 
co\,-flicts of various kinds it disintegrates the forces of opposition to it. (3) It 
conducts a policy of direct suppression of movements dangerous to its rule." 
After enlarging on this subject the resolution deals with the position of tbe 15 
Indian bourgeoisie, conciuding with 'the statement that: " The essence of the 
policy of the bourgeoisie as a whole .and now even of the left section is com
promise with Imperialism................ The bourgeoisie by the policy of 
acquiescence are obstructing the progress of India.... The bourgeoisie is 
oPPosfld to the interests of the masses and is afraid of their movement. It 20 
deserted and broke up the N. C. O. movement for fear of mass action and for 
the Rame rt~ason seeks to keep the labour movement under its control. The 
bourgeoisie as a whole can no longer be looked upon as the leader of the national 
movement ill the iuter'ests of the mass of the Indian people. "The resolution 
proceed.s to aualyse the position of the petty bourgeoisie, .peasants and the 25 
wor];:ers, and after a paragraph on recent developments leads up to. what is 
called a II conclusion ", in which the possibility of useful leadership by tIle 
bOll1'geoisie is rejected and the conclusion which we might expect from all the 

. evid.ence alluded to earlier is reached in the following sentence :--
II All c}.perience of similar movements shows that the Industrial working 30 

class alone is fitted to lead this struggle through to the end, and to fight con
sistently for the interests of all the Indian people. . . .. . . . . . . . It is therefore 
essential that the working class organisations, the trade unions and T. U. C., 
fight and obtain freedom from bourgeois control, under which most of them now 
exist ... ~ ........ , . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . . 35 

Uuder the leadership of the induRtrial workers, the movement of the masses 
can go forward to abolish foreign exploitation, to establish democracy, and those 
elementary pre-requisites of life which 95 per cent. of the population of India still 
lack. By means of strikes, demonstrations, hartals and the more laboriouR means 
of organisation and education, the class-consciousness and the solidarity of the 40 
masses will be raised to tho lpvel necessary before its task can be achieved." 
A little further on we begin to come to the functions of the W. P. P. in the 
following passage :-. 

" This mass movement is slowly developing. But in the early stages it 
requires conscious and intelligent guidance and this is the function of the 45 
Workers' and Peasants' Party. The Party has its task to gather all sincere 
fighting dements from the ranks of the workers, the peasants, the exploited 
middle class and the militant National movement, and to fuse them into one 
united w]lOJe for conducting their united struggle. It will establish particularly 
close relations with the youth, the future leaders of the country, and the trade 50 
unions, the sourCE' from which most of its strength will be drawn." 

']'hen follows an estimate of the present political situation, which le'ads to 
tho last division of the resolution headed" Tasks of the Party." 

The second pliragraph deals with the Party programme in regard to the 
Simon Commission in terms similar to those we have met with already.. 55 

" The policy of the Party must be to carry forward the campaign for the 
boycott of the Commission to the utmost extent in spite of any sabotage. Strikes 
and hartalsmust be encouraged and the masses brought into the.movement by 
aflsociating their demands with the national slogans. The campaign must 
demand complete national independence and must work for the calling of a 60 
COllstitut'nt AF.Rembly, elected by universal adult suffrage etc." After this we 
come to pror,rammes, which are on the usual familiar lines. In connection with 

. International affairs I note that it is laid down that: "The League against 
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Imperialism must be supported, and its propaganda for the alliance of the revo
lutionary Labour movement and the colonial revolutionary movements be 
assisted. Solidarity must be encouraged with the Russian and Chinese revo-

o. P. 430. luticms, particularly in view of the d~ger of w~." It is important to note 
that in P. 2365 entitled" The Commurust InternatIOnal between the 5th and the 5 
6th W orId Congresses, 1924 to 1928," which ~s described as a r~port on ~he 
position in all seciion~ of the W:orld CommumstParty and w~ICh contams 
sectional reports covenng the period up to .May l~t, .1928, yre fin~ m the chapter 
on 'India J a section headed "Commurust achVIty" m whICh two of the 
passages which I have quoted above, (1) that on the policy of the Party in 10 
reO'ard t~ the boycott of the Simon Commission and (2) that on freeing the 
w;rkiug.e1ass crO'anisations, the T. U. 's and the T. U. C. from bourgeois control, 
are quoted at le:gth. The whole of the chapt~r o~ , India' beginning .f!omthe 
middle of .,page 473 to the end is most suggeshve m regard to the pOSItIOn anf! 
objects of the 'Yorkers' and Peasants' Party, and I shall ha~e to refer, to It .15 
again. It may be noted also that this resolution was moved at the meetmg ·of 
the EnlarO'ed Executive Commitee by Shah, but at the annual meeting of the 
Party the °mover was Dange, vide P. 1344, the Minutes of the E. C. meeting of 
the 15th :March 1928 and the report in the same exhibit of the first annual 
general meeting on the 18th March. In this connection it will be remembei'ed 20 
that in the notes P. 1373 (2) of a meeting held evidently at Madras on the 28th 
December 1927, the members present decided to formulate a thesis on the existing 
situation, international and internal, economic and political, and hence'to devise 
a comprehensive programme of work and sketch of future lines of developments, 
relations to other parties and social groups and organisations. Comrades C. G. 25 
Shah and S. A. Dange were iJommissioned to prepare a draft of this thesis. That 
is no doubt why it was moved by Shah on one occasion and Dange on another. 

o. P. 431. On the 3rd Fehruary 1928 the Simon Commission landed at Bombay. 'rhe 
Workers' and Peasants' Party of Bombay took a considerable part in organising 

O.P.432. 

the demonstrations which took place on this- occasion. The evidence of P. W. 30 
253, Suh Inspector Kothare, on this point is as follows :-

" I attended some meetings held under the auspices of the Bombay Pro~ 
vincial Congress Committee in January 1928 in regard to the Simon Commission 

I' boycott. They began about a fortnight before the Hartal, and were organised in 
different wards. The propaganda was carried on by the propaganda sub-com
mittee of the B. P. C. C. In those meetings generally members of the B. P. C. C. 
spoke. Practically in all of them Nimbkar, Joglekar and Jhabwala accused and 
'Mr .. Ginwala und Jehangir Patel spoke anCl Spratt accused sometimes. Other 
Congress leaders also used to speak. The. programme for 3rd l!'ebruary was 
prepared by the B. P. C. C. I knaw it through the circulars and the various 
meetirJgs; "from which it would appear that Jhabwala Nimbkar and JogJekar 
were taking a very active part in the organisation ·of the hartal under the aus
pices of the B. P. C. C. P. 544 (1) are notes recovered in the search of the Bengal 
W. P. P. office" which have been dmlcribed as operation orders. They have a note 
on them" For Mr. Nimbkar. Municipal Union. Very urgent. 3rd Feb: " 
Item 7 in this docUl;nent s~ates ~ha~ " all work is to be done under· the auspices 
of the Hartal C(lmllllttee With MIraJkar and Spratt as Secretary." Item 9 says: 
" FuI.I prog~amme to be r~port~d to public cont~uously for 7 days from now~" 
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In thIS parbcular cOlmectlOn NImbkar accused hImSelf put in a series of issnes 
of the Bombay Chronicle,D 202 to D 220, which so far as they state facts in 50 
regard to himself, ~re clearly relevant as admissions; and they show that fcom, 
tha 19th January l'lpht up to the 13th February Nimbkar accused was makinO' 
daily f;peeches outhning and preparing. for the' programme to be carried out 
on the Srd February. There is a certain amount of other evidence both oral and 
docn;mentll;ry, about t?is de~onstration of the 3rd February, ';hichdeserves 
c~:m';llderatIO~. One of these IS a document, P. 548 (5) rejected by theprosecu
bon but put lU by Spratt accused as a defence exhibit, one part of which consists 
of a letter to some .n~wspaper fro:n R: S. N., ~. N. J., and P. S. writing as 
members of ~he M~mClpal Worker:~ Stnke COID.mlttee, responsible for arrangi.ug 
the one day s stnke o,?- the ll!-ndmg of the Commission. Apart from the sig
natures the three m?st mtercstmg passages a~e. t~e following: In the paragraph 
marl~ed (1) th? wx;ters say: " ~~t any ~ohbClan of sense uses such occasions 

. as thIS fo~ the Iallymg.and orgamsmg of hIS forces .. The strike of the Municipal 
Workers IS not .60 much against the Commission; as a: preparation for the day 

. when. the ol'gamsed workers shall by direct action win Swaraj for India, anCl 
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themselves." In the paragraph marked (7) the writers ·say that they wish 
to express their resentment at the reflections on the character· of Mr. Jhabwala 
and fldd : " It is hardly necessary to remind readers of a Bombay newspaper of 
the enormous amount of self-sacrificing work which Mr. ·Jhabwala is doing Rnd 
has done for many years in the organisation of labour." Thirdly in what 5 
appears to be the actual third paragraph of the letter (Note: this document is 
not v(~ry easy to follow particularly in the printed exhibit) I may quote the 
following passage in which speaking of the importance of the Labour Movement 
being also a political movement the writers say: " This belief, (namely 'that 

o. P. 433. political affairs are of no concern to workers) which we hold to be false, is very 10 
widespread in India, even in the Labour movement. The fact is that worker8, 
perhaps more than any o.!her class, are interested in the dominant political 
ql\estion of trade and must if Swaraj is to be attained at all, take a very 
prominent part, as they have in China in that attainment. It is the. duty or a 
farsighted labour leader to train and educate workers to realise, the best meall$ 15 
of such training being, as always, action. This duty is a difficult one, and a 
leader who ulidertakes it is liable at first to lose popularity and to be upset 
and ousted. by any reactionary demagogue (always more influential than a 
progressive demagogue) who plays upon the natural fears which all men enter-
tain in face of a dangerous policy, however necessary and salutary it may be. 20 
It is fatal to leave these things to politically minded, i.e. middle and upper class 
Indians." . 

o. P. 434. Another comment on the part taken. in the Simon Commission Hartal, looking 
at what might be called the bright side of it, is to be found in P 826, the Sec
retary's report presented to the Annual Meeting of the W. P. P. of Bombay on 25 
the 18th· .March ·1928. In this the Secretary writes, " In 1927 and 1928 the 
Congress tried to lay before the A. I. C. C. a comprehensive programme of mass 
organisation and make the Congress accept a radical move to action. But the 
bourgeois leadership out-voted us. . 

In spite of that, we had occasion to demonstrate the correctness of our 30 
policy on the Hartal question· on February 3rd, 1928. While other classes did 
play their part, the most active, prominent and organised part was· undertaken 
and worked out successfully by the E!tudents youths and the workers in Bombay. 
Mr. Jhabwala was especially instrumental in linking the Simon Hartal with the 
workers, and the huge workers' procession was greatly organised by him along 35 
with Mr. P. Spratt and Nimbkar." 

That was the Party view of the matter only a month or so later. Much the 
same point of view is to ;be found expressed in P 2365, from which I quoted a 
page or so further back, where the report on the Indian Section states, " It was 
by its (the Bombay W. P. Po's) initiative in organisation that 30,000 workers of 40 
Bombay assembled in a separate political demonstration with revolutionary 
slogans on the occasion (of the visit) of Simon Commission to India and in con
nection with the national campaign of boycott against the Commission." Much 
the same point of view is also expressed in Spratt's letter to Page Arnot P 526 
(38) (F. C. 368) dated the 11th February 1928 in which he says, " We had an 45 
excellent Hartal here and the students' and workers' strikes were a great suc-
cess. " Mirajkar accused directly claims that responsibility for the success of 

O.P.435. the demonstrations belongs to the W. P. P.Re says on page 1444 of the state
ments of the accused, " I did participate and actively organised the Simon Hartal 
day on the 3rd February 1928. I was also a member of the Workers' Committee 50 
formed to organise this Hartal. The W. P. P. of Bombay was to a large extent 

, responsible for the successful demonstrations and meetings that took place in 
Bombay on that day. But for the Party the Hartal would not have been stiffened 
and so actively ol1ganised as we did." Nimbkar accused deals with this matter 
on pages 3046-3048 of the statements of the accused and gives a very full account 55 
of th~ active part taken by himself and all the prominent members of the W. P. P. 
in working up the demonstrations on this day.· But whatever he did then he 
now attaches a very special importance to the occasion as he says that" the 3rd 
February demonstration was the beginning ~f a new stage of development in 
which the masses entered the political field as an independent political force 60 
under the lead of their own Party and organisations. They marched in large 
numbers from one end of the city to the other, waving black flags, with red arm-
lets, with the sloguns of their class demands such as, 'I Eight hours working 
day" and U Living wage "." Reference may also be made in this connection 
to P 548 (6), a leaflet issued by the Bombay Municipal Workmen's Union on this. 65 
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occasion which was recovered in the search of the office of the W. P. P. of 
Bengal. 

Another exhibit which gives the W. 'Po P. the fullest credit for the results 
produced on this occasion is the Labour Monthly for June 1928, part of P 1212; 
page 338 a passaO'e in the" notes of the month". A typed copy of these parti
cular notes of th: month was found in the office of the' Kranti and is item 4 of 
P 1220. The important passage runs as follows : " Even more significant, the 
struggle of the workers has' already taken on a political as well as. economic, 
character. In the demonstrations against the landing of the Simon Commission 
at Bombay, on February 3, ............ tpe lea~ng role was played by the 
workers under their own leadership and behind theIr own slogans. In defiance 
of the Government prohibition, 30,000 "Yorkers demonstrated in the streets, l~d 
by the Central Committee of the Workers' and Peasants' Party; and theIr 
slogans were: " Eight-Hour Day" ; " I.Jiving Wage" ; " Down with B.ritish 
Imperialism"; "Nothing Short of Independence"; and "Constituent 
Assembly". As against this, bourgeois nationalism attempted no militant 
demonstration ; and its only slogans were : " Simon, go back" ; " No Repre
sentation, No Commission" and" 'Swaraj is our Birthright". February 3~ 
1928, is a powerful first signal of the future form of the national struggle. " And 
much the same ",iew of the Hartal will be. found expressed in the article headed 
" The Significance of 3rd February" in the Masses of India for April 1928, of 
which one copy was found with Sohan Singh Josh accused and is part of P 895 
and another with Nimbkar accused and is part of P 1788. The real reason for 
the significance attached to public demonstrations of this' kind which bring the 
workers into the streets emerges in the last three paragraphs of this article, 
where, after discussing the Hartal at Bombay, the writer goes on to describe the 
violent outbreak of the masses on the same day in Madras. There according 
to his account th~ masses " broke loose from the cramping leadorship of the local 
Congress Comnuttee and spread over the whole city striking' terror in the' heart 
of the imperialist oppressors. With nothing more left than stones in their hands 
t~ey defied the P?Iice to fire, laid s.iege to the imperialist institution of oppres, 
SlOn .called the HIgh Court of Justice, and destroyed by fire and la:id low by 
physIcal assault imperialist property and imperialist persons. . 
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Instead of the 'bourgeois nationalist force of criticism there was for one day 
the proletarian criticism of force. 35 

Imagine arms instead of stones in the hands of the masses ; imagine a revolu
tionary programme of action and revolutionary slogans on their banners ; a riot 
will then become an insurrection for the seizure of power." 

Unfortunately the very fact that the work on this occasion was in the main 
carried out through the Bombay Provincial Congress Committee and under its 40 
auspices, resulted in the Party not getting all the credit thB;t wa~ due to them 
for its success. What dawned upon them later on was that m thIS matter they 
had really been submerged in the Congress, which had reaped the fruits of their 
labour. Some time in September 1928 there was a conference of leading mem: 
bers of theW orkers' and Peasants' Party at Bombay to which I shall come in 45 
due course arid of which we have manuscript notes in the handwriting of Spratt 
and Bradley accused. In P. 526 (32) there is a portion of the notes made by 
Spratt accused on this occasion. They are as follows: " SimOll Hartal-W.& p,. 

o. P. 438. Party did not act officially-simply through Congress-Party issued manifesto 
and resolutions-submerged itself in Congress-President of P. C. C. altered 50 
resolution, and W. & P. fraction brought vote of censure still pending-allowed 
them to capture mass meeting." Bradley accused's notes in the same connec-
tion are as follows:" Bombay P. C. C. Hartal conducted by B. P. C. C.-
W. & P. P~ submerged itself in Congress but issued a manifesto-W."& P. P. con
ducted by P. members, could work-Mr. Naidu altered Benares resolution on 55 
boycott and was condemned by B. P. C. C." Both these sets of notes indicate 
that on further consideration, at a later stage, of the results of the Hartal the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party recognised that whether or not it was they who 
had really been responsible· for its success, it was not they who had reaped the 
full benefit, and this may be the explanation of the fact that on the occasion of 60 
the second visit of the Simon Commission to India it was not the Bombay W. P. P. 
which took an enthusiastic interest but the Bengal Party, which had taken only a 
feeble interest in its first visit. 

LelJMCC 
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On the 8th February 1928, as we find from P 1344, a meeting of the E. C. 
of the Bomhay W. P. P. was held in which the draft open letter to the All-Partie8 
Conference was discussed and adopted and in which it was decided to send a 
circular letter to all Indian trade unions regarding the affiliation of the A. I. T. 
U. C. to the I. F. T. U. Two days later, on the 10th February, a copy of this 5 
open letter was sent by Mirajkar accused to Thengdi accused in P1831C; This 
open letter follows somewhat similar lines to Spratt's statement" Labour and 
Swaraj " (P 78). It rejects the idea of framing a CJ)nstitution and declares that 
theAll-Parties Oonference or the National Congress must decide to convene a 
national Constituent Assembly which shall undertake the tasks of drafting a .10.' 
constitution and beginning the solution' of the pressing economic and social 
problems which confront it. The Constituent Assembly is of course to be elected 
~ universal adult suffrage and other demands are made of the usual kind, for 
freedom of organisation, speech and the press, universal primary education, eight 
hour 'day, minimum wage, nationalisation of the chief services and basic 15 
industries and the like. Another P'oint found in the minutes of this meeting is 
the appointment of 4. members to attend the E. C. of the T. U. C. to be held at 
Delhi. These were Dange, J oglekar, Niml;>kar and Thengdi, and it was of course 
in connection with this meeting that the circular letter regarding the affiliation 
to the I. l~. 'r. U. was to be drafted. P 1348 (46) is the original draft of this 20 
letter in Spratt accused's handwriting, while other copies of it are P 827 (1) 
(I. C.102), P 828 and P 37 (recovered in the search of K. L. Ghosh accused). In 
.this letter the E. C. of the W. P. P. speaking generally attack the Second Inter
national and the I. F. T. U., and recommend that if any affiliation is to be con
sidered it should be in favour of the R. I. L. U. Mirajkar's letter P 827 forward- 25 
ing a copy of this circular letter is dated 11th February 1928. On the 14th 
February Dange accused issued a personal circular letter of his own, a copy of 
which, P 1384 (3), was found with Mukerji accused in a file of Bengal North 
Western Railwaymen's Union correspondence which was composed mainly of 
correspondence of the A. I. T. U. C. In this he suggested that the reopening of 30 
the question which had been decided at the open Congress at Cawnpore was 
ultra vires and that a point of order should be raised. This was accompanied by 
a personal letter to Mukerji accused pressing him to attend the Delhi meeting and 
to oppose affiliation to the I. F. T. U. 

Spratt accused' along with Dange accused attended the A. I. T. U. C. Execu- 35 
tive Committee meeting at Delhi on the 26th February (Vide Spratt's letter to 
Muzaffar Ahmad, P 479 (I. C.120» as also. did Thengdi accused. There seems 
to liave been some idea of holding a C. P; I. Conference at Delhi then, as appears 
from P 2055C, a copy of a letter dated 27th February 1928 from Ghate accused 
to Muzaffar Ahmad in which he mentions Dange's absence at Delhi. The refer- 40 
ence to this proposal is as follows : " Did you hear from Habib? He and Shafiq 
wanted to hold a C. P. I. Conference at Delhi and I wired to him saying that it 
was not possible to hold it now and we sent U smani with detailed instructions. 
Dange must have explained to them by now. Spratt also is at Delhi at present." 45. 
Further on in t.his letter Ghate mentions the postponement of the Annual Meet-
ing to the 18th .of March. The contents thus contain considerable evidence of the 
genuineness of this letter which is also one of those in regard to the disappearance 
of the registered packet containing copies of the resolutions passed at the 
Enlarged E. C. Meeting in January. This letter also contains a reference to 
Gossain which is no doubt another name for Goswami, a fact which is indeed 50 
proved by the referElnces in P 546 (4) and P 568 to a paper on" Present Day 
India " to be read by Gossain which P 568 shows. was to be read by Goswami. 
An account of the E. C. meeting at Delhi is to be found in the A. I. T. U. bulletin, 
D. 274, but all that is necessary from the point of view of the case is obtainable 
from Spratt's own letter, P 479 (I. C. 120), and his notes taken at the meeting, 55 
D 145 (30). In this he says, " We succeeded for the time in stopping the attempt 

O.P.44l. to affiliate to the I. F. T. U. Purcell, Joshi etc were very keen on it." So that 
the crusade against the affiliation to the I. F. T. U. was ~uccessful. The group's 
efforts ill connect.ion with the W. W. L. I. were less successful, as he writes, " The 
other business was not of great interest except the decision that the W. W. L. T.. 60 
is no longer necessary as the British T. U. C. is now in direct touch with the 
Indian T. U. O. This is regrettable, and Dange and Thengdi opposed it." Then 
there is an interesting little touch in regard to finances at the beginning of the 
letter where Spratt says, " I have every hope of being able to leave Bombay.for 
Calcutt~ thi~ week, in consequenee of a resolution of the E. C .. of the T. U. C. 65 
whereby Kishorilal and myself are to inquire into the Bengal Unions and report 
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on their existence or otherwise. My" travelling expenses will be paid, so apart 
from work here, there is no obstacle. Thanks for you~ invitation' to the 
Peasants' and Workers' Party Conference." The remark about the payment ,of 
expenses makes it quite clear that, whatever he may say to the contrary, Spratt 
was not living on the 500/- monthly average income which he implies is what he 5 
was receiving. If he had been, the question of his travelling expenses being paid 
would not have been one of any importance. 

On his way back from Delhi to Bombay Spratt accused appears to have gone 
to Lahore, as he mentions going there in a letter to Page Arnot dated Bombay the 
9th of March P 526 (46) (I. C. 384) with which may be read the evidence of 
P. W. 170 P. C. ~<\nwar Ali Shah and P. W. 171, Sub-Inspector Phoni Bhushan, 
who saw him leaving Lahore for Delhi on the 3rd March 1928, and P. W. 179, 
Sub-Inspector Arjun Singh who deposes that on the 3rd March 1928 he attended 
a meeting at Bradlaugh Hall, Lahore, at which Spratt, Dange, Majid and Sahgal 
were present. 

Spratt's stay at. Bombay on this occasion was .very short. On .the 15th 
March an Eo C. meetmg of" the W. P. P. was held (vIde P 1344) at whICh Spratt 
does not seem to have been present, but at which it was decided that a new group 
be added called the Youth Group, and among the E. C. members proposed for 
the following year Spratt accused's name appears against the Youth Group 
although the resolution regarding the youths was to be moved before the Annual 
Meeting by Ghate accused. At the actual General Meeting on the 18th as tht' 
minutes show a motion was moved by comrade J oglekar and seconded by comrade 
Nimbkar to add a fifth group called the" Youth Group " and this was 
unanimously adopted and P. Spratt was elected group leader. All of this how
ever took place in his absence, as by the time the General Meeting took place he 
had arrived in Calcutta. 

" The chief documents in regard to tbe Annual Meeting are: (1) P 826 the 
Secretary's report presented to the conference and giving an account of the 
work of the past year; (2) the detailed minutes which form part of P 1344 and 
with which may be read the notice P 1348 (13) issued by Mirajkar accused as 
Secretary; and (3) the short notice which is item 3 in P 1209 and is printed under 
that exhibit. Taking the last of these documents first there is not really very 
much in it of importance which does not appear in the other documents" except 

" the last paragraph near the foot of page 60 of the printed exhibit. In this the 
new Secretary S. V. Ghate, writing on the 20th March 1928, records (this report 
seems to have been intended for the newspapers) that" the conference instead 
of passing resolutions, adopted a number of theses analysing each problem in 
its historical and present aspect, in the light of the party's principles and arriv
ing at a conclusion and programme of work to be followed during the next year." 
After mentioning the other theses of which I have spoken already the report men
tions that one of the theses was a statement of the party's attitude towards the 
Congress and present labour leadership. This thesis has been mentioned earlier. 
Turning to P 826, this is clearly an authoritative account of the activities of the 
party during the year, on which we are entitled to rely as an admission on the 
part of all the members of the party. Under the head of Sectional Reports we 
get an account of the activities of the party under the heads Trade Unions, 
Congress Section, Youth Conferences, Propaganda Section (with sub-heading 
Meetings, Manifestoes and Publications) and .Peasants. Under the first head 
we find it stated that" the T. U. Section could influence the Delhi Session of the 
A. I. T. U. C. (March 1927) which is apparent from the partiallv changed tone 
of the resolutions passed. Comrade Saklatvala also was a great asset to the 
Delhi Congress. " Oddly enough there is no mention in this report of the Cawn
pore Congress at the end of 1927 but that may very well be because the person 
responsible for this report was Mirajkar accused and he probably based it largely 
on T. U. lender Joglekar accused's report of the 21st April 1927, P 1348 (12). 
~e report goes on "Party members have found their way to some of the 
!D-mor offices of the A. I. T. U. C. But as the real work lies in directly organis
mg the workers, members have concentrated on establishing contacts with some 
of the existing unions and also building up new ones. At present, Party mem
bers are more 01' less connected with the Textile Workers' Union (Girni Kamgar 
Mahamandal), the G. I. P. General Employees' Union, and are directly 
responsible for the Municipal Workers' Union, the Dock Workers' Union and 
the ?ress. Workers' p"nion:" After this there follow a couple of paragraphs 
dealing With the T~xtIle strikes and the patt taken by the Party therein. ," These 
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are followeu by a reference to the E. O. meeting ,of the T. U. O.held 'at Delhi on 
the 26th l!'ebruary 1928 and to the circular issued by the Party opposing the 
affiliation to the I. F. T. U. which was there proposed. 

In the Congress Section we get a mention of the election of Nimbkar and 
Joglekar to the A. I. O. O. and to the fact that the Secretary of the B. P. O. O. 5 
for two successive years has been a member of the Party. After this there are 
paragraphs on the Simon Oommission Hartal and the Youth Oonferences which 
have been quoted before and I need not therefore quote them again. 

Ooming to the Propaganda Section we get a list of the meetings for which 
the Party claims to have been responsible. The occasions of these were Lenin 10 
Day, Welcome to Saklatvala, Welcome to Dange on his release from jail, May 
nay Celebration, Welcome to Usmani on his release jail, Anniversary of 
Russian Revolution and Sacco-Vanzetti murder condemnation. This is followed 
by a list of manifestoes, namely those to the A. I. O. O. for its meetings in 
Gauhati, Bombay and Madras (the last 2 of these are P 843 and P 23), manifesto 15 
to the Bombay Presidency Youth Oonference (P 546 (11», another to the All 
India Youth Conference held on the 28th, December .1927 which is described as 
newspaper publication, manifesto of Simon Commission (P 1348 (49», and open 
letter to the All Party Conference (P 1831C). Under the head Publications we 
find the speeches of Sacco and'Vanzetti before the tribunal, and the Kranti. 20 
The report relating to the Peasants Section takes up two lines only and states 

o. P. 445. that the Executive is considering its policy on peasants question and will soon 
issue its report. This report may be said to be typical of the amount of interest 
which the Party took in the Peasants Section. It may be noted incidentally that 
at least one of these meetings, which are described as the work of the Propaganda 25 
Section of the W. P. P., was actually held under the auspices of the C. P. I. 
although as I have shown already the expenses were paid by the W. P. P. This 
was the meeting at which Usmani was welcomed on his release from jail, the 
report of which is P 1684. Another point worth noting is the strong family 
l'esemblance between the list of campaigns carried out by the E. C. C. I. with the 30 
support of the Agitation sub-department and the list which is given at page 40 
of P 2365. 

Coming now to the minutes of the meeting. The fair minutes are those 
recorded in P 1344, and some rough notes are on the file as P 1348 (17). In 
these minutes afl in the Secretary's report P 1209 we find a mention of messages 35 
being read from Bakhale presumably on behalf 'of the A. I. T. U. C., from the 
C. P. G. B., and from the Peasants' League Moscow, which in the rough notes 
is described as Moscow letter. Another item of business of some importance was 
tile consideration of the formation of the A. I. W. & P. P., as also 'the question 
of electing delegates to the A. I. W. P. Conference to be held at Calcutta in April 40 
next but which were left to the new Executive Corn,mittee. The rough notes also 
contain a reference to a suggestion that Nimbkar accused and IJalji Pendse should 
go as a delegation to Ali Bagh and explore the possibility of organising the 
peasants in the Colaba District. I do not think there is anything to show what if 
anything came of this. 45 

o. P. 446. ':rhere is an interesting piece of evidence of the very paternal interest taken 
by Moscow in the work being done in India by the Left Wing of the T. U. C. and 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party to be found in the Eastern and Colonial 
Bulletin issued by the R. I. L. U. recovered in the search of the Kranti office and 
marked P 1201 and in another issue of the same recovered in the search of the 50 
Bombay W. P. P. and marked P 1367. P 1201 contains 4 issues of this Bulletin 
but the one which is of interest in'this connection is Volume I No.8 dated January 
15, 1928., In this we find first an article on the Eighth Indian Trade Union 
Congress held at Cawnpore in the course of which the writer says, " Another 
important feature of the last Congress was the formation of a Left Wing mak- 55 
ing its preflenco felt in energetic speeches, resolutions and proposals, while not 
numerically strong enough to carry its own resolutions through to the end and 
frequently suffering defeat in voting. This Left Wing was an undoubted factor 
jn giving a labour character to the Congress. Its representatives helped the 
Congress to expose the true role of the British Labour Party and the British 60 
T. U. C. as the agents of British Imperialism, ....... The growing importance 
of the Left Whlg showed itself also in the elections to ruling posts in the Congress 
for next ycar. Thus as Vice Chairman was elected Thengdi, Chairman of the 
Bombay W. & P. P., one of the most active Left workers, Under-Secretary Dange, 
a Communisil"entenced after the Cawnpore process in 1924 and not long ago let 65 
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'out :0£·. prison:'~: ThiEl JirtiCl~ is followed·' by an 'atticla'Ol1: the Indill1t '. Workers' 
and:Peasallts~ Party. . In. this- the writer says in thasetlond paragraph that" the 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties which came into ,being in 1927 played an 
important part in arousing the class. consciousness and activity of the Indian 

O.P.~7. .'working class. TheSE! . Parties erist in the following provinces, Bombay, Bengal, - 5 
Rajputnna (Ajmer) and Punjab. Before 1927 the only one of these Parties 
was in Calcutta, and all the rest sprang up during the last 10 months. " (I think 
,the writer was heing a little previous in regard to the Punjab Party which was 
. not 'really formally established_ for several months after this). The article goes 
on to give some account of the activities of the BO:inbay Party in the Indian 10 
National Congress;' Ther~ is if. good deal of repetition, it seems to me, in this 
article, but after dealing with the work in the National Congress and the 
,A. I. 'r. U. C. the writer devotes a paragraph to the organisational work done 
! by the W; P. P.e among the industrial workers in the principal centres of India. 
The details he-giYes however relate to Bombay only. "There It, he says, "many 15 
Trade Unions have been set up with the direct participation of the W. P. p.s 
and have been carrying on under the leadership of representatives of the Parties. 
A big textile workers'strike was conducted ·by the Bombay W. P. P. in August 
1927 ending in It complete victory for the workers. In 1927 this Party organised 
enormous demonstrations on May Day and the 'renth Anniversary of the October 20 
Revolution, drawing into these vast numbers of workers." And the writer con
cludes with the following complimentary remarks, " In conclusion it is not too 
much to flay that the young W.J>. P.s of India (especially that in Bombay) have 
,accomplished great work during the short period of· their existence. A definite 
progtamme of national revQlution has been drawn up and extensive work 25 
developed among the toiling masses of India. With the cooperation of the Com
,munist Party I.eft revolutionary. groups have been formed in the A. I. National 
Congress and the Indian Congress of_Trade Unions." 

o. P. WI. In the next issue of this Bulletin dated February 15, 1927 (P. 1367) there 
is an article entitled" New British Imperialist Policy in India and Tasks of 30 
the Left Wing". In this article, on .page 14, the writer speaks of -the absence 
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of organisations' such as would have hindered the Government policy which he 
had described as being in operation. He goes on to say, ",A Communist Party 
in ~ndia w~s organised only in 1926 and is still numerically extremely weak. 
-It was followed by the organisation of Peasants' and Workers' Parties in the 35 
provinces of :Bombay, Rajputana, Bengal, etc. The most important of these 
was the Bombay W, P. P. These Parties meet with great obstacles in their 
work in B~ngal where the Swarajists are still strong. 'J;he revival in. the 
Labour Movement in India in 1925 is shown by the increased number of the 
organised workers and the growth of the strike movement as well as by the 40 
springing up of the W. P. Parties. - ,Strikes became more frequent on the 
railways, despite the fact that extremely moderate elements are at the head of 
the Transport Workers' Unions. Strikes were even declared by such backward 
categories of workers as the, Madras Oil workers." And he goes in in a 
similar vein toruscuss the Cawnpore Congress of the A. I. T. U. C. and at the 45 
bottom of the page says, " The creation of a Left Wing-'-the core of which 
are the ·W. & P. o~ganisations, especially the Bombay Party~is' a phenomenon 
of the greatest importance." So we, can feel no . doubt that the work done 'bt 
the W. P .. P.s in 19~7 and early 1928 was exactly the work which the R. I. L; U. 
and 'therefore the C. I. wanted to see being done by Communists in India. 50 

.. In the' attempt to keep events of importance in the history of this cons
piracy as far as possible in chronological order I come next to the very import
ant letter P. 377 (1) generally kn:oWli as the' Asseinbly Letter, because it was 
read out in the course of It debate in thEi Legislative Assembly (vide Legislative 
Assembly Report for 10th September' 1928. reported 1ft pages 447 and 448 of 
LegiRlative Assembly Debates Vot III 1928. being the -official report of the 
3rd Sessi-on of the Legislative Assembly, 1928). This is a letter from M. N. 
Roy (a fact proved by the typewriting and which might also be inferred from 
the internal evidence) dated the 30th December 1927 rorwarded in the same 
envelope along with a covering letter P. 377 from J to Dear l\fuz!1-ffar ... Both 
these letters were contained in an envelope P. 377 E. addressed to Muzaffar 
Ahmad Esquire, 211 European Asylum J.J3ne Calcutta. There were also 
written on the address side of this envelope the' words "to be delivered per
sonally " which however have been scratched out. On the back was written 
the name. and address of the sender in the following 'Wotds: "FromM. A. 
Hakim No. . Saha Ainan Lane, P. O. Kidderpore, Calcutta." The covering 
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letter is proved to have been typed on C. P. Dutt's typewrite~and is ~ated 
. February 5th, 1928. The evidence as to the recovery of thi;s letter IS ~s 
follows. P. W. 28M. A. Hakim,is a seaman who has been working as a cabm 
steward in steamers of the British India Steam Navigation Company for 9 or 
10 years: In N ov:ember 1927 he signed on as a cabin steward in the S.S. 
Merkara of that line and arrived at London after Christmas. At the do~ks 
there he met a Mr. Upadhyaya whom be describes as Secretary of the .Indian 
Seamen's Union, London, who persuaded him to join the Union and gave him 
a card of membership P.376 which he signed in·the witness's presence. Mter 
visits to various other ports the Merkara returned to London on the 7th or 
8th of February when the witness met Upadhyaya again and was entertained 
by him at a. teashop on two occasions. On the second of these Upadhyaya gave 
the witness two envelopes, a large one P. 377 E'. amI a small one P. 378 E. 
lIe was asked to take these to Muzaffar Ahmad at 211 European Asylum 
Calcutta and to deliver the small one to him first and then the large one if he 

. asked for it. Witness took the le,tters back to his ship and put them in a 
writing- pad inside his box. When however he reached Calcutta about the 20th 
of March he forgot to deliver these letters and left them lying in his box. A 
little over a month later he signed on in the S.S. Margha for a voyage to 
Southampton and after leaving Colombo came across the letters still in the 
writing pad. He then thought the best thing to do was to post the big envelope 
to Muzaffar Ahmad and he accordingly took it to the Purser who told him to 
scratch out the words" to be personally delivered". He also wrote on the 
back of the envelope his own name and Calcutta address, a very usual practice 
among Indians writing. letters in India. The letter was then posted in the 
box on the ship and despatched to India from Aden. 

For the next stage in the history we ha';e to refer to the evidence of 
. P. W. 36 8. I. G. R Roy who has deposed that he intercepted P. 377E. and its 
contents P. 377 and P. 377 (1) in the post. The witness does not seem to have 
given the date of interception but it would be presumably somewhere about the 
end of May. This witness submitted the letter to the Assistant Commissioner 
of Police R. R Ban Behari Mukerji, P. W. 156, wh9se statement is. that some 
time in May 1928 Exhibit P. 377 and E. was intercepted by S. 1. G. R Roy of 
tp.e Special Branch and produced by him before the witness and that he passed 
ordex:s for its being withheld and then had copies made and sent to various 
officers. In cross-examination this witness stated that he received P. 377 and 
E. on the 29th May and sent out the copies on the 1st Jlme. This witness )Vas 
'cross-examined at. great length as indeed were all the witnesses in any way 
connected with this letter. But it does not appear to me that there is any good 
reason 1.0 doubt the facts to which they have deposed. In consequence of the 
writing of his name by P. W. 28 on the back of the envelope enquiries were made 
through the Assistant S. T. Abdul Rashid Khan, P. W. 90 who got information 
about Abdul Hakim (P. W. 28) at his father-in-Iaw'shouse No.6, Shah Arnan 
Lane, Iqbalpore, Kidderpore. It was elicited in cross-examination that he 
subsequently made enquiries about Abdul Hakim at the Shipping Office or 
rather the office of the Shipping Master, where he learnt the name of the ship 
in which Abdul Hakim had sailed. The result of these enquiries was 
that when Abdul Hakim returned from England in the troopship 
Nivasa on the 10th September 1928 his box was searched by Customs 
and Police officers and the letter P. 378 was found in his possession. That 
letter bears the same signature N. J. Upadhyaya which appears on. the Indian 
,Seamen's Union membership card given by N. J. Upadhyaya to Abdul Hakim 
at the docks in London. T'his letter would establish. even if it were not alreadv 
estahlished by the typewriting. thnt P. 377 si£rD,ed J emanates from C. P. Dutt, 
as· Upadhyaya in P: 378 which is dated 8th February 1928 says, " Just a few 
lines to introduce Mr. Mohammad' Ahdul Hakim of 6 Shah Aman Lane Calcutta 
........ please find a letter from C. P. D. and replv." This signature also 
tallies with the signature on P. 2392 P. (F. C. 77) recovered by P. W. 4, 
Detective Sergeant Renshaw, in the search of the C. P. G. Rh'eadquarters hi 
London in October 1925. The 'VIritness who deposes to the search of Abdul 
Hakim on his return to Bombay in the S. S. Nivasa is Deputy Inspector 
Chaudhri, P. W. 262, who says that in the course of this search the member
ship card P. 376 and the letter P. 378 and E. were recovered. The witness pre-
pared a search list of the articles recovered in this s!')arch P. 1596. . 

It may i'nrthi'lr be noted that the accused themselves impliedly admitted the 
correctness of this list by getting .Abdul Hakim to. prove a number of letters or 
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envelopes enumerated in it, namely D. 85 to,D. 91, :the last of which isa ,blank 
membership card of the Seamen's Union signed by :Upadhyaya but not bear
ing the name of any member. Just why the defence got these proved I am 
unable to say but it seems to me clear that the fact that Abdul Hakim had in 
his possession letters addressed to other persons shows that he was in the ~ 
habit of carrying letters for friends and was therefore a person likely to be 
willing to carry a letter for Upadhyaya. 

At the time of this search of course the original P. 377, P. 377 (1) and the 
large envelope were not available in Bombay and in consequence Abdul 
Hakim was detained there after his first examination before the Presidency 10 
Magistrate until it arrived and his stateme~t ~ regard to it c~>uld be completed. 
It was of course a little before Abdul Hakim s return to IndIa that P. 377 (1) 
was read out in the Assembly but that does not affect the credibility of his 
evidence. It is not of course the prosecution case that Abdul Hakim was 
necessarily an innocent person. He may have known more about, the con~ 16 
tents of the letter or at any rate he may have known that the idea of entrusting 
it to him was to avoid transmitting it through the post. But that does not 
really affect the case at all. The documents are before the Court' and it is 
impossible to doubt that they were transmitted. from England by N. J. 
Upadhyaya, that P. 377 was typed on C. P. D'utt's typewriter, a fact for which 20 
P. 378 provides the strongest corroboration, and that P. 377 (1) was typed on 
M. N. Roy's typewriter and emanated from him. 

Moreover there is another piece of corroboration of 'its glmuineness, name-
ly the letter P. 2099 C (I. C. 417). This is a copy of a typed letter si~ed 
M. A. (the signature also is typed) addressed to one C. L. Lease, Kathen~e 
cottage, Bergheath, Tadworth, Surrey, England. The letter was enclosed III 

an inner cover with the name " Brown" written on it inside the outer cover 
bearing the above address. The evidence in regard to this letter is the state
ment of P. W. 85, Inspector K. S. Mohammad Ismail, who deposes that on the 
10th May 1928 Muzaffar Ahmad' accused accompanied by Abdul Halim came 
to Howrah Railway Mail Service office a,nd posted this letter. The witness 
intercepted it, took a copy of it and reposted it. In cross-examination he 
said: "P. 2099 also I did not submit in original to office but copied at the 
Post Office. At that time I used to go to Howrah Mail office on mail days. I 
knew Abdul Halim from before May 10, 1928. I watched them posting from 
a shed close by. ,They were together. It was Muzaffar Ahmad who posted 
the letter. Themail is cleared from Howrah Mail office at about 10 P.M." The 
contents of this letter are just such as might well have been written by Muzaffar 
Ahmad. Now there are a certain number of obvious references to matters 
dealt with in P. 377 (1) in this letter, which to my mind, cleady indieatethat 
itis a reply to it, though of course it is possible that it is a reply to a letter 
written much about the same date. On the other hand, I do not think on the 
whole that that is, probable. Roy was not in the habit of writing two or three 
letters 'all at once. On the co~trary experience shows that he concentrates his 
energy on one letter which is in the, nature of a tour de force. It may be ob
jected that this letter P. 2099 C purports to be a reply to the letter of Dutt of 
the 26th January, whereas Dutt's letter P. 377 is dated the 5th February. That 
again, however, goes for practically nothing. I have already indicated that 'a 
very common method of el;ldeavouring to secure the safe arrival of an import
ant letter was to send a number of copies to different addresses or by different 
channels. It is quite likely that with a letter of the 26th January addressed to 
some cover address, C. P', Dutt sent to Muzaffar Ahmad another copy of P. 
377 (1), so that Muzaffar Ahmad would have no difficulty in replying to the 
points given in P.377 (1) at the beginning of May. There is also another indi
c.ation ~hat P. 377 (I) did reach conspirators in India long before it· was pub
lished I~ the newspap~rs or came to their notice through being read. out in the 
debate III the LegIslatIve Assembly. In P. 1344 we find the minutes' of an 
ExecutivA Committpe meeting of the W. P. P. Bombay held on the 19th August 
1928. The rough note runs as follows :- ' ' 
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" Workers' and Peasants' Party to issue a statement on Roy's letter....:-also 60 
C. P.". In the actual minutes the passage runs: " The Secretary was asked 
to reply to the Roy letter" that appeared in the papers ", taking the stand that 
the letter was a fabrication." The matter came up again at the E. C. meeting 
on the 29th August and the minutes on the subject are as, follows :--'
"The question of Roy letter was again discussed, and the President (Thengdi 66 
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ac~used himself was presiding) wantedit to be made·:clear that 'the, Wi &P. 
was not a cover to the C. P. I. He said that this particular point was not made 
out in the statement,that was issued by the Party. Some members suggested 
that the question need not be reopened. After considerable discussion the 
following resolution was passed unanimously :- ..,. 

" Resolved that as there seems to be much misunderstanding about the 
aims and objects of our Party as a result of the consistent Propaganda carried 
on against us by our enemies, the Anglo-Indian Press, and the Government 
henchmen, the aims and objects of the Party should be published through t~e 
Press' and it should expressly be made clear that our Party has no orgaruc 10 
,connection whatsoever with the Communist Party, which is a distinct Party 
existing ,in the country." Proposed by Joglekar and seconded by Dange." 
~. 549 (20) is a letter from Ghateaccused, dated the 27th August 1928, en
closing cuttings from the papers, the statement on the Roy letter and the 
Trades Disputes Bill for Muzaffar Ahmad's information. One of these en- 15 
closures is a copy of a letter to the newspapers from Ghate as General Secre-
tary of the C. P. I., dated the 25th August 1928, stating the belief of the Party 
that " the Roy letter is only an invention of the Imperialist Press for creating 
an atmosphere favourable for the introduction of repressive legislature in the 
form of Trades Disputes Bill and Public Safety Bill in the country." Another 20 
enclosure is a long· statement by the ,\V. P. P.on the Trades Disputes Bill. A 
third is a newspaper extract of the statement sent to it by Ghate as Secretary 
W. P. P., Bombay" in regard to, the Roy letter calling it" the faked Roy letter." 
This statement contains a very definite implied admission that the Workers' 
and Peasants' Party is run by the Communists, which is no doubt why Thengdi 25 
accused did not like the statement as published. It concludes with the 
remark :-

" The W. P. P. believes that this letter is an invention of the capitalist 
press to make a strong case for the introduction of the Trades Disputes Bill, 
to once and for all put an end to the only legitimate method of strike". 30 

The last enclosure .reproduces a portion of Ghate's letter as Secretary C. P. T. 
We can hardly be surprised' to find that the beliefs of' the C. P. I. and the 
Bombay W. P. P. about this letter are identical. But what is important about 
all this is that it took place before the end of August, and it was not until the 
middle of September that Roy himself could take any active' part in the con- 35 
troversy. On the 29th August 1928 Roy wrote a Jetter to .the " Forward" and 
presumably also another to the "Bombay Chronicle" on the subject of this 
" fictitious letter", in which he stigmatised.', the letter as invented and 
challenged the Government of India to produce the original of his mysterious 
letter with his signature, a challenge he could very safely issue in vieW of the 40 
fact that P.377 (1) bore no signature, and I have little doubt that the same was 
the case with any other copies of it which were sent out to India by other 
channels. The position then is that the Workers' and Peasants' Party and the 
C; P. I. knew exactly what to say about the Assembly Letter before Roy him-
self had time to indicate the line to be taken in regard to it. 45 ' 

'I might perhaps also add one other small point, namely that if we get art 
authoritative letter of this kind enclosed by C. P. Dutt in a letter to Muzaffar 
Ahmad accused, it is almost inevitable from the facts which we have already 
come to know that its author must be M. N. Roy, and that fact is corroborated 
in the very first paragraph of P. 377 (1), in which Roy speaks of things which 50 
happened while he was away, and we know that during 1927 M. N. Roy had 
gone to China. He says that the comrades, who were in charge of things, in 
his absence, provisionally answered the questions contained in letters from 
individual comrades in India, and that is exactly what we know took place, for _ 
example P; 2323 P. (F. C. 145), D. 374 and D. 371, besides the other letters of 55 
Sepassi, P. 2324 P, P2325 P and the numerous letters of C. P. Dutt. 

Before I go further into the contents of P. 377 (1), I may perhaps indicate 
the main grounds of identification of typewritten documents produced by 
Roy's machine. They are in themselves quite conclusive, vide page 14 of Mr. 
Stott's evidence read with note 26 on page 6 of the printed portion inserted in 60 
the middle of his statement and opinion no. 38 A which also forms part of his 
statement and is P. 2578 (0). This gives very detailed reasons for the opinion 
given by Mr. Stott in regard to the identity of the typewritten documents 
alleged to emanate from M. N. Roy. In his evidence on page 20 he drew special 
attention to two particular points, namely the missing serif on th~ left hand 65 
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side at the bOttom of the long down stroke of the small 'h I, and the miSSlltg 
serif at the top of the 1st down, stroke of the small' u '. Anoth~r point which 
is particularly evident on a cursory inspection of all these documents is the 
heavy printing of the right pole or leg of the letter 'm '. Now bearing in 
mind the facts in regard to the recovery of P. 377 (1) which Iha'Ve already set 
out, and the fact that th~ typewriting of P.377 (I) tallies with certainty with 
the typing of letters like P. 1888, the letter intercepted en route to the " For-
ward ", and P. 2092, another letter to the" Forward ", dated the 12th Novem-
ber 1928, letters which bear exactly the same signature as is found on Roy's 
letters recovered in the search of the C. P. G. B. headquarters in London, name
ly P. 2380 (1) dated the 3rd July 1925 and P. 2379 and P. 2379 (1) also re
covered in that search, no possible doubt can remain that P. 377 (I) emanated 
from M. N. Roy. Before I leave the subject, it may perhaps be as well to give 
the references jn Osborn's" Questioned Documents ", Second Edition 1929 
on the subject of questioned typewriting. These will be found in Chapter 32: 
pages 581 to 608 where he indicates that the same mathematical rules iIi. regard 
to the combination of a number of different marks of identification apply in 
the case of typewriting as apply in the case of handwriting, and that these 
enable the work of a particular machine· to be identified just as the combina
tion of. a number of physical marks of identification enables an individual 
human being to be identified with absolute 'l.ICrtainty (cf. the remarks at the 
foot of page, 225 of Osborn's book). 
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'The last point in cqnnection with P. 377 (1) is the fact that the ,accused 
themselves after making the most strenuous demands to, the COlll"t that, wit
nesses should be summoned from England to deny that they were responsible 25. 
for certain documents etc. and give other ~vidence, demands made with, the 
knowledge that it was impossible' for the Court to summon those witnesses, 
,withdrew that demand in the case of M. N. Roy, when the time for the actual 
"Production of defence evidence drew near, and omitted his name from their 
revised list of defence witnesses,and this at a time whenM. N. Roy had come 30 
to India and had been arrested and was therefore available to· be produced as a 
witness. And it is important to note that. this was long ,before "the Com
munist accused by way of a gesture refused to produce ,any defence witnesses 
on the pretence that it was useless for them to produce.any witnesses at all, 
if the witnesses from outside India were not' also produced. 35 

Apart from the mere stigmatising of the letter as a forgery,. two replies, 
or rather one reply and one argument, have beenput forward in connection with 
it. The reply is a letter D. 148 (6) purporting to be written by Muzaffar 
Ahmad to'the Editor of the H Statesman ", apparently somewhere about the 
20th August 1928. This is a newspaper cutting with an editorial comment, 40 
which does not concern us. The letter, which was tendered by Spratt accused 
mns ,as, follows :-

O.P.~59. ,~ Sit,~In connection with the letter said to have been ~tten by Mr. ¥. 
N. Roy to the Communist Party and the W orker~ & Peasants . Party of India 
and published in your issue of August 18, I.am mstruc!ed to mfotm you that 411 
no letter in any way resembling this has ever been receIved by the rarty con
(lerned. I have also to inquire from what. source your corr~s~ond~nt at}~ew 
Delhi obtained the letter, and what authonty he had for gIvmg!t publiCl~y. 
My committee considers that it in common with the other ProvinCIal Comnut-
tees of the Workers' and Peasants' Party, and the Committee of the Com- 50 
munist Party, alone can authorise the publication of their private -corres-
pondence, " 

The letter "purports to have been signed b:y Muzaffar Ahmad as ~eneral 
Sooreiary' of the W: P. P. of Bengal .. In the light of Muzaffar Ah~ad s o~ 
letter P 2099 C I do not think there IS any doubt about the falSIty of thIS, 50 
deniai or about 'the fact that Muzaffar Ahmad himself received 'eitherano~her 
COpy of P 377 (1) or a letter reElembling that letter in the closest po~sIble 
maimer. So much for the reply. The only argument put forward IS. ~n 
absurd suggestion that the letter cannot be genuin~, because the Gov~rnment ~t 
not publish abroad the fact that it had been intercepted the m~me~t they got 1. 60 
But no suggestion is put forward as to why the C. I. D., haVIng mtereepted .& 

letter of consiqerable !mp?rtance ~nd ~herefore, as. t.hey hoped, bP~e'Venbtid r 
from teaching Its destmahon and ItS lIl.tended recIpIent from emg a e. 0 

profit by 'it, should publish that, letter and th~r~~y. COIl;l.nlUnicate its. cOIl;tents to 6~ 
the tlerSoll who, it might be supposed, was waItIng anXIously to receIve It. The v 
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foot that the Government chose to make its contents public several months later 
'in order to impress on the members of the Assembly thenece~sity of certain 
legislation which they were asking that body to pass into laW', in no way casts 
doubt on its genuineness. On the contrary it should not be forgotten that 
outside of a Court of law it is exceedingly . difficult to give proof of the 
genuineness of a document and exceedingly easy for anyone .to get up and 
state publicly that a document, the pUblication of" Whose' coIitents' does not 
suit his. interets, is a forgery. . . 

Coming now to the letter itself, this 'letter was originally headed " Central 
Committee Workers' and Peasants' Party" but the heading was amended to 
read ." Central Committee C. P. and Workers' and Peasants' Party." That 
may very likely be .one of the reasons why the accused were so anxious to stig
'vnatise it as a forgery, since it hints at an organisational connection between 
the two Parties. For the rest there is nothing in the. whole letter which does 
not tally very closely with ideas. at one time or. another expressed by the 
accused, i.e. the Communist group among the accused. So much is this the 
case that it is really very difficult to quote from the letter, because once one 
begins quoting one is apt to feel'that practically the whole of the letter ought 
to be quoted. ;In the second paragraph on page 351 there is little doubt that 
by ]}dward Roy means Muzaffar Ahmad. There is a mention of Edward in 
Ghate's letter of the 20th August 1927, forwarding Spratt's letter, P 2329P (1) 
of the 15th August to Iyengar for transmission to England. In that letter 
Ghate says to Iyengar " Ed. wrote to me to say that in case Bag has resigned 
we must accept his resignation., You will let me know your view in the 
,matter. " There is no actual proof that byE'd. Ghate means Muzaffar Ahmad, 
but Muzaffar Ahmad could well have written what Ghate says tha:tEd. had 
.written him. In P 377 (1) Edward is referred to a number 'of times, for 
,instance on pages 351, 353, 359 and 362. The last two of these references 
very definitely suggest the identity of Edward with Muzaffar Ahmad: On 
page 359 Roy writes that: " Judging from his letters, Edward considers the 
Calcutta paper (obviously the "Ganavani") as his personal business." 
Again on page 362 he says : " Some months ago, a representative of the Bengal 
W. P. P. arrived in M. (No doubt M. stands for Moscow.) Edward will tell 
you who he is." This evidently refers to S'oumyendra N athTagore, a gentle
man, many of whose letters. to Muzaffar Ahmad hav-e been intercepted and are 
in evidence. Noone could explain better. Who T'agore was than Edward, if 
Edward and M u~affar Ahmad are the same person. 

Roy in the second paragraph .of. the letter criticises MuZaffar Alnnad's 
attitude and states the relation between the comrades outside and those inside 
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the country in the following terms :- 40 

" Our relation is that of comrades agreeing on the principles and pro.
gramme ofa revolutionary struggle for freedom." But he goes to insist on 
the necessity of the Indian working-class movement having international affilia-
tion because "a revolutionary struggle' against capitalism cannot be con
ducted successfully in national isolation." Then he comes to the individual 45 
subjects, which have been raised in the previous correspondence, namely 
(1) organisation of the Parties (C. P. 'and W. P. Party, their relation etc.) 
(2) International affiliation and (3) 'coordination of the activity of the Party in 
the country and its emigrant section. 

On the first of these subjects Roy very rightly says that there has been some 50 
confusion.. I have already pointed to instances of difference of opinion on the 
subject of the existence of two Parties. Roy attempts the solution of the diffi-

O. P. 462. ~ulties which are being felt on pages 352 to 360 (F. C.), and some of his remarks 
m~he course of his discussion 'of the problem are very interesting and illumi
natm~. H~ considers the existence of the C. P. I. to be quite essential, but the 55 
questIon arIses ~hether it can be organised legally or not. In his opinion it 
cannot be orgamsed legally for" a Communist Party can exist legally in India 
?nlyif .it abstains from the preparations to wage w!Lr aga~nst the King, that 
IS legalIty can be had at the expense of the very raIson d'etre of. the C. P. " 
which of course means that the very raison d'etre of the C. P. is to wage w~r 60 
against the King, which is precisely the contention of the Crown in this case. 
Of course, it is true to say that the Government has nothing against Communism 
as such, that. is against the holdin~ of Comm:unist opinions as long as no attempt 
whatsoever IS made' to put them mto practIce. In fact Roy realises that logi
cally, as the prosecution contend in this case, the moment an attempt is n:tade 65 
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,to put Communist opinions into practice, it . involves:: -an Unconstitutional 
attempt to abolish the existing form of Government, _and that means com
mitting an offence under Section 121-A I. p.C. Roy goes on to quote instances 

: supporting the. practical truth of this contention, and then puts tlle -matter 
very plainly in the followiilg passage ;-,- 5 

" A Communist Party", he says, U is not formed by a,number~findividuals 
declaring themselves Communists. It is done in actions, first for the propaga
tion of Communist principles and programme among the masses, then organising 
those subscribing to these principles and programme in the fight for the realisa
tion of tllOse principles and programme, and then aga!n leading the entir:e wOJk
ing class 'in every stage and fo~ of .the struggle le.ading up to ~d ~reatmg con
ditions for the overthrow of capItalIsm and establIshment of sOCIahsm." Then 
he goes on to explain the precise necessity :ofpartiCipatioh by the members of 
the C. P. in the daily struggle of the workers Rlldp¢asants. He says : " The 
'proletariat and peasantry will not follow the Communist vanguard, will not have 
confidence in them, will not outgrow the influence of the bourgeois and refoi'mist 

. leaders. unless the Communist vanguard can place themselves at the head of 
_ the every-day struggle of the workers and peasants, S~PP?rt their immediate 
'demands, show. them in actual struggle that the realisatIOn of the smallest 
demandq of working class is closely connected'with the broad issues of national 
and class struggle." And then it is also necessary for the Communists to make 
the workers know what it is that they really want. About this he says: U The 
CommunistA will .become the trusted leaders of. the masses by giving concrete 
form to the latter's unconscions demands. IIi the earlier st.'lgesof the class 
struggle the workers and peasants do not know clearly what they want," but 
" the strnggle for the freedom of the working class cannot be postponed till 
'every worker has acquired class consciousness, which can be developed only in 
actual stru~gle." Then he goes on to indicate that the moment activity in 
these directions is shown a legal party is going to find itself in trouble. About 
this he says: " Can these (the steps already indicated) be done withont in
curring the wrath, not only of the Imperialist rulers, but also of the native 
bourgeoisie' No. Before the Communists have taken two steps in this dix:.ec
tion of organising their Party, the narrow limit of " Communism as such " will 
be exceeded, and they will find themselves U waging war against the King "." 
'But, he says" if they do not act in this direction, they will never have a party, 
will never be the leader of the working class, will never organise the struggle 
-against capitalism and will never realise s®ialism." Hence Roy says that 
" we ", that is· the comrades in Europe and presumably the C. I., U do not share 
the illusion that a C. P. can be organised in India legally." So, he says, " Fi~ht 
for legal existence but organise the party illegally," and he goes on to explRiI;t 
in the next paragraph how an illegal party should be organised. After thus 
disposing of the programme in regard to the Communist Party, he comes next 
to the 'Vorkers' and Peasants' Party and explains that" we proposed the forma:" 
tion of the W. P. P. as a much broader organisation, to be the rallying ground 
of all the exploiteri social elements (proletariat, peasantry and petty bourgeois)." 
..As to the posi~ion, of the Communists -in the W. P. P. he says; "The 
,Communistfl should be in the W. P. P. -and by virtue of their being the conscious 
'vanguard of the working- class will be the driving force of the Party.'" It will be 
secn that this idea is something of a compromise between the two views mentioned 
in P 1829 as express('d by Fazal Elahi and by thp opposing group, where Spratt 
accused bnid that Teb " wanted a Methodist Church similar in plan to that ad
vocated by your brother to be set up at once with the Faithful scattered abroad 
and unknown within it. We differed and wanted the Church to hold its skirts 
rather higher, and to form itself on a narrower basis, in fact more or l«;ss to hik~ 
the place o~ th~ old Y. M." Roy ~oes on to set out the programmc of the 
W. P. P. which IS the programme whIch the C. P. would support as its minimum 
programme, the distinction between them being that the C. P. programme is a 
Communist prograIDI!le where8;B the programme of the W .. P. P. is the pro.
gramme of democratIc revolutIon. A perusal of the statements of the Com
~unis~ accused will show that ~hey have accepted t~sformulation by Roy iii. 
Its en~Irety. Roy goes on t.o pornt out that" the SOCIal elements ready to fight 
for;thls programme" (that IS the programme of the W.·P. P.) " are not all neces~ 
sarily 90mmunists and never will be Communists, but organised in the W. P. p. 
they will be under the influence of the proletariat and be led by the C. P. with~ 
out subscribing to its programme of socialism." He next criticises the present 
form of organisation of the W. P. P. as obstructing its development, because the 
w. P. P. is too openly identified with the C. P. The facts to which I have drawn 
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attention in the course of this judgment completely bear out the noeuracy -of 
this criticism, but Roy's way of putting it is quite delightfuL He says: " It is 
p.ublicly known that practically all the members of the C. C. (Central Com.:
IPitteQ) of the C. P. are the leaders of the ·W. P. P. Of course, in fact, it should 
be.so, but the cat has been unnecessarily let out of the bag by publishing the 5 
list of the C. C. of the C. P.," and he goes on to point out that this defect re9uires 
to be rectified and suggests how that can be done. He then proceeds tocnticise 
the eomposition of the W.P. P. and says that in Bengal, for e~ample, th~ W. P. P. 
tries to accommodate landlords with the Communists, and he names the Presi~ 
dent and ex-President, Atul Sen and N'aresh Sen Gupta, as landlords and lln- 10 
suitable for their position in such a party. It will be found that in P.2099C 
(F. C. 417) Muzaffar Ahmad attempts to meet this criticism. . ' 
\ . On page 359 (F. C.) Roy turns to the urgent necessity of the organisation 
of the national party or A. I. W. P. P., for the formation of which a Congress 

O. P. 466. should be. convened, which will discuss the political situation and the task of 15 
the workers and peasants, the programme of the Party, the constitution of 
the Party, organisational tasks, international affiliation and elee1ion of the C. C. 
This is exactly what was done at Calcutta in December 1928. From this outline 
of the programme he goes on to Flome details saying that the W. P. P. should 
declare its affiliation to the L. A. I. ; a O. C. of 11 to 13 members should be 20 
elected, and T. U. leaders under Communist influenCE> should be elected on the 
C •. C., all also should bther auxilial'Y elements, although the Communists must • 
have the majority on it asa guarantee that th~ 'V. P. P. will develop in the right 
revolutionary direction. The Congress should also elect a delegation of three 
to the next World Congress of the TJeague against Imperialism. After thJs Hoy 25-
proceedfl to discuss the Party Press, which, be says,'" is the main instrument 
to build up the Party." He criticises Edward's attitude in regard to the 
U Galla\"ani ", and finally comes to the necessity for a central organ of the 
Party, which must obviously be in English. The last sentence in the paragraph 

, rogardillg this central organ on page 360 is bighly suggestive. In this he says: 30 
II Look over the ground, find the political forces required, explore the possibility 
for raisiJlg l?art of the finance in India, then we will see," i.e. part of the finance 
wilrbe prOVIded from outside India as soon a~ the conspirators outside India are 
~atisfied that the time has come to do so, 

The second main question stated by Roy on page 352 (F. C.) was that of 3i 
international affiliation. About this he says:" On this question there has 

O P been confusion and uncertainty. Let Us make it clear once and for all. As far •• 467. 
as the W, P. P. is. concerned, the qU«;lstion is answered; it should affiliate itself 
with thE> League against Imperialism. That will serve OUr purpose. Through 
that you will have the relations and aid you need, but will not be condemned of 40 
baving connections with M." Then he goes on: (and this is important in con
nection with the relevance of a large number of letters which are in evidence 
from the League against Imperialism to Mr. JawaharLal Nehru). "Up till 
now the League has its relation with India through Jawahal" Lal Nehru ..... ~;~ 
But we need not entertain much illusion about him. The league must hav~ 45 
relations with the revolutionary organisations. Comrade J1!abwala is already 
in correspondence wit.h the League. The ·W. P. P. can eventually become tbe 
recognised organ of the League in India." I have discussed the position of 
the League against Imperialism separately in. an earlier chapter, and I need not 
s~y any more about this now. 50 

Roy goes on to the international affiliation of the C. P. I. and about this 
he says: " The C. P. must unquestionably b~ a section of the C. I. It is prac
tically trp.ated as such, but no formal request to this effect has yet come from 
our Party in India." He discusses this question of affiliation at some length 
and concl;1(~es by saying! " I put to you the question frankly and hope yo~ 55 
will make a clear rlecision. A Communist Party must be an organic part of the 
'Vorld Oommunist organisation. It cannot be ot.herwise anrl call itself Com
munist. Those' who smell 'I foreign dictation" in this organisational prin
ciple of a body that carries on a relentlefls struggle throughout the world, are· 
not Communists. Thev do not understand the A. B. C. of Marxism and Lenin- 60 

O.P.468. • • f I 1 ism and have faulty conception of the InternatIOnal nature 0 c ass strugg e. " 
In the light of the colossal statements to tItifl Court by the Communist accused 
setting forth Marxist-Leninist theory in great detail for fear that the Court 
might mi!'lunderstand their attitude, I should not like to insult these accused by 
suggesting that it could possibly be said of them that they do not understand 65 
the A. R. C. of Marxism and Leninism. From this he goes on to some remarki 
about" proposals made by Saklatwala and Campbell for affiliation with the 
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Minority Movement in Great Britain, which, 'he says, " did not have the sana-
tion of the C. P. G. B. or the C. I.", and "were in violation of the organisa
tional principle of the C. I. " The correct position he says is that" the centrfils 
'in Berlin and Paris are the agencies of theC. 1. to look after the Indian affairs. 
The C. P. of India will have its relation with thE' C. I. through those centres and 5 
not through J.Jondon. Any British comrade that may come to India comes to 
work there under the supervision and in accord with the, C. C. of the C. P. l. 
'He has no ~mperior right, unless he comes with a mandate from the C.I.' as 'its 
representative. No such representative has as yet been serit to India. SO 'YOU 
know the pORition." I must confess that it does not seem to me possibl~ entire- 10 
1y to reconcile all the various pronouncements which are in evidence on the 
subject of Communist work in'the colonial countries. 

']'rom this Roy ,goes on to criticise the many defects or'Soumyendra ,Nath 
Tagore as a representative of the BengalW.'p. P. in Europe though of course 
.he does not mention his name. I do not think there is any point in going into 15 

P ~"9 tIus matter of Tagore at this stage. o .. -..v. 

O.P.,4,70. 

O.P.471 

Leaving that subject Roy goes on to the thtrd main subject of his letter/! 
'The coordination of the activities of the Party in the country and its emigrant 
section. " The opening passage is highly significant and is as follows :-

" Indian Communists iri emigration aTe members of the C.P. I. and are 20 
.automatically members of the W. P.}>., we txpect to be treated by the ,comrades 
at home as such. We should not be looked upon as outsiders who could serve 
you only as financial agents, As members of the same Party nationally and 
Internationally, we must coordinate our ,efforts ", ,and he ,goes on to ,explain 
how this may be done through the Foreign Bureau; wltich will be the organ of 25 
the C. P. abroad, as was decided by the last conference of the Party (vid,e 
P. 2322 (2) (F.e. 136) and,P. 1207 (1» uniting in itself representation of the 
C. P. andtheagency'of the C. I. The Foreign Bureau's functions are: to pub~ 
lish the" Masses "; to produce Marxist literature particUlarly for India; to 
educate Party workers~ and (most important of all,I think) to act as the organ 30 
through which the C. I. guides th-e activities of its Indian Sections. As to its 
membership he says: " The Bureau will have three members, namely the com-
rade in Paris (whom we have found good reason to suppose to M. A. Sipassi}, 
,C. P. D. and myself ", and he goes on to say ",a resolution of the Party con
cerning the Foreign Bureau should be sent to the C. I. in order that all po~si- 35 
bilities of the misunderstanding and conflict as in the case of Sak's and Camp's 
visit will be, eliminated for the future." ' 

He proc.eeds from this to enlarge on the importance of the ",Masse~ '" 
which he thinks it is obvious, could not be pl1blished in India, as " it is an organ 
of the C. 'T. to provide the Indian Communists with the, ideological and political 40 
guide they need." Finally he says that: "As a~ organ of the C. I. th~ 
U Masses" is the Central Organ of tl1e 0. P. I." Next he suggests that some 
leading comrades from India should come out for a conference which will not be 
at theheadquartE'rs but will meet somewhere in West Europe. This para
graph ends with the suggestion that : " Together with a few comrades of ours, 45 
several T. U. and left nationalist leaders (Sasmal Y) sympathetic towards us 
can be sent," and in this connection again I think I should ,refer to P. 2099C: 
at F. C. 418 where Muzaffar Ahmad says: "I do not know the name of Shasmal 
was suggested to have him in the Party. Is he not a landlord and a pro-land
lord! ': This is the o~y. mention of Mr. Sasmal anywhere in the evidenQe, 50 
and It IS remarkable cOlllCldence that Muzaffar Ahmad should have mentioned 
him in P. 2099C, uruess a copy of P. 377 (1) actually reached him. ' 

In the last paragraph of the letter Roy comes to " the financial matter ", 
and from the nature of his remark it seems quite clear that,the letter of which 
P.I009 is a draft, actually reached him. He says: " Arrangements have been 55 
newly made to continue the aid for the three papers (that would be "Gana
vani II, " Mehnatkash " and the" Kranti ") and also for the monthly in the 
North, if necessary. Besides provision has also been made for other necessities 
as specified in a report received two months ago," He then goes on to say that: 
" This is a temporary arrangement and things will be in a better shape in the 60 
new year ...... The new arrangement will be according to a plaIt,which will be 
communicated to you in due time. Meanwhile, I may mention that the plan 
~ill include the publication by the W. P. P. of a series of small pamphlets deal-
lUg elementarily with the theoretical and organisational questions of working 
class politics," which may possibly be tho origin first of the pamphlet" A Call 65 
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t? Action" and .later of the smaller yellow pamphlets reproducing the res~l~-
tIOIlS or theses laId before the first Conference of the A. I. W. P. P. . .. 

I have already mentioned that Spratt accused was not present at the General 
Meeting of the Bombay W. P. P. The evidence of P. W. 53, Inspector S. C. 
Ghosh shows that on the 18th March 1928 there was a meeting of the Scavengers' 
Union at Deshbandhu Park, Calcutta, at which Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad and 
Go~wami accused were present, SP!att accused presiding. This Scavengers' 
Uruon of Bengal had been formed In March 1928 under the auspices of the 

5 

W. P. P., vide" A Call to Action ", P 523, at page 47, where its history is given 
as follows: " (d) In January 1928 under the auspices of the Party was formed 10 
the" Scavengers' Union of Bengal" begun at Calcutta with branches already 

\formed at Howrah and Dacca and one in process of formation at Mymensingh .. 
'A successful strike was fought by the Calcutta scavengers in March." The 
formation of this Union is also mentioned in P 1613C (1. C. 86) dated 16th 
January 1928 from Muzaffar Ahmad accused to Dange accused in which Muzaffar 15 
Ahmad writes as follows: "We have just formed here a Scavengers' Union. 
It seems that the Union will become a strong one. One Glassworkers' Union 
has also been formed. I am sending herewith a copy of the Hindi appeal issued 
by us to the scavengers." Another mention of it is to be found in P 548 (8) 
(I. C. 95) dated 31st January 1928 in which Goswami accused writes to Muzaffar 20 
Ahmad accused: "You will be exceedingly glad to know that our first general 
meeting of the Scavengers' Union was unexpectedly a successful one ", after 
which introduction Goswami goes on to give a detailed account of the meeting, 
and ends by sending his love to Spratt, Ghate, Mirajkar, Dange and others. 
P 1614C (I. C. 101) is a letter dated 11\2128 from Muzaffar Ahmad sending to 25 
Dange a Jetter from Goswami, Secretary of the newly formed Scavengers' Union 
of Bengal, addressed to the Secretary of the Council of Action, A. I. T. U. C. 
Muzaffar Ahmad asks Dange to request comrade Jhabwala, who it will be re
membered was Organising Secretary of the Council of Action, to do his best for 
the grant of this money. The enclosed letter asks for a grant of Rs. 300 for 30 
organising scavengers. In the course of this letter Goswami says, " to make 
such depressed and over exploited section of workers class-conscious a continued 
educational propaganda is necessary and this alon~ can organise them on a firm 
basis." P 29 (1. C. 108) is another copy' of this same letter which we have 
found endosed by Muzaffar Ahmad with P 1614C, sent by Goswami to Kishori 35 
Lal Ghosh accused who was also a member ·of the Council of Action. This letter 
was reco~ered from Ghosh and serves to corroborate P 1614C. This Union is 
also mentioned in P 1615C (I. C. 119) a . letter dated 2nd March 1928 from 
Muzaffar Ahmad to Dange in which Muzaffar Ahmad says, " We are faring 
pretty well with the organisation worb. One more branch of the Scavengers' . 40 
Union of Bengal has been formed at Dacca .......... We expected some help 
from the Council of Action. Please let me know what has become of it. Why 
Jhabwala is unable to do anything." This last is a very clear allusion to the 
letter just quoted addressed to the Council of Action. Two strikes were fought 
by this "Union, one of which is the one referred to in" A Call to Action ", while 45 
the other occurred later on in the summer from the middle of June to about the 
middle of July and is mentioned by Spratt accused in P 2419P (F. C. 607) dated 
the 23rd October 1928. 

Very soon after Spratt's arrival in Calcutta we find correspondence between 
him and Ghosh accused. P 2044C is a letter dated 21st March 1928 intercepted 50 
and copied in the post but admitted and relied upon by Ghosh accused in his 
defence. In this letter Ghosh accused asks Spratt to meet him at Howrah on 
the 24th March in order to attend a meeting to be held at Chengail. This is not 
the only association between Spratt accused and Kishori Lal Ghosh accused 

O.P.474. .which we shall come across in the next few months. For example Spratt accused 55 
on the 4th May received £200 in Travellers' Cheques and the address to which 
this was sent from England was c\o Kishori Lal Ghosh, 1, Kantapukur Lane. 
This amount was sent under the instructions of Hugo Rathbone. Again on the 
12th June a sum of £40 was sent to Spratt by Page Arnot by T. M. O. addressed 
in the same way. Spratt accd. says that this was merely a convenient address, 60 
but it will be remembered that not very long before he had been having his 
letters forwarded from the Y. M. C. A. at Bombay to 211 European Asylum Lane. 
It does not seem very obvious why he should have preferred Ghosh's address 
for letters to the address of the office of the Bengal W. P. P.·unless it was that 
in the case of the W. P. P. address he feared interception, while in the case of 65 
Ghosh's address he hoped that his correspondence might come through untouched. 
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During the .second h~lf of March Spratt ac~usedwas pre~ent and spoke at 
several meetmgs, for mstance at Howrah M81dan to the Llllooah strikers o.n, 
the 16th March, and o.n the 31st March, and again at Howrah on the 3Qth 
Ma1'ch to. the strikers of Jessop & Co.. He was also. as he says himself present 
at the Annual Meeting of the Peasants' and Workers' Party of Bengal held at 5 
Bhatpara on the 31st March and the 1st April. P 523 " A Call to. Action" to 
which I have referred o.n a number of occasions, and co.pies o.f which were 
fo.und in a very large number of searches, contains the resolutions, theses and 
report (identical with P 52) presented to the Third Annual Conference o.f the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party o.f Bengal at Bhatpara. The E. C. report o.n 10 
pages 45-54 begins with the history of the Party which has been considered 
already. It goes on to deal with organisation and work and as might be ex
pected the great bulk' of the work is that done in the labour field. One of the 
most important items under this head is the work done among the jute workers 

O.P.471S. about which the report says, " The Party conducted propaganda among the ' 15 
jute workers in conjunction with the Bengal Jute Workers' Association. The 
President, Vice President and the General Secretary of the Association are 
Party members and it affiliated to the Party in October 1927. Reorganisation 
and extension of the work of the Association are now being carried on." In 
addition to. this we find mentions of work done by the Party members in re~ 20 
establishing the Dakeshwari Cotton Mill Workers' Union at Dacca, in reorganis;, 
ing the Bengal Glass Workers' Union, in forming the Scavengers' Union of 
Bengal and the Workers' Protection League, and in assisting in organisation 
and propaganda in the strike of Dock workers in Calcutta in December 1927. 
There is a mention of failure at Kharagpur and neutrality in the dispute in the 25 
Bengal T. U. Federation. The report under the head of work among the 
peasants does not indicate much progress there. On the other hand individual 
mcmbership is shown as having increased to 125 and affiliated membership to. 
o.ver ten thousand, The report further deals with thc publicatio.ns, with parties 
in other provinces such as Bombay and Lahore and goes, on to. discuss the 30-
policy and duty o.f the Party. Then we have a mentio.n of the representative 
abroad, also so described in iP 377 (1), and to. the victimisatio.n of comrades 
working in the class struggle. 'l'he report concludes with protests against the 
proscription of literature and the interception of mails and in this connectio.n 
I may note a reference to money sent by Tago.re fro.m Germany for a paper for 35 
jute workers. In the paragraph in regard to. ' policy , on page 51 there is a 
passage which came in for severe criticism from Europe. It runs as follows: 
" The basis for oppositio.n to the Swaraj Party is not that it is bo.urgeois but 
that it is not who.leheartedly for national independence ", by which it is possible 
that Muzaffar Ahmad only meant that this should be the basis of their public 40 

O.P.476. criticism of the Swaraj Party. Unfo.rtunately that was not what he said, and 
in consequence in P 526 (43) (I. C. 445) o.n the 14th June 1928 we find C, P. Dutt 
calling it a terrible statement. Tagore also refers to. this in P 2120P (F. C. 
420) dated 16th May 1928, a letter originally put in by the pro.secutio.n but 
afterwards rejected and tendered as a defence exhibit by Gho.sh accused. An- 45 
other criticism of it is to be fo.und in P 2365 on page 476, where after quo.ting 
the passage the writer says that" the main weak point o.f the W. P. P. is that" 
in practice, it is acting more as a Left Wing o.f the Congress than as an inde
pendent political Party," a criticism which had already been made against the 
Bombay Party o.n the previo.us page on o.ther grounds. P 2099C (I. C. 417) 50 
however shows that Muzaffar Ahmad already on the 10th of May o.nly a month 
or so after the Bhatpara Conference realised the impossibility of do.ing any 
good with the Congress, and the criticism wo.uld appear to have been almost 
unnecessary by the time it was made. Among the office-bearers elected at this 
meeting we find Muzaffar Ahmad as General Secretary and Goswami Sectional 55 
Secretary (Labour), and as members of the E. C. Gopendra Chakravarty, 
Kalidas Bhattacharya (of the B. J. W. A.) and others. On page 41 of " A 
Call to Action" we find the 1928 Constitution of the Party in which it is 
important to note that the means stated is as follows: "The rallying of the 
people to mass action will be the principal means for the attainment and reali- 60 
sation of the above objects," whereas in the former constitution P 549 (8) it 
was· stated that " non violent mass action will be. the principal means for the 
attainment and realisation of the above object and demands." (cf. the state
ment of Muzaffar Ahmad accused at page 488 of the statements of a<)cused). 

In the protests about the interception of mails to which I referred just 65 
now there is a reference to " a registered cover posted to us in Bombay on 

o. P. 477. 11th February which has not been delivered yet" and the report goes on: 
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" ~ -second registered and insured cover posted later was so long delayed before 
delivery that it was useless for its original purpose." This is no doubt a 
reference to the miscarriage of Ghate's letters to Muzaffar Ahmad sending him 
copies of the resolutions or theses as approved by the Enlarged E. C. of. the 
Bombay W. P. P. IDtimately Ghatesent these off by registered insured post, fj 
as he states in P 482 (I. C. 124). It was presumably because these also were 
delayed en route that the General Meeting of the Bengal Party had to be post
poned from the 17th-18th March to the end of the month. 

After the Bhatpara Conference we find Spratt on the 3rd April taking 
some part in the organisation of the Ichapur Ordnance Workers' Union, se'e 10 
P 548 (9) (I. C. 144) recovered in the search of the Bengal Workers' and 
Peasants' Party office. The office-bearers of this Union, which however does 
~ot seem ever to have made any progress, were: Spratt, President; Shibnath 
Banerji, Vice President, and KaHdas Bhattacharji, Secretary. On the follow-
ing day Spratt accused was present at a strikers' meeting in connection withlli 
the Lillooah strike on the E. I. Railway held at Mirzapur Park, Calcutta. 
Banerji, Muzaffar Ahmad and Goswami accused were also present and Spratt 
accused was introduced as a noted communist who had recently arrived from 
Bombay, a description to which Spratt himself raised no objection, as indeed 
why should he Y P 2175 contains some report of Spratt's speech which'however 20 
is not of much importance. 

On the same day we find Muzaffar Ahmad writing a letter P 1348 (5) to 
the Secretary, W. P. P. of Bombay, informing him that at the Bhatpara Con
ference a Sub-Committee consisting .of Muzaffar Ahmad himself with comrades 
Goswami, Roy and Abdul Halim was appointe4 to represent the Party in making 2~ 
arrangements to form the Workers' and Peasants' Party of India and hold an 

O.P.478. All-India ·Conference in December. He goes -on" I believe such a Committee 
wllsalso appointed by your Party on its last Annual Conference. Please do 
communicate to this office the names and addresses of those comrades who are· 
constituents of this Sub-Committee." The result of this letter was that at the 3( 
E. C. meeting of the Bombay W. P. P. on the 8th April (vide P 1344) we find 
" Comrade Nimbkar proposed that P. Spratt, S. A. Dange and S. V. Ghate be 
elected to the Provisional Executive of the All India Workers' and Peasants' 
Party, which were agreed to." Information of this was sent to the Bengal 
Party by Ghate in P 2024C. dated 9th April. (I should perhaps note that all 3f 
exhibit numbers bearing the suffix C are copies of letters intercepted in the post 
and sent on after being copied. In all cases where it is necessary to do so I 
have mentioned the corroborative evidence in regard to th~ir authenticity. In 
many cases like the present one where a letter is a reply to another letter of 
which we have the original on the record it is hardly necessary to go into that 4( 
question.) . There is a whole series of letters and telegrams on the record re
lating to the meetings of this Provisional Committee which were ultimately held 
in Bombay from the 6th of September on-wards. I think it will be sufficient 
to summarise them quite shortly. The references are (1) P 1348 (22) (I. C. 
174) da1.ed 28th May 1928 from Muzaffar, Ahmad to Ghate ; (2) P 2045C (I. C. 4f 
198) dated 23rd July 1928 containing 2 letters from Majid accd., one to Muzaffar 
Ahmad and the other to Spratt, of which the second was found in original at 
211 European Asylum Lane and is P 526 (24). It is however the letter to 
Muzaffar Ahmad of which only a copy is available which contains the reference 
to the meeting of the Provisional Committee; (3) P 1616C (I. C. 209) dated 3rd 5( 
August 1928 from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate ; (4) there is a mention of corres-

o. P. 479. pondence, which seems to refer to letters which were not intercepted, in the 
minutes of the E. C. of the Bombay W. P. P. dated 3rd June 1928, where we .find 
it stated that " correspondence was gone through. Comrade Muzaffar was to 
be informed that the two representatives could not leave now for Calcutta in Sl 
view of comrade Dange's arrest and hence the question was to be deferred." 
After that there was perhaps some idea of holding the meeting at Madras where 
some comrades went for the Railway Federation Meeting. (5) P 1323 is a tele
gram from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate dated 218128 in the following terms : 
" Spratt cannot go Madra.s come as soon a~ possible with I?ange wi~e ~ate.:' 6( 
On the back of this there IS a note: " Nothmg can be done tIll the IDlll hde IS 

over, i.e. at least before the end of this month." This telegram is p~ly ~x
plained in (6) P 1616C (1. C. 209) from Muzaffar .Ahmad to Ghate m whlCh 
Muzaffar Ahmad' says, " Your telegram was duly received by us and I hope 
mine also reached you in time. Comrade Spratt did.not like to go to Madras 6f 
because he is not a member of any Railway Union ........ 1 expect your reply 
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'regarding the Provisional Committee Meeting every moment. Please let. u.s 
make haste. On hearing from you we shall arrange to send you mo:p.ey.. The 

. Punjab people also expressed their willingness to attend. So I must inform 
. them timely. Everything depends upon you. We have already neglected 

too much this important matter of the Party." To both P 1323' and P 1616C 
Ghate replied in (7) P 488 (I. C. 212) dated 6th August, recovered in original 
at 211 European Asylum Lane, and in this he says, " I think we can go over to 
Caldutta at the end of this month not earlier than 20th instant." But there is 
some confusion, as Ghate goes on to say, " So, I think you should put off this 
meeting to the last week of September." (8) In P 1617C (I. C. 213) dated 7th 
August Muzaffar Ahmad accused writes to Dange th.at it has been decided to 
:fix the Provisional Committee Meeting on the 22nd mstant. and expresses the 
hope that this will suit him and comrade Dange. 

O. P.480. 
(9) P~ 1373 (5) (1. C. 224) dated 28th of August 1928 is a telegram from 

Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate asking him to reach Calcutta on Wednesday the 5th 
and try to brin'" Dange. The original despatch copy of this is P. 2084. (10) 
P.487 (I. C. 226) 1st part, dated 2nd September, is a .telegram fro~ Ghate to 
Ganavani (telegraphic address of Muzaffar Ahmad) m the followmg t~rms: 
" Latest developments prevent departure: Muzaffar Spratt wanted here unme
diately." (11) P.1373 (4) (I. C. 22~) dated 2nd.September is Muzaffar Ah~ad:s 
. reply to this telegram and says, " Difficult for eIther to leave Calcutta; WIre if 
essential". (12) P.487 (I. C. 226) 2nd part is Ghate's reply to this, which is in 
the laconic terms" absolutely essential start". (13) In consequence of this we 
find Muzaffar Ahmad wiring to Sohan Singh in .P. 2184 (1. C. 224) " Postpone 
starting others not coming;" (14) is a letter P. 416 (4) (I. C. 225) from Ghate 
to Muzaffar Ahmad dated 2nd September acknowledging the telegram P. 1373 
(5) and a sum of Hlol. 30, and stating that they had decided that none could be 
spared from Bombay at this juncture and had therefore sent Muzaffar Ahmad 
the telegram asking him and Spratt to come over to Bombay at once, and about 
this he says, " I hope you see the need for a joint meeting in Bombay of all of us 
immediately. It will be easier for two to come here, rather than for 4 of us to 
go over to Calcutta." The 4 woulq presumably be Dange, Ghate, Bradley mid 
one other. So much for this correspondence which has been dealt with all to
gether at this stage in order to avoid digressions to deal with each letter and 
telegram as it appears. We shall come to the conference which took place at 
Bombay as a result of this correspondence in due course. 

O. P.481. 

.. 

O. P. 482. 

We must now go back to April and pick up the threads of what was going 011 
in different parts of In<;lia in connection with this Workers' and Peasants' J>arty 
. movement. A.n event of considerable importance in this month was the found~,,
tion of the Workers' and Peasants' Party 'of the Punjab~ The references in this 
connection are not ,,"ery numerous. The first piece of . evidence is the account 
given in the Urdu Kirtifor May 1928 (P. 747) at page 66. It is important to 
remember that by this date Sohan Singh Josh accused had been the manager of 
,the Kirti for' 7 or 8 months. He disclaims the responsibility for the editing of 
,the paper but I attach little importance to that disclaimer. The editor had 
certainly to do what the manager told him, and that Sohan Singh accused was 
.taking a very active part in the management is shown by the letters written by 
.him to other accused asking for contributions to the Kirti. In my . opinion 
the account in the Kirti is one which we are entitled to accept as an admission 
on the part of Sohan Singh accused himself; It is in the following terms: "Es~ 
1ablishment of the Kirti Kisan Party" (Workers' and Peasants' Party). In 
order to organise lahourers and peasants a meeting was held at the Jallianwala. 
Bagh, Amritsar, on the 12th April at 6 P.M'. at the inVitation of Bhai Sohan Sino-h 
Josh and Bhai Bhag Singhji Canadian. The meeting was attended by Dr. Satya 
Pal, Bhai Gopal Singhji B.A. (National), M.A. Majid, Raizada Hansraj 
M.L.C., IJala Kedar Nath Sahgal, Ferozuddin Mansur, Master Kabul Singh, La]a 
Ramchandra. B.A. and several others. . . . . . . . .. Afterwards it was unanimously 
passed that a Party should be established the object of which should be to organise 
the peasants and workers, that it should be called the " Kirti KisanPartv " 
.lWorkers' and Peasants' Party), and that those 'present should be regarded as 
Its members. After this Bhai Sohan Singh Josh was elected as General Secre
tary and brother M. A. Majid of Lahore as the Joint Secretary of the Party. A 
Sub-Committee cC?nsisting of the following. members was appointed to draw up 
rules and rcgulahons: (1) Lala Kedar·Nath Sahgal (2) brother M. A. Majid 
.(2) Gopal Singhji B.A. (4) Gyani Hira Singh Dard and (5) Sohan SinghJo~h. 
.We hope that after framing mIes and regulations soon some practical programme 
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.Will besta~ted ;to "Organise the workers and peasants." In' the light of thisre
port it is impossible to feel any doubt about the authenticity of P. 2051 C. (1. C. 

:197) dated 14th July 1928, a typed letter from Sohan Singh Josh General Secre
tary W. P.~. clo Kirti Amri~sar to Muzaffar A.b~ad, in whi~h Soh~n Singh ~osh' 
-reports officIally the f~rmatlOn of the .Vi!. P. P. In the PunJab wh~ch .came mto .5 
being on the 12th AprIl 1928. In addItIOn he says that the constItutIon of the 
farty is also· complete and that they are arranging to hold a conferenc~ of the 

. workers and peasants of the Punjab at Lyallpur on the 28th to 30th September 
over which they hope that Dange accused will preside and to which they pro-. 
pose to invite Spratt, Bradley and Muzaffar Ahmad . accused. Sohan Singh also 10 
!;lays in this letter" We will send our representatives to the All-India body when 
you ask us to do so." On the question of authenticity it may further be noted 

\that Sohan Singh Josh accused has admitted this letter. It is obvious of courRe, 
:from the fact that the Punjab Party only came into existence in April 1_928, that 

. the reference to that Party in P 1373 (2), the notes of the meeting held at Madras . 15 
'on the 28th December 1927, as a Party which " if in existence. P should receive an 
invitation to the A. I. W; P. P., only means that the Party was not in existence 
,in Decembel' 1927 ~wd that it was not knoWn' whether it wouid 'or 
. would not be brought into' ~xistence in time for the' first con
··ference of the All.:lndia. Party. This letter of Sohan Singh's was of course 20 
only a formal report because it is obvious from :P. 1348 (22) of the 28th May in 
which Muzaffar Ahmad speaks of having written to Majid about the meeting of 
the Provisional Committee at Calcutta that Muzaffar Ahmad was already at that 
date aware of the formation of the Punjab Party, and indeed we might infer 
·that from t.he .cry first sen.tence ofP. 2051 C., in which Sohan Singh says that 25 
Muzaffar .A hmad 's letter to comrade M. A. Majid dated May the 23rd, which is 
no doubt the very letter referred to by Muzaffar Ahmad in P. 1348 (22), " has 
been handed over to me to inform.you officially about the formation of the W. P. P. 
in the Punjab," meaning of course that l\f uzaffar Ahmad already knew about it un
officially. The rules 'which were ultimately framed for the Punjab Party are to 30 
he found in P. 344, l'ecovered from the possession of f. C. Joshi accused. The 
:6.rst of these rules filtates as one of the aims and objects of the Party "to secure 
complete independence from British Imperialism by every possible means, to 
liberate workers and peasants from every sort of political, economic and social 
slavery and toestahlish their united Socialist Republic." 35 

Coming back to Bengal again we now once more come across Basak accusp,d 
whose only appearance so far had been at the Cawnpore Conference but who 
must evidently also be one of the Party members ,who were said in" A Can to 
Action" at page 47 to be engaged in reestablishing the Dakeshwari Cotton Mill 
Workers' Union at Dacca. On the 18th April 1928 we find him writing the letter 40 
P. 526 (14) (I. c. 149) to Spratt accused at Calcntta. This letter merely give!' 
an account of his activities in connection with the mill workers and scavengers 
and asks for news in regard to Lillooah and Howrah. He also has something to 
say about the publication of Dange's book" Hell Found" and suggests simul
taneous foreign publication and also writing to the Labour Monthly and others for 45 
advertisement. Baaak's next appearance is in P. 526 (19) (I. C. 166) another 
letter to Spratt in which he says that the " Dacca workshop workers, and the 
;Lute growers and jute balers are ready to be formed into respective unions .. "But 
Jjasak also says he is waiting for help from Calcutta and will call the necessary 
meetings when the comrades can come to Dacca. He also mentions an expected 50 
conf(!rence with the authorities of the Dakeswari Mill,about which he says, " I do 
not know what I haye to do then, as I am not familiar with the tactics they will 
play. " Meanwhile Spratt accused was busy at Calcutta and had made speeches 
at Chengail on the 24th, 25th and 28th April, while on the 29th he wrote a letter, • 
of which P. 526 (17) is the office copy, to the editor of the Chitramaya-Jagat of 55 
Poona apologis)l1g for his failure to complete an article on ' Russia and India' 
promised for the 1st May with a view to its inclusion in the special Russian num-
ber of that paper.. Tn tllis letter be says, " I am sorry that I have -not completed 
it and my present continuous work in connection with the local strikes will pre-
vent my doing ~o for several days." 60 

Next, OIl tho lst of May Spratt took part in May Day celebrations ·(P. W. 53, 
Inspector S. C. G1lOsh) and made a speech of which P. 2172 is a report prepared 
by that witness. In this speech Spratt accused made three main points: (1) He 
stressed the international character of May Day and in this connection referrea 
to the requ(lst for monetary assistance from Moscow in the strikes going Qnat 65 
the time~ which request he defended. (2) He criticised the Labour Party for 
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. supporting the British, Government over. the Indian question and siated that 
., it was the Left Wing in the British Labour Movem~nt;...,..-the Commuriist,se~t~on 
who are very sincere-who were actively supporting the.Indian Labour Mciv~
ment:" He further said that " it was practically the Communist section who 
'were givingt.heir full support to the peasants' and workers' movement,in India:" 5 

. Finally he came to (3) the policy of the Labour Movement a~d quote~ the insta~ce 
of Russia :where the workers were much benefitted by the mtroductIOn of SOCIa
lism. He said that" Russia was an example of what Socialism cquld'do and he 
hoped the Indian working class would also fly the flag of Socialism and folloW 
Russia." Other participants in this meeting were Kishori Lal Ghosh accused 10 
and Muzaffar Ahmad accused, besides a number of other persons like K. C. 
Mittra Mrinal Kanti Bose etc., and members of the Press Employees' Asso
ciation: the Seamens Union, Bengal Mariners' Un~on! Port Trust. and Marine 
Workers' Union, and Port Trust Employees' ASSOCIation. 

On the same 'day Sohan Singh Josh, M. A. Majid.and K. N. Sahgal accuse4 15 
wer~ taking part in 1\1ay Day celebrations in the Punjab, vide the statement of 
P. W. 159, Sub Inspector Rashid Ahmad and his report P 1879 which contain:s 
longhand notes in Urdu of the speech made by Sohan Singh Josh accused in 
Punjabi and t:horthand notes' of the speeches of Majid and Sahgal. In the course 
of his speech on this occasion Sohan Singh accused says, '" We wish that the raj 20 
of the KirH (workers)- should spring up in the world iIi. the real sense of the 
term and that aclministration should fall into our hands .......... " Then he 
speaks of the coming war and says, " It is a matter of gratitude that even Cong
res"] has passed, (·i.e. resolved) not to help the capitalist English in the coming 
war. It . appears that in that war the English would be ,on one side and the 25 
Russians on the oiher. I ask the labourers and the workers of India not to help 
the English in iliat war at all. . . . .. I again ask you to destroy this Capitalism 
and ImpHtialisUl, lind kirtis should join together and establish their own raj io 
their own country." The bulk of Majid accused's speech was devoted to the sub-
ject of religion and ended in an attack on religion to which members of the 30 
audience took exception. Sahgal's speech opened with an attempt to pour oil on 
the troubled waters in this matter of religion, and ended with a demand for the 
destruction of the Government of these En~lishmen and the capitalists. May 
Day was also celebrutedat. Bombay; vide the. evidence of P. W: 245, Inspector 
8h. Hasan Ali Yasin. who attended a May Day meeting, held under the auspicp-s 35 
of the W. P. P. Elnd some other body, at which.Jhabwala accused presided and 
Nimbkar, Joglekar, Dange, Mirajkar and Bradley accused spoke. The gelrHal 
current of the speeches was to advocate unity on the part of labourers, and 
JJabonr Raj. The,Bombay Party sought a grant of Rs. 250 from the Bombay 
Provincial Congres!l Committee for the celebration of May Day but the demand 40 
was thrown out. Nevertheless in a letter to l\fuzaffar Ahmad on the 5th April 
Ghate writes, "We are organising this day here on a grand scale and I hope you 
will set abQut this as early as possible (see P 821 (r. C. 141) and P 449 (I. C~ 142». 
~ll these activities in India prior to May Day are touched upon. in P2365, the 
report on the position of all sections of the world Communist Party between the 45 
}"ifth and Sixth Congress. In this report th(1 writers express the opinion that 
the national movement in India is n()w (the reports deal with the period ending 
1st May 1928) PIltering a stage far richer in revolutionary possibilities than allY 
earlier ones. F'rom page 473 to 477 we get a discussion of Communist activity 
and the Workers' and Peasants' Party. As a matter of fact almost the Whole of 50 
this is devoted to the Workers' and Peasants' Parties and not to the COmIIiunist 
!,arty. The O. P. if! d~smissed in t:w-0 paragraphs, the conclusion being stated 
III the second of. these III th~ followmg ~erms: "The Party has not yet been 
able to develop mto a genuIlle CommuDlst Partv first and foremost because it 
did not show any signs of revolutionary vitality in' connection With very import- 55 
ant events. The problem of ·the organIsation of a genuine Communist Partv as 
the vanguard of the pr'oletariat which must be the leader of the National Revo'" 
Jution is still to be solved." Nevertheless, as was shown in the :first earlier of 
these two pal'agraphs. efforts had been made and as a matter of fact were still 
being J?-ade right up to the date of the arrest of the accused in this case. At the 60 
same tune the report by no means entirely condemns the Communist Groups as on 
page 473 :w-e :fi~ld it saying, " On the basis of this proletarian experience it has 
b.een pOSSIble for the only Communist group active in India to extend its activi-
be~ and lay the fc>undation for mass revolutionary organisations, The sucel's. 
which has attended H,e efforts ·of these groups has been remarkable; the latest 65 
developments of the Indian situation-the new stage of the nation~1 revolutionary 
movement and the'new character of the strike movement-.:-are currently ascribed 
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by Imperialist publicists to "Communist influence"." r have quoted a num-. 
ber of passages from this report already and I think that at this stage it will be 
suffi9ient merely to refer to the satisfaction expressed by the Communist Intel', 
(national with the work of the Bengal and Bombay Parties in connection with re
c(:nt fitrikes. The report says about this at the foot of page 476, "It is, how
ever, in connection Wi1l1 the present strikes that both the Bengal and the Bombay 
·W. P. P. shave Ehown themselves to be in the closest contact with the industrial 
proletariat in the big centres. Both in the railway strikes in Bengal and the 
textile strikes in Bombay the members of the W. P. P. have not only taken the most 
active part in organising strike action but have also gained the enthusiastic confi.~ 
dence of the workers to the extent of being chosen as their leaders in preference 
to the bourgeois r('formists who have up till now led the Trade Union Move-

\ ·ment." And this is followed by a reference to the proposal to hold a conferenco 
with the object of forming the W. P. P.s into an All-India Workers' and Peasants' 
Party. The chapter on " India.. " ends with the following hopeful pronounce- ] 
ment: "This means that the proletariat of India will build up, and has already 
bf.'h'1l11 to do so, its Communist Party whose leadership will guarantee victory."· 

Returning OJice more to the activities of Spratt accused in Bengal we find him 
taking all active part at Cherigail. P 2145 (I. C. 161) which is written on Chen~ 
gail Jute W·orket's' Union notepaper on the 8th May 1928 does not however 2 
relate to those acthitiEis but merely authorises payment of a money order to 
Muzaffar Anmadand therefore illustrates the relations between them.. P 2090 
snd P 2091 (1. C. 161) relate to the money order, in connection with which this 
letter was written. This Union at Chengail had been formed about the 18th of 
March with Mahhul;ml Haq as President, Latafat Husain and Radha Raman 2 
Mittra accused as Vice Presidents, Bankim Mukerji as Secretary and Kisnori 
Lal Ghosh as OJ'gallising Secretary. P 2044C (I. C.126) Ghosh's letter to Spratt 
of the 21st ~Iarch allOWS Spratt being asked to take an interest in this Union b(~
fore the end of Mnreh. In P 526 (15) (I. C. 152) dated 23rd of April after the 
first I-1trike had hel,,'1m Ghosh accused asks Spratt to go if possible to Chengail i3 
with Uadha Raman Mittra as the situation there is s.erious. This evidently su~
gests that Spratt accused was known to Ghosh to be taking an interest in this 
strike. Spratt's rtCtivities were not howev:er limited to C~engail. On the 16th 
May he was taking part in the Lillooah strike and speakin~ at a meeting in the 
evening at Howr8.h Maidan at which Banerji, Muzaffar Ahmad and Chakravarty 3, 
accused were also present. On the 16th he - and Chakravarty were 
both present at another meeting at Howrah Maidan at which Spratt 
8,ccused spoke and his speech was· translated into Hindi by Chak., 
ravarty accused. On the 17th he, Chakravarty and Radha Raman Mittra accused 
were all present at a similar meeting at which Chakravarty spoke. He was also ~ 
present at another meeting on the 19th at Kashipur N arkuldanga at which 
Muzaffar Ahmad and Goswami accused were also present. On the 20th May 
Spratt."wl'otea letter, P 526 (11), to the editor of the " Forward ", the typed 
draft of which was found at 2!1 E. A. Lane. In this letter Spratt speaks of hLTlts 
of a policy or expulsion of Communists and the members of the Workers' and .4l 
Peasant~' Party from the Indian Trade Unions which woula be done" not be
cause these people are disruptive but because they stand for the direct political 
action of the workiug class against Imperialism. " He goes on, " British Labour· 
(that is the British T. U. C.) will not contemplate a revolutionary policy, the only 
possible policy for Indian labour. But they realise that to advocate constitu-. 5( 
tiona! political action on the part of Indian labour is absurd. They are conse-
quently forced to atlvocll.te a completely non-political movement ........ ". l!'ur-
ther he says" I feel it necessary therefore to justify the attitude on this question 
of the British Connmlllists and Left Wing who have always been in favour of 
assistance of Indian labour by British labour. They advocate this assistance. 55 
only on the· basis of the recognition by British labour of the right of India to 
complete independence and· the right of the Indian workers to organise and 
fight for it." Onthis letter C. P. Dutt complimented Spratt in P 526 (43) (F. C. 
445) dated the 14th June 1928. The same revelations on the part of the London 
correspondent of Forward on which Spratt commented in P 526 (11) are also 60 
referred to in Ganavnn5 o"f 19th July 1928, P 519, where it is stated that the IJondon 
correspondent of Forward has complained that the British T. U. C. wants to 
affiliate to itself tIle Illdian T. U; C. and the object is to cut off the Labour Move-. 
ment from t.he IndianN ationalist Movement. . 

. Towards the end of May Spratt accused left Calcutta for a few days and went 65 
up the East Indian Railway line to Ondal with. the object of extending the strike 
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up the line. According to Spratt himself, (videP 2419P j (F. C; 607), dated the 
23rd October 1!128, the letter to Dear Robin) an attempt should han been made 
to extend tIns strike much earlier, and when K. C. Mittra consented" to let us 
try spreading the strike it was too late and the effort failed.' 'Froln Ondal Spratt 
wrot9 on the 25th May a letter, P 501 (L O. 171), which was intercepted, but WIlS 
suusequentlyrecovored in the search of th~ W. P .. P. office at 211 E. A .. Lant'. In 
this letter Spratt asks Muzaffar Ahmad to send Nirod or Halim with some of the 
Bengali literature. With Spratt's letter ~herewas ~nclosed a letter froIIl 
Goswami accused to Muzaffar Ahmad asking for copIes of " our Party pro .. 
gramme ", this year's report. and other important papers necessary for prop~'" 
'ganda. In additio~ Sp~att writes that" the ~orks~op men sttuck here this 
morning " and Goswaml says : . " Weare gettmg mce response from th~ young 
men here. ur cours~ these young men are all factory workers." To thIS letter 
Muzaffa'r Ahmad reI)lied in P 526, (12) (1. C. 173), dated the 26th May, asking, 
in respon~e to Spratt's suggestion, for 'an article preferably 011 the " ~ole of !-lte 
'Vorkers' and Pl!aSnnts' Party." Muzaffar Ahmad also says that he IS AendlUg 
Bome literature in a aeparate packet and also some membership forms. He also 
sends an (lId set of" Oanavani " and urges rectuitment of members from among 
the workers. 1n cOlmection 'with this Ondal strike, there is ailother important 
document l'ecoyered in the search of 211 E. A. Lane, ,namely P 483," instructions 
for neW m.~mbers at Ondal, Ratiiganj and Asansol ", in Spratt accused's }mnd
,,·riting. 1n this Spratt tecotnmends that " the new'members shotild 'meet t<) 
form UH~msel"es into one' or lnore branches as will be decided in consultation 
between them Ilnd Dharni (Goswattri) and Irali. '" '" ....... The work or the 
branch {'or the pres~Dtwill be (1) self-iIistrnction and education: The Party 
~ll send such litc)'ature as it can, and" Gana'\7ani ", so that a more thorough 
knowledge of Party principles and policy can be obtained. (2) Work within the 
r~ast Indiatl R,ailway Union ..... , ..... " . "; iIi the course. of which hI:! tec0rl1~ 
tnende tImt " a sytnl)athetic prepaganda of .otit views be made among' the men and 
'When elections to the E. I. R. E. C. or other committees are made, one of our men 
slLould stand, ~md .get the post if possible. (3) Work with othet 'Workers." ])'or 
this purpose Spratt wa:b.ts some comrade~ to " get in touch. wttll workers " of 
certain named works. "One of these ", he 'says, 1& should be tackled first, ai1d 
only when substantial progress has been made should they go onto another. They 
,;:hould try (1) to gc·t the best workers into our Party (2) to establish a Union 
there, under the leadership if possible of men with our ideas. (4) Circu.lation ('If 
,. Ganavani ",'" Kirti ", and our future Hindi paper" (apparentiy a reference 
to the proiJosed paper' Lal Nishan '). In fact, the whole idea was·tofltJ'ike 
'While the iron was hoUmmediately after the workmen at Ondal had come out 'on 
strike and were full of keenness. 

In rcsponsp- to the request made by 'Muzaffar .Ahmad in P. 52() (12), Spratt 
on the 6th June in P. 2077. p, (I. C. 183), sent to Muzaffar Ahmad a mannscript 
article Oil tho" Role of the Workers' and Peasants' Party/' which is in e'\71dence 
as P. 2077P (1). The manuscript copy itself was, however, also found in due 
course in the search of the W. P. P. office, and is in evidence as P. 526 (41). It 
"\Vas also printed in " Ganavani " of the 14th .. June 1928. In this article after 
Ii. long discu~sion of Congress policy, which r need not deal with, Sptatt comeS 
to the questIon • wby a sepa;ate rarty 'f As .regards this, he first points out 
t~at ~hatevet verbal. conceSSIOns It may make, ,the Congress still pu.rsues essen~ 
~!B:lly l~S o~n o!d p~hcy, a~d. its lead.ers ~re entIrely opposed to change of polict 

m thIS due<:hon ,that IS m the dlrecboI1 of a mass organisation. It is tber()
foro for the W. P. P. ," to gather together all the social material useful tor tho 
purpose of overthrowing Imperialism, that. is for attaining the complete tude
pend~llcP- of the .country. The W. P. P. IS from the first & party genuinely 
fightmg for the m!ercsts .and ne~ds of the masses. Then he points out that 
the ~wo great sec~hons, tne workmg ctass and the 'peas1\IltR lack almost any 
fightmg cont!l-ct and he saYA : " Thf!ir salvation lies in their c~-ordination lwdet 
a common alm-the overthrow of Imperialism-and a common direction, that 
of the Workers: a?d PeaRants' Par!y/' bnt he makes. it clear that the over
throw or I!llIJCn!l-hsm ancl the. obtammg of complete mdependence is not the 
only obJechve, smce he 3°1'1'1 on to say: CI :F'inally, the Party holdR out before 
!he ma,sses the goal whwh t.hl'Y have to teach, a goal to which independence If but .a necessll:ry ~tep~ It realises that altet the destruction of the svstcm 
o fOl'~lg~ exp!01!ahon, 1ht> only possible '301vent for the WRElrieR and poverty 
of India 1S sOClahRm. The Party stands fot the uationalisation with workers' 
control, of the chief ir!dustries and services; as the basis for th~ reorganisation 
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and improvement of, Indian economic life ... This is the .ag~ of Iroperialism~th~ 
age .of the decline. and death. of capitalislD.:-:-when· all. who, ,ca.re:for the future. 
must earnestly look forward to and. prepare. for the system whichif'1.to replace 
capitalism." He thus makes it fully. dear that the main objective of the Party 
is socialism.. There is also another significant passage. in the, last. paragraph IS 
but one, which I think 1 should.. quote in regard to thestrikes,.where he says: 
'.'Every strike, evel'Y struggle· of oppressed peasants against ·land~owners· or 
Government, must receive its support and assistance. The full implications of 
these struggles, which are but. skirmishes preparatory for the great struggle for 
power between the exploiters and the exploited, must be brought out and de..; 10 
mOllstrated to the masses." . . 

\ Much about this time, on the 29th May, there is anothe~ letter from nasak. 
accused to the comrades ill. Calcutta, P. 415 (12) (1. C~ 176), recovered in due 
course in the search of the W. P. P. office. In this he gives some account of 
events in Daeca, particularly in connection with the strike in the Dakeswari Mill~ 15 
and he ends with a complaint that because in spite of his promises Spratt & Co, 
had not come to Dacca, the workers were becoming disheartened· !:lnd th.e ,mill" :. 
.owners becoming bold. . 

Just after this we get an incident which throws some doubt on the bona 
/ides of Kishori Lal Ghosh accused. It appears that on the 31st May he wrote 20 
to the" Statesman" It letter, which has been tendered in evidence by him as 
D 174 (6), in which he implies that " Spratt accused is not a Communist." 
I mnst confess that Ghosh's defence of Spratt in this letter strikes me as some
what laboured; but that is comparatively speaking of minor importance. 'What 
is important is that only n couple of days later on 2nd June Spratt himself 25 
at Ondal in a speech P: 922, vide the evidence of P. W. 59, Mr. B. N. Chatterji~ 
ciaimed in effect that he was a Communist agitator and said in this connection: 
"I want to say, comrades, that r have no greater desire than to be calied 
an agitator and a Communist. Some of the greatest men in the world's history 
have been agitators and Marx, Lenin etc. have been Communists, We have a 30 
very high standard to follow." '.' 

Spratt in fact was not· only doing the work of a Communist 
agitator and worker but he was definitely claiming to be doing so. 
Another view of Spratt'Rwork at this date is to be found in Mirajkar's 
report 011 the work of the propa~anda group of the Bombay W. P. P., P 1348 (2), 
in which he says: "Our Party member, Comrade Spratt, is conducting the 
striko of the Railway workers at Lillooah with the assistance of Bengali 
comrades." The statement is by no means strictly true, but again it' is the 
claim made by the accused themselves. 

O]tthe 21st June Sohan Singh accused writing to the Editor of the" IDrti " 
asked Spratt, who was then at Asansol, to send him an article for the" Kirti ", 
as he had promised to do long before, and in reply to this request Spratt on the 
13th July sent to the " .. Kirti " from Asansol a copy of the article on " Russia 
and India ", which he had recently written for the" Chitramaya .Jagat " of 
Poona. The article in question is P 526 (35) in manuscript and P 526 (25) in 
t~lJ(l. This article is· an interesting one and contains some interesting passages: 
For instance after: quoting Lenin's conception of the future he says that " all 
events during the years since he wrote have confirmed his view. Accordingly 
it is next the turn of China and India to follow Russia along the path ·which 
she has taken, the only possihlE' path for a country which' seeks to free .itself 
from Imperialism. This t.hen is the relation of Russia to India at preseI),t,anq 
such is the importance of Russia to India. She is a guide, showing tlie, .way 
along wltich India must tread." Further on he says that: " On these general 
grounds then, it is possible to say that India may" follow the Moscow Road ". 
India is now ill the full sense within the orbit of Imperialism, and if she pver:" 
comos Imperialism, it. can only be done completely following the Russian 
example. " l!~urther on he deals with the argument " that the unarmed condi
tion of India will necessarily prevent any action on her part ", t6 ·which·he 
replies that" this consideration while decisive against any attempt at a sudden 
forcible '-coup d'etat does not weigh decisively against a policy of mass action." 
And again :t little further on he say§!: " It can I).OW be claimed that this essay 
has shown (1) that there are only two possible lines of development before India, 
(2) that only one, of .these, that which involves a revolutionary policy roughly 
,simila.r to that adopted. in Russia, eanpossibly lead to the indeperidence oftha. 
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country, (3}·.thatthis latt~r:~elicy.is at anY'rate'not wildlyimp~ssibled4)<t~at; 
already" in spite· of the polItical backwardness of the country (comp~edW1th ilts 
objective position) . these- things are- beingrealis~d, and. political.organisations' 
and persons ·are gradually ranging themselvesm two camps;" In the later; 
para"raph he. asks: "Wliat,is the alternative to revolution-' -", and -suggests' ,0,. 
that C:, whatever it is it is something which India does not want '~, aitd hecon~' 
cludes that " it is clear in any case that difficult and ·dangerous as it may be, 
the revolntionary path is no worse than the alte~native.And apart from .th~se 
difficulties and .dangers, there can, by this be little doubt ;that the r~volutlO.n 
in Russia_has thoroughly justified itself," and the corollary no doub~ IS that if 10 
the revolution has justified itself in Russia, it would be equally certam to do so; 
in India, and therefore India should certainly follow the" Moscow Road ". -

Meanwhile there had . taken place in May ,at .Nagpur a Peasants' and 
Workers' Conference, not organised by the W. P. P.'s and about which they felt. 
some a~iety, see P ~34~ (4) (I. C. 137) from ~hengdi .to Gh!1te OIl the3rq 15 
April and Ghate's reply, P 821, (I. C, 144), dated the 4th AprIl. It was also, 
mentioned by Spratt accused in P. 1118, (I. C. 189), a !etter da~ed the 23rd 
June'1928 written. to Joglekar accused from Asansol, WhICh mentIons the fact 

. that Bradley' accused presided over the, conference, a fact in support of which 
there is a group. photograph, P 665, rec0V:E;lred from Bradley .accused's posses- -20 
sion. Spratt's letter testifies to the readiness of Joglekar and Bradley aecused 
to make the best of a conference, which had l>een organised by other people with 
quite di~erent obje~tsfrom their own. 

O. P. m. Another small item of activity to which I may draw attention before going 
back to the European correspondence is ale'tter P 2259C, (F. C. 490), dated ~:. 
the 18th July 1928, from Spratt accused to the Editor of "The Sunday Worker", 
254 (}ray's Inn Road, London, intercepted by P. W. 157, Sub-Inspector S .. C. 
Chaterji, who searched for it in consequence' of receiving a report from a watcher 
constable at the Mail Office that he had: selm Spratt accused post four letters 

, there. In this letter Spratt Il.ccu!led ; sent to the ~editor an article on the "Suffer- 30 
ings of the peasa;nts at Atia." . He: sent 'a. copy of this article the same day to 
Mr. Saklatwala in P 22580, (F. '0.489),: which was intercepted l>Y the same 
witness at the same'th:ne. Ilia s'ilbsequent'letter dated the 25th July, of which 
P 526. (22) (opposite to F. C. 500) is the draft recovered at 2\1 E. A. Lane, Spratt: 
accused asked the Manager of" The Sunday Worker " to send h40 a cutting 35 
of the article, if published, and P 2068 is the reply intercepted and withheld by, 

, P.W. 36, Sub-Inspector G. B. Roy, the latter dated from" The Sunday Worker" 
office on the 20th August -1928, and enolosing a cutting from that paper of 
Spratt's article, P 2068.(1)~ Incidentally the last paragraph but one of this 
article contains a number of deliberate lies, which would no doubt be swallowed 40 
,,!ithout hesit~tion by .perso~s 'in England with no knowledge of the real cOildi-. 
tIons or ]a\y 1D force 1D IndIa. 

_ We must _now go back a month or so to pick up the threads of the European' 
correspondence. On the 6th of June C. P. Dutt signiilg' himself J. wrote the 
letter, P 674, (F.C. 425), to Dear Fred, that is Bradley, which -Was recovered 45 
after' Bradley, accused's arrest from an almirah .in San4well's ho:use which had 

o. P. "'8. been in Bradley~s use. This letter has .been discussed to som!3 e~tent aJ.r~ady;' 
It begins by acknowledging letters,of the 24th and 31st March and the 7th and· 
21st April and also a report on the cotton market of 12th May. Later on in this 
letter we got the reference to the cotton shipments' and it was suggested that 50 
both these referE)ncE)s were tomolley in connectioIi with the Textile strike .. 
Actually, I think the first. r~ference toa report on the cotton market is merely 
a reference to a, report on the Textile strike. Then he goes on to the matter of 
Jhurdekuqor E.hardikar, and to references·to money, to the cotton 'shipments, 
restarting of the" Kranti ", the delegate' of the Young Communist International' 55 
and the unfortunate episode, when the lascar Abid Ali was searched, and thereby 
the cover address" Karanth " ceased to be useful any longer; . After this in 
June \fe find two sums of £40 each .being despatched on the same day to India' 
by Page Arnot·from the Chancery I,ane Post Office and by L. 0; Bradley from 
the Fleet Street Post Office, probably less thana mile away, with the messages: 60 
"For representative Manchester . C('Inference~ Robin" '·and "Towards: 
sending delegate Len". The relevant exhibits areP 2431 series ana: 
P 24:28. series and P·1530 to 1534, ·{F. C. 432 to .436). In this connection it 
may b.e, note~ that Duttin P 6.74" wrote: to Bradley ,~, ~ou will have received 
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urgent :rp.essage8 about the New York meeting," and of ,(}OlirSe these message.
were 8Qtuall;y received on .the 15th June, whereas :r:674 would not have reached 
India pefore about the 22nd .. On the 14th June C. P. Dutt wrote another letter 
t9 Spratt accused, to which I have already referred, namely P 526 (43), in which 

o. P. ~9. he discussed Spratt's letter to the "Forward" and fllsosQme; points in his i 
articlo on -" Labour and Swaraj ", and in this connection urged the vieW' that 
the idea,of capturing the Congress was an illusion. Then on the text of Spratt" 
having become the.1eader of a Trade Union, he goes on to stress the very urgent 
necessity of getting leaders from out of the ranks of the workers, and criticitlea 
the work in Bombay, because he sees all s.orts of committees being set up, always 10 
witl~Jheold familiar names Imd with not even a single worker in addition. 'I'M 
n~xt item in·this corresponde~ce consists of two identical letters, d.ated the 18th 
Jhne from Mrs. L. C. Mellome, a member of the Young' CommunIst League of 
Great Britain, to Spratt and Bradley, P 546 (9) and P 654, (F. C. 454 and459), 
asking a series of questions about -the Indian youth Movement. There is no 16 
evidence that Bradley ac('used ever replied to this letter, but in P 546 (10) 
(F.C.455) we have a draft reply in Spratt accused's handwriting, dated the. 
22nd August 1928. The original was intercepted in the post and copied~, vide 
P 21020 at F. C. 509. In this letter Spratt gives a fairly full account of the work, 
done in'connection with the Youth Movement np to the date of his letter ... He .20 

. refers, as Mrs. Mellonie han done, to HIe. resolution on Youth, which, he says, was 
drafted jointly by members of the, Bombay and Bengal P~tties, apparently 
referring by this to P ~33. II i\t that time, (i.e. i:q March)" he. says, U A group 
of 6 college stndents ~as meeting regularly and discussing with W. & P. members 
on theoretical subjects, and it was proposed to develop this into a geimine youth 2~ 
organisation," but he '\'\Tal'! d0l1~tf111 if this had been done. In the mlse of Benga~ 

o. P,8006 he says that: "a beginning is jIl!'!t being made ", a fact of which we. shall 
find ~"idence at a later stage. He goes on to say that it has been'decided " to 
establish a ' Young Comrades' League." (The name was suggested by SakIa~ 
wala). "It will probably be a.n11ouncf'd.in a few days." In reply to the question 30 
about the number of vanna' ' workers' in the W. P. P. 's Spratt wrote that it 
was safe to say that none of the three 'W. P. P.s had 'finy working-class meniber~ 
ship to speak of, which is. exactly what we have just found C. P; Dutt complain~ 
ing . of. In proof of this fact he stated: " I was reeently asked to get hold of 
one genuine worker to send to a, Youth Conference in England, but I could 35 
not, find one" who would have. been of the'slightest use." In talking of the 
attitude C'f the Workers' and Peasants' Party to other Youth organisations he 
mentions the Bombay PresidencyYolith' League and the all Bengal youth 
Association, and also refers to the Young India Society of the Punjab. In each 
case, he El~Ys, •• The attitude of thp W. P. P. is. '!lllited front cum fraction work~in 40 
theory." Further ,on he says: "Tn the Punjab ,the Young India Society is 
entirely controlled byihe W. P. members. In fact they are practically the sarrio 
thin'g, I think; Again there would be no formal fraction work." . At a later 
stage ill connection with some docnments, which he enclosed with this letter, 
Spratt ru~ntioned that he was putt~ng in a b:rown document from th~ PUnjab, 45 

.Oi P.101. about whICh he says ~ " It was published by a Bort of • Ad Hoc' cOmmIttee very 
similar in composition to the leading group of the Young India Society there. 
Kidarnath Sahgal (address Khabardar Steam Press, Lahore) is the President 
of the Young India Society and probably those here mentioned are its leading 
members. It is the sequel to a document called" An a.ppeal to young Punjab", 50 
which I have not got." And there is another reference to this Punjab organis~-
tion in the answer to question 6 where he says. that u All the Youth organisa
tions that I know are very similar in outlook except that of the Punjab, which 
is definitely more radical than any other "fall of 'Which facts seem to have some 
8~all hearing OIl the case of Sahgal accused; at any rate in so far as they cast 55 
doubt 0!l his ,claim. to have been at heart throngho:ut t~e 'Whole of his history in 
connectIon WJth thIS case a Congresswala and nothmg else. , 

The next group of letters is one to which I have already referred in con:. 
nection with the cryptic remarks about Rhuden and Uke-Rhug. The first ()f 
these is P 20020 (F. C. 513), a copy of a typed letter, dated the 2nd August 1928, 60 
from J. (tpe initial signature aIRO ,vas typed) to Dear Philip.' This letter was 
enclosed, in an envelope addressed t<) Kishori Lat, Ghosh and was intercepted 
and copIed by P. W. 97, Sub-In~pector Amarendta Kumar' SeIl. ThE! eilveldpe 
was photographed and the original reposted, the explanAtiorl of course being 
that the envelope bore longhand writing, 'WhilE! the letter was,. typed. The Gt; 
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-Witness's .notes, to which.heref~rred in __ thecourse' of his' cfoss-eiamiil.ation, 
showed that inside ,the outer cover there was an inner. cover with no address on 
it. This isa Jetter in connection .with which it was subsequently discovered 
that a.mistake had been made, and that the copy proved by the witness was 
not the.original "one made in the Special Branch Office in Calcutta 'at the time 5 
of interception, but another made latel; on, probably in the office of the DirectoJl', 
Intelligence Bureau, at Delhi. In connection with this mistake, the witness was 
,suusequen~ly recalled'and his further s~ate~eIi.t··.will. ~e Jo~nd'~just bef.oret~e 
statement of P. W. 279. The result of hIS eVIdence .'On this .second occaSIOn was 

.that P 2002C :was :replaced by P 200,2C (1) .. It will perhaps be sufficient to say 10 
: about thiS: witness ,that he did' not show himself gifted with much 'intelligence, 
.ancI.I, am quite satisfied that his original statement identifying P 2002C as the 
copy, for·the preparation of which he was responsible, wasentirelybon,a fide .. 

" , ,No,,,"coDllng t<;> the .. origiIi.:of this letter; there is good re~son to supp~s~ th~t 
'ine handwriting .on the envelope is that of A. Gly.n Evans wIth whose wrItmg ill 15 
'J> ~340 arid :r 18Q7 and P 1807 (1) it has beEm compared, vide also the evidenc.e 
of P. W.:27.7, Mr. stott .and, the, juxtaposed photograph, P .2538.. The questio.n 

''whether thidetter was in an inner cover and whether that inner cover had the 
nam-eof Spratt on it, is of course a question, which is really of greater importance 

· in the individual case of Ghosh. accused thim for the general case; In this letter, 20 
'after'asking'forIi.ews of Spratt"the writer, '\\Tho must obviously be eitherJ. him-
,.self or, as we might- suspect 'from the handwriting of Glyn Evans .on.the eilv~lol>e, 
'someone else writing for ,J., says: " Have you any knowledge' about a couple Of 
fellows inManchester;RhudeIiimd Ukl'-Rhug f There are also two morewho:m 

'Y·Oli. 'are likely to kndw~ ~ ran across them'the other day, and I would very'm.uch 25 
like to' know if'they have' any authority, an,d whether you would place any 
confidence- in them. ". The- names'so' given' in code'must pTQbably be interpreted 
as Shafiq (although of courEle the name should more correctly have been codified 
Rhudep) and Ali Shah. There is another re:rnark of some interest in this letter: 
" I am told .that you have writteI).an .article for the :first number of the revived 30 
paper "',a very cleat reference;m tlie light of the correspondence between.Spratt 
at Olldal and Muza:ffar Ahmad at Calc:mtta, to Spratt's article on the "'Role of 
the Workers' and Peasants' Party P; P 526 ('41), which was published in the first 

· number of the" Ganavani ", when it began again in .June, 1928. 

. On the 5th August this letler was followed by a telegram from .J ohnto 35 
Spratt cio Gbosh; :r 2189, (F. C. 514) whicli runs as follows :.....:..... '. . 

" Send Urgently I'referably Wire ID.formation Confidence Placed Orm 
Massel two others in Manchester.", . 

The two names in. this telegram Orm, ana Massel would seem to represent 
Usm and Nessim, but the reply which' was sent 'by Spratt accused on the' 10th 40 
August, P 2190, (F. O. 517), shows ,that he was not by any means certain about 
its interpretation. The reply was" Telegram'Unintelligible no Confidence Sug-
gest Wire Bombay", and ~t was addressed to the Secretary Labour Research 
Department. On the day before this telegrain was sent, that is on the 9th of 
Augru;t, a'letter P 2401 P (F.e. 515) (vide the eVidence of P. W. 1, Captain 45 
Booth and P. W. 8, Mr. Burgess) was: written' by one Alf to Dear J. enclosed in 
an envelope addressed to A. N. Badhuri, 63, Schluterstrasse, Berlin, Charlotten
Lurg. This.letter enclosed a: copy of a letter, P 2408 (F. C. 496), dated the 20t)1 
.July 1928, from Ghate accused to C. P. Dutt, a letter written under the instruc
tions of the Bombay W. P. P. The' very fact that this was enclosed would lead 50 
clearly to the infE:rence that J. and C.P: Dutt are the same person a conchision 
at wbkhwe have already arrived. Another point in this connecti~n is that the 
whole ~! the contents ,?f t~is letter .were'enclosed in' aninn.e-renyelope with the 
words for Clemens wntten on It. SO far as the matter WhICh we are con- . 
sidering at the moment, is .concerned, the important passage'is the' first senten,ce 55 
of the letter. "I had your letter on Thursday" (Notin the previous Thursday 
":!ls the 2nd.Au!plst) " and did the requests therein contained." The prosecu-
tlO~ contentIon· ~s, that one of th~se requests was t6 send the letter, P' 2002 C. 
Before I· deal with the remainder' of the contents· of P 2401 P, I think it will be 
best to clear up this matter of the inquiries of Dutt about people' in Manchester. 60 
On the 21st.August 1928 Alf wrote another letter to Dear John also addressed to 
Badhuri at Berlin. Bearing that fact in' mind and also the nature' of the con-

· tents, there ,can be no doubt that this letter was also intended for Dutt and the 
,)irst sei1tenc~ again is important. In thi~ 4.lf says :'''. Since." I' had yo~;note,:I 
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sent the wire away to Des, but had a reply saying that the thing was unintelligi
.ble and upon further advice I sent it over to Fred. Up to the present I have 
:hau no reply." This letter, it may be noted, furnishes fresh evidence of the 
identification of Des and Spratt, and it shows clearly that Fred is someone in 
Bombay, since that was the advice, which Spratt had given .• There can be no 5 
,doubt I think now that by Fred the writer means Bradley accused. That is all 
we hear about this little batch of inquiries except the reference in Spratt's 

-O.P.GOli. -letter to Page Arnot, P 2419P (F. C. 607) dated the 23rd October 1928 at F. C. 
'611, a passage to which I have referred more than once already. 

Turning back to Alf's letters, P. 2401 and P. 2402, there is a good deal more ro 
of interest in them. P. 2401 after his reference to Dutt's letter and request A1f 
''goes on to say : " The little sum we had to send over was sent, and I had a reply 
from Fred on the 4th acknowledging the same." Now on the 20th JUly Bradley 
accused had wired in P. 2181 (F. C. 496) to his, brother, L. C. Bradley at 4 
Elmsdale Road, Walthamstow, London as follows : "iLen forward :My :Money 15 
'Urgent" and the suggestion is that Alf meanR by this remark that money h~s 
been sent to Bradley as requested and an acknowledgment has been received. 

· He goes on to mention that" the usual routine has been carrie'd on at the office. " 
In this, paragraph there are some cryptic remarks which run as follows :-

" The ' Cards' hav,e helped me in this way. (I am also arranging to send 20 
(some) cards over as soon as pos!'lible). I was only informed late last night and 
will take the course 'suggested at the outset." It is contended by the prosecu-

· tiOD! that this is, 'a reference to sending Khardekar to Moscow, and there is a 
:further reference evidently.to the same matter in P. 2402 P. (F. C. 526), where 
,Alf says :.U Last Thursday I sent away a few Cards~ I hope that all is O. K. 25 
,because they were. sent away under difficulties, having had no recomm. from: 
anybody here. I wrote something and handed them over to Baker, who was 
going at the same time. 

:Make enquiries regar~ them. " 

It may be noted tJrat the word" Cards ,. in the brncketted portion of P. 2401 30 
O.P.606. is underlined, while in P. 2402 ~he word is typed in capitals and the word 

." them" referring to.' ~artls ' is underlined. 

Alf goes on in the next paragraph to r(lfcr to " the fund" but remarks 
" I only sent early last week" forty" .Jimmies to the S. I. R.-just before the 
news came through of the collapse of the.same." In this connection it should 35 
be noted that this money was actually sent by Saklatwala, vide the telegram P. 
:2177, (F. C. 541), dated the 3rd August 192R to Bharllcha at Bombay asking him 
to "Hand South Indian Railway Strike Committee Forty Pounds Collected by 
Workers Welfare League Bank Draft Following ";which of course goes to 
show that Alf is writing from the W. W. L. officp.., . 40 

In the next paragr~ph he says : " As to letters, I have not had any to my 
, address, and the only one I have had from other quarters is of no. special import
ance. This week I had one addressed to you-a full copy I am enclosing here
with. It bears out your contention regarding the whole business." This full 
copyis a copy. apparently 'in Alf's own handwriting, (P.2401 was also in long- 45 
band), of Ghate's letter,·P. 2408 P. (F. C. 496), which was itself intercepted and 
,photographed., (P. W. 1, Captain Booth, and P. W. 8, Mr. Burge~s).In the 
same paragraph there is a reference to Joss by whom the writer clearly means 

,N. :M. Joshi, as he refers in this to Joss's stuff as coming once every week, a 
fact which is also mentioned in t.he annual report of the W. W. L. 1., D. 712, 50 
· from which we may well infer that othor references to Joss, as for inst~nce in 
P. 674 at F. C. 426, are also really references.to N. :M. Joshi. There is another 

· reference of interest in the last paragraph but one where he says : " Also did 
O. P. 607. you get my l~tte.r and reference. to the one that was returning to I. ; but I expect 

· they knew him In Berlin ", whIch I suppose may be a reference to the accused 55 
, AdhTh;ari, though it is not very clear. . . 

The letter received from Ghate nf which a copy was sent by Glyn Evans, to 
Dutt along with P. 2401, P. 2408 P. (F. C. 496\ is a reply to Dutt's letter of 28th 

, June, P. 1348 (34) (F. C. 467), a letter to which I have referred earlier in con
nection with the Workers' 'Velfare IJeagllc of India. 'fhis was the letter in 60 
which Dutt as London Secretary nf the W. W. II. I. wrote to Ghate asking for 
more particulars of Nimbkar accused's speech on the Bardoli Movement, because 
the W. W. L. I. was finding it difficult to make out what the declared policy of 
the W. P. P. in that matter was.'· That.letter, as appears from P. 1344, was 
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laid before the meeting of the E.C. of the Bombay Party on the 15th July and 
thereupon comrade Nimbkar explained that he had only condemne'di the apathy 
of the leaders towards the strike and that he had not condemned the Bardoli 
Movement as such. Comrade Parvate was then asked t() prepare a manifesto of 
the Party on the Bardoli question to be placed before this meeting on the 22nd 5 
July,and the Secretary was asked to reply to the other points raised in the letter. 
A little further on we :find Parvate saying that the manifesto that would ,be 
issued would clearly explain the ,Party's attitude on the peasant question and 
pointing out the lines on which the manifesto would be issued. At the next 
meeting Mr. Parvate's draft reply to Dutt's arguments was read and the question 10 
of the manifesto was taken up. ,P. 2408 is evidently the letter which the Secre. 
tary wrote in reply to P.l348 (34) pending the preparation of the manifesto etc. , 

o. P. 1108. In this letter,'Ghate aooused sums up the explanation in two lines by saying 
" attacking the attitude of the leaders towards our struggle here, surely does not 
mean that the Party is against the Bardoli fight." About the manifest() Dien- 15 
tioned in the minutes he says, "in the meanwhile, the Party would be issuing a 
manifesto -on the Bardoli question in a couple of days, a copy of which I shall 
send you _when the same is published." It will be noted that although in the 
light of all the -documents there e,an be little doubt that the person who wrote 
P. 2401 and P. 2402 to C. P. Dutt clo Badhuriaf Berlin is the same person as 20 

-Glyn Evans, It is by no means essential to the prosecution case that it should be 
proved who the writer of these letters is. What is quite clear from the contents 
is thnt they are ,written bya responsible 'person· in Dutt'soffice, that is in the 
office of the W. W; L. I., who copies and forwards to Dutt in Germany the corres
pondenCe'received from India or informs him of the gist of it. It may further 25 
be noted that although there is no evidence as to the identification of the proved 
handwritiDg of Glyn Evans with the handwriting in P. 2401 and P. (1) and 
P. (E) or with the small quantity of handwriting in P. 2402, still there can be no 
doubt of the close similarity betwe~n these two handwritings. Unfortunately 
P. 2401 series and P. 2402 are Photostat copies not very easy to compare with 30 
the original writings of Glyn Evans which are in evidence. 

Coming now to the second of ,Alf's letters, P. 2402, we come at once to this 
matter of the cards which he says he handed over to Baker who was going at 
the same time. It is reasonable to suppose that as Saklatvala has been referred 
to as Baker in letters between Dutt and people in India some one who is writing 35, 

o. P.II09. to Dutt and mentions Baker must almost inevitably mean Saklatvala. And if 
the identification of ' cards ' with Khardikar is correct this can only mean that 
Saklatvala took Kharwar over to the continent with him.. In this connection it 
may be noted that P. 1604 which is Press Service No.7 of 1928 dated September 
the 5th of tJoo tLeague Againt Imperialism _ shows that an important session of 40 
the E. C. of the International League Against Imperialism was held in Berlin 
on August the 18th and 19th, 1928, which was attended by S. Saklatvala M.P. 
(England) along with a number of other persons whose'names .we know. A1f 
says that he sent away the ' cards ' last Thursday. which would have been the 
16th of August, which is just about the date on which Saklatvala wou.ld have been 45 
leaving England if he had to be present at the meeting of the L. A. I. at Berlin 
on the 18th. In addition to this we find Khardikar himself writing to Shah in 
P. 1281; a letter recovered in Shah's search, from 24, Friedrichstrasse, Berlin 
S. W. 48, Germany, and sayi.v.g that he had come to Berlin in August 1928. Oddly 
enough the address which I have just quoted and from which Khardikar was writ- 50 
ing is the address of the International Secretariat of the L. A. I. (see for example 
P. 1655P. at F; C.742). It may also be noted that there is a letter from Khardi· . 
kar, P. 2421 P. (F. C. 584), which supports the view that Glyn Evans is the author 
of P. 2401 P. and P. 2402 P. The evidence in regard to the handwriting of this 
letter is the statement of P'. W. 243, D. K. Kelkar coupled with the evidence of 55 
Mr. Stott, P. W. 277, at page 8 of his statement. P. W. 243 hes~tated to identify 
the handwriting in P. 2421 P.- but said that the L in London on the envelope 
gave him some impression of its being like Khardikar's writing and he gave a. 

O. P. 1110. more confident identificatiOin. of the handwriting in P. 2457 P. and P. 2456 P. and 
P.1281. This letter P. 2421 P. is dated Moscow 23rd September 1928 and con- 60 
tains a complaint that the writer has had no news from Glyn Evans for about 
a month. I may furth'Cr note that the addre8s of Glyn Evans which appeared on 
the envelop of this letter wa~ 162,Buckingham Palace Road, London, which is 
the address of the Workers' Welfare League. Going back to P. 2402 once more, 
Alf goes on to remark: "I got a good show in the S. W. last week over the 6~ 
troubles out there and the Life will have something this week. " This would seem 
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~to be'a'refei'enoe: to the publication of Spratt's at:ticle' on Atia, a,s the date of ih'e 
letter P., 2068 from the editor of the Sunday Worker to Spratt sending him a 

: cutting of his article is the '20th August. Further on Alf, who, it will be remem
'bered, is writing to someone who is either in Germany or to whom communica-
'tions have to be sent through Germany says; " you seem to hav,(li'a very interest- 5 
. ing time oVer there as far as I can gather from the Govt. paper here in 
,connection -with New York." Knowing the way in which New York, Manchester 
:~tc. _are freely used to conceal the' name of some other place which it is prefer-
~bl~ to keep undiSclosed, we may well infer that by New York is meant Moscow. 
:N~:x.t he refers to some letters from Fred ill the following terms } "By the. way 10 
-l:have'liad a 'few letters froni Fred, ofa general nature for th'e W. W. L. contain-
jng receipts mostly, with a few lines of comments on the general position., '' .. In 
,this connection I have been referred to the next letter in the F. C., namely 
::P.: 1860 P: (F. C. 527) dated 2.3rd August 1928 from Potter Wilson, Secretary of 
-the·W. W. L. I. to Bradley accused, the first sentence of which runs as follOWS:: 15 
:",.Ihave t6 thank you for the very interesting letters you have sent to'me and 
~~lgo the'photographs of housing conditions and meetings etc. also the receipts 

O.P.lSll. ,forthe'money·the League has been able to collect frpm the British workers fo.r 
the strike in Bombay." The coincidence between these two leJtters would be: a 
c~mclusive proof of the identity of Fred and Bradley accused even if there was 20 
not other evidence leading to the same conclusion. Then in. a 'P: S. Alf says': 
." Did you get Fenner's and also Kranti and Ganavani 7" Overleaf: there is a 
postscl'ipt : " I have just received a letter, or rather the Trinity has, from Anglo-

_American Sect. Coo I. regarding a manuscript from Bengal. You know the 
, thing. Will you see to it. I am sending it on to the above ,address." There is 25 
,no evidence as to the meaning of this rather cryptic postscript but it looks very 
much ,as if it was a reference to a demand from Spratt for the despatch of 
money. 
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o. P. 612. In September 1928 we come to a very important confer!'ln~ which was held 
I'artJ con:uI&a-at Bombay between the 6~h and .10th, at whi~h; the leadi~g memb~rs of the 

Ion .t Bom .J. Bombay and Bengal PartIeS revIewed the posItIon an:d consIdered theIr plans for 
the future. I have already mentioned in tl~e last chapter the series of letters in 
connection with this conference, alld before I come to' the actual documents 5 
relating to the conference I may mention that we get a series of entries Ut 

·Bradley's diary, P 645 which evidently relates to it. These entries show that 
he had appointments with the Party at 2 P.M. on the 7th September, at 9 A.M. and 
2 P.M. on the 8th, at 2 P.M. on the 9th and again at 2 P.M. on. the 10th. Another 
mention of the conference is to be fonnd in Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Tagore 10 
P 1865 (1) (F. C. 562) dated 8th September 1928 in which he says in the opening 
paragraph: " On receipt of a ",ire from Bombay Spratt and myself came up 
to Bombay on Wednesday last (September 5). We are discussing here the 
future programme of our Party. The discussions have not yet ended' As soon 
as theY' ara over we two will return to Calcutta. "P 526 (10) is a note writtl:ln 15 
by Bradley accused to Spratt apparently at t.his time as it is dated 10th Septem-
ber 1928 asking Spratt to repay a loan of Rs. 200. It is not otherwise important. 

Coming now to the actual discussions, the exhibits in this eonnection .are 
Spratt's notes P 526 (39), P 526 (32) and P 52~ (48) and Bradley's notes r 
670. The first of Spratt accused's notes is P 526 (39) which has on it at the 20 
top of the page the date 619128. The second sheet of his notes is the portion of 
P526 (32) which begins with the words" Programme .for fraction work. " 

O.P.6J3. Now it is only necessary to set the four sheets of Spratt accused'!,! notes together 
to see that they are consecut.ive notcsof the matters aiscllssed at a conference. 
Ex : P 670 is made up of a number of sheets of paper not all of the same sjze 25 
recovered in Bradley accused's search and forming items 165, 166, 167, 168 and 
169 of his search list P 642. But when put in their proper order and compared 
with Spratt accused's notel;! it is quite evident that they all except two refer to 
the same discussions, although the comments or conclusions are not always 'PlJt 
in exactly the same form. Before I go into these documents I should perhaps 30 
note that as printed in the exhibit volumes th(~y are full of mistakes and liable 
to be very confusing anld deceptive. In the COUTse of argument~ I compllredi my 
own copy of these exhibits in the general volumes of collected exhibits with the 
. originals and endeavoured to put in all the necessary correcti.ons hut even then 
it is not possible ,to be certain that all the correctionS are correctly made, parti-. 35 
cularly in view of the fact that Spratt accused's hll.ndwriting when he is w:ritiIl:g 
notes of this kind is by no means always fully legible. 

Beginning with'P 526 (39) as that is the :first .of the }lotes, we find first C)f 
all a reference to the T. U. q and the success acllieved in getting three members 
of the Party elected as officials but against that the failure tQ oppose the ffiO'Ve 40 
against the W. W. L. I. Bradley's notl:lin thi. connection: i~ ~~ :Failed t.o support 
W. W. L. 'at Delhi." After this there arc some criticisms of the T .. U. C. work. 
For instance against' C of A ' (Council of Action) we find a note 4' No money 

• allowed." In regard) to the B6~bay ProvincialT. U.C. Spratt note~that ~t 
had " Annual meeting only.......:.nothing-we had no representation--our iltrength 45 
increasing -No election of office bearers." Then follow some n.o~s on Uni.o}lS, 

O.P.614. G. I. P., B. B. C. 1., Municipal and Press Workers .about which there' is ll.I;>very 
enthusiastic comment. Coming t.o tM Tramway Union Spratt's note is: 
" workshop 80 per cent. line-staff not. " about which Bradley notes "'rramway's 
workshop 100 per cent." Whichever is correct,it shows that -this Union WtlS 50 
strongly influenced by the W. P. P., whie.h is no doubt why against a typed C()py 
.of the A. I. T. U. C. resolutions P 1348 (39) there is 11 not~ that they were sub
mitted by Tramway Workshops Union. Then there follows a note about the 
Port Trust Railway Union and Employees' Union both of whioh are noted ~s 
being" with us "', but against the latter of which there is a note" danger . .of 55 
Europeans dominating". Bradley'S note is" Port Trust D.ock Workl:lrs . .An:t.al
gamation. Anglo-Indian Control. Dock Workers, R .. I.M. lost to us '!. And 
in fact, as appears from P 1344, at the F1 O. meeting on the 29th .of August the 
question of the Dock Workers' Union was taken up and jt was decided tht 
Mirajkar should hand over the charge of the Union t.o the usurpers. Then there 60 
is a note" Textile Labour Union. G. K. U. B. M:. W. U. we are upt.odate in: 
oontrolof strike." about which Bradley's note is" 'Textile Labou.r UnioJ;l. Girni 
.Kamgar Union. Textile :Mill Workers Union. Involved in strike. " Mter 
which Spratt accused writes H Taxiwalas. MotormeJ;l's Union. some influence, " 

'while Bradley notes nothing more than" Motor drivers~ Union." Sp:ratt goes 65 
LsIJMCC 
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on to mention " Telegraph-men some indirect influence, Seamen. No influence. 
Small unions number Jhabwala's but useless. Textile workers N agpur.. Ruikar 
working more or less with us,. A.hmedabad no. Sholapur textile some influence. 
Organised fraction work in Textile Strike Committee and G. I. P. only." Brad-
ley's note is as usual more summary and is as follows: " Telegraphmen's Union. 5 
I. Seamen's Union. R. Wing. Ban1, Peons U.· Clerks Union. Crawford 
Market Stall Holders Actors Union. Postmens Union: R. Wing. Sholapur-:.. 
G. I. P. Mill \Vorkers. Nagpur-G. I. P. Mill Workers Ruikar. Ahmedabad-

O.P.oIS. Joshi and Gandhi." In both Spratt's and ,Bradley's notes we then come to a 
I:eries dealing first of all with the B. T. U. F. and then with the A. I. T. U. C. 10 
The two sets of notes fit in, one with the other, rather like a ,Jigsaw puzzle but it 
vs quite clear that they all refer to the same discussions. Ater suggestions for 
office bearers Spratt's note in regard to the Trade Union Congress ,Jharia meeting 
begins with a note:" pamphlet on R.I. II. U. and I. F. T. U. to be drawn up by 
Dange. " which Bradley notes a~ainst or rather after resolution 13 in the form H 
" Pamphlet on International T. U. Movement by Dange." This brings me to 
the resolutions mentioned in both .lists but which I will give as listed; in Bradley's 
notes P 670, as that is easier to follow .. They are as follows: " (1) W. W. 
League (2) International Question." Spratt describes this as "R. I. L. U. 
Pan Pacific Secretariat and League Against Imperialism." "(3) Question of 2C 
nominations-Geneva, Government." Spratt writes " N &minations to Geneva 
and Council." (4) Trades Dispute Bill (5) On supporters of t.he same (6) On 
Trades Councils (7) Public Safety Bill (8) Appreciation (9) On Nehru report. 
rescind clauses in rules." Spratt's notes are" All Parties Conference decisions. 
rescind this clause of const." "(10) Constituent Assembly (11) Indian Labour 25 
Year Book." Spratt adds to this" to be pT,lb." "(12) Overlapping Unions. 
(13) Repressive action of Government." For which Spratt substitutes" Con
demning repression by Govt." In Spratt's notes three of these namely (8) re
lating to appreciation of services, (10) relating- to Constituent Assembly, and 
(12) relating to overlapping unions are scratched out and another on war (]ranger 30 
is inserted. ., 

Now it is imp!>rtant to l!ote that these notes do represent resolutions which 
were not only deCIded upon but were actually drafted except in the case of the 

o. P. 016. three which we find 'scratched out in Spratt accused's notes. P. 666 recovered in 
:Bradley's search is a series of A. I. T. U. C. resolutions, so also are P 1373 (8) 3l 
C, D & E recovered in the search of the office'of the W. P. P. Bombav. And 
again P 549 (14) contains J. T. U. C. resolutions recoverelCt in the search of the 
Bengal W. P. P. office at 211 E. A. JJane, Calcuttn. Taking these three exhibits 
we find (1) Workers' Welfare League of India resolution in P 549 (14), P 666 
and P 1373 (8) C, (2) International Affiliation Resolution recommending affilia- 40 
tion to the R. I. L. U. in the same three, (3) Lengue Against Imperialism in P 
549 (14) and P 1373 (8) D 2a., (4) P. P. T. U. S. in P 549 (14) and P 1373 (8) 
D 2b., (5) International Labour Office (corresponding to Bradley's resolution 
no. 3) in P 549' (14) and P 1373 (8) C, (6) Assembly and Council nominations 
in P 549 (14) al;ld P 1373 (8) E, (7) Trade Disputes Bill in P 549 (14) and p. 45 
1373 (8) E, (8) Condemnation of Kirk and Shiv Rao etc. (corresponding to 
Brailley's resolution no. 5) in P 54!} (14) and P 1373 (8) E, ,(9) Condemnation 
of the attitude of the nominated Labour memhers in P 549 (14) and P 1373 (8) 
E, (10) Protest against Police firing in P. 549 (14) and P 666, (11) Indian Labour 
Year Book (corresponding to Bradley's resolution no. 11) in P 549 (14) and 50 
P 666, (12) Congress view 'on All Parties Conference in P 549 (14) only, (13) 
No resolution of this number, (14) Establishment of Trades Councils in P 549 
(14) and P 666, (15) No resolution of this number in P. 549 (14), (16) Protest 
against Govt. 'sattitude towards Soviet Uepublics (corresponding to war danger) 
in P 549 (14) and P 666. There is one other resolution in P 1373 (8) E, no. 8, 55 a protest against Public Safety Act as a great infringement by the Imperialist 
Government upon persona .• liberty and as a measure which has been ana will be 
operated to the detriment of the T. U. Movement.· This really corresponds I 
think to Bradley's resolution no. 13 and was actually put up at Jharia. A typed 

O.P.517. copy of it appears in P 2037 (1) intercepted in the post en route to Muzaffar 60 
Ahmad. A.nother copy of these resolutions was sent to Spratt accused on the 
12th October 1928 by ·Jolekar accused as Organising Secretary of the G. I. P., 
Railwaymen's Union, in P 2046P which corresponds more or less to P 549 (14), 
with the exception already noted. Another series of the same kind is P 905 
recovered in: the search of Sohan Sin~h Josh accused vide search list P 883. 65 
Still another is P 984 found in the possession of Dange accused, and another 
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stillis P.U~48 (39) recovered in the search of the office of the W. P. P. of Bombay. 
Not a 'single one of these exhibits however contains a eomplete set of the resolu
tions. Apart from the resolutions themselves there is a certain amount of corres~ 
pondencc on the record in regard to their being moved in the Jharia Congress. 
for instance one such letter is P.1348 (30) (I. C. 237) from S. H.' Jhabwala T. U. C. 5 
Group leader writing from the G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union on the 26th Septem-
ber to the Sccretnl"Y of the W. P. P. asking him for a copy of the resolutions to 
enable him to get Party resolutions framed and forwarded on behalf of several 
Unions. P. 190] P. (I. C. 238) is 'a letter from Ghate accused to Sohan Singh 
Josh accllsed saying that he has sent copies of the resolutions for the forth- 10 
coming T. U. C. at Jharia by registered post and saying" Please see that your 
group is present at the T. U. C. and that the Union that you will be representing 
supports the resolutions. Your suggestions for any addition or modification are 
welcome. ,t. A:ild still another is P. 547 (intercepted and photographed asP. 
(1. C. 246» from Jo.glekar accused to Spratt in which he says, " I am sending 15 
you a copy of the resolutions. Please try to get them forwarded from different 
Unions, to the Secretary, A. I. T. U. C. We are also doing the same 

O.P.518. from Bombay." It is quite possible that P. 549 (14) to which I have referred 
abo.ve is the very copy of the resolutio.ns mentioned by J oglekar in this letter. 
: , And not only were resolutions actually drafted as forecasted in .these notes 20 
of Spratt and Bradley accused but a go()d number of them were actually moved 
at the .1 haria Session of the A. I. T. U. C. in December '1928. D 305 is the offi-
cial report of the Jharia Congress tendered on behalf of the defence. It shows 
that resolution no. 1 relating to the W. W. L. 1 was moved and that its sup::' 
Po.rters were successful to this extent that the Congress decided to have no 25 
agent in Great Britain. The second resolution relating to international affi
liation was moved but the Congress decided not to affiliate either to the I. F. 
T. U. or to the R. I. L. U. until 'international unity should have been brought 
about. Then in connection with the League Against Imperialism there were 
three resolutions in the Congress and no doubt because of the arrest of J ohn- 30 
stone the delegate of the League Against Imperialism, the Congress decided to 
affiliate itself to that organisation for one year. Coming next to resolution no. ~ 
of Bradley's list on the question of nominations to Geneva and Government the 
W. P.P. failed to prevent the appointment of delegates for Geneva which was 
approved in resolution no. 18. No resolution in regard to Assembly and COUIl- 35 
cil nominatio~s appears in D 305. Resolution no. 15 passed in the T. U. C. is 
almost identical with the resolution OIl the Trades Disputes Bill which we find 
among those drafted at or after this meeting. The next one in Bradley's list 
" on supporters of the Bill " is not to be found mentioned in D 305 at all. 
No.6 vf Bradley's list was passed at Jharia as no. 36 almost as drafted, as also. 40 
was 110.. 7 in regard to the Public Safety:Bill which appears as no.. 16 in D 305. 

O. P. 519. No.9 on the Nehru Report reappears as no. ,9 i,n D 306 but the T. U. C. only 
accepted it in so far as they rejected the Nehru Report. No. 11 relating to th~ 
Indian Labour Year Book was in the main accepted at Jharia where itis no. 17 
in the report. No. 13 relating to the repressive action of Government '\Y'as 45 
partially accepted at Jharia as resolution no. 14 relating to firing on the workers. 
The resf)lution in regard to war danger which appears in Spratt's list.was ac
cepted at Jharia where it is no. 6, ill. which however the portio.n relating to the 
encirclement of the U. S. S. R. was omitted. Finally the resolution relating'to 
the action of nominated Labour~'presentatives in Legislative Councils and in 50 
regard to the Simon Commission, ;no. 9 in P 549 (14) and no. 7 in P 1373 (8) E, 
was passed at Jharia as no. 7 ex,aetly as it appears in the exhibits. It will be 
seell from this that the work done at this meeting was thoroughly practical and 
was not mere discussion, and. in this connection it is important to note that all 
the resolutions which appear in P 1373 (8)0, D & E are in Spratt accused's own 55 
handwriting. In this connection I may well quote what the Communist accused 
themselv(>R say in the joint statement at pages 2911-12 of the statements of the 
accused. In this passage they say that,'" in the events in question in tho 
s'essions of the A.I. T. U. C. we played a prominent part; we put forward, resQ.lu-
tions embodying our policy, and in this way contributed to a certain extent to 60 
the change of policy which was gradually brought about in the movement. 
Because of this the prosecution have tried to represent not only the events in 
the T. U. C. sessions but even the movement in the unions and among the work-
ers in the country as primarilv due to some conspiracy on our part. A con-

o. P. 520. sideration of the magnitude of thd movement will be enough by itself to show 65 
that that conception is absurd.......... Bnt it is true to say that hi ·putting 
f?rwRl'd our policy we were intei-preting the ideas which were forming at that 
bme in t~eminds o.f alarge'number of workers." 
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Page 2 of Spratt's notes are those whieh appear as the third sheet in 
P 526 (32). They begin at the bottom of page 51 of the printed exhibits and 
.elLd at line 7 on page 53. I should note that the pages of Spratt's notes of the 
businl>ss at these meetings are all numbered although they have been accidental-
ly included in different exhibits. That is to say P 526 (39) _ is headed 6-9-2~ 5 
alld has at the top of the page at the left side the figure 1 in a circle. The por-
tion whose limits in P 526 (32) I have just given has the figure 2 in a circle in 
tho top righthand corner of the page. The sheet which is in evidence as 
P 526 (48) similarly has the figure 3 in a circle at the right hand top corner, 
and the last page, namely that which is printed in P 526 (32) from line 8 on 10 
page rj3 to line 5 on page 54, has the figure 4 in a circle at the right hand top 
~orner of the page. These notes quite evidently comprise a single set. The 
notes on the T. U. C. do not quite conclude on the first sheet that is in P 526 (39). 
Two items appear on the second sheet, viz. Programme for fraction work, and, 
programme of demands for trades in question, and if there could have been any 15 
dou bt about the sequence of these notes it would be cleared away by the fact 
that the very next item in Bradley's notos after the resolutions and the refer-
ence to It pamphlet on International T. U. Movement by Dange is as follows: 
" Praction work.-a progl'am of demands for individual interests and trades",' 
Incidentally it may be noted that item 167 of Bradley's search list which is a 20 

O.P.521. sheet of paper exactly like that used hy Spratt for P 526 (39) concludes wit;4 
a few mote remarks on the subject of T. U.s and seems to represent the conclu-
sion of that day's discussion as he hegins the next day with another folded sheet., 
item no. 168 of his search list, and his notes start with the heading" Congress 
Madras" exactly as Spratt's do. Spratt goes on to write, "Fraction (If 1 25 
A. I. <J. -C." and Bradley writes, " Subjects Committee. 7 supports. " This 
was apparently a discussion of the work done and results achieved by the PartY 
members at the Madras meeting of the Indian National Congress. Put shortly 
the results were that the Congress had associated itself to the League Agai.!lst 
Imperialism; the Congress resolution on the war danger accepted the point 30 
which the W. P. P. wanted; the resolution in regard to the anniversary of the 
Russian Revolution had been dropped; that relating to complete independence 
had be on carried in another form; the resolution on the boycott of the Simon 
Commission 4ad resulted in the Congress dropping Hartal and strikes; the 
l.·esolution putting forward the programme of mass organisation was dropped, 35 
and the one on China was passed in a different form from that in which it was 
put forward by the W. P. P. Bradley's comment on-the whole thing is " Sub-
.jeet Committee work good" and Spratt wrote "Created impression. Open 
Congress. Spoke for and against. Succe~ful in one point-keeping fees 
down," a fact which I think I have mentioned already. In further explanation 40 
of these notes we have the official report of the Congress, D 182, although I do 
not think that that was the object with which it was filed. Then we have some 
notes on the Bombay Provincial Congress Committee and those notes on the 
Simon Hartal to which I have referred already. They lead on to a more im
portant point put by Spratt- ill these W'vrds : " G-cneral decision that capturing 45 

O. P. G22.CongroRs is hopeless. We have to be there as critical force. Muzaffar's reso
lution. No COllgress office to be accepted by Party members Y" Bradley's 
summary of the discussion on this point is as follows: " Thought tha.t Congress 
ca~ not be captured. Should not t."I.ke· office as bearers. Middle class propa
ganda. C. C. can be used." This discussion .. of the possibility of capturing 50 
Congrcsl'1 "llay very likely pe the result of Dntt's inquiry of the 14th June ill 
P 526 (43) at F. C. 446 to which I have referred earlier, while it will be remem
bered that the subject of accepting office in the Congress had been mentioned 
by Muzaffar Ahmad in his letter to Dutt P 2099C (F. C. 417) dated 10th May. 
Spratt at the end of the discussion on this point had written the word "d~ 55 
feated H but it rather looks as if that word has been intended to be scratched 
out. In both sets of notes we get another referenee to the Independence League 
about which Spratt writes, " Cooperate as Party: Letter to Jawahar Lal "1 
while Braoley's note is "Party's attitude towards same - Association to 
League - no socialism - cooperate as a -party to I. League." Then follow the 60 
notes about the All Parties Conferenceahout which Spratt's note is " Condemn 
report and W. C. (Working Committee) - stands for Com. Ind. and mass move-
ment and univ. suffrage" to which BrarUey adds in brackets " should not be 
8upport('rt Oonstituent Assembly" followed by the word "slogan" which 
appears to mean that it had been decided to drop the demand for a. Constituent 65 
Assembly'. Mter this there follow notes on the All India Congress Committee 
:re~lutil)n8 which Spratt notes as (1' " condemning Nehru Report and W •. a.~' 
(2) "sympathising with strikers .etc." (3) I' P. S. ~ -T. D .. Bill". Bradley 
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puts- the same thing in. slightly different words. . There are in evidence. as 
P 1373 (~) B two ()f these resolutions in Spra:tt's 'own hand which are headed 
'If Resolutions for Calcutta A. I .. C. C. 1928, Oct." and a . typed copy of the same 
resolutions was intercepted on 2919128 in the post addressed to Muzaffar Ahmad 
'ride P 20J7 (3). The last notes on this sheet of Spratt's notes relate to th~ 5 
Calcutta Session of the Congress and are as follows: " (1) Change of creed to 
Independellce, (2) Against war danger, (3) Anti-working class legislation. and 
asking working class and peasants to> organise on basis of class struggle and 
(4): Condemn Bengal Congress Party for attitude on Tenaney Bill." (NQW. 
The word Congress in this resolution is written over Swaraj or vice versa. I~ 10 
is not very easy to say which).. Bradley's list of resolutions is : "(1) Consti
tution (change of goal), (2) War danger, (3) Statement on China, (4) ·Antt. 
working class legislation, (5) Mass organisation of working class and peasanb 
Ie (6) Condemn Congress Party Bill.'" Bradley's notes of the day seem to end 
here with a note" Mr. Nimbkar R. S. very retiring nature" a remark which 15 
doeS' not appear in Spratt'l:l notes and which for anyone who. knows . Nirnbkar 
accused, is rather difficult to, understand. 'rhese resolutions for the Congies,s 
were recovered in the search of the W. P.,P. office in Bombay and we get them 
as P 1373 (8) A in Spratt's handwriting anq. also as P 1348 (28) a typed copy. 
They were also intercepted in the post on the way to Muzaffar Ahmad accusecj 20 
and those copies are'P 2037 (2). I do not think it is necessary to quote th,gIl!!-

; The next sheet of. Spratt accused's notes i~· the one. marked (3) which is 
P 526 (48) and which begins .with the words" PeasantS" Movement" (whic~ 
1 may not!.'l have been omitted in the printed record)., Bradley's notes are on 
the fourth page of the folded sheet on which he was making notes and begin 25 
like Spratt's with the words "Peasants' Movement". B:t:adley's notes in this 
:eonne~tion are in detail and run as follows : " Bengal-not revolutionary-not 
at aU organised. Bombay-if organised it is loose fragments-press necessary. 
Special study should be ;made. U. P. good fragments here. Affiliation to T. 
U .. Q:" Spratt's'onlynotes on the subject are: "Peasants' Movement. AlIi:- 30 
liation to T. U. C." Then we' come in both Spratt's and Bradley's .notes to 
some notes on Youth Movement. Spratt's notes are as· follows: ,., ReactioIli
ary-Class opened--3 men regularly. After strike began collapsed. National: 
ism-N:triman ·etc. Theosophy. Ind. Youth orgn. to be . formed. Necessa_ry. 
Students work 'of importance. "And about this Bradley writes, " Youth Move- 35 
;ment Bombay-:--it Under influenc'e of Nariman-small group. ~engal-i-prQ
Brising gl'oup-course." That is the point at which Bradley's notes item 168 
of'his seareb list end. Spratt also drew a line across. the page here and hi$ 
next notes are headed" Party" ,and evidently correspond to Bradley~s notes 
on the- back of item 165 of his search list. Spratt's notes on the subject are, as 40 
follows:, "Party-Indifference on question of recruiting. Associate members 
J18ssed. Bombay membership 26 . ." Bradley's notes are somewhat unintelli
gible: and PUrl as- foHo,,"R : " Party org : not suflIciently (this word is painfully 
illegible) to understand; Recruiting membership-Associatemembers-26~'" 
Then both of them go on to some remarks about groups. Bradley's notes OR 45 
the point are very short and are, as ·follows : "No. meeting regular of group's. 
T. U. good-Youth-C. some." whereas Spratt writes at some length: 
" Gronps Bombay. T_U. worked fairly well mainly textile, but also others. 
'1' •. C. set up. Congress-No. Youth-{apparentlymeaning a blank). Pro
paganda-Simon Commission; T. D. Bill etc. Statements and manifesto on 50 
'l'. D. Bill. Roy letters. A. P. Conference. Youth.· Conf. T. U. C; E. n ':' 
Against all the groups that is T; U. Congress, Youth and Propaganda we find. a 
general remark "lack of money.'" I imagine that Spratt must have put in 
part of his notes under this head later and indeed the note at the side lack of 
money certainly conveys that impression. The reason, I say~ this is that 55 
Bradley deals with the subject of propaganda lower down, ·after a series of 
notes on, the organs of the Party. His notes run as follows: Prop. Bombay. 
Some· meeting~May Day-Simon Com .. :Lack of F. Party paper K. p~ 
phlets : A. P. Con. T. D. B. Roy letter .. Youth Con ~ Delhi T~ U. C; E." which 
notes obviouslv coincide almost exactly with Spratt's notes" lack of money. 60 
Statements. Rnd manifesto on T: D.· Bill ·etc. ,,, These notes show a full' discus-
sion. of the working of the, Party and of the groups which it- will be. remem~ 
beredl were started at the time· of the: foundation of the Bombay Party at any 
rate~ From this we. come to, a very· interesting discussion of Farty: organs. 
Bradley's. notes. in. this connection are. as. follows :. "OrganS'. Spark.-K. 65 
Restat:ted 31 June by-weekly 2000'. Ganavani foss. 1200. ffindi-LaI Nishan. 
Eng).isli:.-(followed by; '& gap). Iskra Bp.ngaI:" Spratt's' notes- in P' 526(ts) 
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~re at much greater length: '.' Organs. Spark-Socialist Paper. for but 1;1ot an. 
official Party organ. Kranti finish 29110127: Started .again 3116128 (bi-week:-
ly). Actually a strike bulletin but also Party policy is dealt with. Self sup
porting 2 pice-2000 circulation surplus of Rs. 50 p. m. Ganavani started again 
14/6128. Weekly. Price 1 anna~1000-1200. Heavy loss. Iskra IrreguJar 5 
news & propaganda sheet. Free. Lal Nishan Hindi weekly." 'rhe. n~mes of 
Spark and Lal Nishan appear in .Spratt's notes in square br~ckets anel it is 
apparent that the reason for this is that neither of these papers was vet iIi 
existence. And in this connection I mav refer to Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to 
Tagore P 1865 (1) (F. C. 562) in which . Muzaffar Ahmad says, " The publica~ 10 
tion of a Bindi Weekly entitled the Red Flag has been notified. I do not ven-
ture (to bring it out) because I have no money with me. If we had not come 
~ Bombay it was to have come out this week. My visit here has entailed con
SIderable expense. So I do not know if I shall be able to bring it out on my 
return from here." . .... . ... . 15 
. 'rhe last sheet of Spratt's notes'is that bearing no. 4 which comes at the end 
of P 526 (32). It begins with the words A. I. Party. Bradley's notes in this 
connection begin at the top of the front of· item 165 of his search list on the 
sheet marked P 670, Spratt notes q votes: Bengal Party, Bombay Party, 
Punjab Party, C. P. and Berar Party, Gorakhpur Union (W. & P., Trichinopoly 20 
Party, AU unions, All peasants, Rajasthan Seva Dal, Hindustani Seva Da); 
Other individuals." Then he notes "Date 20, 21, 22 Dec. President: Sollll.n 
Singh. Fraternal delegates-list to be drawn up." Bradley's notes are much 
shorter. He writes: "A. I. W. P. P. Bombay, Bengal, Punjab, C. P., Gorakh-
pur U. P., Cawnpore, Trichy. Madras-All T. U.s and Peasants, Left Congress. 25 
20.21.22. Bundelkhand Jhansi." Spratt's note about fraternal delegates was 
obviously put in where it now appears afterwards, as it appears much lower down 
ill Bradley's notes. Both of them come next to the resolutions. In Bradley's 
notes these are: " On Org. and Tasks. On League against Imp. aff: Consti
tution etc. ; Resolution Peasants and Policy and Polito T. U. AU P. Confer:' 30 
ence. E. of-C. C." Spratt's list, which is much. cut about, is: "(1) Orgn; 
plans. Constitution for A. I. Party. (2) Political situation and policy. (?) 
Peasant (4) Trade Union (needs little change). (5) Affiliation to League 
Against Imperialism (6) All-Parties Conference (7) Independence League (8) 
Minor resolutions." Against these resolutions at the side there are 2 notes: 35 
., Reports of Provincial·Parties " and" Election of E. C." Below these notes 
Spratt has some notes: " Preparation: Pamphlet on need for A. L W. P. Party~ 
Who to write' Dange. Meetings. Propaganda in Calcutta in October. Re:
ception Committee in Bengal hands." Bradley's notes on the same subieet 
are: " Need for A. I. W. P. P. Dange. Frat. delegates. Reports of Parties; 40 
Basis of membership." In connection with this pamphlet, for whieh Dange's 
name is snggested, I may refer to Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to Ghate dated the 
22nd October 1928, P 1654P (I. C. 261), in which he says, " While we had been 
there (obviously at Bombay), comrade Dange promised to write a manifesto 
on the role of the Workers' and.Peasants' Party. I do not ·know whether he 45 
has done it or not .. If he has not drafted it till now no purpose will be served by 
it. What is about the propaganda for the conference'" The remainder of 
Bradley's notes in P 670, namely those in items 166 and 169 of his search list, 
do not seem to have any reference to this. conference. There are however a 
few more notes of Spratt which are of interest. They run as follows: " Organi-. 50 
sation of Party A-1. E. C. representing th~ constituent parties: Bombay (3), 
Bengal (3) Punjab (3) others (1) suggested. E. C. meeting quarterly. Seat of 
E. C. at Calcutta. Finance etc. details to be decided. Money to be arranged . 
. Rs. 1,500 required. Resolutions etc. printed in 5 languages." This last subject 
·of finances is dealt with by Muzaffar Ahmad accused in P 1611P (I. C. 281), 55 
.dated November the 5th, 1928, addressed to Dange. (Muzaffar Ahmad of 
course always' takes a very profound interest in all matters of money.) In this 
letter he says that the estimate of .the expenses of the oonferenee made at 
Bombay was an underestimate and he says, "Now we have. found that nothing 
can be done with a sum which will be less than Rs. 2,000." . 60 

After this Conference at Bombay Spratt accused returned to Calcutt~ 
whence on the 27th September he paid a visit to J amshedpur in company with 
Shamsnl Huda accused. As a matter of fact, I think this is the first occasion on 
which Shamsul Huda accused appears in the evidence at all. P 2210 (P. W. 103, 
Sheikh Samir) is the Dak Bungalow Visitors' Book. at Jamshedpur, in which 65 
there is an entry in. Spratt's handwriting, P 2210A, relating.to the stay of Spratt 
and Shamaul· Huda accused in the. Bungalow from the morning' of. the 27th 
September to the morning of the 29th. In the course of this visit to J ams!Iedpur , 
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Spratt accused made a speech, P 2206, vide the evidence of P. W. 101, Mr. S. P. 
Varma, wh.o took dow:n shorthand notes and subsequently.transcribed them ana: 
also the ~Vldence of P. W. 102, Sub Inspector M. M. Chakravarty and his report
of Shamsul Huda's speech, P 2207. . . ' .-

"aUpur Confer. T~e next event of importance in the history of the Workers' and Peasants' ~ 5 
Party IS the Conference held by the. Punjab W. P. P. at Lyallpur from the 28th 
September. There is a large number of letters of invitation and other eviderice 
relating . ~o this Conference, and it may be noted that so far as the letters of, 
Sohan Smgh Josh accused are concerned, the exhibits are nearly all copies and 
there was; no particular ~vidence as to the handwriting, but Sohan Singh 'Josh 
accused himself has admitted most of them. 1 may summarise them quite; 
shortly.' . 

(1) P 1608C (1. C. 196) dated 14-7-1928from Sohari Singh to Dange. 

. (2) P 2051C (1. C. 197) from Sohan Singh to Muzaffar Ahmad, dated alsoi 
t~e 14th July. 

(3) P 526 (24) (I .. C. 198) dated 23rd July 1928 from Majid accused to. 
Muzaffar Ahmad enclosmg also a letter to Spratt accused. Only one of these 

o. P. 529. is. contained in P 526 (24), but both of them were intercepted tog~ther in P 2045C:: 

10 

15 

(4) P 549 (18) (I. C. 201), (see also P 1234),. two letters from Sohan Singh~ 
Josh dated the 27th July: 1928 to Bradley and Spratt. . 20 

(5) P 2093, (I. C. 238), an original letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to Sohan' 
Singh, dated the 26th September and regretting that owing to a financial crisis 
he is unable to attend the Lyallpur.Conference.· . 

(6) There is a reference in the minutes of theE. C. of the W. P. P. of 
Bombay relating to the meeting of the 23rdSeptember 1928 that Dange is not 
to go to Lyallpur, because his going there. at this juncture would stand in the 
way of negotiations. (7); Another letter in this connection is P 2052P, dated 

25 

the 14th September 1928, from Sohan Singh Josh to Muzaffar Ahmad pressing 
him earnestly to come to Lyallpur. (8). Lastly P 13~3 is a Gurmukhi 
notice of this Conference, which was to be held. on the 28th, 29th· 30 
and 30th September, which states that "Dange who is a staunch. patriot 
and a well-known Communist and wasconvict~d in the Cawripore: 
Bolshevik Conepiracy Case, is to be the Presiden~ ", and thaf" besideshini 
Messrs. P.: Spratt, Bradley, M:uzaffar Ahmad, Kidarnath Ji Sahgal.and others 
will be present." The notice, of which a copy P 451 was also found at ~11 
E. A. Lane, is issued over the names of Sohan Singh Josh, General Secretary, 
Kirti Kisan (Workers' and Pe-asants' Party) Punjab, and Bhag Singh Canadian, 
Managing Director, the Kirti Magazine, Amritsar. Actually none of the members 

35 

of the W. P. P. from Bombay Or Bengal were able to attend the Conference and 
the W. P. P. members present were Sohan Singh Josh, M. A. Majid arid· Kedar 40 
Nath SahgaL 

lleerat Confer- .. The next event of importance and one which has a: peculiar interest of its 
enee. own is the Conference; which took place at Meerut oli the 14th, 15th and 16th 

o. P. 530. October. When 1 say that it has a particular intere:;;t, it is because it is the 
prosecution case ·that this C.onference was the occasion. of the formation of the 45 
Workers'. and Peasants' Party of the U. P. and Delhi, with Mukerji accused as 
President, Joshi accused as General Secretary and Gauri Shankar accused as 
Secretary of the Meernt Branch. 1 discus'sed the legal aspect of what took 
place at Meerut at a very early stage in this judgment on pages 12 to 15, where 
I quoted .a number of rulings on which reliance has been placed. 1 shall at this 
stage go into the evidence in regard to the Meerut Conference fairly fully, and 
I do not think that, when I have finished doing that, there will be any doubt 
remaining as to the jurisdiction of this Court: The' defence theory is that there 
was already in existence in 1928 at Meerut a Mazdur Kisan Sabha, and that this 
was merely a conference of th~ e~st!n~ bodY!lt which no new body was formed. 
As I pointed out before, although It IS ImpOSSIble to doubt that a new party.was 
formed on the occasion of this meeting, that is not really the point at issue, the 
only real point being whether acts in furtherance of this conspiracy were com
mitted at Meerut or not. 

TO'come now to the facts, it will be remembered that a .conference at Meerut 
was mentioned in one of Spratt's earlier letters, namely P 479 (1 C .. 120), in 
which on the 6th March 1928 he' wrote to Muzaffar Ahmad:' j There is a 
Workers' and Peasants' Sangha or something at Meerut.~ You have probably 

• seen that it has. invited Chaman Lal and Jinnah t~ preside over its conferenees. 

50 

55 
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Why the conferences are separate I don't know.'"'. The first exhibits in connec"
don, with the October Conference at Meerut are P 131 and. P 132 (I. C. 205 and' 
207), which are two letters from P. C. Joshi accused to his. friend Aftab Ali,.: 
recovered in Aftab Ali's search, in both of which Joshi accused mentions. that 

-8 lJ. P. Workers' and Peasants' Conference will be held at Meerut on the 11th, lS 
12th and 13th of October, at the same time as the Delhi Province Political Con- . 
fez-ence which is to be held under the presidentship of Jawahar Lal Nehm. 
Joshi's letter makes it quite clear that it is' proposed to- use. this Conference 
tor the purpose of founding a new party. In P 131 he says. : H I wrote to yon 
to; come here immediately so that we, may go: to both, (that is, the Conferences. 10 
Q.t Mee:r;ut and Jhansi) together. We would have got an opportunity 'in the 
very beginning of our work to form a permanent organisation and see the 
'forkers . what stuff they are made of. What is most important we wouH have 
got an opportunity to impress our views on the policy and programme to be 
laid down. It is easiest to capture an association when it is being formed." In 15 
the next paragraph he says : " I am trying my best to get accepted the Bengal: 
'Workers' and Peasants' programme and have a permanent organisation." In 
P 132 he says : '~As I wrote to you we should both go and attend these Con
ferences. We could see the provincial workers, find out what stuff they are and. 
try to have a permanent org. with a policy ........ We would have been able 20' 
to give a momentum to them and influence the organisations with extremist ideas 
in the very beginning-the best and surest way. " Further on he says:' 
'.' Wherever I go I would try to get accepted your Party programme (Aftab Ali 
was of course a member of the Bengal Party) and try to form a permanent and 
active org." These letters appear to have been written some time in September" 25 
though as is usually the case with P; C. Joshi accused, they are undated. . 

The next documents in connection 'with this Meerut Conference are P 2197,. 
P 1414, P 2089, P 2088, P 1466, P 1467, P 2196 and P 272 (I. C. pages 242 to 246).. 
~2197 is a telegram dated the 10th October 1928 (of which P 1414 is the delivery 
copy) from Gauri Shankar accused to Muzaffar Ahmad in the following terms, ~ 30 
" Piease come with Spratt 14th. 15th. Oct. Meerut Majdoor Conference wire 
Expenses." P 2089 and P 2088 are the documents in connection with the des ... 
patch of Rs. 35/- by T. M .. O. from Gauri Shankar to Muzaffar Ahmad Similarly 
P 1466 and P 1467 relate to the despatch of Rs. 201- by Gauri Shankar on th~ 
11th October' to. Kedar Nath Sahgal at Lahore. P 2196 is a telegram from 35 
Muzaffar Ahmad to Sohan Singh, Kirti office, Amritsar to the following effect: 
" Spratt myself attending Workers Conference Meerut fourteenth and :fifteenth 
('ome there if can." Lastly P 272 is a Bengali letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to 
lIe K. Sircar,. recovered in Sircar's search in which he says: "In order to 
attend a workmen's. conference at Meerut. Spratt and myself are going there 40 
~oday: .. Therew:as nothing previously arranged about the visit. We are ha~ 
to go, because suddenly a telegram and fare have been despatched. We gOI 
only because thereby Party propaganda will be encouraged. We 'shall return 
as; quickly as possible." At the end he says : " The Meerut Conference will . 
meet on the 14th and 15th. We-'shall return to Calcutta. by the 18th." The 4.5 
Conference was actually 4eld,'at Meerut on the 14th and· 15th of October, and. 
I will for the moment pass over the evidence, documentary and otherwise, as. to 
what actually took place and quote a few of the most salient admissions of 
accused' in this case as to what was done at the Conference. P 1619 P 
(I. C. 249) is a letter dated Meerut the 18th October from P. C. Joshi accused 50 
to Dallge which opens with the following very direct statement of fact. "You 
must have read from the papers the account of the Conference here. You will 
be glad to learn that a permanent organisation has been formed in U. P., and 
I am supposed to be its Secretary," and he goes on to ask Comrade Dange tG 
write a pamphlet on Bardoli for. the new party and also asks for copies of the 55 
Bombay Party publications and pamphlets and .constitution. Then in P 1116 
(I~ C. 256) dated the 20th October 1928 Spratt in the fullness of the knowledge 
acquired during his visit to Meerut wrote to J oglekar as follows :-

" Can you conveniently attend the W. P. Conference to· be held at Jhansi 
on the 27th to 29th of this month' The President (or Chairman) is. the Presi- 60 
dent of that Branch of your Union. I should like you to be there if you can, 
so that you can assist the newly-formed U. P; Workers" and Peasants.' Party, 
and in partic";lla~ see its Secretary, one P; C:. Joshi ,of' AUahabad~ who, will be 
there. Jhansl Wlll of course f?rm a branch of the U. P; Party." TheJl> Olli the 
2tst October we find- Goswarru, Secretary of the· Reception' Committee' or-the .65 
first li. I. W; P. P.' Conference in P 1627 P' (I. C: 258), sending' to> the- SooT-
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w. P. P. of Bombay a copy of a notice to the n,ewspapers in regard to this .con
f~rence. In. the c;ourse. of thi~ notice he-says.that ,uThe object of holding the 
Confe~ence IS to coordinate dIfferent W. & P. P. 's,: especially (1) W.P. P. of 
Bengal, (2). W.P. P. of Bombay, (3) VY .. P. P. of the Punjab, and the newly 
forme~\~) W. :p. P. of U. P. and DelhI mto a Workers'and Peasants' Parly 
of Ind~a. Then on the . 22nd of October we find Muzaffar. Ahmad writing .to 
Ghate m P 1654 P (I. C. 261) that: " Day befpre yesterday Spratt and myself 
returned from Mee~t, where we went to attend the Workers' and Peasants' 

5 

. Conference. -You '!Ill be glad to 'learn that Workers' :an,d Peasants" Party of 
U. P. and Delhi has been fon;ned." Now it is easy enough for Spratt accused 
to suggest that perhaps he mlsunderstood what was going on. but it is not the 19 
smallest use for Muzaffar Ahmad to pretend that he was under any misunder
standing whatsoever as to the proceedings which took place at Meerut and their 
object and results, and in fact only a week later on the 29th October we find 
¥uzaffar Ahmad in P 317 complaining to Joshi accused that in the report which 15 
he g~ve tq the press he had omitted a most important thing, that is the fon:i:ui
tion of the !! Workers' and Peasants' Party of U. P. and Delhi". And these 
are by no means the only admissions on this subject. We get the same thing 
in more than one letter to Europe. for' example P 2419P (F; C. 607), in which 
Spratt accused writing to Page Arnot says at F. C. 610: "I went also to 
Meel,]t, in U. P. recently, where there was held a fairly successful Workers' 
and Peasants' Conference. and 'We saw the 'formal establishment of the Workers' 
and I'easants' Party of U. P., with branches, I think, at Meerut, Allahabad arid 
Gorakhpur." Another letter to Europe is P 2409P (F. O. 633). dated . the 5th 
Noyember 1928, from Joshi accused to R.P. Dutt, Editor of "The Labour 
lfOllthly", in which Joshi writes: "You will be glad to hear that an active 
and strong Workers' and Peasants' Party of U. P. and Delhi has been formed, 
W ~ have already held two Conferences, one at" Meerut and the other at Jhansi, 
to familiarise the people with the Party programme and ideals. and to organise 
the active workers. .. In the same letter Joshi claims that" a Young Comrades' 
League of U. P. and Delhi· too has been started with branches at Delhi, Meerut, 
Jhansi, AllahabaQ and Gorakhpur." This fact was also mentioned by Joshi 
accused in a letter P 2069 P, dated the 19th October to Muzaffar Ahmad •. in 
which he says : "I have organised a league of young comrades here (Allahabad) 
as also at Jhansi and Meerut." . 
.. Bef<?re I take up the evidence which relates to the actual proceedings at this 
Conference~ it will be useful to consider shortly the political affiUations of those 
accnsed. who are particularly associated with the' Conference or with the U. P. 
Party. The accused with whom ·weare concerned in connection with the U. P~ 
Party are : L. R. Kadam, V. N. Mukherji. Gaud Shankar imd P. C. Joshi. So 
far as P. C. Joshi is concerned. I think that I have already quoted such evidence 
as· there is available in regard to him. namely: the letters which he wrote . to 
Aftab Ali before the Conference and .the letters which he' wrote to Muzaffar 
Ahmau~ Spratt and many' others after the Conference. Kadam accused's name 
!loes not appear in connection with the actual Conference at Meerut, but he was 
the person responsible for the Jhansi Conference. which followed only a fort
hightlater , and which, it will be remembered, was included in P. O. Joshi's pro
gramme of work as set forth in P 131 and P 132. The evidence in regard to 
Kadam accused prior to this Conference is by no means voluminous;. but it is 
d('cidedly suggestive. On the 28th September 1927 he wrote a letter, P 1350 (1) 
(I. C. 67), which was sub-sequently recovered in the search of the Workers'~nd 
P()aS811ts' Party office at Bombay, to the.·Secretary of that Pa~y acknowle~gmg 
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a form of membership of the Bombay W. P. P. and some copIes of Kranh. In 
this letter he says that he cannot afford to.pay so large a subscription, but sug
gests that the subscription be reduced so that everyone may be able. ~? afford it 55 
easily and l}ecome the member of the Party. ".As re~ards K~anh ,he says, 
" I like it yery much but lam unable to subscrIbe to It." ThIS letter Kadam 
accus':!d followed up with another letter, P 1350 (8), dated the 9th October 1927, 
in which he repe.ated what he had said in the former letter adding a request to 
be enlisted as an honorary member, and also asking if he could be sent the 
Kranti free' pf charge .. In 'addition he forwarded his applicati.on for member
ship duly signed and al'!ked for iJ-copy of the rules of the Party If they had been 
printed, ~'.~f! I wif!h to open a branch here .. " . 
:. ~he,next.w~ hear of Kadam is nearly a year later,.when we find him on t~e 
l7th.September 1928 approaching Jhabwala accused to accept the office of fresl.
dent . qf the. ~undelkhand Peasants' and W orker/l' Conference,.which is to be 
~fglPli~ed sl4e, by side .with the U. P. ProviIH3ial Political ConfereIl:ce t~ be }I~ld 
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at Jhansi on the 19th to the 21st October 1928. This letter is written on not~
paper at the head of which Kadam describes himself as Municipal Comniis~ 
sioner, Secretary G. I. P. Railwaymen's Union, Workers' and Peasants' Party 
arid District Congress Committee. As this letter was written prior to the 
Meerut and Jhansi Conferences, the Workers' and Peasants' Party indicated 5 
must evidently be something different from that which was inaugurated at 
Meerut at the Conference in October. ' 

<?oming to; Mukherji. accused, who was elected President of the new Party, 
the first occaSIOn on which he appears in the evidence in this case is at the 

o. P. 537. Cawnpore Session of the A. I. T. U. C. He is not mentioned in Dange's Teport 10 
on thB;t Con~~ess, but he a~pears in the group photograph taken at 
<Mr. Vl~:r~rthi s tea ~arty, copIes of ,!hich were found in a number of places. 
!IukherJI s own copy IS P1383. In thIS photograph there appear the following 
ac~us~d : Mukherji. him.self, Muzaffa~ Ahma~, Usmani, Ghate, Majid, Dange, 
MIr~Jkar, Goswa!lli, Shlbnath BanerJI and Klshori Lal Ghosh. Mukherji also 15 
got mto touch wIth the Workers' and Peasants' Party, in his case the Bengal 
'W. P. P., as early as the 25th January 1928, when he wrote a letter P 1413 (this 
is 'the draft found in Mukherji's possession), intercepted as P 2100C (I; C. 89), 
to Muzaffar Ahmad, in which he says : " Dear Muzaffar Ahmad-Glad to know 
that you. are going to hold a Workers' and Peasants' Conference on the 3rd and 20 
4~h March 1928. You know that I have organised here at Gorakhpur a Divi:
sIOnal Workers' and Peasants' Sabha. It has been working for the good of 
these classes of people for the last 3 years. I am sorry your Conference does 
not extend any invitation to this body. I shall be glad if you do it after hearing 
it from me. We shall be too glad to join you to strengthen your cause." To 25 
this letter Muzaffar Ahmad replied on the 9th February 1928 in P 1414 
(1. C. 98). In this lette'r he begins by explaining the delay and then goes on to 
say: ., The proposed A. I. W. P. P. Conference has been postponed till Decem~ 
ber, next. In the meantime we shall elect a provisional committee of the Workers' 
and Peasants' Party of India." Then after speaking of the W. P. P.'s in 30 
B~I1-gal and Bombay and groups in the Punjab he says: "We shall be really 

o. P. 53B. very glad if the ' Gorakhpur Kisan and Mazom Sabha ' will join us." Then 
he goes on : "We,are soon going to hold our annual meetings in all the places, 
for which resolutions have already been drafted on different subjects. They 
aN as good as so many theses and will be the basis of our propaganda work. I 35 
shall send you the copy of those resolutions by the end of March next, by which 
time our Provincial Annual meetings will be over." Then comes the most 
nnportant part of the letter : "1 am sending herewith a copy of our present 
programme from which you will be able to understand our line of action. Please 
let me know by return of post, if you are agreed to our programme." With 40 
this letter Muzaffar Ahmad enclosed two documents, P 1414A and P 1414B, 
of which the former is the Manifesto of the W. P. P. to the Indian National 
Congress, Madras, 1927, and the latter is a Bengali leaflet entitled" The Pro
gramme of the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party." On the 22nd Febru-
ary Mukherji as President of the Gorakhpur Kisan and Mazdur Sabha replied ,45 
in P 2007C (I. C. 116) (see also the draft in Mukherji's possession, P 1415) as 
,follows :-" I have gone through your programme and I am agreed. You can 
have me as your representative from U. P. I shall also open a branch here in 
the Province as soon as possible and then inform you accordingly. When the 
bra~ch is organised 1 shall try to get it affiliated to the All-India Party. You 50 
can propose my name to the Provisional Committee if you think I shall prove 
usefui." The two documents, which Mukherji accused had so carefully studied 
before he gave this reply, should certainly have shown him that the or~ani~a-

o. P. 539. tion, which he was so ready to join. was by no means a Congress organIsatIon 
in the ordinarv sense of the term. The manifesto P 1414A (P 23) concludes by 55 
indicating tha'tthe Congress has to be re-formed in the most radi~al manner, 
before it can make any real progress. The programme P 1414B IS the same 
document of which there is a translation on the record in Ghosh accused's hand
writing;, P 2510. The first part consists of a statement of objects and reasons 
which coincides very closely with what has sometim~s been called ~irajkar's 60 
'.' Whel'eas " document P 1017, (see also P 807 entItled" ResolutIon on the 
need for Workers' and' Peasants' Party", recovered in r;L'hengdi acc~sed's 
search). The Recond part consists of a statement of demand.s a~d this corres
ponds closely with the statement of the Party's demands, which IS to be ~ound 
in all the documents ~amed and also in the appendix to " A Call to ActIOn" 65 
(page 56), which sets forth the demands formulated in th~ second Conference 

. ofthl! Peasants' and Workers'· Party of Bengal, held on the 27th February,19~7, 
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the ~onference which, as I have mentioned earlier, was regarded as practically 
s.ta~tmg a new party. I do not think that Mukherji could have read thepre~ 
limmary statement or the demands very carefully without realising that this was 
not a Congress programme. 

Lastly w~ come ~o Gauri Shankar, who like Kadam and Mukherji Was 
alI'ead:, as.soClated WIth some sO.rt of peasa~ts' and workers' organisation, a 
Maz~u~ Kisan Sab?a !athe.r varIOusly descrIbed by the defence witnesses but 
certa~llly. an organ~satIon with a certain amount of life in it though probably 
workin,~ m the mam under Congress auspices and through Congress ,members. 
There IS evidence that this Meerut Sabha held some S01't of a conference at 
Garhmukteswar fair in November 1927 and another at the Nauchandi fair at 
Meerut itself in. March 1928, 'which is nOdO!lbt the Confere~ce referred to by 
Spratt accused m P 479 (I. C. 120). P 188 IS a draft letter m Urdu signed by 
Gauri Shankar as Secretary, recovered in the search of the office of the W. P. P. 
Meerut. (Vide Search list P 183 and statement of P. W. 124, Mr. Rafiq Ahmad 
Deputy Superintendent of Police. I must note, however, that this document 'does 
not 8eem to have been included among those which were put to this. witness. It 
was put to D.~W.~, R~m Chandra Sharma, who however did not remember having 
seen any notlCe like It. On the other hand it corresponds so closely with the 
remarks of Spratt acclised, which I have inentioned' above, that there can be no 
reason for doubting its genuineness and in addition it is to be noted that it is in 
effect admitted, as it was put in as a defence document and its translation proved 
by the defence through P. W. 216 Morid Hussain Urdu translator.) His a letter 
to the editor of, presumably, a local paper informing him that a Workers' and 
Peasants' Conference will be held on the 22nd and 23rd March 1928 on the 
occasion of the N auchandi fair Meerut, under the ,auspices of the Mazdur Kisan 
Sangh: It goes on to say that " Dewan ChamaIi Lal has consented to preside 
over the Labour Conference and Mr. M. A. Jinnah over the Peasants' Con
ference." P 187, which wae duly proved by P. W. 124 to have been recovered' 
in the sam~ search (it was dropped by the prosecution but put in by the defence), 
is another office copy of a letter addressed to the Editor of the" Bir Hindu ", 
Meerut, asking him to publish the proceedings of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Conference held on the 23rd and 24th Mal'ch 1928 on the occasion of 'the 
Nauchandi fair. The report runs that" The 'Workers' and Peasants'COn
ference was held with great pomp and show on the occasion of the Nauchandi 
fair, Meerut, ori the 23rd and 24th March 1928, under the presidentship' of 
Shaukat Usmani." This document makes it quite clear, however weak the 
memory of D. W. 8, Ram Chandra Sharma may be on the point, that Shaukat 
U smani presided on the occasion of this Conference. So that it was after coming 
into contaet with U smani at the end of March that 6 months later Gauri Shankar 
sent telegrams and money to Sahgal an~ Muzaffar Ahmad in order to get them 
to attend this Conference. Now it is important to note that the greatest care 
has heen taken by the defence to keep concealed the true explanation of why 
these people were invited. Gauri Shankar says on this point in his statement 
to the Court at page 504 of the statements of the accused: " At that time I had 
had no knowledge of the existence of any W. P. P. association at Calcutta; or 
of Messrs. Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad's connection with it. But someone, 
whose name I can't recollect at this moment, had suggested that Mr. Muzaffar 
Ahmad and Mr. Spratt had started a Mazdur Klsan Sangh. Therefore they 
were invited on behalf of the Reception Committee. I do'n't know who had sent 
the telegrams in my name. It was settled in my presence that they should be 
invited. I don't know why the telegrams were sent in my name." Further o:g. 
he says : " Owing to my engagement in the Mazdur Kisan Samelin and the 
Provincial Political Conference I could not take much part in its proceedings at 
the time of the speeches". All this is obviously a most inadequate explanation 
of the documents, P 2197, P 2089 and P 1466, to which Ihave referred earlier. 
The defence witnesses did not really improve the situation, particularly when, 
after n. W. 8, Ram Chandra Sharma had named one Thakur Moti Ram as the 
person who had suggested the names of Muzaffar Ahmad and Spratt as pr()per 
persons to be invited to the Confe!ence, this gentleman Thakur: Motira~ 
although summoned and present outSIde the Court, was not produced. Pandit 
Indramani VakiiD. W. 1 's explanation was most child-like. He. stated that 
accused Sahgal Sohan Singh, Muzaffar Ahmad and Majid accused were invited 
"-being lm?wu' a~ b~st workers." This. witn~ss h:owever stated that it was not 

"his suggestIon to mVlte any of them, and he dlsclrumed any knowledge as to who 
it was who actually did suggest. their names. As a matter of fact, ~t further 
appears from the evidElnce of P .. W. 173, Sub Inspector Mardan Smgh, that 
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J oglekar and Dange accused were also invited to this Conference. The witness 
said just at the end of his examination-in-chief : " I remember some announce"
mentl:i being made in the Conference, I think by Sahgal accused, in regard to the 
absence of J oglekar and Dange. I do not remember if any reason was given." 
As no question was put to the witness in cross-examination in regard to this 5 
statement, we may take it as a fact that some announcement of the kind was 
made, from which it follows that J oglekar and Dange accused had been invited 
to or were expected to turn up at the Conference, and hence some explanation 
of their absence was found necessary. 

The most important or perhaps I should rather say the most voluminous 10 
speech made at this Conference was that of Sahgal accused, of which we have 
t\\\O versions; one is the report P 1101 of P. W. 126, P. S. I. Mangal Singh, and 
the other is P 198 (the same as P 172 and P 1456. The translation is to be found 
under P 172 T, although actually P 172 has been rejected). This last is a supple-

O.P.i43. ment to the" Desh Bhagat " newspaper dated 22nd October 1928, reproducing 15 
the Presidential address of Lala" Kedarnath Sahgal, President of the W. P. 
Conference, held at Meerut on the 13th, 14th and 15th October 1928. P 198 was 
recovered in the search of Gauri Shankar accused's house,vide P 193 and the 
evidence of P. W. 127, Chaudhri Badan Singh Asstt. Superintendent of Police. 
There are of course considerable "portions of P 198, which do not appear in Sub 20 
hlsliec·tor Mangal Singh's report,' but all the important and material parts of 
the speech are reproduced in it. In a mass of rubbish the most striking features 
are the characterisation of modern India as a terrible country and of modern " 
Russia as a wonderful one, coupled" with the repeated declarations, "We want 
complete independence. . . . . . . . . . .. We openly say that now we are not pre- 25 
pared even for a minute to live under this bureaucracy." .. , .. ; . .. We have now 
decided that we will not let this British Government also remain as rulers." 

" Further on he says : " First hear what is it that we want. We want complete 
independence. We want Labourers' and Peasants' Government ", and from 
this he goes on to " equal distribution of land" and he says : " Now the object 30 
of peasants' and labourers' Government is that mother land should be regarded 
as the property of the whole nation, and that Republican Government should 
make arrangements for the nation." Another speech at this Conference report-
ed by Sub Inspector Mangal Singh is that of Majid accused, P 1087, which con
tains a long series of complaints about conspiracy cases. (For some unknown 35 
reason the translator of this speech consistently used ' sedition' instead of 
, conspiracy' as a translation for the Urdu word 'Sazish '.) From this he 
went on to the usual recital of the marvels of life in Russia since the revolution. 

o. P. 544. The speech ends with an attack on religion. Another speec4 at this Conference 
was that delivered by Spratt accused on the 14th October, of which P 1457 is a 40 
report prepared by Sub Inspector Mardan Singh, P. W. 173, and in the course 
of which he criticised the demands put forward by the leaders at Bardoli on 
behalf of the peasants. Spratt said that he believed that on occasions like that 
of Bardoli they should put forward demands of fundamental requireinents of the 
people, even if it were rightly apprehended that those demands would not be 45 
granted by the Government, because "they were in movements for the independ-
ence of the country, and he added: " Defeats in such movements are valuable, 
because they serve for the preparation,' training and education for the future 
propaganda and solidarity, which should work out to acquire those fundamental 
requirements." He criticised the importance attached at Bardoli to the non- 50 
violence principle. In this connection he speaks of "we Communists". He 
went on to say that the Bardoli movement had opened the possibility of ' mass 
action' by peasants, and 11e recommended such mass action in future, if the 
reassessment in the Meerut District should result in any disadvantages to the 
peasants. Incidentally it may be noted that "Spratt accused kept some notes of 55 
or made some notes for this Conference, which were subsequently recovered 
in the search of the W. P. P. office in Calcutta and are in evidence as P 549 (16). 
~rhey are headed "Meerut W. & P. Conference" and contain nine items 
(1) Nehru Report. (2) Demands (economic). (3) Social Demand. Communal. 
Educ. Sanitation. Child Welf. Housing! Women. Food Supply. (4) Peas- 60 
ants of U. P. a~ainst (n 1929 Lan,d assessment. (5) Next War. (6) Con-

O.P. M5. demnation of Sw. P. for office, Levees etc. (7) Congo (Le. congratulations) to 
peasants of Bardoli (not leaders). (8) F!mnation of W. & P.Party. (9) pirect 
a~d indirect taxation. ". . "" 

~rhese notes show an appreciation of "what ~Qok place at the Conference 65 
much too accurate to allow the smallest weight to be attached to Spratt's 
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suggestions that he did not really know what was going on because he did not 
understand the language. . . 

o. P. 546. P'10~8 is a translation, of a resolution moved by Majid accused at the 
Workers and Peasants' Conference Meerut on the 15th October of which notes 
were taken iil shorthand at the time. by P. W. 126, S. I. Mangal Singh Tewari 
who subsequently transcribed them. P 1090 is a similar report ofa resQlution 
moved. b:r Sohan Singh Josh with his speech attached,and P 1091 is another 
report of ~he same kind of a resolution moved by Muzaffar Ahmad and of So 

speech. hy him. There is a remarkable contrast between these speeches and 
resolutIOns and what are apparently the draft resolutions for the Conference 
P 186, for which see the Hindi translations. These draft resolutions relate t~ 
Di~trict Board taxation, the temporary abandonment of villages during range 
firlllg, war dang-er, the Bardoli Movement,. ·the sale of municipal rubbish to 
owners of brick kilns instead of cultivators, the formation of village panchayats. 
and the like. China's fight for freedom, war danger, Simon Commission and 
satta gambling .. These £esolutions were recovered from the office of the W. P. P. 
Meerut. Another set of resolutions partly coinciding with them was recovered 
from Gaud Shankar's house and is P 208. P 348 is a similar set of resolutions 
recovered from the possession of P. C. ,Joshi acCused. All these resolutions 
were of course in Hindi and a translation of them will be found in P 175 T; Now 

·in P 208 (and P 348} we get a large number of resolutions which do not:appear 
'in P 186, and the key to most of them is to be found in P 1088 and PlO90. The 
sociall'esolutions which appear on the last page of P 175T are all to be found 
in Majid's resolution P 1088, at the end of which however there appears a fur
ther important resolution namely that " this conference requests the All India 
Mazdur Kisan Sangh (A. L W. P. P.) to propose a strong organisation of. the 

o. P. 647. peasants in India, the object of which should be to try to secure reduction in the 
land r,ev«>l).ue so that the present day peasants may be able to escape starvation 
and diseases." Then the resolutions described as " monetary resolutions" in 
P 208 (P 175T) appear for the most part in Sohan Singh Josh's resolution 
P ).O!)O (and also of course in the appendix to " A Call to Action "). There is 
OIle other resolution in P 208 which is also of interest namely the one on political 
prisoners, and it may be noted that this also appears· in some sheets of notes of 
resolutions etc. found with P. C. Joshi at the time of his search which are: in 
evidence 'as P .322. I may also note that a careful comparison, of the monetary 
resolutions in P 208 with those in the appendix to " A Call to Action " makes it 
quite clear that these 'monetary resolutions ' or ' economic demands' came 
direct from the Bengal programme, as indeed we should expect from what Joshi 
accused had said in his letters to Mtab Ali, P 131 and P 132. 

The most interesting resolution almost of whole series however is that 
moved bv Muzaffar Ahmad in P 1091T. It runs as follows: " This Conference 
directs the Subjects Committee to form a strong U. P. Mazdur Kisan Dal, ~eW 
also be included in it. This Conference recommends to the Akhil BhartiMazdur 
wa Kisan Sangh (All India Peasants and Workets' Association) which shall 
form the U. P. Dal, to send these members as representatives to the Calcutta 
Congress. It vests in these representatives the power to enlist other members. 
Names nfmembers : Dr. B. N. Mukerji of Gorakhpur, Puran Chand Joshi M.A. 
of Allahabad, Gauri Shankar, Worker of Meerut, Balwant Singh, Feroz Din 
Mansur. " It may be noted also that Muzaffar Ahmad concluded his 'speech 
with the remark : " A political party of workers and peasants should be fo~ed 
which would be called the Workers' and Peasants' Party. You should establish 
. this Party without fail, for a political party is highly essential for the people 

O. P. 548. here." Now there is certainly no doubt that even standing by itself the evidence 
of the report P 1091 coupled with the evidence of S. I. Mangal Singh, P. W; 126; 
would be a conclusive proof that a-resolution in these'terms was actually moved 

. and in view of the action' subsequently taken, presumably passed. It does not 
app~ar to me that the statement of the witness 'was ill any way weakene~ by 
cross-examination and in fact there has not really been any direct cross-examma
tion in regard to P 1091. Moreover there is very good corroboration for P 1091 
in the same notes recovered from the possession of P; C. Joshi, P 322. (P. W. 
131 S. I. Abdul Hadi. whom I may note' was not cross-examined. at all, such 
cross-examination as was made in' respect 'of Joshi's search being- only of the 
search witness P. W. 132 Bishambar Nath.). Inthese notes we find on: sheet 
no; 3 two resolutions :(1) This Conference directs the Subjects Conun.ittee to 
establish one more U. P. Workers' and Peasants' Party. Delhi would form 
part of this Party, (2) This Conferen:ce 'ma~es~he U. P. Par~y a part of the 
AlLIndin Workers' and Peasants' Party whIch IS to be establIshed, and sends 
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~the following members t~ Calcutta as its delegates. These delegates shall have 
the power to take other members with them. (1) Bishwa Nath Mukerji. (2) Phran 
Chandra Joshi. (3) Gauri Shankar. (4) Balwant Singh. (5) Feroz Din 
·Mansur. 'In the same exhibit we find another sheet of paper, page 7, which has 
on it notes of resolutions with names of movers and seconders, and among these 5 
resolutions we find a good many of those which are in, Spratt's list. These notes 
also in(~]uded copies of the monetary and social resolutions in P 208 (P 175T) 

. and also on page 13 a copy of the last resolution moved by Majid in P 1088. 
Thus none of these pieces of evidence stands by itself. In every case there is 
corroboration. IUld we are left with the position that at the Meerut Conference 10 

O.P. MD. there 'were moved resolutipns.putting forward, as Joshi had stated his intention 

O.P.550. 

O. P. MI. 

.to do. the Bengal Programme and along with these a resolution for the forma-
t\on of the New Party'of the U. P. 

But the matter does not end here. P 43.1 consists of 15 copies of the Kranti
kari, recovered in the search of the house of one K. G. Sharma and the press and 15 
office of the Krantikari newspaper at Jhansi The newspaper Krantikari des
cribes itself as the chief national organ of the U. P. Workers' and Peasants' 
Party. Its first nuri:J.ber, dated' November' 17,.1928, gives a statement of its 
objects, l'aisesthestandard of revolution and contains an indictment of religion, 
capitalists and soldiers and a declaration of love for workers and peasants alone., 20 
It also contains a notice of the proposed First Conference of the A. I. W. P. P. 
to be held at Calcutta on the 21st December next. The second number, dated 
November 24, 1928, contains an account of the. formation of the U. P. Delhi 
Workers' and Peasants' Party, and as the Krantikariclaims to be the chief organ 
of that Party this report may be taken as to that extent authoritative~,' It men- 25 
tions that" in the Workers and Peasants Conference Meerut there came comrade 
Spratt and Muzaffar Ahmad from Bengal and comrades Sohab Josh, Kedar Nath 
Sahgal and Abdul Majid from the Punjab ", and, the report goes on, " with the 
consent of the local brethren as well as these ~he Provincial Party was formed. 
The following were elected office-bearers: President Dr. Bishwa Nath Mukerji, 30 
Gorakhpur, Vice President Dharamveer Singh (discharged by the Committing 
Magistrate), Secretary PUl'an Chandra Joshi 34 Holland Hall Allahabad. The 
follOwing branches have already been opened ~Delhi Branch, Secretary Feroz 
Din Mansur, Meerut Branch, Secretary GauriShankar, Jhansi Branch, Secretary 
Krishna Gopal-Sharma, Gorakhpur Branch, . Secretary Bishwa Nath Mukerji." 35 
A few lines lower down the 'report says," The U. P. Party has for other matters 
at present accepted the rules and regulations of the Bengal Party. The new rules 
will be framed at the All India 'Workers' andPeasants"Cbmerence 'at Calcutta 
in December next." The report proceeds to state the object and method of the 
Party. Then it reproduces the resolution that we have in P 208 (P 175T), and 40 
goes on to add a list'of tracts which it has been decided should be written for the 
populstisation of the resolutions. This report is over the name of Puran Chandra 
Joshi 34 Holland Hall Allahabad. We get further allusions to these tracts in 
correspondence between P. C. J oshl and the persons who were to write them. For 
instance 'in ,p 2069P (I. C. 253)· (the enclosure P .526 (8) )we find Joshi thank~ 45 
ing Spratt for the welcome tract' and in P 1621P (I;C.277) on the 4thN ovember 
asking Dange it he has been able to write a pamphlet on Bardoli. Again in 
P 1620P (1. C. 282) on the 6th November he writes to C. G. Shah clo Workers' and 
Peasants 1 Party Bombay for a pamphlet on the workers' and peasants' swaraj. 
Both Dange and Shah are mentioned in the Krantikarireport as selected to w:-ite 50 
the pamphlets for. which' Joshi asks them in these letters. Another and more' 
illuminating case ofa demand by Joshi for pamphlets is P 526 (6) a'letter to 
Spratt apparently dated about December which' begins as follows : " This is 
again to remind you of the two pamphlets I They can very safely be of 32 pp., 
size the same as A Call to Action. It is a pity Dallge has not yet acknowledged 55 
my letter nor whether he would write the pamphlet on Bardoli." In the light 
of this letter it amazes me that Spratt accused could have the courage to suggest 
that he did not understand what was going on at Meerut. And the absurdity of 
his contention is enhanced by his own remark in P 2147 (I. C.292) to Sohan Singh' 
Josh on the 23rd, November 1928, where he says after apologising" for not 60 
sending a promised article for the Kim: " I am therefore sending a copy of a 
thing I wrote as a pamphlet for the U. P. comrades ,which they propose to issue 
in Hindi." In addition to all this there is a whole series of letters in connection 
with the working of the U. P:Party mostly emanating fromip.C. Joshi, to which 
I shall come in due course and which it is unnecessary to mention at this stage. It 65 
all of course serves to confil'1l1 the conclusion that 'whate-ver' organisation existed 
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previously· at Meerut this Conference was used for the fOIination of a new 
Workers' and Peasants' Party of the U. P. And if this was not what the persons 
who took· part in it thought to have been its result, one wonders why they 
wrote the letters which I quoted earlier and why in the possession of P. C. Joshi 
accused there were found such things as P 310, the pad of correspondence forms 
headed" U. P. Delhi Workers' and Peasants' Party,Allahabad,weekly organ 
Krantikari (Hindi) (Jhansi) " with the names of the President Mukerj,i, Vice 
President Dharamveer Singh and Secretary PuranChandra Joshi, and Hindi 
enrolment forms relating to the W. P. P. U. P. and"Delhi (P 331) and receipt 
books for' the subscribers to the W. P. P. U. P.and Delhi (P 333); and why Gauri 
Shankar, who claims to have been interested in hjs Kisan Mazdur Sabha only ,as 
aCongtess activity, had in his possession a book of receipts for subscriptions alid 
donatioIis, to the First All India W. P. P. Conference Calcutta, the first eight 
of the recEllpts in whichW'ere already signed by Muza:ffar Ahmad accused; Sptatt 
accused songht to escape from the dilemma of his own·admissions bycalilt~ 
ing' a kind of cloud over the~ He says at page 407 of the statements' of the 
accused, " I attended a Conference at Meerut in October or 80 i'l'l1928 arid I spoke 
at two sessions of the Delhi Provincial Political Conference and attended some 
meetings of the Workers' and Peasants' Conference." ,The distinction between 
his accurate remembrance in regard to the sessions of the Political· Conference 
and his 'Vague ideas about the meetings of the W. P. P. Conference may be noted . 
He goes on " The prosecution has depended on P 549 (16) and P 2419 to shoW 
that the W. P. P. of U. P. was fomed at the Meerut Conference." Toput/U: 
mildly this i,B a most disingenuous. remark. Noone' knows better than Sprlttt 
accused that P 549 (16) and P 2419 are only a minute ii-action of the evidence 
in l'eg'ard to th~ formation of the U; P. W. P.P. at the Meerut Conference. 
~b:en he Stiys, " I do not remember definitely now. . It may have been my impresi 

BlOn at that time. But I would point out that as I did not know the language t' 
could have had only a very vague idea of the proceedings." I can only say that 
it is rather odd that Spratt accused does not lay much stress 011 his vagUe under
standing of any proceedings except those of the Meerut Conference. 

. , . Muzll:ffa1" Ahmad' accused at page 494 of the statements of the accused 
delibertttely evaded the whole question. All he said was I. r came to Meerut 011 
an irt-vitatioil by wire from Mr. Ga.uri Shankar. A Workers' and Peasants' Coli.! 
ference was held here in which I spoke on the role of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party and stated what work ,vewere doing in Bengal. But my speech was mis~ 
reported. ~be reporter who took down the speech knew everything but report~ 
Ing.'" ~l'hisstatement appea.rs to be based on the well worn principle of attacking 
the other side's attorney. .. . 

Then there is· Sohan Singh Josh accused, who always makes a' great point 
of being very downright and straightforward .. His explanation at page 312 of 
the statements of accused is : " I attended the Meerut Conference of the workers 
and peasants on being invited by the Mazdur Sangh:" ..... '. I moved the resolu-
tion onfhe abolition of la.ndlordism Ex :P 1090T in the Conference. I delivered 
a speech also in placing the resolution before the Conference." Then he spends 
some tim~ in'criticising the report but concludes with the remark: " There are 
many other misrepresentations also, but I: am not going to bother my head about 
them. The report fairly well represents my views and that will I think serve 
the pUrpose 'of the Court as well as the prosecution.;" It certainly serves the 
purpose of" the Conrtvery'well, as satisfying the Court that on the whole it is 
entitled to 'rely on the reporting work done by S. T. Mangal Singh. Then he goes 
on, u It'is not to tn.y knowledge that any Workers" alId Peasants'Party was 
fottl\ed atMMrnt. t do not know anythi:llig' about the'paper Krantikari P 431 
e:I:cept'that J:heardits nantawhen I was outside." Ifear this'statementis not as 
straightfotwtlrd as it mig'ht be. . . 

'Majid accused's statement is also feeble when heco~e~,'t~,the real question 
at issue. He says at page 513 of the statements of accused :In O~tober 1928 
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I not only'attended the meeting of the Meerut Workers' and Pea~ants Party but 
I made a speech:also. Asfar:as I know I canI).otca~ th.is ~eetm~ to}e.a e~n
ference' of the Workers' and Peasants' Party (that I think IsstrlCtly .speaking- 60 
correct), ·nor do I remember if at that meetin.g any foundatio;n of the. Workers' 
,and Peasants' Party was laid. H In that case It can only be saId that hIS memory 
is most defective •. 

. Gauii Shankar accused devotes a good deal ofhisstatem~!to the organisa
·tions in which he took a: leading part pri6r to the Meerut Conreren(le. I have 65 
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already quoted the passage in whIch he pretends ignorance of what actually took 
place in the proceedings of the Conference. His statement about what happened 
afterwards, though no doubt coloured by the line of defence which he 'was 
taking up, casts some light on the Conference· itself. He says, " Some time after 
the Conference some forms of membership (P 191) and letters came to me from 
Messrs. Joshi and Muzaffar Ahmad. Efforts were. being made to instruct and 
guide me to lead the Sangh of which I had been the Secretary since 1925. ' I did 
not like to r~ceive instructions and mandates from such students,as had not'even 
completed their studies, who had no information of the condition of the peasants~ 
but tlirough the books, and who could not fathom the local state and condition. 
As I had been ,!orking !rorri before under the supervision and help of the loca~ 

, Congress CommIttee I dId not reply their letters more than once." All of which 
gof.s to imply quite clearly that after ~he Conf~rence an at~in.pt was made by 
:p,. :C .• Toshl and Muzaffar Ahmad to gUide Gaun Shankar as if he were the Sec
r~tary,of a local branch of a Provincial Party, which is exactly what the docUIllent~ 
on the record suggest. I do not of course necessarily accept Gauri Shankar's view 
of, his attitude to his mentors.' " ' 
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. Bahgal accused at page 1524 of the statements of the accused says : " Besides, 
no 'Yorkers' an~ Peasants 'Party was formed under my presidentship, nor was 
any .such resolutIOn passed under mv presidelltship, nor can I remember or think 20 
of any, nor did I sign any such resollition in token of being carried out." ]~urther 
on he ~ays, " I am not the writer of the document (P 431) (that IS Krailtikari). 
But thIS much I ,can say with perfect certainty that no decision' to the effect that 
tracts of a~y des'cription should be written was arrived at in the meeting presided 
over by me. I can only say so much with regard to it. I do not know anything' 25 
more. " WeI!, there is a good 'deal more in the Krantikari report about which it 
can only be saId that Sahgal accused's ignorance is somewhat surprising. ' 

Lastly we come to the statement of P. C. Joshi accused at page 226 of the 
statements of the accused. He answers thefirst question put to him in a para
graph for whose straightforwardness he deserves congratulations, which is more 
than can be said for the rest of his statement. In this paragraph he says, ~, I was 
Secretary of the Workers' and Peasants' Party of U. P." (that Party which 
the defence for a long time sought to argue never came into existence at all) " and 
the member of the National Executive Co:inmittee of the All India Workers' 
and Peasants' Party. In briefest terllls the aim of the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party was the achievement of independence from British Imperialism through a 
revolution for the' establishment of a Workers' and Peasants' Republic. ' A Call 
to Action and the theses, for example, Trade Union Movement, Political Resolu
tion, W. P. P. principles and policy, which were passed by the A. I. W. P. P. Con
ference, are the authoritative expositions of our programme and methods of 
work." Than this statement nothing could have been more straightforward. 

It appears to me that all these letters, resolutions, speeches and statements 
leave no room for even the very faintest shadow (>f doubt that the Workers' 
and Peasants' Conference at Meerut was utilised by the leading members of the 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties to preach the doctrines of those Parties' and to 
found a llew Part.y to spread the gospel in the United Provinces. 

On t.he 16th October 1928 Spratt accused made a speech at a public meeting 
at Meerut, P 1459. in which he began by stating that" he belonged to that section 
of the working class of Europe and particularly of Britain which was turning 
in a revolutionary direction. " Further on he said that" his Party had its head
quarters in Moscow as it was only Russia which had so, far obtained complete 
success in the struggle, while countries such as China and Germany Were only 
attempting in that direction." He then proceeded to trace the history of social
istic, bolshevik and communist theories and to describe the works of Marx, Lenin 
etc. Then he went on to preach strikes and later on to deplore the non-violence 
principle which he said was stupidly preached in India. Next he came to the war 
danger, aimed of course at Russia, alleging that armies were being prepared 
on the frontier of India for the crushing of Russia. He talked in the usual 
laudatory terms about the Russian Revolution, and quoting the instance of Russia 
he said that he believed that Communists were justified in their revolutionary 
methods. He lllso held that ~, if they succeeded in overthrowing the British rule 
in India they (Communists) would have acquired a great success because' the 
freedom of India would mean an end of the British Empire ", which I take to have 
been an admission in th~ boldest terms that the object of the C~mmuni.sts wa~ 
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to overthrow the British rule in India, tt.a-t is to deprive the King of, his 
Bovereignty of British India. 

, Very. soon after his return to Calcutta from Meerut we find Spratt accused 
on the 23rd October 1928 writing to Page Arnot in P 2419P (F. C. 607) and giving 
him a summary of the position and the work done at tbis time. In this letter, 5 
after a reference to Khardikar; Spratt says, " Since then (March) I have been 
in Bengal almost all the time. I am sorry I missed the Bombay textile strike, 
which seems to have been a very instructiv~ affair. But there was plenty to do 
here, where 1 took a more or less active part in about five strikes." Before going 
any further I think I should note that when Spratt says that he has taken 10 
an active part in some five strikes there are really only two alternatives in regard 
to the objects 'with which he could· have, taken part in them, remember~ 
ing that he is not a worker himself. He'might either have taken part as a labour 
organiser working for the T. U. C. or he might hav~ taken part as an organiser 
working for the propagation of Communism, that is as representing the Left 15 
Wing or Communist Wing. He was certainly never at any time taking part as 
an ordinary labour organiser for the A. I. T. U. C. and in fact it is his own claim. 
that he took part as an organiser of revolution and not of negotiation. That of 
course does not mean that revolution was to ,be aimed at as an immediate end. 

o. P. 5!i7. The whole theory of mass organisation involves thorough preparation before the 
mass organisation can begin to move. That does not however render it any the 20 
less dangerous. ,In fact if it were a sound defence to say that persons engaged 
in organising a mass movement can not be interfered with until such time as, 
aU their preparations having been made, the mass movement becomes an acute 
danger to the body politic, then it would be almost impossible to 'meet such 25 
a movement effectively by the ordinary processes of law. It is no doubt a fact 
that in the ordinary way preparation for the commission of an offence is not 
punis~abl~ except in a ca~e which f~ns under section 12? I. P. C., but w~e~e p.re" 
paratlOn lllvolves ',consplracy , as In a case under 'sectlOn.121-A the dlstmctIOn 
between attempt and preparation really disappears. In effect you can not 30 
attempt to commit a conspiracy nor can you prepare to do such a'thing. Partici
pation in a conspiracy under section 121-A is in fact a form of preparation which, 
like the preparation described in Section 122,1. P. C., is punishable under the 
law. 

Spratt' accused in the course of this letter discusses tlie part taken l;>y the 35 
Bengal Party in the Lillooah Strike, the Second Calcutta Scavengers' strike, the 
Bauria Jute :Mills Strike, and in connection with the troubles at Jamshedpur. 
At F. C. 679 he mentions his visit to Bombay where he says he went six weeks, 
or so ago i.e., as we know, from 6th September. In the Bombay Textile Strih 
he says he found an improvement " in the shape of a number of workers taking 40 
an active aud intelligent part in leading the day-to-day acti'vities,making'what 
I was told were very good speeches and so on. But even there the actual conduct 
of the strike was left largely to the outsiders, " that is to say to the members 
of tlle W. P. P. From this Spratt goes on to m.ention his, recent yisits 

o. P. 558. to }i]astern Bengal on the one hand and Meerut on the other. Other subjects 45 
discussed are : Congress and Independence League, Varga's theory, of, a phange 
of British policy in regard to the industrialisation of India, research -Work, Joe's 
" Orm Massel " telegram and lastly his lack of money, about which he writes 
(and it should ,not be forgotten that this letter is, addressed to the ,Director of 
Research of tho L. R. D.) H Can you manage that the cash shall come rather more 50 
regularly T I have been in a very awkward position for some weeks owing to the 
lack of money." Surely this is a passage which requires more explanation 

-than Spratt accused has offered for it. At almost exactly the same time, on the 
26th October 1928, ,we find Bradley accused also sending home a report of the 
situation. This is P ,2412P (F. C. 616), addressed to Mr. Potter Wilson, 55 
W. W. L. I., 162 Buckingham Palace Road. This letter shows'Bradley carrying 
out to the best of his ability the suggestion which I' mentioned earlier that he 
should follow the example of Donald Campbell, that is by devoting himself to 
T.U. work. In it he says that he has been very busy with the textile strike and 
also travelling 011 the G. I. P. and B. B. C. I. Railways organising railway 60 
-Workers, and hence has not had time before this to write in regard to the termina-
tion of the. Te~tile Strike in Bombay. As regards his having been busy a refer-
enc~ to Bradley's diary P 645 entirely confirms the truthof that statement. He 
goes on to point out that the,settlement was unavoidable and says further 'lour 
position is, stil.1 aa strong" now with the workers as it was during. the 65 
s~rike ", and t~is.~, BRite of tile fact that'~ itw~s not a good settlement for the 
'LalJMCC ' 
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~orked." ]'oi' that reason the slogans now are that the settlement is only a . 
truce and that preparations must be made for next May. Then he says : "Th~ 
tJ1iiori is orgahising the ,,:orkers round a definite programme of demands ", a 
remark ,..,.hich is quite typICal of Communist m.ethods. Lastly he refers· to the 
meeting of the, A. I. Railwaytnens' Federation at Simla and the proposed :me'et~ 
b'tgs Of the A. I. T. U. C .. and A. I. R. F. at Jharia which he Mpes toatten:d as Ii 
delegate of the G. I. P. ;Rallwaymens' Union. He also speaks of deputations which 
are to wait on the Agents of the G. I. P. and B. B.' C. I. Railways and which he 
libpes to attend. ' . 

. ']~urning l;>ack to Bengal we find Spratt accused agam active at the end of 
the month, ,·id,e P 548(10) recovered iI:1 the search of the Bengal W. P. P., in 
~hlc~ is included a notice Of a meeting on 28th Octo~r of (Jalcutta dockmen, over 
t1\e slgnatures Of Spratt, Muzaffar Ahmad,_ Goswanu, Shamsul Huda and Abdul 
Razaq of the Bengal Peasants' and Workers' Party. Here again we get this 
favourite method of stating for the workers what the rights are which it is their 
duty.to claim from their employers. It has always to be realised that it can not 
be expected that the workers will know for themselves what their demands are 
to be. , These must be formulated for them by the outsiders. Once the workers 
have grasped what wonderful things they are entitled to, then tIley hecome good 
material ready to be mould~d as the Communist agitator wants them. '. 

At the-beginning of-November we come across a 'new figure, Jack, that is 
Jack Ryan who came to India in the hope of getting the affiliation of the 
A. I. T. U. n to the P. P. T. U. S. The'relevant exhibit is a letter P 1806P (F. C~ 
630) dated 1st November 1928. This, is a letter from Ryan, whose writing in it 
tallies with the writing on P 1328, a piece of paper recovered in Ghate's search 
bearing the address J. Ryan, Labour Research and II:1formation Bureau, Trade 
Hall, Goulbourn Street, Sydney, Australia and with that)n P 1506, a receipt given 
by Ryan to Thos. Cook & Sons, Bankers, for a sum of Rs. 650 sent to him 
by:a tel~graphic transfer from Sydney, Australia. ~e is writing t? a Miss A~ 
McConVIlle at Sydney whom he addressed as " Dear AI." He begms by men
tioning that the Congress has been postponed until about the 22nd of December 
so that his arrival was actually a month too earIy.Then we 'get a mention of 
Bradley thougll of course he is not named. We are told that Bradley is short 
of money becal~se the C. I. D.is holding it up._ He goes on to explain his own 
position which has not been improved by his helping Bradley. Next he says; 
" I am going to Calcutta next week. . . . . . . . There is an Englishman named 
Spratt at Calcutta, he may be able to ,assist me. ' I have also read a notice in the 
paper to· the eff~ct that an American namedJ ohstone has landed at Calcutta 
to attend t.he Congress." This of course was J. W. Johnstone who came to 
India as a delegate of the L. A. I. to the A. 1. T. U. 'C. and whose arrest resulted 
in the A.I. T. U. C. agreeing to affiliate to the L. A. I. Ryan then goes on tohis 
own particular job and says, " Regarding the P. P.(that must of course be the 
Pan-Pacific) the position here appears to 'be decidedly unfavourable." Inthe 
next paragraph he says," I was. received rather coldly by Joshi and Bakhale." 
As of course Joshi and Bakhale fully realised that Ryan as a representative of 
the P. P. T. U. S; represented the Red influence in the Trade Unions and regarded 
them as reactionaries and reformists, this cold reception is not perhaps .VCl'Y 
surprising. In the same paragraph also he says, " Affil. to R. I. L. U. is also on 
the agenda." This' agenda' appears to be the agenda paper of the Municipal 
Employees' Un,ion of Bombay mentioned in the preceding sentence. 
; Johnstone of the L. A. I. also arrived in india rather too early for the 
Congres~ and we find him mentioned by D.' W. 27 P. -C. Bose writing to Ghosh 
accused In P 84 dated 25th November 1928 a letter recovered from.Ghosh accused"s 
possession. 

About this tune, that is theb~ginning of November, we also hear once more 
of the activities . of Gopal, Basak accused. This is in P. 470 (1. C. 269) which 
includes two letters from Basak to Goswami,Lahou'r Secretary of the W. P.P. 
of Bengal, dated 22nd October 1928 and 1st November. As usual he complains 
of getting no reply to hiSi letters, and as usual he presses Goswami to' come 'to 

. Dacca for organising 'work with both Chakra:varty's, Kali Babu and Spratt.' 

. To' go back a little, on the 28th and 29th October' there had ~e~nneld at Jhansi 
the Bundelkhand Peasants and Workers', Conference org~ms~ by. Kadam 
accused. The first document in tbis connection is a letterl P. 1629 P,(I. C.23.0), 
(rom. J,radam as. Secretarr ~f, t~eR~c~pt~o~ Committee, ,W orker~ I a~drea-sant~' 
Conference, to Jhabwala accused, asking hIm to accept office as PreSIdent -ofthls 
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~on1ereJice. P. 1630 P (I.' C. 2'35) is another letter, from E:adam to Jhabwala to 
some.what. the same effect and further ask~ng Jhabwala to send a copy of, his 
l~resld~nbal ,address as early as possible, so that it may be translated and pub
lished In Vernacular. On the 17th October Kadam accused 'Wrote to Muzaffar 
'Apmad in P. 289, intercepted and photographed as P. 2,073P~ (I.C. 251), asking 5 
JiIm t? gra~e ~he occasion of this Conference with his presence. .P. 1631 P. ,(I. C. 
252) IS a Rim.ilar letter to Mirajkaraccused. Another leHer in 'Connection with 
this Conference is Spratt's letter of the 20th October to Joglekar, P. 1116' (I. C. 
256), to whic.h I have referred already. The evidence in regard to the Confer
llnce itself consists of the statement of P. W. 126, P. So 1. Mangal Singh Tewari, 10 
-Who took shorthand notes of Jhabwala accused"s presidential. speech and pre
pared the- transcription, P. 1093. There are also on the'record, recove'redin the 
rsearches of Kadam (P. 1092), ·Joshi' (P. 329) and Jhabwala (P. 878), 'copies ,of 
the Presidential address 'of Jhabwala accused" as . drafted by him and sent to 
Jhansi before the Conference. 'This address is more important really in -connee;. 15 
tion with the individual cases of Jhabwil.la and KadaIll accused, but I may quote 
,just a few pa:ssages to'show the kind of thi~g. We get, forexaI;l1ple, in P; 292 an 
,allu-sion of the usual kind to the war danger, and in this connection Jhabwala 
1!IayA: "Therefore they (the workers' and peasants' community) must aim at 
c>rganisa1;ion of the Soviet Republics ·for a practical and scientific emancipation 20 
"bf the world '8.l1d for socialist recol1strnctiQn of society." 'Then he alludes to 
Ithe necessity of following the example of the marvellous achievements of Russia 
and points to the good work done by Indian workers, 'namely the Bombay Textile 
'Workers, ," with only a 'crumb of Russia help to back them up," and in this oon
:nection be goes on to say: "But if these very "lOrkers/were helped by a little 25 
food in their belly, they would form an exeellent ,revolutionary basis for the 
.establishment of an early iildependence in our country. " Going on further he 
:has a good deal to 'say about the organisation of workers and peasants, and paI'
'ticularly the necessity fora Ceritral All India Party of peasants and workers . 
. Then' in the portion entitled '" Final word " he says: I I Weare 'maligned as 30 
Comm:unists, 'extremists, 'revolutionaries, 'etc. I ,do not hesitate to cheerfully 
lSubscnbe to all theSie attributes rolled into one." And if. it be considered that 
'f;nisiA capable of being misunderstood, r may refer til the ;final passage of his 
address, in which he refers toa Soviet 'Raj as the ultimate objective, for which 
the spea:ker 'is presumably worKing. The.passage is as follows: 35 

U Having evolved a national g1larant'et> we may )lave 'a wider outlook in In
'ternational sphere, and, must soon affiliate ourselves with the J.Jeagueagainst 
linperialism and colonial oppression. I consider thisorganisa:tion to be a most 
fitting link between a European and Asiatic i~terest. In -these International 
connections India isbonnd to emerge a 'most successful and competent revolu- 40 
tionary help, in the establishment of a happy millennium of Soviet Raj in the 
'World." 'Of bburseanyone, who knows ,Jh:abwalaaecllsed;would hardly need 
to be told that 'when he came to 'give his address his tongue ran away with .him 
at once. What was worse was that on'this occasion he tried to speak ,in Hindus
ta~i In the course of the address 'he gave a wonderful description of the TlevQlu- 45 
tion in Russia cOncluding With' the following ,passage : 
. '''Brethren~the means of .your'liberation .C9n~ists in the example set 'by 

'Russia. DoJhe ,game today. Make your own organisations. Let all join them. 
Organise yourselves and unite. 'This i,s the way and there is :no . o~herpath. " 
He goes on to:say that though he i~ a Congress man still he is busy-himself with 50 
mass organisation and with starting Unions. Later on he comes back -to this 
subject in the ,following passag'e:" I have spoken to you just now about 
organisation-mass organisation. Start peasants' nnions,workets' unions' and 
labourers' unions. ,We have no national fJmd today nor any other fund to help 
those who work fo.r this. There should bl'lR Workers' and Peasants" Party in 55 
our country. There is a Party in India having its'branches at Bombay and-cal
entta. This Party has been working, but'this Parly belongs'lnostly to the 'Out
siders '.today. .There should 'be an An~lndia Workers 'and ·Peasants 'Party '~, 
and later on he urges that the Congress shOuld this time C I' belong to' the masses ' '. 
~l'I Conference, according to the eVidence was held in the same 'Pandal '8.S the 60 
P?litical Conference. P.:1094 is a no.te prepa~ed by'P. 'YV~l. 26,"P.-S',I. },fang~ 
~mglt, of some mottos or, 'texts, 'whlch . were hung up m· the P;a!l~al. 'One of 
'these is an extract froni Tolstoy and two ateextractsfromthe'wntings of Karl 
'Marx, while the other three' are equally non~Congresffin tone. , ' 

. . Sec much 'for the Conference .itself. .:As, to what· Was achievea ''by. 'it, I may' "'65 
refer to the subsequent correspOndence. On the 2nd to the 5th of 'Novem:ber"We 
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~eta number of interesting letters from P. C. Joshi accused. The first of these 
IS P .. 1875 P. (1. C. 271) dated 2nd November to: Feroze Din ,Mansur in which 
JOShI spreads himself !1 bit about the progress of the U. P. PartY-at Jhansi. 
He says:, "At JhanSl I made up for all this (disappointment with HariHar 
Nath Shastri at Cawnp?re). They have affiliated their org. with the Party'. 
,They are .3 abs?Iutely smcere. whoietiI?-e wo;kers though not very intellectual 
and have m theIr hands a Rmlway UnIon Wlth 5,000 members. What is more 
they have started a Hindi weekly Krantikari for Jhansi, that will be the Party 

.. organ.'" .' 

He goes on to as~ Mansur ~or aJ} article and asks him to treat the request a~ 
urgent. .The~I there IS a m~ntlOn of the League of Young Comradesl of U. P. 
'and DelhI WhICh, he says, " IS not a body of Party ~en but arecru~ting ground 
f'lrfuture Partyworkers<' On the same date Joshi wrote to G.aun Shankar in 
P. 209 (I. C. 274). In thIS also he enlarges on the success achieved at JhansL 
Uealso informs Gaud Shankarthat Dr. Mukherji has accepted the Presidentship 
'arid Iatel" that he (Joshi) is going tt) make a Partv of all the study circles to b~ 
called t~e " ~eague of YOu);lgCommdes " .. Then" on the 4th we get his letter to 
Dange In WhICh after pressmgDange to wnte the pamphlet on Bardoli he'says, 
" Y 011 will be glad to learn that a 16 page Hindi Weekly Krantikari will be pub
lished from Jhansi. It will be our official organ, the first number being out in a 
day or two." He asks Dange to contribute to the Krantikari and to ask other 
comrades there (tliat is at Bombay) to do the same. The articles, 'which will 
be got translated at Jhansi, should be highly popular expositions of ideas and 
strategy. " On the 5th November we get another letter from Joshi accused this 
time addressed to R. P. Dutt, Editor of the Labour Monthly, P. 2409 P. (F. C. 
633). This letter, to which I have referred before, is full of information and 
optimism. It mentions -the new Party with its branches at Delhi, Meerut, 
Gorakhpur. Jharisiand Allahabad, the new Young Comrades' League, the pub;. 
licationof tracts, the starting of the Krantikari and the need for books. In the 
course of this letter he asks for permission and authority to translate Dutt's pub
lications Rnd the publications of the Labour Research House. The last sentence 
of all deserves to be quoted word for word: In it he says: "1 am writing'to 
comrade Spratt to write to you about my credentials." It may be'noted that in 
the list of tracts in this letter .T oshi actually names the tract" The Role of 
Labour" which we already know from P. 2147(1. O. 292) to have been written 
by Spratt for the U. P. comrades. There is a special interest in this'letteras 
showing the way in which the new recruit to tp,e movement at once proceeds to 
get into touch with the European· end of the movement and to seek assistance 
from it, and takes steps to get himself vouched for by the representative of. the 
European end of the movement in India whom he knows to be best known to R. P~ 
Dutt. 
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o. P. 5660 Early in November Spratt and Goswami accused went to Malda where there . 
was held a Disltrict Youth Convention. P. 546 (3) recovered in the search at 211 
E. 1'1.. Dane is a notice and programme of the Malda District Youth Convention 
to be held on the 7th and 8th November 1928. At this Convention Spratt 45 
accused made a speech on the 7th November, of which P. 1915 (Va. 309) is a 
full report (P. W. 59, B. N. Chatterji, Shorthand reporter). In the course of 
this speech Spratt says that in his opinion a political turning point has been reach-
ed; and that some recent events show a ,change from the old movement, which 
was essentially a bourgeois or upper class movem~nt, into a mass movement. 50 
Then he goes on to preach the general gospal of historical. materialism, and en
deavours to demonstrate that capitalism has now developed to the stage of Im
perialism, which-is in a state of collapse or at any rate of decline in many places, 
and in which a crisis has been reached. In subject countries what results is a 
double conflict between the Imperialist power and the subject power" and 'ge- 55 
tween the oppressed classes 'within the subject power and their ruling classes. 
Then he goes on to quote the example of China, and from that to suggest that the 
.same sorf. of thing, is! really the cause of the present :unrest in India. There also 
.he suggests that a mass movement is developing, but along with it there is deve:
loping the conflict between the ruling classes in India and the masses. He alludes . 60 
~o the proposal, which he attributes to Lala Lajpat Rai, to organise the masses for 
the purpose of revolution, but suggests that in his own view the only healthy move
ment for India. would be a movement from below; that is revolution for the masses 
and not the masses for re'Volution, and as an indication of the development of the 

o. P. 567. ,movement from below .he .alludes to the workers' demonstrations in, Bom~ay on 65 
.the occasion of the arrival of the, Simon Commission on the 3rd February 1~.28. 
, , '.. •. 'f' .•••• 
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But he concludes th~t the time is not yet ripe for the establislm1ent of a Socialis~ 
state. Then there IS a paragraph which is worth quoting in full.. He says : 
" After all ~e want to establish socialism, we have to work for the revolution!' 
9f the ~or~g cl3;s~, .for the purpose of its dictatorship. Though! think 'it 'is 
a physu:al ImpossIbility, we have, however, to encourage the movement of' the 5, 
masses In ,!,hat~ver way it may .develop :in, its re~ol~ionary tendency for the 
purpose, prImarily, of overthroWIng BntIsh Impenalism~ That is all we need: 
worry about. At present we need not specify whether it is going to be a socialist 
movement or any other movement, a revolutionary movement of the masses fon 
its own purposes; It inaybeput in another way by contrasting the: two slogans 10 
of these two different· classes; '" Revolution for the masses " and:" Masses fol'! 
the revolution ".". Spratt's point in fact is that the essential' thing to aim at 
is a revolutionary movement among the m.asses, of which the'immediate purpas6 
is the overthrow of'British Imperialism, and such a 'revolutionary movement must 
hea movement growingup from below and not one sought to be organised from 15 
on top. The ne!Xt- speech in evidence at this ConventioD:, is· that of· Dharni 
Goswami; which is' reported in P 1892 T. (V a 305)' (P. W. 81, S. N. Bha;Ua ... 
charya, Bengali Shorthand reporter). In.thi$ speeeh.Gos'Wmni claimsrthat he and 
Spratt are students· of the' same school. He suggests that he and' Spratt have 
been' invited as representatives of- the W. P: P. of Bengal~ Then he goes on. to. 20 
give ,some: explanation of Spratt's speech, andl to· emphas-ise the point thai', a, 
real national movement must spring up from below, that, is from the. masses,. 
otherwise it will'do no' good. He refers' to. the terrorist· movement and, also to
Gandhi and' hiS' getting: frightened' at the sight of, blood; whereas in fact " na 
leader ha~ probably yet been born who will be able to' make a success of the. 25 
~ational'movement without 8l show or1:)lood;'" 

On the· 8th, November Spratt accused made another speech at MaIda, of' 
which..P 1916- is a report (Va. 319). In this speech again he preaches the same 
doctrines and argues-, for, example,. that" capitalist society is at the present 
time on its'.own without our interference experiEln<"ing a period of: very great' 36 
storm and. stre.ss;" Coming to th~ colonial countries, -he says that the same 
picture of. life as in. capitalist countriel:l is presented in more lurid colours, an<r 
m:thia. he includes an anusion-lto the. War. danger. Then he goes on: "Con-' 
sidering.ral1 this it seems to me that we who are Communists, need not apolo-' 
gise, we need not. be careful to -disguise the brutal blood-thirsty side of our' 35 
proposals. We say these. things. are inevitable. :Modern society is .based upon' 
fierce brutality,. andif. we'want to get rid of'it, we have to use fierce bl"l!tality''', 
which is· exactly what is contended by the prosecution. He goes on: "We-
shall not also disguise the fact that in the course of attainment of our aims and) 
the' establishment. of Communism, we shall have to indulge in brutal dictatoriaJ.~ 40 
methods. We- shall have to indulge i:n civil wars in most countries." Finally,. 
in equally. cynical vein, :he says that" It is not very clear what youth organisa-' 
tion has to' do with al~. this, but it is no doubt a very good: thing. to have such' 
new ideas. put before a body of people, who have got some freedom of thought' 
and perhaps some enthusiasm." , 45 

. On.the same day Spratt accused delivered another speech, whi~h is reported 
in.P: 1911. and ·is· addressed specifically to the members of the workingciass and 
peasants. Thefirst.lesson he preaches in.this'is·that·of'organisation •. Sec.ondl}" 
he str-esses. the need for. a programme of demands, . such as increase in the rates' 
of wages,. reduction, of hours of work, holidays, sanitation, ve~tU~tion and: sO' 50 
on.. The essentia.l· thing, he says,is. to organise in a, militant and l'uthlesif. 
manner f.or the presecution. of their own. interest as a collective entity; If this 
is done, the peasants. win be waging. the only war' worth waging, that is the clasS1 

war._ He ends. by pointing out that the movement is a world-wide one. 

From MaIda: Spratt' returned to' Calcutta where'he' took' .slOme' part- in the. 55 
Dauria Mill Strike' by' sending jointly' with Mittra accused a telegram,·P 115,. 
(F: 0.665) to ,saklatwala asking for' help. That Was on 21st' Nov-ember 192e,1 
arid on the same day Muzaffar Ahmad sent a similar cable asking for. help. to 
Tagore clo Miss Smedley Berlin, vide P 115; (F. C.665). Very much ab.out the. 
same time presumably Radha'Raman Mittra sent two cables,'P 109 (F. C. 666)" 60 
u-sking ~or help f.or the Bauria strikers to "Interfed Amsterdam," that is:I.F. T. U .• 
and ". Ankolina, Berlin,' I that is to sav the League against Imperialism, P 119,1 
Ii Bengali .no~e-book,. recovered from' the' possession of Radha Raman- Mittr81 
accused, contains an account. of expenses of telegram sent to Saklatwala,. Tagore,. 
etc .. So we may take it that the person who paid for these telegrams was Mittr81 65 

LalJMOO 
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accused. It was immediately after this that Spratt wrote the letter P 2147 
(I. C. 292), to the Editor of the Kirti. This I have already quoted in'referen~ 
to. th,e pamphlet for the U. P. Party. In the postscript Spratt treats the Editor 
Klf~I and Soh~n Smg~ Josh as 0!le and the same person, as he says: "The Re
ceptIOn CommIttee decIded lastmght to ask you (Sohan Singh Josh) to preside at 
the. Calcu~ta Conference. You 'will of COUl'ise be informed officialiLy." The 
artIcle entItled " The Power of Labour" enclosed with this letter by Spratt is 
the one which is mentioned in the " Krantikari," Issue No.2. in the Jist of 
tracts which are to be written for the popUlarisation of the re~olutions of the 
W.P. P. The title given to it in that list is " What the labourers of the world 
are doing, and what can the Indian workers and peasants do 7" The original 
Mss is P 526 (36), but a typed copy of it was also found at 211 E. A. Lane and 
i.s P 527 (3). In this Essay Spratt preaches the enormous differences between 
the ratf's. of pay and conditions of life of workers in India and workers in 
Europe, the only way to alter which he says is by organisation. Then he· goes. 
on to " what the workers and peasants have done in other countries" for 
example, the success of IJabour in. England. Then he comes to Russia, ~here 
since 1917 there is a Workers' and Peasant,s' Government, from which he draw~ 
a moral. ' , We can learn many lessons from the work of the Russian working 
class. We learn for the . first time by practical example that it is possible for 
ordinary poor ignorant workers to conquer power from the rich and to construct 
8 Government and economic system Ruitable to themselves, that is, for the bene
fit of the great majority. And we learn in detail how it can be done-how it 
is neces1sary to build up the workers' revolutionary party, to lead the struggle 
for power, and to lead the effort of the masses to consolidate the power and to 
construct a new socialist economic life:" Next he looks at China and endeavours 
to derive lessons from it also. About this he says: "The. Chinese workers' 
~xperience can teach us much. As they found there so we shall :find here, that 
while we remain under the rule of the foreign Government we shall not achieve 
much improvement in our position. It was this fact which led the Chinese work:' 
ers' Unions to take up their fight against the foreigners' rule, and we shall have to 
do the same. We shall find that we are obliged to take.a leading pa.rt in secur
~ng national freedom, and until we have done that, however hard we fight, we: 
shall not get satisfactory cond,itions. ". "Secondly", he says, I ~ we learn the· 
need or the independence of the Workers' and Peasants' movement. We must 
take part in the politica.l movement, but as an independent force. We must not 
rely for leadership or assistance upon the upper classes, or at any rate we must 
free ourselves from that leadership as soon as we can. We must develop strongly 
our own ideas, our class-oonsciousness and our independent organisation." Next 
he comes to the question" What have ·we done up to the present?" and he con-
~ludes that very little if anything has been done. But, he says, " there is coming 
into existence the W. P. P., which is trying to unite together the Unions of 
workers and peasants and to organise the others who have not yet joined 
Unions. It tries to invigorate the Unions, to free them from bad leaders and to 
give them a militant policy." Mter this he deals with the organisation and 
programme of the Party on familiar lines. 

During this period preparations were being made for the A. I. T: U. C; Con-:
ference at Jharia. An interesting letter in this connection is P 2078P (T. C. 
311), dated ,the 30th ·November 1928, from Joglekar accused to Spratt accused~ 
In this he speaks both of the A. I. T. U. C. and the A. I. R..F.and says: ,e I am 
sure you will bring from Calcutta good contingent for fract~on. work at Jharia. 
You must not fail to be watchful about the A.·L R. F.., whIch meets two days 
prior to A.I. T. U. C. If possible we have to thrust the policy of· united front. 
on all Railways at the Federation meeting .. Therefore don ~t fail to. take.pr0I,>er 
precautions about getting yourselves and other fraction elements on the executIve 
of the Federation through Calcutta Railway organisations. Similar precau~ion 
you wilJ have to take about getting sufficient fraction men through all pOSSIble 
Unions in Calcutta for the T. U. C. work." The letter concludes with a para
graph, in which Joglekar contrasts' ourselves 'with the nationalists, moderates 
and trade union reformers; J oglekar accused was not the only one of the· 
accused who was thinking seriously about the A. '1; T. U. C; at this movement. 
P 24 (I. C. 319).is a letter or rather the draft of a lett~r, dated.the 7th Decem
ber 1928 from Kishori I...:al Ghosh accused to N. M. JOShI, partly III regard to the 
Bauria ~trike but going on to an attack onth~ Commnl1~stsl aI?-d a ?iscus~ion of 
the voting strength.andright to vote ~t .Thana of certam Umonsmcllldmg the 
BE'ngal Jute Workers' Association, ... , . . 
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N?t long.8;fter this we .come across a curious episode in regard to Spratt's 
:finanCIal posItIOn. Early m October Spratt accused had been wiring to the 
Labour Resea!ch J?epartmcnt for money, see P. 2192 (F. C. 589). On the 23rd 
October the SItuatIOn was no better as I mentioned in dealing with P. 2419 P. 
(F. C. 607), and it was still just as bad in the middle of November as is shown 5 
by P. 2201, Spratt's letter recovered in the search of Abdul Ghani at Jubbulpur • 
yet on the 13t~ December Spratt accused could send a sum of Rs. 500 to Bradley 
at Bombay, VIde P. 2114 and P. 2081 P (I. C. 330-331); 

Another event of interest at just about this time was the arrival in India 
o. P. 1173. of Adhikari accused on the S. S. Pilsna on the 10th December. He was detained 10 

in Bombay for some little time, but reached Calcutta in time for the A. I. W. P. P. 
Conference. 

Meanwhile on the 18th December the A; I. 'T. U. C. Conference took place 
at Jharia. The official report is on the recorll as D. 305, to which I have referred 
already, and there are also in evidence a number of other reports, which are all 15 
of ~hem, one way or another, ~h~ work of Bradley accused. They are not all 
qUIte the same of course, but It IS not necessary to worry with the differences 
Let~een them. These reports are P 650, P 661, P 1206 (1), P 1896 (1), P 2417P 
(1), P 2413P (2), P 2416P (1) to (3) andP 1259. The most important day of 
the Congress wasthe third as, to quote Bradley's own words "all the important 20 
q.uestions ha~ been left." The first of th~se important que~tions was the ques-
bon of sendmg delegates to the InternatIOnal Labour Conference at Geneva. 
About this Bradley notes that" the opposition to sending delegates of those in 
favour of severance with this Imperialist organwa's carried on in a definite and 
organi~ed manner. Those who spoke against sending delegates were 'K. N. 25. 
Joglekar, D. R Kulkarni, Shib NathBanerji,myself'and others." The opposi-
tion was not successful in this matter.' The next difficult question wa's of affilia-
tion to the I. F. T. U:, but this was shelved until unity should be brought about 
by the Internationals concerned. The question of the P. P. T. U. S., Bradley 
says, was postponed, although he with others made strong attempts to get the 30 
T. U. C. affaiated. Then there came the question of the W. W. L. I., in regard 
to which the supporters of the W. W. L. T., that is Joglekar, Bradley and others, 
failed to carry their point. The T. U. C. however agreed to affiliation to the 

O.P.574. League against Imperialism and elected K. N. Joglekar and D. R. Thengdi to' 
represent the T. U. C; at the next World Congress of the League to be held in 35 
Paris in July 1929. Then there was a contest for the presidentship between 
Jawahar t,al Nehru and D. R Kulkarni, whom Bradley describes as " our 
nominee and a worker." Jawahar Lalwas successful by' a narrowish margin. 
Dange was re-elected as Asstt. Secretary, and Kulkarni, and Majid and Muzaffar 
Ahmad accused were elected Vice Presidents., In the open Session Bradley and 40 
Spratt accused and R. S. Ruikar were put on the E. C. The report concludes 
with the remark that" J. Ryan, P. Spratt, myself and others left that night for 
Calcutta." In his article on this Conference, P 661, Bradley makes some· 
interesting remarks. For instance he says: "Within the'T. U. Congress at 
Jharia there appeared a strong fraction led by the Communists who were 45 
conscious of this position (that is the position of the Indian working class on 
the defensive, stl'liggling against capitalist attacks) and who led the fight to 
make the T. U. C. use the power of the workers in their struggle against capi
talism." Further on 'Bradley attacks Dewan Chaman Lal for preventing' 
affili'ation to the R. I. L. U. and the P. P. T; U. S. At the end he expresses the 50 
opinion that" on the International question the workers' organisation, i.e. the 
T. U. C., must sever connections with all pro-Imperialist bodies, that is the' 
'I. L. 0., and the Second International and other subsidiary organisations, and 
link up with those organisations , which are carrying, on fear~ess struggle against 
Imperialism. and for the freedom of .the exploited mass~s of. the world, to ;make 55 
a united Front of all oppressed colomal peoples, to effectIvely fight ImperIalIsm." 

O.P.1I75. We come now to the All Indla Workers' and Peasants' Party Conference, 
bU. I. W.P.P.forwhich the members of the Workers' and Peasants' Parties had been making 

COnference. preparations throughout the,who.le of the year 1928;, I hll;ve quoted numerous 
letters and other references to thIS proposed Conference prior to the September 60 
discussions at Bombay; The last document referred to was P 1627P (I. C. 258), 
which was quoted in connection with the U. P. Party. It is a' notice, which was 
sent by Goswami as Secretary of the Reception' Committee to the Secretary' of 
the BombayW. P. P. with a request that he would get it published in the English 
and Vernacular newspapers' at Bombay. Goswami adds that" it has already 65 
been published in all Calcutta papers." On the 30th· of October we find Muzaffar 
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Ab.mad'in P 213 (I.e. 263) anxious as ever about the-' financial side of the 
matter and reminding Gauri Shankar that he and 'other comrades at· Meerut 
promised to raise at least Rs. 250 for" our coming All India Conference." He 
tells Gauri Shankar not to sit idle, and to use the receipt book which has 'been 
left with him. P 1849P (I. C.278)·dated the 4th November is a letter from 5 
Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghate accused pressing him to make collections for' the' 
Conference and stating that Rs. 2~OOO will be required, and P 1611 (I. C. 281)· 
is another letter fr-om Muzaffar Ahmad to Dange .on the same subject. Again 
on the 6th November in P 316 (I. C. 283) Mpzaffar Ah.mad presses Joshi in 
regard to funds for the Conference. Theil on the 11th Ghate replies to Muzaffar 10 
.Ahmad ill P 421 (I. C. 285) .. 'l'hat is one side of .the preparations. P 122' (r. C,' 
288) is a letter (recovered from the possession of R. R. Mittra accused)' from 
Goswami as Secretary of the Reception Committee informing the addressee 
that he has been elected a member of the R~ception Committee and informing 

O.P.676. him olthe rate of imbscriptiorr. P,179S p. (I. C. 300) dated: 26th November is 8; 15 
begging letter from Muzaffar Ahmad to ,Mr .. Lotwala of Bombay asking him for 
a contribution to the funds necessary for' holding the Conference. Doubtless
many letters similar to this and to P 122 were issued about this time. P 1873P 

O.P.677. 

O.P.678. 

(I: c: 302) isa letter from Goswami to SohanSingh Josh, SecretaryW. P. P.; 
. Punjab, dated the 27th November 1928, informing' him that he has been elected 20 

President of the A.I~ W. P~ P~ Conference. Ghatewas informed of this fact 
by M nzaffar Ahmad in P 1348· (35)' (1. C. 312) on the 30th of November, a letter 
written almost in a tone of despair. There are numerous other letters in con
nection with this Conference on the . record, for example, P 1801' (I. C. 314), 
P'1348 (36) (I. C. 318), P 468 (2) (I. C. 321), (Ghate to the Secretary Reception 25 
Committee· sending the names of the Bombay Party delegates), P 215IP(I. C. 
32~) from Sohan Singh to Mhzaffar' Ahmad, P 467 (3) (I. C. 323) an invitation. 
to attend the Conference addressed to an individual, P 114 and P 467 (2)· (I; C. 
324 and' 325)~ similar' invitations to' organisations. More important than most 
of these are P 461 (7) & (6) (F. C: 632), which show that on the lst November 30 
1928 iuvitations to send delegates to this Conference were issued to the following 
organisations :-

The K.C. C .. I. (Moscow), W. W:,L. I.,C. P.. G. B., N .. M. M., Indian Seamen's, 
Union, Labaul'! Research. Department, the Socialist Party of India,. the Profintem.. 
(Moscow) the Workers' Party of U. S. A., Perhimpoenan. Indonesia (Batavia, 35" 
Java), Krestintern of. Moscow, the C. P. of Germany, the.L. A. L and the P. P .. 
T. U.S. 

There are several exhibits containing accoimts, more or less complete, of 
this Conference; P'1763 containing some notes of the first day's proceedings and' 
P 1764, containing- numerous Mss notes of resolutions and proceedings, as for 40 
example the names of the Draft Committee~ were found in the possession of 
Nimbkar accused; but for a complete report of the Conference we may refer to' 
P' 669 recovered from the possession of accused Bradley. Other copies of the 
same exhibit are P 334 (3) found with Joshi accused and P 465, an incomplete 
copy found at 21r E. A. Lane Calcutta. . The report opens with a description of 45' 
the banners and slogans, which can scarcely be . described as Congress in tone. 
Then coming to the proceedings, these began with the reading of a telegram 
from the W; W. lA. I., and of this telegram we have also on the record both the 
English despatch copy, p' 2437 (F: C. 720) and the delivery copy found in 
Nimbkar accus~'s possession, P 1761, (F. C. 721). Then followed' Sohan 50 
Singh '.s preside;ntial address, after which there were speeches from Ryan, 
Bradley and Thengdi, arid this was followed by the election of a Draft Committee," 
ill which we find the ;names of Ghate, J oglekar, Bradley, Mirajkar, Sohan Singh, 
Kadam1 Joshi~Gauri Shankar, Goswami, Muzaffar Ahmad and Spratt' accused. 
On the 2nd day the proceedings opened with the moving' of the political resolu.!. 55 
tion by Sprlltt accused: This political res()lo.tion was found with a number of' 
accused~ One- copy, and thisis the number.'under which it will be found printed, 
is P 56, recovered from,the possession of" accused Ghosh. It opens with a dis-' 
cussion of British policy in India from the historical point of view. It contains 
frequent mentionS' of the Nehru report ·as revealing the true nature and aims of 60 
bourgeois nationalism and then comes to the.. Independence for India League. 
It points out that the policy of the League must be nothing short of mass revolu-
tion if taken seriously,. but that actually its programme is not intended·to rouse 
the revolutionary energy of the masses in pursuit of theirec<;momic demands, 
but i~" cal~ulate~, to. bring Indian indus~r.ialism into: line. with. modern bourgeois·, 65 
:pracbce,.mcludlng't, ItS' m.ethQd& of. keeping the workers, under. 9ontrolr On. this:, 
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point ~he .resolution. says : "It is essentially a programme for the bourgeoisie, 
In Wh1C~ Items are Included not as demands by the workers but as promises f 
what will be done for them by the bourgeoisie when bourgeois independenc i 
established, so that the independent workers' movement may be held in ch:ck

s 

In parti~ular. it has no revolutionary significaIice at all;" That is to say th~ 
whole .thmg IS a fraud, claiming to be something quite different from what it 
really IS. 

9?ming t~ ~he Workers' and Peasants' Party the resolution says that " In 
conditIons of nsmg mass movement t~e ~arty has (1) to assist the growth of the 
moven:ent to th~ u?nost, (2). to clarify ItS very confused ideas, and (3) to im
prove ItS orgamsatI<!n, especIally that of the working class vanguard of the 
move~ent, a?ld to wIden. a~d ~trengthen .the Party." And then we come to a 
very l~terestIng passage mSlstIng on the mdependent role of the W. P. P. The 
resolu~IO~ stat~s that for ,~he first purpose. '~nited front with all suitable 
?rs:arusatlons IS necessary, but for the re~ammg purposes it is essential to 
InSIst more )strongly than has b~en ~one p!eVlously upon the in~ependent role of 
the W. P. I., aEi the only orgarusatlOn whlCh has a correct policy and can unite 
and lead all the mass revolutionary forces of the country. The Party can be 
co~te?lt no ]on~er to act primarily as a section or wing of aIiother organisation." 
ThIS IS stated m even clearer terms further on where it is said: "The appro
priate expression of the old relations between the movements was that the 
W. P .. P. constitute<i itself a left wing of the national movement, and worked as 
a sechon of the Congress. 

This cB;n no longer be the situation. The W. P.P. is the representative of 
the advancmg mass movement....... The W. P. P. must henceforth playa 
definitely independent part." Can it possibly be only a coincidence that ,this is 
exactly '\vhat was suggested in P 2365, the report on the position in all sectioIiS 
of the world Communist Party, published by the C. P. O. B. in July 1928, in 
which the Communist International criticises the limitation by the W. P. P. of 
its political activity to work within the National Congress (see the passage at 
the foot of page 475 which I quoted at an earlier stage)? Even more pointed 
is the remark at line 10 of page 476 : 

" The main weak point of the W. P. P. is that in practice it is acting more 
as a left wing of the Congress than as an independent political party", after 
which the Communist International goes on to indicate the necessity of the 
W. P. P. emancipating itself entirelx from the influence of bourgeois politicians. 
The political resolution does, however, contain some defence of the policy 
followed in the past and an indicl;ttion that it cannot be entirely given up as it 
says that " while the Congress maintains its composite character of a loose 
organisation with indefinite creed under bourgeois leadership, but with a petty 
bourgeois following including different social strata and different political ten-
dencies, some of a potentially revolutionary nature ...... and while the W.P. P. 
remains relatively weak and unorganised in the country, it will be necessary to 
follow the traditional policy of forming fractions within Congress organisati?ns 
for the purpose of agitation, of exposing its reactionary leadership and of draWIng 
the revolutionary section towards the W. P. P. This policy however is only 
temporary. " In the passage which follows we get the fruit of the September 
discussions at Bombay. The passage is as follows :-

" The W. P. P. can have no intention of dominating or capturing the Cong
ress: the function of its members within the Congress is.a purely critical <?ne. 
Party members cannot therefore be allowed to take o~ce In Congress orgarusa
'tions ", and this, exactly sums up what we, found m . Bradley's noteP 670, 
" Thought that Congress could Iiot be captured, should not.t!1ke office as o~ce
bearers ", and in Spratt's notes, P 526 (32) " Gep.~ral deCISIOn that caftunng 
Congress is hopeless. We have to be there as cntIcal force. Muzaffar s resn. 
No Con .rress office to be accepted by party members , ", and in the same con
nection 1: may refer again to C. P. Dutt's letter, ~ 526 (43) (F. C. 446) and 
Muzaffar Ahmad's letter to C. P. Dutt, P 2099C (F., C. 417). 

In connection with this resolution Jqglekar accused moved an amendment 
that the clause forbidding the entry of Party members into the' I~depende!lce o! 
India JJeague be deleted. The View stated and accepted. una~ou~ly m the 
end was that as the Independence League was" a bourgeOIS orgarusatI?n w!t~e 
policy is an insincere travesty of that of the W. P. P. and whose obJect IS In 
large part to prevent the independent growth of the mass movement, W. P. p. 
members cannot enter the Independence League as members, as to do so wQuld 
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be to attrihute to it before the masses a seriousness. and .importance which it 
does not possess. The W. P. P. can only work wi~h the· Independe:q.oo League in 
a united front." That again agrees with the decision in September, !.' CQoperate 
as a Party to Independence League" (Bradley) land ',I Cooperate. as a .Party " 

, (Spratt). An interesting document in this. connection is P S06; a note-book .of 
Thellgdi accused containing at page7a copy of a le.tter ·~tep' the 22nd Decem
ber 1928 from Thengdi to Spratt, asking Spratt (who was the move,r· of this 
re~ollltion) to explain to the audience under. what c!rcuID.Eltances tl~ey shaV h3.,:e 

'to fight the. ~ndependenc.e Party. Another. mterestmg pIece of eVld~ncem thIS 
connection IS the entry m' pi 1344, the mmutes of the E. C. meetmg of the 

· Bombay "r,. ;p~ P; 9.atedtheSrd February 1~29, iIi ;w~ichi~em 2· is " Withdrawal 
of members from Ind~pEmdence League, CIrcular to be Il;lsued to members for 
'~ithdra\Ving from the League." ·The resolutio~ concludes by, stating certa~n 
,principal points which the W. P. P. must emphaSIse as. opposed to the Indepenil
·ence League. They-are as 'follow~ : 
, ." (1) .The W. P.,P. mustexpose the Nehru report as awhoie andespeciatly 
,t4e pretence that it is possible to support simultaneous~y the report and inde-
penc)ence.· , • . . 

· ,(2) ,There, must be left no doubt as to the. meaning of independence. 
It involves· the destruction of Imperialist political and military. control and 
,economic penetration· and hence necessitates revolution." In the light of this 
definition of independence I find it difficult to see what particular value as a 
defence attaches to the argument that the immediate object of the accused was 
not a. Communist revolutio~ but com,plete national independence by means of a 
· social democratic revolution. . . 

"(3) The independence of the Labour movement from bourgeois control 
,must be insisted upon, and the necessity of its pursuing its class struggle against 
all exploiters. . . __ 

(4) The abolition of landlordism, in principle witho~t· compensation, must 
also be put forwal1d, and the- consequent necessity .of, the, agrarian revolution." 
· (5) 'In regard toihe states the policy of the NehrU report (which it is stated 
would in effect leave the states under their preseht feudal reginle) must be 
opposed for reasons. which are given at some length. : The resolution· concludes 
by calling on the Party to wage a far more intense campaign against the Trade 
.Disputes Bill, to conduct a campaign. of propaganda ag31inst the war danger and 
particularly against the war preparations against Soviet Russia, and to em
phasise in concrete manner "the international nature of the revolutionary 
nationalist and working class movement. .: , 

The a;rguments.put forward by the 'Defence in connexion with this document 
are typic~l of all the'arg~ments' put forward by the learned counsel who argued 
the case for the Commumst group 'of accused i.~. for those of them who did not 
argue their o'w.n cases'; He said that this poiitical resolution did not anywhere 
from'b~gin.ning to .end suggest anything that'would lead :one t? infer, or 'which 
would Jll,sbfy the .mferencel-that there was some underlymg hIdden communist 
agency working in the framing of·;it.' He said that the resolution was per
fectly capable of a:p. interp:h!ltation"which was thoroughly consistent with the 
conditions obt'aining iIi India during the years' 1927 'and 1928. What that inter
pretation was, he did not say, hut what he meant, and this was the way in which 
he treated every dqcument, was that taken by itself without reference to any 
!3iI;lgle other piece of evidence on the record, it was not communistic and it was 
not. possible to: attach very much ,importance to it. Unfortunately that is an 
j,mpossible way to treat a· dc;>cument which is linked with literally hundreds of 
other documents. Another perfectly aniazing argument which he put forward 
was that item 2 of the principal points which I have just quoted means something 
quite different from its obvious meaning. He said that the destruction of 
imperialiRtic political and military control could not be a synonym for an armed 
revolution. On the contrary he suggested that it had a reference to certain 
abstract ideals, something similar to the ideals underling the League of Nations,. 
But nobody has ever suggested that the ideals of t?e League of Nations ne?es
sittlte revolution; On the contrary th,ey very defimtely depend upon evolutIon, 
while 1heidea of, by implication, likening his ~lient!t? adher~ntsof the .League 
of Nations must have been, to say the least of It, a gl'levous msuIt to them. 

The next resolution considered at. the Conference was the resolution on the 
principles and policy of the party.which )Vill be found printed as P13S", which 
is thl) copy recovered at the search of, the BengaT Jute Workers' Association 
Office· at 97. Cornwallis Street, Calcutta .. , ,"." 
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O.P.~.' This'res:oJutio.n serves to, thr~)'w~~ eve:Q. ~or~, glaring lj.ghi"Qn, the, absurdity 
.of t.h? defence suggeste~ ~or the political r.e~olut~on. ,After takiI).g stock of the 
~oslbon of ~he bourgeOISIe and characten,slJ,I.g..it ~!l .qefinitely counter-revolu
tlon~ry and mcapable of taking any part in' a.genuin~ movement for inqepe:Q.d-
ence, the,resolutlOn states that the 'Y, p.;r.creates no split in the 'nation's is 
ra~s, but merely proJ)Qses, to takemtelligent. !l~Quntof the actual situation. 
A li~tle furt~er on.It .says that the stmg~le"havlllg as it does the object of des
tro~~ th~ unpenalistlc control of India,~~~t be a revolutionary one. 'But 
sceptiCIsm IS very prevalent as ,to the. poss}.bllity "of ,r.evolution in India, since 
the supremacy of a very ,efficient ,aut()crittie ,Goyer~entrenders the task of 10 
revolutionary. organisation elXtremely difficult. Then the resolution' criticises 
the terrorist method. of secret preparations for a~med. up~rising, but, onlY 'on 
the ground of expediency, namely because secrecy and :arms are both aJmost 
unobtainable. In their place it proposes themassrevolutiomlry movement. 
This i~ not. on the score of t~e ol?jection to vi~lence., On the contrary the Party J5 
states ItS Views on that question m the resolutlOnin this form, :-" The W. ·P. P. 
does n:~t d~ny the g~ner.alutility in Indian conditions of non-Violence as a tactic, 
but mamtams that It Will not be necessary for the IndIan movement to use this 
tactic at all times and hi ali conditions." . Further oil we get soD1e'idea of' the 
methods to be used, where it is stated that" the line of actiori.of the Party is 20 
to develop to the fullest extent the, ,organisation and consciousness of the masses 
in a revolutionary direction ......... , .. AlI ocC'asions, are to be seized to draw 
the. w.orkers into .P?litical actio:nby demonstralions, meetings, strikes, etc." 
This IS very remmlscent of what we have read I,in communist instrtlctions 
emanating from the . fountain-head .. The h~sohition 'concludes that" the whole 25 
movement, united and le'd by t.he Workers' and'Peasimts"'party, demands com~ 

O.P.58li. pleteindependence. from imperialism. : ...... , .. ; To enforce 'these demands a 
mass mQvement using the weapon of demonstrations etc. and direct action, must 
be organised leading up to a general strike of worbtsand a masscampaigI,l'of 

O. P. 586. 
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The next item ,on: ~t4e:. !lg~nda was the re.solution· on the· T. U; movement 
moved in English by Goswami arid seconded in Hindi by t: N. Kadam accilsed. 
(Note ;-Kadam is sometimes 'ca:lled ,L. R., Kadam otherwise :L.aks~man l~ao 
Kadam, and sometimes;Ll N. Kadamotherwise Lakshman Narain Kadani, his 
father's name having baen- Narain.There was some, sort of suggestion ,at one 
stage that this was not correct, but there, are documents on ,the record signed 
by Kadam himself as L. N.,Kadam,..-:-see.forexampleP. 1110; I. C:. 1l1d md 
P. 1629 P., I. C. 230.) This resolution will be found printed ,as p. 5L The 
right note is struck in the very first paragraph of this resolution where~t is 
stated that" in the' course of the T. U. stmggle, the need is felt for the entry 
of the working :class into the political field, all,d ,eventually fortt to ta~e ·di:r;ect 
political action with revolutionary aims. The necessity.~hen arise.s f?r the.Jl~li~ 
tical organ of the working elass'which takes ,the : leading part m ,],ts P9litIeal 
stmggles. The importance of theT. Us. in the politicalsphereJie.s 'in, the fact 
that they are a means of preparing the workers for politicaJ action an~J:Q. that 
they are the basic mass : organisations of the workers which can rally ,even, th~ 
relatively backward sections to tak~ part in thestmggle in an erganised way". 
The resolution goes on to preach the importance of the stmggle ~nd ~ay~. that 
" the policy of industrial peace, which has proved so ruinous even III p:rosperous 
and weU-organfsed conntriell, 'must be definitely thmst out of the IndIan Trade 
Union movement ............ The object ()f Trade Unionism is tofi~ht ~~ 
ployers for improvements," and it goes' ori. to' 'denounce the~ef~tIst. Vlew 
that the policy of strike is unWise' and' it 90rilinellts that" no strIke m spIte of 
any immediately disastrou~ result 'it maY,' have, 'can be looked upon as a loss. 
Its lessons to those who take part and, to~ the workilrg class generally, must be 
utilised to the advantage of the movement" , .... ;. , .. ~ .. " Thew~rkers. are 
now prepared to'realise ,that if small Rtrikes fail, they ~usthave bIg striB;es. 
The general strike'is- an ext'remely powerful 'weapon which the Trade, Umon 
movement must not shriDkfrom usiIioo;" The resolution goes on to .suggest 
that as in the case of the 'ecorioIDic strik¢ 'Mo bi'the case of 'tM political strike it 
is tme to say that if small strikes' fail,big' ~ttikes' mnst be org.anised. ~he 
resolution next proposes a ferward policy and lays down several pomts of pohc!, 
which must be observed. 'Then there follows a very clear ~tatement of the a~t.I-, 
tude of the Workers' & Peasants' Party.to the Trade Umon mov.ement. ~t IS 
stated as follows!, "'The, Workers' & Peasants' ,Party" &S the ehIetf orgamsed 
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radical group in the country, has a special responsibility towards the· Trade 
Union movement. Its contact with the mo~ement is through its affiliated unions 
and through its individual members who are also members of unions. Its ob~ 
ject is to organise a fedetation of T. Us. with peasant and other organisations 
primarily for the purpose of a political struggle for the independence of the 5 
country; but also for the general improvement of the position of the masses;" 
This I think is the first occasion in which the primary object of the interest taken 
by the W. P. Ps, in the T. U. movement has been clearly and openly admitted. 
It is in fiat contradiction to the statement in the first sentence of the resolution, 
but it tallies exactly with what is laid down in Communist Party Training, 10 
P. 2366, at page 20. 

\ In the next paragraph we get a reference· to the Young Comrades League 
and finally in the last paragraph the proper line to be taken in the, internationai 
sphere is laid down and 'it is stated that the T. U. Congress mus.t affiliate with 
the R. 1. L. U. Moscow and that if is desirable that it be also affiliated to the 
Anti-Imperialist Pait Pacific Trade Union Secretariat (Shanghai) as also to 
the League Against Imperialism. .on the following day the proceedings opened 
at midday with the reading of a telegram from. the League against Imperialism. 
The report states that a fraternal message was also later. received from the 
E. C. C. I. and this no doubt has reference to the letter from the E. C. C. 1. to 
the All-I:pdia Conference of Workers' and Peasants' Parties, copies of which 
were found in a number of different searches, for example P. 478 at 211 European 
Asylum Lane, P,1760 with Nimbkar accused, P. 33412 with Joshi accused, 
P. 602 in the qffi:ce of the Young Comrades League and P. 120911 in the Kranti 
office~ lIt was also published in the Urdu Kirti for Marcn, 1929-P. 747. An
other copy of it was addressed to Ghosh accused in P. 2001, a letter from C. P. 
Dutt dated the 12th December in which he· asks Ghosh to see that Philip gets this 
letter with the least possible delay. Unfortunately it was intercepted and 
withheld so that Ghosh was helpless in the matter (P. W. 97, S. I., A. K. Sen). 
Still it will be noted that the interception of this one: letter entirely failed to 
prevent copies of the document from reaching its intended destination. In this 
document the Communist International sends greetings to the workers and pea~ 
sants of Incli.a through the All-India Conference of Workers' & Pe~sants' Parties, 
which it describes as " your organisation, albeit not part of our international 
body", which inevitably raises the question as to why the C. 1. is addressing 
this organisation. This document puts forward a good many ideas with which 
we are familiar, particularly the modern view that the organisation of the 
Workers' and Peasants' Bloc does not imply by any means the fusion of the 
workers and peasants into one party. This letter also includes some rather 
critical comments on the 'Communist Party of India as an organisation exi'st
ing only on paper. Towards the end of this document the E. C. O. I. states that 
one of the questions which the Conference would have to discuss was that of 
separating the workers~ organisatiohs from the peasants' organisations. Il 
think it will be quite clear that a suggestion like this could not have been made 
except by an organisation which was in fRct;. if not in theory, directing the 
operations of the organisation to which this letter was addressed. It will also 
be found-see for example P. 129~that the Communist Party of India at its 
meeting on the 17th of March 1929 took into consideration at least one of the 
suggestions contained in the penultimate paragraph of this letter. 

The next business on the agenda was the resolution moved ,by Muzaffar 
Ahmad and seconded by Ghate proposing the formation of the All-India ·W. P. P. 
It was of course carried unanimously, and was followed by resolutions affiliat-
ing the Party· to the League Against Imperialism, condemning the Trade Dis
putes Bill and expressing sympathy with the Bauria strikers. The Conference 
then went Qn to discuss the draft of the constitution· of the All-India Party and 
in the course of this discussion the first signs of the split which subsequently 
canie about in the Bengal Party became visible. Mter that the Conference 
adjourned and a. procession marched to Sraddhananda Park, ;where a procession 
of workers was formed which proceeded to the Congress nagar shouting the 
usual dogans en route. Near the Congress nagar a meeting was held at which 
Sohan Singh, and Radha Raman Mitra spoke. . 

On the following day the proceedings were held at No. 121 Lowe,r Circular 
.Road and began with the reading out by one .A. Dass of a mani~esto from the 
Young Comrades League of Bengal. Se,'eral resolutions'· were then moved 
before the Conference took up the remaining clauses of the constitution. It 
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then proceed~ to ~he election of the National ,Executive Committee in the 
,,?urse of which. a dispute arose necessitating an adjournment. On the resump
t~on of the elechon, the report says that " conflict again occurred over the elec
tl~n of the Be~gal members . and . some o~ th~ Bengal, delegates walked 9ut. 
MIsunderstanding had been created by outsIde lllfluences which were jealous of 5 
the growth of the paty and made an organised attempt to wreck it." There 
are ot~er documents in regard to the spli~ in the Bengal Party, but it will be 
convement to leave that to a later date. The N. E; C: as finally constituted was 
made up as follows :-

Bombay., ......... Joglekar; Nimbkar, Dange, Ghate. 10 
Punjab ........... Sohan Singh, Bhag Singh, F. D. Mansur M A 

Majid. ' . . 
-.. 

U. P .............. P: C.Joshi, L. N. Kadam, Dr. B. N. Mukherji, 
Gauri Shankar Sharma. 

BengaL ........... Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami, H. K.Sircar, G. K. 15 
Chakravarti. 

Kadam accused contends that it was not he who was elected but Lakshmi 
Narain Sharma, but that is a point which may be left for consid~ration in con
nexion with Kadam's individual case. 

Calcutta C. P.I. On the 27th, .28th and. 29th .Decel1!ber, 192~, meetings of the C.P. I. were 20 
meetIng. held at Calcutta, m conneXlOn Wlth which we have five documents on the record.

These are P. 1300, some rough notes of the business transacted on the first day, 
P; 1303, some confused rough notes of the business transacted on the 28th and 
29th, P. 1309which appears to be it. rough agenda, P. 1310, a document of un
certain date which may be compared with page 23 of P.1764, the file con- 25 
tainingpapers in connexion with the A. I. W. P. P., and P. 1295 which appears, 
to be !l fair 01," final note of the business done on all three days. All these 
documents are in the handwriting of Ghate accused. P. 1310 may be disposed 
of first, as it does not apparently represent anything which actually took place~ 
It is headed " C. P. I. Fixing of ~ os. of Central Executive. Three from 30 

O. P. 590. Bombay, Bengal and Pnnjab, two from U. P., The names proposed are-Dange, 
Joglekar, and Ghate for Bombay, Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami and H. K. Sirkar 
for Bengal, Sohan Singh and Abdul Majid and Ferozdin for the Punjab and 
P. C.Joshi for the U. P., the other U. P. seat being noted as vacant. As a matter 

• o. P. 591 

of fact P. C. Joshi does not seem to have ever been a member of the. C. P. I. 35 
and this slip probably-represents merely Ghate's' ideas of how the Central 
Executive might be constituted. . 

P. 1309 is a short slip headed " Agep.da" with only three' items on it-
" 1. Expulsion ~f Hasrat Mohani and Hasan, 2. Question of reorganisation and 
reconst.ruction of the Party, 3. Any other business." It is dated the 26th 
December" 1928. 

P. 1300 and P. 1303 are evidently the rough notes on:'which the final fair 
report P.,1295 is based. I may ~ote that P~ 1303 is printe~ in ,.entirely the 
wrong order; The correct order IS as follows :-Pag~ 1 begms Wlth the date 
28112128. PageZ begins, at Hsmani and en~s with the words ',' K;u~arni ..... . 
to be admitted." The upper halves of page 3 and page 4 are~llssmg and the 
lower ~alf of pa~e. 3 as printed i~ by no, means correct. . It. cons;,sts onl~, of t~e 
three linescontalmng the words" Muzaffar ~hmad, ~h!aJkar ,and, .. , Adhl
kari"s suggestion. " The remain.der of the prmted exhibIt represents the lower 
half of page ~t ' 

However the fact that this document is not in very satisfactory condition 
does not matter much, as P . .130Q anq. P. !303 are so obviousl~ merely the rough 
notes and we have in P. 1295 th~ final mmutes ?f these meetmgs. On the first 
day we get Adhikari and Mirajkar both admitted to the ~arty, and ~~srat 
Mohani and Hasan expelled. Then there is an itelXl-" Questron~r. SwamI was 
raised by Nimbkar. Hamid' said that the Press was soM by h~ and. mon.ey 
utilised for the personal advantage a~d hence ~e wns expened~. . I~. IS. qUIte 
possible that 'Swami ' stands' for Krlshnaswaml Iyengar. as It Wlll be r~
membered that there was a' Press· at Madras. We know ~ot~g of any Hamrd 
in connexion with the' e. P. I~'unless it be th'e cas~ that :AJ~dhia.Prasad. accused. 
is- referred- to here under his lascar name of H~ld, ~hich IS qUIte pOSSIble, and 
it'may be iem'embered inthie connexicin that AJudhla Prasad had at one stage 
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in the hist<?ry of this case spent a good real of time at Madrag.~nd' Pon~icherry 
and was in touch with R. C. L. Sharma through whom, he ffilght eaSIly have 
come to know of any misdoings on the part of Iyengar; 

Item -4 runs as follows :-" Question of making the Party active, doing 
propaganda in the name of the C. P. I. decided upon." This pa.ssage reads 5 
rather significantly in the light of the comments by the E. C. C. 1. m the lettel: 
with which I have just dealt. 

Next we come to the composition of the Central Executive, which;' as finally 
constituted, consisted of Mirajkar, Dange, Nimbkar, J oglekar, Ghate, Muzaffar 
Ahmad, HaliIll, Shamshul Huda, Abdul Majid and Sohan Singh, with Ghate as 10 
General Secretary.' Other interesting items 'are :-Item 14 which states 
"\Application to be made to Comilltern for affiliation"; and Item 13 which 
reads " 'l'hesis laying down the programme and policy of the party to be pro-
posed ". . 

On the following day, we find' another item .relating to a thesis which is as 15 
f()llows :--" The thesis of the Comintern was gone into and it was decided to 
accept it as a basis· for work. Possibilities of an open party to be tested." 
The rough notes in this connexion read as follows :-:-P. 1300 .. " ~hesis to ~e 
prepared." P. 1303. "Discussion of thesis. T~e mterpretatI?~ IS ~hat t¥s 
should be taken up as a basis and changed accordmg to the condItIons l,n IndI~. 20 
Possibilities of an open party should be tested~" We shall come to thIS theSIS 
of the Comintern' very shortly. 

On the last day of these meetings, it was decided that U smani should go to 
the Punjab for organising N. W. Railway and Hamid, who may again be
Ajudhia Prasad, to Jubbulpore. Then there was a discussion of the central. 25 
organ of the party which it was decided, should be published, from Calcutta. 
Sohan Singh and Kulkarni were admitted as members and finally the question 
of the delegate to the E. C. C. I. was considered, the names of Mirajkar, 
Muzaffar Ahmad and Joglekar being suggested. Ghate' notes that it was 
decided to select one from the first two and that later Muzaffar Ahmad was 30 
selected. Curiously enough in another of these sets of. notes recovered from 
-Ghate's search, and proved to be in his handwriting, J:l. 1305, we get three 
different mentions of Muzaffar Ahmad which may have some connexion with 
this matter. These notes are on three different pieces of paper. On the first 
we find" Discuss-(2) Muzaffar's not going ", and on the second" Muzaffar's 35 
failure to go " with a line leading to the name Usmani, and lower down 
" Usmani to be despatched in case Muzaffar is Unable to go.-" 

Now it might have seemed that apart from the Assembly Letter and the 
E. C. C~ I. Letter which I have just mentioned the movement in India had not 
been keeping in touch with the fountain-head in Europe to the same extent as 40 
it had done in 1927. There are reasons however for thinking that this is not a 
fact. For one thing when we come to the individual case of Usmahi we shall 
find strong reasons to suspect that afte~ Usmani left Delhi early in June 1928 
(vide P. 2043 C. (1. C. 184), in whiehon the 7th June he writes to Muzaffar 
Ahmad that he is leaving Delhi today' and indicates that he will reach Calcutta 45 
in about a week and go on after a week's stay to, Madras ; after which we hear 
no more of him in India until December). he went to. Russia and spent SQll'le t~· 
there. I have alluded to one of these pieces of evidence ali-eady, namely the 
" Orm-Massel "telegram. If Usmani did visit Russia in the summer of 1928 
it was in order to attend the Sixth World Congress of the Communist Intel'- 50 
national; of which we have the official reports in the file of Inprecorr P. 1204, 
recovered in the search of the, Kranti 'office in Bombay. The prosecution have 
referred to a number of passages relating to this Congress in this collection of 
Inprecorr. The first of these is in V~lume 8 No. 41 dated 30tl'l,July 1928 at 
page 734 and occurs in Bukharin's report of the E. C~ C. I. on the international 55 
situation and the tasks of the Comintern. This is a passage bom a para
graph headed" New processes in India H. After stating that he does not 
share the opinion that India is ceasing to be a eolomal cOlmtr:y, and t:hat a 
process of deeolonisation is going on there, Bukharin says~ H On the contrary 
recently following the period of concessions British Imperialism has increased 60 
its colonial onnression of India in general and of the Indian bourgeoisie in 
particular. This compels the Swaraj Party onee agai:m. to manoeuvre against 
British Imperialism; It is' manoeuvring, bu:t this, is 8 far cry from 
armed struggle. " In the next number of h.precorr, that is no. 4a 
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dated 18t August 1928, at page 744, there i8 the 8peech of. comrad~ 
Schulle.r .of t~e Young

j 
Communi8t International, who presents the report on 

the aC~lvity ?f the Y. 0. I., and at pagc744 dealing with experiences, of colonial; 
work m. I;n~a says : ,. In regard to India we are of the opinion that the 
bourgeoIsIe m that cou;ntry is not playing a revolutionary role, that it has IS 
rather taken ~p the attItude of a more or less loyal opposition whiclL will soon 
be ~onverted mto treachery. Consequently we consider as our main. task in 
India the formation of a Young Communist League." He then discusses the 
proposed formation of a Y01mg Comrades League instead, which should be not 
CommUnist organisation but first and foremost a students' and not a workers" 10 
organisation, and rejects it on the ground that. it' will only benefit. tlie bour~ 
geoisie.In this connection I may !"emark that Chakravarty accused put for
ward as a sort of defence that the formation of the Young Comrades. League 
was contrary to. the wishes of the Communist International. It might have 
been contrary to the opinion of the 0. I, as expressed in this speech of SchulleI! 15-
on the 19th July 1928, but as Spratt accused himself mentioned in his letter to 
Mrs. Mellonie the name was actually suggested by Saklatva:1a" and it is clear 
that it would not have been so suggested had. the idea of a Young Comrades 
League been contrary to the expressed opinions of the Cominte.rn at'that date. 

, . 

. In Inprecorr no. 44 of the 3rd August 1928 we come to the discussion on 20 
Bukharin's report, in the course of which at page 77f5 we find comrade Sikandar 
Sur (India) expressing appreciation of Bukharin's draft thesis on, behalf of 
the Indian delegation. He goes on :-,-' , At' the 'same time' I have to 
complain of the negligence of the' Communist International as no definite step 
has been taken during this period of last 9 years to bring about the formation 25 
of a Communist Party in India. It is high tiIp.e that this Congress realises the 
potentialities of the formation of a strong Communist Party in India in view 
of the unprecedented revolutionary wave now developing there. " He COTh

cludes his speech as follows: "At present there is in India a strong move~ 
ment which can be utilised as a revolutionary force against British Imperialism. 30 
We are heavily suffering under the shortage of organisers. Without a band 
of organisers we cannpt lead the masses in a revolutionary direction. It is 
therefore very- necessary that the Congress here should give special attention 
to the movement in India and help us to' organise a strong Communist Party 
there. " Another speaker from India is comrade Raza whose contribution will 35 
be found at pa,ge 783 of the same number of Iuprecorr. -In the course of this 

. speech comrade Raza talks about the new industrialisation policy of the British , 
Government and its war agrarian policy or uplift movement. Then he comes 
to the Workers' and Peasants' Parties and criticises Bukharin's report· in the 

,', .'r 

following terms: II Thirdly he does not mention anything in his thesisaboui 4(). '" 
the existence of the several Workers' and Peasants' Parties working in the 
different provinces of India though it· cannot be overlooked that they have so 
far- been the organisers of the workers in their present struggle against the 
bourgeoisie. I must say that in this struggle every creditniust be given to our 
comrades .who, are Communists and wbo are influencing the whole' movement 45 
through the Workers' and Peasants' Parties." Then he comes to the neces-
sity for an Indian Communist Party and says, "It may be' argued that 
Workers' and Peasants' Parties are playing quite the same role (as, a Com-
munist Party) for the present, but these Parties can only be regarded by the 
Indian Communist Party as auxiliary forces," and he concludes : " I am con- 50 
vinced that in India we must have a strong Communist Party whose business 
will be to organise the working class' and peasantry, capture the trade unions, 
utilise the auxiliary forces, create the revolutionary youth movements' and 
direct them properly ........ and finally organise propaganda work in the 
army with the ultimate view Qf shattering to pieces the foreign domination and 55 
ushering in its place a democratic proletarian didatorship." In Inprecorr 
no. 55 dated 2f).th August 1928 we find a speech of comrade MaMmd (India) 
devoted mainly to the Youth Movement as illustrated by the N aujawan. Bhara1t 
Sabha. But the· most interesting part of the report of this Sixth W orId 
Congress, is to be found in, the report of the discussion on the, revolutionary 60 
movement in the colonies. The prosecution have referred first of all to 
Inprecorr of the 4th October 1928 Vol. 8 no. 68, in which at page 1228 Kuusinen 
criticises the theoJ1iesof dec01onisation and agrarian r.eform and. says that it 
is not these which are in course of formation but agrarIan revolutIon, and that 
'~whe:n the knowledge acquired in tbe Great War that the white sahib is 65 
vulnerable has spread thro:l1ghout the Indian villages and when Indian soldiers 
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and also their circles ,realise that they were donkeys not to have turned their 
arms first and foremost against their own oppressors, the time for the agrarian 
revolution in India will have come." In the discussion of this report which 
will be found, in Inprecorr of the 8th November V 01. 8 no. 78 we :find comrade 
Raza again in disagreement with the policy of the Comintern. At page 1454 S. 
he again criticises the suggestio~ that the W. P. P.s e;xisting in the various 
provinces of the count9' are nothmg less ~han, a proletarIan pa:ty ~s suggested 
by himself. About this he says, "PermIt me to clear the SItuation;· In the 
first place these Workers' and Peasants' Parties are not Communist groups, 
secondly their programme is an elastic one so as to include all those who are 1(} 
interesting in the welfare of labour. And thirdly they have no peasantry 
~ffiliated to them. They are so to' speak mere unions of workers." Then he 
tenewEt hi!'! attack on the Comintem for its failure to organise a Communist 
Party iIl India in the following terms : " At the same time we must criticise 
the policy of the Comintern in conducting the organisation of the Workers' 15-
and Peasants' Parties while altogether ignoring the organisation of the Com
'munfst: Party in India. It is just as absurd as to put the cart before the 
horse. This policy must be revised." But it will be noted that 'this is really 
an admission of the fact, of which there is so much corroborative evidence on 
the record, that in the last resort it is the Communist International which is 2(} 
responsible for .the organisation of the Workers' and Peasants' Parties which 
we have come across in this case. The policy may have been found at a later 
stage to have been a mistaken one, but none the less it was the policy which 
the Communist International initiated and put into practice and persevered 
with until they realised the risk of these Parties being captured by the bour- 25-
geoisie. 

The colonial thesis was ultimately adopted at the 40th session held on the 
1st August 1928~ vide Inprecorr no. 81 dated. 21st November 1928 at page 
1529, which shows that there were only 14 dissentient votes and that these were 
reduced to 12 by the statement reported on page 1530 of comrade Sikandar 30 
Sur (India) who declared that the Indian delegation voted against the colonial 
thesis owing to a misunderstanding in the translation. Tile thesis so adopted 
is reproduced in the Imprecorr of the 12th December 1928, Vol. 8 no. 88. 

Now it is very clear that the reference to the thesis of the Comintern in 
P. 1295 and P. 1303 iIi. the meeting of the 28th December 1928 must be a 35 
reference to the colonial thesis. But the complete edition of this thesis which 
is 'on the record as P. 90 contains a printer's note that it was first published 
in January 1929 and the. envelope in which this particular copy came to India 
bears:a: London postmark of the 7th February, sothat it is clear that the'copy 
or edition: of the thesis which the Party had before it on the' 28th December 40 
was not this one. Moreover as late as the 3rd January 1929 C. P. Dutt in 
P.5¥6 (42) (F. C. 744) was complaining of the delay in printing the 
theSIS and saying; " I regret to say that copies of the long statement arrived at 
after a full discussion of the colonial question at Manchester ,,- (another proof 
that Manchester stands for Moscow) "are not yet out of the press.' In a few 4f 
days at most I hope that it will be possible to get you the copies and I hope also 
that you will let me know when you have received them." This is a letter 
which was recovered at 211 E. A. Lane and also appears to have been inter
cepted in the post. 

I doubt if it is worth while going in into a'very careful examination of the 51 
question how the accused came to be in possession of copies of this colonial 
thesis as early as the 28th December. It is obvious that if comrade 
U smaili did go to Russia and did attend the Sixth Congress of the 
C. I. as a delegate he would probably have found lit possible to bring back with 
him some sort of copy of the thesis. Another possibility is that the copy put 5: 
before the Calcutta meeting was brought to India by Adhikari accused., Copies 
of this ,thesis or of extracts' from this. thesis were found with many of th~ 
accused. P. 1488, the copies recovered from Adhikari at the time of his 
arrival in Bombay, P. 334 found with Joshi accused, P. 1033 found with 
Hutchinson accused and P. 1115 found with Joglekar accused are identical. 61 
They do not agree either with the Inprecorr report dated 12th December, as 
one would naturally expect since Adhikari' had actually landed in Inc;lia on the 
10th December before the publication of that number of Inprecorr, nor do they 
agree with P. 90 and that-too was to be expected.' The extracts P. 7, P. 336, 
etc. appear to be derived from P~ 90. P.1228 is another copy of the official pub- 6 
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lication (P. 90). But whatever version of the thesis on the revolutionary move· 
ment in the colonies it was that the Communist Party of India had before it at 
Calcutta does not matter very much. The thesis was adopted and copies of it 
evidently reached India with very little delay, in fact even before the publica-
tion of the thesis in Inprecorr, and it was taken up and carefully considered by 5 
Communists in India at once. 

So far as this case is concerned this thesis is to be read along with the 
programme of the Communist International together with the statutes of the 
Communist International, published in February 1929 and on the record as 
P. 2339 (P. W. 5, Detective Inspector Foster deposes that he purchased P. 2339, 10 
Programme of the Communist International, at 16 King Street London on the 
6th M~rch 1929). This is a document which shows clearly that the ideas of 
the Communist International have not recently changed but are still the same 
as they have been all along. For example on page 23 we find the principle of 
the .necessity of violent revolution clearly stated in: the following passages: 15 
" The conquest of power by the proletariat does not mean peacefully "cap
turing" the ready-made bourgeois machinery by means of a parliamentary 
majority. • . . . . . . . . . . The conquest of power by the proletariat is the violent 
overthrow of bourgeois power, the destruction of the capitalist State apparatus 
(that is bourgeois anriies, police, bureaucratic hierarchy, the judiciary, parlia- 20 
ments etc.) and substituting in its place new organs of proletarian power to 
serve primarily as instruments for the suppression of the exploiters. "This 
of course involves civil war which ends with the establishment of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat but is followed by a 'continuation of the struggle in 
another form. In "connection with this statement that" the, conquest of power 25 
by the proletariat does 'not mean peacefully' capturing the bourgeois state 
machinery by means of a parliamentary majority " it is interesting to refer to 
the Communist International No. 20 New Series, apparenltypublished some time 
in 1926, in which at page 61 is' reproduced the answer given by the C. 1. to some 
questions put to it in 1920 by the Independent Labour Party. In these answers 30 
the Communist International had stated its opinion that "in view of the in- ' 
evitahle reflistance which would be pitt lip by the British bourgeoisie the workers 
of Great Britain should prepare not ,fol" an easy parliamentary victory but for 
vi~tol'Y by a heavy civil war. " ' 

Coming to the ,colonial and semi-colonialcountries (China, India, etc.) the 35 
Comm~st International in P.2339 lays it doWn at page 40 that " the principal 
task in such countries is on· the one hand to fight against feudalism and the 
pre-capitalist forms of exploitation and to systeinatically' develop the peasant 
agrarian revolution, on the other hand to fight against foreign Imperialism for 
national independence. As a rule'transition to the dictatorship of the pro- 4() 
letariat in these countries will be -possible only through a series of preparatory 
stages as the outcome of a whole period of transfoI:IDation 'of bourgeois
democratic revolution into socialist 'revolution." This 'is of Course only a 
gene~al statement of theory in regard to the colonial revolutionary movement; 

It is in P. 90 that the w~ole matter is gone !rito in detail. This thesis is 4:1> 
professedly based on the theSIS drawn up .by LenIn and adopted at. the Second 
Congress of the International in 1920, Vld~ P: 239~. In the. c~urse of t!te 
chapter on " Communist Strategy and TactIcs In Chma and sumlar colomal 
countries " we' come to a section headed " Tasks of the 90mmun}-sts "~ in the 
course of which it is pointed out that the deg~ee of mat.unty attaI~ed by the 50-
revolutionary movement in the separate co~omal countrIes. re~ults . In the neces-
sity of formulating the immediate tasks drfferently and It IS laId down that 
" it is necessary to carry through much: work in ~he .building and consoli~ati~n 
of the Communist Party. and trade ~mon. orgamsations of the proletar~at, In 
the revolutionisation of the trade ~mons, 1;0- t~e development of econOmIC RD;d 55-
political mass demonstrations and In th!l wmmng o,:"er of the ~~ses and the~r 
liberation from the influence of the n!1tlOn~1 refo~st bourgeOISIe, before It 
is possible to advance in these countnes Wl~h <;lefim~e pr?spects of s1?-ccess. to 
the realisation of such tasks" as w~re earned ou~ In Ch~na at a ,certam penod. 
The same theme of the kind of work to b~ done I~ amplified on 'Page :3~ where , 6() 
the thesis prescribes that" the Comm?msts must learn ho~ t?u~Ilise each 
and every conflict, to develop'such conflicts and to broad~n theIr SIgnificance, to 
connect them with the agitation for revolutionary slogans, to spre~d the news 
of these conflicts among the wide masses, to awaken these rp.asses to Independent 
open manifestations in support of their own demands ~tc." Then on p~ge 36 65 
there is a discussion of the development' of the revolutIonary movelnent m the 
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following terms: " The -revolutionary experience of the -masses signifies ·experlJ.;~ 
ence of struggle ; in the .:first place liberation from the infhience over them :of the' 
bourgeois and petty-bourgeois parties. Since these prerequ.isites for the.:firstbig-' 
mass outbllrst of the revolution, even in the best circumstances, are present ,only to .' 
an insufficient degree, an unusually deep revolutionary crisis and anunsuaTIy' 5 

o. P. 602~ high and persistent revolutionary wave are required for it to be possible for the .' 
bourgeois democratic revolution with the aid of this one wave of upheaval to 
lead to the cor.p.plete victory of the proletariat and ; peasantry.. Such a possi- -
bility is most easilypresened" for example, when the ruling Imperialism is',! 
temporarili distracted by a long continued war outside the frontiers of the ~ 10 
colonial country concerned," a suggestion we have come across before. At: 
the end of this chapter we get prescribed as a task for the' Communist Party of' 
China the propagation among the masses of " the idea of soviets, the idea oU 
the dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry, and the inevitability of the'~ 
coming revolutionary mass armed uprising." That is a stage of course which' I 15 
it'is not suggested has yet been reached 'in India, but it is to be understood <

that.it isastage which is expected to be reached in due course. Chapter 4 of -
thi's thesis relates to " The Immediate Tasks of the Communists," and in this: 
chapter at para. 29 on page 44 we come to" Trade Union Work in the Colonies" 
whose importance is heavily stressed. In the next section, headed "Work: 20 
among the Peasants ", on ,page 45, we come to the criticism of the Workers' 
and Peasants ,. Parties. The proposal now made is that these Parties·must be 
organised separately as Workers' Parties on the one ,hand and Peasants' 
Parties on the other, since "special Workers' and Peasants'Parties, what~ 
ever revolutionary character they may possess, can too easily at particular 25 " 
periods be converted into 'ordinary petty bourgeois parties, and accordingly,' 
Communists are not recommended to organise such parties. The Communist-< 
Party can never build its organisation on the basis of a fusion of two classes' 
and in the ,same way also' it, cannot make it its task 'to organise' other' parties I 

on this basis, which is {lharacteristic of petty· bourgeois groups. " Inste-ad: 30 
o. P. 603. periodical-joint 'conferences and Congresses of representatives of revolutionary" 

peasant unions and trade unions are recommended, 

rrhis pronouncement· was severely criticised in. .the course of the discussion·.
in the Congress 36th Session vide Inprecorr Vol. 8 'No', 76' dated 30th October 
1928 by comrade Dutt {India), who said that ." the' question 'of the·Workers' 35 
and Peasants-~ Parties can not be'dismissed with'a phrase of this 'Sort;·, .... the'J 
characteristic feature 'of the Workers' and Peasants"Parties in the present·+ 
stage of development in' India is thai ,they 'are' fdrmingan-': important route 
through which the Communists are firiding their:way to the masses.'" Further'" 
on he said that" it was essential to . deal with the relation of the Communist"'" 40 
Party to the Workers' and Peasants' Parly but this could not be done in'a" 
single phrase." -

In the section headed " India " in which "the basic tasks of the IIidian' 
Communists" are prescribed, the Communist International lays it down that.J, 
" the union 'of, aU' Communist· groups' and· individual Communists scattered 45 
throughout·the country into. a, single' independenLand ,centralised Party re
presents the first task of Indian Communists. While, rejecting -the principle of 1 

the bnildin.gof the. Party on a two-class basis, the Communists must utilise the .. 
connections ,of the, existing workers ,. and peasants' parties with the, toiling,,,, . 
masses for strengthening their own party, bearing in mind that the hegemony. 50 
of the proletariat cannot- be realised without the existence of a ,consolidated;, .. ; 
steadfast Communist Party armed with the "theory of Marxism;" There -is;", 
much more of interest in ihis thesis but so much of it is· material with which' we'" 
are familiar already that, it is hardly necessary ,to make further quotations;._~ 
The most important part. from the point of view·. of : thiscase·is· the sectionr ,\ 55 
headed, H India ','. " The basic tasks,' of the,' Indian· Communists" copies of" 
which were made separately and have. been found with a number of accused::~ 

O. P. 604. . The last event of interest in: the year 1928 was the Session of the Indian' 
National Congress at Calcutta in the last days of the' year, A curious incident.; 
in connection with this Session was what has come to be known as the ~c Raid i' 60 
on the Congress," an occurrence which took place on the 30th of December;" 
when a large procession of 'workers acco:mpanied by 'Goswami; :Mittra 'and .:. 
Banerji accused and others came to the Congress enclosure' and . after' 'some J 

delay obtained permission to hold a short Labour' Conference inside'the'''' 
Congress PandaL' 'That the precise . significance' I' of 'thist:, OCCUTrence 'was" 65 
remains in doubt, and no Teliance has been"placed'upon lit 'by,'Crown 'Counsel·! 
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as evidence supporting the prosecution case. The only purpose f~r which' it 
has been used by the Crown is to show the impossibility of putting any reliance 
on the statements of some of the accused. 

Coming to the Congress itself the defence tendered the official report of 
the. Congres~ D 163, and got some evidence in support of it from P. W. 49, Sub 5 
Inspector D. N. Roy and P. W. 254, Rai Bahadur N. V. Trivedi. The report, 
in corroboration of which there is also a resolution paper, which is the second 
part of P. 550, shows an active part taken by Nimbkar and Joglekar accused in 
the Congress. For instance Nimbkar accused moved an amendment to the 
resolution on the All Parties' Conference report, to the effect that this Congress 10 
reiterates . that the goal of the Indian National Congress is the 
attainment by stages of complete political independence as determined 
by the Madras Congress of 1927. P 550 also shows an amendment to the 
resolution on 'the future programme of the Congress, in which J oglekar accused, 
seconded by Nimbkar accused, proposed in the place of the Congress pro- 15 

~. P. 605. gramme a mass programme. Possibly this amendment was never reached, as 
it is not mentioned in the official .report. The official report also shows 
Joglekar opposing Gandhi's resolution at page 135, and Nimbkar opposing the 
resolution for raising the Delegation fee from Re. 1 to R,s. 5. And so ends the 
year 1928, except in so far as it will be necessary to go back at a later stage and 20 
consider such matters as, for example, the Lillooah strike and various strikes 
in Jute mills in Bengal and the General Textile Strike in Bombay. 
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PART XI. 

. Early iIi. 1929 we :find C. P. Dutt writing to Spratt inP 526 (42) (F. C. 744) 
on,the 3rd January and again in 526 (44) (F. C; 749) on'the 1l0th·January. In: 
bQt}). letters he calls for reports of the many different Congresses in: w~ich Spratt 
~U8t have taken part .recently, and asks for". a real first-hand review of e~ents.'; 
Dqtt also criticises an article in the Ganavani, and follows that with a paragraph ~" 
on the W. P. P. Conference which is worth quoting in the light of the speech 
made by Dutt (India) at the 6th World Congress. He says here: "Results 
of the Congress of the W. P. P. are .awaited with the greatest expectancy. The 
way forward here is full of difficulties and they are not made less by the attempts 
of the Independence Leaguers. Nevertheless I think that there is a very reaJ 10 
danger of the petty bourgeois elements getting hold of the W. P. P. in its form 
so far, and I sincerely hope that the working-class element at the Conference 

-did :find some means of combatting this danger." Dutt also wro.te to Bradley 
accused on the same day, 10th January, in P 1659 P (F. C. 747), complaining of 
the absence of news about what took place in the T. U. C. at Jheria and express- 15 
ing a hope, but no expectation, that the reactionary decision to cancel the agency 
of tIle W. W. L. T. was rel'1cinded.The letter also contains a suggestion that 
Bradley should get himself appointed as an official representative of the" Sunday 
Worker" so as to get the right to send cables at press rates with a view to 
quicker receipt in England of news of the results of future conferences. 20 

On the 19th January 1929 Spratt accused took part in the anti-Simon demon
stration in Calcutta, vide the evidenc~ of P. W. 85, Inspector K. S. Mohammad; 
Ismail, who submitted an ordinary report of the proceedings, which is, howeverj 
not in evidence. A procesRion was organised on this occasion by the Bengal 
Provincial Congress Committee and 'other Congress committees and the W. P. P. 25 
of Bengal. The W. P. P. had a number of flags with slogans of the usual kind 
ineluding" Long live Revolution" and H Long live Soviet Republic." '. Muzaffar 
Ahmad and Spratt accused took part in this ptocession; A number of speeches 
were made at the Ochterlony Monument, including two speeches. by Mittra 
accused; P 1937 and P 2469, and a speech by Goswami, P 2470. The W. P. p; 30 
were apparently rather pleased with the results achieved on this occasion as 
we find Muzaffar Ahmad writing to Ghate in P 1346 (I. C. 349) on the. 22nd 
January as follows :.-:.." On Saturday last a big demonstration passed throug~ 
Calcutta streets to protest th(' arrival of Simon 'Commission. Our Party took the 
most promiUElnt part in it. We came out with' red flags and Party slogans 35 
in black and white. Aftaband another member were arrested on the spot for 
carryiug a poster inscribed with" I.Jong live the Revolution". "Muzaffal' 
Ahmad mentioned this matter again in writing to Ghate on the 11th February 
in P 1335 (I. C. 368), in which, speaking of the prosecution of ~ftabAli, he says·; 
"You must have read in newspapers that on the 19th Januaryla~tin·theAnti- 40 
Simon procession we had carried a large- number ·of banners inscribed with aU 
kinds of radical slogans. Two of them were:-" Long Jive: Revolution qaild 
" Long live the Revolution of India."· The case hasb(len'institutcd by. ,tM 
Government for carrying these two banners." . 

On the following' day, the 20th .Jimuary, a LEmin Day meeting Was held, 45 
and on this occasion again. several speeches were made, for example, P 2472 
by Spratt accused, P 2471 by Muzaffar Ahmad and P 2459 by Mittra accused; 
Vide the evidence of P. ·W. 88, Abdul Wadud, Urdu Reporter, P. W. 55, Po.. S. J. M: 
Mittra, Bengali reporter, P. W. 82, N. H. De, Bengali reporter, and P. W. 49, 
Sub-Inspector D. N: Roy. Spratt accused's speech, P 2472 does not differ very 50 
much from other speeches of the kind. In it he talks a certain amount about 
Lenin aud the situation in Lenin's early days and says that" it is necessary 
to consider the position in which the democratic revolutionary movement in the 
world generally was at that time. This movement is essentially based upon the 
industrial working class." Then he speaks about the early leaders of the movc- 55 
ment" about whom he says that " they had no illusions about the possibilities 
of peaceful evolution of capitalism then existing, they' knew' that socialism 
had to be achieved by forcible' revolution ", which of course implies that their 
view was in .Spratt's opinion the correct view. Further on' he decides to look 
at Lenin from the practical point of view and he says that the' chief practical 60 
achievement of the Russian BolshevUrs and the thing in which Lenin took a 
pride was the formation of a revolutionary workers' party. Then he speaks 
m .high terms of the Bolshevik Party with its organisation and discipline •. , Then 
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after some discussion of reformism he comes to the colonial question and says 
that" Lenin with the Bolsheviks first pointed out that it was necessary to 
support by e'Very, possible means the movement in the eolonies for the freedom 
of the colonies from the Imperialist control. " Then he comes as usual to the war 
danger, and after drawing some amazing inferences from occurrences of no very 
special importance concludes by saying "Perhaps the most sacred duty in 
the present period of your revolntionary movement is to defend the first revo
lutionary GoYernment, the Government of the Socialist Soviet Republic, against 
the attack which the Imperialist powers are now developing upon them." 

Muzaffar Ahmad's. speech, P 2471, purports tobe an attempt to give the 
gist of Spratt's speech. MiUra accused's, speech at the Sraddhananda Park, 
p 2458, is a long speech containing many references to Lenin and Marx, capi
ialism and so on and recommending all of his audience who are not already 
workers to declass themselves, since in any conflict it is the labour interest which 
must stand first. The speech does' not seem to co~e to any logical ending. 

Meanwhile in Bombay the Spark was: just about to begin publication, and 
we find' Spratt accused sendin~ an article to it on the Public Safety Bill, 
P 526 (40), ~ide P 1251 (2006) (I. C. 363) andP 526 (4) (I. C. 362), both dated 
the 4th February 1929. In the Punjab the second Session of the Naujawan 
Bharat Sabha took place at Lahore, vide the Presidential address of Sohan Singh, 
published in the Urdu Kirti for March 1929, P 207. 

In P 2423 (I. C. 392), dated the 8th March, a joint letter of resignation of 
membership of the Bengal Branch of the A. I. W. P. P. bv Kali Sen, Goswami, 
Basak and others, and P 2161 (1) P (P 549 (19» (1. d. 397), a letter from 
Basak accused to Spratt, we come to the split in the Bengal Party. There is 
a good deal of evidence !'\bout this split, but it is noteworthy that all those 
accused who are' concerned with it have observed most scrupuIously the rule laid 
down hy the International Control Commission in the Maslow case in regard to 
what is 11(~comi'ng for a Communist charged in a bourgeois court, by abstaining 
trotn 'saying: )~:ilything whatever about the exhibits which relate to the split. 
So ,far as the ~eneralcase goes it i~ not necessary to go very deeply into the 
matter, ~but this letter of Basak ~ontams, as do some other documents, some valu
~ble admisElioiJ:s~ In the course of the letter he says: " Hath the groups are 
iio doubt sincere to the cause of Comrriunism and proletarian revolution, with of 
Murse exceptions of a very few who are real opportunists." This subject is also 
mentioned by Spratt accused in his letter, P 527 (1) (F. C. 846) dated the 14th 
March 1929, l'eplying to Dutt's letter, P 526 (44), In which he says that" the 
Bengal events arc nothing short or a tragedy." He goes on to mention having 
written all analYSIS of the split, and this also we have in evidence as P 521 (8). 
In view of Basak 'accused's remark and the letter which I have just quoted, I 
do not think '!twill serve any purpose to go into the split in any detail at this 
stage; , 'l'he'main reason for it no doubt was dissatisfaction with Muzaffar 

'Ahmad 'eautocratiemethocls Ilnd a desiro to push him out of his position as 
Secretary afthe Bengal Party. " ", , 

In this same letter Spratt accused refers to the Youth movement and men
tions the Young Comrades' League, which, he says, was formed some 8 months 
ago, that ie to say in about August 1928. "Unfortunately," he says, "w~en 
it might have begun to make contact 'With the working class, it was' captured' 
by the opposition, who swamped it with cIass-conscious young " Bhadralok "'. " 
I fluppose that what happened was that when the split in the Bengal Party 
took place, Goswami, who was the active spirit in the Young' Comrades' League, 
carried it with him in his desertion of the Party. Spratt encloses in his letter 
a copy of the 'I Statement of Programme and Policy" of the Y. C. L., of which 
we have two copies on the record, P 9 found with Goswami accused Rnd P 546 (5) 
found at 211 R A. Lane. In this letter Spratt accused also mentions a confer
ence at Kustia at which the Bengal Peasants' League was inaugurated. lIe also 
refers to the article he had written on Atia. The letter ends with the significant 
remark" I should say, by the way, that I have heard practically nothing yet 
of British Party affairs,. nor even anything of value about the International." 

On the 16th March 1929, P. W. 262;. Deputy Inspector Chaudhri, intercepted 
a Jetter, P 1676, dated Berlin 2.7th February 1929 addressed to Miss Chatta... 
padhyaya, 5 Napier Road, Fort, Bombay. Inside it was another envelope 
addressed "I. for 8uhasini," an,d ins~di th~s, the,r&- was an. UBSigned letter' to Dear 
Suhasini, enclosing a letter tor '" our friend Adbikari " signed R. and therewiill 
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an article on the" Role of the Proletariat in the National Revolution" over the 
typed signature Abdul Rahman. The writer asks Suhasini, that is to sal' 
~frs. Suhasini Nambiar wife of A. C. Nambiar and sister of Miss M. Chatt()
padhyaya, to pass on the enclosed letter to Adhikari, who can be found, if neces-

. sary, thr,?ugh his people, who live at DI16-17, Simplex Buildings, Paowalla 
Street, Glrgaon. It may b~ noted "that this is the address given bv Adhikari 
himself in his baggage declaration form, P 1477. It is also the address which 
appears on the envelgpe of P 1825, a letter typed on Roy's typewriter and signed 
Raymond, which is addressed to Jagannath Adhikari. 

. This letter P'1676 is also proved to be typed on Roy's typewriter, and we 
shall find that certain remarks in the letter agree with certain facts of which 
'we have other information. The letter begins by informing Adhikari that his 
letters have a11 been received and that Roy is glad to hear that things sent by 
him are also reaching their destination. He says: "Except on one or two 
occasions, I have sent somethiilg regularly every week ", and when we come to 
the draft letter of Adhikari, P 1174, which is 011 the record, we shall find him 
acknowledgingrecE'ipt of· something in the shape of ' articles.' Then he comes 
to some personal matters and says: ,. You know I have been happily relieved 
of the administrative responsibility of' .our affairs, and therefore am not in a 
position to be of much practical assistance or to. know why people at home are 
in such conditions.'· This is evidently a reference to Roy's dismissal from the 
responsible position which he occupied in the Colonial Department of the 
Comintern.· There is no direct corroborative evidence on the point, but 
Kuusinen's, report to the VIth 'World Congress contained a very strong ~riticism 
of Roy's supposed de-colonisation theory, and Roy himself wrote a reply to 
Knusinen's report, which is in evioenee as,P 1207 (6), an article heaoed " On the 
Indian question in the 6th World Congress ", recovered in the search of the 
;Kranti office. This also is of course not a document, about which there is any 
evidence that it is, for example. from Roy's typewriter, but in the same draft 
letter P 1174 (1!'. C. 855), found in Adhikari's possession, quite evid(mtlyaddress~ 
ed to Roy (as it . acknowledges articles received from Roy, one of which is the 
Very article on the" Proletariat in the National Revolution" which was· en~ 
closed with P 1676), we shall find Adhikari acknowledging receipt of. the' .Ant).. 
Kuusinen thesis " which would be an excellent description of the ~rticle P 120" 
(6). This article also enrls on a very personal note which suggests ihat it is 
Roy's reply to Kuusinen's attack on him. The last sentence is as follQws:-:-:-

" Looking at the mattel' dispassionately Comrade Kuusinen willlidmiUJta.t 
I have not committed such a crime as he sought to depict in his report.'" Tliii 
is not. the. only elridence of Roy's." fall It, because we find the accused in this 
case all treating him. as a back number, so to. speak, and, for example, talking 
of him as I' our ex-Comrade Roy" (cf. Muzaffar Ahmad at page 481 of the 
iltatements of the accused) .. Another piece of evidence as to the identity of the 
w-riter of P 1676 comes in ano.ther sentence i:rJ, the. same para'graph, where he 
says: " All I can possibly do under the pre~~Jlt. c,ond.i,ti<;>n.ia ·to. hop~ that you 
might find a publisher for. the book, for in that case the. money got for i~ could 
be some relief to you all." This is evide;ntly /!; referen~e to Roy~s book on· Chipa, 
about which he had written some weeks earlier to MessrS'. Cha1travlirly, Clia.ttel'ji 
& Co., Publishers, Calcutta, in P 1512, (P'.: C. 7M},. .enelosi.n~r ~ 'sununar:v and 
asking if they would undertake its publication. It may be worth noting here 
that in that letter Roy asked that replies should be addressed to Mr. A. C .. N. 
.Namhiar· clo Rhode, Berliner St. 66, Berlin, Charlottenburg,. Germany. Next, 
about the difficulties felt by people at home, i.e. in India,. Roy s~ys ~ H Now that 
the agent who visited the Head Office is back I should think that matters would 
be in better shape." It is not'very easy to say who may be referred. to in ,this 
remark, as we know that there were various representatives of: India present at 
the 6t.h Congress, but it· is possible, if the theory' that Usmani, visited Moscow 
in the summer of 1928 is correct, that this may be a referencQ to him. Thea 
Roy comes to a discussion of the" Spark" about which he had said earli~ tha.t 
" it was very very welcome." He asks whether it is ." th& outcome' of private 
initiative or officious" (official). He does not qui.e .unEOOrstruad its diffieuIties 
or why it has been called" A. Socia.list Weekly" .. a.iJ.d why it. should speak in 
tones of admiJ:ation of the·" Daily Herald " •. The, whole of Roy's remarks quite 
clearly indicates that he had been led to think that the 'e Spark" was the long 
expected .English. Central Orgau. of the. Communist Moveme:Q,t in India, but that 
t'here were things in it which made him. doubtful. Then he says that he is 
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~;nclosing two Rrtic1es, but. there is ~postscript w.hichshows tha,the has .. ~ellt 
th.esE) two articles to " y(;mr prof. fnend "and. is enclosing another one, w~ich 
is for the " Spark" and is a copy of an article sent by the iast mail. Then at 
the end he mentions the great eventsinBombay, which may possibly be a refer~ 
ence to the Bombayriots, and also having written a lettel," about Adhikari, that " 
is to say something in the way of credentials, and he says; " It must have gone 
astray. I am adding here a few points which should do, if the matter is not 
already settled as I believe is the case." The note which he encloses runs as 
follows :-- . 

"To whom it concerns. G. A. was employed in the firm here, and therefore 
is entitled to employment in our Indian concern. Everybody who came in con
\act with him has. full confidence in his· integrity and considers him a valuable 
asset for our firm." Now this letter of Roy is dated t1;te 25th February and 
was intercepted on the 16th March. As no letter from Roy was intercepted in 
the previous week, it is obvious thaf if in that week a copy of the same article, 
".TheRole of the Proletariat in the National Revolution, reached India, it should 
probably have been recovered in one of the searches, and that is exactly what 
did take place. In P 1200, the search list of the Kranti office, item 104 is des
cribed tlS consisting of a typed article headed " The Role of the Proletariat in 
the National Revolution" by Abdul' Rahman. It is not very surprising that the 
first copy of this article should have been found in the Kranti office, as P. W. 217, 
Inspector Shirazi, deposes that that was where he found Adhikari and some 
suitcases bearing Adhikari's name.· In this article Roy speaks in terms of the 
greatest approval of the Calcutta Demonstration, that is the "~aid on the 
Congress ", and the Bombay and Colombo riots. He says: " The· proletariat 
in Bombay and Colombo challenged the power of the State and proved that, 
organised on a wide s~ale under revolutionary leadership, mass action can defy 
and ultimately overcome the formidable forces of oppression. It should not be 
forgotten that Colombo was practically ruled by the workers for three davs." 
He regards the Calcutta Demonstration and the Colombo uprisings as events of 
the bighest historic significance aIJ.d glorious landmarks in the history of Indian 
revoluti9n and concludes with the remark that" History has bestowed upon the 
Indian proletariat the role to hold high the standard of national revolution." 
I do not of course mean by this that I accept Roy's account of the Raid on the 
Congress as correct. . 

Now as I have pointed out Roy's letter implies that he had written to 
Adhikari sending him something by the last mail. P 1174 (F. C. S55) found in 
Adhlkari's possession is a typed draft letter, dated the 15th March. It begins 
by acknowledging a letter of the 20th February, which as the date of Roy's 
covering leUer to Mrs. Nambiar in P 1676 is the 27th February, would have 
beel~ the date of ~he previous .mail and would therefore very probably be the 
letter with which he enclosed th~ original copy of the article on " The prole
tariat in the national revolution." In his letter Adhikari acknowledges the 
receipt from Roy of five such articles. They are as follows :-

(1) "Anti-Kuusinen thesis. " , 
I havealrendv referred to this in connection with Roy's dismissal. It is 

evidently P 1207 (6) fonnd in the Kranti office. 
(2) "Article about National Congress." 
An article headed" The Lessons of the 43rd Congress" dated January. 11, 

1929, was enclosed by Roy with his letter, P 1897 P (F. C. 753), ~ated the 1.3th 
January 1929 and addressed to Darbar & Co, P. O. Box-14, A~ntsar, PunJab, 
a letter in which Roy asked that the Kirti should be sent to hIm addresfled to 
Badhuri clo Arnlleim, 44 Jagow St. Berlin, and is P 1897 (~) P. Another COp! 
of it typed on Hoy's machine is P 1255 found in the possessl~n of accused Des.al. 
The oribrinal of P 189; (1) P was also typed on Roy's m~chme .. A:nother pomt 
which perhaps I should mention before I leave P 1897 P IS that m It Roy st.at.ed 
that he would sign bi!'! articles with a pseudonym "M. R$ma~", a promIse 
which he however only carried out in part as instead of signmg them" M. 
Rahman ", he signed them" Abdul' Rahman ". 

(3) " Abo:l}tW. P. P." 
This is no doubt a reference to P 1256, another article found with Desai 

accused, which was typed on Roy's machine and also bears his signature. 
(4) " German re(~onstruction.". . ~ . . . _ 
This also was fonnd with DeSaI accused, VIde search list, P 1240, Item 100. 
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O. P. 617. (5). II Pro!etaria~ in ~ationalrevolution ", with which I have dealt already, 
and which besIdes bemg mtercepted a week later was also found in the Kl·an.ti 
office and appears as item 104 of the searchlist, P 1200. . 

Then we come to an interesting passage containing a number of references 
which strongly suggest that the person spoken of is U smani accused. Adhikari 
.writes! "Your warning is nnfounded. He and another man from over there 
alone understand the necessity of having a disciplined and strong party." Then 
he speaks about the Bombay group and says: "The Bombay group has achiev-
ed the following result. They have been successful in forming one of the biggest 
nnions in the country. The men have tremendous enthusiasm. They are eaO'er 
to learn and to act. But there is a lot of feudal reaction among them which has 
not been sufficiently strongly combated by our comrades. Conditions in the 
group· itself are anarchic. It is at present nothing more than left-wing 'J~)"ado 
Unionism........ Yes, the objective situation is rapidly developing, but the 
vanguard is a rear-guard. Party-discipline! ---.:., But where is the Party'''' 
Then he comes back again to the friend, that is the friend alluded to earlier. in 
the matter of the warning, and writes: " Individuals like feudal chieftains form 
the basis of leadership here," says my friend against whom you warn. lIe 
asked me to tell you that" your men" attacked him. over there without reason. 
But the C.!. has ~ut his feet as well as yo~rs. He has nothing against you: No-
bo~y here IS ma}ring any pr0I!aga~da :agamst you .. , ....... Urdu paper. is being 
edited by my fnend.' , Now m this passage there are so:me phrases which make 
it quite clear that the friend against whom Roy had warned Adhikari must be 

O.P.1I18. Usmani. In P 13¥ we get at the very end the minutes of a meeting of the E. Q. 
of the Bombay ". P. P. held on the 17th February 1929 and under item 2 "We 
find the following : .. 

" Usmani thought that the G. B:. tr.looked as if it was affindu body-Muslims 
should have been taken on the Executive.. Many things done by the individuals 
like feudal chieftains. " . And there is a hint of Adhlkari's presence in this meet~ 
ing in the noto at the end: "Kranti Question. Committee suggested of Adhi-
karl, Deshpande and Dange arranging sales, advt., etc." . 

Then again in Adhikari's Own possession . there was recovered a document, 
P 1170, headed" Technical Mistakes made by the Party", which is in Adhika.ri~1 
own handwriting. This consists largely of notes referring to this very meetidg 
of the E. C. The first note is " Individualism in leadership (PartY did not f~ 
tion as such)." Later on we get the following: "m. Individualism in leader
ship (Party did not function as such). Usmani :-Monday regarding Volun
teers'attack." 

It will be noted that the passage quoted. eontams'anallnsion to Roy'IS'di/{~ 
missal. It also suggests that Roy thought that U smani had something against 
him, and if the prosecution theory that the person called Sikandar Sur in Inpre'
corr is really U smani, is correct,. we :find on considering his speech at the 6th 
Congress on the 4th October 1928", vide' P 1204, Inprecorr, Vol. 8 no. 68, dated 
the 4th October 1928, at page 1247, that there was material in Sikandar Sur'l4 
speech, which :m~ht lead Roy to think Sikandar ill disposed towards himself. 
Speaking of the decolonisation theory' on that occasion Sikandar Sur said : "Thi$ 

O.P.1I19. theory can be promulgated only by those who are sitting far away and have 10s1 
all contact with India. If we consider the social composition of India, it is easy 
to understand that this theory falls to the ground." And he concluded by say~ 
mg, " In conclusion, I will say that there is a great deal of misunderstanding an 
the situation in'India. Comrades who have been here for about 10 years «l&Imot 
properly deal with the situation. They therefore grope in darmess and fornm· 
late such absurd theories as' decolonisation '." . , ... 
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Another l'eason for thiDking that Usmani is the person referred to aR " My 
Friend" is the I'emark " Urdu paper is being edited by my friend· ", which 01 55 
conrse agrees with the fact that at this date Usmani accused was editing the Urdu. 
paper Pyam-i-Mazdur. ' - .. -",'i 

Then there is a reference to ' Iskra' which in this case must evidently II1E!lLl1 
the' Spark '. For one thing Adhikari is obviously referring to Bombay pa.pe!B' 
He says, " Urdu paper (Pyam-i-Mazdur) is being edited by my frien~. I wnte 60 
in the Marathi organ (Kranti). Iskra. is in other hands but we controllt to a cer-
tain extent. Want of English material. " I may remark that the words' t Mara-
.thi " and" want " and 2 or 3 other words between ~ere and the end of the letter 
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h~d been scratched out in ink. When this was done it was impossible to say, but 
I strongly suspect that it was done after the hearing of the case began, because the 
erasures Elpoil the sense., It would be absurd for Adhikari to write" I write ill 
the organ" or forllim to say about Iskra, " If we could finance it we could get 
guaranteed control of English material". The next sentence in which there are 
erasures comes soon afterwards; as printed it reads :-" The should im
In~diately if he is serious about work" but it originally reads" The small man 
should immediately come'if he is serious about work". It is not possible to be 
absolutely sure that the word scratched ont after" extent" is " want" but that 
is the co;nclusion which I have reached from a careful study of the document. It 
was suggested that the reference to Iskra here should not be understood as a 
reference to Spark but as a reference to ' Iskra, Bengal' mentioned in P 526 
(48) and P {)70. But there seems no reason to suppose this to be a reference to 
~ny non-Bombay paper much less to an irregular news sheet published in' Bengal. 
Adhikari accused is a man who would be particularly likely to speak of Iskra 
when he meant the Spark, because as we know he is a man who prides himself on 
being particularly well up in everything to do with the history and theory of 
Communism. 

The last event in the development of the activities of the accused in the 
period covered by tho charge is the meeting of the Communist Party of India 
which was held, pI'esumablyin Bombay; on the 17th and 19th March 1929. P 1296 
is a sheet of notes in the handwriting of Ghate accused. The meeting was devot
ed to considering the question of the relation of the Communist Party with the 
Workers' and Peasants' Party and the question how to proceed with the organisa
tion of the Communist Party, the two questions which naturally arose out of the 
discussion in the Sixth Congress, the Programme of the Communist International, 
P 2339, and the Thesis on the revolutionary movement in the colonies, P 90. In 
regard to the Workers' and Peasants' Party we find the question propounded 
whether the "\V. P. P. should be left in the background. Mirajkar and Usmani 
both urged that the dissolution of the Party would be wrong while Khan was eyi
dently snpporting the C. I.'s point of view. U smani .put forward the point of view 
that it was the W. P. P. 's function to hold joint conference between workers' and 
peasants' conference. He agreed on the intensive organisation of the C. P. Then 
we get concrete snggestions as to the organisation of the C. P. in 5 departments,
T. U., Peasant, Agit-Prop., Organisational and Polito The wording of the notes 
implies that the meeting was attended by 11 persons including Dange, Usmalll, 
Mirajkar, Nimbkar, J oglekar and Ghate accused. 

On the 19th !fm'ch there was held another meeting, with U smani acting as 
Chairman, of which wo have on the record Ghate accused's notes P 1297. In this 
they went oil. to a further discussion of the secretariat and the political depart
ment and we get at the end the following: "(1) Reorganising the Communist 
Party of India (2) 5 departments-mentioned before on the 1713129 (3) Sub Com
mittee to be appointed to draft out a detailed plan of work: . (1) Adhikari' (2) 
Khan (3) Usmani (4) Ghate, Secretary." This corresponds very closelv with 
P 1171, Home notes in Adhikari accused's handwriting found in his possession 
which run as follows: "Decisions (1) to organise the C. P. which is to be the 
basis of all Communist work (2) to organise the 5 departments: (1) Trade 
Union (2) Peasant (3) Agit. Prop. (4)Polit. (5) Org; (3') to appointa Sub Com
mittee io submit n detailed plan of work, as regards the work of the 5 depart
ments: (1) ·S. V. Ghate (2) Adhikari (3) Usmani (4) Khan." P 1172 is an
other set of notes in Adhikari's hand which is closely related to P 1296 and P 1297 
ahd headed" C. P. Meeting (group) Agenda." ,This begins with "dismission 
on tho immediate expediency of organising a Comrimnist Party (for the present 
for Bombay)-Why is it necessary f . (a) What should be its relation with the 
existing W. P. P. t (b) How should one set about·organising it f" And tbis is 
followed by a list of the: 5 departments which are m:entioned in the other exhibits. 
P 1173 another paper in Adhikari's hand-writing purports to contain the agenda 
for a Communist group meeting. The two main subjects are: (1)' the danger of 
having W. P. p, ' and (2) the tasks of the Communist Party at the present junc
ture. 

There.is one other paper relating to the C. P. I. which should be considered 
here, llamely the Draft Constitution of the Party found at 211 E. A. Lane, Cal
cutta, P 416 (7)," C. P. I. Constitution 1929," for which Muzaffar Ahmad accused 
,claims sole responsibility. The most important feature of this constitution per
haps is item (1) which runs as follows: " (1) Name. The name of the Party 
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shall be the Communist Party of India (section of the Communist Interna
tional)." The second and third regulations are also important. They are as 
follows :" (2) Object. The object of the Party is the attainment of socialism 
through the overthrow of Imperialist and capitalist rule, the seizure of power by 
the working class, and the establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat ; 5 
in accordance with the programme of the Communist International and the policy 
adopted from time to time by the Party with the agreement of the Communist 
International. (3) Membership. Those shall be members who shall subscribe 
to the object, programme and discipline of the Party, shall pay membership dues 
and shall perform organised work under the direction of the Party." The statute 10 
relating to the Foreign Bureau, no. 12, appears to be exactly the same as the 
one which we found in the earlier constitution of the Party. It may of course be 
a fact that the Communist Party of India had not yet been affiliated to the Com
munist International at the time of the arrests of the accused on the 20th March 

O.P.623. 1929. But when it comes to assertions of fact as contrasted with admissions of 15 
facts otherwise proved there is one thing quite clear and that is that no reliance 
can be placed on tue statements of the professedly Communist accused for very 
obvious reasons which I have made clear at an earlier stage, and it should not be 
forgotten that the C. P. I. had decided as far back as 27th December 1928 to 
apply to the Comintern for 8.ffiliation. Whether or not that application was held 20 
up by the events of the next month or two it is impossible to say. I see no parti
cular reason why it should have been unless perhaps the criticisms of the C. P. I . 
. contained for example in the E. C. C. I. letter led the Party to think that they had 
better wait and try to reorganise before applying for affiliation. In any case I 
do not consider that the question whether formal affiliation was or was not actually 25 
effected can affect the decision of this case. 
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:PART XII. 

In order to keep the above narrative of events during the years 1925-1929 
as consecutive and intelligible as possible it has been· necessary to pass bv a 
number of important matters which would have entailed digressions so serious 
as to ~volv~ a danger of the whole thread being lost. Before summarising my 
conclUSIOns In regard to the general case of conspiracy therefore it is necessary fj 
first to go back and dispose of a number of points which have been left on one 
side. The first of these matters is the history of the Mill strikes in Bombay 
and the Lillooah and Jute mill strikes iIi Bengal. The importance of these 
strikes is that the most important of the 'public' activities of most of the 
accused in this case is their participation in these strikes. The defence of course 10 
which is put forward in regard to all this participation in strikes is that it was 
in the course of ordinary trade union work and that (a completely irrelevant 
point) it diclnot involve the commission of· any offence. That looks very simple 
and straightforward 'on the face of it, but we have to remember that for example 
the nciivities of the accused in Bombay began in 1927 with such phrases as " w~ 15 
are now making our contact with the trade unions", from ,which it is an obvious 
inference that when the members of the Bombay Party began to take part in 
'trade union work it was as part of a plan, and a plan which Thengdi accused 
,said almo~t in so many words aimed at " the dictatorship of the proletariat ". 
Proceeding from the probability therefore that the trad.e union work of the 20 
uccused wal'! not-intended to be ordinary trade union wor]r, as it is understood 
outside Communist circles, the point w~ want to verify in connection with the 
strikes, . since these represent the chief ' ;public' activities· of the accused (apart 
of course from the participation in the Trade Union Congress conferences and 
the like) is (1) what are the instructions of ,the Communi:at International and 25 
its conlll'cted organisations in regard to strikes and (2) did the accused put 
those inr,;h-uctions into practice? With.a view to examining this question we 
ha'Ve first to get a general view of the strikes in Bombay and Bengal in whicli 
the accused took part. We can then go on to examine the instructions of Com
munist organisations in regard to participation in strikes and to see how far 30 
these were carried out. 

In the case of Bombay we get a lengthy account of the history of the Trade 
Union Movement in the statement of accused Alwe, which however I cannot re
commend as a very lucid account. There is further evidence in the statement of 
D. W. 23, Tawde, but the bulk of the information is to be found in the statement . 35 
of P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardhan. At the beginning of the period 

. 'covered by tbis case the only active trade union in the textile industries in 
Bombay was the Girni Kamgar Mahamandal of which in 1926 accused Arjun 
Atmaram .Alwe was the President and Mayekat the Secretary. This is no doubt 
the union referred to by Roy in thE' ' Patna fdend ' letter P 2320 (F. c. 111) at 40 
F. C. 113 where he says, " The union formed in Bombay under the leadership 
of Atmaram will serve as a basis of our trade' union work in Bombay.- The 
Bombay Textile Labour Union. as the Second Annual Report D 398 shows, wal! 
formed on the 1st of January 1926, and other evidence' shows that it was regis
tered in December 1927. Its President was Mr. N. M. Joshi and among the 45 
Vice Presidents were Mr. Ginwalla and at one time Jhabwala accused. It was 
to the G. K. M. that J oglekar devoted his attention after the formation of the 
:Bombay W. P. P. and his election as T. U. Group leader, and in his report dated 
.21st April 1927 P 1348 (12) we find him saying that" Mr. Joglekar and Mr. 
Mayekar are in the Textile Union (the name Girni Kamgar Mahamandal ap- 50 
peared in the report in Marathi and is therefore not printed in the exhibit) and 
the union activity is satisfactorily going on." Further on the report says tha:t 
the Group leader has done everything that he could to start the working of this 
group but shows tbat he found. .it easier to get them to work in organisations like 
the T. U. C. than be did in the actual unions. In August 1927 strikes broke out 55 
in the Apollo and Manchester Mills probably owing to the introduotion of the 
3 loom system in the place of the 2 loom system. This strike is referred to in 
correspondence. in Mirajkar's letter P 1010 (1. C. 60) of the 21st August and 
Ghate's letter P 1011 (I. C. 62). Mirajkar in his letter says that he himself is 
not enthusiastically participating "because the tactics adopted by those two. 60 
people are in our opwQh wrong. This was the proper time to amalgamate the 
.twouniOJlS viz. G. K. M. and B. T. Labour Union." He says that the B. T. L. U. 
people wore willing but " Mayekar is very obstinate and I thinkJ og. is' encour- • 

. aging him indirectly." Ghate also 'criticises the prolongation of the strike as 
due really to egoism and says that he has warned Joglekar' of the consequent 65 
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reaction in case of the failure of the strike. At the same time Mirajkar did take, 
some part, vide Kranti of the 20th August 1927, P 1375, in which there is an 
account of a grand procession of the strikers Jed by.Mirajkar who was accom
panied by A]we, J oglekar and others. The report mentions that Alwe Mirajkar 
Mayekar, .T oglekar and others delivered speeches at the corners of r~ads on' th~ 
objects of the procession and the reasons of the strike and' held a meeting at 
which further speeches were made after the procession had Come back to the 
place it started from. " . , 

5 

The defence asked the Court to have a very large number of extracts from 
Kranti iramlated and this was duly done. But when it came to the point they 10 
referred to very few of them indeed. One of these translations, of the Kranti 
for the 13th August 1927, translated at the request of J oglekar accused gives an 
account of the dispute which gave rise to this strike and of the demands of the 
strikers. Another translation also made at Joglekar accused's request froni: 
Kl'anti of the 27th August 1927 shows that the strikers were making sonie efforts 15 
to bring out the workers of other' mills in their support. This report says, 
II Signs al·e therefore clearly apparent that the strike of all the mills cannot but 
take place in a day or two. 'The workers really aim at E. D. Sassoon Company 
and the Strike Committee has decided, to confine strike in the beginning only to 
the mills of the Sasso on Company. There is another extract from Kranti of 20 
the 3rd September 1927 headed " rhe strike became successful " and the writer 
after congratulating the workers and,the G. K. M. on making the owners of tho 
A.pollo Millq Ilccept their demands, says that '11 the strength which the Maha
mandaI has acquired in this strike should be expended by it in increasing the 
power of ine Union." The article goes on to emphasise that the war between 25 
the owners and the workers is a continuous war and that the workers should 
aim at the leadership of their union being vested in the woi·kers themselves. 
There are two articles on the subject in this issue of the Kranti, the second of 
which shows that the strike ended on the 31st of, August. In the course of his 

o. P. 628. statement to this court J oglekar accused at page 1987 of the statements of the 30 
accused says that II it was in the course of this struggle that the workers realised 
the difierE-lice between the militant class policy followed by the W. P. P. and the 
welfare polley of Mr. Mayekar. 

In January 1928 fresh strikes started in the Spring Mill and the Sassoon 
Mill owing to the introduction of the 2 sides (frame) system and certain methods 35 
of work recoDlIIiended by the Tariff Board. As before the qaestion of there being 
genuine grievances is not in issue in this case. It may be supposed if necessary 
that there were genuine grievances. The two Unions, that is the B. T. L. U~ 
many of whose members were workers in the Spring Mill and the G. K. M.'which 
was stl·ong in the -Sassoon Mill, were opposed to the idea of a general strike, 40 
although Dange accused in his statement (at page 2420 of the statements of the 
accused) shows that the opposition of theB. T. I.J. U. was not on the ground of 
prmciple but on that of expediency. The G. K. M. also seems to have thoug'ht 
(vide page 2421) that the workers in other factories could do more good by going 
on working and thereby being in a position to help the men of the E. D. Sassoon 45 
Company who had gone on strike. On the other hand, as Dange accused says, 
there was one trend that argued that without a general strike these grievances 
would ]lOt IJe solved. It was' the Workers' and Peasants' Party which repre
sented this trE-nd of thought and preached this doctrine, vide P 1016, a leaflet 
which P. W. 244, Inspector R. S. Patwardhan saw Spratt and Joglekar accuseu 50 ' 
distrilmtin~ in Bombay in January 1928 which concludes with the. following 
words : " It is clear to us from outside circumstances that you will gain a speedy 
and sure success if you resort to a general strike. You are therefore requested' 

o. P. 629. 'to give up ignorance and make bold to resort to a general strike." This very 
document mentions among other facts that the President of the Mahamandal is 55 
a memuer of the W. P. P., which shows that Alwe accused was a member a 
couple of months before his formal application which bears a date in March. 
The leaflet also' claims that the Party is working for the people's livelihood and 
that its members, who are striving for the organisation of all workers, are 
actually working in such institutions as the Railway Workers' Union, Municipal '60 
Workers' Union, Dock Workers' Union, Peasants' Union etc. The leaflet com
plains that lfavekar who is the object of attack throughout the leaflet has caDed 
the members of the Party agents of the Bolsheviks and" has' brought fa.lse 

• allegations against us that we incite people to riots and disturbances." No doubt 
. the meml)~rs of the Party thought it particularly necessary to answer such 65 
'charges when made by Mayekar who had had some connection ~th the W. P. P. 
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at. i~s inception. He appears, £01' instance in P 1~55 (~): C as having been 
!>ngmally proposed as T. U. Group Secretary. In this exhibIt Mayekar's Iiame 
IS scratched out and that of Pendse substituted:',rhe fact that theW. P. P .. did 
~ctually preach a ,general strike as early asJ,anuary is also impliedly admitted, 
m .nange a~c~sed s sta;tement at the .foot or page 2426, where however he goes 
on to explam It by sa~g that" the,;lsolated attacks of the owners were part of 
a general !1ttack and It was necessary for some .one who had the perspective of 
the whole. mdustry to study the trend of attack, Its reasons and modus operandi; 
and appnse all the workers of it. In the absence of an all-embracing trade 
union orsanisation this task had to be done by the W. P. P." That a general 
strike was being considered at this time is also stateq in Spratt's letter to C. P. 
Dutt (P 526 (29» which was evidently written some time after .the middle of 
January ItS he says he is sorry he did not get ' the article' ready in time for the 
February issue (of the Labour Monthly). This letter also shows that N. 1\<1. 
Joshi was opposed to a general strike as also was Mayekar, though. Alwe,Presi
dent of the G. K. M., " would instantly plump for a general strike if there should 
be any fUl tJlE:r provocation." The attitude of the MalIamandal is shown by a 
hanubill from which Dange accused quotes at page 2422 of the statements of 
the accused. This handbill, D 439 (30),.is one of those which were translated 
at the request of the accused Nimbkar. It und.e~takes to give public notice in 
case the Mahamandal comes to the conclusion that a general strike is necessary, 
and it cODr:ludes with an attack on " mischievous persons who are trying 'to 
inislead us, by issuing handbills of various kinds with the intention of causing 
trouble to 0111' people." "These persons," it says, " are making efforts with 
the intention of creating some confusion with the only intention of trying to see 
if they can attain their object by raising a false scare." Joglekar accused gives 
a long account of this strike beginning at page 1988 of the statements of the 
accused, in which he makes a vigorous attack on Mayekar. IIi the course of this 
strike a l'l'gnlar battle took place between Mayekar and the W.P. P. Joglekar 
accused claims to have taken a very prominent part in this battle and in the work 
of the strike and the decision to call it off. Joglekar then,goes on to mention 
the short strike in the Textile mill which was compromised ,on the 25th of 
FQbruary, after which he sums up the result of the unsuccessful strikes and the 
work done by the W. -P. P. members as follows: " By.our correct lead and con~ , 
sistent work ", he says, " I had now won the confidence of the textile workers 
and they were now completely in favour of the W. P. P. Bombay and were pre· 
pared to fo]Jow the lead of the Party in their day-to-day struggles. The 
inflnence of the W. P. P. grew among the textileworkersand.I do not deny that 
I was systematically working towards this end. To put in,technical term I was 
doiug consistently the" boring "work on behalf of the Party. Mr. Hasan Ali 
(that is IUf'lpector Hasan Ali, P. W. 245) says that I was responsible in intro
ducing my other colleagues of the W.' P. P. in the, G. K. M. I accept this charge 
if charge it ean be." There is strong support for the correctness of J oglekar 
accused's' I3tatement that he had gained the confidence of the Mahamandal and 
that Mavekar had lost it in resolution no. 2 of the meeting of the Mahamandal 
held on the 28th February 1928, vide D 420, which has been translated and reads 
as follows : " All the things of the Mahamandal, files, register books, receipt 
books, vouchers and. all other correspondence, all the papers from the beginning 
of Mahamandal, that is from the year 1923, are with General Secretary D. R. 
:M:ayekar, he should bring them and hand them !'ver in t~e' office of the Maha~ 
mandaI. If he does not hand them over, a notIce according to law should be 
served upon him. " The minutes of this meeting 8;re si~ed by AI:weaccused ~s 
President (\f the Mahaman~. Another resolution m the mmutes of this 
meeting condemns the " Kamkari" the newspaper run by Mayekar for the 
Mahamandal for its attack on the President, and the last resolution orders that 
a general ml~eting of the G. K. M. should be held at Nagu Sayaji Wadi on the 
2nd March and it should be considered in what way the work of the office bearers 
of the Mahamandal is going. ,There is further evidence that Mayekar had com
pletely fallen out with the Mahamandal in the minutes of the 20th, 24th and 27th 
March. By about the middle o! Ma:r;ch Alwe a~cused had ceased to wobble.on 
the question of the general strike, VIde the notIce D 439 (31) (P 1464) which 
appears to have been published between the 15th and the ·26th of March as it 
says that the. Textile Mill. has gone on ~trike (w~ch happened o~ the 15th) and 
'the Sjmplex IS also on the verge of gomg on strike (and the Simplex actually 
went on strike on the 26th). In this notice Alwe says," The owners are going 
to kill you individually.' We workers cap. _not be able to cope with t]~s unless 
in the 'end we all become one and tenacIOusly declare a general strike. The 
G. K.1L isatt~mpting a united organisation and forming a committee' for ev:ery 
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miU. All must join the Mahamandal if we want to defend ourselves and win 
Victory. Therefore all should form a committee of their respective tnills' and 
become members of the Mahamandal for the preparation of future general 
strike." D 439 (29) is another notice issued by Alwe as President of the 
G. K. M. about this time in which he says, '.'If you want to maintain your wages 5 
there is only one remedy for it. Our unity is that remedy. The men in the mills 
in Bombay must declare general strike if they have to give a fight to this insolent 
capitalism and must keep all the mills in Bombay permanently closed until· out 
demands are gran,ted." . .. . .: 

. Just r.hout this time also the position as' it appeared to the W. P. p~ is 
summed uP. in the report of the Secretary presented to the First Annual Con
ference on t,h", 18th March 1928,'p 826. In the Sectional report on Trade Unions 
we get a general summary of the whole matter and it is stated that'" a united 
policy could not be agreed upon. The Party under the guidance (7) advocated 
mobilising of the textile workers' against the new system on the slogans of 
~' No reduction in wages" and" No increase in machines for each workel' OJ. 

The l.'arty could not take the lead being in its infancy and because of a serious 
split in olle of its Textile uni~ns (i.e •. the Q. K. M.). Neither could the other 
Union (i.e. the B. T. L. U. under Mr. N. M. Joshi) persuade the workers to accept 
its policy of agreeing to the new system." P 1462 IS a Marathi leaflet issued 
over the signature of Alwe accused and the Managing Committee of the G. K.:M., 
wnich inCludes Kasle accus~d, denouncing Mayekar for his mismanagement of 
the affairs of the G. K. M. and supporting the allegations made against Mayekar 
by Jog-Iekar accused. The next notice of this kindis P 1463, a public notice 
declaring that Mayekar has been removed by the Committee of the G. K. M. froni 
t~e post of Secretary and mentioning that Mayekar has kept the records and the 
public should be. warned against him. Next, on the 9th April 1928 we come to 
a notice P 1465 issued by Alwe accused. as President of the G. K; M. in which he 
points out that the attack of the owners on wages cannot be averted without a 
general strike for which the G. K. M. is making preparations. He asks all 
:workers to help in'the determination of the workers to make the strike succesS
ful and to joint the Mahamandal to conduct the work of the strike and the pre
parations .for the next general strike with perseverance. On the 30th April the 
minutes of the G. K. M .• D 420. show that in the E. C. Alwe aced. explained the 
circumstances of all the mills and as .soon as he brought to the notice of all how 
tho workers have been oppressed, how wages were being reduced and how these 
complaints would not be redressed without a general strike, the question was 
put to the vote and the resolution (that a g~neral .strike should be called) was 
passed unanimously, none dissenting. This was followed on tha 17th by the 
issue of a'leaflet D 439. (28) in which Alwe aGCused as President of the G. K. M. 
addresses all mill workers as· follows :' , We mill workers have therefore been 
obliged to c1('clare the general strike as a last resort to fight laWfully with thnRe 
oppressive owners. Join the strike unitedly in order to offer resistance to the 
oppression ........ ,. and to make theworkers' deman~s with one voice." 

.According to P. W. 245, Inspector)Iasan Ali, Alwe, Joglekar, Mirajker and 
Nimbkar hnd hegun to take part in meetings towards the end of March at the 
time of the 'strike in the Textile mill. At this time Alwe was pressing the 
wOl'kers to hold on and asking them to prepare for general strike. From the 
middle of April, the witness says he saw Jhabwala, Bradley and Dange in addi
tion to the other four. . He says that he also saw Kasle, and Ghate was always 
present but never spoke. Bradley only spoke occasionally. The general strike 
developed from the 16th April onwards and became complete, except for one or 
two mills, on. the 26th April.. After the middle of April he says that other 
speakers including the accused named by him began advocating general strike 
in addition to Alwe who had been advocating it from towards the end of March. 
P. )V. 245 alRo tells us that on the 18th of April a Strike Committee of 85 pel'
sons was elected at a strikers' meeting presided over by Alwe accused at N ngn 
Sayaji Wadi. On the same day there was a meeting of the B. T. L. U. at 
Dehisle Road presided over by Mr. Ginwalla, but before the proceedings ended 
Nimbkar nccu~ed with a crowd of strikers arrived and took charge of the whole 
proceedings alid suggested that the B. T. L. U. should have two representatives 
on the oLher Strike Committee already elected· that morning. It is said that 
Mr. GinwaJJa agreed. Subsequently onthe 27th or 28th April the Joint Strike 
Committee WlI,S formed consisting of 30 members, 15 from the B. T. L. U. and 
15 from tlle G. K. M. and Bombay Mill Workers' Union (Jhabwala's Union). 
Nimbkar accused was' elected one of the Joint Secretaries and Dange accused 
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one of tlle Joint Treasurers. This witn~ss als?named~radley, Mirajkar and' 
Jhab~al~ tlCt'used. as memberS' of theJ omtStrike COnlmittee. Apparently the 
first Strike 90nImlttee came to' nothing and was replaced by this comparative17 
s,~all Commlttee,~! 30 me~be~s. D. 498 a notice headed" A question to t\;e 
cItizens of. Poona and begmnmg WIth an account of the strike is a document 5 
recovered mihe search of Alwe accused's rbo~ at Sheoram's Chawi, Elphinstone 
~ad (P. W. 19~, S. I. Kothawal~). I~ thIS doc~Inent! ~hich purports to be 
Issued ov~r the sIgnature of the JOint StrIke COmmIttee, It IS stated that as SOon 
as the stnk,e eODimenced a Joint.Strike Committee consisting of 30 members in 
aJl,1 drawn: fro~ the public meetings of the strikers and the Executive body of 10 
the~workers' Umons a~d fr?m the '\V0rkers'and.;r:~asants' Party was appointed. 
TID.s documen~ makes It qUlte clear what' the pOSItIon of the accused on the' Joint 
Strike Comnl1ttee was. . Som~ of ~hem represented the unions but the bulk of 
them repre~eJ1ted the' W. P: P. ~heiI' position gave rise to some doubts and it 
wa~ perhaps w:ith t~eidea, 9f settling tIiese doubts that on the 2nd of May a reso~ 15 
lutlOn' was passed Iii the EX~Cb.tive ComIilittee of the G. K. M. to the following 
effect: " This meeting i'es~lves that! tlie persons of'the W. P. P. who are at 
prcsenll working:- iIi' the' stt.ike, ~n behalf, of the G: K. M. are not the officials of 
t~tj Mahanfa:l1dalJ but. had:, been} in.vifed by' tlie' MahamandaI as advisers. But 
S'lTice" t~e'getieral' stt!~e th1:Sy' are) working on behalf of the strikers and the mis- 20' 
cOn(!epbo~ that ~re'Valls ailion!r the' people" !1t present; that by bringing person's 
o~ the W .. p~,.P. ii1tol.~he' ¥ahatnandal adVice regarding' wtong' things is being 
g!iven; that n1I'g'cbIl~eptlOn IS' nO~,c{)tre'c1l. ,These men a1! pi-esent are working on 
behalf of th~' strikers~, TIie' Ma:haJilandar is not responsible for any strong 
speeches deirvered bY' therti~"This last may perhaps be with reference to the 25 
spl!eches OIl' May Day. 

The G. t~ M. at tIlls Hme had :an Advisory ,Commfttee of which J oglekar 
accused ~as a member and on the 30th April we nnd' from' D 420, the Iilinutes of 
the G'. K. M." tha,t J ogfekar who was out of Bombay was removed from this Com
mittee and in :Ills place Dange,Jhabwala, and Nimbkar were elected. This ad- 30 
visory body of the G. K. M. evidently continued to grow since in the E. C. meeting 
of ,the 15th M~y ~' resolution waS 'passed that two sigilboards should be, pre
pared, otie giving. the naIlies of the rreside:p.t, Secretary, Treasurer and the E.· C., 
and the other giving the names. of the ,advis~rs to the E.,C. namely Jhabwala, 
Nimbkar, Dange, Mirajkar, Joglekar; Ghate, Bradley, and Thengdi, a list which 35 
must coincide very closely with the list of the members of the E. C. of the 
Bombay w. P. P. at thistiine. 

At the next meeting of'tlie E. C: on the 21st May we find a resolution stating' 
that" ufter'discussion regarding consideration of the present situation regard-
ing the strike that is going on and' having, come to know that Mr. Mayekar had 40-
l'egist'cred the Union G. K. M., it was decidecrthat a legal notice should be served 
and a case launched to the court and that the G. K. Union s);lOuld be established 
and registered.'" ' This- wIiOle b'usiness is' fully explained! in Ghate's letter to' 
Dntfi· P'2408P (F: C. 4'96)' daied 2(')tli July 1928 answering the inquiry about 
Nhnbkal"s speech on tlle Bardoll Move:tiienl/l; In the COUTSe of this'letter he says 45 
tliat Ie Mayekat wenf-to thi! Regist'rat and' got tlie Union registered with himself 
and a group of 7 as President and, Executive; l' He goes on, " The oilly cOlii'Se 
left open' fo us, tne teal' G. K. M. M. whose name was stolen by Mayekar, was to 
taKe a affferent naIIie and' the real (1. K. 'M. M. got renamed the Girni Kamgar 
Union undl got itself registered with AIwe as President, Dange as Secretary, 50-
'.B'radley~ Nimbkar as Vice Presidents and myself and a worker as Treasurers. 
The' Managing Committee is composed of the workere, and. some' of our mem
bers" Asa result therefore of Mayekar's fraudulent registration of the 
G'. K. M:. with which he was no longer connected, the G. K. M. with its advisory 
body cOJ.llposed' of W. P. P~ Irulmbers. waS replaced by th~ G. K. U. ":ith a num.~er 55-
of W. P. P. members among the office~bearers. The. mmutes of thIS new:UlllOD, 
are on the' record as P 958. The G. K. U. was, tegIstered as a trade Ulllon on 
the 23rd May 1928 and through it and the ' Kranti,' which was restarted at the 
end of June (vide'the Iilinutes of the E. C. of the W. P. P., P 1344, dated 24th 
June 1928) the Party were able to take a very influential part in the strik.e. It. 60' 
will be convenient t6 examine more critically the activities of the accusedm the 
course of the Bombay strike along with what the. acc'!lsed in;' Bengal did in the 
strikes which were going on. there very much about the same tIme. 

In th~ case of the various strikes in Bengal also we require first of all only 
a rough sketch of their history to serve as a sett~g, as it w~re. f<?r the facts 8;ud 65 
evidence in regard to the activities of the accused m connectIon WIth them, which 
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have to be next considered. The strikes to be considered are those of the 
Scavengers in Calcutta, of the E. I. Railway workers at Lillooah, Ondal and 
Asansol, and of the Jute workers at Chengail and Bauria. About the Scavengers 
there is practica1.Iy nothing to be said except that the Scavengers' Unionwas 
organisec1 in January 1928 under the auspices of the W. P. P. of Bengal and 6 

I a successful strike was fought by the Calcutta scavengers in March and an~ther 
less successful in June. The so-called Lillooah strike of the workers in the E. I. 
Railway Wor~shops at Lillooah began as a kind of Satyagraha (that is the 
workers came mto the workshops and having got there refused to do any work) 
and went .on as B; lock-out.. The strike was run by K. C. Mittra, Secretary of th~ H 
East Indian Railway Umon, D. W. 20, whose Head Office was at Dinapur 
(Patna), vide the statements of P. W. 47, Sub Inspector M. L. BhattachariY/l 
a.nd P. 'W. 94, Inspector J. M. Chattarjee, the latter of whom states that K. C. 
1lith'a opened the branch office of the E. I. R. I.Jabour Union at Lillooah at the 
end of 1927. It appears from a letter of D. W.29, Mr. N. M. Joshi, D 208 (17) u 
dated 25th March 1928, that in the' early stages of this strike 'K. C. Mittra was 
being influenced or thought to be being influenced by Mukandlal Sircar and 
Singal'llvelu Chettiar. On the 28th of March a deputation attended on the. 
Agent of the Railway, and some trouble occurred while the deputation or its 
supporters were on their way back, as a result of which there was :firing by the 2( 
Police at Bamangachi. On the 8th April we :find Mr. Joshi writing to Ghosh 
accused in D 208 (15) and asking him to write about the present situation re
garding Lillooab. This letter again alludes to the probability thatSircar and 
Singarav,elu Chettiar are taking a part in the Lillooah dispute. In April K. C. 
Mittra apparently turned to the Bengal Trade Union. Federation, of which 21 
Ghosh accused was Secretary, for assistance and a resolution was passed on that 
date in the Bengal Trade Union Federation, appointing a committee to take 
charge (If propaganda, raise funds and to administer . relief to the lock-out 
workers and to the factory workers of Burn, Jessop and Martin. A number of 
public meetings took place at which of course speeches were made, and ulti- 3( 
mately it was decided to extend the strike along the line, and for this purpose 
Spratt, Goswami and Radha Raman Mittra ,went to Ondal and Asansol, as I 
have mentioned in an earlier chapter. The result of their labours was that the 
strike spread to Ondal and Asansol by the end of May. The strike dragged on 
through the month of June and was finally called off on the 10th July. 31 

The strikes in the Jute industry, with which we are concerned, are those at 
Chengail and Bauria. Up to this date there was no Jute Workers' Union at 
Chongail or Bauria, but the A. I. T. U. C. at the E. C. meeting at Delhi in Febru-
ary 1928 voted a sum of Rs. 250 for organising the jute workers in Bengal. In 
consequence, when a strike broke out at Chengail in March 1928, advantage of 4( 
the opportunity was taken (although it was too late to do any good in the strike 
itself) to start a Jute Workers' Union under the guidance of the B. T. U. F., 
which is the Provincial Branch of the A. I. T. U. C. In this Union Radha Raman 
Mittra was appointed a Vice-President I',lnd Ghosh accused was given the post 
of legal adviser: D 84 (7) relates to a meeting o~ the 18th March, at which this 41 
Union 'was formed and contains the names of the office-bear.ers. D 87 really re
lates in the main only to grievances. D 84 (11) appears also to relate to the 
meeting of the 18th, while D 84 (10) relates to a general meeting of the Union 
held on the 24th March, at which Ghosh accused made a speech. On the 23rd 
April I1nother strike broke out, the reasons for which are said to have been 5( 
(1) that the Secretary Bankim ~{ukerji was prevented from collecting subscrip
tions in the coolie line, (2) that the manager refused to accept the letter fr9m oue 
Mllhadeo Sirdar, who was supposed to have brought it from the B. T. U. F. and 
(3) that the same man Mahadeo was dismissed. On the very same day we :find 
Ghosh accused writing to Spratt and saying that if Spratt can manage to go to 5J 
Chengail with Radha Raman Babu, it would be very helpful. P. W. 98, Sub 
Inspector H. V. Basu and P. W, 27, Sub Inspector Ashutosh Mahapatra, have 
given useful evidence in regard to the organisation of this Union and subse
quent events. This strike came to an end on the 10th May. There was another 
strike at Chengail from the 19th November 1.0 the 4th December 1928, in which 61 
Ghosh, Chakravarty and Shamsul Huda accused all took some part, vide the 
evidence of P. W. 37, Sub Inspector Tincouri Sen. 

At Bauria there 'were three mills belonging to the Fort Gloster. Company. 
There appears to have been a meeting here on the 15th of June, and there cer
tainly was one on the 23rd, at which Spratt accused was present and made a 6 

O. P. 64], speech, of which P. W. 98, Sub Inspector H. V. Basu, took a gist report which 
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is P 22~1.. In this spee~h Spratt accused recommended that the Bauria people 
f;hopld JOIJi the ~hengail Union to make it stronger. He 'recommended one 
UnIon for each Industry, with small unions as their branches, and ~rged the 
workers to fon;n a Union at Bauria as soon as possible, and in doing so not to 
depend on o~tsiders, but. to select strong ~en fromamon&, themselves and carry 
on the work m an organIsed'manner. UltImately the UnIon was formed on the 
15th July, vide Radha Raman Mittra's note-book, P 118, which was rejected by 
the. prosecution but put in by Mittra accused himself as a defence document. 

5 

10 
This note-book also mentions a strike at the Ludlow M,ills, Chengail, beginning 
on thEl 4th June. There is however nothing to show when it came to an end. In 
the Bauria Union Ghosh accused was elected President and Mittra accused 
became'Secretary. The strike which started at Bauria somewhat before the 
formation of the Union dragged on for month.s and did not ,finally collapse until 
the 24th .J anuary 1929. There is a whole senes of letters on the record in con
nection with a sum of money promised to Ghoshaccuse'd for the Bauria strikers 15 
at the time of the A. I. T. U. C. Conference at Jheria. 'This money was voted 
by the '0. K. U. on Bradley's return to Bombay ~t the begimiing of January; 
but ~ltimately instead, Of coming to Ghosh accused,came into the hands of 
Muzaffar Ahmad; who for some reaSon or other made considerable difficulties 
about paying it over to Ghosh. The prosecution has not attached much import,· 20 
ance to these letters except as evidence in regard to the relations between Ghosh 
and Muzaffar Ahmad accused. That there was friction of some sort between 
them, is' clear. The question is whether it was due to personal feeling or to 
their belonging to different political camps. At this stage I think it will be 
sufficient to mention the numbers and dates of the letters or documents con
cerned. They are :""""-

(1) P 86 (1628 P (I. C. 341) dated the 3rd January 1929 from Ghosh to 
Dange accused). 

(2) P 526 (2) (I. C. 346) dated the i4th January 1929 from Bradley to 
Spratt accused. 
, (3) A resolution in the minutes of the E. C. of the Girni Kamgar Union, 

P 958, dated the 16th January 1929, that Rs. 1000 be given as help in the matter 
of the strike at Bauria, Ri!. 500 be sent at once and the balance afterwards, if 
required. 

(4) P 395 (2) and P 395 (1), ~oth dat~d the 18th January 1929,from 1?an~e 
to Muzaffar Ahmad accused, sendmg the Instalment of Rs. 500 about WhICh In 
P 395 (1) Dange says: "You. will see through which channel this assista~Ge 

. shonld be utilised. If there is a Union leading the strike and commandmg 
allegiance, so much the better. If there .is none. such, the P3;rty that. is lea~ng 
the strike correctly should see that aSSIstance IS rendered m the nght direc-
tion. " 

(5) P 1346 (I. C. 349), dated the 22nd January 1929 form Muzaffar Ah}llad 
to "Ghate, acknowledging this sum of Rs. 500 and.saying that he has asked ]\lItt,ra 
accllsed to call a meeting of the workers and WIll make over the money to hIm 
in ihe presence of the strikers. ' 

(6) D 208 (8), a telegram from Bakhle, D. W. 35, to Ghosh accused, telling 
him that Rs. 500 have been sent by Bradley. 

(7) P 70 (T. C. 88), dated the 24th January 1929, from Muzaffar A?road ~o 
Ghosh telling him of the receipt o.f Rs. 5oo.fr?m tJ:Ie G. ~. U. about which he IS 
wiring to the G. K. U. for instructIOns. This IS eVIdently lU reply to a note from 
Ghosh. 

(8) P 396, (I. C. 89), dated the 25th January 1929, 'a telegram from Dange 
to Muzaffar Ahmad: "Sorry Bauria Collapsed Your Telegram Spend On 
Them As You Think Best." 

(9t P 416 (8) a receipt dated the 25th January 1929 from Ghosh accused 
acknoWledging the 'sum of Rs: 100 received from Muzaffar ~ma?, out of Rs. 500 
received by him from the G. K. U. on 'account of the Bauna stnke. 

(10) P 75 dated the 29th January 1929 from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghosh with 
a draft reply from Ghosh on the back. 

(11) D 35 a resolution of the B. J. Vf. A., suggesting an attempt on the 
part of that Association to get hold of this money from the Secretary of the 
W.P.P. 
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(12) D 208 (4), a letter dated the 9th February 1929 from Mr. N. M.·Joshi 
to Ghosh in which Mr. Joshi says: " Of course the Communist Union in Bombay 
does not want to hand over the money to you." 

(13) P 1335, (I. C. 368), dated the 11th Ferbuary 1929 from Muzaffar 
Ahmad to Ghate saying that he is spending the G. K. U. money in conducting the 
cases of the Bauria workers. . 

(14) D 565 dated the 16th February 1929 froIIl Ghosh accused to Dange,. 
complaining of Muzaffar Ahmad's retention of the money. 

(15) P ,73 dated the 19th February 1929 from Muzaffar Ahmad to Ghosh 
accused; also in regard to this money and complaining that nobody knows what 
Ghosh has done with the various moneys he has received, and stating that he, 
Muzaffar Ahmad, is personally responsible for this money, and· not the W. P. P. 

(16) P 955 (1) (I.. C. 382) from Muzaffar Ahmad to Dange, General Secre~ 
tary,G. K. U. explaining that he has spent Rs. 300 on the defence of the criminal 
cases against the Bauria workers and saying that he has informed them (appar
ently the office-bearers of the Union) that " unless Mr. Ghosh comes out with 
the account and remaining sum of Dundee (about Rs. 150) be spent I am not 
going to pay a single rupee." 

10· 
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PART XIII. 

Apart from one or two digrcssions which still remain in connection with 
the 'Bengal Jute Workers' Association, which affects mainly the cases of 
Banerji, Cbakravarty and Goswami accused, and correspondence between 
Soumyendra Nath Tago~e and Muzaffar Ahmad, which while it has some bear
ing on the general case of conspiracy, affects mainly the individual case of 
.Muzaffar Ahmad, the account which I l1ave gi\"cn in the whole of this judgment 
hitherto of the history of this movement as shown by the documentary and oral 
evidence and the history of the above strike!'!, provides the setting, in which 
we have to consider what the instructions of the Communist International and 
its subordinate or auxiliary organisations are and how far the accused put those 
instructions into practice. Now it will be realised that attention has alniadY 
been drawn to the bulk of these' instructions from time to time in the course of 
the preceding pages, but in order to get a clear idea, that is to say in order to 
be able to apply in the case of the aC<lused the tE'st whethertheyput,those iii
structions and tenets into practice, it will be useful to make again Ii quick sur
vey and summary of what they are, indieating where they are to be founr}. 
Then we ,can see the way in which they were carried 'out and lastly we can 
examine what is the explanation, if any, given by the 'aecn,sed of what they did. 

10 

15 

'II II A ~ Y ~ ow the ~asis of ~h~ whole of the work done in India according to the pro-
T~uJT:ONSsecutIOncase IS that It IS the theory of Communism that the emancipation of 20 
I • the workers cannot be brought about by constitutional means. It involves 

revolution and not evolution, and therefore class struggle and not dass' colla-
, boration. Then as the main organisational form of the workers .is the Trade 

Union, it follows that' it is in the Trade Union movement that the 
Communists must work. Thcy call the Trade Uuions the schools of 25 
Communis~, that is the schools in which it is possible for the Com
munists ,to preach their vicws and schools through which the class 
struggle is to be fought. The quotations in support of this proposi-
tion (IOuld be multiplied unendingly, but it will be' sufficient to refer to a com
paratively recent and authoritative pronouncement by Comrade Kuusinen in 30 
ltis Ueport on the Revolutionary Movement in the Colonies addressed to the 6th. 
'Congress of the' Communist International, which is reproduced in Inprecorr, 
,Vol. 8, No. 68 (part of P 1204 and P259), dated the 4th O<ltober 1928 at page 
1232, where he says: " Modestly and yet perseveringly must we begin in India. 
with the work in T. U. 's and during strikes,With the I;lducation of Party work- 35 
ers." Now I think myself that Kuusmen in saying this was very much behind 

, the timeR, for that necessity had been realised fully a year and a half earlier in 
the early days both ()f the Bombay W. P. P. and Bengal W. P. P., but it has this 
value that it shows that there never was during the period covered by the 

o. P. M6.charge any change in the main idea. ' 40 

( .. 

, 'Coming to the details of the application of this general idea, the prosecu-
tion has referred to a number of exhibits as those in which the details in regard 
to strategy and tactics etc. nre best expressed. 'Going back to the founta!n
head we find Marx in the famous mallifeRto of the Communist Party (P 21) at 
pages 51nnd 52 laying it down that" the Communists ':fight for the attainment 
of the immediate aims, for the enforcement of tluimomentary interests of the 
,vorking das!'!, but 'in the movement of the present they also' represent and take 
care of the future of that movement." 

Then coming to the first really authoritative pronouncement of ~he Com
mnniRt International, :p 2395, we find at page 54 the stro~gest emphaSIS ?n !he 
rush of the enormous workinO' masses into the Trade Uruons and the obJectIve 
revolntioJlarv character of th~ economic ,struggle which the' masses are carry-
in'" on and therefore the immense importance of Communist'work in the Trade 
Ucion~. And as to the method of this work w.e fi:.;d !it pages 16, 28: (p~ra., 9,~ 
40 (para. 1~) and 41, references to the fOl'IDaboJl;mside other org'a~IRahons of 
groups or nuclei of Commmllsts.. Ne.xt at page 45 m pa!as. 7,& 9 the II?-portance 
of strik'es and mass demonstrabons IS brought out, while o~ page 50 m para: 6 
attelJ.tion is drawn to' the necessity that in such demonstratIOns the COmmUlll!:lt 
members must occupy the most conspicuous place:-at the he!id, of the prole-
tarian masses. Then at page 28, para. 10, the neces~uty of carr;vmg on a struggle 
against th(> Amsterdam International of Yellow Lab~ur Uruon~' and support~ 
ing the International unification of Red Labo.ur. Uruons (realIsed not ,long 
afterwards in the fouridation of the R. I.,L. U.) IS mcul~ated, see als~ at the .top 
of page 41. At page 14 we find references to the neceSSIty of struggling agamst 
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and denouncing reformist tendenCies and leaders having those tendencies, and 
on page 28, it is laid down that Communist Parties should carryon propaganda 
lsoas to prevent war against the Soviet Republics~ Lastly on page 68 is pre
~lScribetl the struggle to be carried on against the reactionary mediaeval influences 
'of the Clprgy, Christian missions and similar elements. 

, , , 

, ,Next in 1921 we come to the pronouncements' ot the Third Congress of the 
C. I., which are set out in the official report, ,P2396.In this at page 12 we have 
the emphasis on a fighting policy. The Communist units must be the vanguard 
in' all proletarian mass organisations" must teach the backward masses how to 
fight by formulating practical plans for direct action and by urging the workers 
to mak~· R stand for the necessaries of life. (It is the old story. The masses 

X'donotknow what they want and the Communists have got to teach them.) The 
'Communisb have got to prove that they are able to lead in the practical 
ll3truggle of the proletariat, and" by promoting these conflicts" the Communists 
will succeed in winning over the great masses of the proletariat to the struggle 
.for dictatorship. On page 13 the'report stresses the importance .of particiPa
tion in the struggle of the masses·for actual and immediate necessaries of life. 
It is poillt~d out that it is essential to make use of all the economic needs of the 
.masses as issues in. the revolutionary struggles., The destruction, of the capi
talist system is the chief aim and immediate task of the Communist Parties, but 
in order to achieve this aim they must put forward demands and fight with the 
massef\ f<)r their fulfilment, regardless of whether they are in keeping with the 

. profit system of the capitalist class or not. On page i4 we find the value of' 
partial demands emphasised. "The workers fighting for partial demands are 
autolhaticaily drawn into the fight against the entire bourgeoisie and its machi
~.'ery of State." But it is the Communist Party, which is to formulate these 

: aemands and in so doing H, the Communist Party must take heed that these 
demands b;tsed on the deeply rooted needs of the masses are su:ch as will orl!a-
nise the masses and not merely lead them into the struggle." On page 12 the 

_report emphasises the importan~e' of widening the area of any given stnlggle. 
9n pages 20 and 21 thelesson t4at civil war is inevitable emerges most clearly. 
In paragraphs' 23 and 24 at pages 37 and 38 the lesson of the participation of 
,the Commtmists in all the elementary struggles and movements of the workers 
and especially of mobilising in full force in times of strikes, lockouts and other 
mass dismisRals of the workers is emphasised in the. strongest terms. These are 
the opportunities for awakening the spirit of solidarity in the workers and also 
for acquiring the reputation among the struggling masses of .being courageous 
and effective participators in their struggle. This does not :mean stirring up 
~nd inciting the workers to nonsensical strikes and other inconsiderate actions, 

,butit'does mean participating in the struggle, however 'small and inodest the 
,demftllds of the workers may be. ' 

Next WH come to the policy for India enhnciated iIi P 2582; the report of 
. the ]~nlarg'ed E; C. C. I., in 1925. in which it is prescribed that the Communists 
should continue work in tha National Congress, in the left wing of the Swaraj 
Party. AI1 nationalist, organisations should be formed into a mass revolution
ary party and all-Indian Anti-Imperialist bloc. The slogan, of the People's 
Party, having for the main points in its programme, separation from the 

,Empire, a Democratic Republic, universal suffrage and the abolition of feudal-
ism, is stated to be correct. and the Colonial Commission in its resolution on 
India instructs the Indian Communists 'c to direct their efforts towards secur
ing leadersllip over the masses of the peasantry and to facilitate and encourage 
the organisation and 8.malgamation of Trade Unions and to take over the 
leadership in all their struggles." 
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The prosecution further 'referred to Dutt's "Modern India ", P 290, 
where in the chapter on ~ programme " headed cc What must be done ", at page '55 
149 it is laid down that the line of organisation must reach out to the masses. 
This necosl'litates both widespread and continuous agitation, propaganda, de-

''tt1011stratiolls and campaigns"and at the same time detailed work in the village.:; 
~nd industrial centres allover the country, forming groups and building up 
peasants' and wOl'kers' organisations: Next in P, 2366, Cominunist, Party 60 
Tl'aining, we find at pages 20 and 22 the object 'of this' participation in the 
'Struggles (If thEi Trade Unions clearly expresRed in this 'Way. liThe interest of 
,Hie Commtlnist Party in the economic struggle and, therefore, in the trade 
''Illlions is purely political. Our objective is the'seizure of power by the work-
'S:n:g dass, Therefol'e we ~nter' into the economic struggle and 'the work of the . 6~. 
1trade 'lffiicms,not lnerl:lly to 13ecure' improve:ments':of -coilditions." 'rhewriter 
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goes on : " The partial economic strugglef\ of the working class are It most ~ 
portant means for teaching the workers the limj.tations of .economIc demands; 
and leading them to a recognition of the need for waging the political struggle, 
and to lead up to the revolutionary struggle for power." On page 22 the nature 
of COIIlIIijlnist work in the unions is defined in the clearest terms. : " Our wqrk 
in the uniollS is to permeate them with Communist ideas and establish our in~ 
fIuence within them in order to convert them. into revolutionary mass organisa~ 
tions of the proletariat and, efficient organs of its struggles. For this pur
pOEe....... ..... we need the continuous organised activity of allo.ur mem
bers inside the unions in order to build up our leadership. Our methods of work 
in the nnions are : 

(1) To take part actively in all economic struggles, whatever their 
character, with a view to their extension right up 10 the ultimate struggle fOJ; 
power; 

. (2) To take part actively in all trade union work, branch meetings, con~ 
ferences, etc., with a view to establishing our influence; 

(3) To spread our ideas through the trade union press, through classes and 
by individual propaganda ; . 

. (4) 1.'0 foster and crystallise all minority elements striving for an active 
militant leadership inside the unionS." . 
. COming next to' tlie ColoDiaI Thesis, that is " The Revolutionary Move
ment in the Colonies ", P 90, I have referred already.to some important pa.s~ 
sages ~ this at pages 30 .& 31. In this we get the stress on the necessity fOl" 
work in the building up 'and <lonsolidaHon of the C .. P. and Trade Union 
organisations of the proletariat, in therevollltionisation .of the Trade Unionb, 
.in the'development of economic and politi~lmass demonstrations and in th~ 
winning over of the masses and their liberation from the influence of tna 
national reformist bourgeoisie. On pages 44 and 45 we find detailed instl1lc
tions in reg'ard to work in Trade .Unions and among the peasapts with stress 
on' the importance of giving a revoluti9uary' character to both movements and 
on pa,goes .52 and 53 there are special, instr'uctions fQr Indian Comm-u.nists in 
regard to their work in Trade Unions and peasant organisations, witb special 
ref~reJlce to the importance of unmasking the national reformism of the Indian 

,National Congress and .criticising openly the opportunist and reformist tactics 
of the leadership of those O1:ganisations, in :which tbe Communists work. 

Lastly in p. 2339, ." The Programme of the Communist International" in 
. the chapter on 'Strategy and 'factics ' at pages 61 to 64, we come to the tasks 
of the Communist Parties in the colonial and semi-colonial countries and the 
tactics which they' should follow according to the circumstances at the time, 
Separate paragraphs are devoted to the tactics when a revolutionary situation 
is dcvE'lopin~, when the revolutionary tide is rising and when the revolutionary 
tide is 1I0t rising. These include directions in regard to strikes, demonstratioIlb, 
partial slogans and demands, united front tactics, work in the trade unions I!nd 
mass proletarian organisations, struggle for the unity of the International T. t;. 
movement, struggle against Imperialism and, the. war danger and so on. 

The prosecution also referred in this connection to P' 1153, "India '8 
Problem a,nd Its Solution" by Roy recovered in the possession of J oglekar 
accused, in which speaking of work among the peasantry' he stresses the im
mense value of strikes and demonstrations in the following words: 
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., Qur object will be to' create discontent everywhere against the present 50 
system and intensify it wherever it exists. And mass struggles and demonstra
tions should be organised at every available opportunity to give vent to this 
growing discontent." Of course these strikes will not always be successful, 
" but everv strike, every demonstration will awaken the consciousness of the 
masses will develop their revolutionary determination." And the last poiut 55 
to whi~h the Crown has drawn attention is the importance of the experience of 
Russia. An example of the use of the lessons of the Russian revolution is to be 
.found 'at pages 90 and 91 of Stalin's 'I Leninism ", P 8, where in the short space 
of.2 pages there are no less than three references to the lessons 10 be derived 
from the practical experience 'of the Russian revolution. 60 

"But not only 'are these ideas and methods .preached in the documents of the 
Communist International; they were ,also preached .in the most direct' manner 
:by Spratt accused in many ,of .his articles and mates. For instance, we hav!} 
,1> J~l, P 1982, P ,~2(;'{41')!f;P 544 ~2~ .. 'tOO r 527 {4), !ow.bwh 'W~ ~ust atld the 
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resolution on the Trade Union Movement, P 51. This last fltates the general 
proposition, to which I have alluded above, in very clear terms by declaring 
that" the importance of the T. U's in the political sphere lies in the fact that 
they are a ineans of preparing the workers for political action and in that they 
are' the basic mass organisations of the workers, which can rally even.the rela
tively backward sections to take part in the struggles in an organised way/' 
after which it goes on to prescribe the policy of class struggle and of strikes, 
including the General Strike. In P 1981 entitled" Trade Union Work "we 
find Spratt accused emphasising the importance of Trade Unions in the class' 
strnggle and alluding to the Trade Unions as schools in which the workers learn 
their political lessons, and which are on occasions directly used as instruments 
of political strug~·le. "Our task in the nniolls "; he says, " is to l1,8e thE-m to the 
fullest extent al:l a means of educating ,the members, and secondly to assume the 
ieaderl:lhip in action, even of the most partial kind, as a preparation for action 
on thewhoJe fro,nt. "He points out the advantage of getting in on the ground" 
floor and getting an even firmer hold than would otherwise be possible by under
taking organisation from the very beginning. Under the head" Practical" 
he points out the necessity of a political programme and an organisational pro
gramme, a pro!ITamme of demands for particular industries and for 'general 
usc! agreed methods of work and immediate allocation of tasks to individuals. 
Under the first head he includes" Opposition to Imperialism" on general and 
on political flU bjects such as China, and particularly the transport of troops and 
munitions there. Under the head" Organisation" his main point really is 
,energising the Unions by getting the real members, that is the actual worker~ 
to, take an active part. On the subject of ' demands' he says that" a pro,. 
gramme of general labour demands has been drawn up and should be used. 
For particular industries the chief grievances mnst also be seized upon for 
organising and fighting purposes." Under the head "General methods of 
'work" he emphasises the importance of Piuty organs, special campaigns on 
May Day or Chinese intervention etc. The members, of the Party should aim 
at establishing confidence in the party as' opposed to the individuals as a soung 
guide to the workers. Party members who are eligible must become members 
of their unions. ~'hose who are not eligible should obtain contact by becoming 
members ,of ., advisory committees." Under the head "Individual alloca
tion " he suggests concentration on the mos~ .. ital industries, seamen, railway
men, dock workers, cotton mill-hands. P 1982 which is also Spratt's is much 
the same document as P 1981, but it contains one Or two more points under the 
head" Methods of work"; for example, "propaganda on the basis of the 
above mentioned programme; work as fractions in branch, committee, and other 
meetings ; get influence in running union journals; get control of educational 
classes etc. In general let the workers find that the Party members are ener
getic and l'eliable fighters for their interests-Party must establish itself as the 
Party of lenders of the working class. W. P. members should not be afraid to 
introduce political subjects into the unions, and e.g. get it to pass resolutions on 
China, and such subjects. The educational value of a,simple discussion on the 
working-class significance of the Chinese would be very great." 

In P 526 (41) Spratt brings out the importance of participation in strikes 
etc. He says, " We are faced with a first class political crisis and a first ('lass 
industrial criflis at the same time. ,In accordance with its general policy, the 
Party will bring the two into close relatiolls--for all economic conflicts are poli
tical or vice versa. Every strike, every struggle of oppressed peasants against 
land owners or Government must 'receive its support and assistance. The full 
implications of these struggles, which are but skirmishes preparatory for the 
great strllggle for power between the flxploiters and the exploited, must be 
brought out and demonstrated to the masses." 

InP 544 (2) he brings out the distinction between conciliation and the 
methods involved in the Trade Disputes l}ill on the one hand and the milit~nt 
movement on the other. What labour should depend upon is not the abstract 
justice of its cause but its own organised strength and militancy of spirit. 

The bulk of the instructions to be derived from the various books and re
ports will be found summarised in P 527 (4) recov~red at.the search at 211 E.~.· 
Lane the last page of which has somehow been mIXed w~th P 527 .(~) and .wI.ll 
be found printed on the upper half of page 33 of the prmte~ exhIbIt. ~hlS ~s 
'entitled " Elemen:tary course for wor1~ers et~." Crown Counsel. ~ave ~ hl~ 
'summing llP a list of the tasks and dutIes der~ved fro~ these exhIbIts whIch ,~u 
urged were shown 'by the ev,ide:p.ce to, pave ~een c!lrned out by t?e .8;cCl~sed III 
this 'case. Nearly everyone of these IS covered eIther by the eVIdence on the 
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~Qord or by admissions made either in the individual statements of the mem
hers of the Communist group of accused or in the joint statement made on be
half of th£'se accused by Nimbkar accused. I do not think I can do better than 
reproduce this . list as he gave it. It indicates as he suggested some of the 
(>bvious items to be looked for in the pUblie activities of the accused. An)' 5 
single one of these items of activity by itself might not be a proof that the person 
concerned was trying to carry out a plan with a Communist origin. But if we 
tind the accusedindivid,ually or as, members: of a Party putting into practice 
of large number of these 'injunctions it is impossible to resist the inference that 
they were doing so as part of a. deliberate plan~These injunctions are as fol- 10 
laws ~~-Concentrate on organisation; take part in the every day strnggl£' ; do 
Rot disregard the smallest demand; draw attention to abuses and help to formu~ 
late demands ;. be conspicuous in all strikes and demonstrations; every strike 
4u.'ge or small is a.lesson ; train: leaderS' from the' rank and file; inculcate dis
cipline ; expose reformists ; oppose all phrases about non-violence or passive 15 
resistance ;. depJiecate tactfully the infillence of religion ; denounce capitalists; 
explain that Government always helps capitalists ; that it is in fact a capitalis' 
Goverx:ment, the-efore denonnce GQvernment;: introduce political subjects and 
~ssues ; emphasise that no lasting betterment is possible under the capitalist 
,systcm ~ stress therefore the. necessity of revolution and the establishment of a 20 
'Vorkers' Raj; create discontent and intensify it where it does exist; demon
st.rate the international character of the class' struggle; praise R.. I. L. U. and 
denounce Amsterdam ;.draw illustrations from Russia and,Ohina. 
. .. Now as regards the second of these items, " taking part in the every-day 

struggle ", the evidence to which I have alluded and to which of course many 25 
mo!,e allusions will be necessary in dealing with the individual cases shows the 
extent to which individual Diemoers participated in the every-day struggle of 
tli@! worker!; particularly in the strikes. It is scarcely necessary also to quote 
individual instances of accused being conspicuous in strikes and demonstra
tiomlo 'rhe number of speeches made and the very much larger number elaimed 30 
tQ ha'l'e Leen made by accused like Nimbkar, Mirajkar and J oglekar in the 
Bombay strikes, the part taken by Mirajkar, Spratt, Jhabwala and Nimbkar 
in the Simon Commissioll demonstration at Bombay in February 1928, and the 
work of Spratt and Goswami' at Ondal and Lillooah and .by other accused in the 
Bengal 8trikers to which I have alluded recently are only a few examples of the 35 
Qoservance of the injunction to be conspicuous. in strikes and demonstrations. 

Coming next to the matter of training leaders from the rank and file, with 
which may be taken education of the workers generally; it is the proud boast 
of' the Bomb~y accused that at least 2 meetings a day were held throughout the 
:Sombay Textile General Strike for the specific purpose of educating the work~ 40 
ers. Dange accused for instance says, at pages 2476-7 of the statements of the. 
accllsed, that. in the course of the strike at le.ast 250 meeting,s were held and 7.00; 
speeches delivered. He argues that the prosecution evidence fails· to prove theiJ: 
point as to the use of the speeches because.it only contains a very small pro
portion of the speeches delivered~ But, he goes on to make statements which. A5 
amount to an admission of the, correctness of the prosecution contention. Re. 
says, "The strike period is tlie only period when the cultural level of the 
workers can he raised on.a mass, scale' .......... One lecture on' any subject in 
the' strike i8 more valuable than one month in a night school. So one of' our 
reasons in llOlding such a large number of meetings was· to carry on education 50 
<m a mc'lE!S scale .......... There is no denying the fact that when CommunistS' 
spoke on these subjects theydid'it from the };farxist point of view ... _ ...... The 
Oommunists who have a better social order to introduce can bring their point 
of view: forward only through meetings, books' and papers, and' they claim. the 
right to do so." And the Communist groupof accused also claimed that their 55 
main cOlltribution was in the sphere of ideas. They said: at page 2910; " This 
is; shown by the eagerness with. which new political ideas- were taken up by the: 
workers,when we ourselves among others began to' put them forward,!' and at 
page 2911 they say, " Our contribution was largely in- the sphere· of ideas '~ 
(that. is to say in. the direction of education), "But it ie true to: say that iiI 60· 
putting forward our policy we were interpreting. th~ ideas, which, were' forming 
at' tb,at time in. the minds: of large number of w;orkers~ By formulating ouJ! 
policy, in- this. way we not only' interpreted and, clarified. the' workers.! ideas ;- we-
also contributed. directly to their formation. In doing this we performed the: 

. essential task: of. leadership. But the events show. that w.e were' on the right 65 
lli:tElfl •. We. interprl>ted the' Wiorkers-! ideas; correctly,. and supplied what 
they wanted." It is a good' way of expressing the fact· that the 
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workers ,. wanted what the leaders of the mov:ement told 'them they 
wa.nted. And that their training ,,:ork was successful in producing 
what we have found to be on~ of particular needs of the movement namely, 
leader!:! from the rank and file, IS ~hown by the presence among· them and 
the active part taken by men like Alwe and Kasle' J1,ccused who, whether they 5 
were conspirators or not (I leave that question for the moment), at anv rate 
verysucces8fully imbided some of the ideas peculiar to the Communist ·creed. 
As mig-htlle expected in the light of the prominent part which we find him taking' 
in the Workers' and Peasants' Party throughout and in the earlier days of the 
"Kranti ", Mirajkar accused's speeches provide the best examples of educa- 10 
tional work carried on in the course of the :BOmbay strikes by the accused. 
Crown Counsel referred to· no less than 7 of Mirajkar accused's speeches· in 
this conuection. (Note :-The: quotations from Mirajkar's speeches which 

loll ow are from the new volume of translations made by the court translator 
from the M.'lrathi transcriptions prepared by Inspector Abheyankar and 15 
Inspector Deshpande from their' original Marathi shorthand notes. The ori
ginal records of these speeches were direct translated transcriptions but as thef>c 
00uld not be checked in any way steps were taken at the instance of the accused 
to bring on the record the actual Marathi transcriptions of the notes taken at 
the time, along with translations made for the purpose of the case by an in..,. 20 
dependent translator. Unless otherwise stated therefore all references to 
Eombay speeches made in Marathi between the 14th June and the 28th Septem-
ber are to be obtained from the new volume of translations.) For example in 
P 1697 l\Hrajkar says, " For now the workers have begun to understand day by 
day what their rights are. No one had so far told them what their powers were, 25 
what their rights were, how they were being robbed, how persons were getting 
rich, how less wages were being paid though they were producing more cloth, 
how wages were lowered. They have now begun to :r:ealise all this." So that 
~s early as the 25th June the process of education was making good headway. 

Then on the' 22nd July in P' 1702 he says, " Formerly our workers were 30 
ignorant, they did not know the strength of unity. They did not know how to 
use the weapon of strike. Day by day they have begun to understand- it quite 
well. 'l'hey did not know how the owners robbed them, how the owners tried 
to' pocket profits by using old and new tactics. The workers in Bombay- did 
not so long properly understand how the owners sucked blood like leeches. 35 
The personR who would make them understand have not come so long among 
you. But they (owners) should properly bear in mind that such people have 
come and the workers have correctly understand the situation that the owners 
are like mosQuitoes ..... " . and that"there is no salvation for workers until that 
community IS entirely exterminated. These mill workers, railwaymen, dock 40 
workers, municipal workers, all workers have now realised this thing." And 
at the end of the speech on,page 39 he says, " Learn to think yourselves overall 
these things that have been told. Courage does not lie in the outsiders coming 
to instruct. Persons from the workers ,themselves must begin to think. ,As 
Mr. Alwe has been trained from among the workers hundred Alwes like him 45 
must be trained here ........ Train the young'men that are to be trained from, 
among us to carry the present movement forward.'" . ' 

, Again on the 15th of August in P 1714 'at page 99 he says, " The owners are' 
today cursing the names of those few persons who did the work of awakening 
them (workers) ........ How many meetings of workers had you seen beforc' 50 
in which the workers conducted the work of· their meeting though no one else 
caine there. But today such has become the state of things that whether out-
siders come or not ........ the workers have become prepared today to conduct 
their own business, the workers have become prepared to conduct the work' Of 
their JInion, the workers have become prepared to conduct their own movement. " 55 

Again on the 23rd Augnst in P 1719 at page 130 he says, " But during the 
last foul' months our workers have been so mnch trained that they properly 
carry out the proceedings of the meeting, (whereas formerly 4 or 5 of us used 
to come every day to conduct the meeting)........ The workers have during 
the four months learnt this much that they must ,carry out their movementsys· 60 
tematicalIy, peacefully .......... But now-a-days the workers have begun, to 
be wiser day by day. It is ,a matter of greater joy that men from aJI).ong, the: 
workers have come forward to take t:q.e leadership of the workers." , Later on 
in the same speech he says, " Did you during the 'lastteri years s~e something, 
new being told in every day's meeting, the ~orkerbeing educated, things of 65 
their benefit being explai,ned to the workers, their rights beingexpla~ned to 
tho workers' " '." 
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.' . Then again on the 25th of August inP 1721 at page 139 he' says, '" The 
ignorance of t~e workers has been removed. The workers have begun to see 
the road. ~Owmg to the lamp of knowledge given to the workers it has become 
apparent how the workers' movement must be carried on~" ,; 

" ,Again on page 174 in P 1729 dated 16th Septem.ber he says, "I tell yo1i 
that during the last five months you have understood what is Communism. n 
there has Leeti any gain during the strike of five months it is that the workers 

'have come to know what their rights are, how the capitalists suck our blood 
like leeches. " In fact no strike is wasted even if it is unsuccessfUl. The same 
theme reappears in P 1736 on the 28th September, at page 216 where he saySj 
!' These five to five and a half months you have come to know what a meeting is: 
The state of things formerly was that when a meeting took place, the workers-
did not attend it .... , ....... Yon become wiser by hearing the ideas of 0UI! men.; 
This yoiImust have realised in five months and a half. Therefore, hereafter" 
you must not fail to come to those meetings which will be held as soon as the-
strike is settled ......... ,.wherever workers' meetings may beheld, workers' 
ought tiibe present there. They must take part in the meeting. Speakers from 
among the workers must come, forward. 15 to 20 ,men have been trained to 
make speeches, those men must get further: education, must, learn to read. We 
are going to start a class for these men. , l.'hempvement is to be explained to 
them, they are to be made good speakers by teaching ,them how to make good 
speeches. And when good speakers get trained, gQod, men from you are to be 
elected and taught to start a union. They are to be taught how, they should 
cOl'lduct t.he workers' movement, how the workers should advance and how the 
organisation of the workers should be effected. " 

Kasle accused did not take long to learn the lesson and was ready to preach 
it himse]f by the 12th of August when in P 1712 at page 88 we find him saying, 
" Each of my workmen brothers should remember this. When a meeting will 
be held we workers should proceed with the meeting. So long as leaders from 
among the workers do not come forward our struggle will remain in disorder in 
this manner .......... every leader must be from among the workers ......... . 
So long as we will place trust in others we cannot carry _our struggle to its end. 
I, received a telephone that I should go and carry through today~s' meeting." 
And so he takes the opportunity of preaching the lesson he, had been taught 
himself. KasIe dwells. on the same theme in P 1726, on the 11th September at 
page 166 where he says, "Leaders have spoken. When wiII the leaders of the 
workers come forward .......... We must be inte~t upon when we shall learn 
to speak." And on the 13th September in P 1727 at page 170he says," With
in two or four days this Government is going to deport Bradley Sahib awl 
Spratt Sahib to England. They teach us, impart knowledge.......... But 
where have you got yourselves trained? You do not speak, do not act, do not 
make speeches in, meetings. " , ' 

Then in P 1731 on the 21st September at page 188 he says, " If anyone has 
today imparted as much wisdom to our wor~er brothers as was necessary, it 
has been imparted by my respected guru Nlmbkar Saheb and others. How 
to conduct the workers" movement, what are the ideas of the workers, what is 
the strength of the workers, all this has been told by Nimbkar Saheb." And 
on the next page he says, " It will not do merely to carry on only this,move
ment. We must learn who we are. Every worker must learn to speak." 

Alwe accused also harps on the same point. In P 1707 on the 3rd August 
at page 67 he says, "I am a leader from among you .......... , You people are 
ignorant. They (the leaders) are trying to impart the knowledge to you be
cause capitalism deceives you. You will have to suffer hardships. You mllRt 
think over it. Every endeavour will be done on our'part, on the part of the 
leaders." At page 124 ~n P 1717 on the 1.8th August he, like Kasle, boasts that 
the workers have now learnt to be able to carry on a meeting without the assif!t
ance of tha leaders. He says, " But now it so happens that if there is a meet
ing at any place workmen amongst us are able to carry it through without 
having to wait for any leader. I aih thankful that they have realised much, 
have begun to understand." 

Then there is a speech by Nimbkar accused on the 25th August, put in by 
himself, D 643, in which he says, " I have to teU you what you are to do next • 
. . . ; ...... Yon should carry on the struggle by keeping before y~ur eyes the 
things that. we . have told you and the less01ls. ~ e have already mformed t~o 
men of thmr nghts. Let us see that tho brave Bombay labourers save theIr 

.unions and remain fighting in our absence." 
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. Then again we find Bradley accused on the 14th September saying in 
P1728 at page 172,'" Wh8;t a b.ig offence ~ hayecommitted for which I am to. be 
sent to jail. 'The offence IS thIS. Refe~rmg to what I taught, told you dunng 
these foul'or five,months, the effort whIch I made to tell you that the workers 
should organise themselves, should make unity, should not swim in such'a defec
tive manncr should fight with the owners, should secure their own rights from 
the owners, the capitalists have begun to say that I have committed this offence." 

And again in P ~729 on the 16th September at page 178 he preaches the. 
lesson of workers learning to be leaders and says, " I have to say to you in that 
~atter that you yourselves must take the leadership of your union. Workers 
fro~ among you must become the leaders to do union work ...•. , .. For the 

.:unions to be organised hereafter all the leaders must be supplied by you. An~ 
yPu must go before the owners and yourselves teU them what your complaints 
are, what your grievances are. In our union in England aU its leaders are 
workers themselves........ our m;tions in England are being managed by Us 
workers." And as to his own attempts to teach them he had said a little earlier, 
,~ I have to request that instead of keeping quiet after the strike is settled learn 
the "mantra" of unity-which it was my task to teach after awakening the 
Indian workers-organise unions etc." 

The same lesson is to be found in the speeches of J oglekar accused, as for 
example in P 1735 on. the 27th September at page 206 where he says, " In order 
that men from among you should be wise, should come forward of their own 
accord t9 do the work of the union, we seek to teach the other men with us to make 
speeches, to do things. We seek to give them an idea about the union and some. 
men come forward." 

Another accused who was endeavouring to educate the workers was Jhabwala 
a,c~used, who speaking in P 1698 on the 5th July at page 15 says, " You had not 
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o. P. 665. understood the principle that the mills belong to the workers, that the mills. in 
which you have worked very hard do not belong to. the miU owners, to the fathers, 
of th~owners, to capitalism, to the shareholders. Understand that they belong 30 
to the. workers, to the persons actually working." 

It would be possible to quote from many other speeches in regard to 
the necessity for the workers being trained not only to be the leaders of theiI; 
unions hq,t also to make speeches. And this idea of training speakers and lec
tUl'ex:s was kept in the foreground right up to the end of the period with which. 35 
we are concerned. For instance in p. 966, a Marathi leaflet issued· over the 
signatures of Dange, Nimbkar, Mirajkar, Alwe and Kasle accused about the 
beginning of 1929 (see the first sentence of the leaflet), the workers are calhd; 
upon to make preparations to fight with the owners, to organise a Red Army 
of 500 volunteers and a corps of 100 lecturers who would. explain, the arguments. 4:0 
for the fight by giving lectures.before meetings, and, who would enlist help from 
their. other workmen brethren by going to the gates of the mills. P 967,issued 
ovet:the signatures of Bradley, Alwe, Joglekar, Kasle, Dange, Nimbkar and;. 
Mirajkar acc'Q-sed and Qne Gadkari on the 12th October, just after the strike had 
com~ to an en9, puts forward. the same aims.: .& 

And there is further confirmation of the prosecution case that the, strike was· 
used for educatioual purposes in the statements of the accused ; for instance at 
page 1437 of these statements Mirajkarsays :" During six. months of, the General 
Strike our. ideology was so much instilled into the workers that when the Union 
began to function'a:clively, after. the strike was over, they proposed: to hoist the 50 
Red. Flag on the Union. offices and. make it a symbol of' working-class unity, 
solidarity and class consciousness. They had known during the strike how the: 
Re<l, Flag was th{' flag of. the Workers' R.aj in Russia, and how the workers. 
throughout the world cherished the ideal with revolutionary determination tOI 

establish their Raj by destroying the capitalist rule." (These remarks about 56 
o. P. 665A. the. Red. Flag are in answer to, some rather weak defences in regard to the use, 

ofethe Red Flag put forward by Alw,e accused.) In regard to the use of! thee 
strike for educational purposes Mirajkar accused is supported by J oglekar accus. 
edwho quotes from. Engels th~ statement. that" the strikes are the military 
training colleges of the worker& ; they are the.schools wherein the, proletariat iSI 60 
'Prepared. for its entry. into the great struggle which. is inevitable.~' On. this 
saIlle. subJect .Toglekar fur~her. says at page 1990. (a) : ", The point. only i:;l' thntt 
the correct policy of ~litant activity. in the course of, day-to-day struggle of the, 
workers, that was bemg pressed for by, tJle Party, was,. now; accepted' by th~. 
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Managing Committee of the G. K. M.,and in"this lies the acceptance by ,the 
workers in general of the policy of the W. P. P. By April the militant section. 
of the ,Textile workers was :won over to the policy of the W. P. P., and the 
Party earned the confidence of the workers. . . . . .... During the General Strike 
our Party certainly paid attention to the training of the workers and we certainly 
used' the opportunity of the strike for the general education of the workers. 
And I consider that we did only the correct thing ; it would have been criminal 
d'n our part to have neglected such an education of the working class, it would 
have been rank betrayal of the working-class interest." And a little further on. 
he says: " 'llhe strike was fought under the leadership of our Party, and though 
there was a Joint Strike Committee, still the mairl policy was considered and 
decided by the Executive Committee of the Party, which'met from day to day to 
review the situation ", and this is rio doubt the truth, although it is not a fact 
which .some of the accused felt it entirely wise to admit during the actual strike, 
see, for example, .Thabwala accused's speech, P 1730 (1), on the 18th September 
1928, at page 182 of the new voltime, which I have referred earlier, where he 
su~gests that the responsible body is the 30 members of Hie Strike Committee. 

Another aspect of this matter of education is the establishment of study 
circles. In this connection I may refer to Graham Pollard's report to the 
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C. P. G. B., P 2391P (3) dated the3rd June 1925 (F. C~ 37), in which he says that 20 
j, the formation of a study circle (at Oxford) Will certainly be set on foot. But 
it must be absolutely secret." Then Spratt accused himself in an address tQ 
the Young Comrades League ~ the 1st Sept. 1928 on the" Working Class Move~ 
ment" speaks of the subjects. " which we shall have to attend to in this study 
circle." 1!'rom P 546 (4) we find that the papers read to this circle were on 25 
Capitalism, Imperialism, Working Class Movement,Socialism, Present-day 
India, and Y outh Mov~ment. Another reference to study circles is in P 832, the 
resolution on organisation accepted by the W. P. P. of, Bombay and also taken 
over and adopted practically as it stands by the Bengal W. P. P. and printed in 
" A Call to Action" at page 37: Under the head" Operation of organisation" 30 
the first direction is that" study circles must be started forthwith in drder. that 
members may understand and correctly apply Party policy." And there are 
quite a number of instances of study circles being actually organised by accused 
in this case. For example there is one which I have just quoted above, namely 
the Young Comrades' League. Then there is Hutchinson accused's Circle of 35 
Progressive Youth of Bombay, and that this was no mere coincidence is shown 
by Hutchinson's speech at the People's Jinnah Hall, Bombay on the 26th March 
1929 at a me~ting h~ld under the auspices of the Bom.bay Youth' League, when, 
after protestmg agamst the arrests of the other accused in this case, he ended 
br saying, " Organise demonstrations of protest against the arrests, form study 40 
cIrcles, read, prepare yourselves for Iridia's freedom." 

Another accused who took a considerable interest in study citcles was Gopal 
Basak; see his letters P 2016P (I. C. 185) dated about the 8th or 9th June 1928, 
P 2018 (I. C. 199) dated 24th July 1928 and P 2020 dated 31st July 1928. 

So also did Joshi accused, who in P 126 . (I. C. 178) a.sks Aftab Ali his opinion 45 
as to Joshi's starting a study circle at Allahabad.~his letter ~ppear~ to ha;ve 
been written some time probably in July 1928. It IS a favourIte subJect mtlt 
him as on the 19th October 1928 in P 2069P (P 526 (8» I. C. ~53 he says, " I 
have organised a league of young comrades here as also at JhansIa~d at ~ee~'Ut. 
I mean to begin by forming them into study circles." And agam W!I,t,mg to 50 
Gauri Shankar in P 209 on the 2nd of November he says that at Jhansl there 
are two Parsi young men who willopen a study circle." 

t t th matter of " exposing the reformis~s " which of course 
. We come llC~ °the\ourgeois. In the latter form it occurs so frequen~ly, 
mclu.des denouuclllf- les and summings, up of the political situation and the h~e 55 
and ';Il so many ~r ~c . to quote it would never end; A typical example of thIS 
!ha~ If one w~re .0 egm ccurs in S ratt accused's speech P 2472, _deli~ered .on 
~ I~o~Oj~l~~:~~ i~~ o~ the occ'asron of the demonstration in co~ecttIont Wtb1tht 

e . f L -. 's death when he says," I want to pom ou 11 

!he
I 
fi~h ann~~:l'i:iheo handn:~f reformists and this is a sjtuation .of .the graveflt 60 

m n a 'And we have no greater tasks before us than to fight'Wlthm the tradE.\ 
da~ger. t within the working class movement for the exposure and 
~Ul~n (ovem:F 'the refo'rmist theory ". And that in, fact is . exactly what th9 

es rucdldioPd and- claim to have done particularly in the A. LT. U. C. At the top accuse .. ,'. , 
- LBIJMCO'" ,. • 
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{)f page 2n3 of the statemen~s or"the accused, ~n the tl~urse of the joint statem~l1t, 
Nimbkaraccused says, " ThIS was the reformIsts' policy, to act so far as posl.'!lble 
as a break OIl the workers. " Then summing up the results of the develop
ments betweon ] 925-1929 in the T. D.C. he says, " For the time the movement is 
defeated and woak but the next period of advance will show that the experience 
of the last few years has not been wasted. For the first time the workers hayti 
been able to see the reformist policy and the militant rev61utionary policy in 
;action together, to compare them and to decide which deserved their support. 
The reformist policy was exposed even more decisively in this period than it had 
'been before." And this passage follows an account of the way in which the 
accused had put forward in the T. U. C. their own conception of the working class 

\ move:ment as opposed to the reformist conception, about which Nimbkar says:-=
'u We stood always of course fer the attitude of struggle by the worker~ 
against employers, as opposed to the reformist tendency to surrender or adopt 
conciliation if any chance presented itself." Finally he says, " We begau to 
introduce our morP. general ideas of the political nature of the T. U. struggle by 
opposingcooperation.with the Government, by boycotting Geneva and the Simon 
Commission etc., by bringing forward the idea of international affiliation with the 
~evolutionary 'working class mo"Vemetlt and by diSCUSSIng general political affahli 
such as the Russian and Chinese revolutions, the prospects of war and the like.'" 
And from all of this it is clear that it 'Was the accused themselves who had 
carried out tIle exposure of the reformist policy, as indeed is clearly implied ill 
such documents as Bradley's report of the Jharia Conference of the A. I. T. U. C. 
Ahd the reason why they attackedteformism anCI-also Gandhism is that as the 
exponents of Handhism have frequently boasted it stands between India and 
revolution, a fact which the accused themselves state to be the substance of their 
opposition to it." (Page 2923). 

Of course 'Gandhism is also mixed with non-violence and passive resistance. 
which are, so far as a Communist is concerned, p:urely matters of expediency and 
have no value as principles. As slogans they are to be rejected and definitely 
opposed, of which we have practical examples, in the statements of the accused, 
and they arc also denounced by Spratt and Joshi for example during the period 
covered by the charge. In P 415 (13), an article in Spratt accused's handwrit-
ing on Baraoli, we find him saying," The lesson is that nothing can do India 
good but revolution and the only useful way to wage such conflicts as these is 
with a revolutionary objective in view. ", A little further on he says, " Fortu
nately peaRants are sensible people and they will not be deceived by the gush of 
the Swarajists or the non-violent rubbish of Vallabhai." P. C. Joshi's remarks 
in P 346 " The Role of the Congress " are in clearer terms. In the course of 
these he says, " The Congress is bound to fight Imperialism by all peaceful and 
legiti~ate means. If this" Ahimsa" strategy is sincere, then the Congress 
people have not read their history with profit and betray unpardonable ignorance 
of the org. strategy and tactics of Imperialism. 

They (the non-Congress Party) do not advocate organised armed maSR 
revolution because of the secret joy they derive from handling a rifle but on the 
knowledge that militarism and navalism are the essentials of Imperialism and 
that the -only way to destroy force is by massing against it still greater force. 
Power rests on force and can be captured by force alone. 

Any seriou8 and uncompromising movement of liberation ought to provide 
and prepare for these successive stages-mass demonstrations, non violent dis
ciplined direct mass action e.g. strikes etc., and finally armed mass rising." 

. The subjects. of class struggle, of denouncing of capitalists, the demonstra
tIon that no lastI~lg betterment can be effected under the capitalist system and 
therefore l'evolubon and the establishment of workers' raj are a necessity arc 
dealt with in speech after speech and article after article but there are ~omE 
particularly good instances of the method of treatment in the speeches deliverea 

o. P. 670. in the course of the Bombay General Strike. For instance Alwe accused ir 
P 1699 on the 14th July at page 17 associates Government with capitalism,ane 
says, " This Government is so shameless that it must keep safe the mill machiner~ 
where three or four lakhs of people are starving. . . . . . . . Today while .~ 
lakll. ang a half of the workmen are starving . the Government has kept,~ 
contmuol1s guard day and night for twenty four hours in order that the machine I 
of capitalism may :remain clean.". This iniplies a wicked Government ane 
wicked Governor, hence" it is the duty of every workman to drive away 8uci 
m.en in authority and ~to take their 'reins in out hands.' ...•... ' The GovernOl 
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And the Commissioner are the underlings of capitalism.!' Thal is why the work
men are being kept starving and he addresses the Government as follows-: 
H You recall the policemen kept for the protection of mills. We shall make sucb 
arrangement that not even one policeman will 'remain there. The people who 
are making this ,. banddbast " are ourst if these persons get enraged bludgeon 5 
rule will disappear, and .the raj of the workmen themselves will be established in 
this city of Bombay." Later he reiterates much of this and says, " We have no 
power; we must make efforts to obtain that power." And again he says iIi. 
P 1717011 the 18th August 1928 at page 125 :." All the mills in India, the power 
of the whole of capitalism, this whole power of the bureaucracy must come mto 10' 
the hands of the workers. This strike of the workers is meant to bring that power 
into their hands to capture power . . . . . . .. The strikes that took place in 
1925 and ]923 were different.. . .. ... This movement is for removing' the mis
fortune of India. . . . . . .. My only request is that by establishing the workers' 
raj in India you make all workers happy through joy. . . . . . .. But if the strike 15 

o. P. 671. is not settled in tbis fifth month we will expel the power :of the English from India 
and will establish the workers' own raj, and I tell you this much that you workmen 
will-do it." 

Kasleaccused in P 1712 dated 12th August at page 89 argues on the same 
line. He says, ,., So long as you have not become ready our police, our capitalism 20 
will keep tm harassing us........ So long as you .are not equipped, this 
arrogant mean capitalism win keep on doing just like this. ~very worker must 
become ready to overcome them." Again in P 1734 on the 25th September at 
page 198 he says," Our fight is that capitalism and Government are to be brought. 
under our control." And in the same .speech on page 204, " So long as the 25 
Government has not become ours till then this will remain hanging." And in 
P 1733 On the 24th September at page 196 he -says, "-In truth we must get out 
independence. " And on page 197, "- Everyone must try to take part in this 
and it is not possible to establish our raj nnless they are driven away from 
India." The same is to be found in the speech P 1731 of the 21st September at 30 
page 188 where he speaks of" This capitalism, this Imperial Government "" and 
says, " the power of suchan Imperial-Government must come into our hands" ; 
a proposition which he emphasises several times further on in the same speech. 

The same doctrines are preached in speech after speech ·of Mirajkar accused. 
For instance on the 15th August in P 1714 ·at page 98 he says, " The policy 35 
of our worlH?l's· movement must therefore be not only to -make the strike success-
ful. Our policy 'is to make . the strike successful. and after the strike is 
made successful the ownerism of the owners, capitalism, III!-perialist Govern
ment and their resources are to be entirely knocked down. . . . . . .. Remember 
that this is the mainwork to be done by all the workers in the world,- by the 40 
workers in India." LOwer down the same page he says, " Therefore I have to 
say to you thatifwepeople day by day maintain the unity in the way we showed 
in the yea~' 1928, if we begin to work hand in hand, shoulder to shoulder with our 

0. P. 672. other workers, we poor workers will be able to establish within a few days our raj 
in India. 45 

In the same speech at page 99 he preaches revolution in no uncertain terms 
arid says : " Though some persons, a few persons are killed, though a few persoils 
die. even if some persons die, we outsiders shall bring abou,t a revolution, and we 
workers shall ·rebel and shall raise the red 'flag of rebellion in order to defeat 
the attempts made by you oppressors of ki~ng 'Us by oppression, (and) to 50 
drive from this country all the owners of nulls, the owners of Tramways, the 
owners of railways, the owners of other factories, driVIng away you English, you 
little Sahibs who J1lle (over us), the owners, the friends of the owners, the under
lings 6f 'the owners.". Further on he says :'" I again tell you thrice that we 
workers and peasants have raised the flag of rebellioii." . . 55 

In another speech, P1702, dated the 22nd July,. at page 38 he says: ': We 
shall remove these difficulties with our own . hands. We shall.gtart our uruons, 
shall.startschools -on behalf :of the unions •. : ..... ~ We shall carry on Union 
movements. W" e sha,ll conduct 'strikes, today of the mill-workers, to-morrow of 
the Railway, the next day of the dock employees and the day after that of the 60 
Municipality. We shall leave no shelter to the owners and th~ Govei'IlID.I:nt. We. 
:Shall..carry on minor movements so long as arrangements about revoluh?n have 
not' been made. One day taking the weapon in hand we 'sh~ll ~ght WIth you. -
We shall en! your necks, shall drive you·away, cahall kill ;Capltalism. We shall: 
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establish the workers' Raj after driving away the Government........ In this 
manner carry. forward our workers' revolutionary movement. One day we 
shall hoist our Red Flag in India." A comparatively inild denunciation of 
capitalism and capitalists will also be found in D 498, the" Request to the citizens 
of Poona'\ issued by the Joint Strike Committee, in-the paragraph headed 6 
" Reply to the question of the students " at pages 15 to 16 of the typed transla-
tion. (The document is a very long one and is one of many similar translatio1l3 
which it h!lrdly seems worth while to print.). At the foot of page 18 of the same 
document the. necessity for revolution with the alternative of slow starvation is 
stated as follows .: " When such a condition arises (a decrease in the profits of 10 
the capitalists) only two paths remain open to the worker· and peasant class, that 
e~ther power of the capitalists must be destroyed' or that they (the workers) 
should he ready to eat one morsel each less day by day. " . . 

Another point is the demonstration of the International character' of the 
class struggle, and in connection with this we find Jhabwala accused as early as 15 
the 29th August 1927 laying emphasis on the necessity of the international 
brotherhood of workers in his speech, P 2311, at the public meeting held to 
protest against the electrocu,tion of Sacco and Vanzetti. This is a speech in 
which Jhabwala appealed to those present to become members of the Workers' 
and Peasants ~ Party. The point is I think better put in Hutchinson accused's 20 
speech, P 1507, dated the 21st April 1929, where he says.: '.'Now all this Inter~ 
national position vitally affects the masses of India. Unless you take into 
account the International position, you can achieve no successful freedom move
ment. Yon must rely upon the working classes of the world. If they support 
you then the Imperialists can do nothing. To begin with base your programme 25 
on an Iiltema'tional position and not on a national position." Closely linked 
of course with this subject is the subj~ctof unity with the R.. L. L. U. with 
which of course there naturally comes in the denunciation of the 'Amsterdam 
Yellow International or I. F. T. U. In this connection it will be remembered that· 
the 'Vorkers' and Peasants' Party issued a general letter to Trade Unions 30 
calling upon them to reject the proposal to affiliate the A. I. T. U. C. to the 
I. F. T. U. and suggesting the R. T. L. U. as the organisation to which the 
A. I. T;,U. C. should rather be affiliated. This subject was dealt with by Sohan 
S.ingh Josh accused in his Presidential address to the 4,. I. W. P. P. Conference. 
At page 16 of the printed exhibit he says: " Now that Capital is internationally 35 
organised and is'suppressing the Labour Movement in.all countries, it is essential 
that our movement should have International connections, for it is 'only by inter
nationally organising oarselves that we can fight with the so organised Capital, 
and beCa'lll;le means of communication have destroyed time and space and every 
part of the world have become so accessible, therefore we must of necessity 40 
affiliate ourselves to the International movements." And he goes on to recom
mend affiliation 1:0 the League against Imperialism, the International of Moscow 
or the Peasant International (Krestintern) "because these InternatIonals are 
the real supporters of.the political, economic and social emancipation of the pro
letariat and have shown by their attitude that they have been unceasingly fight- 45 
ing against capitalism and Imperialism." He also recommends the establish-
ing of relations wit.h the Pan-Pacific Trade Union Secretariat. This subject is 
dealt with to some extent in Ghosh accused's speech, P 2264 delivered at 
Deshbandhu Park on the 8th May 1928 in connection with the Lillooah strike.' 
In this speech he mentions the I. F. T. U. and the R. I. L.'U: and the object with 50 
which the I. P. T. U. is trying to get the T. U. movements in all dependent 
countries to join it. He points out that when help was asked from the British' 
T. U. C. and the I. F. T. U. no help was forthcoming. On the other hand, the 
R. I. L. U .. sent money without ever being asked. In P 2265 on the 11th May 
Ghosh agam contrasts the generosity of the Brit~sh T. U. C. with that of the 55 
R. J. L. U. to the great advantage of the latter organisation. 

Then we come to the direction to be conspicuous in all strikes and demonstra:-:, 
tions~ to which might be add~d .the org~satio~ of demons~rations. .As I have 
pointed out already, demonstra.tlOns were orgams~d for Lemn Day, S~on COID.-. 
mission Boycott, Sacco-Vanzetb, MayDay, welcommg D~nge and Usmam acc~~ed: 60 
on i'elease from jail, and celebrating the 10th Anmv:ersaryof the RussI.an. 
Revolution. The Simon Commission Boycott demonstratIon has been dealt Wlth: 
already imd the welcomes to Dange and U smani , a~d . the. ~ele~ratio.n of; the" 
Anniversary of the Russian Revolution all sp.eak fpr thems~lve,s,:.It '\.VlllJje: :re-r 
membered that' the Bombay Party felt that they had done most 6f the work 65 
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in the organisation of the Simon Commission Boycott; but· bad failed to reap the 
full credit. Lel}in Day is . obviously an occasion entirely suitable for the pro
pagation of Communist principles and through them of a Communist conspiracy. 
Among the accused Jhabwala, Joglekar, Ghate and Mirajkar took part in the 
eeleb.ratioll of Lenin Day in 1927, vide the report of Inspeotor Desai, P. W. 215, IS 
P 1942. 'l'he ideology of Jhabwala accused's speech seeII\s to be' somewhat 
defective, but it was in the right spirit. The holding of the meeting was part 
o.f the definite policy of the Party, as it appears in the list of meetings in P 826 

:). P. 676. uuder the heading "Propaganda Section", which opens with the folloWing 
l,'emark : " Under the Propaganda .Section, meetings, lectures, anniversary 10 
celebl'ations, publications were undertaken, apart ,from the sectional meetings 
organised by each section for its particular work on hand. " P 1690 is the report 
by Mr. B. R. Mankar of the Lenin Anniversary meeting held in Bombay on the 
21st January 1929. At this meeting U smani accused presided and speeches were 
made by biro as also by Nimbkar, Bradley, Dange arid Adhikari accused. 16 
In Bengal Lenin Day was celebrated in 1929, and speeches were made by Radha 
Raman MiUra accused (P 2459), Muzaffar Ahmad accused(P 2471) and Spratt 
accused (P 2472), to. which I have referred already. It also appears from 
variou~ mentions in the newspaper' Krantikari ' that a Lenin Day. meeting was 
held in 1929 at Gorakhpur. These celebratio.ns of Lenin J)ay in 1929 and the 20 
nature of the questions, which should he stressed in the- speeches that day, were 
mentioned in a circular letter issued on the 14th January 1929 on behalf of the 
W. P. F, ot hulia by Muzaffar Ahmad as :member in charge of Education and 
Propaganda; Copies of this are on the record as P 212' found with Gaurj 
Shankar, ~ 34::l found with P. C. Joshi, P 403 found at- 211 E. A. Lane, P 432 25 
found in the Krantikari office andP 1769 found in the possession' of Nimbkar 
accused. The subjects to be stressed are: 

" (1) Lenin's analysis o.f the nature of opportunism and reformism in the 
Labou)," :Movement, and its role as the last line- of defence of capitalism. 

(2) His tea 'Ching on the Colonial·question : the tactics and ultimately the 30 
leading role- of the working class in the colonial revolution. . 

O.P.677. (3) The significance of the Russian Revolution as the first'breach in the 
structure of Imperialism, and the U. S. S, R. as the" Fatherland of the- Working 
Class H, hence the necessity of the defence of the U. S. S. R. against the war 
danger." , . 31S 

This is very much on the lines of the method described in the speech of 
Comrade Bell, England, at the Agitprop Conference of the Enlatged E. C. C. I. 
reported in lnprecorr, Vol. 5, No. 58 (part of P 249IA) dated the 23rd July 
1925 at page 799, where he says : " The C. C~ of our Party prepares all thEl 
material fOJ! 'a-gitation and propaganda in advanGe.That is to. say for ape<:ial" 40 
campaigns tllat it may be preparipg or in preparation for any special" event, 
which Ul.e !J.··I. 0.1' the C.P; is concerned ..... _.. For ex;amp~e in commemora-
tion of the death of Comrade Lenin we issued special·leaflets and speciaUheses, 
to be discussed by th~ locals and small~st groups in our Party-, upon Leninism 
and what Leninism means." As regards ~acco~ Vanzetti, the defence conten· 45 
tion is that this demonstration was common to both Communists and socialists. 
a fact of 'Vi'hieh there is evidence in the statement of 'Mr. H. N. Brailsford . 

. Mr. Brailsford, ho.wever, when asked whether he had desc;l'ibed the ex;ecution o-f 
Sacco and Vanzetti as an ex;ample of class vengeance, said :" I think that in 
my article <;)11 SaCGo ~nd Vanzetti I put forward the vi-ewthat the miscarriage of 50 
jl:lstice was an ('xpression. of the· fear of the employing classes of the agitation; 
which was going on among the. workers~ and that the. incident was an evidence 01' 
the actualantago,nism between the classes under the present system of society," 
a reply flIll of circumlocution which was most typical of the evidence of this 
witness. . 55 

The Stllue defence is. put forward'in regard to the celebration of May Day, 
O. P. 678. though from some: points of view I really failed to understand why it. was put 

forward at all. According to D 281,' a circular issued. by Mr. N: M. Joshi. a~ 
Gene.ral Secretatry of the- A.' I .. T. U. C., the celebration of May Day allover 
thewodd as: a I.abour day is a sign of the international solidarity of the MOV'El-. 60 
ment. He .suggests that efforts. should be made to get itobserved {is a holiday, 
and thnt it would bea suitable :occasion for passing resolution in favo.uJ.' o.f 
legislatiotl eJafol'c~ th~Eight· H6rir Day ill. India. The Communist view of 
May ])ay is different: and' is expressed in the plainest terms in ~he statement of 
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J oglekar accused at page 2035 of the statements of· the. ~ccused~,,:here- he says : 
" May Day is celebrated now throughout the !Vorld wIth a dIstinct cl~ss out
look and as an avowed ~n9. open symbol of working-c1as~ .struggle. It sbll plays 
the 'role as a military review of the forces of revolution and serves as a barometer 
rec,ording the intensity an~ development oft~e. revolution and the relation of 
forces b~tw.een the proletarIat and the bourgeoIsIe." Joglekar'sstatement that 
MayDaypll'!-Ys the role as a military review of the fprces of revolution is appa
xEmtlytrue in the literal sense, for, accordingto Mr .. Brailsford in " How the 
Soviets,work ", P 1777, at page 91, it is the day on which the.Red Army, which 
is regarded as a weapon of the class struggle, assembles for its annual parade, 
at which every man repeats his oath of allegiance to the cause of the workers 
and peasants of the Socialist Republic and the rights and interests of the 
\;orkers of tIle world. It is in fact for Communists a day on which is celebrated 
the revolutionary struggle of the working class, a;nd this was no doubt 
recognised by the Bombay Provincial Congress Committee, which in 1928 thre~" 
out the resolution for a grant for the celebration of May Day, vide P 821 (I. C. 
141), a ietter from Ghate accused to Thengdidated the 4th April 1928, and P 449 
(I. C. 142), a lattl\r fro~ Ghate dated the 5th April to Muzaffar Ahmad. In COIl

nection with the celebration of May Day 1928 we have also several references 
in the miIlutes of the E. C. of the Bombay W. P. P~ (P 1344) on the 1st, 8th, 
l;5th arid 29th April, and a report by Mirajkar accused on behalf of the Pro
pagl;l.nda Sect.ion of the Party, P 1373 (16). In regard to 1927 there is also the 
evidence of P. W. 244, Inspector Patwardhan and in regard to 1928 the evidence 
of P. W. 245, Inspector Hasan Ali. -

We come next to the instruction to deprecate tactfully the influence of 
religion. ~'here are not very many references in this connection, but what there 
are are clearly on the correct lines. For example we have as item no. 8 in P 1220, 
a file of articles recovered in the search of the Kranti office, an article on " The 
relation of Workers' Party to Religion" by Lenin himself. I have already 
quoted from this article the view that the fight against religion is to be taken up 
not on the basis of an abstract purely theoretical unchangeable preaching. but 
correctly on the basis of class struggle, because religion is an instrument of 
bourgeois reaction, which serves as a shield for the exploitation and deception of 
the working class. Then religion is touched upon in a number of speeches made 
by the accused, for example, those of Majid and Sahgal on May Day of 1928 
at Lahore, P 1879 (2) and P 1879 (3). Majid accused's speech on this occasion 
got him into trouble with the audience and Sahgal tried to smooth things 
down. At the same time he also hints that religion is a very dangerous thing 
and leads to unnecessary quarrelling. Sohan Singh Josh accused touches on the 
SUbject- on more than one occasion, as for example in P 1883 (3) at Jullundur 
On the 26th l\fay 1928, in which he indicates the dangers of religious divisions 
and Communalism. He also refers to it in P 1911, his speech on the 20th July 
1928 at the Mahalpur Diwan, as also in P 1903, the speech which he made at the 
Second Naujawan Bharat Conference at Lahore on -the 24th February 1928, in 
which he says that" religion is now only a means of exploitation." Lastly the 
subject is quite a favourite one with Hutchinson accused who expresses very 
much the same idea ·in P 1693, his speech at Matunga on the 2nd March 1929 
on ' Youth and Politics " see also his notes for this speech, P 1038. This attack 
on religion was also repeated in his speech, P 1695 on May Day 1929 addressed 
to the Worli Youth League. .. 

One (If the details in connection with organisation is what is called fraction 
work, which 1 have mentioned on a number of occasions. The necessity for 
doingfract.ion work is· mentioned in P 56,· the Political Resolution for the 
A. I. W. P. P. Conference, where it is stated.that "while the W. P. P. remains 
relatively wcak and unorganised in the country, it will be necessary to follow 
the tradit~on~l policy of forming fraction within Congress organisations. j, 
The constitutIon of the A. I. W. P. P. which was adopted at this Conference 
(appendix. M. in P 669) prescribes- under the head "12. Organisation" that 
"frac~ions -or grou~s should ~eset up in Trade U?1ion Br~n~hes, Management 
C~rnnlltt.e~~, .ExeclU~lve . CommIttees etc .. and also III ProvlllClalCongress Com
lIDttee~. 1J11s apphes to the Trade Umon Congress and. All-India Congress 
~omlmttee." Then and-er the head of " Operation of Organisation". : " Frd.c· 
t1?ns or groups should meet -every .week " and again" fractions or working 
groups must. e!ect group: Leader, who shall be responsible to the Provincial or 
Branch CommIttee. These fractions must carry out d_ecisions of a higher body 
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efc;" and this1'ollows exactly what-we find in items 17; 18 and 19 of the Constitu· 
tion of the C. P; I. 1927, which forms pint' of P 1207 (1). "Similar proVisions will 
also be foundiri the thesis on . Organisation, whieh'forms part of, '''A'Call td 
Action n, at pages'38 and 40~ 'Further we'find' Spralt-accuEied'himself giving 
very clear instructions fot fraction workin P483, a docnment'inhis own haird 
containing" Illstructionsfornew'meIIl.bers at Qndal, Raniganj 'and Asansol t

', 
in which he advises the new members in 'regard to fraction work inside the E. T. R; 
Union, and suggests. their getting into touch with workers in other works at Ranl
ganj and Asanso1. But there is no need to quote the evidence in regard to frac
tion work at any length, since the accused' themselves admit in so many 'words 
that this is part of their policy. For instance Mirajkar accused at page 1430 
of the statements of the accused 'says : " We do not consider it our monopoly'in 
starting these organisations, but whenever such· organisations are 'started we 
think it necessary to enter them with aview to ensure that they function on the 
proper class line instead of bec6niiflghotchpotch.organisations conductEid by th~ 
reformists. '.1'he significance of the fraction work which we conduct in various 
organisations caribe understood from our above attitude. We consider it the 
best way of penetrating an organisation where there is a genuine revolutionary 
element, of willuing it over for the'Communist policy and work." Nimbkar 
accused in .the j'oint state1p.ent at pages 2915 and 2916 is equally' frank in h.j.s 
admission on tIlis subject. He'says, of course in the usual ridiculous vein of 
the defence, that" the prosecution in accordance with its usual Bolshevik-phobia 
has done its best to represent o.ur formation of "fractions" "nuclei" 
etc. as a peculiarly Machiavellian underhand proceeding ", whereas it is really 
very frank and open. . He goes on' a little further to say : " We can afford to be 
open ahout our fraction work and 'formation of nuclei etc ......... because our 
interests differ·in noway from those of the workers .. We ~re the genuine work-· 
ing-class party, and . have no interest in concealing our identity and policy from 
the workers." 

. Another f1uhject very frequentIymentloned. is the' Tactic of the united 
front.' It was contended for the prosecution that the real object of this tactic 
was the exposure of the reformist leaders and not what one would ordinarily 
suppose it to, mean, . namely tempora!y alliance with someone of djfferent views 
in order with his assistance to defeat a common enemy, after which, if possible, 
the ally should be thrown over board, or better still defeated himself .. This lattei' 
is what I think Nimbkar accused is referring to at the foot of page 2918 where 
he talks of charge' of making use of the national bourgeoisie, a charge which he 
repudiates with some. heat. At page 2919 he supports the prosecution conten
tion by saying thatf' the united front is' intended fr;lllkly to expose this position 
of the reformist I.eaders. " '(By" this position." is meant the in,tention to betray 
the workers' interests under cover'of a reputation for defending them.) I think 
Nimbkar accused really distinguishes' . the united front from what he calls 
at the foot of the page' it temporary alliance with the reformist leaders ',bull 
doubt if the distinction is gemiine and if there was ever any alliance which was 
not used for thn purpose of ' united front' in the sense of exposure of the weak 
points of the reformists. And this is indeed shown in this very statement; since 

; whereas at page 2919 Nimbkar accused speaks of the alliance with the reformists 
iIi the '.l.'extile strike in B~~bay as, a case of a united front intended genuinely to 
secure the lmity of· the wo~king"class forces in the struggle. in the paragraph 
beginning at the foot of page 2918 he practically admits that in this case' too the 
ordinary policy of the united front was behlg applied and'the result was exactly 
what was hoped fol'.: " The' exposure of the reformists waS complete, illld they 
have never managed since t~en to reestablish their position. with the Bombay 
mill-workers." No doubt this was not the only justification for the alliance with 
the reformist leaders on thi~ occasion, as.is indeed contended by Dange accused 
at page, 2431 of· the statements of the accused, where he indicates that this 
alliance brought a large number of workers into a position to be convinced that 
the W. I>. P. policy was the only right policy. It also gave the,W. P. P.financial 
strength " without in any way making the members lose their direction of affairs 
and the right to criticise, if necessary, their allies ", a right which Nimbkar's 
statement implies was u,sed to the full. . 

The correctness of this interpretation of the tactic of the united front is also 
supported. by two passages in Inprecorr and the Masses. In Inprecorr' Vol. t 
No. 62 dated 29th August 1924.part of P 2491 we ~et at page 665 a thesis .by 
~ozovsky on " Our Tactics in the Trade U:nion Movement". In the third 
section of tbis,which 'deals with the Amsterdam International and its Left 
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Wing, Lozovosky lays.do~n as the slogan ,of the ~earfuture" Ruthless exposure 
of the l~ckey~ of. capItalism ;;rnd war. to ,the kn~fe~gainst this. bulwark of 
bourgeoIs capltahst and FascIst reactIon ", and m thIs connection remarks that 
" econolll~c conflicts. provide spl~nde~ opportunities for the application of uni~ed 
front tachcs. For m such conflicts It should not be difficult for Communists to 
expose' ~he .Fascist strik~ breaking role of the ~eformist leaders." The passage 
clearly mdlCates that thIs exposure of reformIst leaders is the real underlviuO" 
object of united front tactics. The meaning of these tactics is explained in ~ve~ 
clearer tenus in the " Masses " for August 1926 part of P 2581 in the article 
on .page. 9 on " The Communist Internationa~---':'its foundation and growth." 
ThIs arhcle states that" the Enlarged ExecutIve and then the Fourth Congress 
laid down the new tactics of the united front .......... but in many countries 
united front tactics led to opportunist deviations which the C. I. criticised merci
lessly. These deviations grew from a wrong conception of the united front. 
iThe social traitors cry out that the united front is " only a manoeuvre." Of 
course it is n manoeuvre-it is a manoeuvre to unmask the social democratic 
leaders before the masses in the course of practical activity. We raise some 
burning questions of the day and then call upon the Social Democrats,' the 
leaders as well1!,s the masses, to join in the fight for it. The workers are willing 
and anxious-but the leaders hesitate. Why T because they are not willing at 
tho present stage of capitalism to make a serious fight even for reforms. Thus 
they are exposed." And the writer then, in order to explain, gives as one 
example of these united front tactics the movement for world trade union unity. 

Next al'l to the injunction to ' inculcate discipline' ; here again P 1207 (1), 
the 1927 Constitution of the C. P. I., and P 669, the constitution adopted by the 
A. I. W. P. P., are on similar lines. In the former paragraphs.15 and 16 relate 
to Party discipline. and there are further references in paras. 17 and 19. ]J;t 
the A. I. ·W. P. P. constitution para. 11 may be referred to and also the 4th para
graph in the section headed" Operatiori of organisation". The greatest 
emphasis is also laid upon it in P 527 (4), Lesson 6 "Party Organisation," 
Part 4 " Discipline" which is printed as part of P 527 (3) and will be found 
at the top of page 33 of the printed exhibit. In this there is a reference to 
Lenin's insistences on "iron discipline". The value and the importance 
attached to discipline is shown by the fact that Hutchinson accused put forward 
the suggestion that the reason why Liaqat Husain, P. W. 193, left the Circle of 
Progressive youth was that he did not appreciate the discipline. And this of 
course implies that Hutchinson accused appreciated the duty of imposing dis-
cipline and tried to carry it out.' . 

:Uoming to the question of the attention to be given to organisation this 
divides itself up into a number of heads : organisation generally, and organisa-: 
tion of specific kinds as the Red Army, and the Youth Movement. All these 
things are of course laid down not only in Communist books and the documents 
of the Communist International, but also, and in many cases in clearer language, 
in the many letters from the comrades in Europe to which 1 drew attention 
earlier in this judgment. 

Taking organisation generally first. One of the most illuminating illustra
tions of the aims of the accused in connection with organisation is .to be found. 
in Mirajkar's speech P 1700 on the 21sfJuly 1928 at page 25 of the ,:ol~e of 
translations to which 1 have been referrmg, where talking about the brmgmg of 
army from Poona to Bombay he says, " The railway is a very important matter. 
Therefore efforts are being made (by Govt., he means) to see that the railway 
unions do not become strong, and railway workers are opposed to that." He 
goes 011 : U Reme:tnber that when the railway unions become strong and the mill 
workers and railwaymen begin to work hand in hand half the strength of the 
Government will be cut off and capitalism will fall to the ground." And this 
is the yery same point which 1 mentioned in referring to Sprat.t's notes on the 
trade union question, P 1982, in which he suggested concentratmg o~ the most 
vital ulliQJls, the railwaymen, Port Trust workers and th~ seam~n m . B~mb~y 
(In this connection see also P 527 (2». And we hav~ e~dence m !.flraJka.r s 
own admis~ion~ and his letter P 1010 (I. C. 60) that MuaJkar had been g~ttmg 
into contact with the Port Trust workers, " making our contact" as he himself 
put it. in an earlie:r; letter. :. . . 

• Next is the organisation of the.' Red Arm:y '. I have already.quoted 2 
leaflets P966 and P 967 in which thIS phrase appears. Another slIDllar leaflet 
is P 929 issued o'll the 12th December 1928 over the signature of Dange, G~neral 
Secretary of-the' Bombay Girni.Kamgar Union. In thi,sM::says; 'speaking Qf 
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the ful~re, " After th~ termination of the big' strike all we~e told; that we shall 
have WIth us 5,000 drilled volunteers ready. Were they ill eXIstence today 
matters would notbave come to this pass (a reference to the, police firing at 
Lal Bagh)." And this is no doubt a reference to the article in the" Kranti " 
of the 5th October 1928, part of' P'986, which runs as follows: "Even if the 
stdke is over the following things will be 'continued: (1) The agitating and 
militant lea~er8 ~l carryon the struggle on behalf of the workers, (2) The 
W. P. P. WIll tram up workers to become leaders and thus make preparations 
for the establishment of the Labour Raj, (3) The Red Army formed during the 
strike will become the drilled Red Army of the future. " This is a passage which 
incidentally corroborates other contentions of the prosecution,. Mirajkal' 
accused who was captain of the corps of volunteers organised by the G. K. U. 
after the strike (P 958, Minutes' of the 30th December 1928), in P 1691 on the 
3rd January 1929 tells his audience that" Parel is now organising a Red Army 
of 5,000 volunteers for Indian revolution." And it is Mirajkar accused who 
~speaks about this same organisation in his' statement to' the court, and says at 
page '1443, " It was against this, goonda organisation of the bosses that we 
called for 5,000 drilled volunteers of workers. The proposition of the prosecu
tion 111at the call for a Red Army of 5,000 volunteers, was the prelude to the 
development of an armed force to overthrow the Government is as ridiculous 
,as it is fantastic." ' He goes on to explain the real objects of this organisation 
and concludes as follows : " We do not 'say that they were not formed on the 
basis' of future workers' army and we do not say that we would not lead them 
when the time comes, but to say that these workers were organised at that time 
to overthrow the Government is too far fetched." As it appears to me this is 
a clear admission that the establishment of this corps of volunteers was the 
first step in the creation of a Red Army. No doubt it was not intended that they 
'should at that stage try to overthrow the Government but they were the first step 
ill the forging of a weapon, and the defence which is put forward is exactly ou 
a par with all the other defences which urge that because the objective was still 
comparatively distant there is no crime in the acts committed by the accused 
'with a view to the attainment of that objective. ' 

. J oglekar accused adopts the usual line of utte:.;ly misconstruing the prose
cution case, and says that " the prosecution turned the ordinary 'name of 
volunteers into something like a corps for mobilisl:ition. of the workers into an 
army for'insurrection". But at page 760 onwards he describes how the work
ing class volunteer organisations have to be replaced or supplemented by 
workers' guards who in due course are transformed into the workers' militia
Hed Armv·-for the maintenance of the workers' control over the factory, over 
the means of production and distribution. So that we have direct from J oglekar 
accused an exact description of the course of development to which he looks 
forward as the revolution advances. 

, Dange accused in a passage beginning on page 2501 enlarges on the func
tions of Red trade union volunteers. He' also afte~ giving a long account of the 
functions of these Red volunteers puts forward the same absurd contention that 
the accused were not organising the real Red Army. The evasion he puts 
forward is that the idea of the name was to stamp the corps with a different 
traditio]), He says, " In order to stamp our corps with quite a different tradi
tion, a tradition whiCh is rich with tJ:!.e history of the international proletariat, 
waR nsed to describe our volunteers as Red Army, Red Corps etc. But because 
of these epithets, it would be ridiculous to argue that we were organising a real 
Red Armv ........ Nor were we 'creating a real Red Army at that stage." 
Quite true, what they were doing was merely laying the foundation for the real 
Red A,rmy.' ' , 

Anothel' important branch of organisational work by the accused is their 
work in the youth Movement. The object of this movement is to enlist the aid 
of individuals from the petty bourgeois class, see the statements of Nimbkar 
accused (the joint statement) at page 2724 and of Chakravartyat 147 of the 
statements of the accused. The idea is to detach them from their class because 

, it is as individuals with technical qualifications and not as members of the class 
that they can be useful. "This is. why", says the joint statement, " w~ h~ve 
always devoted ~onsiderable attentIon to the Youth Movement, the orgamsation 
of the petty boprgeoi~ie, and' to the National Congress." In. the ~ords .. of 
Chakravarty accused, " the Young Comrades League was orgamsed WIth a Vlew 
to enlist the services of the radically minded petty bourgeois youths in the cause 
Of the working class and to' wiIi'them over consciously to the side of the mass 
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revolutionary movement." And he goes on to state that he was a member of 
this League. This is not quite the same idea as that which is put forward in 
" Communist Party Taining" (P 2366). There it is stated that" the neces
sity for a Young Communists League arises not merely in the special interests 
of the Y0ll!lg workers but prin~ip~ly to bring the mass of the young workers 
under ~he inf!uence of CommunIst Ideas. . The C. P. and working class require 
the active assIstance .o~ the young workers m the struggle against capitalism. To 
neglect the many millions of the young workers would be a crime against the 
revolution and would mean leaving them at the mercy of the capitalists and their 
agents the Right Wing Labour leaders. The Party needs the Young Com
munist I.eague as a preparatory school and a revolutionary reserve." The 
~c:ulty in India ~ ~magine is that the youpg ~orke~s contemplated by " Com
mumst Party Trammg" really do not eXIst m IndIa. In so far as they are 
workers they can be got at in the same way as the adults in the workshops and 
S9 on. So far as they are children the organisation had not developed far 
enough to take them in. A Young Comrades League, as " Communist Party 
Training" suggests it, aims at reaching the young workers between the ages 

,of 12 and 19 and is therefore limited in India to the petty bourgeois class. We 
have from time to time come across references to the name of Saklatvala in 
connection with the name of the Young Comrades League, and in this connection 
it is interesting to note that in Thengdi accused's search there were recovered 
two letters belonging to Saklatvala P 845 and P 846 (F. C. 183). The latter of 
these is a letter dated 14th February 1927 from the Young Communist League 
of Great Britain (written on their letter paper) and purporting to be signed by 
William Rust, Secretary of the League, in which he urges the formation of 
youth sections in, the Indian trade unions and asks Saklatvala to bear in mind 
the possibility of contacts with students in order that the Y. C. L. may be able 
in future to carry on communication in regard to youth questions and the 
struggle for national liberation. The receipt of this letter may possibly explain 
the interest taken by Saklatvala in the, subject durIng his stay in India. Spratt 
accused began to take an interest in the Youth Movement very soon after his 
auival in India. We:find him 'speaking on the 24th Apri11927 to the' Bombay 
Students' Brotherhood on " Revolutions and India" (see P 1979 and P 1941), 
and again on the 8th May 1927 at a meeting under the auspices of the Students' 
Brotherhood on the subject of " Congress-what next'" (P 1689), and still 
again 011 the 13th May at a meeting held at Thana on the subject of the" Task 
of organisation before the Indian Youth" (P 1554). In P 1013, the second 
part, entitled " What the Workers and Peasants Party stands for' "s a docu
ment containing corrections in Spratt accused's own handwriting, he summarises 
the policy of the Party under the heads: Congress, Trade Unions, Peasants, 
Youths, etc., Speaking of Youths he says, " Youth Societies, Students' Socie
ties, etc., which are in existence in some parts of India, with the Young Com.; 
rades' League suggested by Mr. Saklatvala during his recent visit, can be of 
great service to the national cause. They grow up relatively free froni the 
traditions and superstitions of our elders, which have helped to hold In.dia in. 
political and intellectual bonds for so long. ' We shall make every effort to draw 
them into the national movement in an organised manner and to assist them to
study the real facts of the modern conditions." Several other documents in 
connection ,vith the Youth Movement have been mentioned already, as for 
example the youth resolution put before the Enlarged E: C. of the Bombay 
Party (P 833), and the references in the T. U. Movement resolution (P 831) and 
the Organisation resolution (P 832) as also of course in " A Call to Action". I 
have also mentioned the efforts made by C. P. Dutt to get' a regular rank and 
filer' sent to the Congress of the Young Communist International at Moscow in 
August 1928, and the long list of questions put by Mrs. Mellonie in ,he~ lette~ 
P 546 (9) to Spratt and P 654 to Bradley.accused, to which Spratt accused 
replied in P 546 (10) (F .. C. 455) which was intercep~ed and, copied vid~ P 2102C 
(F. C. 509). This reply IS dated 2nd August 1928 and menho?ls tha~ " m Bengal 
a beginning is just being made. A group of a do~en or. so mcluding some one 
or two students and the rest bhadralog (nondescnpt mIddle class young men, 
unemployed etc.) has met two or three times and decided to establish a Young 
Comrades League. (The name was suggested by Saklatvala). It will be pro
bably announced in a few days. Its address is not yet fixed." . 

• This brings me to the very confused set of documents which relate to the 
Young Comrades League with headquarters at 37, Harrison Road, Calcutta; 
which was founded towards the end of July 1928. What is apparent.1y the fir~t 
document in this connection is the series 'Of notes in, Spratt accused's hand ill 
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P 565 b~inning with the words" All Bengal Youths Association August 1927 .. " 
After a number of notes which are not very intelligible we get the following: 
" We establish our own Youth organisation ...... Meeting of selected persons 
as soon as possible named by Muzaffar for discussing following agenda:-
(1) Establishing-formalities. (2) Training Class-to be begun forthwith I) 
(syllabus to be prepared) (3) Practical work-(a) Ganavani etc. (b) getting 
hold of working class youth. (c) fraction work in other Youth Orgns. 
(d) Study of Youth Workers, Students, unemployed etc., (e) Contribution to 
Ganavani etc. (4) Pamphlet on needs-programme-organisation etc. of Youth 
Movement (5) Secretary and Committees (6) Finances ...... (7) a. Library to 10 
pe attached to Youth section. Age limit 30. Name, Young Comrades League. 
Secretary pro tem Nalindra Sen Gupta ........ ". In the same exhibit there 
is a note in Spratt accused's handwriting dated Saturday July the 28th in which 
are repeated some of the notes appearing under item 6 in the minutes to which 
I have just referred. These notes also contain a mention of donations promised 15 

). P. 693. jby Muzaffar Ahmad, Goswami, Mittra -and Spratt accused and several other 
persons. They also contain amention.of the W. P. P. and 100 copies o~ " Call 

I.P.694. 

I.P.695. 

to Action " wanted for the next meeting. 

The next set of notes about this Y. C.L. is printed at the end of P 546 (4) 
(page 67 of the printed exhibit) and is in Spratt accused's handwriting. This 20 
note mentions the five half-hour papers which I have already referred to on 
Capitalism, Imperialism Working Class Movement etc. It goes on to mention 
that a syllabus is to be drawn up by P. S. by August 3rd, and also deals with 
recruiting, meetings, fraction work, selling of Ganavani, grievances,' public 
meetings and finance. Under the head Fractionwe get D. K. G. i.e. Goswami 25 
noted as in charge of fraction work in the All Bengal Youth Association and the 
Young India Society. . 

Next there is a meeting on the 3rd August which is referred to in P 558 and 
also in P 565. In both sets 'of notes we find the Secretary authorised to engage 
a room, to spend the money realised for preliminary expenses and instructed 30 
to submit a budget and to try to collect subscriptions. P 565 contains a draft 
budget which mentions sales from " Call to Action" expected" and" loan ad
vance and guarantee from the Party expected." P 559 which is a Cash Book con
tains an entry dat~d 3rd of August of Rs. 5181- realised by sale of " Call to 
Action". On another page there appears an entry of income" Sales of "Call 35 
to Action" 501-, 'Sales of" Ganavani " 250 copies 41-, Sale of leaflets, bulletins 
.and publications 751-." This same notebook contains some odd notes about 
students .which run as follows: " Mentality :--B. . Mentality. Compromising 
attitude. Heroworship. Capitalistic turn of mind. Mass revolution." 

The next meeting appears to have been held on .the 5th August see P 565 
and P 558, the latter of which contains an agenda. Below this agenda is a note 
of the first sitting of the Sub-Committee for the drafting of the constitution and 
of the statement of policy and progranune. Spratt and Goswami accused are 
.present .in this meeting and both of them arc' elected to the Sub-Committee, 
which is to report to the next meeting. Then we find a note that each. comrade 
shall sell 5 copies of Ganavani. The constitution drafted by this Sub-Com
mittee appears in P 565 at page 4 of the printed exhibits, and also in,P 546 (6) 
which seems to be the final draft and has an addition at the end of Rule 2 (b) ilj. 
Spratt accused's hand. In this constitution the object of the League is :stated 
to be to organise a radical and militant movement of the...exploited and oppressed 
young men and women for (a) the redress of their immediate grievances (b) the 
establishment of the Independent Republic of India on tlie basis of the social alid 
economic emancipation of the masses. This also appears in P 562. The last 
item in P 563 at the foot of page 16 of the printed exhibits shows that Spratt 
accused was in the chair and Goswami accused present at the meeting of the 5th 
August in which after a discussion of an hour and a half the draft· constitution 
and rules anci regulations were formulated. That appears to refer to the Sub
Committee meeting mentioned in the middle of page 9 of P 565. In P 565 at 
printed pages 2, 3, and 4 we have notes of a meeting of the 11th August at which 
an executive was elected of which Spratt and Goswami were members. In the 
agenda there also appears submission of the constitution and statement ~f 
policy made by the Sub-Committee. R. R. Mittra accused was pr~sented a~ ~his 
mcetinO' as a guest. Next we get m P 563 at page 15 of the prmted exhIbIt a 
note ot the E. C. meeting held on 21st August at which it. was decided that com .. 
rade Hazra would read an essay on Capitalism and Imperialism on the 24th 
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'August'at 5 P.M. and that the statement of policy sh~uld be printed ~t . once. 
Below this appear some notes headed " Statement of Policy" which run as 
fellows: " (1) Appeal written by comrade P. Spratt. (2) Programme of work 
(a) Distribution of Ganavani and IJal Nishan (it will however be remembered 
that Lal Nishan had not yet come into existence alid was only "expected 5 
shortly"). (b) Enlistment of members (c) To establish relation with other 
'Youth organisations (d) To establish relation with Workers and Peasants Party 
.of Bengal. To cooperate with T. U. for the organisation of the working class 
youths. (e) Propaganda and demonstrations (f) Study circle classes (g) Study 
'of Youth Movements and working and other conditions of youths, collection of 10 
."materials and library. (h) Immediate grievances of the youth :-(1) Living 
:wages (2) State support for unemployed youths (3) Abolition of all social 
supe!\stitions (a reference no doubt to religion, caste and the like) (4) Education 
(5) .l:'hysical culture. (i) To organise a Workers' Defence Corps." It will of 
,course be noted what a large number of the things which, as I have suggested, 15 
are to be looked for in the public activities of the accused, are included in this 
list. No doubt as the result· of the decision which I have noted in these minutes 
we got in P 564 at page 22 of the printed exhibits a notice, evidently sent by the 
Secretary of the Young Comrades League to the newspapers "Forward", 
I! BangIa Katha " and II Ananda Bazar " for publication, that a study circle 20 
class and the first general meeting of the Y. C. L. would take place today (that 
:would be the 25th August) at 5 P.M. " when all members and others concerned 
. are requested to be present." This notice invited the attention of the general 
,public -and the young men and women of the country in particular to this orga
nisation which it was stated" has been formed with the object of organising 25 
a radical and militant movement of the exploited and oppressed young men and 
women for (a) the redress of their grievances (b) the establishment of the 
Independent Republic of India on the basis of the social and economic emanci
pation of the masses." In the same exhibit we get, immediately following, com-
rade Hazra's essay on Imperialism, which is followed on pages 32 and 33 by 30 
an agenda and a list of members present at the meeting which of course includes 
Goswarni and Spratt accused. 

. Another paper found in the same search of the headquarters of the Young 
'Comrades League is a notebook P 560 which contains among other addresses 
those of Spratt, Goswaini and Chakravarty accused. 35 

Another general meeting was held on the 1st September along with a study 
rircle class meeting at which Spratt accused read an article' on the Working 
Class Movement, the notes of which are to be found in P 546 (8). I have men
iioned this exhibit once before. There is much of interest in this· paper of 
15pratt's from the point of view of this case. He proposes to deal with the rise 40 
of the JJabour Movement and development of various kinds of organisations, 
the different schools of thought which the movement produced, and arising out 
of this the real historical significance of the Labour Movement in general, then 
the significance of the Labour Movement in the colonial countries and thence 
" the attitude which we as an organised and conscious revolutionary group must 45 
adopt towardR the Labour Movement organisationally etc.; the type of move
ment wllich we must endeavour to bring about." Then he goes on to elaborate 
these headings and under the head Section 3, " Schools of Thought ", we find 
notes in the margin" T. Us. as schools of CommlUlism (also effective in revolu-
tion f) Full account of relation between unions and Party and reasons." 50 
Next in Section 4, " Labour Movement in Colonies '" he notes: " As ally or 
leader of revolutionary movement-but it is ultimately socialist i.e. Com
munist." In Section 5, which is headed " The attitude for us to adopt ", he 
notes "(1) obvious revolutionary rather than reformist. This is keynote. 
(2) but also we are for socialism as a working class. Have to form W. P. P. to 55 
replace Congress. Unity with Congress. (3) Organisation in T. Cs.", and 
mixeu up 'with this there is a note" i.e. working class need a C. ·P. even in 
colonies. (W. P. P. not enough)." , 

There are in P 563 further notes of an E. C. meeting which was also held 
on the lst September 1928. The three sets of notes referring to this meeting 60 
run from the middle of page 13 to nearly the bottom of page 14 of the printed 
exhibit. In the agenda we find I I arrangement for fraction works "; and in the 

. minutes. " For fraction works in other youth associations Comrade Hazra and 
Goswami are selected. In the next Ex. meeting comrade Goswami will su1?mit 
a list." There is another note item 2 in the minutes : " Comrade Goswami will 65 
do' fraction works in the Young India Society." Comrade. Goswami is also to 
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write so'~ething about th~ League iD.-theGanavani. The only note in regard to 
the.meetmg of the 8th September appears to be a list of persons present which 
appears in P 568 at page '19 o~ th~ printed exhibit.· 

o. P. 698. Then there is a meeting held on the 16th September of which we have in P 568 
at the foot of page 15 of the printed exhibit an agenda which . mentions that 5 
comrade Goswami will re~d a paper' on " Present Day India.' ,. Then on the 
10th .October another meeting w8;S held a.nd it would appear that· it was at this 
meetmg that Dr. B. N. Dutta dehvered hIS lecture on Socialism which was item 
2 in Spratt accused's.notes printed at the end of P546 (4). In the agenda of 
this meeting there. is also an item" Consideration about the duties to be en- 10 
trusted to comrades during the vacation" and in this connection we find in 
Spratt accused's handwriting a draft letter P 546 (7) addressed to all members 
who are leaving Calcutta in regard to the possibilities of work outside Calcutta 
during the vacation. In this note he suggests the following lines of work: 
"(1) collection of information in regard to political, youth, peasant or labour 15 
movements in the' districts; (2) study of economic situation speciallv of 
peasantry; (3) propaganda for and establishment of· branches Qf. Y. C. L.· and 
especiaUyattempt to.recruit young members of working and peasant classes." 
At the end of October we find. the Y. C. L. getting into touch with the TarUn 
Bandhu Sanmilan of :M:ymensingh, vide pages 21 and 19 of the printed exhibit 20 
P 564. This Sanmilan decided to become a branch of the Y. C. L. and on th~ 
,6th· December the Y. C. L. askes the Sanmilan to send a list of ;delegat~s ·for 
the A. I.W. P. P .. Conference. The .letter from the Sanmilan mentions that 
:' comrade :Manindra IC Sinha laid down the following programme before his 
Young Oomr~des to. work along with' the peasants and workers of the country, 25 
in order to create a mass consciousness for the emancipation of the countrv." 
As. this Manindra K. Sinha was a person of some importance to the W. P. ·P., 

o. P. 699. a branch. secretary of the' B. J. W. A. and h!!d been attending some of the 
meetings of the Y.C. L. (see for instance P 565, printed copy, at page 8) this 
formulation by him is not very surprising. . 30 

O.P.700. 

The next activity in connection with the Youth Movement which we come 
across is Spratt. and Goswami a~cu~ed 's vis.it to Maldah early in November. 
Then on the 1 st of December we find Goswamr as Secretary of the Reception 
Committee informing the Y. C. L. that they are entitled to send 50 delegates 
to the A. L W. P. P. Confe~ence (see P 564 page 20 of the printed exhibit). To 35 
this letter 'the, Secretary 'of the Y. C .. L. replied in' P 468 (4) submitt~g the 
names of 50 delegates among whom we find N. Sen Gupta, the Secretary hImself, 
P.-Spratt,G. Chakravarty, D. K. 'Goswami and also Upendra Sanyal, 'Secretary 
of the Tarun Bandhu Sanmilan. . . . 
:, ' In·D·~cember 1928 there was h~ld in Calcutta an All india Socialist Youth 40 
Congress of which notes are to be found in the Gurmukhi Kirti for December 
1928 P 746. The Secretary of the Reception Committee was the same Bhu
pendra Nath Dutta who read a paper on Socialism to the.Y. C. L. and his. address 
to the Conference was tendered by the defence as D 151 (6). We hear of Dr. 
Dlltta again as having joined the. opposition in the . Bengal split. P 145 is a 45 
document headed" Resolutions on the formation of (" a Young Communist 
League" scratched out) organisation of youths orMarxist v~ews a~ v:anguards 
of social revolution in India " addressed to the FIrst All IndIa SOCIalIst Youth 
ConO'ress Calcutta by Basak accused. and Basak accused states at page 54 of the 
stat~ments of the accused that he moved this resolution at the An India 50 
Socialist youth Congress which he says was not ?rganised by the W. P.~. As 
a matter of fact I do not think that the prosecutIon have suggested that It was 
organised by that Party. This document contains some rather amazing ad
~ssions. He says: " ¥ter. the- arres~ of those people who once launched 
terrorist movement speCially m Beng~l, It ~as· brought home by some- memb!lrs . 55 
of the same !!ociety who .. were. in foreIgn eXIles-as to ho~ t~e younger section 
was being exploited up to thIS dayan~ so the younger ~4dle class people 
demanding a thorough scrutiny of tp.etr past wor~, descl'l;bmg afut~re' p~o
gramme and their taking part therem, caused a w!de conflict as !he ~mcen~y 
of cause and idea was in question, and r!lsulted m a . strong: mmonty ?f. It 60 
joining the workers and peasants party whICh was then_ m m.o~bun~ condition 
and was made a fighting institute after those people have Jomed'It and re
constructed it to lead a mass revolution in ~dia.". Th~n a~ain he .says, " The 
Government. attitude towards these bourgeOIS natIonalIsts 111; these years w~ 
unyielding and defiant but as Marx's teachings ~e to drIve ~eep. roots ~n 85 . 

. th~soil of India, due to the organisatioIl: of some IndIan Commulllsts m RUSSIa 
, LilJl{CC . . 
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and other lands-who also sometimes belonged to the so called revolutionary 
party of BengaL ....... Government became unrestive and when its policy of 
bringing dissension among the members of the W. P. P. has failed-it has n&w 
decided to capture the Congress groups with the least concessions it can give 

· in bargain." Later on he makes some comments on the Independence League 
and says, " A few years back it could have no doubt given a practical shape 
to the thesis" " The Future of Indian Politics" by comrade M. N. Roy,. but 
today India has passed that phase, the bourgeoisie and the petty bourgeoisie 
combined are now out to betray the country ........ and as now the proletariats 
are growing into class and the agrarian question is becoming more acute every 
day, an open. organisatton of workers, peasants and a section of lower middle 
class can speak for the proletariats and organise for a mass revolution. So it 
is witlt the youths who carry Marxist view to deal with the present issues that 
are confronting us." His speech or resoluti.on concludes with the following 
words: ". The awakening consciousness of the youths from de-classed intelli-
gentsia and youths .for other workers and . peasants should be immediately 

· mobilised to be formed into :Young Communist League of India,to train them
'selves for the scientific outlook of the movement for controlling the political 
mass nation~list movement and for leading the transition to proletarian civiliz.a
tiOil; as stich be it resolved that their main general programnie task will be (1) 
to spread radical Marxist ideas among the lower middle class, workers and poor 
peasants (2) to further the' trade union activities and kick out the reactionaries 
a1!-d imperialist agents from the trade union movement (3) to educate. in, ideas 
and to gh'e military training to the workers.,· poor peasants and students' frQ:t;I1 
its study cir<l,le classes & volunteer corps." It will be noted that 'in his con
ception of the task of the Young Communist League Basak accused shows a v'ery 
good appreciation of the' most important items among those to which I have 
~ecently bee!l drawing attention. Basak~s idea of a Young Communist League 
Ill: preference to a Young Comrades League was evidently derived from Inpre
corr .for the 1st August 1928, " The Report of the Congress of the Young Com
mumst InternatIOnal," which was found in his possession and is on the rec·ord 
as part of P 259. This All India 'Socialist Youth Conference then was not 
neglected by the members of the W; P. P. and the same is true of the Conference 
of the AU:lndia Youth League which was held a~ Calcutta during the Christmas 
week and was attended by Bradley accused vide his diary' P. 638. . 

. , 
. There is another piece of evidence confirming the close connection between 

the Y. C. L. and the W. P. P. to be found in the resolution on the T. U. Movement 
· adopted by the A. I. W. P. P. Conference, P 51, which talking about the W. P. P. 
lays it down that" the membership of the Party must be made up to a very 
large extent of workers, and the Young Comrades League must be assisted to 
recruit and get better contact with workers." P 563 contains notes of an 

· E. C. meeting of the 3rd February 1929, and ~n the 4th February P564 shows 
that notices were sent out for a general meetmg to be held on the 24th. Next 
on the 8th February there was a general meeting, for which the agenda and list 
of members present appear ~n: P 568 at pages 20 and.21 of the pri~ted exhipits. 
The list of persons present mcludes Spratt, Chakravarty, GoswamI and Mittra 
accused and also .the name of one Ajudhia Prasad Varma· who mayor may not 
be the accused Ajudhia Prasad, who was in Calcutta about . this time; he is 
ilamed also as subscribing one anna on the 20th February. Item 2 of the agenda 
of this meeting was the reading of the statement of programme and policy of 
the League by the Secretary, and copies of this programme, one complete and 
several incomplete, are also found in P 568 although they have not been printed. 
rThe copy of the statement' of programme and policy which is printed in the 
record is P 9, in which is reproduced the printed leaflet headed " Young. Com
rades League, Statement of Programme and Policy" printed by N. Sen at the 
Popular Printing Works and published by the same from the office, of the Young 
Comrades League, 18-1 Harnson .Road, Calcutta. Another copy of this, evi
dently belonging to Spratt accused as it bears his name, was recovered at 211 
E. A. Lane & is on the record as P 546 (5). This is a lengthy document which 
contains many familiar ideas, such as we would expect to find in a Programme 
and Policy fathered by Spratt accused and the W.P. P. It begins . with ·a 
criticism of Youth movements of the past and states certain functions for the 
future. Then it comes to " Our Grievances" which are dealt with under the 

,heads of " Unemployment ~', "Education ", "Working conditions"'· and 
,~ Social cns.toms." Under the head" Education" w:.e may note the r~fetence 
to the lesson of 'Russia which is as follows :_CC Remember what: Russia has 
'nnnA_ A nnnli"~.Hnn wh;C'.h tAn VAlU'R surn W~.R A.!'I hAC'.kWAl'n A.!'I thAt· nf TnniA t;l 
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,expected in three years more. to contain no illiterate erson 01 " 
Lessons are drawn from RussIa under the head of " W P ki ' ifr young. 
,it being stated that" in Russia youths up to 16 wo k o~ nfCo\ Ions'" too, 
to 18 only six :tlours per day." ,r 0 your ours and up 

." Coming to" Th~ Remedy "'the Programme states. !' We 
a~ong the ;{"ouths a mass movement and agitation fo~ the ie~r~~:e~f ~~: 5 
grIeva!lces: Then the usual lessons are preached about the ho elesanes' )' 
expe<:tmg Improvement under the present capitalist system. Th p P s of 
puts It as follows :___ e rogramme 

, , .': But we k~<!w there is no :ultimate solution under the present s stem 
ThIS IS an e;x-ploltmg system, ,!h1ch by. its very nature cannot allow dece!t and 
,proper condItIons for all. iWhilepressmg for redress of our immediate wrongs, 
"we shall nev~r forget that .greater than all these are Our ultimate objects. We 
have to ,!~rk f?r. complete mdependence ana for the emancipation of the masse 
~rom ~heIr pOSItIon of economic and political subjection." Then he comes t~ 

'rhe Ideas of ~oday " the propaganda <!f which the Young Comrades' League 
;has been estabhshed to carry on. The Ideas are catalogued in five grou 8.' 

(1) The idea of the Inte~ational nature ofthe struggle. "It (youth) reco~e~ 
that ~he struggle of In?ia. is but part of a world-wide struggle for freedom, and 
that It cannot remam Isolated from the movements of other countries." 

• • (~) A realistic revol:utionism, .tha~ is a revolutionary policy based :on 
'SCIentific- study and practIcalorgamsatIon. 

(3) The class-struggle as the main spring of historical development aud 
the rise and organisation of the masses as ' the key to our problems.' ! 

(4) Abandonment of the traditional attitude of hero-worship. 
(5) Active intolerance of communalism. 
The last section is, headed " What we shall do " and in the course of this 

we get the usual reference to the war danger. "Even now", the Programme 
,says," i~ (Imperiali~m or Capitalism) is plan~g and preparing anew great 
war of conquest agamst our comrades and fnends of the Soviet Republics." 
,The Statement concludes with; a programme o.f practical work which is on 
familiar lines. . 

, Furlher meetings of the Youth League were held on the 24th February 
'and the 7th March. I notice· that Spratt accused was not present at either of 
these meetings. Goswami accused was present at the special general meeting 
~)li the 24th, but there is nothing to show who was present at the 7th March. 
;The last meeting at which, Spratt seems to have been present' was on the 8th 
February (P 568 at page 21 of the printed exhibit). It looks rather as if this 
was the last meeting Spratt attended, as is quite possible in view of what he 
says about the I,aague being captured by the opposition, ~ee P 527 (1) (F. O. 
846), Spratt's letter to C. P. Dutt, dated the 14th March 1929. Most of the 
documents, to which I have referred, were recovered either at 211. E. A. Lane 
or in the search of the office of the Young Comrades' League at .78-1 Harrison 
'Road, Calcntta, but there is one item of evidence,· whwh was recovered in the 
search of the office of the Young Comrades' League at S918 Lower Chitpur 
Road. This is P 584, a signboard or placard bearing the inscription" Long 
Live the Soviet India ", which was found hung up on the eastern 'wall of the 
office room (P. W. 71, Sub Inspector, Shakurul Hussain). This search related 
'to the'office of the Young Comrades' League, Bara Bazar Branch, and the Trans
port Workers' Union, and it is not difficult to infer a connection between this 
office and the Workers' and Peasants' Party from the discovery there of copies 
'of" A Call to Action "," Ganavani ",handbills relating to the 5th Anniversary 
of the death of Lenin, a copy of Soh an Singh's Presidential address to the First 
,A. I. W. P. P. Conference, a copy of the E. C. C. L letter, W. P. P. Principles 
and Policy, and Sohan Singh Josh's letter'to Spratt accused, P 609. I have 
referred already to the last document relating to the Young Comrades' League, 
nar.nely Spratt's letter to Dutt on the 14th March, P 527 (1), in which he laments 
the capture of the Young Comrades' League by the Opposition and in which he 
-sums up shortly the history of the rise and fall of the Young Comrades' League. 
In this he says : " I have been thinking about the workfug-class Youth movement. 
.There is no such thing in existenee yet, even in Bombay, so far as I know. Here 
,we formed the 'C' Young Comrades League" about eight months ago. Un
'fortunately when it might 'have begun to make contact with the working class, 
it 'w~ , captured' by the opposition, who swamped it with class-conscious young 
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, bhadralok'. So, if anything is to be done, it must be started again from the 
tlegillning. I enClose a copy of its" Statement of Programme and Policy ~'." 
That is the last we hear of the Y. C. L. The only other document in connection 
with the Youth movement is P 147 recovered in the search of the B. .r. W. A. 
office at 97 Oornwallis Street, Calcutta. It is a docnment having reference to the 
All-India Youth League, bearing· the signatures of Dr. B.. N.Dutta,. C. G. Shah 
and Kali Sen (of the B. J. W. A.), none of which are I think proved,. but also 
.those of Gopal Chandra Basak, Dharni Kanta Goswami and GopendraChakra
varty. At the end there is a list of Provincial organisers conta:ining. the names 
of P. C. Joshi, U. P. and Gopal Ch. Basak for Bengal. ' 

. It remains only to consider what the accused themselves say about what 
'they ~id in connection with the Youth movement. I have already quoted what 
Chakravarty accused says on the subject. Goswami accused, who was connected 
with the League frQm start to finish Rays about it on page 76 of the statements 
of the accused: " I don't deny that I was a member of the Y. C. Ii" .......... : 

· Yes, I claim the responsibility of taking some part in guiding that' body as I 
was one of the organisers of it. I joined this organisation and I did wo:k for 
it conscjously and deliberately .......... The idea of the organisation was to 
: give the exploited youths of these classes (the lower'middle class workers and 
poor peasants) a correct militant and scientific lead on the basis of Marxian 
ideology, to create a militant movement of these youths, to redress their imme
diate grievances, and to help the masses, that is the workers and peasants in 
their struggle against the existing capitalist systeIQ, and thereby ultimately 
·aiming at the establishment of the independent l'epublic of India on the basis of 
the social and economic emancipation of the maAseR." Then he criticises the 
failure of the movement hitherto to reach and establish contact with the masses 
and concludes by saying: " Considering ail these defects of the present existing 
youth moYement, it was fe1t neceAsary that an organisation and movement of 
the militant and reyolutionary youths should be organised to overcome' these 
· defects and to do some real work on the basis of scientific social conception, that 
is on the basis ·of Marxian principles." All this was made a little bit clearer 
still by his explanation on page. 78 of his speech at the MaIda YOlJ.ngMen's 
Convention, about which he says: " I have spoken therE.> about mass revolu
tion, and I do not refrain from saying openly and frankly, as I was doing so 
all along, that all-round freedom or otherwise complete independence is only an 
impossibility without going through' a mass revolution. We had better' term 
· it. as national democratic revolution, at the hE.>ad 'of which will march' the 
revolutionary workers and peasants." He then goes on to explain what is 
~eant by national democratic revolution and· says that the bourgeoisie and 
petty bourgeoisie have become or do become too conservative to- carry out such 
a revolution, although historically the main task of the bourgeoisie and 
bourgeois democratic revolution is .to achieve independence of the country from 
foreign cQntrol. Hence this task of democratic revolution will be carried 
through by the working class and peasantry; after which- he goes on to point 
out that by revolution he means a revolu~ion conducted by means of rifles, 
bayonets and artillery. Gopal Basak accused devotes some 9 pages of his state-

. 'ment to the Young Comrades' League and the Youth movement generally, and 
is evidently working on the line of disclaiming any intention of achieving imme
. diate results, which of course is no part of the charge. He says :" I must 
state that I was not trying to set up at the time an organisation for immediate 
insurrection. " He goes on to say that he was trying to get the youths to study 
all sorts of things including the class struggle and the scientific outlook of 
Marxism. A.t page 52 he says that he was neither' a member of the Y. C.' L., 
nor can it he shown that he was entrusted by the Party with aily work among 
the youths. Spratt accused on the other hand put the whole matter in a few 
words; when asked about his connection with and activities in the Youth move
ment, he replied at page 423 of the statements of the accused: " This raises 
no new question of principle. My idea in working with the Youth movement 
was to promote essentially the same policy as that of the Workers' and Peasants.' 
Party." . '. 

But, of course, the most important aspect of the organisational work, both 
as contemplated by the accused themselves and their co~conspirators outside 
India and as put into practice . ()r sought to be put into practice by the' Com"
munist accused, was the work jn the Trade. Unions, and in regard to this' r need 
do no more than. quote their own reports. Fo! the B~ngal·. Pa.dy it will be 
sufficient to refer to page 47 of" A Call to Achon ", whICh contams references 
to the work done in connection with the B. J. W. A., the' Dakeswari Ootton Mill 
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O.P.709. Workers' Union at Dacca, the Bengal Glass Workers' Union and the Scavengers' 
Union of Bengal and mentions also work in organisation and propaganda in the 
strike of Dock Workers and the attempt to establish contact at Kharagpur. 
That covers the period up to the end of March 1928. P 544 (3), a list of Trade 
Unions in Bengal with an entry.in the last column in regard to their affiliation, . 5 
shows that there must be added to the list of Unions in which the W. P. P. of 
Bengal were taking an interest, the Bengal TerlileWorkers' Union, the Bengal 
Paper Mill Workers' Union (Secretary, Chakravarty accused), the Garden 
Reach Workers' Union (President, P. Spratt accused), the Ishapore Ordnance 
Workers' Union (President, P. Spratt accused), the Angus Engineering Workers' 10 
Union (Secretary, Chakravarty accused) and the Bengal Transport Workers' 
Union (General Secretary, Shamsul Huda accused). In Bombay we find from 
the Secretary's report presented to the general meeting of the :Party in March 
1928 that Party members were more or less connected with the G. K. M. and 
the G. I. P. General Employees' Union, a.nd were directly responsible for the 15 

. Municipal Workers' Union, the Dock Workers' Union and the Press Workers' 
Union, to which must be added two Unions of Jhabwala accused, the Kisbi 
Karigars' Union and Jariwalas' Union. We also learn from correspondence 
that Mirajkar was trying to organise a Clerks' Union. The. report or draft 
report of the Secretary of the Bombay Parly,P 420, (which was perhaps pre- 20 
pared with a view to the First A. I. W. P. P. Conference) mentions the change 
of name of the G. K. M. into G. K. U., and further states that during this year 
the Party members were responsible .for resurrecting the Tramway Workers' 
Union, but that the Dock Workers' Union had since been taken up by the 

O.P.710. moderate section of Trade Unionists, who had managed to oust the W. P. P. 25 
group entirely from the Union. On the other hand the influence of the Party 
had been growing particularly amongst the Textile workers. He further men-
tions that there were other Unions of Oil Workers and Mechanical Engineers, 
which were yet in their infancy. These also were presumably unions under the 
influence of the Party. This report concluded with the remark: "Reviewing 30 
the work of the Party as awh,.ole in Bombay it has made considerable progress, 
particularly in the Trade Unions, where its influence has been growing owing 
to the fighting and militant policy that is being put forward every time." 

~other thing we should exp.ect ~o find,in contrast to the denouncing of 
.reforIDlstl'l, Amsterdam and the like IS praIse for Communism and for Com- 35. 
munists· with the natural corollary, namely. allusions to the lessons which may 
be drawn from China and Russia, and I think it is a reasonable inference to 
dr!lw ·from the ~tatements, to which I shall draw attention, that t~is praise of 
thmgs Commumst amounts in fact to an admission that, in acting as they did 
the accused were carrying out the suggestions and instructions of the Communist 40 
International. For example in P 2172, his speech on May Day 1928 iil Calcutta 
we :find that Spratt accused praised-the Communist section as people who were 
very sincere and who were actively supporting the Indian Labour Movement. 
He condemned MacDonald's Party as supporting." Dominion Status or some 
nonsense like that" and said that it was practically the Communist section who 45 
were giving their full ~upport to the Peasants' and Workers' movement in India. 
·And again in P 1922, the speech at Asansol on the 2nd June 1928 he gives the 

O. P. 711. Communists the highest praise possible by saying:" They may say that we 
people who are here asking you to strike are outsiders, agitators, Communists 
. and Bolsheviks and all sorts of things. I want to say, Comrades, I have no 50 
greater desire than to be called an agitator and a Comm~nist. Some of the 

. greatest men in the World's history have been agitators, and Marx, Lenin etc. 
have been Communists. We have a very high standard to follow." Then we 
have Basak accused's little article on . Lenin, P 251, which seems to be well 
flavoured with hero-worship, but the statements of some of the Communist 55 
accused in this Court are in even plamer terms and indicate clearly that all their 
activities and acts were modeled on the scientific programme worked out by 
the Communist International. Ghate accused. not only gives the highest pra~se 
to the Communist International, but says in. so many words that the Commumst 
Party of India accepted its direction. He says at page 1583 of the statements 60 
of the accused: "The world Communist Party, that ~s the Communist Inter
national is perhaps the most organised force of the workmg class and the oppress-
ed peopies .. ; ....... It is the dynamic force which organises the wor~ers by 
participating in their daily struggle, and leads them to the .final seIzure ~~ 
power .... ~ ........... The Party is to be at the head o~ the workmg-class fight. 65 
On page 1584 he comes to the Communist Party o~ India, and at the top ~f page 
1588 he says : " The Party accepted the task laId down by the Commtern, 
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~~ough i~ was ~ot formally affiliat~d to it.'! Going on little further he says: 
F.ollowmg as It does t~e tasks laId. down by the C. I. the Communist Party of 

IndIa puts forward certam demands In accordance with the aims of the Party" 
and on page 1589 he continues: " The C. P. I. fights for these main demand~ 
.................... At.the same time the C. P. I. puts forward certain partial 
dem.ands to facilit~te ~n the ~obilisation of. the masses for revolutionary insur
~ecbon. for emancIpatIon. Wlth these obJects the Party puts 'forward certain 

-ImmedIate tasks based on the ~correct reading of the political situation in the 
cO'Q.ntry." 

5 

And with reference to the organisational work in the Trade Unions of which 10 
I h~ve jus~ beenspeak~ng ~~ says a~ pag.e 1603 : " The W. P. P. of Bombay had 
to Its~redi1. ~h~ orgamsatIOn anq dIrectIOn .of 'th~ T. U. movement .in Bombay. 
It worked wIthm the Congress, It worked In dIfferent Trade Umons and it 
organised the workers to fight their bOBses in w.ilitant Trade Unions. its work 
in ,Bombay during 1928 is too .w!lJI known. The organisation known as the 15 

:G. K. U. was formed under the leadership of the Party .............. The Red 
Flag Union (the G. K. U.) was able to rally the militant workers On its side 
because of its fighting policy. It had already shown what it could do by the 
success it had achieved during the _ general strike' of 1928. It had shown the 
workers that the road of compromise and' conciliation was not . going to bring 20 
them anything but worsened conditions." And this again is corroborated by 
Mirajkar accused who says, at page 1434 of his statement : " the Union since its 
birth in May became the actual leader of the strike in spite of the General Strike 
.Committee, which merely remained a deliberative body. The day-to-day propa
ganda and eonduct of the strike remained i!l the hands of the G. K. U., and this 25 
-policy was influenced by the W. P. P. of Bombay", which is exactly the prose
cution case. On the following page he says: "There is no further proof neces-
sary therefore to show that the G. K. U. was the mainstay and the leader of the 
strike, and- its policy was moulded and put into practice by the W. P. P. of 
Bombay. " .30 

o. P. 713. Coming next to the l'eferences to China and Russia, the obvious object of these 
was of course to preach the lesson" Go ye and do likewise". The explanation 
which the accused themselves give is in Nimbkar accused's statement at page 2912 
of the statemel1tsof the accused, a passage which I have already quoted in con
nection with the educational use of the strike. In this passage he says: "Finally, 35 
'we began to introduce our more general idea!'1 of the political nature of the Trade 
Union struggle by ................ and by discussing general political affairs, 
such as the Russian and Chinese Revolutions, the prospects of war and the like. " 
N ow that the view of the discussion of the Chinese Revolution which I have stated 
Itbove is correct, is clearly shown by the introductory words, with which the 40 
thesis on the (,'hinese situation adopted by the Enlarged Plenum of the E.C. C. 1. 
'at the end of 1926 is reproduced in the" Masses" for June 1927. They run as 
'follows :~" This r€,solution is not only a Party statement, it is the best theore· 
tical exposition of the contending forces now battling in China. Its detailed ana-
lyses of the tasks of the Chinese Revolution and of the Chinese Communist Party 45 
are full of instruction 'for India and wHl well repay the closest study." P 415 
(11) is a typed document headed" Report on China ", which was found in the 
office of the Bengal W. P. P. in Calcutta. A large part of the first chapter of this 
on the Canton Rising is an account of the work done by the Canton Party (Com-' 
munistParty) Committee, which it is stated was in existence as an illegal body 50 
holding rCb'1l1ar T. ·U. Conferences of factory delegates (underground)~ Party 
conferences etc. Thell we find thatit uses suitable occasions to bring the masses 
out into the streets, to organise numerous strikes etc.. Then we come to a de scrip. 
tion of the Haifung Soviet Government and.the work done by it, and then again to 
the Political programme and Military preparations which culminated in the 55 

o. P. 714. organisation of the Canton Soviet, which however did not retain power for "{ery 
long, and the chapter ends off with a consideration of the mistakes which were 
made. There could be no particular reason for anybody to possess this document 
unless it was thought that it contained ideas or lessons which would be useful to 
the owner. The study of the Communist Movement in China was not 'limited to 60 
the possession of documents like this. The object of the accused was to utilise 
these lessons and that must be done by making them known. Hence no doubt 
Usmani accused's article on" The Canton Insurrection" which appeared in the 
Urdu Kirti for May 1928 and Gurmukhi Kirti for April 1928. Other articles 
on China. by the accused are Nimbkar accused's" Role ofLa~our in China ", 65 
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P 1740 & P 1741, and Mukherji accused's" Modern India ", P 1421, which ends 
with the following interesting passage :-

" Therefore China has proved the best congenial soil for the spread of the 
doctrine of COIJ)IIlunism, and there is no doubt in the very immediate future 
Russia in strong combination with China will constitute the strongest weapon I) 
with which to root out Imperialism root and branch from the entire universe' " a 
sentence which certainly does not suggest any hostility to Communism on the 
part of the writer. Other examples of the interest taken in China and of the 
attempt to increase the public interest in events in China are Spratt accused's 
"·India and China~' and Roy's proposed book on China, of which he sent a sum- 10 
mary to a Calcutta firm of. publishers in p. 1512. Then Roy also has written' an 
article on the Canton insurrection, which appears in the " Masses n for Feb-

O.P.715. ruary 1928 (part of P 1788) and is entitled" The heroic strnggleof the Chinese 
workers aJ].dpeasants". This article was also reproduced in "The Labour 
Monthly" for March 1928, P 1212, at page 162. . The subject of Ohina is men- 15 
tioned frequently by Spratt accused, both in his notes, articles and speeches. For 
instance in P 1985 an article, "The Meaning of May Day", written in 1927 he 
says : " The attention of the workers this year is directed mainly to China .,;. 
(see also P 401), and in P 1981 he refers to Chinese intervention, and again ill 
P 1982 under the ]lcad " Trade Union work" he says in a passage which I have 20 
quoted before that" W. P. members should not be afraid to introduce political 
subjects into the unioll, and e.g. get it to pass resolutions on China, and such suh
jects. The educational value of a simple discussion on the working-class signi
ficance of the Chinese would be very great." There is of course a good deal about 
China and the Chlnest: Revolution in his lecture on " Revolutions and India "~ 25 
seeP 1941, and for a docum8D.t of a later date we may refer to P 527 (3), " The 
Power of Labour." Another good example of drawing lessons from China is 
to be found in his speech at MaIda on the 7th November 1928, P 1915. 

The subject of Russia and the lessons to be derived from Russia recur again 
and again throughout the articles and speeches of the accused. The greatest pos- 30 
sible stress is always laid on the contrast between the terrible conditions in the 
past and the IDurvellous state of Russia under the present system of Government. 
Naturally this involves explaining how the change was brought about with the 

O.P.716. suggestion that what was done in Russia should be done in India. At the same 
time as a support for the- proposition. that everything Russian is better than any- 35 
thing in any other country, we get the contrast between the generous' assistance 
given"to the Indian workers by organisations in Russia and the mean contribu
tions offered by, for example, the British Trade Union Congress, which does not 
send money to strikers in India without requests being sent and inquiries made, 
whereas the Uussian organisations volunteer help unasked. The speeches made 40 
in the course of .the Bombay strikes are of course· full of ,references to Russia, 
but there are many others, and it would be impossible to quote anything like the" 
whole of them. It will be suffi,cient to give a few references. For example I may 
refer to P 320, an article in Hindi by P. C. Joshi, and P 710, an adicle on the pre-
sent Soviet Government of ' Russia, which it is said is the best Government in the 45 
'world, found in the possession of Majid accused.' Sahgal ,Recused's speech at the 
Meerut Conference, P 198 (see P 172T) is full of highly .coloured references 1:0 
the advantages of revolution in 'Russia, and is calculated to convey the impre.ssion 
that Russia since the revolution is nothing less than an-earthly paradise. Hints of 
the same.kind as to conditions in Russia are contained in Jh"abwala's speech, 50 
D 630, which forms partof:P 1726. Mirajkar accused also speaks approvingly of 
the Workers' Raj in Russia in P 1700 at page 23 of the new volume of speeches. 
Another speech -mainly devoted to 'Russia is that of Sohan Singh Josh accused On 
the 5th August 1928 at a meeting under the auspices of·the Naujawan Bharat 
Sabha~ Amritsar, at J allianwala Bagh in the course of the " Friends of RusRia " 55 

O. P. 717. week. In all these speeches present-day conditions in Russia are described as 
heaveilly compared with conditions in India, and the underlying idea conveyed is 
that the results which bave been realised by a Communist Revolution in Russia 
are likely to be and in fact necessarily will" be J.":ealised in other countries which 
follow the same road. 60 

Then there are numerous passages in which the sequence of events and the 
methods applied in Uussia are eited in order to illustrate the proper method of 
arriving at the same state of affairs as is stated to exist in Russia. There is 
much of this kind of thing in P 527 (3), Spratt's article" The Power of Labour", 
in which he says, " We can learn many lessons from the work of the Russian work- 65 
ing class. We learn for the :first time By practical example that it is possible for 
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ordinary' poor ignorant workers and peasants ot conquer power f~om the rich, 
and construct a Goverrlment and economic system suitable to themselves, that is, 
for the benefit of the great majority. And we learn in d~tail how it can be done
how it is IleC(lSaary to build up tp.e workers ~ revolutionary party to lead the strug
gle for power, and to lead the effort of the masses to cons9lidate the power and 
.to 'construct. a new socialist economic life." In another article, P 526 (25), en
titled" Husaia and India ", contributed by Spratt accused to the s,pecial Russia~ 
Number of the " C])itramaya J agat " and of which he also sent a copy to the 
"Kirti ", he says, " On these general grounds then it is possible to say that 
India may" follow the Moscow Road". India is now in the fullsense within the 
orbit of· Imperialism and if she overcomes Imperialism it can only be done by 
completely following the Russian example." Elsewhere he says that the " im~ 
porta:qce of Russia to India is that Russia is a guide showing the way along which 
India must iread." There is a certain amount on the same lines in U smalli 's 
article or booklet" A Page from the Russian Revolution ", P1574, which is 
printed as P 727, the copy found in the possession of Majid accused, at pages ~1 
and 82 of the printed exhibits. Another example of a reference to the revolution 
in Russia as an example to be followed in India is in P 2146, the report of a meet7 

ing held at MaH,a Burz on the 7th October 1928, in which it is stated that Dharni 
Goswamiand Shamsul Huda referred to the revolution in Russia. and pointed out 
that what was possible among the workers of one country was also possible for 
the millions of workers in India. Another mentioned on these lines will be fonnd 
in P 2237, a report of the speech of Nimbkar accused at Nagu Sayaji Wadi on 
the llth May 1928 where he said, that" in nussia Czar was shot down, land
owners and millowners were shot down ... " .... In India they should do the same 
thing and ,establish workers' rule and workers would get justice." The same kiml 
of thing appears in several speeches of Mirajkar accused. For example in P 
1696, a speech dated 14th June 1928 at page 6 of the new volume of speeches, Miraj
IraI' says, i' ~rhe people in Russia fought with the landlords there, with the Czar 
of that country. They have established their Raj in that country by putting 
the Czar to death, by killing other persons ........ We should ke~ before our 
eyes this instance, an instance of the movement of the workers in other parts of 
the wor~d. And if we are able to carry on our movement following their footsteps 
our'movement will be as successful as theirs was." In D 645, which is part of old 
P 1696, and is a record of another speech made on the 14th June we find Miraj
kar saying, " In Russia the same thing (a fight with the Government and the 
capitalists) occurred and the ,people there now are happy." Similarly in.P 1719 
on the 23rd August, at page 135 of the new volume, l\firajkar says, " There are 
other workers in the world, there are workers in Russia. They have shown us 
the way that this iE! the high way, this is the workers' road. The workers have to 
go by this road. They have to go so long as our Raj has not been established. " 
And again in P ]722 at page 147 of this volume he says," There is a country called 
Rilssia. rrhe workers established their Raj in that country. The workers creat
ed a mo,Terrient that time to determine the establishment of their Raj. They had 
no army that' time. The army was with the king ..•..... By entirely annihilat
ing all the ruler.t:here, industrialists there, the workers have established in that 
country their Raj, their Red Flag ........ The ultimate Delhi of the workers is 
the establisbment of their Raj. So long as power is not coming to the hands of 
the poor men strikes will always go on like this." Similar is the moral suggest
ed in Hutchinson Rccused's address on " The Road to Insurrection ", P 1694 .. In 
this at the top of the 9th page he says, " In comparison with India, Russia and 
China I will now b1ie£1y tell you how Russia achieved its liberty, how she is very 
much similar and how she was very much similar to India;" He goes on to say 
soon afterwards that " the Russian revolutionary Party took advantage of the 
favourable internal situation and the favourable international situation" sug
gesting that that is exactly what the Indian revolutionary party should do. IJater 
on after saying that Communism has now given heart to the people of Russia he 
comes to China, which also took advantage of the favourable international and 
internal situation, but in which the mo'Vement was ultimately betrayed. Then he 
goes on to snggest thafIndia should not remain isolated but the'Indian revolu
tionary movement ~hould ' attain, unity with the working' classes of the world. 
Another accused who q~otes'ihe exam21e of Russia as one to be followed is Majid. 
In P 1884 (2) a speech at Jallianwala Bagh on ~he ~8th August he saYs, " Today 
Russia has set ~n example to' the world and has shown how workers are govern
ing and how they can take up the reins in their oWn hands after destroying big 
govprnments. You should note this. At present Russia's revolution is a lesson". 
A similar reference is to be found in Soltan Singh Josh ac:cused's speech, P '1911, 
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'on the' ~h ~uIy: 1!J2S-.He'says" "Russian 1>retke:n:ieaHBed that 'fullY ","oUrd 
not let mJustic~ be done t?' themselves~ ,'T,hey brmrght about a revtliution ..... ~ 
.you ,should fo~te1' the desne tha! you haveto'destroy this' .system a~d egtablish 
that 1ln~eT which aU may eat thep~'fill .... ~ ~;, .... Th~ peop~e of RussIa created a 
r~volut~on .... , .. , .. , The ,revolution of RussIa has gIven thrs much. If you want 
~o remov~ hungeT ~nd poverty ~rom the ,wo~ld :then'I wiU say you have to get ready 
like ~ussia and create a revolutIon."', J ogleka~ accused is another W;ho quotes the 
RUSSIan example. Iu P 1715 on the 16th August, at page 103 of the new volume 
he says, "The l'evolution in Russia was brought about by beggarly persons, those 
tormented by poverty, oppressed by hunger, whose stomachs had become empty 
and who had become extremely feeble. They overthrew and extirpated and in.;. 
toxieated Emperor like the Czar within a minute and a half, and establishing the 
workers' Raj they brought about new' changes there in order that the' worldly 
existence of all may lJe more comfortable. This Governinent should take a note 
of that." And ,still more is it ,intended that the workers should take 
a note of thnt.Jhabwala' accused in: his Jhimsi speech besides men: 
tioning the Russian help in the, Bombay Textile Strike,' refers to' 
what Russia did 12 years ago. He also has a reference later 011' 
to ~he Chinese people. P 292 is of ,c()urse only the draft speech; 

, but m P,1093, the, .speech as actually made and reported, JhabwiJJa: said a' 
o. P. 721i great deal moretha!i. this. He gives a marvellous' account of the Russian Revolll~ 

tion and goes on' at a later stage to say," Brethren, the means of the your' 
liberation ~oJlsists in the example set by Russia. Do the same today. , Make your' 

_ own organisations. Let all join them. Organise yourselves and u~te. "This' 
accused fully. realises that inferences are liable to be draWn from these references! 
as in his statement as an accused, at page, 781 of the statements of the accused~ 
he says, " As regards the report of the speeab. (P 1093 (1» transcribed by the' 
poliee reporter I beg to summarilydismiss itfrom your Honour's notice Op. the' 
ground that I delivered it ina kind of Hindi whichI ought to'doubt myself even' 
now ............ My references therein to Russia I personally doubt." ' 

Another group of references to, Russia relates to the supply of monetary help 
from Russia. In this connection the prosecution have drawn attention to three· 
points. (1) the importance, attached to emphasising the source from which any 
:financial assistance from Russia came, (2) the motive for the sending of this assis
tance and the knowledge on the part of the accused of that motive, and (3) the 
question of the particular persons to whom'the money was sent. ,On ,the first 
point there are iwo interesting letters. In P 2027 (F. C. 379) Tagore writing to 
Muzaffar Ahmad on the 28th February 1928 speaks of a sum of 25,000 roubJes 
having l>een remit.ted 011 behalf of the Trade' Unions of Sovijlt Russia t() GirOn 
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aid of the Kharagpur sirikers and says about this, " There i.s no news about it 40 
either. Inquire about it and print it in the paper. It is necessary that the fact 
of its having l>een sent should be made public." The second instance'occurs in' 
Glyn Evans'letter to Dange; P 1609 (P 1807 (1» (F~ C. '506 and 507) in which, 

o. P. 7220- he sends a Bank draft for £20, a collection' made at Tashkent, ,U. S. S. R., to be
devoted toclass war prisoners. He wants this money to be useq.by an organisa
tion similar to the, International Class War 'Prisoners' Aid Organisation in Bri:. 
tain if there is sueh an organisation. ~'Failing such organisation ",he says, 
"then the Workers and Peasants Party should,assume charge and distribute il). 
the most advantageous way, publicity being essential. I am therefore leavtng it, 
to your discretion. Please advise the press of Ini!ia and also f.o~wa~d an acknow-
ledgment to ..... ; ..•... ". I suppose that the ldea of publiCIty IS as usual to' 
mark the contrast between' the generosity of Communist organisations and the, 
comparative unreadiness to assist of reformist organisations, and thereby: 
teach the workers who are their real friends .. 

45 

. 
50 

The next point is in regard ~o the motive with which :fin~cial assistance was 55 
sent from Russia. The suggesti,?n on behalf ?f t~e defence IS of~ur~e that al!Y 
money received from a tr~e unIon or orgamsatIon 5'f trade unI?nS m , RUSSIa' 
is sent purely out ofthe deSIre of the workers of Rus~Ia to, hell? theirfello~ work-" 
ers in India who are in trouble. It was no doubt With the obJect of provmg. and, 
supporting this contention that the defence ten~ered a pamphlet, D 516, entItl~~ 
" Red Money", of which one copy was found With Ghate ,Mcus.ed and ,was put ~ 
by defence counsel Mr. Sinha, ,and. another was fo~d amo~g Nnn~kar s property 

60 

in Bombay and is item 140 in his search.list P1739:' There IS nothing to ~how wh~ 
this document was put in buf at the, tnnewhen. It was tendered Mr. Sinha was;. 
representing J oshiacCllse~ .one of the Commu'Illst group, and a .number of otller 65 
accused.' ThiS. pamphlet' contain~ a statement of the facts relatmg to the money' 
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raised in\.Russia during the 1926 Ge¥eralStrike ~d Miners'L9ckout in Britain, 
-prepared by.the All Russia Counci~-of.Trade. Unions~,' The object of the pamph-
let as appear~ from the ForeWQrd IS to show the method adopted by the:J1.ussian 
'workers in collecting funds to aid the niiners, and on the page facing this there is 
:a note ,which runs as follows: '~On: page 27 it is stated that the Russian workers 
h8;d contributed ~400,000 up to J~ly:Their contribll:tio~s actually received by the 
MlIl,erS FederatIOn of Great Bntam up to the begmnmg of 1926 amounted to 
£832,000." The British Government's contention was that the Soviet Government 
should not allow the remittance to England of sums intended to support the Gen
eral Strike but the underlying suggestion was that the money was really sent by the 
Soviet Government as appears from the Soviet's reply to the British note print
ed on the page facing page 1 of the actual pamphlet. N ow these sums were sent to 
Engla~d in connection with-the General Strike of 1926 which according to Bradley 
accusetl (P 1730 dated 18th September 1928 at page 187 of the new volume) was an 
attempt at a revolution. In that speech he says, " Two years back, that is in the 
year 1926, an effort for revolution was made there (in England) but owing to the 
treachery of some leaders it was frustrated. But it is certain that the next effort 

l~ 

15 

will not now be frustrated. . Then it is certain that we shall soon bring about a re
volution in our country and that will be successful." No doubt Bradley accused 
knows what he is talking about, at any rate i~ regard to the past. Now first as to 2~ 

.' the authority responsible for the preparation of this pamphlet I have already' 
quoted the passage in P 975 Lenin's "Left Wing Communism" at page 33 which 
shows that the people who were running this All.Russia Council of Trade Unions 
were Communists, who were carrying out the orders of the Communist :i>arty.of 
the Soviet Republics. Secondly there .are some very significant passages in this 
book. The first chapter contains an account of the spontaneous reaction in Russia 
to the news of the British General Strike and the suggestion is that everywhere 
the workers were voicing such sentiments as " the British workers' cause is 
ours. " "'V e must not only show sympathy but must give practical help," 
and it is stated thnt these phrases were the expression of class consciousness. In 
the next chapter, which is headed "The voice of the masses"it is stated that u- the 
prevailing desire was to furnish support and to declare that the strike had an 
international and not merely a national significance." Numerous resolutions are 
quoted which speak of the struggle of the British workers against their sworn 
eneniies, the capitalists, ·01' which send greetings to the British brethren who are 
entering a new phase in a class war: We get such phrases also as " no conces
sions to the mincowners, to the British capitalists, to 'the class eneniies of the 
proletariat. " Another message is "learn how to fight. from the example of 
your Russian brothers". Then after the General Strike was called off the reso
lutions and messages contained furious attacks on Messrs. Thomas, MacDonald 
& Co. One message to the workers of England runs as follows : " We hope that 
this lesson in treachery will serve you for an example as our own betrayal by 
Gapon and Zubatoff served us, and that after that you will say" these men are 
not our leaders, they nre leaders of capital. Our leader is the Communist 
Party"." The author of the pamphlet remarks that this resolution bears wit
ness to the ripe 1>olitical intelligence. of the rank and file: among the workers. 
He points out that even after the General Strike the subscriptions did not fall off. 
I think w,e may clearly infer that the subscriptions were due not to mere human 
sympathy with the suffel'ings of the miners but to that political intelligence. .And 
there is support for this in Chapter IV headed" The British Trade Unions and' 
the British Labour Troub~es ", in which on page 16 tbere is a speech of one 
Tomsky, who says about the General Strike," Such a strike as this is a newpheno
menon in history. Thanks to the collective participation of the British workers, 
the miners' loekout haR developed into a gigantic. general strike. Obviously it 
is important to give all the help in our power." . Quite obviously it was. Sub
sequently the assistance offered by the trade unions in Russia was refused by the 
General Council of the Trade Union'Congress. The body of the pamphlet ends 
with an interesting passage which gives away the whole case. It runs as fol-
lows : " The movement in aid of the British workers was a mass movement. All 
the toilers of the U. S. S. R. were involved in it. It was an elemental product of 
the revolutionary activity and the highly developed class, solidarity of the Rus-
sian workers, inured to struggle, and nurtured ~. th~ spirit. of true interna
tionalism." And the conclusion to be derived from this is well supported by an 
examination of the resolutions printed in the Appendix. Which show convincingly 
that the motive for sending the money was political. For example on page 40 we 
find the workers of a certain factory in Leningrad saying in. a resolution; " We 
urge the British workers to transform the strike whioh has now begun, into a : 
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-political. strike, and to conduct ,it to ,";victorious'end,inarshallingthemselves ror 
-thiHPUrpOSO llnder.'the baririer of- tIle Cominunist Party of Great Britain~" , In 
another on' page 37 -38 th~ workers s~y, " Away .from the, comprOInis~ Xlolicyof 
,the Amsterdam Trade TImon' Int~mabonal and of the Second InternatlOnal;bolh 
of which wish to sabotage your fight and to 'hinder attempts to help yo~; March 5 
boldly into the fight.'under the leadership Of the Comintern and of the,revo~u
tionary part of the General Council." In another resolution on 'page 39 we' find 
the following: " The hour has come. The workers of one' of the mightiest capi
talist countries, when'the capitalists and the government have tried to eXploit 
them more ruthlessly, have answered by a united and organised revolutionarv 10 
mov(·ment." In still another we find the following: " The heroism and' class 
consciousness which the British workers, and especially the miners, have shown 
throughout the present strike give assurance that in Iuture struggles .the British 
working class, tempered by experience, will pass from defence to attack, and 
will change the strike of folded arms into an open fight with the bourgeoisie." In 15 
another the'workers say that they consider that the fight of the British workers 
against the capitalists is a class struggle, a political struggle, a struggle having 
international significance. To which they add themselves" Choose from among 
yourselves](wolutionary Communist leaders." In another at the top of page 44 
. the worker~ say to the British workers : " Comrades~ fir:mIyhold up the flag you 20 
have hoisted. We shaH always be with you. We, disciples of Lenin, know that 
only a general strike plus an armed rising can ensure victory for the proletariat. " 
Another group of workers " hopes that the British workers will march forward 
nlong the revolutionary road" (page 47). In another resolution the workers 
say: " We summon thE; workers of Britain to turn from defence to attack, to an 25 
armed rising for tIle overthrow of the capitalism system. There is no way but· 
this in tbe war of the working class against the capitalists. We summon you to 
put ancnd to the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and to establish the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, following the example of the workers of the U. S. S. R." 
" (page 50). In still another the workers say, " We fully recognise that Your 30 
fight is the concern of us all, that your victory will be a victory of the workers 
throughout the world." In another they say, " Weare watching the vigorolls 
l'evolutionarymovement in Britain, and we summon the workers throughout the 
world to close their ranks in a united front against capital" (page 58). And 
quotations of this sort could be multiplied almost ad . infinitum. I will co~clude 35 
with a rcsolution which appears at the foot of page 81 : " British miners, remem-
ber that every industrial struggle is also a political struggle. Bear;in mind the 
stages of the fight ,,,ith the capitalists here in Russia, before, during and after 
Red November. Hemember the words of Lenin, 'that great leader of the prole
tariat, who said that in their struggle against the bourgeoisie, the workers must 400 
never take a step backwards ............ ,. Forward with the fight of the British 
workers. I.Jong live the Conrinunist International, the general, staff of the world 
revolution. " There is scarcely a resolution in this book which does not go to 
prove that the sums sent by the Trade Unions in Russia during the General Stril,m 
and the Minl.'ts Strike of 1926· were intended to further the hoped-for proletarian 45-
revolution; and this is the document which has been tendered by the defence with 
the object apparently of showing that moneys sent by Trade Unions in Russia 
to help strikers in India particularly during the year 1928, were not sent '\\Tith any 
political Il!.otive and shou!d not be. relied upon as contributionE) intended for the 
furtherance of a Conunumst conspIracy. . 500 

Another inference which Crown CoUnsel as I think rightly asked the Court 
to draw is tlJat persons in possession of this book and particularly people who 
had studied Communist literatu:r:e and were therefore acquainted with Lenin's' 
book "Left Wing Communism" must necessarily realise that all frnancialcontri,. 
blltiOUS received from Russia, however they mig1;l.t be described, were sent 55-
for the specific purpose of fomenting revolution in India and that however the, 
senders might be described the real and actual senders were the Communists who 
al'e admittedly in control of all the leading trade union organisations in Russia. 

The third point in connection with this financial assistance was the' question 
of the particular persons to whom the money was,sent; I need scarcelY'say that 600 
we would naturally expect that such money would be sent -to Communists or Com-

. mumst sympathisers. There were two large sums of money sent from RUllsiato 
India in, the course of the Bombay General Strike in 1928. The first of these 
was the sum of 7~690 dollars (Rs. 20,916) remitted on the 20th Aprjl 1928 by 
the order of VoronQffMoscow to S. H. Jhabwala Vice President; Te~tile Labour 65 
U~.ion, Sandburst Road, Bombay (P. 1542, F. C. 405).· Unfor'tunatelyby the' 
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. time ilis~money reached Bombay,Jha.bwala aeeti~·hadt eeaseS 110 bltVicB FJv.. 
,sidentof the'Union and the National City Bamk,of New'Y-0:Jrk at Bom.ba;:1MOOrd
ingl~ made'a fresh referenee to. the despatching 1:Juk, thai is the' Deutsche' Bank, 
.Berhn(p .. 1543,F. C., 410). :A reply was recren'e<i on the 7th May' in: P.:' 1544 
(F.C. 413~ that the' Ba~ should make payment to Joshi, President' Textile Ii 
Labour .Umon, Bombay:,lD-stead of· Jhabwala. PO' 1545; p~ 15.46,: P. 1548 a" 
P. 1547 all relate to the payment of· this money and'will be found: at F. O.41~ 
~17. . This is 'the remittance with reference te, which O. P. Dtitt wrote to' Bradley 
ill P. 674 (F. C. 425) dated the 6th.June 1928 ~ H With regard: to the cotton shi~ 
ments· I do not undlerstand how this. came to get into the hands of Joss and I 10 
~nn taking it up with the senders." There is an interesting reference to this 
?ccur::ence in a speech, P. 2242, made by Da~ge accuEl~d,on the 2nd June' 192~ 
111 :wh.l~h he s~ys, "·~ven money orders are mlsapproprl8:te.d. There is· agen.tle;;. 

o. P. 729. man In RUSSIa who 18 ready to help YOU. But our enermes are coming in' the 
way .and do .notal~ow the money to come in and do not allow that gentleman t(1 15 
send the money ........•. ' .... A member of,our Party was favoured with an orden 
for 10,000 roubles. A. letter also was sent to~ us. We received the letter.; 
Tp.e' letter was received by a member who is: well known but the money is non 
forthcoming. This money has been given to another man. This money" i!f 
receivE)d by Joshi although it was sent tons.' Date and amount of money sent 20 
and the destination tally that the sender of the money was the same man whose! 
:money has been received by Joshi." It is' obvious from this that prior- to the, 
arrival of the money the accused had received· a letter t.elling them about it~ 
The second· of' these remittances was for Rs.14,101, equivalent to £1,059 odd,: 
remitted from Lon{ion to the N ationlRl City Bank of New York at Bombay for pay-' 25 
ment to S. H. Jhabwala. The releyant exhibita are P. 1550 & P. 1551 (F: C. 569~ 
571). This was acknowledged by Jhabwala. accused in telegram P.1339 P~ (F. a.. 
579) and also in P. 2410. P. (F. C. 586) dated. 24th September 1928. Both the tele .. · 
gram and the letter were addressed to the Secretary Central Komittee Textil
arbeiter, Moskau. With the letter Jhabwala aecused enclosed a copy of the .30-
minutes of the Managing Cemmittee ·of the Bombay Millworkers' Union which 
authorised the payment of what was left of this fund, after some earlier pay~ 
ments had been made, to the Joint Mill Strike Committee. This letter p~ 2410, 
P. is not the original letter: sent to Moscow but a OOPY' which was sent to Mr; 
Potter Wilson of the W. W. L .. I., London.' About this money too we find that 35 
the accused! knew in advance; see the speech of Nimbkar accused P. 1726 (2) 
dated 11th September 192.8 at page 161 of the new; volume, which begins with: 
the following words : " Brothers, I knew before one month that the money which: 
reached Mr. Jhabwala's hands yesterday was c.oming. Then we had said in our' 

O.P.730. meeting that we had understood that 15 to 20. thousand rupees would. reach us' 40 
from Russia. Thereafter I< our mCtl there" sent this money here." A couple· 
of days later, on the 13th September, in P.1727 at page 169 of the same .vohime, 
Kasle accused said: "Another thing is that the money that has come ·fromi 
Moscow has come .because of our leaders. These men had written to Moscow. 
Bradley Saheb wrote to them that the people were sulfering,. therefore the money 45 
has ·come." One wonders who it was that Bradley. Saheb wrote to in Moscow, 
thatis to say who it was wit.11 whom he had so Dluch influence. At any rate Jt is 
quite clear that this money also was· not: the result of subscriptions induced by. 
the sYIPp'athetic .feelings ·of the individual members of the Trade Unions in: 
Russia. I shall.haveto revert to this subj~ct of financial assistance in another 50 

- connection. 

Another aspect of the 'interes!in Rus.sia. and one .. which is .hig!Ily t:ypical 
of Communistagitatio?- !s the anb-war ~gItaho:n... . Anti:war a~tabon: IS of, 
Course by no means limited to Commumsts,. hut· there.lS& SpeCIal· feature of. 
Communist anti-war agitation which diRtinguishea it. f:rom. the paci:fis..t movement 55 
generally. It really relates. only to the w.ar danger ~ far ~ it affects the U. S. 
S. R. Other. wars areobv10usly not unlikely.to be be:ne~al to the U; S~ So Ro. 
and the Communist movement. Such wars are also inevdtableb.ecause·they axe. 
necessitated by the development: o~ cap~talism al}d .Imperi!'llism: Th~y are in 
fact one of the inherent contradICtIons III Impenahsm whwh WIll ultImately :e- 60 
suIt in its downfall. Moreover Imperialist wars offer a first-class opportU~lty 
for Communists to bring about a ci,:il war inside .one of ~he warring coun~rles., 
The Communis' accused have certa1llly donE! thE'J.T{ bl'st. III the matter of wal" 
danger resolutions of the correct type. They in.tro~uced a resolution C?ndemn-

o. P.731. ing the encirclement of the U. S: S. R;by Iinperialist State~ ~t the·Cawnperre' 65 
T. U. C. in November 1927 (See P. 1878 (1) (1. C .. 74) Dange.s ~. U. C. Left' 
report)-. This .resolution was. however reJected by the' Presldent. Another 
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resolution of ,the kind is the one drafted for the Jharia Session of the A I T U C 
No. 16, ~', Protest,. again.st ~overnment 's action towards' Soviet Republic~'; 
(P..549 (14». Thi~ ,resolutIon calls for a ~'.protest against the policy of encircle~ 
mept and ,prepa!ation for war purs~ed wIth ,increased vigour by the British: 
Gove~ent ag~mst the U'. S. S'. R. It was however not accepted at Jharia, 5' 
an ,?r~ary pacifist resolutIOn bemg passe~. But we get the original resolution 
agam m P. ~69 at the.4. I. W. P. p~ where IS was carried unanimously (see page 
79 o~ th~ prmted exhibLtP 669 ILII:d aT;>pendix. U on page 84). The correct point 
of View m regard to the war danger IS well expressed in the report of comrade 
Bell ,?n " Methods of the struggle against. the danger of Imperialist war" t6 10 
the SIxth World! Oongress of the COmmunIst International, reported in Inpre~ 
corr Volume 8 No. 1)8 dated 1st September 1928 (part of P. 259) at pages 1003 
onwards, and also in a speech of comrade Bell reported in Inprecorr of the 21st 
November 1928 at page 1535, and it will Qe found that J oglekar accused shows a 
very sound appreciation of J,he correct view in his statement to this Court. :r 15 
will quote ~on;trade ~ell first. He says at page 1007 tal~ng about the danger 
of Left SOCIalists. bemg able to steal from, the Commumsts the slogans which 
aptly appeal to the more radical .and politically conscious workers who are seek
inga way out of the possibilities of war: ,e In this conn-ection to every comrade's 
mind there' will occur Lenin's formula with rega.rd to, the fight against the Left 20 
about the boycott of war, of individual "refqsal to serve, o{ the 'boycott of wal' 
being a stupid phrase. Yes, in the sense' of folded arms in face of the approach-
ing war the boycott of war is a stupid phrase. But nevertheless many of our 
comrades are apt to forget this phrase of Lenin and to make a fetish out of the 
boycott of arms and refusal of military service. In combatting these slogans 25 
we should distinguish between a pacifist refusal to serve which has for its aim 
purely humanita:r:ian reasons, for religious motives or for ,certain cultural or 
aesthetic objections to taking life, and the workers refusal to fight for Imperial-
ism. This passive refusal we must transform into a revolutionary movement 
against Imperialism aiming at the utilisation of the workers for the transforma- 30 
tion of the Imperialist war into a civil war." And at the· end of this report 
he~ says,'" 'For my part with all our defects I refuse to believe that the Comintern 
will not :find a way to continue its historic task as the leader of the proletariat 
when the world war breaks out .......... , I~et Imperialists dare to lauooh an-
other world war~ I am of the opinion and I am sure that you would agree that 35 
if they do Nemesis awaits them. Let us resolve and make all necessary pre
parations that another world wal" will bring the final colla.pse of Imperialism; 
the victory of the world proletaria,t over its age long class enemy, the inter
national bourgeoisie. " The other speech of Comrade Bellm this connection 
was made in presenting the report of the War Commission, see Inprecorr Vol. 40 
8 No. 81 dated 21st November 1928 (part of P. 259). In this at page 1535 he 
speaks of " a more clear·' formulation on the question of individual refusal to 
serve, making quite clear that our fight along these lines 'had rio thing in coffi!I1on 
with the pacifists. Our final draft makes clear that nothing is to be obtamed 
by following the pacifist methods of individual refusal to I'!erv~, or mass refusal ,45 
to serve on merely on pacifist grounds, and that the proletarIat can only come 
to sm'ceRS by working in the armies. " 

For Joglekar accused's .correct appreciation of the right view on the'lnatter 
I may refer to page 2055 of the statements of the accused, where he s!lY~' ~' As 
alreadY analysed by me at an earlier ~ta~e a war between two·.Impenal!st sec- 50 
tions contending over a share of explOItatIon of the earth stands on a different 
footin <7' from a war of aggression of an Imperialist group against a country 
where "'socialism has triumphed. In the former case .it is immaterial to us, to 
all International Socialists, as to who wins. As a matter of fact we wou14 wish 

. Rnd work for the defeat of both the belligerents and try. by all possible ineans 55 
to transform the'Imperialist war into a class' war, a socialist revolution In the 
countries of the belligerents" (i.e., a civil war). And as regards the distinction 
bchveen pacifism and Communist anti-war agitati.on he is equally correct in 
what he says at pages 2049 and 2050, where hE! says, "Communists'. opposi~ 
tion to war is not also ofa sentimental, philosophical or negative character. . . . . . 60 
We do not subscribe to the method of the Social Democrats of the.Secc;>~d Inter~ 
national the method of abstract theorising and protest agains.t war .. We are 
more co~cerned: with the actual and concrete realisation however small of. this 
protest th~n any a~stract. f£!rmulati<!n of it. That is .the. essence o~ our attItude 
towards war.;......but Imperlahst reactIonary war-:-because Commumst~ have not 65' 
any conscious objection to wa; in general. It, IS, only the the rea<:ilO?Iary 1m. 
perialist wal" that the COlnmunlstsare opposed to. ' He goes on to mdicate that 

l.81JMCO ' ' .'. "'" 
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O. P. 73'. the Oommunists would participate in any other war which from their point of 
view, that is from the point of view of the advanc.ement of Communism, is a 
just war." And the same is their attitude towards peace~ He says, "We 
have no respect for any abstract peace. Peace between capitalist powers could 
only mean the recovery and perpetuation of that same Imperialism, which makes .5 

O.P.7SS. 

wars inevitable. Real peace, the peace of peoples, could only be the gift of pro
letarian revolution. What, is wanted is not a capitalist peace in place of capital. 
ist war but a civil war between classes instead of an Imperialist war between 
nations. Hence the slogan Lenin gave when war broke out of the transformation 
of the Imperialist war into civil war;" .As in so many cases whatever doubts 10 
could possibly arise from a consideration of the prosecution evidence have been 
most indl1.striously cleared away by- the Communist accusetl themselves' in the 
course\of their statements to the Court. I alluded a little way back to financial 
assistance from Russia, and I must now deal '\\ith the largei' question of finan-
cial assistance generally and the way in which it was received, which raises 16 
the question of secret ways of communication. Now I have dealt already with 
the remittaIllCes which reached Spratt accused from time to time. I have not 
however dealt with those which reached Bradley accused, an~ perhaps before' 
going any further I should touch on them and state briefly what remittances 
there are of which we have evidence on the record. These sums are as 20 
follows :.....;;.. . 

£30 

£40 

£80 (in 2 sums of £40) 

£100 

Rs.500 

£80 (in 2 suins of £40) 

On the 21st December 1927 from L. C. 
Bradley brother of the accused, vide P. 
2424 series P. 1520 and P. 1521 (F. C. 
330). 25 

Same date from same sender with a 
message" cable receipt" ; vidie P.,2425 
series, P. 1522 and P. 1523 (F. C. 329), 

On the 13th March 1928 from L. C. 
Bradley, vide P. 2426 and P. 2427 series 
and P. 1524 to P. 1529 (F. C. 387 and 
388) . 
. By telegraphic transfer from Rath. 

bone on the 3rd May 1928, vide P. 1504, 
P. 1505 and P. 1505 (a) (F. C.410). 

On 12th June 1928 from Len (L. C. 
Bradley) with a message "towards 
sending delegate ", vide P. 2428 
series, P. 15~3 and P. 1534 (F. C. 433). 

By telegraphic transfer from Spratt 
accused on the 30th December 1928, vide 
P. 2114 andl P. 2115 (I. C. 330). 
. On] 2tll March 1929 (but not paid 
until the 16th August) from Mrs. Brad
ley (mot.her of the accused) with a mes
sage "from mother wire receipt 
T .. eague ", vide P. 2422 and P. 2423 
series and P. 1514 and P. 1515 (F. O. 
385 and 386). 

30 

36 

I think that the sums received by Spratt along with those received by 60 
Bradley accused and the contribution!'! from RU8sin nre all the amounts of which 
we have actual evidence as to their receipt. But that these were not the only 

o. P. 736. amounts which actually reached conspirat.ors in India from conspirat?rs abroad 
is by no means difficult to infer from the numerous mentions of sendmg money 
in the correspondence which is on the record. And indeed as the whole of the 65 
evidence leads one to conclude that this money was being sent for conspiratorial 
purposes it would be most unlikely that evidence would be forthcoming as to the 
actual s~nding and receipt of much of what was SAn.t, for that is what cover 
addresses, secret means of communication' and the like were intended for, namely 
to secure that not only literature letters. etc. got through saf~ly but also money. 00 

Now first as to the indications that financial- assistance was being sent 
throughout the whole perio(l covered by this case ; the first reference in this 
connection is D 374, a letter dated the 22nd October 1924 recovered in the search 
of Bcgerhotta 's house at Rewari and put in by the defence. Towards the end 
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~f ti:.!s letter Roy writes: " T~e-development of t~eVernacular'PreBs is able) 
very lDlportant. yte s~all certamly be glad to contnbute, and are even prepared 
to find! some financIal&d when necessary." . ; 

Next in P. 2375 CF. C. 62), the r~port of the Amsterdam Conference in the 
notes of the Sunday afternoon meetmg on the 12th JUly it. is mention~d that 
af~e~ Robs~n had objected i;n regard to thesendillg of· Dutt to India that the 
Botish Party had only £100 m hand for the purpose, and that this would merely 
suffice to ('over his passage out and back and therefore the Party could not accept 
financial responsibility if Dutt was sent to India, Roy replied that this would cause 
no expense to be incurred by the British Party, that is to say that someone else 
and the someone else could be no one but the Communist International was going 
to pay for Dutt's visit to India. and work there. Of course C. P. Dutt never 
!,ctually went to India, but in due cours~ Ca~pb~ll.(AlIison), ~pratt a~dBradley, 
if not others, all went there, and bearmg In mma the financIaL straits of the 
British Party towards the! end of 1925, it may be surmised that .Unless.the 
British Party's subsidy from the. C .. I. was cOD!~iderably increased:, the same diffi
culti-es would have arisen as arose in connection with the proposed visit of C. P. 
Dntt. Then in February 1926 in P .. 2321 P. (F. C. 115)Sipassi writes. to 
Iyengar : "You will soon get financial help. Pleas() let us know how much 
(minimum) do you want? ", and a mO'Ilth later in P. 2169 (1) (equals P .. 2322 
(2», (F. C. 136)Roy writes to Begerhotta : "In the near future some financial 
aid for carrying on the work will reach you." But some of this seems to have 
gone astray~a:s6 months later in P. 2315 P. (F. C. 142), dated the 29th Septem
ber 1926 Sipassi was writing to Iyengar: " All of you complain for not"receiv
ing commnnications, papers and money from us, but have you ever thought 
that you have never taken care sending us adequate addr,esses where things should 
be sent. One instalment of money was sent to J. P.'s address which he gave 
Bome time ago. I hope yo~ have :received that. About further instalments a 
letter was sent to his address. Please give nl'! addresses for letters, papers, 
money etc." And in the Urdu letter which accompanied this letter Sipassi 
wrote : " Received all letters of Begerhotta. Au instalment of money has been 
sent to him on the address given by him, whi~h must haye reached him by now 

. aince a month has elapsed. More money will be sent to you if you will soon start 
a newspaper of the Party and send that newspaper to us." Then he repeats his 
complaints about the failure of the comrades to send addresses. 

Next on the 13th Oct<iber 1926 in P. 2323 P. the Foreign Bureau writing to 
the Central Committee of the C. P.I. through Iyengar says: H We hope the 50 
pounds sent a month ago to Com. R's private ad'dress have been received. We 
are awaiting the acknowledgement to remit further instalments. But it will be 
very necessary that you indicate some better method of transmitting money. " 

Then in D. '371 the Foreign Bureau writes as follows : H Here I do not "Want 
to enter into the discussion of material assistance for the Party press. You 
will be approached on this question by othE-'rs, who will discuss the question more 
cO'llcretely ", by which I think the writer meant that they would be approached 
by an agent, who could disCuss the matter. face to face. Sipassi again mentions 
the matter of money in P; 2324 P. (F.O. 163), dated the 1st December 1926, in 
which he says: " It is a pity that money fell into the. hands of Dogs. It was 
sent in a letter to Rewariaddress, a~yhow what is lost cannot be regained ..... . 
A permanent arrangement is going to be made soon .............. Some money 
has been sent direct to" Ganayani". Please let,us know if M. A. has received 
it ", and at the end he says':" £50 were sent to the Editor" Ganavani "." 

In subsequent letters we co~eto references to money, which are in cryptic 
language, in which M;SS. ~r bo?ks and !he like terms are us,ed to represent money. 
For 'instance in the mVlSlble mk portIon of P. 1859 (F. C. 179), dated the 25th 
January 1927 Dutt writing to Spratt says: "Look for letters at Cooks .• I 
am putting MSS on both forms you signell." The reference to letters also m 
this is doubtless a reference to remittances through TholJ!.as Cook & Sons, because 
there would have been no point in' addressing ordinary letters to that· address. 
:At the end of the same portion Dutt writt3s wit~ refel'en~e ~~·the. Canto~ Con
ference : "Passage of delegates both ways WIll be paId. , . which ObVIously 
meanS that it will be paid by ,someone with whom the writ~r is' connected. In 
this connection I have already alluded to Spratt's remark m P. 38 (I. C. 29), 
in which he told Ghosh,accused that whetberh~ wE'nt ~o CantO'll officially: or 
unofficially his fares w:ould~ paid, and .with .re!5"a.rd to· t~is it is. notewor;hy: that 
Spratt accused never receIved P. 1859. HIS mformabon that Ghosh s fares 
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'Y~Jlld b~ paid was, therefore,derived f~om ,som~ other. ~ou,rce.~ In ~ll probabi~ 
Jity. the expenses were to be met. from the large sums of moneyreinitted ito 
Spratt himself within a month or two of his arrival in India. In another letter, 
of Dutt, P. 1007 (F. C. 213), dated the 9th June 1921', we get two references 
again to MSS. In the body of the letter he says : " Are still in touch with the 
Methodist, Times' It is worth examining for news of old friends., I under
stand that you did not rec,eive any MSS from them. If I were you I should 
give them a reminder about it. It is good to get any useful greetings 'and 
messages. I believe your old friend Fh. knows someone in Colombo who wo.uld 
write something. It would be wOl'th while arranging to get a short MSS from 
him. How do your arrangemc-nts stand' about gE'ttingncws like this in general!" 
,In the invisible ink portion he writes: " How are MSS arrangements! "Then 
Spratt mentions MSS very soon afterwards inP 2328P (2) (F. C. 218) on the 
14th June, in which writing to ' Dear Douglas' he says : " You should receive 
~some sort of .MS8 bY' the end of August. Ask Baker about ~t: It . should not be 
~~ent directly' by me or Amb. ". .' 

Next in P 1012 dated the .25th July (F. C. 227) Dutt says: "What is the 
,position wit;h x:egard to ~S~ ,. , I.hear of complaint that the Y. M. C., A. seud 
110 MSS to you. That is in general correct and the general decisions still stand, 
but you must use your discretion." Spratt accused deals with the subject again 
at some length in P 2329P (1) (F. C. 235) on the 15th August in whichhe says: 
~'On t.he subject of books I have not heard from Fhus lately, but unless there 
.hasbeen an. un~xp~cted deyelopment things will by now . have almost reached 
a crisis.. I, gave him full particulars of how to send etc.· I~ a message ,lla'!lllot 
arrived it should do, so via Baker, or of course if you prefer, I will send it as 
be.fore. I want to increase the space allowed from hereby say a third, as I am 
convinced that it is impossible to get in the information required with the 
present word space ", and, this proposal is amplifi~d in Spratt's draft letter, 
P 1009, (14' •• O. 300), dated the 4th September 1927, which is full of references 
on the subject.· For instance there is. the passage "But finances at the 
moment ", followed bya long reference to Begerhotta's offer of money, which he 
had rejected; after which he goes on " Generally they are bad. You spoke in a 
letter. dated end of May, that I should send about 200 words to Baker."After
wards he goes on to discuss the ' general arrangements,' and' actual sending,' 
which involves someone going to Lahore (Kuhlque ).Then in the .second half 
of the letter he more or less gives up the attempt to use cryptic language and. 
mcntions the sum ofRs. 2,400 a month as being required, when all the details 
which he has giv~n are totalled up. . The next reference is in that very interest
ing letter,the .Assembly Letter, P 371 (1), at F. C. 364,. where Roy says·: HNow 
the financial matter :-During the last months there was disturbance for reasons 
known to you. Arrangements have been newly made to continue the aid for 
the three papers and also for the monthly in the north,' if necessary. Besides, 
provision hag also been made for other necessities as specified In a report -received 
two :months ago. This is a temporary arrangements". And further on he 
says :" Please find out how much money will be needed to buy one or two small 
printing establishments in the country. I am of the opinion that for your 
pre!)ent purposes we do not need our own press which will only lock up money 
that could l;>e mor£' profitably us'ed." There are also references to the subject 
of money sent from Europe in the correspondence between Muzaffar Ahmad 
aeep-sed and Tagore, with which I shall deal in connection with Muzaffar Ahmad 
accused ~s individual case, and ~mother interesting little piece of evidence on this 
subject is the letter from the League against Imperialism' to Jhabwala accused. 
dated the 7th November 1928, P 2211 (F. C. 638), in which Chattopadhyaya says: 
" The qu~stion of placing the necessary funds at your disposal for running an 
office is being considered, and I hope to be able to give you a reply in a week 
or two." . 

In, the light of the whole of the references particularly those in· the corres
'pondence between Spratt accused and C. P. Dutt, the suggested interpretation 
of wllich I discussed in dealing with the cryptic correspondence! I have not the 

. smallest doubt that in all this .correspondence, under the screen of MSS, words, 
space and the like; t.here are concealed references to financial arrangements anq 
the sending and receiving of money for the purposes of Communist work in India, 
that is for fhe 'purpose of furthering a Communist conspiracy; and I do not 
thi:nk there could be any doubt in the light of all these references that a good 
,deal Qf money was coming in quite regularly, which never came to -the notic,e 
.... . . 
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of the authorities, aild of which, therefore, these cryptic references are the only 
evidence. ' 

This brings me to the other question, which I suggested, namely the differ
ent ways in which communication was maintained between persons abroad and 
the accused in India. Most of these things I have of course alluded already, I) 
and at this stage I wish merely to group them together. One method of en
deavouring JO ensure the arrival 6f a letter, which has come to light in the 
evidence, is the practice. of sending a number of, copies of the same letter in 
different ways or to different persons. For example in P 2380 (1 ) (l!'. C. 61) 
on the 3rd July 1925 Roy says that he had sent a message in three ways expect~ 10 
ing that it would reach the addressee surely, and one instance of this we have 
on record in P 2320, the" Patna friend" letter, of which a copy was also sent: 
to Iyengar and intercepted en route. Then -1 mentioned in the case of the 
E. C. C. I. letter that the copy sent to Ghosh accused ~or delivery to Spratt 
accused was intercepted and with~eld, but that evidently' did not prevent the 15, 
letter from reaching its destination, as copies of it were found with a number: 
of accused. Another case, in which the practice of sending ,a number of copies 
of a document to' different persolls in the hope that. one or other of tb,em may 
get through safely, is to be seen is the series of letters, P 2215, P 221~,P 2217: 
and P 2218 dated 31Rt October 1928 from the R. 1. L! U. to Dimge,Ghate,. 20 
Thengdi aud Jbabwala: accused. 

Then we' get clear indications of some methods of communication, which 
involved letters taking a very long time in transit, which obviously suggests, 
that these were letters which came by hand anq not through, the post, and 
thereforc depended on the length of time, which the' 'messenger took to make 
thc journey, quite apart from the time which might be occupied in waiting for a 
messcnger.For instance in his letter of the 15th August 1927, P 2329P(1)f 
Spratt writes to Dutt : " 1 have just received your letter of May the 25th ", ~o 
this letter had taken 2} months on the way. Much about the same time on the' 
9th August in P 1008 Dutt writes to Spratt accused: " 1 received your lettcr 
datcd the 14th June not two weeks ago ", that is to say, towards the,end of 
July, which would mean that this letter had taken some six weeks or more 
on the way. And Spratt again in his draft letter, P 1009, speaks of Dutt's 
photographs afl having taken neady two months to reach him, so that he 
(Spratt) could make little out of them. The inference is irresisti1)le that these 
letters' came by some very' circuitous route. We know that letters were sent 
by lascars, and it is quite possible that if money came iilto India from the North, 
letters may have come the same way, and such letters would have been likely 
to tako a considerable time en route. 

Coming next to the actllal arrangements themselves, we find 'references from 
a very early date to the necessity of making some arrangements. In D 374 Roy 
writes: " Therefore 1 will request you to make some provisions to receive our 
litera~ure from outside.............. If you will send us' from time to time 
l;Iome 'addreRseswe can keep you sllPplied with all the necessary literature ",' 
which may of course be a reference only to cover addresses. ,Then'in D 371, tile 
Foreign Bureau writes : " Now a few words about the Party on tactical ques
tions. First and most important of them is the creation of an apparatus for 
importing literature from abroad...... Every effort must be made to organise 
an apparatus for'the illegal importation of-literature. We are in a position to 
take care of this end of the line, but unless there is an efficient apparatus at the 
other end, Mll our efforts would remain ineffectiv~. Comrades especially engaged 
in this aspect of the thing have been carrying on correspondence. with you on the 
matter." The subject waR cliscn~sed at the Amsterdam Conference'in July 1925, 
and Evelyn Roy at F. C.70 " stated that literature could bc sent through saIlor!'. 
Dutt aslted what could be done with it iil India, and Roy stated that he h~ 
addresses in Bombay, lJolombo and Calcutta." The.next reference is in P2321P 
at F. C. 115 in which Sepassi says': '~It is absolutely necessary that there should 
be somebody to replace N-O, in Col, (obviously an abbreviation for Colombo) .. 
You know those boats do not go to Madras, iUs ,only Col. which they touch on, 
their way to ,the fat east. : :please see that N. ' ,G. is replaced at once by another 
friend otherwise all t~ie org,nIiisq~ion OIl this end will be ruined and the work 
will suffer -f" by w~ch he clearly :means t~at satisfactory arrang~ments E'xist for 
tarrying literature to Colombo, ,but unlcst; therc, isa safe person to receive it 
there, the efforts of the despatchirig parties will be wasted. 1 have already 
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quoted.Sipassi's remarksinP 2169 ... Sipassi ~e~tiolls.Colomb.o.again in,P 2327£ 
(F. C. 212) writing to Iyengar under the cover address of Kannan on. the 2nd. 
June, 1927, where he says: ., Please note that tlJ:e Colombo affair is ~o postpone 
for "SOmetime, the two addresses I g'aye are no mOre good-I mean the'addresses 
of those on board theho~ts ", which' would seem to imply that the lascar svstElm 5 
had hroken down through the unreliability of the, mesfjengers. Another' refer-
~nce to this system is in P 1007 (F. C. 214) in which in the'invisible ink portion 
between the lines Dutt wrote: " Why did you not meet Ismail on 'the' Nevasa 7 
:., ........... '. .. I ar.nwaiting for Hamid." On the 14th June in P 2328P (2) 
('F. C. 217) Spratt writes to Dutt : " I fear that the hreakdown of ~omiriunica.- l() 
~ions is a serious matter. Even the last resort you adopted collapsed partly at 
Uti s el,ld. but we may be able to re-establish if. .. Y 011 got my long letter I gather. 
Two ,,\>'ere sent afterwards but I suspected that both failed." I have' alrEiady 
drawil attention toP 2·J07P,Ajndhiya Prasad's letter to C.P. Dutt written from 
the. S.S. F..llysia at :Malichester and maki~g an appointment at Birkenhead, as a 15' 
result Of which Dutt, we can feel no doubt, met Ajudhiya Prasad at Birkenhead 

O.P.746. aud -gave' hlm the letter, P 1012, (F. n 227). Then Dutt replyiI).g to' Spratt's 
letter of the 14th June in P 1008 (F. c: 232) dated the 9th August says:'u I hope 
very much tlw.t it 'will be possible to re-establish 'communications OD a. 'b,ette!" 
basis.' I hope von will have received the addresses of various friends with whoii'l 2() 
you '()nghttO'~b~ in touch." '. . . . .. 

. I do not think there is any other. direct reference i~ the ~orresponde~ce 
until the' end of October 1928, when we come to P 1208 (1), the n.. I. II. U; letter •. 
copies of which were intercepted and are on record al'! P 2215 to P 2218, to which 
L.referred npageor two ba-ck. With this letter wasellclosed a copy of aresa:-· 25 
lution proposed by the Indian Delegation to the Congress of the C. T. and adopted 
bY'.tlie· Secretariat of the R. I. L. U. This resolution lays down a t!'lntative plan 
of ,woHc for carrying into effect the'resolution. on India of the 4th Congress of 
the Profi:r.ttern or R. I. L. U .• item 4 in .which runs 'as follows : . ': 

(.. •.. HJ:mmediately stre:ngthen international connectlonsby (a 'organising ex- 3() 
cnange of lihlrature through couriers rind seamen etc. between India ,and l<Jngland, 
I;ndia and' ,China, Japan etc .. " 

O. P. 747. Another. piece of evidenc(' in connection, with this'f Lascar system" is ali 
entry iiI a diary, P 397, fonnd at 211 E. A. Lane, which' has in it l\fuzaffar 

\;. Ahmad's name and apparently belonged to him, and contains the following' 35 
entry, dearly relating to some Indian seaman: "Register no. 084394, 5th March 
1923, official number 106885, S.S. Imani, datef)f.engagcment 26th May 1927, date 
of discharge 17th September 1927." '.rhe S.S. Imani is apparently a steamer 
belonging to the Anchor Brocklehank Line . 

. Another hlteresting' series of pieces of evidence in this connection is the 4() 
>.". follo,ving. In the poss~ssion of Amir Haidar I{han, the absconding accused, 

along ,dth a series of other interesting documents including copies of the Com
munist' :Manifef:to, the Political Resolution (11 copies), Sohan Singh Josh's Presi
dential address (8 copies), the Trade Union Movement resolution (8 copies), the 
W. P. P. Principles'and Policy (3 copies) and a typewritten copy of the thesis on 45 

",. the Revolut,ionary Movement in the Colonies and Semi-colonies, there was found 
an unsigned and incomplete letter, P 1065 (F. C. 722), dated Hamburg the 18th 
December 1928, in which the writer mentions various people at Hamburg for 
whom a mes!'!enger might ask at the International Club. One of these is Julins, 
and the writer gives Julius's· address as Julius Trosin, Hamburg, St. Pauli, 50 
Heine Strasse 10, No.1 Flat. Now 'a map of Hamburg was found at 211l!1 A. 
I .. ane and is (Ill the record as P 525 (2). O~ this map the route to the Inter
national Seamen's Club is indicated. This same address of Julius Trosin was 
al~o found written on a slip of paper recovered from the possession of U~mani 
accused, which is P 1561, and still another copy of this address is mentioned 55 
in P 362, the search list drawn up in respect of the search of the, offices of the 
B. J. 1V. A., the Bengal Textile Workers' Union and the Garden Reach Workers' 
Union at 7 Garden Reach Road, Calcutta, all of which were in the occupation of' 
Manindra Sinha, see item 83 of the search list. There are two other pieces of 
evidence in regard to Amir Haidar Khan to support P 1065, namely the mention 6(). 

O. P. 7'8. of his address at Ghelabhai Street in the diary, P 1284, recovered in the sear<:,u 
of Appo:ii Rao and the statement of P. W. 9, Ali Mardan, a storekeeper on 
the S.S. Compass, who deposed that he took a letter from Amir Haidar Khan to 
Hamhurg in November 1928, when he was working on the S.S. Ahrenfels. This 
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letter the witness p~steu according to Amir HaidarKhan's instructions .at 
Antwerp. Later on m Hamburg he was given by a man, who gave his name as 
Carl Lesse, a parcel of books to bring to Bombay and deliver to Amir Haidar 
Khan. ~'hese books the witness kept in the-engine room tunnel where unfor-
tunately for him they were discovered and thrown overboard by the Captain 5 
with the exception of P 2500. 'fhis witness recognised Amir Haidar Khan's 
photograph, P 1067, and it may be noted that on the envelope, which contained 
this and 9the!' photographs, there were written in pencil the words " to AU 
Mardan ". 

Besides the evidence of Ali Mardan in regard to the carrying of communi- 10 
cations from India to Europe and Europe to India, there is also the evidence 
of P. W. 63 Abid Ali, an Indian seaman, the " concert performer," who was 
" skinned" of the' Besants ' letter, P 1686, (F. C. 348) addressed to Karanth, 
see P 674, (F'. C. 425). Still another carrier of letters was Abdul Hakim, P. W. 
28, who ~de such a muddle over carrying the Assembly Letter, P 377 (1), to J5 
Muzaffar Ahmad. 

~'he last and probably the commonest method of trying to ensure that a 
letter which, if addressed to the accused concerned, would inevitably be inter
cepted and viTithheld, was the use of cover addresses. The ordinary method of 
applying this system is for a letter to be addressed to the gentleman whose 
address i.E! heing used and to put the actualleHer inside a second envelope, which 
goes inside the cover bearing the stamps and address. We get frequent men
tions of this matter of " addresses," and we have on the record dil'ectevidence 
of a number of cases of the use of cover addresses. I have already quoted a 
number of these references, which are largely requests for the provision of new 
addresses and information that old ones no longer hold good. In England the 
use of this system is mentioned hy Ieuan Thomas in P 2391P (1) at F.C. 33. In 
the Indian correspondence I ma.y refer to Sipassi's letters, P 2321 P of the 17th 
February 1926 (F'. C. lUi), P 231!l P and the Urdu enclosure, both dated the 
29th September 1926 (F. C. 142 and 171), and P 2324 P dated the 1st December 
1926, (F. C. 163), which cancels two old addresses in Paris and furnishes one 
new one aud also discusses the change of address at Colombo and the provision 
of more addresses at Bombay, Calcutta and Karachi. Then we find· Alakh 
Prakash alias Ajudhiya Prasad sending Iyengar an address at Calcutta and 
asking Iyengar to eend him a new address, in P 2313P dated the 31st May 1926 
at ]'. C. 131. Other references of this kind can be found in correspondence right 
up to the end of the period cO\Tered by this case, see for example Adhikari's 
letter to Vera, P 1196, the translation of which is to be found in P 2529, in which 
110 speaks of " the efficiency of the post· office " and says : " If you get the letter 
that I have s~nt to you by a different channel, you will get a couple of new 
addresses. There you will also find a letter which please forward. The letter 
is to a comrade whom you know. This comrade will be able to give you a new 
address, which you should plnase use. Please use all other ways of reachi.ng 
me. " Then there are also a large number of cover addresses about which there 
is evidence on the record.. In the case of Iyengar we know of three, N. Swamy, 
Kannan an~ Chakravarty ; in the case of Muzaffar Ahmad we come across Abdur 
Rah.im and N. C. Dey, and in the case of Ghate we know of Mudkatte and 
Karallth, both of whom have been produced as witnesses by the prosecution. 
Then in tho ('ase of C. P. Dutt we know that a letter for him was addressed to a 
Mr. C. L. Lease and another to Horsman (by Bradley accused), and still another 
address suggested by Dutt himself was that of H.· W. Gardiner at St. Albans. 

Tl1e last method ~sed with the object of securing that, even if a document 
were to be seen in the post, it should not be understood 'by the authorities and 
therefore should not entail any injury to the cause, was the use of the figure 
cipher. iavisihle ink, cryptic language and the transposition code, which would 
be ea.sily understood by the recipient, but might keep the C. I. D.iil doubt at 
any rate for some time. 
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PAR~ ;XXV. 
O.P.750-· 0 f th f 1 d" . 

CIODtd. .... ne .o. e, ew genera . efences which were put forward by the learned 
counse~ wh9 argued the case for some of theConimunist accused, was tlui.t it 

. could never h~ve occurred to a!ly o~ the~members~ who organised the Workers' 
. and ?eaR8;nts ::t::arty, that .theIr obJect In formiJig these organisations was to 
ge~11.v,e . Hll~. MaJe~ty the. King Emperor of his: sovereignty over British' India. 
Quite what It was, on whICh he based this suggestion, I was not able to make out 
~ess it was a delib~rate shutting of one's eyes to all that appears in the 
eVIdence. And th~t mdeed was .what he ~sked the Court to do throughout his 
ar~ent. There IS scarcely an Item of eVIdence which he dealt with about which 
he dl~ no~ a~k the Court to reject the !>bvious ~terpretation, without suggesting 
anything m Its place. The second pomt on which he laid great stress was that 
the Wor~ers' and Peasants' Party was not a" veiled" Communist Party, as the 
prosecutIon was alleged to have declared it to be (although this description .of 
the W. P. P. as a " veil~d " C. P. did not really come from the prosecution at 
all). The reason for this plea was no doubt that he felt that the objects and 

o.P.751. methods of the C. P. were illegal, and therefore the admission that what under
-lay the Workers' and Peasants' Party was a Communist Party, would be dan
gerous. That was apparently why the point was laboured again and agam 
that the Workers' and Peasants' Party was not a Communist Party. But it 
never was the prosecution contention that the \Vorkers' and Peasants' Party 
was a Communlst Party. The ,contention was that it w~s a party. organised by 
the Communists and worked by the Communists with the .object of organising a 
mass revolutionary movement. No doubt the ideas suggested by the conspirators 
outside India in regard to the kind· of party to be organised have varied from 
time to time, hut that fact does not help the defence case. On the contrary the 
fact that the ideas of conspirators in India have also tended to vary along the 'same 
lines is one of the strongest pieces of evidence against the accused. The history· 
of these variations is interesting. In October 1924 in D. 374 we find a People's 
Party being suggested but this was not very firmly pressed, and in 1925 C. P. 
Dutt was ~uggesting a Workers' and Peasants' Party. On the other hand in 
January 1926 M. N. Roy was suggesting a People's Party with an illegal Com
munist Party inside it, see P. 2320 P. at F.C. 112, and later on in the same year 
came R. P. Dutt's " Modern India" and Roy's" Future of IndiaTil. Politics ", 
in both of which a People's Party, which was to be a mass revolutionary party, 
was propo~ed. Next in October 1926 the Foreign Bureau wrote to the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of India in P. 2323 P. (:E". C. 145) proposing 
the launcbing of a broad working-class party, the Workers' and Peasants' Party, 
which, it is stated a little further on, "is. a veiled Communist Party," and is 
therefore to be. distinguished from the People's. Party, which "is a revoIu~ 

o. P.752. tionary nationalist party." The position of the W. P. P. as regards the People's 
Party may be taken to be cleared by the remark in D. 371, whose date must be a~ 
proximately a month or soJater, wher~ it is stated that the W. P. P. tho-l1·gh not 
a real Communist Party will be essentially a Communist Party, vide the remarks 
in the paragraph at the foot of page 2 .of1;he typed copy of this letter. So w~ 
have got already from the European proposers of the Workers' a~d Peasants 
Party that it is to be "a veiled Communist Party" and 'f essentially a Com:. 
munist Party" and D. 371 also Elhows that the Workers' and Peasants' Party 
is expected to'work inside the revolutionary Nationalist Party?r People's rarty, 
see the remark in D. 371: The other (the People's Party) IS a revolutIonary 
Nationalist Party in which will enter the working class organised in its ?WD. 
Party (the W .. P. P. Party)." . This is not the last pronouncement of th~ kind. 
In 1926 in P. 85, the Manifesto to the All-India Nati~nal Congress, G.auhati, 1~26; 
dated the 1st December 1926, issued by the Communlst Party of IndIa and. p:mi:
ed in England, at page 106 of the printed exhibit, we ge~ the same proposal of; a 
People's Partv. All this must. hay,e been very confUSIng and led. to such .dis
cussions as the . one with Fazi Elahi mentioned in P. 182~ .. Then m P; 377. <1) 
at the end of 1927 we find Roy complaining that the Indian comrades have In

terpreted the Foreign Bureau's suggestion too literally an? have aIlowe~ t~ 
W.P. P. to be too openly identified With the 9. p.:, th!s.bemgth.e resu)t o!a 

c..' legalist deviation in regard to the C.' P., and suggestmg Ideas for reorganIsatIon. 

. Finally by the end of 1928 we find that the ideas in Europe a.s .to ~he value. or 
parlies like the Workers' and Peasants' Party h~ve .changed, and a new p'r~ 

O.P.753. posal is being put .forw~rdfor the separatE:' .or~anlSa~I?no!. ~~~, wO.l"~er~. ?n·t1!~ 
.",; one hand and the peasants on the other, and· tn' due -course we nave. &VIdence 
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that the Indian comrades were con~\d.eri~~ ,ht;>w to put these ideas into practice. 
The whole of the correspondence and history of the W orkerrSl' and Peasants' 
:r~rties shows quite ~learly, that they ce!l~inly wer~,:,ei~ed COIDIQ.unist :J?arties __ ' -, 
m this way, that they were not' Commumst Parties In the c;irdi,nary sens(}, of ,. ' 
-Putting' forw!lrd' the full OommunistProgram.nie~ but they Were OOIQmuni~t D 
Parties in the sense of being organised and run by Comniunists! with the pbj~t " 
of furthering' the Communist, Movement t<,>wards' revolutio~. It makes_ tio 
:p.ifferenc~ to ~ynllnd whet?er th~ revoluti0!1' immedia~e~y in view w~~ t9 be', ~ 
)iemocratIc nabonal revol:utlOn or a proletanan revolutIon; the on~ :was In any 
,~ase regar:ded merely· as a pr~liminary to the other and ,elther, of thelI! woul~ 10 
~ome ~tl~m the ~ope 01 SectIon 121 A I. :p. C~ , 

" 1\nother ,way, in which an attempt was made to get away from what is in 
fact the adxnission thattheWt>tkers' and: Peasants' Party was a 'veiled' Com
munist Party, was by declaring that there were nQ socialist iteII!.s' in the publio 
progranime of the W. P. 'P's. That ho:wever is ,of course not true. We need 15 
only r.efer to P. 1017, which declares'the ultimate object of the Party to be to 
'obtain Swaraj, wherein the means of production, distribution and exchange a~ 
publicly owned' and socially controlled,' and ,among whose demands we find 
natiomilisation of land and nationalisation of the means of production, dis
tribution and exchange. P. 527 (4), a document found in a file containing; fol" 20 
example, the office copy of Spratt's letter of the 14th March 1929 to C. P.' Dutt, 
P.527 (1) (F.C.846), states the objects of the movement and of the W. P. p. 
iIi lesson 2, item 3, (page 40 of the printed exhibit) as follows::""'" 

o. P. 754. , ~,' The aim then is control of the means of pioduction by the work~rs---:-p,~t 
by individuals, but by the class (eventu~lly by society as a whole) i.e.' socialism" 25 
not capitalism~, (Develop the idea of' socialism~quality, iriternationalis;m, 
.social control etc. as opposed to the practice of capitalism. Cite what, haE! bee:q. 
40ne in U. S. S. R.).'", , ' 

" ,These faCts completely refute the defence suggested in the joint statement 
of thedorDmurust aCcused at page 2738, where'it isstatcdthat" the WOrKeTS' & 
Peasants' farty did not put forward :sociali'sm as part of its programnie." 
No doubt the p:rogramme's of thee. P. and the W. P. P. were not exactly the 
'~l;ime, .put no one has ever suggested that they were. . The document, to which 
th,e accused th~mselves referred; namely" The Principles and Policy" of the 
Y'/. P, ·P., which states that " the function of the Party in the' most general 
tenns is to achieve the essential preliminary step,Le. the attainment ·-of poli
'tical independence, for the abolition' of exploitation and political oppression'! 
ieally gives their whole case away, for this very document goes onto say that 
:I.' .the line of action of the Party is to develop to' the fU:llest extent the organisa ... 
tiori and coIiscio1:lsness of the masses in a revolutionary direction", and as 
define.d later on the phrase.sl " exploitation" and" political oppression "turn 
out to Dlean in fact· the present capitalist system of society With its classeB\, 
bourgeoisie,' petty bourgeoisie, ~orkers and peasants, which is to be abolished 
by expropriatio~ of the capitalist.s. . " , 

Another suggesltion put forward both by :Mr. P. lL Sharma for'the Gom
Plunist accused an4 in the statements of those accused is the argumep,t that 

. o.P. 755. these Parties grew up naturally, and were all the outcome of the ordinary deve
lopments which Communist doctrine asserts must come about owip,g to the in
berent contradictions in the Capitalist system. In the light of the evidence on 
the record, that defence seems to me ~o be quite futile, and in this connection I 
xnightperhaps refer to the accused's own statements. For example" in the joint 
statement at page 2611 Nimbkar accused says: " We are equally convinced 
by the same study (by this he means the study of historical facts from a Com~ 
munist stand point) that in a colonial country, such as India is, the revolution 
which will precede the proletarian revolution, will be of the nature of the bour .. 
geois-democratic revolution. This will achieye the complete freedom of India from 
the control of British Imperialism, and the complete abolition of all feudal and pre.:. 
feudal forms of social organisation and will result in the establishment of an 
Independent Democratic Republic. ,This, is " the revolution for :which we were 
working, " and we are· convinced that the programme which we put before the 
country, the programme of the united anti-Imperialist front of all those classes 
~apable of carrying through the revolution, was the only correct programme 
for attaining. it." Bradley accused says on the same point, in regard to the 
natu.re 9f the Party activ:ities: "Our activities (speeches, Trade Union 
JP.eetingB"e~c.) ,41. connecti~~ with the~ovement have been in .accordlince with 
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O}lpt'Ae@rt "t anit f,or, what .t~i!! tpepry; WI\It w~ ~JlY:f.efer ;~ga.~~ ~9 tP:~j~~t.!tate. 
JAept~t p~~~ ,2611"iW'her~N~l;rlbkat;;aceu~d~~y,Si~ ,;d~u~ n~y~r.t\teJ?ss.,:w~,~W!! 
s~bs~npe, to t)l~ ~y;stem o~ th.Qug4t and, tl1El well-thOllght~P1Jtan.d, sc~ell~c.ppli; 
ti~aJ progr~!'llal,d,do~fo~ the ;\-mdd fevqlu~ion; 1ytha~ mostppwe~~lwqr~~~ 
W1d~ reyolu~lOnilfY o~ga1p.~tlqn~;theCQIl1nl.uN~t Illternat!onap',., .. ' ,5 
- This is :praMi~ally th~·saIIu~ defene~' as theso'c~lled determini~t theory, 
nam.el~ the 'suggestion that the f!-ccuseq were 1?ot t~e-a:cllV(~ movers,butwh#e'Vet 
they did was merely under the influence 'of hisUmcal foi-ces:' o}\Iirajkar aCcused' 
for. instance sa!~' that '! ~p~~ading -~-.ot. guil~y' the, aecrtsed 'wer~ -ghided by W 
deslre !o 'prov~ tha~ the':' anns and.' actloIis w.~l~b. have ~een stigmatised ~learly. 10 
as a crl.nnnal conisl!nracy, are precIsely theallns andachons\which ate histori~ 
apy necessaryJ.nthe ihterest of advancement and progress of; Indian' societY 
as a,!ho~e ",,!nd. ~egoes on iospeak:of thi~ <ionspi!a~y~sbein,g !'.-a. ~oIispirac)t, 
of f)bJ~chve 'conditions.'~ The same IS the s?~gestIonput fo~ard ~n the' 'joi;nt
s~atemen~ of the acc'!lsed at page 2613 where It IS stated that " ~t is a~ conspiracy 15 
not of 31' men nor even. of the whole of the Communist 'International but of 
objective conditions and processes, and it is th~s~ alone whicb.determinehistorie-' 
at events. ~'The defect in this argument was however visible to the accused 
the~selves al!d; at 'page 2615: we find N!mbkaraccu~ed, exP.t~ss!ng' _~hi~ as -foP 
lows : ,Ie While tp.er~fore we assert our genera~ly, detel1IllDlstlC 'VIew; we do 20 
not attem~t to lise this ~s. a~ al1iurne~t by which to escape ~rom,. the' consequen~es 
of our actIons, or to nnniIn'ise them m the eyes of the Court. On the contrary 
we lay the greatest possible stress upon the importance of ,'~ cOnscious ,; revolu
tionary activity, organisation and le~dership. P (I can hardly believe that it is 
intended to suggest that 'one can have organisation without agieEiment. r 25 
And on this point of organisation and 'how - essential it is we may 
refet to an article entitled." Thermidor '?, 'one of a series of articles 
found in a file in the Kranti o~ce and bicludedin Ex; P. 1220, in whicliit is 
stated: "It is necessary, t~ stress the point that in-its actmi.l achievement a 
revolution has to be' ,planned and carried through by conscious deliberation. 30 
True, it cannot be made olit of nothing~andonly the 'organi,c development of 
society can prepare the materials'-but given the' materials there still remains 
the need to work them into the fomis d~sired. One may have .the eggs but one 
needs more than intuition· to prepare the' omelette. J 'Another attack on the :pure 
deterministic theory of revolution is contained jn' an' article . by: Lenin himself 35 
entitled I' Two Tactics" (P. 1207,(2» in which he says,'" It is true that a 
popular revolution 'cannot be fL"'{ed ~p ....... : ' .. StilI to start a!1 insurte~tion ,in 
case we have' actually prepared for. it and.in c,ase the altea4Y accomplished re
volution in social relation ma:I~es'such 'a popular-uprising possible, that is surely 
a situation that can ,be realised.'" So it is evident that we need not waste much 4() 
time over the deteIininistic defence, as mdeed the' accused themselves rightly 
~~~~ , . 

. Anotbersuggestio:p. was, that' there was no force 'intheprose~ution case 
because, as it was Iilaid, the accused llad ~ommitted :qo overt: acts, and It ;was s~g
gested that the prosecut~on had atso~e 'sta~e admitted the absence of .. overt 45 
acts. What the prosecutIon actually dId admIt was ~hat there was no eVidence 
in this case of ,overt ac~s o;f yiolep'-~, Wp-!-cp. ijl qll!te ~ m-ff~;r~t tw.p.g ... ~p.~~~ are 
of course mm;ter(,ms qvert acts ~n this case' . such ~s'particip~ tiOl} in m~~tlJlg,s, 
demonstrations" proces.sions, the n;taking of. speech~~, ;\:Vpting 9f l~t~erli! 1l~9 SQ 
on arid so forth. But ill any case the questionwhethe~ there w~re or ;wer~ no~ 50 
overt acts committed in pursu~nce· of the conspiracy. is irretevan~, . since the 
explan,ationjn Sec. 121,-A lays It down that '~ to ,consh.tu~e a conspIracy und~~ 
this section it is not nel;lessary that. any act ,or illegal omISSIon, shall take place m 
pursuance thereof.'4' And if'the· suggestion is that the absence of acts of 
violence is in itself a point in defence, it is quite sufficient to point out that if 55 
conspirll-tors are attempting to Qrganise a Jll.ovem~nton a large sc~.le~e last 
thing they can possibly desire would be. SOIre stupId preplature act or Violence 
which would bring them Or p~ople who, mfluenced by them, had c<?IIlII!-ltted such 
an act, into the limelight, and thereby render the further. o~ganlsatIon' of the 
movement twice as difficult as it had heen before. ,As MlraJkar accused say!'! 60 
in reference toa passage in one of liisl spee~~s .at page H530f the statem~nt8 
of accused: ." In this passage I was explaImng to the workers tha~ the tIme 
for the actualre'\1olution had not arrived. Before ~he actual rev?lutIon co~es 
I was trying to impr~ss upon the workers the l}-e(jessity for pr~p~nng and gO.mg 
through theintermedia.ry stages of the ~evolutlOn and the necessIty. of orgamsa- 65 
tion ofaueh a· rev:o.l~tIon." 



Then'there is another plea which has been put' forward thai this is Ii 'nrose~ 
O.P.769. cution for· I opinions '. I~ is a plea which was often urged, evidently bywajr: 

of propaganda, in the earlier stages of the case but less was !laid about it in. the 
:final arguments. In the light of. the evidence in regard 'to what the accused 
actually did during the p~riod covered by this case the suggestion that they have 5 
'Qeen prosecuted for opmlOns becomes merely laughable. As :Roy himself once 
pointed out,.'" the Prosecuting Counsel in the Cawnpore Case 'declared ihat Com:
munism or a Communist Party as 'such did not constitute a criminal offence'''; 
and he we-p.t on to say that" Governmentdo not ;objectto Communism as such "~~ 
that is to say, Government do not object to opinions as such. He goes on "But. 10 
applied Communism is not tolerable (Le. to' Govt.). It is, no longer a dead, 
theory. It' iilvigorates the present political struggle by stimulating the, 
~on~ci~~sness andener~y of the revolutionary social forces." The same re:u-, 
IsatlOn IS to be found III the Assembly Letter where he'says, "Edward .maln
tains that the'" Masses" was not correct.in saying that the accused ill the 15 
Cawnpore Conspiracy Case were sentenced as Communists. In· Edward's.' 
opiuion they were condemned not as Communists but for making preparaticms 
to wage war against the king. The conclusion of this argrupent is obvious.· A·, 
C. P. can exist legally in India if it abstains from the preparations. to wage war 

" against' the king. . That is, . legality can be had at the expense of the very raison- 20 
d.'etre of the C. P." And further oil he says, "A-Communist Party is not form-
ed by a number of individuals declaring themselves Communists. It is done in 
actions, first for the propagation of Communist principles and programme among 
the masses, thEm organising those subscribing to those principles and programme 

O. P. 760; . in the fight fol' the realisation of these principles and programme, and then again: 25 
leading the entire working class in every stage and form of the struggle leading 

O.P.761. 

up to and creating conditions for the overthrow of capitalism and establishment 
of socialism." And again he says further on: "Before the Communists have 
taken two steps in this direction of organising their Party, the narrow limit of 
Communism as such will be exceeded, and they will find themselves waging war 30 
against the king. If they do hot act in this direction, they will never have a' 
party, will never be the leader of the working class, will never organise the 
struggle against capitalism and will never realise socialism." Wherein I think 
that Roy put the matter very well. But it is for no mere holding of opi.nions that 
the accused iIi this case are being prosecuted ; otherwise the number of accused 35 
before the Court would no doubt have been very much larger, as the evidence has 
certainly disclosed the existence of plenty of other Communists of' what Spratt 
accused would call the" arm-rhair type". The stress laid by the accused them
selves on organisation work, work in other organisations and so on, The eduC8.:-
tion of the proletariat, and generally work for a revolution even if it was not 40 
hoped that that revolution could be brought about in the immediate future, pro-
vide a complete answer to the suggestion that the accused have been prosecuted, 
for opinions. In any case it is really no defence. Indeed in a sense it is imma
terial how the prosecution is described. The question is whether the acts of the 
accused bring them within the mischief of the section under which they are 45 
charged. 

Anothe~ plea which. has been put forward is that the accused have been· 
prosecuted for ordinary trade union activities. T!w. same remark of course 
applies to this plea. The truth of the matter is that this plea involves an 
attempt to misconstrue the prosecution case. It is not disputed and never has 50 
been disputed that trade union activities as such are legal. What the prosecu-
tion did set out to prove in connection with the trade union activities of the 
accused was that in the course of those activities, in every possible way, the 
accused who participated in them applied t.he principles and carried out the 
directions given in regard to such matters by the Communist International and 55 
its subsidiary organisations and agents. That is to sayan this evidence was 
put forward as material on a fair construction of which it w~s reasonable to. 
infer that· these activities were not mere ordinary trade union activities but 
that the accused concerned in them were llsing them for the purpose of further-. 
ing a Communist conspiracy and with the ultimate object of bringing about a. 60 
revolution. 

. . 
And this leads me to another defence, namely the suggesti9n that there is 

no justification for a charge under Sec:' 121-A because the revolution CoIitem.
plated was not an " immediate" revolution or insurrection. But the 'qu,estio~' 
whether the revol'ution contemplated, and by implication admittedly worked for; 65 
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~as to t~e placein the imxnediate future or.in the comparatively distant future 
18 really Irrelevant. It must naturally take some time to orgam's ' > - 1 t·· ' 
nd rticul -1 h - h - . - ' e.a revo u IOn 

a pa. ar r so wen you ave to walt for t~e cOnditions to'beexactl Ii e. 
,And this questIon, whether the faet that the obJ-ective is distant l'S mat Y·-IP. 

bihha alr d b di d 
' ena,lS 

onew: c s ea y een spo.se of by a ·ruli:ngreported in I. L. R. 37 
Calcutta page 467., At page ~06 Su: La~e.D_ceJenkins laid it down that 't' the 
fact that t:h~ purpo~e Wa& not llIlm~a~e, if It was a fact, would only be materi'al 
so far as It may brmg the matter Wltbinthe saving .application of section '95 of 
the L P. C.'.' And Section 9~ .Ia~s it down that "nothing is an offence tbY 
r:eason that It causes, or t~at It 18 mten~ed to canse, or that it is known to :be 
likely to cause any harm, if that harm 18 so slight that no per!!on of -ordinary 
sense ~d t.emper would c?m'plain of such: harm". This 'section has obviously 
no a~plicab~n to the n;taking of preparatIons for a revolution, and I feel Sl,lre 
that mthe !.ight of thel~ own state;ment~ the accused would scarcely appreciate 
the suggestIon that section 95 was applicable to what they did. The language 
used by J oglekar accused would certainly not suggest that he attache,d -so small 
a value to his own efforts. In his statement -at page 2058 of the statements of 
the. ac<:used he. sa~s, c, It isbeeauseCominunism stands for the end of tl;L~ 
caPItalist explOItation and for that purpose works for the conscious organisation 
of the exploited masses for the. -overthrow of Imperialism and capitalis~ that 
the international capitalism and Imperialism 'are so hostile to Communism and 
look upon those who stand for Communism as the' deadly enemies of their 
ca~~alist society.". ~ then at page )961 of.}1is statement he says, " The 
political general strike IS the best and most converuent method for this mobilisa
tion and consolidation of all anti~Imperialistforces, and as good'Coinmuriists 
who understanq that the way to social revolution lies through the national demo
cratic revolution it is our duty to mobilise all the revqlutionaryforces for such 
a revolution. It was for this reason that I suggested a resolution for the orga
nisation of all genuinely anti~Imperialist forces ,under the slogan of a pplitical 
general strike." At page. 1991 he says, "My attitude in the Trade Union 
Congress was in keeping with -the principles that I propagated. As a Cpm:' 
munist it is my duty to see that the working class movement in India develops 
on correct class-conscious basis and whatever I have done in aU these Congresses 
I,have done in keeping witl!- this principle." And again at page 2036 he .says 
in connection with, the C. ,Po J.: "Wb.at~ver: ,activities ,I have be~n charged of 
and all the: trade union 'and public activities, I have done as a Communist ..... . 
. . .. .. As a Comm~t I do stand and sUllscribe to the progra:mnie and policy 
that is laid down from time to time by the Communist International, the policy 
for world revolution and reorganisation of society on principles' of socialism. " 
And a little further on he says," And ~s the~ay, to, ,social revolution lies 
through a national,revolutio~as a Oo~uni~tI ·undoubtedly ,work for and the 
C. P. I. also works for natiollal revolution!' This is a very different point of 
view from the one he- had expressed at the beginning of his statement whenb,e 
Baidat page 1710 : " I should really consider it a proud privilege to be! able tQ 
lead the Indian working class to insurrection. But unfortunately the objective 
forces have not been so very generous to me, and it is ridiculous. to suggest 
that our elementary attempts ,at-.-:working cla,ss organisation were tantam0.unt 
to insurrection." But then of course nobody ever had made that sugg~tl~n~ 

Another defence plea which belongs to this group _ is that ·put forward by 
Adhikari accused who. at page l).89, ()fJhe stat~men~s of the accused said, " T~e 
right to organise apolitical party" whatev~r: ItS aIm.s. and methods .may b~, IS 
inherent under bourgeois democracy." This proposItIon. sounds qUlt~ d.elight
ful But when it is analysed it is apparent that all that IS me~t, by It 18 ~hltt 
while no doubt it is an offence for th,r~e,or fopr people to C?nSpire say t~ com
mit a murder, on the other hand if you can bUlld up a conspIracy so that l!.oo.n
tains a hundred, :a thousand or a million people;who al~ ~ave theBamea~ of 
committing a murder, then, if 'you ~ oply .Call tlt a,po1,ibcal party, there Is~n 
inherent right to organise it. The proposition only needs to be stated, for Its 
absUrdity to be manifest. 
. The last of these extraordinary defences- is very similar to the0!le-:whi,ch 

1 quoted, as being, put forward by Hutchinson accused, at the very b~gmrung of 
this .judgment. In.his arguments to'theCoprt ,foglekar ~ccused sa~d that the 
prosecution argued that the accused's " policy. was. an. Illegal policy. accord
ing to the I. P. ,C ... But lte. argued. that this policy of natIonal demo~~atic rElVo
lution was a bona-fide policy. That the accused represented a political party 
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with an honest open political programme and claimed to be treated as such. 
This clam he based' on the principle 'known under democracy as toleration. 
And he claimed that in this respect a -Common Law right existed which how:. 
evel', of course he neyer explained. Then he went on iorefer t~, some' oth~r 
organisations and said, " These' examples will show clearly that the doctrine 
of freedom of thought, freedom of speech, freedom of. organisation is observed 
in practice to a certain degree even if it appears at first sight to conflict with 
the letter of the law." In fact what J oglekar accused asks is that the law should 
not be construed so as to make acts performed in the exercise of' these rights 
and in propagating such a policy punishable;. And that is really what Spratt H 
accused is su:ggesting when' he says at page 454 oftha statements of the accused, 
'I I had been doing the things 01' some of them which 1 am charged with, help-
ing t~ form a Communist Party with the ultimate object of bringing about re
volution and so on. But one is not, accustomed to look upon these things as 
being illegal." And again at page 456 where he says that a jury " would feel Ii 
that we had been doing ordinary straightforward political and trade union work 
which even if it aims ultimately at revolution it is not customary to call 
conspiring to deprive the king of his sovereignty". I do not quite under
stand why Spratt accused should suppose. that a jury would regard with a 
favourable eye work aiming at re'\rolution, by which he himself . says inP. 1979 2( 
that he means violent upheaval of a political and lD-ilitary character, Revolution 
in the good old fashioned sense. 

A much more honest point of ,view' is that which is expressed by Joshi 
accused when he says at page ,262 of the, statements of accused that " revolti~ 
tion is not to be justified according to the section of the Indian Penal Code." 2i 
This is very much the same way as Mirajkar accused puts it at page 839 of the 
statements of the accused, where he says, " If this conspiracy is c~al it can . 
only be criminal from the point of view oft.he Imperialist Penal 90de." And 
indeed however much Spratt accused may like to pretend othel"Wlse, that was. 
r~alised long ago by the accused's ex-comrade M. N. Roy, .who says at page 29 3( 
of his " Political Letters" (P. 1187), " There is a great ~:fference between not 
preaching violence and preaching non-violence. If the idea behind the other 
is to keep clear of the Penal Code then the whole thing becomes miserably 
static. You cannot conform the programme of a political party to the 
vagaries of the Penal Code. This has never been done anywhere in the world 3i 
and it will not be otherwise in India.." A stat.ement which is of course only 
true when by a political party you mean, as Roy and all Communists mean, a 
revolutionary party. 

, All these points were however of course only', red herrings' intended to 
divert attention from the real point of issue. But there are one or two legal 4( 
points of greater importance which call for some discussion. The first of these 
relates to the application of section 10 of the Indian Evidenc~ Act. Mr. Sinha 
put forwar.d an. argument that section 10 of the Tndian Evidence Act, which 
renders admissible ,against other conspirators things said, or done by' one 
conspirator in reference to their Common intention, thereby only renders ad- 4i 
missible statements in regard to future intentions. With the general admis
sibility of documents under section 10 in this case I dealt in some of my inter
mediate orders,. see the orders, dated 25th Nov: ,1930 and 6th January 1931. 
But at that stage the question was not put in this particular form. It certainly 
would have been put in that form on the last occasion if it had been possible, ii( 
because the document in dispute then was P. 2512, a document which contains 
an account of things past communicated by. one conspirator, to another and 
therefore prima facie coming within the scope of the illustration to section 10 
which mentions, as relevant the contents of a letter written by a, conspirator, 
giving an account of a conspiracy. But at that stage the ruli:ng reported in 5t 
I. L.- R. 55 Bombay at page 939 on which Mr. Sinha based his main argument 
when he was, summing up the defence case for his clients, was not in existence. 
Relying on it he has now contended that not only P. 2512 but the bulk of the 
evidence which has- come fu under section 10 or, as he should more rightly 
have said, is liable to be used under section 10, should go out. He referred at 6{ 
the time of argument only to P. 2512 and to such documents as Bradley accused's 
report of the Jharia A. T. T. U. C. Conference and the A. T. W. ,P. P. 
Oonference and the like. and suggested t.hat the same would apply to a large 
number of others. He undertook to' refer to other documents which would be 
covered by this argument when he came to deal with individual accused, but to 6£ 
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the' best· of my i'ecoll~ction he .never did so, possibly because he did not reall 
attach very much WeIght to "this arguID;ent. The gist of the ruling reported ~ 
~. L. !to 55 Bo~bay was that the narrative of a past incident was not admissible 
m eVldence. as It ~,a~ no refere~c~ to the common intention. "But'~, the 
!eport contmued, It was pe~ssible to prove what the' propaganda was to be ; 
if the p~phlet was to ~ntam an account of the attack (already made), the 
prosecution. would be entitled to prove what that version of the attack was, not 
~s a narrative o~ P8:st events but .as a statement which one of the, conspirators 
mtended to publish In the f~ture ~ reference to the common intention.'" The 
resul~ therefore was th~t thI~ par~lCular document containing a narrative of Ii 
certam attack was admitted m eVIdence. It follows that the discussion on the 
other point was really unnecessary and the opinion expressed was an obiter 
dictum. T!rls i~ a ruling which is of cours~ not ~inding on this Court, but ~t 
the same time It cannot be left out· o( conSIderabon .. Barlee J. who gave the 
ruling said that he interpreted the'words " in reference to the comnion inten~ 
tion H to mean "in reference to )Vhat at the time of the statement was intended 
~ ~he fu~re ': and in this connection he said: " This appears tom~ tobe~'the 
rabo deCldendi. of the Calcutta Cases:' (3~ Calcutta 169 .and 46 .Calcutta 700). 
N9W .1 ltave dIscussed both these rulings In my order. dated the 6th January 
1931 and I do not. know on what considerations. this view is b.ased. . Certainly 
the headnote. does not in the case of either of these judgments support it. On 
the contrary the ratio traceable in both these rulings appears to. be the prin
ciple of agency, which, as BarIee J. himself says, is the principle on which sec:. 
tion 10 is based. ~owever Barlee J. argued that it could scarcely be said that 
one conspirator has mIy implied authority to give a description. of past events 
to his co-conspirator. But surely this was illogical, as in effect he himself 
proceeded to hold, by admitting the account as an account given for the purpose 
pf propaganda, a purpose in regard to which such authority might certainly 
be supposed to exist. Moreover this 'view is in obvious contradiction with the 
:illustration to section'10, and the only reply .which 'has been put forward on 
that point is that the illustration appended to 'the section is not part of the Act 
and need; not therefore be considered. Here again the learned counsel for the 
defenc~ has had to rely on an obiter dictuIDwhich appears in the ruling of the 
Pniljab Chief Court reported in 28 Indian Cases at paga 738, while on the other 
side there is the authority of the Privy Colincil in the ruling reportad in 21 Cal 
Weekly Notes at page 257 that" it is the duty of a Oourt of law to accept (if 
that can be done) the illustration as being both of relevance and value in the 
construction of the text." . The ruling goes on further to say. in regard to the 
illustrations, " They should in no case be' rejected because they do' not square 
with ideas possibly derived from another system of jurisprudence as to the law 
with which they or the sections deal" (as is the case JIere). And it was fur~ 
ther held " that it would require a very special case to warrant their rejection 
on the· ground of their assumed repugnancy to the sections themselves and it 
would be the very last resort in construction to make any such assumption." 
This ruling related to the ·construction of· section 32 clause 5 of the' Straits 
Settlement Evidence Ordinance and illustration (1) thereto, which. are exactly 
in the same terms as section 32· of the Indian· Evidence Act. .Crown Connsel 
also relied on another Privy Council case reported i;n. 23. Cal. Weekly.N otes 
at page 233 where it was ruled that certain ill!lstrat~ons yre-;e to ~ tak!ln as I!art 
of the statute. In the light oCall these con~lderatlOns It I~, ~ think, lIDJ?ossIb!e 
to accept the judgm.$t in 55 Bombay as laYing down a 'prmClple by WhlCh thi.$ 
Court 'should be guided. . 

ID. the course of his arguments Mr. Sinha also argued at great length on the 
necessity for the existence of evidence other' t~ari eVidence ~dmissible under 
section 10 to prove (1) the existence of a «!onspIracy, and (2) th~ fact that a 
given· person was a party to it. This appears to me to be b.8:sed me~e.ly on a 
confusion of thought. A pie(le of evidence may from one pomt. of VIew b~ a 
proof of the existence of a conspiracy· and from the other .usa~le under section 
10 for other purposes. Similarly it III:a!. on th~ one .han,d • .if say the han~
writing is proved, be a proof of the partIClP!lti9n m the co;nspIra.cy of. a certam 
individual. and also be usable under s~tion 10. a~eVIde~ce agamst other 
individuals. There is no need for the eXistence of eVIdence eIther to prove the 
conspiracy or to prove the participation of· individuals in it which is us.able 
exclusivelv for either of those purposes, which was apparently what Mr. Sinha 
meant by'his argument. No doubt, as he.said •. the list of co-conspirators which 
is on the reCord and appears' in the Committal Order' and is also attached to 
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the char~ is not evidence in the case. It 'Was merely a list given by the :pro~ 
secution for the convenience of the defence and in'llo far as it is not supported 
by evidence it has no particular value. And it is not necessarily exhaustive 
either. It is of course nedessary that a foundation. be laidfol' the admission 
of evidence under section 10,but I think there is no doubt that allowing for the 0 
application of section 136 of the Indian Evidence Act it is sufficient that at tM 
conclusion it should be possible to say that the foundation. has been laid. And 
so far as I can recall Mr. Sinha did not attempt to do more than argue th~ 
miitter 'of prinCiple, whereas what was and is necessary if such iular~e~t. is 
to have any value, is to put one's finger on the particular case of an accused 10 
ora co-conspirator in whose case the ,condition has not been satisfied. -

Lo<?king back over my notes I find that I listened to argUments from Mr: 
Sinha oh legal points for about a day and a half, but on considering the neces,.. 
sity of discussing the points raised by him in those arguments, it appears t~ 
~e that apart from these two questions in regard to section 10 of the. Indian 15 
Evidence Act and a few remarks 'about the general weight to ,be attached to 
evidenc~, the remainder of these arguments consisted of a general discussion 
of legal principles, with which I need not worry, because, when all is said and 
done, a general discussion. of legal principles does not lead anywhere at all 
So far as questions of admissibility have arisen, they had been dealt with 20 
already (that is apart from this suggested interpretation of section 10), and 
the evidence is before me. The real question through~ut is as ,to the interpreta:-
tion of that evidence and the weight to be attached to specific items of -it, gene
rally or in the case of individual accused. It will be sufficient just to mention 
the rulings which have been. quoted in regard to the weight to, be attached to 25 

_ evidence, namely, I. L. R. 37 Calcutta 467 and 39 Calcutta 119, by the prosecu
tion, in addition to which Mr. Sinha referred to 16 C. W. N. 1105 and I. L. R. 
38 Calcutta 559. The'first of these 4 rulings is also valuable on the subject of the 
kind of evidence a Court will usually have to rely on in a case of conspiracy, on 
which point see also 16 Calcutta Weekly Notes page 1105. 30 

As regards other specific points only two were raised. One was in regard 
to the admission of the evidence in regard to certain letters intercepted at 
Bombay, and the other in regard to the use of entries in a search list instead of 
the production ·of the document itself. 

O.P.771. The first of these was raised by Mr. Shiva Prasad in arguing the case ofB5 
Adhikari accused. ,He contended that certain copies (the ones actually referred 
to were P. 1811C, P. 1657C and P. 1683C) were not admissible as secondary
evidence in the absence ,of the originals, because in the, course of transmission 
there had been a disturbing element, and because certain postal seals ,showing 
where the letters were posted and the date of posting, had not been given. 40 
In view of these defects he urged that the notices iBsued to the ,addressees were 
unwarranted. . Now the real point in connection with these copies was that the 
~riginalletters were said to have been brought from the Post Office to the Police 
office by a special constable and also taken back by him or another special 
~onstable. For instance in the case of P. 1835, P. W. 250, Inspector; Dost 45 
Mohammad. said. he received it from the Postmaster, Gii'gaon,· and it was 
brougoht to him through a special constable who also took it back. P. W. 253, 
Sllb Inspector Kothare, also gave. evidence in regard to the system in force 
and said : " These letters were intercepted from various post-.i:>ffices in· Bombay. 
There are a number of police officers authorised to receive, letters ,for, censor- 50 
ship from different post-offices. They are brought from the po'st-officesbyour 
tuen, Police Constables and Head Constables. The intercepting officers do not 
themselves go to the post-offices ".Then he 'said that" there were one 'or'two 
ot.herofficers doing the' same workas me at that time... . Whenever Inspeetor 
Desai Was there he used'to 'work in t.he' office." The other officers,'he,~x- 55 
plained, 'were P. oW. 271, Sub Inspector Ketkar, . P. W. 269, Deputy Inspector 
'Cliawanand P. W. 262,' Deputy Inspector Chaudhri. IIi regard to the ,-.system 

o. P. 772. the last named ,. of I these officers said: "Reposting : actually means 'returning 
letters to 'the postal authorities from whom they are received. In rare ,cases 
this was done by me 'personally, but usually they were :returned by the hand of"a 60 
, special police constable. 'This was the' ordinary practice in my· office." '. The, sug
·gestion for the defence was that, these being the facts, in the absence of the pm
duction as witnesses of the individual constables or pead constables; who hi ·each 
case brougoht the letters from 'the post-office and took them back, the Court 
,should not make the presumption . that these 'letters were' duly reposted. 65 



O.P.773. 

()ro~ ; Counsel conten~ed t~at this ~as a case of something done in th~ 
,ordinary course ·of busmess In a public office, and that the Court was entitled to 
""811ply'Section 114 'of the Indian Evidence Act and draw the presumption that 
ihe ·constables. or head C?nstables actuaUy did return to the postal authorities 
the letters which were given back. to them for that purpose by the officer con
cerned at the Police office. One point to which he drew attention in this con
nection was that the aecused concerned scarcely in a single case gave an actua'! 
denial of having received any:of these letters. The answer which the accusea 
gave about most of them was simply' I do not admit this letter.' Now at page 
510 of his book on ~. The Law of Evidence ',8th Edition, Mr. Ameer Ali says that 
slight evidence will· suffice to raise a presumption of possession of a document, 
where the document in the regular course of, business ought to be in the' eus'tody 
of . the party served with notice. Crown Counsel suggested that onCe a letter 
was put in the hands of a Police officer, whose duty it was to take it to the P08t~ 
offic}e, that was for-practical purposes the same thing as giving it to the post~ 
man or putting it in a post-box, and would raise a presumption under Section 
114. He further pointed out that in s,pite of the fact that at a comparatively 
early stage this Court upheld an objection ):>y the defence to the production or 
copies made in' interception in all cases where the originals had subsequently 
been found in a search, except where that was .necessary for the purpose of 
proving; for example, the date of writing of an undated letter, there. were a: 
number of Cases; in which there is proof on the record that letters intercepte<1 
and copied at Bombay .did. actually reach their destination. For instance 
P. 1834 C.(P. W~ .249 S. I. Mathkar) is a copy of a letter from Muzaffar Ahmad 
to Ghate,the original of which was recovered and is, on the record as P~ 1348 
(22), P. 1835 C. contains a copy of a letter from D. to J., of which the original 
was recovered with Joglekar accused arid is P. 1144, P. 1848C. is replied to iIi. 
P. 2055C. and P. 1849P. in P. 421, P.1851 P. is referred to in the minutes of the 
E.C. of the Bombay W~ P. P., P. 1344,·on the 26th August 1928, P. 1854P.'(1) 
was recovered ill original asP. 1304 and P. 1866P; is acknowledged in P. '2211. 
These last 6 are letters intercepted by P. W/s 250 and 253. In the case of 
P. W. 262alsb there. are at least 9 intercepted letters, which are proved in @ne 
way or another to have , reached. ,their destination.P. 1601' Cj P. 1603 P, 
P. -1612 P. and P. 16780. were.all found in original in searches, and the originals 
are·P. 134S, (34), P. 1348 .(29),P..:.955 .. and P. 1118. Then we find P. 1627P.· arul 
P.1659P. replied to.m P.421 and _Po 2417P. Then P. 1613C. asks for certain 

- manuscripts to be .sent and :P. 16150. acknowledges receipt ;of the manuscripts, 
O. P. 774. and thereby fthowsthat the first letter had reached the addressee. Thenagam 

P. 1647P. is a 1etter .asking for suggestions andP. 1652 acknowledges -receipt 
of suggestions. P. 1656C. is a copy of a letter, which enclosed a draft for £10 
for the .A.. 1. T. U.C.,andwe have on record the A. I. T. U. C.aecoun.t which 
mentions this amount. There aTe also instances to show that letters inte:r:. 
. cepted byP. W. 269 .also reached their destination. I think that these instan~ 
are amply sufficient evidence 'Of the ordinary course of business having bee~ 
regular~y fonowed to enable'meto draw a presumption under Secti01i114 of the 
Evidence Act, and I may note that had it not been for my order of the 16th 
April 1930, when; .so far· as I can see, the Crown by some mistake 'based 'their 
ease on Section 15 instead of Section 16 of the Evidence Act, the number of sllch 
instances would have· been enormously increased. . 

O.P.775. 

The 'other point raised was in regard to the proof that an article was found 
in the possession of a certain person by reference only to the search list, without 
the actual article having been produced in Court. Tn this connection CroWIl 
Counselr argued that when a search list is put t6 a witness, the effect of his 
saying 4"1 searched a certain place and I recovered such and such articles, 
descriptions of which are given in this search list " is really to make tbesea~c1). 
list part of his statement, and in that case there is certai:rily no need tobrmg 
on the record such things .as books and th~ like .for which the title is.a suffi~e~ 
description. Ina case like th.is the mere ne~esslty of keeping the recor~S'Wlth1U 
bounds would be a 'jnstificatio~ ~or excllld1T~g from the record. by thIS . m~lJ.s 
articles not capable of mif;descnphon. That IS on tlIe general pomt of pnnCIple. 
Actually there are only three pieces, of evidence of this kind, and Crown Counsel 
pro'ceeded to defend them one by one.. The fi~st of thes.e is a note on apiece ~f. 
paper giving the address of one JnliusTrosl1l;found.m the search of ~~ 
offices of which the person in charge was M:amndra Smha. The search list In 
questi'on is P. 362, and this piece of' paper was item 83 in ~hat list. In regard 
to the search we have the evidence of P. W. 25, Inspector SlIcar, who says' that 
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he searc?ed th~ room in the presen,ce ?fManindra, Sinha, that he prepared ,a 
search ·hst, whIch .he and. the search WItnesses and ,Man,indra Sinha aU signed, 
,a.nd of w,hich M~rundra Sinha to?k a carbon copy.~ The ~,earch list on examina, 
bon bears the sIgnatur'e of M. Smha, so that there is in the case of this search 
list, an admission on the part of Manindra Sinha that the list is correct. Sec.. 5 
,tion 55 of the Indian Evidence Act permits secondary evidence to be given of the 
contents of a document, when; the e~isten.c~, condition, or content~ of the original 
h~ve been proved to be adnutted III 'WrItmg by the person agaIllst whom it is 
proved or by his representative in interest. .A:s to the position of Manindra 
Sinha in connection with the case or rather 'with the conspiracy Crown Counsel 10 
alluded to the evidence showing that Manindra Sinha was a membet of the 
W. P. P. and connected with the 13. J. W. A. and the Y. C. L. ' 

, : rfne second document of thLg, kind was an envelope found in the possession 
of Spratt accused on the 15th September 1927 and included in the inventory, P. 
2520, prepared on the 11th October. ThiEl envelope the evidence of P. W. 215, 15 
Inspector Desai, would suggest to have been returned to Spratt a(',Cused in Octo;" 
ber 1927, but at the time of the 1929 search it was not found in his possession: 
No notice was actually given to him to produce this envelope, but the natural 
presumptions as to what became of it could only be that the envelope had been 
used for the purpose for which it was intendedl or had been lost or thrown away~ 20 
an envelope not being the sort of tIling on whIch one makes a note, which is in., 
tended to be kept per:Il\anently. If the document is destroyed, no notice would be 
necessary in order to justify production of secondary evidence of it, and if it has 
:heen used for the purpose of a letter to Mr. Parsons in England, then equally 
under item 6 of the Proviso to Section 66 of the Evidence Act no notice is re- 25 
quired. . 

, The last of these documents is item 150 of Desai's search list, P. 1240, in 
which the article recovered in the, search is described as, a typewritten article 
entitled "The Economic Reconstruction of Germany" in 6 pages~ Crown, 
Counsel argues, I t4ink with feaRon, that this is primary eviq,ence and not 30 
secondary evidence, as it relates not to the contents of the document but merely 
to its description. I see no good ground for rojecting any of these pieces-of 
evidence. It will of- course be realised that in botl!. the first and the third ,case 
the prosecution could have produced the original docnment if the advisability 
of Qoing so had been realised at an earlier.,stage. The question at issue there~ 35 
fQre in those cases is whether the prosecution is, entitled in:~rgument t9 rely on 
the search list which has been proved for the purpose .of introducing that piece 
of evidence. Innty opinioti they have the right, t~, do, so, ,. 

, , . Apart fr()m the two legal points which I have mentioned Mr. Sinha's main 
contention was that although the eyidence in regard to the activities 'of the Com- 40 
munist Party of India might indicate an intention to enter into an agreement, 
with tho Communist International for thepnrpose of propagating revolution· in 
India, yet that evidence equally shows that no' agreement was effected. Of: course 
in the sense of the execution of a forma] agreement or undertaking entered· into 
by both parties, it 'cannot be said that there was an agreement, but there is a great 45 
difference between' agreement' and ' an agreement '.The Communist Party of 
India signified its agreement time and time again by its activities, its acceptance of 
guidance from abroad, and finally by its resolution to affiliate to the Communist 
International. There was no need for, a document executed before a Registrar 
O~ anything of that kind. The question is: did the members of the Communist 50 
Party of India, or rathe-r did the accused or any of them agree between them
selves and with the Communist International and its subsidiary bodies to carry 
out the objects of the Communist International and to work for a revolution in 
India' And if it is said that affiliation is necessary. to some body connected 
,with the Communist International; then we have the relations between the Com- 55 
munist Party of, India through its representative, the Workers' and Peasants' 
Party, with the League against· Imperialism and the Workers' Welfare League 
of India, in the latter of which the Communist Party of Great Britain has a con
trolling voice. Mr. Sinha suggested that the Communist Party of India could 
not be said to be the centre of the conspiracy in India. Perhaps in the formal 60 
literal sense that is true of the Party aR -such, but the Party existed as such only 
by reason of its members, and it was the members of the C. P. I. who as Com
munists (as admitted in the C. P. L's own Report, P. 2071) were directlyresipon
sible for the organisation of and the work done by the Workers' and Peasants' 
Parties. 65 
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Mr. SiDha's other point was that if the Workers' and Peasants' Party was 
a' veiled' Communist Party, that means that its objects were veiled, and there
fore any ordinary member or even office-bearer might be unable to recognise that 
the Party was a ' veiled' Communist Party, and might therefore be unable to 
realise the' veiled' conspiratorial object. Hence he argued that membership 
of such a Party should not lead to any presumption of guilt. That of course 
was a point urged on behalf of his individual clients and one which will have to 
be considered under that head. 
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PART XV. 

Before I sum up the conclusions to which in my opinion the evidence with 
which I have dealt so far, leads as to the existence or otherwise of a Com~unist 
conspiracy, I must first refer to the so-called joint statement of the Communist 
accused. This is the statement made by Nimbkar accused, about which at pag~ 
2968 he said: " The statement that I have delivered from the beginning up to 
this point is the considered and agreed statement which I am authorised to make 
ou behalf of 18 Communist accused, namely, Adhikari, Ajudhya Prasad, Basak, 
Bradley, Chakravarty, Ghate, Goswami, Joglekar, Joshi, Majid, Mirajkar, Mittra, 
Muzaffar Ahmad, Shamsul Huda, Sohan Singh Josh, Spratt, U smani and myself." 
This statement was followed up by an applic..'l.tion on 17th February 1932 from 
all the accused concerned and another on 1st .T uly 1932 from Hutchinson accused. 
In the application presented by the other Communist accused they stated that 
Nimbkar's ",tntement up to page 2968 constituted the considered and agreed 
~tatement which they had authorised hiin to' place before ·the Court on tIieit be
half as well. They added: " It is intended to deal from a Communist point of 
view with all the important political questions raised by the prosecution in the 
case and to present them an.d the Court with the considered and united opinions 

.of the majority of the accused on these questions and on the case as a whol~!" 
Now whether or not this statement like many of the individual statements is a 
statement such as would ordinarily be made by an accused under Section 342 
C. P. C. is a question into which I will goat a later stage. For the present it 
if! sufficient to say that this statement (which on examination will be found even 
·to coniainextracts from some of the individual statements in cases where 
apparently it was thought that what an individual accused had already said 
constituted the last word on that subject), like the ind~vidual statements, con
tains the l"xplanation put forward by the Communist accused, when asked to 
explain the facts, that is acts, speeches, and writings, and documents found in 
·iheir possession at the time of search, and under Section 342 (3) C. P. C. these 
answers may be taken into consideration in this trial. Crown Counsel in sum
ming up the case referred to a number of passages, but before quoting the pai
liages to which he has referred I should first say that these quotatiQns .are not in 
the smallest degree exhaustive. The propositions which they support could be 
well supported by a large number of other quotations, but it would not serve any 
particular purpose to load this judgment with more references. So far as pos
Dible I have endeavoured already to make it complete in itself, but that would 

. not justify makj.ng an already lengthy judgment any longer than is absolutely 
necessary. 

In this~tatementNimbkar accused begins by pointing out that the accused 
. are not interested In the law of the land. He says: C C With the legal side of the 
case we f'ha n have little to do. We are concerned with historical processes and 
<-hanges in which legal systems and PeIlal Codes are only by-products .. When 
we are trying to set up an entirely new system of laws,. we eamlot be expected to 
pay very much respect to the existing one." Then ~oming to the subject of 

'Revolution he says on page 2611 : "We; are equally convinced by the srune 
study. that in a c~)lonial country, such as IndiJt is, the revolution which will pre
cede the proletarian revolution, will be of the nature of the bOlll'geois-delD;ocraJic 
revolution., This .will achieve the complete freedom of India from the control 
or-British ,Imperialism., ~ . . .. . . . .... • . . . . This, is _the revolution for.which we 
were working." He goes o~ on page 2616, to say that such a revolution is 
inevitable, in the following words :-" We consider that the way in which the 
l'conomic and political life of the world generally and of India in particular have 
developed makes it certain that the Indian pational revolution now developing 
will culminate fairly soon in the revolutionary overthrow of British Imperialist 
rule." And on the same subject on page 2702 he says: " Revolut~on is therefore 
the prospect before India-either soon or less soon, but inevitably at some time," 
and as to its nature he says that, of the principal elements which it will com
prehend ; " The most obvious is that it will secure national independence, poli
tical independence which involves the overthrow of British rule." Then at the 
top of page .2727 we co~e toa familiar point: " We conclude therefore that the 
wurking class can and will be the leading class in the Indian revolution ....... . 
1'he working class and the working-class party will be the deciding and direct
·iug force:" From this he goes ,on to speak of the programme of the nationa.l 
revolution, which will not lead immediately to the dictatorship of the prole
tariat, hut is Ii preliminary stage; On the contrary this revolution will be in 
:essenoo lC·a typical bourgeois-democratic revolution" (page 2728). Next at 
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page 2732 h~ says: " The fundamental task of the revolution is the dispossession 
of Imperialism of its State power, and tho establishment of the State power, of 
the workers and peasants .... ,............ The State must be smashed and 
replaced by an entirely new State '~. And. t}lis, is the ,revoh~tion for which they 
were ll:dmittedly working. : " ", ' ' 

Coming next to the means by which thisre.olution is to be carried out the 
following passages ]lave been referred to :~ - , 

, At page 2623 he says : " The means whereby Socialism is established ~ris~ 
of course from the class struggle, which owing to these defects in the capitalist 
system becomes acute ultimately to the point of civil war, the overthrow of the 
bourgeoisie as a political ruling class, and their economic expropriation bv the 
prolet~Tiat. It is at this point that many Socialists part company with the Com
munistk. They will admit, in theory, all that has gone before and much more. 
But on the inevitability of violent revolution they disagree ", which is a fairly 
plain statement that in the accused's view violent revolution is quite inevitable, 
and the reason for this appears at page 2925 where he says: " Our view, as is 
well knmm, is that even in conditions of the fullest development of bourgeois de
mocracy, under universal suffrage, " free " institutions, a " domocratic tradi
tion .", etc. it is impossible for the working class to take power or realise Socialism 
by constitutional means." And a little further on he says : " Where the Com
munists differ from other believers in the ultimate victory of the working class is 
that they do not believe victory will be Mhi(,'f'ed until after a very much :more 
severe Sh1.1ggle than is ordinarily contemplated. They believe that the ruling 
class will use eyery means, political, economic and military, to defend its privi
leges, and that the final decision will not be reached without open civil war ", 
and such a revolution ~uld not be avoided in any case according to his view, as 
he explains on page 2927, where he says: "Even accepting the inconceivable 
that an apparently democratic form of Gove~nment were established.in India, 
revolution would be no less necessary and inevitable than now, under uncon
-cealed Imperialist dictatorship." The only'difference would be, that democratic 
forms . would afford some facilities for the education and organisation of the 
masses, which present conditions do not allow. 

At l>age 2931 he comes to the question of method and says :" The method 
which we propose for the achievement of the revolution is the mass action of 
the people as a wholo "and at page 2933, after having spoken of the ways in which 
the organisation 01' the workers, peasants and petty bourgeoisie will grow up, he 
says : " The strength of the revolutionary movement of these three main sections 
of the populution, iu spite of its being systematically led astray and betrayed by 
the pseudo-revolutionary movement of the bourgeoisie, will grow greater and 
greater. ' Ultimately it will culminate possibly in a nation-wide campaigri of non
payment of taxes and rents by the peasants, and a general strike by the workers, 
and the time for the armed uprising and the actual seizure of power will ha.e 
arrived." And t.his is what he had forecasted in speaking of the immediate ob
jective at page 2734, where he said: "The immediate objective towards which 
the party of the proletariat has to work is the general strike of workers, support
ed by a general no-ta."C and no-rent campaign, which will as it develops lead to an 
armed revolution. " And of course all this in regard to the aims, the means and 
the 'mctlwds is ex-hypothesi in accordance with what is laid down by the Com
munist hltcrnational, because, ,as he had said at page 2611 : "Our party,- the 
Communist Party of India, was not at' the time of our arrest duly affiliated to 
the Communist International, and we were not all members of any Communist 
Party; but nevertheless we fully subscribe to the system of thought and the well
thought-out and scientific political programme laid down for the world revolu
tion by that most powerful world-wide revolutionary organisation, the Communist 
International. ,. 

The question whether the means will be violent or otherwise has already been 
touched npon, but it is dealt with in the plainest terms ,at page 2935, where he 
says: "')'he end of our revolutionary preparation and organisation will, then 
be the vil)lent overthrow of the present State, the organ of the Imperialist dicta
torship, the complete destruction of the Imperialist power, and the establish
ment of th.e workers' and peasants' power. It will be done by force. We defi
nitely contemplate and prepare for the use of force to attain our object,. the 
national revolution, and to consolidate it. Any proposal'to achieve the revolu
tion or maintain its gains without the use of force is in our view an absurdity." 
At the bottom of the same page after criticising the Bombay riots he says : "Nolle 
the less we do advocate the use of violence " and at the end of this division of his 
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statement 'at Jhe foot of P!lge 2936 he says : 'c We openly.declare that 'We shall 
ha~e to us~ VIc~lence, t~e VIolence of the mass revolutionary movement.' 'But he 
defends thIS vlO~e~ce ~ the true didactic manner. as being so much less in 'every 
war than ~mpenahs~ ':lOl~nce, an~ says: "As opposed to Imperialist violence, 
which, whIle Impenahsm lasts, IS permanent., our violence is temporary. As 
opposed to Imperialist violence, which is used to maintain an obsolete barbarolL~ 
exploiting syetem, our violence is pr~gressive and will be used to att:rln the next 
g!Cat step forward in the march of the human race. This is our justification of 
vIolence." In fact it is the old old story of the war which is to end war the last 
act of violence which is to end violence. . ' , 

5 

10 

I have already quoted, probably more than once, the passage, in 'which he 
says that the Communist accused laid the greatest stress upon the importance 
of conscious revolutionary activity, organisation and leadership, a 'statement 
which very obviously implies that they were working together to 'bring about 
a common object, which implies agreement and therefore ~onspiracy. And in 15 
the same sequence there are numerous passages showing that all the organisa
tional work ,in which they took part had this ultimate aim of destroying British 
Imperialism and its rule, that is the Government as by law established in India. 

25 

Anoth~r subject dealt with is outside help, particularly from Russia, about 
which at page 2617 he says: " We have no objection to the help of the Com
munist International and the Russian working class; in fact we consider that 
India should welcome such help' ", and such help is obviously to be expected 
from what he says at page 2661: "Nobody denies that the policy of the Com
munist International is to assist the revolutionary movement in all parts of the 
world against capitalism and Imperialism, and when the revolution is victorious 
in other conntries to' bring about a free Federation of these Soviet Republics, 
which will extend eventually all over the earth ", a description which tallies 

O. P. 786. very closely with that which we find in the complaint. As,might be expected, 
• this joint statement includes a defence of the League against Imperialism accom

pallied by an admission that it exists for the purpose of promoting the Colonial 
revolution against Imperialism, one important item in which is the movement 
in India. It also includes a certain amount of commentary on the law (part of 
which I have referred to already) and a good deal about the trial of this case, 
most of which oruy concerns me in so far as it relates to the reply implied in it 
to the prosecution case. One of these points relates to defence wit
nesses. Now the Communist accused up to a very late stage in the 
trial suggested the intention tG produce defence witnesses, and made a number 

o. P. 787~ 

of applications to the Court, which they and their counsel knew perfectly well 
the Court could not possibly grant because it had no power to do so, for the sum
moning of witnesses from England and other foreign countries. These witnesses 
from England and other foreign countries were to explain precisely those facts, 
which are proved most conclusively by the documentary evidence on the record. 
When the Communist accused filed a revised list of. defence witnesses they still 
included these witnesses from England, etc., and up to the last possible stage 
maintained silence as to whether they really wanted to call such of the witnesses 
as could be called. When, however, the matter reached a crucial stage, they 
filed on the 25th January 1932' an application which repays· study. In this 
document after reference to the nature of these witnesses, the 17 accused who 
filed the application, that is' to say all the Communist accused except Dange, 
Hutchinson and Muzaffar Ahmad (who was away from Court at this stage) 
stated as follows i-

" In this case broadly two lines of defence are possible: (1) to dissociate one-
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self from the Communist International and its programme; and (2) to defend the . 
policies of the C. I., the R. I. L. U., the League against Imperialism andtlJ,e . 
other organisations mentioned in para. 3 of the complaint and to prove that 55 
they do not contravene the law. For the latter, which is our line of defence, 
the cvideu("c as to policy and principles which can be given by the foreign 
witnesses is obviously of the greatest value, while the type of evidence, in regard 
to details and activities, which GaD be given by witnesses f:t;'om India, is of minor 
importance. If we had been allowed to bring these witnesses-we should :h,ave 60 
proved conclusively (1) that the prosecution version of the case is entirely mis
represented and false; and (2) that the programmes of the C. I., the R. I. L. U., 
and the League against.Imperialism, etc., as established by these witnesses, are 
perfectly legitimate. and legal. . In short we should c~aim !hat in the absence 
of foreign defence wltnesse§ the Judgment of the case wIll be III effect an ex parte 65 
judgment." This statement entirely gives away the case of the Communist 
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accused that the inability to call the witnesses from abroad has' been 11. source 
of disadvantage to them.' It is quite obvious that if we have available for study 
the documents' in which the aims, objects and methods of those organisations 
are stated, we have something which is of much greater value than any oral 
evidence could possibly be. It follows therefore that it was not the inability /)", 
'of the Court to summon thes'e foreign witnesses to give evidence before it, which 

o. P. 788. was the real reason for the Communist gr~p of accused refusing, when the time 
for decision came, to call their Indian witnesses. , . 

Another proof of the completely disingenuous nature of this repeated request 
for the calling of witnesses from abroad was the omission from the final list 10 
of defence witnesses of M. N. Roy, whose name appeared in the list filed in 1930 
when,he was not in India, but disappeared from the revised lists filed in Novem-
ber and December 1931 after his arrest in India. But all these protests etc. were 
really only intended as another ' red herring' to divert attention from the non
production of certain witnesses resident in India, who could have been called and 15 
who according to the defence theory could have taken all the sting out of one or 
two prosecution documents. In any case in the absence of any witnesses for the 
Communist accused, the only question I have to consider is whether the prose-
cution evidence establishes the correctness of the prosecution theory. I have 
endeavoured to indicate the main points put forward for the defence, but as I 20 
pointed out earlier, the, main line of defence argument was an attempt to per-
suade the Court to regard every document and every piece of evidence, every 
action and every activity as a thing standing by itself, and in addition to inter-
pret every letter and document not according to ordinary principles of inteJ.·
pretation and of common sense, but as conveying much less than their prima 25 . 
facie meaning. The consequence of this method of defence argument is that 
there is really nothing on which I can lay my finger as being the real defence to 
the general case of conspiracy. It is no good saying to a court ' you must not 
interpret this document as having its obvious meaning,' and that is what was 
said to me for a good part of 2i months. 30· 

O.P. '189. It remains only to state the conclusions to which the oral and documentary 
evidence placed before the Court and the admissions 'Of the accu~ed appear to 
me to lead. First of all it appears to me to be conclusively proved that through
out the period under consideration, that is at all times material to this case, there 
has been in existence in Russia an organisation known as the Communist Inter- . 35 
national, which has had as its aim to bring about throughout the world a revolu-
tion or revolutions for the overthrow of existing Governments and the establish
ment in their place of Soviet Republics similar to that established in Russia. 
This overthrow is expected and intended to be brought about by armed uprisings. 
We have found this aim, based originally on Marxian economic theory, stated in 40 
the writings and speeches of leading Communists and in the pronouncements 
made from time to time by the Communist International in its statutes and theses. 
The suhject has been fully discussed in many of these writings, and again in 
both the individual statements of the accused in this case and the joint statement, 
and no room has been left for doubt as to the existence of this ultimate intention 45 
or aim. 

Secondly it has been clearly established that the Communist International 
works to that end through (1) various committees of its own, as for example ihe 
E. C. C. I. and its sub-committees, such as ihe Colonial Committee; (2) branches, 
such as the Communist Party of Great Britain, and (3) auxiliary organisations, 
as for example, the R. I. L. U., the National Minority ¥ovement, the P. P. 
T. U. S., the League Against Imperialism, the Young Communist League, the 
W. W. L. I. and other bodies. Some of these bodies are nominally independent, 
but in reality they ar.c all controlled by the Communist International and are 
subject to it. 
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The objects of the Communist International and of all these other bodies are 
se.t out and described in their official pUblications and in numerous other docll
ments on the record. These publications and documents also contain a cIt'ar 
account of the methods, which have been prescribed by the Communist Internll
tional directly and through its subordinate orgamsations for carrying on work 60 
and propaganda leading up to the main objective, namely an armed revolution. 

So' much for the general aspect of the activities of the Communist Interna
tional l'lnd its connected organisations. SpecificallylVith regard to India it is 
estahlished that the Communist International at a very early date decided that 
India offered a suitable field for its operations as being one of the most likely 66 
places for the next J;tep forward towards world revolution. one of the two most 
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likely weak links in the' capitalist chain. The evidence shows that be • . • 
, f~om soon after the Comm,!nist Con!lpiracy case of 1924 the Communist ='~a~ 

tlOnal ~a~ been eJ?de~voupng to brm~ ab<?ut a ~evolutionary situation in India 
by assIstmg and mstIgatmg Commurusts m IndIa to active work both d' tl 

d thr h ·t b di t . t·· . , Irec y an . oug 1 S su or na e org:arusa Ions. We have seen it at work in England 
operatmg through the Co~urust Party of Great Britain, and again in Holland 
and generally on the Con~ment . thro~gJ;1 Roy and Sipassi and the Forei oon 
Bu~eau, proba?ly represe?-tmg .the remammg members of that Bureau during the 
p.enod 01 Roy ~ absenc~ m Ch~na. Through these agencies it has been sendin 
~tel'ature, advIce and mstnlCtions, and financial help for newspapers and po; 
sibly for other wo~k.. In addition it has through the agency of the Communist 
Party- of Gr~at Bntam ~ent a number of agents to .wqrk in India; for exam)]e 
GIading, Allison, Spratt, Bradley and others, who have been guided in their w~rk 
~y members of t~~ Foreign Bureau, particularly Roy and C. P. Dutt, and have 
followed the tradItIOnal ~ethods of Communist penetration and propaganda. 

5 

10 

15 
The met.hods, which have been laid down as a, programme of work for the 

revolution in India, include (a) incitement generally of antagonism between
Capital and Labour; (b) the creation of Workers' and Peasants' Parties Youth 
Leagues, Trade Unions etc. superficially for the benefit of their memb~rs but 
mainly in reality for the purpose of propaganda; such parties to be orga~ised 20 
and. run by Co~munis~s; (c) in. the case of e~isti.ng Trade Unions, political • 
bodIes l~lld the llke, ~helr c.ap~ure m the Co~tullSt mterest by the introduction 
of fractions or nucleI consIstIng of Commurusts ; (d) encouragement of strikes 
hartals and similar demonstrations; (e) propaganda by speeches, newspapers: 
articles, leaflets, celebration of anniversaries and" days"; (f) utilisation of 
alloY other movements hostile. to Government, such as Bardoli, Independence 
League ctc. 

25 

It will be remembered that in the c~)Urse of the preceding pages there have 
been instances illustrating every single item of this programme. Moreover, it 
is quite clear that these methods have been applied by the Communists in India 30 
with the fullest intention and the fullest understand~ng of their meaning and 
object an~ with the guidance and assistance of the agents mentioned above, who, 
it is quite evident, were sent out to India for that express purpose. 

It appears to me to be quite clear that the Communists (and possibly others) 
in India, who have been wotkingalong with these agents from Europe have, 
even though riot members of the Communist International, conspired with each 
other at Meerut and elsewhere to carry out such of the successive steps indicated 
in the publicatjons and documents of the Communist International and its sub
ordinate organisations and agents, al;! appeared to them suitable, with the ulti
mate objeetive of bringing about an armed revolution with the object of depriv
ing the King Emperor of his sovereignty of British India. That is to liay I am 
quite satisfied that there has been during tlle period under consideratIon a con
spiracy OIl the part of the Communist International and its subordinate and .con
nected organisations to deprive the King of his sovereignty ofBrit~sh India, 
and (hat persons in India took part in that conspiracy and in 80 doing committed 
acts at Meerut and other places, which bring them within the purview of Section 
121-A, I. P. C. In the second half of this judgment I shall have to consider 
which of the 30 accused now before this Court (the thirty-first accused, Thengdi, 
having died subsequent to the close of arguments) actually entered into 8;nd 
participated in this conspiracy, and thereby committed an offence under SectIon 
121-A I. P.O., but it will be convenient to mention here the opinions expressed 
by the aflSeSf"Ors on the question of the· existence of a c~spiracy. 'Of the five 
assessors four were of opinion that there was in the years 1925 to 1929 a con
spiracy as alleged by the prosecution to deprive the. King of his sovereignty of 
British India. The fifth assessor was of opinion thatthe conspiracy was proved, 
that all the accused were guilty more or less but not under Section 121-A. I. P. C. 
" Th(~ conspiracy", he said, " is not to deprive the King of his sovereignty, but 
to overthrow the Capitalist and Imperialist power over the world. .That includes 
overthrowing the Imperialist power over British India." The opinion that 
none of the accused were guilty of an offencE' lIDder Section 121-A, I. P. C. se~ms 
to me difficult to understand in the light of the opinion that they were all gUilty 
of ~articipati~g in a conspiracy t().?verthrow ~he Imperiali~t power o,!er Br.itish 
India, the actIve expreSSIOn of .whICh pow~r IS the l;!overelgnty. of His MaJesty 
the King Emperor ... In my oprnton the VieW expres~ed by ~hlS assessor also 
really amounts to an acceptance ~f!' the general theory of conspIracy put forward 
by the Crown.in this case. 
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